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ABSTRACT

The Electric Pouer Research Institute (EPRI) is preparing a compendium of
technical requirements, referred to as the " Advanced Light Water Reactor
(ALWR) Utility Requirements Document," that is applicable to the design of an
ALWR power plant. When completed, this document is intended to be a compre-
hensive statement of utility requirements for the design, construction, and
performance of an ALWR power plant for the 1990s and beyond.

The Requirements Document consists of three volumes. Volume 1, "ALWR Policy
and Summary of Top-Tier Requirements," is a management-level synopsis of the
Requirements Document, including the design objectives and philosophy, the
overall physical configuration and features of a future nuclear plant design,

-

and the steps necessary to take the proposed ALWR design criteria beyond the
conceptual design state to a completed, functioning power plant. Volume II-

'.

consists of 13 chapters and contains utility design requirements for an,
evolutionary nuclear power plant (approximately 1350 megawatts-electric
(MWe)]. Volume III contains utility design requirements for nuclear plants
for which passive features will be used in their designs (approximately
60v MWe).

The staff of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, has prepared Volumes 1 and 2 (Parts 1 and 2) of its safety
evaluation report (SER) to document the results of its review of Volumes I and
II of the Requirements Document. Volume 1, "NRC Review of Electric Power -

Research Institute's Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements
Document - Program Summary," provides a discussion of the overall purpose and
scope of the Requirements Document, the background of the staff's review, the
review approach used by the staff, and a summary of the policy and technical
issues raised by the staff during its review. Volume 2, "NRC Review of
Electric Power Research Institute's Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility
Requirements Document - Evolutionary Plant Designs," gives the results of the
staff's review of the 13 chapters of the Requirements Document for evolution-
ary plant designs. Volume 3, "NRC Review of Electric Power Research Insti-
tute's Advanced Light Water Reactor Requirements Document - Passive Plant
Designs," scheduled to be: issued in September 1993, will give the results of
the staff's review of the 13 chapters of the Requirements Document for passive
plant designs. Preliminary drafts of Volumes 1 and 2 were forwarded to the
Commission and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) on May 12,
1992.
In staff requirements memoranda (SRM), the Commission instructed the staff to
provide an analysis detailing where the staff proposes departure from current
regulations or where the staff is substantially supplementing or revising
interpretive guidance applied to currently licensed LWRs. The staff considers
these to be policy issues. - Appendix B to Chapter 1 of Volume 2 of this report
_gives the staff's regulatory analysis of those issues identified for the
evolutionary plant designs. These issues have been addressed in Commission
papers SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor Certification Issues and
Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements"; SECY-91-078, " Chap-
ter 11 of the Electric Power Research Institute's Requirements Document and
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Additional Evolutionary Light Water Reactor Certification Issues"; and in
draft Commission papers, " Issues Pertaining to Evolutionary and Passive Light
Water Reactors and Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements," and
" Design Certification and Licensing Policy issues Pertaining to Passive and
Evolutionary Advanced Light Water Reactor Designs," that were issued on
February 27 and July 6, 1992, respectively.

In SRM dated June 26, 1990, and April 1,1991, the Comission provided its
,

decisions on SECY-90-016 and SECY-91-078 as they apply to evolutionary !
designs. The Commission.will be reviewing the basis for the approach that the '

staff is proposing for those issues discussed in the draft Comnission papers
of February 27 and July 6, 1992, and, accordingly, may at some future point in
the review determine that such issues involve policy questions that the
Commission may wish to consider. These issues are considered fundamental to <

agency decisions on the acceptability of the ALWR designs. The staff will I

ensure satisfactory implementation of Commission guidance regarding these
matters during its review of individual applications for final design approval
and design certification.

There are no open issues pertaining to the Requirements Document for evolu-
tionary plant designs other than policy issues on which the staff has taken a
position, but for which the Commission has not had the opportunity to provide
guidance. These issues are summarized in Section 4 of Volume 1 and discussed I
in detail in this report.

!
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PREFACE i

This safety evaluation report (SER) (Volume 2) documents the review by the fU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff of the 13 chapters of Volume 11 *

of the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's) Advanced Light Water !
Reactor (ALWR) Utility Requirements Document (hereafter referred to as the '

'' Evolutionary Requirements Document"). Volume 1, which contains the program
summary of the NRC review of Volumes I, !!, and til of the ALWR Utility .

Requirements Document, also contains the references cited and the abbrevia- !
tions used in this SER. ;

i
Each chapter of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR -

Utility Steering Committee's requirements for the design of evolutionary,

! plants. These requirements apply to boiling-water reactors (BWRs) and
pressurized-water reactors (PWRs), which will be rated at approximately 1350
megawatts-electric.

The design criteria specified by EPRI are intended to ensure that EPRI's '

policy statements discussed in Volume-I of the ALWR Utility Requirements '

Document are met. These policy statements are discussed in Section 1.3 of
Volume 1 of this report. They include censideration of sirnplification, design :
aargin, human factors, safety, regulatory stabilization, standardization, use ;
of proven technology, maintainability, constructibility, quality assurance, :
economics, protection against sabotage, and environmental effects. '

The format of each chapter of this SER follows that of the corresponding [
chapter of the Evolutionary Requirements Document as closely as possible. !

Unless otherwise noted, references to sections of the Evolutionary Require- '

ments Document pertain to that chapter. -

Outstandina Issues

During its review of the original version of the Evolutionary Requirements iDocument, the staff identified two types of issues for which additional r

information was required before the staff could reach a final conclusion. The t

staff considered these issues to be outstanding. These issues fell into one
of two categories: (1) open issues that had to be resolved before the staff
could complete its review of the Evolutionary Requirements Document or_ (2) >

confirinatory issues for which the staff would ensure that EPRI met its
commitments to revise the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

There are no open issues remaining on the Requirements Document for evolu-
- tionary plant designs other than policy issues on which the staff has taken a
position,.but for which the Commission has not had the opportunity to provide- *

guidance. To provide continuity of the review, both the open and confirmatory
items identified in the DSERs and the remaining open policy issues are 1;sted #

in Section 1.4 of each chapter. ;

i
~

I
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Vendor- or Utility-Specific Items

During its review of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff
Identified items that were inadequately addressed by EPRI or were issues that
could not be addressed generically. These items will have to be resolved
during the staff's review of a vendor- or utility-specific application (i.e.,
an application for final design approval and design certification (FDA/DC) or
> .ombined construction permit and operating license (combined license). They
a , listed in Section 1.5 of each chapter.

As discussed in Section 1.2 of Volume 1 of this rcport, the Requirements
i Document has no legal or regulatory status and is not intended to demonstrate

complete compliance with the Commission's regulations, regulatory guidance, or
; policies. It is not intended to be used as a basis for supporting FDA/DC for i

a specific design, nor is it to be used to substitute for any portion of the
staff's review of future applications'for FDA/DC. Specifically, satisfactory

1
-

1 resolution of the items identified in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 of each chapter for j
' a vendor- or utility-specific application will not, by itself, support a
i finding that the application complies with the Commission's regulatory

requirements. The staff will perform a complete licensing review of these
,

applications using NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan (SRP] for the Review of l
;

I
: Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," and other appropriate

;.
Commission guidance. Satisfactory resolution of the open policy issues and
vendor or utility-specific items constitutes only one portion of the staff's ;

review.4

! Availability

Copies of this report are available for inspection at the NRC Public Document
| Room, 2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20555.

The NRC project managers for the staff's review of EPRI's ALWR Utility
i Requirements Document are J. H. Wilson and T. J. Kenyon. They may be contact-

ed by calling (301) 504-1118 or by writing to: Associate Directorate for,

i Advanced Reactors and License Renewal, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
; Washington, DC 20555.
:

:
i
.

i
i

1

:

J

!

,
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CHAPTER 2, " POWER GENERATION SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 2, " Power
| Generation Systems," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document through
| Revision 3. Chapter 2 was prepared, under the aroject direction of EPRI and

i

the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Com)ustion Engineering; Bechtel f

Power Corporation; Duke Power Corapany; General Electric Company; MPR Associ-
ates, Inc.; S. Levy Incorporated; Science Applications International Corpora-
tion; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and EPRI.

On October 15, 1986, EPRI submitted the criginal version of Chapter 2 of the !
Evolutionary Requirements Document for staff review. By letters dated
May 27 and June 12, 1987, the staff requested that EPRI supply additional
information. EPRI provided the information in its response dated Septem-
ber 17, 1987. Topic papers in Appendix B of the original version of this-
chapter were relocated to Appendix B of Chapter 1.

On February 16, 1988, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 2 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document. In August 1988, April 1989, and July 1990, the
staff and EPRI met with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)

.

Subcommittee on Improved Light Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 2, the ;
staff's corresponding DSER, the outstanding issues from the staff's review of
Chapter 2, and EPRI's approach to resolving each issue.

On September 7,1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the E/clutionary Require- [ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on A)ril 26 and
November 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively.

.

1.1 Review Criteria
.

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review '

criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document.

1.2 Scone and Structure of Chanter 2

Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the power generation systems.
Although these requirements apply to BWRs and PWRs, which will be rated at
approximately 1350 MWe, a plant rated at 1100 MWe with a six-flow turbine was -
used in establishing some requirements that are based, in part, on _ economic
evaluations.

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 2 review include EPR!-proposed design
requirements for

main / extraction steam system*

feedwater and condensate systema

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 2.1-1
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chemical addition system*

condensate makeup purification system*

auxfliary steam systema

1.3 Policy issue _1

During its review of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the
Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

1.4 Outstandina isnti

The DSER for Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the
following outstanding issues:

Open issues

(1) classification of power generation system components (2.1)
(2) clarification of guidance regarding valving and piping materials (2.2)

Confirmatory Issues

None

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in detail in the
appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical
notation following each issue. All issues identified in the DSER for
Chapter 2 have been resolved.

1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Soecific Items

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed below. The designators in
front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The letter
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant designs. The first
number designatos the chapter in which it is identified. The letter "V"
designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final number is
the sequential number asuigned to it in the chapter.

E.2.V-1 safety valve design (3.4)
E.2.V-2 attachment loads for safety and relief valves (3.4)
E.2.V-3 side stream condensate polisher (4.3)
E.2.V-4 condensate makeup system raw water pretreatment (6.4)

r

i

!

,

:
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l 2 COMMON REQUIREMENTS
'

.

![
2.1 General Reauirements

EPRI states that the design of systems covered by this chapter will comply !
with the overall requiremer.Ls of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements |
Document. These systems include the main / extraction steam, feedwater and !
condensato, chemical addition, condensate makeup purification, and auxiliary !

| steam systems. Consequently, the resolution of any open issues identified in
the DSER for Chapter 1 (e.g., the application of leak-before-break analyses)
could result in associated changes in Chaptcr 2.

U ll has modified Chapter 1 to provide guidance to the plant designer for !
classifying and designing safety-related portions of systems for seismic and i
environmental qualification. The staff evaluated the revised section and I
table in Chapter 1 (Section 4.3, " Classification Requirements," and ;,

lable 1.4-1, " Structural Codes and Standards for Structures, Systems and [
Equipment,"), in the DSER for Chapter 2, the staff concluded-that the !

classification information was still insufficient and too general to provide [
adequate guidance to plant designers. It, therefore, recommended that, for :
each system listed in Chapter 2, the corresponding design code or standard be '

specified for the piping and equipment and that the schematic diagram for each
system include the jurisdictional boundaries for the corresponding design
codes and standards. The staff position on seismic and environmental qualifi-
cation, stated 1.; Section 4 of the DSER for Chapter 1, was also referenced.
This was an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 2.

In a letter dated March 14, 1991, EPRI responded to this DSER open issue by
stating that specification of design codes and standards would require a
detailed design _ that was beyond the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document and, therefore, no changes would be made to Chapter 1. The staff
agrees that the original concern expressed in the DSER for Chapter 2 requires
a level of c'etail that is generally beyond that of Chapter 1 and, therefore,
this DSER open issue is closed. However, this issue is closely related to an
open issue in Chapter 3 of this report concerning the control of BWR main
steamline isolation valve leakage, which EPRI identified as a plant optimiza-
tion subject in Section 2.3.1 of Appendix B to Chapter 1. EPRI proposes a
requirement to eliminate the BWR main steamline isolation valve leakage
control system and to provide an alternative leakage-pathway (i.e., the main
steamline and the condenser) to the main condenser downstream of the isolation
valves in the esent of a loss-of-coolant accident. This issue is also related-
to EPRI requirements in Section 3.3.2 of Appendix B, Section 3.4.1.5 of
Chapter 2, Section 5.3.3 of Chapter 3, and Section 3 of Chapter 13 and is-
discussed further in the corresponding sections of this report.

2.2 Specific Reauirements-

2.2.1 Valves

in Section 2.2.B of Chapter 2 of the original Evolutionary Requirements
Document, EPRI provided substantial guidance to plant designers aimed at
minimizing and simplifying the valving throughout the power generation
systems. The staff did not find any discrepancies with respect to current
licensing requirements; however, it did request clarification of several items

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 2.2-1
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,

$in its comments on valving and piping materials (Section 2.2.C) and considered
this to be an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 2. In the DSER, the staff i4

determined that requirements pertaining to material embrittlement and surveil- !
lance of valves and pipes in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 were inadequate. EPRI |,

revised Section 2.2.2 to reference Section 5 of Chapter 1, which provides !

requirements pertaining to material embrittlement and surveillance. The staff T

concludes that the revised Section 2.2.2 is acceptable and this issue is i

|closed.

j|Section 12.2 of Chapter 1 specifies valve and valve actuator requirements for
the ALWR.

2.2.2 Materials !
!

Section 5 of Chapter 1 specifies material requirements for the ALWR. In }
particular, Section 5.3.2 contains requirements specifically for the ;

feedwater, steam, and condensate systems, including requirements to minimize [
use of copper alloys and to use corrosion / erosion-resistant materials (not j
carbon steel) for piping and components exposed to wet steam or flashing ;

liquid flow. Sections 3 through 7 of Chapter 2 contain other specific- |

requirements for materials in the feedwater, steam, condensate and chemical [
'

addition systems. j

i

2.2.3 Instrumentation and Controls

The instrumentation and control equipment for the power generation systems i

will meet the requirements of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements :
Document. Controls and displays and their location will be established by the ;

analyses of functions also required by Chapter 10.
;

With respect to instrumentation and controls (l&C), Chapter 2 defines func- t
;tional requirements that will affect their type,. range, and location but. notes

that the actual desiln requirements are given in Chapter 10. The staff has,
therefore, documented its review of the 1&C requirements in Chapter 2 in ;

Chapter 10 of this report. !

h
;

!
.

!
!
!
,

!
;

I
;

!
:

!
:
*
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3 MAIN / EXTRACTION STEAM SYSTEM {
3.1 Syster Definition ;

Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states i

that the main / extraction steam system will be designed to (1) transport main i

steam from the steam generator (for PWR) or main steam isolation valve (for
BWR) to the high-pressure turbine and to the moisture separator reheater * i

(2) transport extraction steam from the high-pressure and low-pressure
turbines to the feedwater heaters; (3) providt steam to the auxiliary steam '

system and the emergency feedwater system turbine-driven pur..ps (for PWR);
(4) provide steam bypass capability via the turbine bypass system for stortup, .

shutdown, and step-load reduction trivients (for BWR); (5) provide steam
bypass and relief capacity for normal operating conditions and off-normal

.

transients (for PWR); (6) provide isolation of the ma:e steamlines in case of '

c main steamline break (for PWR); and (7) provide steam to steam jet air ,

e;ectors and to gland seals, etc. For the PWR, the system will include main
.

steam piping from steam generators to the main turbine, main steam isolution i

valves (MSIVs), extraction steam piping, turbine bypass system, moisture ;

separator / reheater, safety valves, and power-operated relief valves. For the .

BWR, the system will include main steam piping downstream of the second MSIVs, I

extraction steam piping, turbine bypass system, and moisture separator / heater. '

PWR System Boundaries
|

Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 2 delines the main / extraction steam system boundaries
as consisting of the following for a PWR:

main steam piping up to but not including the turbine stop valves*
e

hot reheat piping up to but not including the rJheat stop valves ;
*

extraction steam and cold reheat piping*

turbine bypass system*

moisture separator / reheater*

MSIVs ,*
-

safety valves !*

power-opsrated relief valves*

t

BWR System Boundaries
s

Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 2 defines the main / extraction steam system boundaries :
as consisting of the following for a BWR:

main steam piping downstream of the second MSIV up to, but not including, i
*

the turbine stop valves

hot reheat piping up te but not including the reheat stop valves*

extraction steam and cold reheat pioinge

turbine bypass system*

moisture separator / heater*

:
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The BWR HS!Vs are not included because they are addressed la Chapter 3 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. EPRl's design requirements for the
turbine-generator are provided in Chapter 13.

Lalerfaces

Section 341.3 of Chapter 2 lists the systems with which the main / extraction
steam system will interface. That is, the BWR reactor coolant system (RCS)
and PWR steam generator system (Chapter 3), turbine-generator system ;

(Chapter 13), the emergency feedwater system turbine-driven pumps (Chapter 5), |
and the BWR radioactive waste drain system (Chapter 12). j

|3.2 Performance Reauirements

Section 3.2 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document dcfines the
performance requirements for steam bypass and relief capability, MSIVs, and
MSIV bypass lines.

Sectio, 3.2.1.1.3 of Chapter 2 states that all of the turbine bypass system
flow will be directed to the condenser in order to conserve secondary water
in tent ory. The staff is concerned about those times when the main condenser
is not available. Applicants referencing the Evolutiv ary Requirements
Document should consider allowing the release of ncncan6amr uted steam through
the steam bypass and relief systen at settings below which the safety / relief
valves operate. This procedure is consistent with the rationale of minimizing
safety valve actuations and the conservation of secondary water inventory.

Section 3.2.1.3.1 of Chapter 2 states that for BWRs, the total flow capacity
of the turbine bypass system will be 33 percent of the full turbine steam flow
at full-bad steam pressure.

For PWRs, Section 3.2.1.2.1 of Chapter 2 requires that the total flow capacity
of the turbine bypass system be sufficient to eliminate challenges to the
steam generator power-operated relief valves (PORVs) during reactor trip from
full-power transient or turbine trips without reactor trip from 100-percent
power. Section 3.3.2.2 further states that the maximum differential pressure
between any two steam generator outlet nozzles should be less than 10 psi.
lne staff finds that these requirements for the PWR will minimize the differ-

! ence between reactor coolant temperatures at the reactor inlet nozzles and are
acceptable. Because the main steam piping will be designed so as to pass the
full-rated flow of steam to the main turbine, it will have the capability to
remc/e the residual heat from the-reactor system in conformance with General
Design Criterion (GDC) 34, " Residual Heat Removal," of 10 CFR Part 50.

Table 2.3-1 of Chapter 2 states that the MSIVs in a PWR will be fail-closed,
bidirectional valves capable of stopping fully developed steamline break flows
of both 100-percent and 4-percent steam within 5 seccnds following receipt of
a safety signal. The HSIVs will be environmentally qualified for both normal
operating conditions and for the environment rest.lting from a steamline break.

' In the event cf a main steamline break and a concurrent single active failure
of one MSIV, the remaining isolation valves will'close and limit the blowdown
to the one steam generator with the broken steamline. The staff finds that
the design requirements for the MSIVs in a PWR meet the requirements of GDC 57
and the staff's guidelines in SRP Section 6.2.4, " Containment Isolation Sys-
tem," and SRP Section 10.3, " Main Steam Supply System," and are acceptable. '

EPRI Evolutionary Platt SER 2.3-2
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!
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However, Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
states that to meet the design r0guirements of the valves and actuators, the t

HSIV valve characteristics identified in Table 3-1 must be achieved. The
staff notes that the cited table should be Table 2.3-1. for the BWR, the !
design requirements for the MSIVs and safety and relief valves are addressed !

in Chapter 3. |
f

|
3.3 System Features !

| Section 3.3 of Chapter C of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines i

| requirements for system arrangement, system pressure drops and volumes, steam
| piping drains, and chemistry sampling conrections.

3.4 kmoonent features !
!

Section 3.4 of Chapter 2 defines the requirements for main /er. traction steam :
Isystem components.

!W n St smline Classification i

bection 3.4.1.5 of Chapter 2 requires that the main steaaline from the seismic
t

restraint ch the outbcaed side of the outermost main steam isolation valves up :
to and including the turbine main steam stop vcives meet the requirements of isei nic Category 11. The staff identified this requirement as an open issue
during its review of other chapters of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
The staff's evaluation and proposed resolution of this issue are provided in
Section 2.3.1 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

.i
fxtraitjon Steam anLCold Reheat Pipina i

Section 3.4.2.3 of Chapter 2 specifies that the extrac* ion steam and cold
reheat piping material will be of corrosion-resistant materials meeting the
requirements of Section 5.3.2 of Chapter 1. Carbon steel must not be used.

'

The staff has also reviewed the materials rLquirements for extraction steam
and cold reheat piping in Section 5.3.2 of Chapter 1.and concludes that they ;

are acceptable, as documented in Section 5 of Chapter 1 of this report.
4

Safety Valves (PWR)

Section 3.4.3.2.2 of Chapter 2 states that the safoty valves must be of a '

design proven to consistently open fully, at a pressure within acceptable
limits around the set pressure during operability tests. The design require- i

ments and rationale for the safety valves are based on their functioning !

during operability tests. The staff concludes that these-valves should also !

be able to function in harsh environments during emergencies when they will be -

needed to mitigate accidents. Therefore, applicants referencing the Evolu- I

tionary Requirements Document should base the safety valve design on accident
conditions not operating conditions.

Dfety and Relief Valves (PWR)
-

By leiter dated May 17, 1991, the staff requested that Sections 3.4.3.2.4 and '

3.4.3.3.3 of Chapter 2, which discuss attachment loads for PWR safety and -i
| . relief valves, respectively, be revised to delete a' reference to American |

| EPRI- Evolutionary Plant SER 2.3-3 [
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National Standards Institute /American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ANS!/ASME) B.31.1, Appendix 2 "Non-Mandatory Rules for the Design of Safety
Valve Installations," and replace it with a requirement to design such
installations in accordance with the acceptance criteria in item 11.2 of SRP
Section 3.9.3, "ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Components, Component Supports,
and Core Support Structures" (NUREG-0B00). In Revision 3 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the reference to B.31.1 was deleted from both of the
above sections in Chapter 2, but no reference to SRP Section 3.9.3 was made.
However, Table B.1-2 in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document commits to unconditional compliance of the ALWR to SRP Sec-
tion 3.9.3. Therefore, the- staff concludes that this is ar. acceptable
commitment and will review individual appilcations for FDA/DC for both BWRs
and PWRs against the guidance in item 11.2 of SRP Section 3.9.3.

tiois ture. Separat or/Rehea t en

Section 3.4.4.4 of Chapter 2 requires that corrosion / erosion-resistant
materials meeting the requirements of Chapter 1, Section 5.3.2, be used for
all components exposed to wet steam or flashing licuid flow where operating
experience has shown that significant erosion coulc occur, in addition,

Section 3.4.4.6 of Chapter 2 requires that reheater tube material be ferritic
stainless steel.

The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because wet steam
s.rvice has been a problem at operating power plants. Ferritic stainless
steel tu'as mRerial is corrosion / erosion resistant and is compatible with the
intended service in both BWRs and PWRs.

3.5 .l_nstrumentation and loM rpli

Section 3.5 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
instrumentation and control equipment for the main / extraction steam system,
including

heat balance instrumentaticn*

turbine bypass system valve interlocks and trips*

steamline break detection instrumentation (PWR)*

power-operated relief valves (PWR)*

main steam isolation valves (PWR)*

main steam isolation valve bypass valves (PWR)*

turbine main steam bypass valves*

main steamline drain pot drain valves*

moisture separator reheating steam cutoff, control, and purge valvesa

heater extraction steamline isolation and power-assisted non-return valves*

The staff's evaluation of the actual design requirements for this instrumenta-
tion and control equipment is provided in Chapter 10 of this report.

3.6 Maintenance

Section 3.6 of Chapter 2 refers to the general maintenance requirements in
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requ.rements Document. EPRI states that thei
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|

requirements in Section 3.6 of Chapter 2 are intended to ensure that mainte-
nance of all main steam system components can be accomplished quickly and
safely. Saction 3.6 of Chapter 2 requires that the following specific
provisions be addressed during the design phase:

adequate work space and ease of access to equipment and components+

adequate space and lifting provisions for removing valve componentse

.

adequate space for laydown of equipmer,t*

moisture separator / reheater pull fixtures specifically designed for each.

location

physical layout to ensure safety of personnel during maintenancea

The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because they
represent reasonable provisions to address conditions that have hindered
maintenance at operating power plants.

3.7 [pnclusion

The staff concludes that, with the exception of the issues to be addressed by
the applicant referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document, as noted
above, the design requirements in Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document for t.he main / extraction steam system are in general agreement with
SRP Section 10.3 and are, therefore, acceptable.

.

!

.

;
,

!

-!

!

?

|

|
.

!
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4 FEEDWATER AND CONDENSATE SYSitM

4.1 System Definition

The feedwater and condensate system will be designed to return high-quality
feedwater from the condenser hotwell to the steam generators (for PWR) or
reactor vessel (for BWR). Section 4.1.3 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document lists the systems with which the feedwater and conden-
sate system will interface; one of the paragraphs states that the reactor
coolant system will receive feedwater from the feedwater and co..densate
systems. The staff notes that this paragraph only applies to BWRs and should
be so specified. Also, the feedwater and condenute system will interface
with the auxiliary steam system (Section 7), auxiliary (emergency) feedwater
system, and/or other engineered safety systems that ara not listed.

4.2 Patformance Requirements

Section 4.2 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
that the feedwater and condensate system will have a number of stages for
regenerative feedwater heating and provisions for maintaining feedwater
quality. For the PWR, the system will include three condensate pumps with
condensate polishers, three low-pressure feedwater heating trains with four
feedwater heaters for each train, three main feedwater pumps (plus three
feedwater booster pumps), and two high-pressure-feedwater heating trains with
two feedwater heaters for each train. For the BWR, the system will include
four condensate pumps (one spare) with a full-flow condensate domineralizer
system, three low-pressure feedwater heating trains with four feedwater
heaters for each train, three feedwater pumps, and two feedwater heater drain
tanks and pumps. The system will also incorporate recirculation lines
designed to permit system operation when the demand for flow is low, such as
during startup and shutdcwn. Section 4.2.1.8 of Chapter 2 states, in part,
that the feedwater and condensate pumps will be designed so that loss of a
single feedwater pump (BWR), booster / main feedwater pump assembly (PWR),
heater drain pump (BWR), or condensate pump in a multiple pump system will not-
result in a trip of the turbine-generator or a reactor trip. The staff finds
that the design requirements will ensure the availability of adequate feed-
water for off-normal transients, thereby reducing challenges to safety-relateo
systems.

Section 4.2.2.4 of Chapter 2 states that double-valve feedwater isolation is
required and will be provided by the feedwater control valve and a separate
feedwater isolation valve in the main feedwater line to each steam generator.
The isolation valve will be located outside the containment and will also
serve as a containment isolation valve, but will not be required to close
automatically on a containment isolation signal. Both valves will be designed
to fail closed on loss of actuating fluid. The design closure time will be
justified by safety analysis. These features are intended to prevent exces-
sive reactor coolant system cooldowns and/or containment overpressurizations
as a result of the addition of excessive feedwater to the steam generators
following a steam line or feedwater line break. These valves will also
provide appropriate isolation for the non-safety-related part of the main
feedwater system in order to ensure the dec6y heat removal function of the
safety-related auxiliary feedwater system. In addition, a check valve will be
provided at each steam generator to prevent reverse flow under accident-
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conditions (such as a feedwater line break) and, thus, prevent the blowdown of
more than one steam generator. The staff finds that the feedwater isolation
features will ensure postaccident decay heat removal functions in accordance
with the requirements of GDC 44, " Cooling Water."

4.3 System feat Eqi

Section 4.3 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requ'rements Document defines the
requirements for feedwater and condensate system components.

Demineralizer/ Condensate Polisher
|

| Section 4.3.10.1.1 of Chapter 2 requires the demineralizer/ condensate polisher
to maintain water quality suitable for long-term power opention, startup,'

shutdown, and extended outages. Properly designed condens " polisher will
be provided to maintain water chemistry within specified limits, assuming a i

condenser tube leak of 0.001 gpm during continuous operation and 0.1 gpm ;

during an orderly unit shutdown not longer than 8 hours. In addition, the
polisher system will provide adequate cleanup function during plant heatup and 'i

low-power operation. No regeneration of ion exchange resins will be providedl

in the systum,

in a PWR, a side stream condensate polisher with deep-bed, mixed-resin ion
exchangers will be used to maintain feedwater chemistry within specified
limits. Section 4.3.10.2.2 of Chapter 2 states, in part, that if the system
is sized for less than full condensate flow, it should be capable of handling
at least one-third of rated condensate flow. At a site using seawater
cooling, a full condensate flow rate system may be required. The sizing of

| the polisher is intended to protect the steam generators and other secondary-
side components from corrosion resulting from poor-quality makeup water. If a

full-flow system is not provided, the design and arrangement should include
| provisions for the possible future installation of full-flow capability.
| tiowever, the staff is concerned that a side stream condensate polisher may not
| be adequate for flow control if a full condensate flow rate system is needed.

The staff will review this issue on a plant-specific basis.
,

In a BWR, a deep-bed, mixed-resin, full-flow ion exchange demineralizer will
be used. The total condensate flow will be processed through a full-flowi

filter to remove particulates from the condensate stream before it enters the
deep-bed condensate demineralizer. The system will maintain feedwater
chemistry within specified limits. The water chemistry in the system will be

! further controlled by deaerating the condensate during startup and'during
normal plant operation. In addition, there will be a peuvision for injecting
chemicals into the condenser for biofouling control. EpRI states that the

condensate polishcr, ion exchange demineralizer, and filter system will be
designed to comply with the general requirements in Chapter 1 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document.

The ion exchangers will be provided with internal screens to prevent highly
' radioactive resin fines from leaving the ion exchangers and being transported

to the steam generators (PWR) er reactor pressure vessel (BWR) where they
would present a radioactive crud problem, in the event of a failure of one of
these internal-screens, resin traps (filters) will be located downstream of
each lon exchanger to trap any resin fines that leave the ion exchanger.
Because the resins in ion exchangers are used to remove radioactive corrosion

;_ EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 2.4-2
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and fission products from the reactor coolant, ion exchangers are typically
large radiation sources that must be shielded to lower the dose rates in
adjacent areas. Since the original Evolutionary Requirements Document did not
address any design features to minimize personnel exposure during the cleaning
of the resin traps, the staff recommended that EPRI address this issue.
Section 12.9.3.14 of Chapter 1 has been revised to require that personnel
exposure be minimized during cleaning of resin traps by locating these traps
ouf .e the ion exchanger enclosure and by providing remote backwash capabili-
t/ fcr the traps. The staff concludes that this revision addresses the
staff's concerns and is, therefore, acceptable.

Capability for Handlino Radioactivity

| Section 4.3.13 of Chapter 2 states that to reduce the amount of liquid
. radioactive water that must be processed, BWR condensate, feedwater, and
I heater drain pump seal leakage will be drained to the condenser hotweil. Any

primary-to-secondary PWR leakage will be removed via the steam generator
blowdown demineralizers. These demineralizers, as well as the condensate
polishers, will be located in areas where temporary shielding can be installed
if necessary.

4.4 Component Features

Section 4.4.1.1 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the provisions of Chapter 1, requiring that only components that have
been proven in comparable service, must be followed. Also, to eliminata
overspeed trips on the condensate pumps and the main feed pumps, the design
pressure for all components downstream of the pumps will be equal to or higher
than the discharge pressure of the respective pumps, assuming no flow (shutoff
head developed across umps). Finally, portions of the feedwater and conden-
sate system that will e under vacuum during low-power and startup conditions
must be designed to prevent air inleakage and to maintain acceptable water
chemistry.

Condenser

Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 2 requires that the condenser be designed in accor-
dance with Heat Exchanger Institute standards. The condenser will have two or
more parallel circulating water flow paths. Tubing must be of commercially
available lengths. The design must not preclude shop prefabrication.

In addition, the following requirements must be met:

The condenser tube material will be Type 304L stainless steel for fresh*

water with chlorido levels below 200 parts per milliot (ppm). For higher
chloride levels of up to 500 ppm, Type 316L stainless steel tubing will be
used. A higher grade of stainless steel (such as 904L or Al-6X) must.be
used if chloride levels are between 500 and 800 ppm. For brackish or salt
water containing high concentrations of dissolved solids (1000 ppm) or
chlorides (more than 800 ppm) or water contaminated by sewage discharges,
titanium tubing will be used.

1
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Stainless steel tubing material must not be thinner than 22 British Wire*

Gauge (BWG). Titanium tubing material must not be thinner than 23 BWG,
Impingement protection will be provided. Tube support plates will be
designed to minimize tube vibrations.

Provisions for chemical injection into the condensate for biofouiing*
control must be included in accordance with site-specific requirements and
applicable regulations.

Means will be provided to protect the tubes from pitting when the condenser*

is shut down.

Tube sheets will be specified as follows:*

1

For Type 304L stainless steel tubes, Type 304L stainless-clad carbon-

steel tube sheets must be used.

- For Type 316L stainless steel tubes, Type 316L stainless-clad carbon
steel tube sheets must be used. )

'

For higher grade stainless steel tubes, stainless-clad carbon steel-

tube sheets must be used.

For titanium tubing, titanium-clad carbon steel tube sheets must be-

used.

Double tube sheets or welded tube-to-tube-sheet joints will be pro-vided.*

Formation of corrosion products and loss of condenser materials will be*

minimized by eliminating steel surfaces that could erode and/or using
materials other than carbon steel.

Leak-detection trays will be included at all tube-to-tube-sheet interfaces.-*

Provisions for early leak detection will be provided at tube sheet trays
and in each hotwell section. The hotwell will-be divided into sections so
that leaks can be detected and located.

The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because corrosion-
resistant materials are to be used in the construction of the condenser.
Also, leak-detection trays are required to provide for early. leak detection,

feedwater Heater and Deiterator

Section 4.4.4.1 of Chapter 2 specifies that feedwater heaters tubes be Type
304L stainless steel with carbon steel tube sheets. Tube-to-tube-sheet joints
must be welded.

The staff concludes.that these requirements are acceptable because Type 304L-
stainless steel tubes have shown good resistance to the type-of physical and
chemical attack common in the power plant feedwater system environment.
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Regulatino Valves >

Section 4.4.8.1 of Chapter 2 requires that appropriate stainless steel !
materials be specified for all valve bodies and internal components, including ;
heater drain valves, for regulating applications in the feedwater and conden- I

sate systems. Design features to facilitate inspection, matetenance, and |replacement, as required, of regulatino valve internal comporets or valve .

seats will be provided. |
!

The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because stainless !
steel will provide increased resistance to cavitation and erosion damage. |

4.5 Instrumentation and Controli!

|

Section 4.5 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
instrumentation and control equipment for the feedwater and condensate system, |including|

|

heat balance instrumentation ;*

reactor and turbine trips*
i

level controls F
+

turbine water induction prevention controls+
t

condenser hotwell level control+
i

feedwater string isolation valves {
+

deaerator storage tank level control (PWR)*

feedwater heater drain controls '+

pump trips+

i
4.6 Maintenance

;
F

Section 4.6 of Chapter 2 refers to the general maintenance requirements in i
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. EPRI states that the !
rMuirements in Section 4.6 of Chapter 2 are intended to ensure that mainte-

;

nance of all feedwater and condensate system components can be accomplished
iquickly and safely Section 4.6 of Chapter 2 requires that the specific

provisions for ease of access, adequacy of work space, and laydown areas be ;

addressed during the design phase.
!

4.7 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements for the design of the feedwater ;

and condensate system do nct conflict with SRP Section 10.4.6, " Condensate
Cleanup System," and SRP Section 10.4.7, " Condensate and Feedwater System," ;

,

and are acceptable. ;

,

P

;

I

>
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5 CHEMICAL ADDITION SYSTEM

5.1 System Definition'

.

'

The chemical adaition system will be designed to add liquid (for PWR) or
gaseous (for BWR) chemicals as necessary to maintain condensate, feedwater,
and the off-gas (for BWR) system chemistry within the required limits.

; 5.2 Performance Reouirements
j

!
Section 5.2.1 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires {

'

that the chemical addition syste.ns for PWRs maintain water quality for long- |,

1 term operation during all plant conditions. The system will have sufficient '

| capacity to continuously inject chemicals for 24 hours to limit the need to-
; replenish the chen!cals. Specific feedwater chemistry requirements are given
i in Chapter 3.
|

1 Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 2 requires that the gas addition system for BWRs be'

capable of maintaining the required gas concentrations at all power levels
above 30 percent of full power. Hydrogen addition is part of the industry's
BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Program, discussed in further detail in4

: Chapter 1 of this report. The system will be capable of providing the
7rescribed gas concentrations 90 percent of operating time.

5.3 System Features

PWR

Section 5.3.1 of Chapter 2 specifies, for PWRs, that separate and identical
equipment and tubing for adding and injecting hydrazine and ammonia or
morpholine will be provided in the chemical addition ! ' tem. The system will
consist of the chemical tddition tanks, pumps, piping, instrumentation, and
addition points on the condensate and feedwater system. Chemicals will be -
injected into the condensate line downstream of the condensate polisher and'

into the suction line of each feedwater booster pump. The performance
: requirements specify that thc system will be capable of injecting suitable
i amounts of hydrazine and ammonia or morpholine during plant operation and

during plant layups.:

'

BWR

Section 5.3.2 of Chapter 2 specifies, for BWRs, that the chemical addition '

system will consist of gas generation and/or storage facilities,- piping, flow.

'
metering, instrumentation, and addition points on the feedwater and off-gas
systems. Separate gas injection tubing will be provided for.(1) injecting

'

oxygen to the condensate, (2) injecting hydrogen into the feedwater, and
(3) adding oxygen to the off-gas system.

1

5.4 Component Features
,

Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 of Chapter 2 require that the chemical addition pumps:

in PWRs be fabricated from Type 316 stainless steel and the chemical addition.
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tanks be fabricated from Type 304 stainless steel. Section 5.4.3 requires
that the pipe and tubing for the gas addition systems in BWRs be Type 316
stainless steel.

The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because the
specified materials are compatible with the intended service.

5.5 Instrumentation and Controls

For PWRs, Sectiori b.5 of Chapter 2 requires automatic' control of hydrazine and
ammonia addition pumps and level switches with low-level alarms and pump trip
controls on chemical addition tanks.

For BWRs, Section 5.5 of Chapter 2 requires automatic control of condensate
oxygen addition flow, feedwater hydrogen injection flow, and off-gas oxygen
addition flow.

5.6 Maintenance

Section 5.6 of Chapter 2 refers to the general requirements in Section 8 of
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionecy Requirements Document. Section 5.6 of Chapter 2-
requires that chemical addition skids be designed for ease of maintenance and
quick replacement or individual components.

5.7 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements for the design of the chemical
addition system do not conflict with SRP Section 5.4.2.1, Branch Technical
Position MTEB 5-3, " Monitoring of Secondary Side Water Chemistry in PWR Steam-
Generators," and with other regulatory requirements and are, therefore,
acceptable.

|

4

:

i
i

:

.

i

|
!
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6 CONDENSATE MAKEUP PURIFICATION SYSTEM

6.1 System Definition

The condensate makeup purification system will be designed to treat the raw
makeup water and to store the treated water for filling, flushing, and
providing makeup water for the feedwater and condensate system. In addition,
the system will provide purified water to the primary water storage tank for
the PWR plant. The complete system will consist of a-demineralizer for
removing ionic impurities, a vacuum degasifer for removing dissolved oxygen, a
demineralizer water storage tank for sampling, and a condensate storage tank.
In same cases, additional rquipment may be needed to filter, clarify, and
soften the water depending on the quality of the makeup water.

Interf acn

Section 6.1.3 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document describes
the system interfaces with the raw water makeup system (Chapter 9), the
feedwater and condensate system (Section 4 of this chapter), the PWR chemical
and volume control (CVC) system (Chapter 3), the process sampling system
(Chapter 3), and the fuel pool (Chapter 7). The staff concludes that the
cited chapters address the system interfaces.

6.2 P_trformance Recuirements

The condensate makeup purification system will be designed with two 100-
percent capa:ity trains to treat the raw makeup water and to store the treated
water for filling, flushing, and providing makeup water for the feedwater and
condensate system. In addition, the system will provide purified water to the
primary makeup system and the fuel pool in the PWR. Section 6.2 of Chapter 2
requires that the condensate makeup purification system provide condensate
makeup water of a quality and quantity suitable for long-term plant operation
and for all plant conditions, including power operation, startup, shutdowns,
extended outages, and off-chemistry conditions. PWR system capacity will be
based on the maximum steam generator blowdown rate and miscellaneous conden-
sate requirements. BWR system capacity will be based on auxiliary steam
makeup requirements during plant startup and miscellaneous condensate require-
ments.

6.3 System Features

Section 6.3 of Chapter 2 specifies condensate makeup purification system
features that are required for a typical site _ with good water quality. Plant
designers are-required to review raw water quality for each specific site and
provide adequate equipment, as required, for pretreatment. Condensate _ storage
and demineralized water storage tanks- will be designed to maintain water
purity and exclude oxygen. Section 6.3.2 of Chapter 2 requires that the
demineralizer system be designed with two 100-percent capacity trains-and that

x it include the following features:v

strainers in backwash lines to eliminate resin carryover during resina

backwash

use of inert resin in mixed-bed vessels*

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 2.6-1
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1

| full-flow recirculation.

1

resin regeneration+
s

I sight glasses for viewing resin levels in mixed-bed vessels*

; resin traps downstream of each dem:neralizer vessel*

6.4 Component Features

i Section 6.4 of Chapter 2 specifies specific requirements for components of.the
condensate makeup purification system, including the demineralizer, vacuum,

degasifier, demineralized water storage tanks,- and condensate storage tanks.d

Demineralizer
\

: The demineralizer will include cation, anion, and mixed-bed units. A decarbo-
: nator may also be provided depending on the alkalinity of the makeup water.
| Depending on site-specific raw water quality, the designer may specify a
j different demineralizer arrangement based on an evaluation of site-specific
: conditions. This will be evaluated during the staff's review of a COL.
j application.
4

'
Section 6.4.1.4 of Chapter 2 requires that demineralizer components be

$ fabricated from the following materials:

Demineralizer vessels must be constructed of lined carbon steel.*

:

Demineralizer skid piping must be constructed of polypropylene-lined carbonj *

steel.

Dilute acid piping must be constructed of Alloy 20.; *

I
The demineralizer waste ta.; must include a liner that can withstand thei .

| corrosive effects of the regenerated waste over the complete range of
' expected pH values and chemical concentrations. This tank will-include
! provisions for chemical neutralization.
i

Demir eralizer waste piping may be constructed of Alloy 20 or other corro-*

i sion-resistant material such as polyethylene and polypropylene- lined
: steel. This piping will be routed above grade so that piping leaks can be

|
detected.

; The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because.the
j materials specified are standard for demineralizer systems.

Vacuum Deoasifier

| The vacuum degasifier will be of the packed spray tower type design with
i makeup water injected at the top of the bed through a distribution system.

Two vacuum pumps will be provided to maintain system vacuum.
:

Section 6.4.2.2 of Chapter 2 requires that the degasifier vessel be con-
structed of rubber-lined carbon steel. All piping valves and fittings. should

! be of Type 304 stainless steel.
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The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because the
materials specified are the standard materials of construction for the vacuum
degasifier.

Demineralizer Water Storaae Tank

A demineralizer water storage tank (DWST) will be provided to sample the
quality of water before its release to the plant. The capacity of the-tank
will be based on the design flow rate of the demineralizer and the makeup
requirements of the condensate storage tank.

Section 6.4.3.2 of Chapter 2 requires that the DWST be constructed of stain-
less steel. A stainless steel floating cover on the tank is recommended to
minimize air ingress.

The staff conclud(; that these requirements are acceptable because the
materials specified are the standard materials of construction for the DWST.
Also, experience has shown that floating covers are an effective method for
minimizing air ingress, which can result in aeration of the demineralized
water.

Condensate Storaae Tank

The minimum capacity of the condensate storage tanks will be based on the
maximum use of condensate during startup (e.g., for the PWR, maximum steam
generator blowdown luel startup duration) plus a 100-percent margin. For
BWRs the requirements of the reactor core isolation cooling system and high-
pressure injection system will also be considered. A minimum of two pumps
will be provided for recycling condensate back to the degasifier or forwarding
it to the locations where it will be used in the plant.

Section 6.4.4.2 of Chapter 2 requires that the condensate orage tanks be
constructed of stainless steel. Stainless steel floaung "ers on the tanks
are recommended to minimize air ingress.

The staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable because the
materials specified are the standard materials of construction for the
condensate storage tank. Also, experience has shown that floating covers are
an effective method of minimizing air ingress, which can result in aeration of
the demineralized water.

6.5 Instrumentation and Controls

Section 6.5 of Chapter 2 requires that the condensate makeup purification
. system be controlled and monitored from-local control panels. Provisions will
be made for manual control as backup to the automatic of semiautomatic
control. _ Table 2.6-1 of Chapter 2 tabulates the parameters that should be
maintained throughout the demineralizer system. Section 6.5.6 of Chapter 2 -
requires that provisions be made for appropriate trips and/or tsolations to
protect against chemical intrusions (i.e., when limits of silica,. sodium, or
conductivity in demineralizer effluent are exceeded).
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i-
i
1

3 6.6 Maintenance
4-

i Section 6.6 of Chapter 2 requires that the condensate makeup sampling system
; be located near the processing equipment within an environmental enclosure to-

protect operators and equipment from adverse effects of temperature, humidity,-
chemical or steam leaks, and local noise.

.

{
6.7 a nclusijmr

| The staff concludes that the design requirements _ for the condensate makeup
purification system do not conflict with SRP Section 9.2.3, " Demineralized

,

i Water Makeup System," and are acceptable.
:
!

l
i
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! 7 AUXILIARY STEAM SYSTEM j
! 1
1 7.1 System Definition i

s

i The auxiliary steam system wil'l be designed to supply low-pressure non-
| radioactive steam to various plant components when the main steam system is
; not availsble and to be the normal source of steam for the radioactive waste
i evaporators.
|
i 7.2 System Interfaces

| The auxiliary steam system will interface with the following systems:
i

main steam system (Section 3 of this chapter)
,

a

deaerator (PWR) and steam jet air ejectors in the feedwater and condensate; !*

system (Section 4 of this chapter)
.

turbine gland sealing system (Chapter 13) i
.

; boron recycle system (PWR) (Chapter 12)*

>

J PWR chemical and volume control system (Chapter 3)*

:

: liquid radioactive waste system evaporator, if used (Chapter 12)*

1

space and hot' water heating system (Chapter 9)-*

i
process sampling system (Chapter 3)! *

BWR reactor core isolation cooling turbine test system (Chapter 5)*

) 7.3 Performance Reauirements

Section 7.3.1 of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states,

; that the auxiliary. steam system will have no safety-related function and will
; provide steam for the following:

;
.

j deaerator pegging (PWR)*

,

,

i *- steam jet air ejectors in the feedwater and condensate system ;
!

1

turbine gland sealing*

boron recycle evaporator and batch tank in PWR chemical and volume control: *

|- system
,

liquid radioactive waste evaporator / concentrator
'

*

j reactor core isolation cooling turbine test (BWR)*

.

space and hot water heating system; *

+
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The system will provide the plant with the operational flexibility necessary
,

i to supply the required steam loads during all modes of plant operation.
I

i Section 7.3.3 of Chapter 2 states that the system will be designed to maintain
i steam quality consistent with the requirements of the feedwater and condensate
i - system.
!

7.4 System Features

Section 7.4 of Chapter 2 requires that the auxiliary steam system be supplied.

) with steam from a package steam boiler for plant startup and from the steam
! system for normal operation. Euch source of steam will include a'separata
: motor-operated gate valve to isolate the steam from the in-plant auxiliary
|

steam header. Condensate formed in the steam components will be collected in
a condensate collection tank and routed to the auxiliary steam boiler'sj

i deaerator. Since the original Evolutionary. Requirements Document did not
! address the prevention of contamination of the auxiliary steam system by
! radioactive liqui.d, the staff recommended that EPRI address this issue.
i Section 7.4.3 of Chapter 2 was revised to require that the auxiliary steam
| system be designed to prevent contamination by either radioactive steam or

.
liquid. The staff concludes that this revision will serve to reduce personnel

! exposure and is, therefore, acceptable.

7.5 Component Features

( Section 7.5 of Chapter 2 states that only components with proven service will
! be used in the auxiliary steam system. Section 7.5.5 of Chapter 2 states that ,

the auxiliary steam boiler system will consist of two ' condensate collecting'

! pumps, two boiler makeup pumps, and two boiler feed pumps. Each pump will be
: 100-percent flow and will be provided with a constant recirculation line to
I. meet minimum flow requirements.

7.6 Maintenant.

| Section 7.6 of Chapter 2 refers to the general maintenance requirements in

{
Section 8 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

j 7.7 Conclusion

!' Since the auxiliary steam system will have no safety-related function and the-
| NRC has no regulatory requirements for the system, the staff concludes that
i the design requirements for the system generally reflect good engineering

practice and are acceptable..

:

:
;

i

4

:
4. .
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8 CONCt.USION

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 2 of the
Evolutionary Requiremer,ts Document for the design of power generation systems
do not conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable.
However, by themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC
staff to determine that the plant-specific design, operation, and arrangement
of the power generation systems will be adequate. Applicants referencing the

~

Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
witn the additional guidance provided in the Standard Review Plan (SRP)
(NUREG-0800), or provide justification or alternative means of implementing
the associated regulatory requirements.

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document specifies requirements that, subject to resolution of the identified
vendor- and utility-specific items, if properly translated into a design and
constructed and operated in accordance with the NRC regulations in force at
the time the design is submitted,-should result in a nuclear power plant whose
power generation systems will perform as designed and have all the attributes
required by the regulations to ensure that there is no undue risk to the
health and safety of the public or to the environment.
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[ APPENDIX A
j DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
T

Appendix A of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
4 definitions of terms and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list4

of acronyms in Volume I of this report,

i
t
:
!

T

;
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: CHAPTER 3, " REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND REACTOR NON-SAFETY AUXILIARY SYSTEMS"
:

'

1 INTRODUCTION I

This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 3,
" Reactor Coolant System and Reactor Non-Safety Auxiliary Systems," of Evolu-

| tionary Requirements Document through Revision 3. Chapter 3 was prepared,
|'

undet the project direction of EPRI and the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, I

: by ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power; Bechtcl Power Corporation; Duke
| Power Company, General Electric Company; MPR Associstes, Inc.; S. Levy-
; Incorporated; Sargent and Lundy; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and EPRI.

On June 18, 1987, EPRI submitted Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements
, Document for staff review. By letters dated November 18 and December 11,

1987, the NRC staff requested that EPRI supply additional information. EPRI
'

j provided the infc:aation in its responses dated January 25 and March 28, 1988.
Topic papers in Appendix B of the original version of this chapter were
relocated to Appendix B to Chapter 1.

? On May 13, 1988, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. On July 12, 1990, tne staff and EPRI met with the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) Subcommittee on Improved light
Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 3, the staff's corresponding DSER, the'

outstanding issues from the staff's review of Chapter 3, and EPRI's approach,

j to resolving each issue.

On September 7,1990, EPRI sabmitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
~

ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and
November 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively.

,

1.1 Review Criteria

: Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
j criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary

Requirements Document.
4

1.2 Scope and Structure of Chapter 3
i

Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements forLthe reactor coolant system and
reactor non-safety auxiliary systems.

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 3 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for the

,

PWR reactor coolant system*

steam generator system (PWR)' *

BWR reactor coolant system*

chemical and volume control system (PWR auxiliary)a

process sampling systems (BWRs and PWRs)a
.
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:
!

reactor water cleanup system (BWR auxiliary) !*

1.3 Policy Isg!n
_

During its review of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical i
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the !

Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. ;

i
1.4 Outstandina Issues !

The DSER for Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the .

!following outstanding issues:

Open Issues !

(1) bolting degradation or failure (Generic Safety Issue (GSI)29) (2.2) :

(2) low-temperature overpressure protection (3.3) ;

(3) pressurizer relief tank system (3.3) f

+) reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection systems (3.3) i

(5) automatic isolation of component cooling water to reactor coolant pumps
.

(3.4) i

(6) cooling of reactor coolant pump seal during station blackout-(GSI-23) |
(3.4) .

!

(7) BWR main steam isolation valve leakage control (GSI-C-8) (5.3)
_

'

Confirmatory Is: ras

(1) protection of noncri+1 cal components inside containment (2.2) i
: (2) overfrequency transie.it during loss of electrical load (3.2) ;

! (3) non-safety-related power upply design (3.2) ,

| (4) power for pressurizer hea'.ars (Three Mile Island Action :
; Plan Item II.E.3.1) (3.4) |

(5) reactor coolant temperature _ instrumentation for cold' leg (3.5) .

(6) actuation of emergency feedwater system (4.2) -!

(7) steam piping supports (4.3) j

(8) corrosian-resistant bolting (4.4) î

(9) contaminant limits for abrasives (4.4)
(10) eddy current inspection procedures (GSI-67.7.0) (4.4). -|

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in detail in the :

appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical :
notation following each issue. All issues identified in the DSER for Chap-
ter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document have been resolved.

-

1.5 . Vendor- or Utility-Soecific Items-

These vendor- or utility-specific items, with. references to-appropriate
sections of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed below. The designa- ;

tors in front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The i

letter "E" indicates that the issue applies to ' evolutionary plant designs. ,

.
.

.

:
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1

i

i
"

I.

j The first number designates the chapter in which it is identified. The letter
"V" designates that-it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final:

number is the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.
I E.3.V-1 power supplies for power-operated relief valves (3.3)
: E.3.V-2 pressurizer heater power source control design (3.4)

E.3.V-3 chemical and volume control system design (6.2)

!
<

:i

} !

.

:
4

.

!
'

:

f

'

)
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2 REQUIREMENTS COMMON TO BWRs AND PWRs

! 2.1 Definition
I Section 2 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains

utility requirements for the-reactor coolant system and non-safety-related,

) auxiliary systems that are common to BWRs and PWRs. These requirements
i pertain to boundaries and interfaces with other plant systems, general system
! features, instrumentation and controls, and maintenance. The staff concludes
. that the requirements of Section 2.2 of Chapter 3 do not conflict with NRC

| requirements and are, therefore, acceptable.

I' 2.2 Common Reouirements

Class lE Power Supplies:

!
*

Section 2.2.1.1 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
;_ requires that critical components located inside the containment and required
- to function after a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) be protected and located
j so 'that they will not be damaged by hydrogen burn or flooded as a result of
! the LOCA. This requirement conforms with SRP Section 3.6.2, " Determination of
i Rupture Locations and Dynamic Effects Associated With the-Postulated Rupture
; of Piping." However, in a letter dated November 13, 1987, the staff informed
: EPRI that noncritical components should also be protected to the extent that-
!_ their failure will not degrade Class IE power supplies. In the DSER for
! Chapter 3, the staff stated that EPRI, in a letter dated January 3, 1988, had
j committed to add a requirement stipulating that noncritical electrical
| components located inside the containment will be protected so _that their
! failure will not cause degradation or failure of Class IE power supplies.
: Alto, adequate electrical isolation, physical separation, and/or circuit

protection will be provided to ensure that degradation or failure of Class lE'

: power supplies will not result. In the DSER for Chapter 3, the staff con-
! cluded that these additional provisions were acceptable and identified this as

a confirmatory issue.
I In a letter dated February 3, 1992, EPRI revised Section 2.2.1.4 of Chapter 3
|- to require that electrical components inside the containment be protected so
| that their failure will not prevent Class IE power supplies from fulfilling
; their intended safety function. The staff concludes that the revised require-

ment addresses its concern. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is
L closed.

j Environmental Oualification
.

Section 2.2.1.2 of Chapter 3 states that the plant designer will specify the
'

environmental qualification requirements for critical components that are
located inside the containment and are required to function after a-LOCA

[ occurs. The requirements to be specified include preparation and control of
documentation packages demonstrating compliance with NRC requirements. TheJ

staff's detailed evaluation of EPRI's requirements concerning environmental.

qualification is provided-in Section 4.8.2 of Chapter 1 of this report..

t
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Structural Reouirements

Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the pressure-integrity design of components and the design of component
supports will meet the general requirements in Section 4 of Chapter 1 of the

,

j Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff's evaluation of these general
,

requirements is provided in Section 4 of Chapter 1 of this report.'

Erovisions for Decontaminatiom

! Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 3 states that the design of the reactor coola_nt ;

system (RCS) will include provisions to facilitate chentical decontamination to;

| reduce shutdown radiation levels in piping and components. These provisions
| will include use of drain and flush connections to ensure removal of decentam- |

! ination fluids, in-line components to minimize trapping of decontamination-
! flMds, appropriate curvatures and connections to allow a probe (i.e., a
t- hydrelaser) to pass inside the piping. The RCS will be-designed to permit the

use of mechanical decontamination devices. EPRI requires that plant designers
.

i ensure that materials to be exposed to the decontamination fluids will either
be compatible with the reagents or chemicals to be used or be designed to bei

repl aceable. To facilitate the installation ana operation of the equipment
needed to perform a full or partial decontamination of the RCS, staging areas.

i should be provided in the containment. The staff initially was not aware that
the Evolutionary Requirements Document addresses the availability of adequate

3

staging areas in the containment to perform either a full or partial decontam-
ination of the RCS, and therefore, did not evaluate the requirements for these-'

; design features in its DSER for Chapter 3. However, Section 2.2.5.1 of
i Chapter 3 and Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.3 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary
| Requirements Document state that the RCS design will include provisions to
i facilitate chemical decontamination and that the RCS will be designed to
! interface with major decontamination equipment. The staff concludes that-
i these requirements are acceptable.

Insulation

! Section 2.2.7 of Chapter 3 requires that designated piping and components for-
i the ALWR be provided with insulation that can be removed quickly and that is

designed _for reuse. This insulation will be_ lightweight to facilitate _ quicki

I' removal and installation in those areas where-external access -is required for
inservice inspection. - Adequate laydown storage space will be provided fu

? insulation-that has been removed. These features will reduce the time
required to perform inservice inspections of piping.and components in high<

dose rate areas and therefore will result in dose savings.

Instrumentation

; Section 2.2.10 of Chapter 3 provides general requiremer+s that affect the
locations of instrumentation. Sensors must be located in low-radiation areas<

so as to minimize personnel radiation exposure. These general specifications
for instrumentation and control (I&C) do not' involve any apparent violations'

of NRC requirements. However, the staff's detailed review of EPRI's I&C-

-design requirements is provided in Chapter 10 of this report.^

i

i
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Use of Robotics;

i

Section 2.2.13 of Chapter 3 requires that the RCS arrangement facilitate the '

use of robotic technology for inspection and maintenance operations. Nuts on
all major openings of the reactor coolant pressure boundary will be designed

: to facilitate engagement by a remote handling or robotics tool. The use of
robotics for inspection and maintenance operations in radiation araas will
reduce personnel doses,;

i

j Snubbers
.

! Section 2.4.4 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specified
that, if hydraulic snubbers are used in an ALWR plant design, the plant,

designer must establish test requirements that include tests of the snubbers',

i dynamic characteristics. The EPRI requirements for snubbers have been
removed from Chapter 3 and relocated to Section 4.2.3.5 of Chapter 6. Also,
EPRI's requirements to address Generic Safety Issue (GSI) ll)," Qualification
Testing Requirements for Large Hydraulic Snubbers," are presented in
Section 3.3.4 of Appendix B to Chapter 1. The staff's review of thesei

requirements is provided in Section 3.2.43 of Apr adix B to Chapter 1 and
Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 6 of this report.

Boltina

In the DSER for Chapter 3, the staff stated that in a letter dated July 9,
1987, EPRI had notified the staff that its top;c paper on GSI-29, " Bolting
Degradation or Failure in Nuclear Power Plants," will be addressed in a future
supplement to the Evolutionary Requirements Document. This was identified as
an open issue in the DSER. EPRI has revised Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document and specifies requirements to address the
staff's resolution of GSI-29. The staff's evaluation of this issue is
provided in Section 3.2.22 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this-report. There-
fore, this DSER open issue is closed.

2.3 Conclusion
|

The staff has not identified any requirements in Section 2 of Chapter 3 of the;

Evolutionary Requirements Document that conflict with regulatory requirements,i

therefore, concludes that they are acceptable.

|-

|
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j 3 PWR REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3.1 System Definition

| The PWR reactor coolant system (RCS) will transport hot primary coolant from
: the reactor vessel to the steam generators and cooled primary coolant froc. the
! steam generators to the reactor vessel. During both normal and upset condi-
. tions, the pressurizer will maintain pressure in the RCS within specified
i limits for all anticipated reactor coolant transients without dependence en
i pressure-relief devices. The RCS will also be designed to provide over-
; pressure protection, support natural circulation sufficient to remove decay
; heat from the reactor, and, following severe accidents, provide for high point

venting of hydrogen and other noncondensible gases.,

i

| 3.2 Performance
!

j Operational Capability

) Section 3.2.1.3 of Chapter 3 of the original Evolutionary Requirements
i Document required that the RCS and its instrumentation be deeigned to with-
4 stand the overfrequency transient caused by a total loss of ulant electricd
i load. In a letter dated November 13, 1987, the staff asked LPRI why the RCS

and its instrumentation should not also be required to withuand the voltage,

transients that accompany a total loss of electrical load. In the DSFR for,

Chapter 3, the staff stated that in its letter dated January 25, 1988, EPRI-

had responded that the RCS and its instrumentation are to be designed to
withstand the effects of a separation of the plant from its electrical grid,

-

including all electrical effects of the accompanying electrical transient.
,

Accordingly, EPRI committed to modify the requirement to specifically require-

; this. equipment to withstand the voltage transients ti;at accompany a total loss
; of electrical load. The staff concluded that this was acceptable and identi-
: fied this as a confirmatory issue in the DSER.

j EPRI has revised Section 3.2.1,3 of Chapter 3 by requiring that the design of
the RCS specifically provide for the effects on the electrical systems (e.g.,;

) overfrequency or overvoltage) of load rejection of various amounts up to and-
including total load rejection. Because the revised requirement identifies.

both overfrequency and overvoltage transients as effects accompanying loss of,

electrical load, the staff concludes that EPRI has met its comnitment. There-.

fore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.-

;

Section 3.2.1.4.2.of Chapter 3 of the. original Evolutionary Requirements
Document stated that the plant designer will perform analyses to ensure that-
an upset in any non-safety-related electrical power supply will not result in
conditions that result in reactor scram, in the DSER for Chapter 3, the-staff
stated that in.its letter dated January 25, 1988, responding to a staff
question, EPRI had stated that this section was not intended to require-that
the reactor remain.at full power with. loss of offsite power. Therefore, the.

diesels are not of a size to maintain full electrical loads including reactor
} coolant pumps and main feedwater pumps. To clarify the intent', EPRI committed

to revise this section to require that the plant designer implement the design<

of non-safety-related electrical power supplies so that upsets in these---

;

j supplies that result in reactor scram will be minimized. This was identified I

as a confirmatory issue in the DSER. |

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.3-1i
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The staff has verified that EPRI has revised Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3 by
deleting the original Section 3.2.1.4.2, thereby removing the requirement that
the reactor rerrain at full power af ter loss of offsite power. Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

I

Sectior. 3.2.1.6 of Chapter 3 of the original Requirements Document specifies
that the steam generator, pressurizer, and water level control system of the

;

steam generator will be designed so that a trip of-an operating condensate:

! pump or fr.ed pump will not result in a turbine trip or reactor trip. This
j requirertent, intended to improve plant availability, has been removed from

Chapter 3 and relocated to Section 3.5.5 of Chapter 1 and Section 4.2.1.8 ofi

Chapter 2 z.nd has been evaluated as part of the staff's review of those j

j chapters.

3.3 System Features

Low-Temperature Overoressure Protection;

1

| Section 3.3.2.1 of Chapter 3 of the original Evolutionary Requirements
Document specified that the size and spray capacity of the pressurizer will be*

; sufficiently large that automatically actuated power-operated relief valves
| (PORVs) will not be required to mitigate overpressure transients. In a letter
f dated November 13, 1987, the staff asked if this meant that PORVs will not be
| used in the ALWR designs. In a letter dated January 25, 1988, EPRI responded.
[ that the intent was not to follow the present practice o_f using PORVs that are
: automatically actuated at a pressure somewhat above normal operating pressure

to limit the challenges to pressurizer safety valves. However, PORVs may be'

: used to satisfy other requirements such as that pertaining to safety depressu-
rization in Section 5.5 of Chapter 5 and Evolutionary Requirements Document.i

<

j The requirements formerly in Section 3.3.2.1 of Chapter 3 regarding the size
j and spray capacity of the pressurizer and the use of automatically actuated

PORVs have been deleted in subsequent revisions of the Evolutionary Require-
,

; ments Document.

| The use of pressurizer PORVs_is a design consideration-to be determined by the
plant designer. If they are used in the_ safety depressurization and vent

,

system, Section 5.5.4.1.2 of Chapter 5 requires that two valves in series be
j provided for each train such that vent flow can be terminated, assuming a

single failure. The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to.

ensure that the requirements of Item II.G.1 of NUREG-0737 (" Clarification of
TMI Action Plan Requirements") regarding assignment of power supplies

;

to these valves is considered.
i

Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3 contains general- requirements to address the ' issue
of low-temperature overpressure protection (LTOP). EPRI states that the,

residual heat removal (RHR) pressure relief system will. provide LTOP.
Section 3.3.2.l' of Chapter 3 requires that the relief capacity for LTOP be
sized as required in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document for the RHR system. In addition, Section 3.3.2.3 of Chapter 3,

e

specifies that the nil ductility temperature (RTm) nf ferritic RCS boundary'

materials will not exceed 10 ''F. In the DSER for Chapter 3, the staff stated
that_it will make a final judgment on the adequacy of EPRI's LTOP provisions'

after new NRC requirements have been determined as part of the resolution of
this issue. This was identified as an open issue in the DSER. EPRI has

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.3-2
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relocated its proposed requirements to address the resolution of GSI-94,
" Additional Low Temperature Overpressure Protection of Light Water Reactors,"
from Chapter 3 to Appendix B of Chapter 1. The staff's evaluation of these
requirements is provided in Section 3.2.34 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this-

'

report. Therefore, this OSER open issue is closed.
.

1 In the OSER for Chapter 3, the staff noted that Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3 did
not address or provide guidance on the design of the pressurizer relief tank

i system and identified this as an open issue, in a letter dated May 22, 1991,
EPRI responded to the staff's comment by stating that the ALWR will not have a

j pressurizer relief tank and that pressurizer relief valves will relieve into
i the in-containment refueling water storage tank. On the basis of this

clarification, the staff considers this open issue closed.
;

Reactor Coolant Water Chemistry
;

i Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3 specifies reactor water chemistry requirements
intended to meet the guidelines in EPRI NP-4762-SR, " Primary Mater Chemistry,

i Guidelines," Revis;cn 1. Water quality requirements for rire water from the
i makeup water storage tank and borated water from the borje acid storage tank

are included. The staff concludes that these requirements tre consistent with
the criteria in SRP Sections 9.2.3, " Demineralized Water Makeup System," and
9.3.4, " Chemical and Volume Control System (PWR) (Including Snron Recovery.

System)," and are, therefore, acceptable.,
4

Leak Detection Capability<

| Sections 3.1.3.9, 3.1.3.10, 3.3.2.2, 3,3.4, and 3.3.4.2 of Chapter 3 of the
original Evolutionary Requirements Document briefly mentioned leakage from;

various components. Hov'ver, EPRI did'not provide guidance for the design of
reactor coolant pressure coundary (RCPB) leakage detection systems. These.

'

systems are needed to provide information to the operators so that corrective
action can be taken. This was identified as'an open issue in the DSER for
Chapter 3.

,

| EPRI has revised Section 3.3.4.1 of Chapter 3 te describe RCPB leakage
detection capability. Section 3.3.4 of Chapter a states that the reactor4

| coolant system design will accommodat9 the detectior, of leakage from-the
reactor coolant system so that pressure boundary leakage can be detected with
adequate confidence to support the leak-before-break methodology. Require-,

ments for the overall reactor coolant leak detection system are specified in
Section 7.14 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Section
7.14.2 of Chapter 10 states that reactor coolant leak detection man-machine
interface systems (M-MIS) will monitor the quantities and parameters necessary,

: to determine the magnitude and location of reactor coolant leakage. This
monitoring will be automatic, and the data will be stored as a permanent
record. Leakage from the reactor coolant system that cannot be located and.

proved to not be through cracks in the reactor coolant- boundary will require
shutdown even though the leakage is well uithin the makeup capability. In its |
letter-dated May 22, 1991, EPRI stated that the plant designer will determine 'l
if leakage from such items as reactor coolant pump flanges and seals and

|pressurizer safety valves should be identified as unidentified leakage in
iaccordance with plant technical specifications,
l

.
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SRP Section 5.2.5, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection,"
requires that the leakage detection system be capable of identifying, sepa-
rately monitoring, and collecting leakage from both identifiable and unidenti-'

fiable sources and that indicators and alarms be provided in the control room
for each of the leakage detection systems. General Design Criteria (GDC) 30
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that means be provided for detecting;

: and, to the extent practical, identifying the source of reactor coolant
leakage. In Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Docu-
ment, EPRI commits to comply with the guidance in SRP Section 5.2.5 ande

: GDC 30 The staff has reviewed the related sections in Chapters 3 and 10 of
! the Evolutionary Requirements Document and concludes that the design of the

RCPB leakage detection systems meets GDC 30 and SRP Sectina 5.2.5 with respect*

to the detection, idtr.1 fkation, avid 'onitoring of the source of reactor2

coolant leakage and is acceptable T!.erefore, this 05ER open issue is closed.

| 3.4 Conoonent_ Features

Reactor Coolant _ PiMng and Connections-

Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
. that, to avoid inservice inspection of longitudinal piping welds, all reactor
| coolant piping be seamless. In addition, forging instend of casting will be .

the reference fabrication method for reactor coolant piping. Forged piping<

| requires less inservice inspection; therefore, the use of forged and seamless
; reactor coolant piping in the EPRI ALWR will result in lower overall personnel
; doses.

$ Reactor Coolant Pumos

I Section 3.4.2.2.1 of Chapter 3 of the original Evolutionary Requirements
Document required that component cooling water (CCW) to the reactor coolant!

: pumps and motors not be isolated on an automatic containment isolation signal.
However, operation of the reactor coolant pumps without cooling water will be4

limited to a few minutes. Plant operators will manually isolate the coc, ling
,

water flow if it becomes a release path from the containment during .a less-of-d

: coolant accident (LOCA). By not requiring automatic isolation of pump caoling
4 water on a containment isolation signal, component degradation.due to inadver-

tent or test actuation of containment isolation can be avoided and continued
long-term pump operation in an actual event can be permitted. Thus, in the'

; DSER for Chapter 3, the staff concluded that there was merit to not requiring
; that the CCW to the reactor coolant pumps and motors be automatically-isolated

on the receipt of a containment isolation signal. However, the staff recom-4

mended that EPRI extend the requirement to include provisions to ensure that.

the main control room operator has the necessary information and bases to
determine when it is appropriate to isolate the affected line by remote manual
meanc.and how fast the line should be isolated. This was identified as an
open issue in the DSER."

Section 3.4.2.3.1 of Chapter 3 has be,.1 revised to state that CCW to the
reactor coolant pumps and motors will not be isolated on an automatic contain-
ment isolation signal. However, the main control room operators will be

,

provided with the necessary information (e.g., from radiation monitoring

.
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instrumentation in the CCW return lines) and bases to determine when it is,

necessary to isolate the affected line from the main control room. EPRI
states that main control room operators will manually isolate cooling water
flow if it-becomes a release path from the containment during a LOCA. The
staff concludes that thc provisions included by EPRI to require the control
room operators to have the necessary information and bases to determine whea,

' it is necessary to isolate the affected line are acceptable. Therefore, this
DSER open issue is closed.

Sections 3.4.2.2, 3.4.L6, 3.4.2.11, and 6.3.1 of Chapter 3 of the original
Evolutionary Requirements Document included utility requirements that resolve
GSI-23, " Reactor Coolant Pump Seal failures," for the ALWR, assuming they
could be met in specific plant designs. However, it appeared that some of

. these requirements may not be practical without the development of adequate
| pump setls and/or the provisions of independent seal cooling. In the DSER for
' Chapter 3, the staff stated that, unless otherwise determined at the time this

issue is resolved, new plant designs should provide independent seal cooling
during station blackout. This was identified as an open issue in the DSER.

The staff's evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address GSI-23 is provided in
Section 3.2.20 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. Therefore, this
DSER open issue is closed.

Pressurizer

Sections 3.4.3.4.3 and 3.4.3.4.4 of Chapter 3 in the original Evolutionary
Requirements Document defined requirements for the power supply to pressurizer
heaters. They specified that the combination of maximum heat loss from the
pressurizer and pressurizer heater capacity be such as to maintain the
pressurizer at normal operating pressure during hot standby conditions and
that this capability be provided by redundant trains of heaters. EPRI also
stated that each train is to be capable of being supplied electricity from
either offsite power or the Class IE emergency power source. Although the
redundant heaters are not required to be safety grade, Section 3.4.3.4.3i

required that acequate provisions, such as those listed in Item II.E.3.1 of
NUREG-0737, be provided to protect the emergency power trains from failure of
the heaters. In a letter dated November 13, 1987, the staff requested that
EPRI clarify whether the redundant heaters will be connected to the Class IE
emergency buses in a manner that will provide redundant power supply capabili-
ty and whether each redundant heater will'have access to only one Class IE
division power supply. In a letter dated January 25,_1988, EPRI committed to
clarify the requirement to indicate that each redundant train of pressurizer
heaters will be capable of being powered from either offsite-power or a
different Class lE emergency power source. In the DSER for Chapter 3, the
staff concluded that this was acceptable and 16 ntified this as a confirmatory
issue.

In subsequent revisions of the Evolutionary Requ'irements Document, EPRI
renumbered Sections 3.4.3.4.3 and 3.4.3.4.4 referred to above as 3.4.3.2.3 and
3.4.3.2.4. Also, Section 3.4.3.2.3 now includes a revised requirement that
each redundant group of pressurizer heaters be capable of being powered from
either offsite power, the alternate ac power source through different perma-
nent non-safety buses, or different Class IE emergency power sources (as

EFRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.3-5
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emergency backup). The revisions clarify that each redundant group of
pressurizer heaters will be capable of being powered from a different Class lE
emergency power source. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

With respect to a question in a letter dated November 13, 1987, regarding
manual control of the pressurizer heater power sources, EPRI responded in a
letter dated. January 25, 1988, that the ALWR pressurizer heater design will
satisfy the requirements of NUREG-0737, Item II.E.3.1. However, since the
specific design details are not given in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, there may be several acceptable methods for controlling pressurizer
heater power sources.

The staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance that a pressurizer
heater power source design that meets the requirements of these sections will |
also satisfy the requirements of NUREG-0737, Item li.E.3.1. However, because i

Inot all of the specific positions and clarifications of Item II.E.3.3 havo
been addressed and because specific design details have not been given in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document, final acceptanca must aweit the staff's
review of specific ALWR designs.

Section 3.4.3.6.1 of Chapter 3 includes a requirement ''at channel indepen-
dence for the-pressurizer level instrumentation be prt' ded by physical
separation, electrical separation, and separate Class lE electrical power
supplies for each channel. Selection of power sources to the pressurizer

,

level indication that is based on the above criteria will also likely ratisfy
the requirements for emergency power for pressurizer equipment specif'ed in

i Item II.G 1 of NUREG-0737. This is acceptable for a design requirements
} document.
I

j 3.5 Instrumentation and Control

I Section 3.5.1.2 of Chapter 3 of the original Evolutionary Requirements
Document specified the instrumentation associated with the reactor coolant

i system. In the DSER for Chapter 3, the staff stated that,. in a letter dated
i January 25, 1988, EPRI had committed to add reactor coolant temperature-
: instrumentation for the cold leg to the list of required instrumentation.
j This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER.
:

The staff has verified that EPRI's revisions to Section 3.5 of Chapter 3.

require that plant designers provide the capability for monitoring reactor;

coolant temperature in the cold ' leg. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue,

| is closed,

i

3.6 Maintenance>

,

Section 3.6 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requiremerts Document contains
: requirements that'are intended to facilitate maintenance of the RCS, including

inservice inspection, in accordance with the general requirements of Section 8-

of Chapter 1. Maintenance operations involving RCS components will be
c included-in the maintainability evaluations required by Section~2 of
; Chapter 6.
|

l'
i

1
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3.7 [pnclusion

The staff concludes the utility requirements in Sectan 3 of Chapter 3 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with NRC requirements or
guidance. However, the details were insufficient to enable a final
determination regarding compliance with items II.E.3.1 and II.G.1 of
NUREG-0737. Therefore, the staff will review an individual application for
FDA/DC to ensure compliance with these items.

-

.

a

)
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4 STEAM GENERATOR SYSTEM (PWR)

4.1 Sy_s_Ltm Definition

The boundary of the steam generator system will include the welds between
'

steam generator nozzles and reactor coolant piping, main feed piping, emer-
t gency feed piping, and main steam piping.

: Section 4.1.2 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
j that the steam generator system will meet the following functional require-
] ments:

4 Produce steam with no more than 0.25-percent moisture carryover using*

j re - cor coolant as the heat source.

Provide the capability for continuous hot blowdown of the secondary side of' *

; both recirculating and once-through ste;;.. generators. Provide the
; capability for heat recovery, purification, and reuse of steam generator
i- blowdown for recirculating steam generators. The steam generator blowdown
! rate will permit reasonable plant heatup capability and will permit a
'

transition from cold layup water chemistry to hot standby water chemistry-
within an 8-hour period.

Provide an indication of secondary-side water level. Provide automatic*

control of water level at any power level from hot no load to full power.
1

Provide a leaktight boundary between the reactor coolant and the secondaryi
a

side of the steam generator.
,
i

i Serve as the primary means for removing of decay heat from the reactor*

coolant during plant shutdown using main or emergency feedwater down to a'

! primary coolant temperature that is at a reasonable value below the
saturation temperature corresponding to the actuation pressure of the
residual heat removal system.<

d

'

Provide for full wet layup-(water to upper tubesheet) of the steam genera-*

! tor under deoxygenated, pH-controlled conditions.
2

| Section 4.1.3 of Chapter 3 lists the systems with which the steam generator
: system will interface.

!- 4.2 Performance Reauirements

Section 4.2_of Chapter 3 of the original Evolutionary Requirements Document;

| specifies performance requirements applicable to PWR steam generator _ systems.

Emeraency Feedwater Actuation

Section 4.2.3.4 of Chapter 3 of the original Evolutionary Requirements
Document included a requirement that-automatic actuation occur only after a
low water level has been reached in the steam generator and the maximum
allowable time for recovery has expired without an acceptable improvement in

! -the water level. In a letter dated November 13, 1987, the staff stated that
! satisfaction of a timer was implied, whereas actuation of the auxiliary
' - EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.4-1
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) feedwater system needs to be independent of a timer so that no safety parame-
i ters are exceeded. In its response datec January 25, 1988, EPRI stated that
| there was no intent to provide a timer for initiating the. emergency feedwater
i system. The water volume between the level nisting following a reactor trip

and the level at which the emergency feedwater system is automatically,

initiated provides a period during which the startup faedwater system can be;

; used (either automatically or manually) to restore the level, or the plant
j operator can manually initiate the emergency feedwater system.

i EPRI committed to revise Sections 4.2.3.4 and 4.2.8.1 of Chapter 3 for
i clarity. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER.
4

The staff has verified that these revisions have been incorporated into
Section 4.2 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document; therefore, this DSER'

; confirmatory issue is closed.

| 4.3 System Featurgi

! Elevation Relative to Reaf;1or Vessel

| Section 4.3.2.1 of Thapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
.

requires that steam generators in the evolutionary PWR be mounted at an-
4 elevation above the reactor vessel elevation to permit draining of the prirary
I side of the steam generator (for tube inspection and/or plugging) without

lowering the water level in the reactor vessel below the reactor core. The
4

design of the reactor coolant nozzle dams will facilitate their handling and'

minimize installation time. In addition, these nozzle dams will be designed
so that they can be installed and removed using robotics, thereby minimizing
personnel exposure.

,

I Steam Pioina Suonort Desian Basis
:

Section 4.3.2.4 of Chapter 3 of the original Evolutionary Requirements
! Document required that steam piping supports be designed on the basis of the
! lines filled with water. In the DSER for Chapter 3, the staff reported that

in response to a staff request dated December 11, 1987, EPRI had stated in a<

letter dated January 25, 1988, that it did not intend that dynamic loading be,

i considered for the design of the main steamline supports when subjected to
water-filled conditions. EPRI committed to clarify its requirement, and thisi

was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER.

| EPRI has revised-Section 4.3.2.4 of_ Chapter 3 to require that the main steam-
! line supports be designed for water-filled-line loads under static loading

conditions that may be encountered in the plant. The staff concludes that'

-

this clarification is acceptable; therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue-is
closed.

4.4 Component Features
;

;

; Steam Generator Materials
!

: In the DSER for Chapter 3, the stuff stated that bolting resistant to corro-
sion from boric acid should be used for closure bolting on systems that-'

contain borated water during normal operation. In its letter dated
i
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: January 25, 1988, EPRI committed to add a section to the Evolutionary Require-
' ments Document requiring that bolting resistant to corrosion from boric acid
; be used for closure bolting for systems that contain borated water during

normal operation. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER.
F
j EPRI responded by revising Section 3.1.1 of Appendix B to Chapter 1. This

section relates to the resolution of GSI-29, " Bolting Degradation or Failure,

i in Nuclear Power Plants," and addresses-the issue of boric acid corrosion of
bolting. The staff revicwed this section and found it acceptable. Therefore,

j this DSER confirmatory issue is closed,

i Sectior. 4.4.1.1.3 of Chapter 3 requires, in part, that steam generator tube
j annealing be followed by chromium carbide precipitation on cooling, rotary
: straightening, and belt polishing. In a letter dated November 13, 1987, the
j staff stated that advocating belt polishing without limiting contaminant
! levels was not acceptable. In a letter dated January 25 1988, EPRI committed
j to modify the engineering rationale for Section 5.2.8.1 of Chapter 1 to
: clarify that the contaminant limits in that overall requirement apply to
; abrasive adhesives, as well as to cutting fluids, tapes, etc. This was
| identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 3.

The staff has verified that EPRI has revised Section 5.2.8.1 of Chapter 1 as1

t stated above and concludes that it is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER
i confirmatory issue is closed.
3

! Section 4.4.1.1.4 of Chapter 3 requires that the concentration of cobalt in
the steam generator tubes be limited to less than 0.015 weight percent. The;

! steam generator tubes constitute a large portion of the total surface area of
the reactor coolant system. The tubes for the steam generator will be

; annealed and thermally treated Ni-Cr-Fe Alloy 690, which has improved resis-
} tance to most corrosion mechanisms, and is, therefore, acceptable. In
: addition, it will tend to reduce the amount of activated cobalt in the reactor
j coolant system and lower overall dose rates.
;

| Access and Inspection Ooeninas

Section 4.4.1.4 of Choter 3 requires that clear access, including platforms, _.

be provided to facil-t.te inspection and maintenance of steam generator tubes.
Steam generator primary channel head manholes will be a minimum of 21 inches

{ in diameter. Remotely operated stud tensioning and detensioning devices will
~

be provided to minimize the time spent by maintenance personnel in high dose
f rate areas when removing and installing the covers for these steam generator

manholes. These requirements serve to minimize personnel exposure rates and
are acceptable,3

v
In Generic Issue (GI) 67.7,0, " Steam Generator Staff Actions - Improved Eddy

*

Current Tests," the staff considered eddy current inspection procedures that
will prevent steam generator tube ruptures as part of its effort to resolve
Unresolved Safety Issues A-3, A-4, and A-5 concerning steam generator tube

: integrity. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER for
! - Chapter 3. 'On the basis of the staff's recommendations, EPRI has instituted

requirements for the eddy current inspection procedures in Sections 4.4.1.4i

-and 4.6.2 of Chapter 3. Section'4.4.1.4 gives requirements fcr the-access and
inspection openings. such as manways, handholes, and ports in the primary andd

i secondary sides of the steam generator. Section 4.6.2 provides requirements
,

; EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.4-3
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1

[ for access in the steam generator primary ciiannel head. The staff's evalua-
tion of EPRI's requirements to address resolution of these generic issues is2

provided in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. -Therefore, this DSERf

j- confirmatory issue is closed.

Minimizina Sludae Accumulation
;

Section 4.4.1.6 of Chapter 3 specifies provisions for ensuring a high degree;

of performance of the steam generators by controlling the accumulation of
i sludge on the secondary-side +ube surface. This control will be achieved by
,

special design features, oper . ting procedures, and use of the steam generator
blowdown system. The design of steam generators includes features for

4

; removing sludge accumulated on the tubesheet. This accumulation will also be-
controlled by maintaining sufficiently high velocities across the tubesheet ,

j during plant operation above 50-percent power to aid in the transport of j,

! particulates to the blowdown nozzle. The impurities accumulated in the steam
! generator will be removed by the blowdown system, which will reduce sludge-

buildup and decrease the concentration of dissolved, nonvalatile impurities.:

', The staff concludes that the proposed specifications provide for control of
impurities and minimization of sludge accumulation. These specifications aref

consistent with-the criteria of SRP Section 10.4.8, " Steam Generator Blowdown
<

i System (PWR) and are, therefore, acceptable.

i.

4.5 Instrumentation and Control

Section 4.5 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies,

requirements pertaining to the following for instrumentation required for thei
steam generator system: water level control, redundancy, postaccident level'

! indication, and flow measurement

i 4.6 Maintenance

Section 4.6 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies'

requirements for use of a temporary ventilation exhaust system during person-.

i nel access to-reduce occupational radiation exposure. The space and arrange-
! ment inside the steam generator primary channel haad are intsnded tc facili-
| tate inspection.and repair.
:

4.7 Conclusion
,

i

The staff concludes that the utility requirements in Section 4 of Chapter 3 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with NRC requirement;

i or guidance.
:

.

:

!

t
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5 S'9 RWTGR c0OLANT SYSTEM (BWR NUCLEAR BOILER SYSTEM)

5.1 System Definition

The BWR reactor coolant system (RCS) will transport the main steam from the
reactor vessel through the outermost main steam isolation vaive and feedwater
from the feedwater system to the reactor vessel. In addition, it will be

] designed to perform the following functions:

provide recirculation, when required, for reactor coolant*

provide isolation of main steamlines in case of a main steamline break*

- provide isolation of RCS lines penetrating the containment,- as needed*

provide steamline restrictors to limit the escape of steam from the*

containment or from the reactor vessel

provide steam and feedwater flow measuremente

provide the reactor head vent and drain system for normal operation and for*

shutdown

provide overpressure protection for all events*

provide the capability to depressurize the reactor vessela

monitor safety / relief valve (SRV) leakage and the open or close position ofa

SRVs, SRV discharge line vacuum breakers and all valves, except manual
drain valves, as needed.

The staff concludes tnat the utility requirements in Section 5.1 of Chapter 3
of the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with NRC require-
ments.

5.2 Performance Reouirements

Steady-State and Transient Conditions

Section 5.2.1 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
that the RCS

operate during design-basis events and transients, as specified in Sections*

2 and 3 of Chapter 1

have load-following capability under the power-flow map conditions of*

Chapters 1 and 4

have detailed requirements and limits of operation for all plant operating*

modes, including normal operating startup, testing, shutdown, natural
variables, planned operation events, moderate frequency events (upset),
infrequent events (emergency), and limiting faults

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.5-1
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Water Chemistry

Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 3 specifies requirements for RCS chenistry compatible
with the operatir.g and layup conditions specified in Section 5 of Chapter 1.

5.3 Lyitsm Features

Arranaement

Section 5.3.1 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
requirements to ensure drainage of condensate, minimize pressure drop, and
minimize forces on piping bends. Additional requirements provide for adequate
working space for maintenance and other measures to reduce personnel radiation

!exposure.

Heterials

Section 5.3.2 of Chapter 3 specifies materials that have proven to be compati- ,

ble with expected service conditions. |

Main Steamlines

Section 5.3.3 of Chapter 3 contains EPRI's requirements for the main steam-:-
lines. Section 5.3.3.8 of Chapter 3 requires that the main steamlines be
designated as seismic Category 1 from the reactor vessel out to the seismic

'

restraint and Quality Group A from the reactor vessel up to and including thei

i outboard main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). BWRs are currently required to ,

incorporate a leakage control system (LCS) to ensure the low-leakage charac-,

teristics of the MSIVs in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. Sec-
tion 5.3.3.9 of Chapter 3 states that a separate MSly leak detection and4

control subsystem will not be provided and that drains and vents will be-

routed to the main condenser for leakage control. The staff identified the
'

proposed elimination of the LCS as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 3.
As discussed by the staff in Section 5.4 of this chapter, Section 2.3.1 of
Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report provides the staff's evaluation of thisf

issue. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Recirculation Systems

Section 5.3.4 of Chapter 3 requires that the "ecirc.;ation systems use
adjustable-speed internal pumps mounted on De bottom head of the rwt'-
pressure vessel, and states that these pumps W il Fe refe ed to ( actor
internal pumps (RIPS)". The RIPS must have the capability to meet load-,

following performance requirements in Chapter 1 ad be designed tr 3cmit
,

stable pump operation over the complete operating map specified in .. apter 4-
,

of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

I Feedwater Systems *

Section 5.3.5 of Chapter 3 states that.the feedwater system inside primary
containment consists of two lines between the primary containment and the
reactor pressure vessel feedwater manifold piping. .The feedwater piping and
sparger design will accommodate the range of temperatures and flows that are
experienced during plant operation from feedWater, reactor water cleanup

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.5-2
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(RWCU), reactor coolant inventory control, and one of the three loops of the
decay heat removal aro 'ow-pressure emergency coolant makeup systems.
Additionally, the fecowater piping and valve arrangement will permit the
injection of all feedwater and RWCU flow into the reactor through one of the
two feedwater lines during low flow conditions. Top-mounted elbow / nozzles
will be used to discharge flow from the feedwater spargers into the recircu-
lating reactor coolant. Multiple feedwater spargers will be provided, if
necessary, to obtain uniform distribution and to maintain low stresses in the
sparger. Design of the feedwater system piping will avoid water hammer as
much as possible.

Section 5.3.5.2 of Chapter ? originally stated that each feedwater line
penetrating the primary containment would be equipped with a simple check
valve inside the containment and a positive acting check valve, with spring-
assisted seating, outside the containment. A thir: remotely operable gate
valve with high leak tight capability was required for each feedwater line
upstream of the isolation valve outside the containment and was not required
to meet the requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50. The check valveswere specified as the isolation valves. The third valve was provided for
positive shutoff when the feedwater system is not in service to permit
maintenance of the upstream feedwater system components and to facilitate
Appendix J leak testing of the check valves.

Testing of the BWR feedwater system isolation valves was not addressed in the
DSER as an open issue. Ilowever, after reviewing the above arrangement in the
feedwater system, the staff concluded that it was not acceptable to exclude
the third valve from the leak testing required in Appendix J. The staff
concluded that the above valve arrangement was similar to the typical feed-
water line valve arrangement described in American Nuclear Society (ANS)
Standard 56.2-1976 as satisfying General Design Criteria 55 of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50 on another defined basis. Therefore, the valvo arrangement isacceptable. However, as described in Note 55-1 of ANS Standard 56.2-1976, all
three of the valves in the above valve arrangement are considered containment
isolation valves. Consequently, Appendix J 1eak testing should be required
for all three of the valves. EPRI's original proposal, which did not require
the third valve to be Appendix J leak tested, was not acceptable. By letter
dated April 17, 1992, EPRI revised its position and deleted the sentence which
stated that this valve need not meet the requirements of Appendix J. There-
fore, the staff concludes that the revised feedwater system isolation design
is acceptable.

I
1

5.4 Component Features

Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

Section 5.4.1 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document centains
EPRI's requirements for the MSIVs and incorporates the utility requirements
proposed in EPRI's optimization subject paper entitled "BM Main Steamline
Valves and Leakage Control," as discussed in-Section 2.3.1 of Appendix B to
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Section 2.3.1 of
Appendix B to Chapter 1 of'this report provides the staff's evaluation of this
issue.

Section 5.4.1,4 of Chapter 3 requires that the allowable HSIV leaktightness be
determined on the basis of the calculated tctal dose from all leakage sources

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 3.5-3
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|
1

1

i
1 and be consistent with the exposure guidelines in 10 CFR 100.11. Sec-

tion 5.4.1.5 requires that the MSiv leakage specified for the final installed
test be less than 50 percent of the allowable value.2

Safety / Relief Valves
:

Section 5.4.2.4 of Cha)ter 3 specifies that the safety / relief valves and their
discharge piping will se designed to relieve pressure and to maintain the
pressure boundary within the overpressure protection requirements of ASME '

Code, Section 111, including requirements for prototypical testing. These"

requirements conform with the elements of resolution of GSI-126, " Main Steam
,

1 Safety Valves," and are acceptable.
I

Recirculation Pumps
i

Section 5.4.3 of Chaater 3 specifies requirements for the RIPS to ensure that
the oerformance of tie recirculation system is as specified by Section 5.3.4
of C1 apter 3.

5.5 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 5 of Chapter 3 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with regulatory require-
ments and guidelines and are, therefore, acceptable.

,

p

&
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i
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I

6 CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM (PWR AUXILIARY)

6.1 System Definition '

The main functions of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) are to
maintain the primary coolant inventory and to control its chemistry. Accord-
ingly, Section 6 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document '

specifies that the capacity of the CVCS should be sufficient to maintain the i
primary coolant inventory, even in the event of small pipe ruptures. The
specifications for the volume control tank require that its capacity have
enough margin to allow for realignment of the charging pumps. In addition,
the CVCS is required to contain sufficient boron for reactivity control. This
section includes a requirement that the CVCS be designed so that there will be
easy access for inservice inspections and for chemical cleaning. It also :specifies the design and operation of resin dem;.ieralizers. |

t

6.2 Performance Reagirementi
|

Section 6.2.1 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifi- ;
cally points out that the CVCS will not perform any safety-related functions,
such as accident mitigation or safe shutdown, and this characteristic is

,

reflected in these-design- specifications. However, insufficient details, i
particularly for the parameters associated with flow and injection pressure, ;

were provided to enable a determination to be made regarding compliance of the ;

system design with the criteria of SRP Section 9.3.4. Therefore, the staff
'

will review individual applications for FDA/DC against the criteria in SRP
,Section 9.3.4.,
1

6.3 System Features
|

Section 6.3 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies ;

configuration, arrangements, and structural requirements for the CVCS. ;
; However, insufficient details, particularly for the parameters associated with

flow and injection pressure, were provided to enable a determination to made !
i

regarding compliance of the system design with the criteria of SRP |
Section 9.3.4. >

6.4 [gm_ponent Features

Section 6.4 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies !

requirements to address materials, centrifugal pump seal design, heat exchang- !ers, volume control tank arrangement and sizing, reactor coolant system t

coolant hydrogen concentration, boric acid tanks, oxygen control, filters, and
valves for the CVCS.

I

6.5 Instrumentation and Control ;

I
- h

-Section 6.5 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
the process instrumentation and controls required for the CVCS. General ~

;

requirements for instrumentation and controls applicable to CVCS are provided
in Chapter'10

,

i
.
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6.6 Maintenance

Section 6,6 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
requirements to facilitate maintenance of the CVCS and references the general
requirements located in Section 8 of Chapter 1. Maintenance operations
involving CVCS components will be included in the maintainability evaluation
required by Section 2 of Chapter 6.

6.7 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the utility requirements in Section 6 of Chapter 3 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with NRC requirements.
However, the details were insufficient to enable a final determination
regarding compliance with the criteria of SRP Section 9.3.4. Therefore, the
staff will review an individual application for FDA/DC to ensure that the
criteria of SRP Section 9.3.4 have been met. i

1

|

|

,

J

'
.

!

4
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7 PROCESS SAMPLING SYSTEMS (BWR AND PWR) f
7.1 System Definition [

:

Section 7 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document covers the i
process sampling systems for both PWR and BWR plants. The purpose of these
systems is to collect representative samples of liquids and gases in the :

various process systtms and deliver them to one or more central sample !

stations. t

-

ISampling point locations, types of samples, sample frequencies, and process
measurements for both normal and postaccident sampling are listed in this ;

section. i

t

7.2 Performance Reauiremen b
'

Samplina Reauired
|

Section 7.2.1 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states ;

that the process sampling system will provide-the_ process measurements needed
to satisfy all regulatory requirements and operational needs. '

i

i

Grat Sampin

Section 7.2.4 of Chapter 3 discusses the use of grab samples for verifying or !
confirming system performance. The requirements in this section portain to :

the sampling of reactor coolant and specify that portable measuring equipment i

will not be used for taking continuous samples, but only for checking in- i
stalled monitors. t

i
Postaccident Samolina i

!

Section 7.2.8 of Chapter 3 specifies EPRI's requirements for the postaccident
sampling system (PASS). Additional information on the. PASS is.provided in
Section 2.3.2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements

! Document. The staff's evaluation of all of the requirements for the PASS is '

provided in Section 2.3.2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. |
\

7.3 System Features !

i'

Arranaement !

|
| Section 7.3.2 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document: requires i
l that the lengths of lines to sample stations be minimized in order to obtain '

representative samples (with minimum radioactive decay and plateout). Sample !

station components carrying potentially radioactive fluids will be located '
,

behind a shield wall, and area dose rates in sampling stations will be|

| maintained as low as is reasonably achievable to minimize personnel doses.

7.4 Component Features

Section 7.4 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies [
requirements for process sampling systems, materials, sample lines, isolation (valves, and sample coolers.

!:
,
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i

7.5 Instrumentation and Control
|

Section 7.5 of Chapter 3 contains specific requirements for process sampling
systems, including the boron meter and radiation meter (for PWRs), process
radiation monitor, on-line monitors for PWR secondary systems, and data

I
management. General instrumentation and control requirements for the process
sampling systems are provided in Chapter 10.

7.6 Maintenance

Section 7.6 of Chapter 3 references the general maintenance requirements of
Section 8 of Chapter 1. Section 7.6 of Chapter 3 contains specific require-
ments for maintenance process sampling systems, valves, components, and piping
containing radioactive samples. Flanged fittings are required for relief
valves and other components, if necessary, to permit removal for maintenance.'

7.7 Conelainn
The staff concludes that the utility requirements in Section 7 of Chapter 3 of.
the Evolutionary Requirements Document satisfy all the criteria specified for;

| process sampling in SRP Section 9.t2, " Process and Post-Accident Sampling
Systems," for both PWR and BWR plants, and, therefore, the utility require-
ments for normal sampling are acceptable.

!

|

|

|
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j
8 REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYST[M (BWR AUXILIARY) ;

i

! EPRl's requirements for the boron recycle system have been deleted from
Section 8 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document and relocated4 *

i to other sections. Therefore, the requirements for the reactor water cleanup
system, formerly provided in Section 9 of Chapter 3, have been moved to
Section 8 of Chapter 3 and renumbered.

8.1 System Definition I

The function of the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system is to remove soluble,<

i colloidal, and insoluble impurities from the reactor coolant in BWR plants by
passing a portion of the reactor water, corresponding to at least 1 percent of2

j main steam flow, through filter /demineralizers. Before going to the filter /
j demineralizers, the water will be cooled by passing through regenerative and
; nonregenerative heat exchangers. ,

;

j 8.2 Performance Reouirements

| The specifications for the RWCU system in Section 8 of Chapter 3 of the
'

Evolutionary Requirements Document meet and, in some cases, exceed the
i recommendations of SRP Section 5.4.8, " Reactor Water Cleanup System (BWR)."

For example, EPRI requiras that 2 percent of the circulating reactor water
pass-through the RWCU system, which will have two ; umps and two filter / (

4

i demineralizers in parallel. If one of the components fails, the system will
; still be capable of handling 1 percent of the circulating water. The system
'

will meet the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) radiation exposure
i- requirements by the separation of valves ar.d instruments from the heat
i exchangers carrying radioactive liquids, by the elimination of crad traps, and
; by the use of shielding pumps, filter /demineralizers, and other equipment that
; may contribute to radiation dosage for operations and maintenance personnel.
| The specifications also require that the system be designed with provisions
i for decontaminating and draining and filling the system.
'

j 8.3 System FeatureJi
1

i -Section 8.3 of Chapter 3 specifies configuration and arrangement requirements
for the RWCU system and for transfer of spent resins.'

.

j_ 8.4 Component Features
1

!

Section 8.4 of Chapter 3 specifies requirements for RWCU system materials,
piping nd connections,-pumps, valves, heat exchangers, and cleanup equipment,,

) 8.5 Instrumentation and Control

Section_8.5 of Chapter _3_ states that the RWCU system should be properly
instrumented for the measurement of temperature, conductivity, and pressure-
differential across the demineralizer beds,.

t

.

<
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I

|
;

1

8.6 fonclusion
The staff concludes that the utility requirements in Section 8 of Chapter 3 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document are consistent with the criteria of SRP
Section 5.4.8, " Reactor Water Cleanup System (BWR)," and are, therefore,

! acceptable.

|

|
t

I

i
i

!

!

.

|

|
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9 CONCLUSION i

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements in Chapter 3 of the Evolution- ;

ary Requirements Document for the design of the reactor coolant system and
reactor non-safety auxiliary systems do not conflict with current regulatory i

guidelines and are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide '

sufficient information for the NRC staff to determine if the plant-specific
3design, operation, and arrangement of these systems will be adequate. !

Applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required |
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the Standard Review

|Plan (NUREG-0800), or provide justification for alternative means of imple-
.

menting the associated regulatory requirements. !

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 3 specifies requirements that, o !subject in resolution of the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if
ipro)erly translated into a design and constructed and operated in accordance iwit 1 the NRC regulations in force at the tinie the design is submitted, should i

result in a nuclear power plant whose reactor coolant system and reactor non- ;
safety auxiliary systems will perform as designed and have all the attributes '

required by the regulations to ensure that there is no undue risk to the - i
health and safety of the public or to the environment.
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APPENDIX A :
-

I DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
'

! Appendix A of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
! definitions of acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list of
|

acronyms in Volume 1 of this report.
4
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CHAPTER 4, "REAC10R SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 4
" Reactor Systems," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document through Revi-
sion 3. Chapter 4 was prepared, under the project direction of EPRI and the
ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion Engineering; General
Electric Company; HPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy incorporated; Westinghouse
Electric Corporation; and EPRI.

On June 18, 1987 EPRI submitted Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document for staff review. By letters dated November 13 and December 11,
1987, the staff requested that EPRI supply additional information. EPRI
provided the information in its responses dated January 25 and March 20, 1988.

i

On June 10, 1988, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. On July 12, 1990, the staff and EPRI met with the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on improved Light Water
Reactors to iiscuss Chapter 4, the staff's corresponding DSER, the outstanding
issues from the staff's review of Chapter 4, and EPRI's approach to resolving
each issue.

On September 7, 1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionar" Require-
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and Novem-
ber 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively.

1.1 Review Criteria

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document.

1.2 Scope and Structgre of Chapter 4

Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the reactor systems.

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 4 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for the reactor pressure vessel, nozzles and safe-ends, reactor
internals, in-vessel portions of fluid systems (including reactor internal
pumps, emergency core coolinn system piping, and spargers), nuclear fuel,.
control = rods, and the control rod drive system (including hydraulic supply and
accumulators). Special tools required for reactor system maintenance, inspec-
tion, and testing are also covered,- except for refueling and refueling-related-
tools, which are covered in Chapter 7.
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1.3 Eolicy 1ssues

During its review of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the
Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

1.4 Dutstandina Issues

The DSER for Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the
following outstanding issues:

Open lugn

(1) power oscillations in BWRs (2.2)

(2) low-temperature overpressure protectlon (Generic Safety Issue (GSI-94))
(2.3)

(3) protection of reactor pressure vessel from brittle fracture
(thermocouples/ materials surveillance program) (3.3)

(4) performance requirements for BWR core and fuel (thermal-hydraulic
stability) (4.2)

(5) effect of electric protective assemblies on reactor protection system
power supply requirements (5.3)

(6) effect of natural circulation cooldown on reactor pressure vessel
(gel-79) (6.2)

(7) thernal-hydraulic characteristics of PWRs (7.2)

(8) positive moderator coefficient above 50-percent power (7.3)

(9) 60-year service life of control rod drive mechanisms (8.2)

Confirmatory issues
,

I (1) low-temperature overpressure protection (2.3 1)

I (2) percer,tage of copper in reactor pressure vessel forging (2.3.1)

; (3) reactor pressure vessel surveillance program (2.3.1)

i (4) fracture toughness specifications (2.3.1)

; (5) irradiation dosage limit.t for the reactor pressure vessel internals
(2.3.2):

! The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in_ detail in the
appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical

; notation following.each issue. All issues identified in the DSER for Chap-
ter 4 have been resolved.

I EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER' 4.1-2
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l.5 Vendor- or Utility-Specific Items
s

The vendor- or utility-spec Fic items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in pai ntheses, are listed below. The designators in
front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The letter
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant designs. The first
number designates the chapter in which it is identified. The letter "V"
designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final number is
the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.

E.4.V-1 reactor pressure vessel fatigue design criteria (2.3.2)

E.4.V-2 BWR thermal-hydraulic stability performance during an anticipated
transient without scram (4.2)

E.4.V-3 BWR nuclear and thermal-hydraulic design for extended cycle operation
(4.2)

E.4.V-4 effect of electric protective assemblies on reactor protection system
power supply requirements (5.3)

E.4.V-5 PWR thermal-hydraulic stability and xenon stability characteristics
(7.2)

E.4.V-6 PWR fuel design for load-following capability _(7.2)

E.4.V-7 60-year service life for control rod drive mechanisms (8.2)

|

|
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2 REQUIREMENTS COMON TO BWRs AND PWRs

2.1 Ion-Level Reauirements

Section 2 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the
utility requirements for the ALWR that are common to BWR and PWR reactor
systems. As a general requirement, this section specifies that the reactor
systems are to be designed to perform the following functions:

generate the thermal power necessary to meet required plant electrical.

power output while not exceeding specified nuclear, thermal-hydraulic,
and mechanical design limitations

serve as a pressure boundary and a barrier to prevent the release ofa

radioactivity from the reactor core or reactor coolant
,

provide a flow path for the forced circulation of coolant to remove*

heat generated by the reactor core under all operating conditions
and to facilitate removal of decay heat by natural or forced circu-
lation from the core after shutdown

provide for control of core reactivitya

With respect to instrumentation and controls (I&C), Chapter 4 invokes require-
ments that will affect their type, location, and configuration'but notes that
all requirements for instrumentation, including final sensors, are covered in
Chapter 10. The staff did not identify any I&C requirements in Chapter 4 that
conflict with NRC requirements. The staff's detailed evaluation of 1&C design
requirements is provided in Chapter 10 of this report.

2.2 Performance Reautrements

Section 2.2 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document prescribes
general design requirements that reflect the intent of the criteria in-10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix A, as they apply to reactor systems. For example, Sec-
tion 2.2.1 establishes the basic defense-in-depth principle for the ALWR by,

: specifying two separate barriers against the release of fuel fission products:' the fuel cladding and the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The other topics
addressed in this section are pressure boundary integrity, e gative power;

coefficient, freedom from power oscillations, margin for normal operation and ,

transients, reactivity control reliability, shutdown margin, and-criticality;

margin.-

L Power Oscillations
;

In the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff concluded that the requirements o'f
Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document pertain-

! ing to freedom from power oscillations were inadequate. This sectior of the
original Evolutionary Requirements Document required that the reactor core be4

designed to be controllable to compensate for power oscillations without:,
" exceeding specified fuel design limits. The staff concluded that it was not'

sufficient that the core be controllable, particularly ;f this would require
p operator action. The design should ensure that fuel safety limits will not be

{
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exceeded for any power oscillation, either because of physical limitations or
because it is prevented by an automatic safety-grade system, such as a reactor
scram or a power runback. This was identified as an open issue in the OSER.

Revisions to Chapter 4 have significantly enhanced the original requirements.
Section 2.2.4 now requires that fuel safety limits not be exceeded for any
power oscillation, without operator actions, through inherent characteristics
or prevention by the reactor protection system. The staff concludes that this
is acceptable; therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

2.3 Lquipment Desion Reouirements

Section 2.3 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document addresses
materials, the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and its internals, and core and
fuel design.

2.3.1 Materials

low-Temperature Overoressure protection

Section 2.3.1.7 of Charter 4 originally specified that the "RPV design shall
be such that special protection systems and controls for low-temperature
overpressure protection (LTOP) are not required." However, in the DSER for
Chapter 4, the staff commented that maintaining a low nil ductility transition
temperature (RTm) did not eliminate the need for special LTOP. This was
identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 4. In response,
EPRI replaced the specification in Section 2.3.1.7 with a reference to
Chapter 5, and states that LTOP will be provided by the residual heat removal
(RHR) pressure relief system. In addition, Section 5.2.3.3.2 of Chapter 5 has
been revised to require that the minimum calculated end-of-life pressure
relief setpoints for L10P be considered in detertining the RHR relief capa-
city. Thest revisions fully address the staff's concerns. Therefore, this
OSER confirmatory issue is closed.

In addition, the requirement in Section 2.3.1.6 of Chapter 4 has been icplaced
by the following:

Except for the core belt region in the PWR, the reactor pressure
vessel shall be designed and fabricated such that the initial nil
ductility transition temperature (RTm) at the most limiting loca-
tion is not greater than 10 'F. The initial kl , in the PWR core
belt region shall not exceed -20 'F. The calcuYated end-of-life
(60 years of service) shift in RT caused by irradiation for core
belt materials (calculated ART ,' mas specified in Regulatory.
Guide 1.99) shall not exceed 38 F for both the PWR and BWR.

In the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff discussed EPRl's requirements for LTOP as
they relate to Generic Safety issue (GSI)-94 and referenced the staff's
evaluation in Section 5 of the DSER for Chapter 3. In the DSER for Chapter 4,
the staff identified EPRI's requirements to address GSI-94 as an open issue.
Because EPRI has relocated its requirements relating to the resolution of
G51-94 to Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document,
the staff has addressed this issue in the corresponding section of Appendix B
to Chapter 1 of this report. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant _SER 4.2-2 )
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!
,

!

!
Cooper. Nickel . and Sul fur __[pn_t.eni !

!
In the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff identified the percentage of copper in !
reactor pressure vessel forging as a confirmatory issue. Section 2.3.1.2 of |Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document has been revised to !

require a maximum of 0.03 percent copper in the core beltline forging of the j
PWR. Since EPRI has met its commitment to provide limits for copper content ,

of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.
{

The nickel and sulfur content of the base metal and weld metal is an important [parameter for determining embrittlement of the RPV materials due to irradia- -

tion. In Revision 4, EPRI revised the rationale portion rf Section 2.3.1.2 of I
,

Chapter 4. This section now requires that nickel be controlled in accordance i
I with the ASME Code materials specifications. Section 2.3.1.2 of Chapter 4

.

also limits the sulfur content in base materials and weld material to 0.015 I

percent. The staff concludes that these proposed revisions are acceptable. }
.

[i.aterial Surveillance Proaram I
.

Section 2.3.1.8 of Chapter 4 requires that a material surveillance program be [
established to monitor reactor vessel irradiation and its effect on the vessel ;
material puperties. In the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff stated that EPRI i
had committed to expand this requirement to state that the surveillance t

program will comply with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H, and American Society for ;

Testing and Materials (ASTM) E-185. Adherence to the specifications in these
documents provides assurance of the structural integrity of the reactor vessel
throughout the plant life. In the DSER, the staff identified the reactor |
pressure vessel surveillance program as a confirmatory issue. EPRI revised |
Section 2.3.1.8 of Chapter 4 to state its commitment to ASTM E-185-82 and i
Appendix H. Since the revised requirement is acceptable and EPRI has met its !

commitment, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed, t

!
Fracture Touahness Specimens.

| Section 2.3.1.8.1 of Chapter 4 includes requirements for insertion of surveil- |
| lance capsules in the reactor vessel as part of a surveillance program for i

fracture toughness, in the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff stated that in i
'

response to a staff comment, EPRI-had committed to add a require.w at to deter- |
mine fracture toughness using the J method in accordance with AS1H E-813. -,

ac
This was identified as a confirmatory issue. Since EPRI has revised Sec- I

'

tion 2.3.1.8.1 in accordance with its commitment, this DSER confirmatory issue I
is closed. :

t

2.3.2 Vessel and Internals Design (
l !

The common requirements in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 4 also cover items such as
'

"

| vessel fabrication, head seals and leakage monitoring, automated inservice
s

inspections, refueling' cavity seal, reactor. bolting, and insulation. The i

staff concludes that none of these requirements conflict with NRC regulatory |
requirements. )

!
>
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60-Year Desian life

Section 2.3.2.1.1 of Chapter 4 specifies that the RPV and its nonremovable
internals will have a design life of 60 years. Because the ALWR is expected
to receive an additional 20 years of neutron irradiation beyond that of
current operating plants, the staff concluded that an irradiation dosage limit
for the RPV internals (including bolting) for the 60-year life of the plant
should be provided. EPRI committed to add a statement requiring the plant
designer to specify such a dosage limit based on data from operating nuclear
plants. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the OSER. The staff
has verified that EPRI has revised Section 2.3.2.1.1 of Chapter 4 to require
that the plant designer establish the irradiation dosage limits and/or stress
and strain limits for the RPV internals (including bolting), based on applica-
ble data from operating nuclear plants and/or materials test reactors for a
design life of 60 years. Also. EPRI has revised Section 2.3.2.1.1 to require
that the reactor vessel pressure boundary material meet the requirements of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, throughout the design life. Therefore, this OSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

Otinue Desian Criteria

Section 2.3.2.1.4 of Chapter 4 requires that RPV designs provide significant
margin in meeting fatigue design criteria without compromising other aspects
of the design. This margin is required to account for uncertainties in
predicting reactor service cycles and conditions that include extended life
and load-follow duty. The staff will evaluate the actual margin for accept-
ability during the its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

Flow-induced Vibration

Section 2.3.2.1.5, which EPRI added to Chapter 4, requires that the RPV
internals be designed so that flow-induced vibration will not cause unaccept-
able damage to the fuel assemblies or the reactor vessel internal structures.
Table B.1-2 in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document contains an unconditional commitment to Regulatory Guide _(RG) 1.20,_
" Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program for Reactor Internals During
preoperational and initial Startup Testing." For reactor internals identified
as a prototype as defined in RG 1.20, EPRI requires that the following
programs be completed in accordance with a schedule that is also defined in
RG 1.20 and that the results of the programs be documented.

a vibration analysis program during the design phase.

a vibration measurement program during the preoperational startup testing*

phase

an inspection program-following the preoperational startup testinge

for reactor internals identified as non-prototype, EPRI requires that the
preoperational test programs be as defined 'in RG 1.20 for the-applicable-
category of_ non-prototype configuration.

On the basis of the requirements in Section 2.3.2.1.5 in Chapter 4 and the
commitment to RG 1.20 in Table B.1-2 of Chapter 1.- the staff concludes that I

the combination of predictive analyses,- tests, and post-test inspection
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:
,

e

provides adequate assurance that the ALWR reactor internals will, during their
service life, withstand the flow-induced vibrations of the reactor without
loss of structural integrity.

Refuelina Cavity Seal j

Section 2.3.2.7 of Chapter 4 contains requirements for the refueling cavity !

seal. The ALWR will have a permanent seal between the reactor pressure vessel -

and the surrounding refueling canal floor to permit flooding above the vessel
| during refueling. Use of a permanent seal will eliminate the critical path

<

time and the personnel radiation exposure that would result during the
installation and removal of a non-permanent pool seal during each refueling
outage.

The commen requirements in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 4 cover l' i such as core '

and fuel design, fuel handling, and resistance to pellet cladding interaction. 5

The staff concludes that none of these requirements conflict with NRC regula- '>

tory requirements.
|
3

!
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!
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3 BWR REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL AND INTERNALS

3.1 Definition

The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is the major element of the reactor coolant
system pressure bounoary containing and supporting the reactor core and
reactor internals. It also provides for reactor coolant supply and a flood-
able volume to keep the core covered. The internals provide the supporting
elements and devices inside the RPV that, together with the reactor core,
reactor coolant system, and RPV instrumentation, perform the function of
nuclear steam generation.

Section 3 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, together
with the applicable portions of Section 2, provides the utility requirements
'or the RPV and its internals and instrumentation for the BWR version of theALWR plant. The staff found that none of these utility requirements conflicti

with NRC requirements. However, several items deserve further discussion, as
indicated below.

3.2 Performance Reauirements
s

Section 3.2 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
that "the RPV shall be capable of satisfying all functsnnal requirements under
normal and transient operating conditions as defined in Chapter 1." In
addition, the RPV steam volume plus the steamline volume is required to be
large enough so that the changes in RPV pressure with time, during normal
operations and events, do not exceed values acceptable for safety and opera-tional analyses. EPRI has specified that the RPV be larger in diameter than
current BWR pressure vessels in order to accommodate the reactor internal pump
(RIP) motors. Consequently, the RPV water inventory will be increased and its
wall fluence will be lower.

With respect to the RPV internals, the performance requirements call for a
configuration design that will provide stable natural circulation in the
normal operating regions of the power-flow map. In addition, this design is
to have the capability to transfer smoothly to the forced circulation regime
following startup of the RIPS and to reestablish natural circulation followinga trip of the RIPS. The purpose of these requirements is to minimize depen-
dence on active systems and to provide greater margin for accommodating
operating transient conditions.

3.3 Eouioment Desian Reauirements

Section 3.3 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document covers
equipment design requirements. Section 3.3.1.2 specifies that nozzles, safe-
ends, thermal sleeves, and spargers will be designed for the full number of
design life cycles-without having to be replaced. The safe-ends are expected
to eliminate pipe cracking as a result of-intergranular stress corrosion
cracking. For the feedwater nozzles and the core cooling nozzles, the safe-
ends are to be of a " tuning-fork" design that has proven to be effective where
thermal cycling occurs.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 4.3-1
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Section 3.3.1.4.2 uf tMpter 4 requires that the main steamline flow limiters
be part of the reactor steam outlet nozzles. One advantage of this combina-
tion is that the rate of steam flow into the containment following a steamline
rupture would be reduced, it would also reduce the dynamic loads on reactor
internals and contair. meat structures.

Section 3.3.1.9.1 Of Chapter 4 requires that a sower-assisted machine be
provided that can be placed on the RPV closure acad. This machire will be
remotely controlled to disconnect and remove vessel stud nuts. The objective
of this requirement is to reduce the critical path refueling time by reducing
the head-removal time.

Section 3.3.2.4.3 of Chapter 4 specifies that the feedwater sparger will be
designed with top exit holes followed by flow guides to aim the feedwater
radially inward. This design will pevent (1) reactor coolant from flowing ;

back into the feedwater spargers and pipes, (2) temperature cycling with
resultant cracking at low fecowater flow rates, and (3) water hammer in the
feedwater piping.

Section 3.3.3.2.1 of Chapter 4 requires (nat several sets of RPV water level :
'

instrumentation be provided. One will be a wide-range set, consisting of four
divisions with instrument taps loc)ted in each of four quadrants, that will
provide signals for reactor protection and safety systems. This will permit
the use of any two-out-of-four logic and eliminate al/2 scram" situations
(e.g., during instrument testing).

Section 3.3.3.3 of Chapter 4 requires that temperature measurement instrumen-
tation be provided only if it is necessary for plant operating procedures
(e.g., to monitor metal temperature differentials during plant startup and
shutdown). Because of the improved RT of the AtWR, the rationale portion
of this section in the original Evolutlgonary Requirements Document stated that
thermocouples would not be required for protecting the RPV from brittle
fracture; therefore, it might be possible to eliminate the thermocouples

.

completely, llowever, in the DSER fcr Chapter 4, the staff recommended that
j protection of the RPV from brittle fractures not be eliminated because of
| improved material; hence, thermocouples and a materials surveillance program

were necessary. This was identified as an open issue in the DSER.
,

t

i in a letter dated December 21, 1991 EPRI submitted a proposed revision in
which the statement that thermocouples may not be required for. brittle

,

i fracture protection of the RPV was Jeleted from the rationale portion of
i Section 3.3.3.3. The intent of the requirements of Section 3.3.3.3 is to
! provide some thermocouples to assist operations, but to minimize their number

to reduce plint maintenance. The staff concludes that this revision accept-#

| ably addresses its concern. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
;

!

i

i
I
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4 BWR CORE AND FUEL

4.1 Definition

The core and the fuel are required to generate heat up to a rated value
throughout planned operating cycles, with sufficient margin and control to
accommodate normal operations and the safety analysis events listed in
Table 1.2-1 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

4.2 Performance Reouirements

Section 4.2.1.2 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
contains requirements for core characteristics to ensure stable operation for
all expected operating conditions. In the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff
raised several concerns related to the use of analytic methods to prevent

-

thermal-hydraulic instabilities. The staff recommended . hat attempts be made
to prevent unstable operation by design, even in the " excluded region" of
Figure 4.4-1, and that current methods should be used to establish margins for
thermal-hydraulic stability after calculational uncertainties have been

'

included. This was identified as an open issue in the DSER. EPRI's revisions
to Chapter 4 to address this open issue have resulted in requi ements that are
considerably improved in this area. Section 4.2.1.2.2 now requires that
operation beyond stability limits be prevented by an operationally proven,
reliable control and instrumentation system. This control and instrumentation
system is required to be capable of detecting all expected modes of instabi-
lity and automatically reducing the reactor power sufficiently to return the
reactor to a stable condition before fuel safety limits are exceeded. The
staff concludes that these requirements are acceptable. Therefore, this DSER
open issue is closed.

As part of its continuing generic study of thermal-hydraulic stability, the
staff has raised concerns about thermal-hydraulic stability during an antici-
pated transient without scram (ATWS). The Evolutionary Requirements Document

-does not address stability performance during an ATW5. -Therefore, the staff
will review applications for FDA/DC to ensure that designers demonstrate that
the thermal-hydraulic stability performance of the core during an ATWS is
acceptable.

With regard to load following and maneuvering capability, Section 4.2.1.4.2 of
Chapter 4 specifies that no preconditioning of the fuel will be required for
maneuvering. EPRI explains that the intent of this requirement is to remove
previous related limitations on alant maneuvering so that components and
systems other than the fuel estaalish the plant maneuvering limits. The staff
recognizes that this is a desirable objective; whether it can be approved for
a specific plant will depend largely on the fuel design.

-With regard to nuclear and thermal-hydraulic design, Section 4.2.1.6.2 of
Chapter 4 specifies that the core design will provide for extended cycle
operation at reduced power or with reduced.feedwater temperature. Since
operation with reduced feedwater temperature would result in less thermal-,

g hydraulic stability, the benefits of extending cycle operation by reducing the
feedwater temperature must be weighed against the undesirability of decreasinga

* core stability. The staff will address this matter during its review of an
application for FDA/DC.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 4.4-1
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Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4 establishes performance requirements for fuel
reliability, burnup, and lifetime. Included is a requirement that premature
fuel failure that results from manufacturing defects be less than 1 per 50,000
fuel rods, with a goal of 1 per 100,000. The Evolutionary Requirements Docu-
ment also states that recent industry experience has shown that 1 failure per
50,000 is an achievable reliability.

In addition, Section 4. 2 of Chapter 4 specifies that the basic fuel mechan-
ical design is to be capable of peak bundle-average burnups of at least
50,000 megwatt-days per metric ton of uranium (HWD/MTU). This burnup capabi-
lity is stated to be consistent with present or expected near-term experience.
On the basis of the specified burnup rate, the Evolutionary Requirements
Document requires the fuel rods and fuel assenibly structural components to be ,

designed for a minimum core residence time of . years.

In a letter dated July 9, 1987. EPRI stated that its requirements in Sec-
tion 4.2.2 of Chapter 4 and similar requirements for PWRs in Section 7.2.2 of
Chapter 4 are sufficient to consider Generic issue (GI) B-22 resolved for the
Al.WR . This issue was established to track industry efforts to improve the
reliability of predictions of fuel performance during normal operations and
postulated accident conditions. On the basis of current industry experience,
there has been a substantial improvement in fuel reliability since GI B-22 was
initiated. The staff is continuing to monitor fuel performance; however, it
agrees with EPRI that GI B-22 is resolved for the Al.WR.

4.3 Eauioment Desian Reogirements

Section 4.3 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides
BWR equipment design requirements for the core and fuel, neutron sources, and
nuclear instrumentation. None of these conflict with NRC regulatory require-
ments.

Section 4.3.2.2.2 of Chapter 4 contains requirements for the core power
distribution. The core power distribution will be monitored by both fixed
power level in-core sensors and movable traversing in-core probe (TIP)
detectors or fixed in-core calibration detectors, if the TIP system is used,
the TIP drive mechanisms, guide tubes, and position indicators, including any
necessary shielding and TIP motion interlocks, will be designed and located
for ease of servicing and/or replacement. The TIP system has been the source ;

of several overexposures or near overexposures-(from exposure to irradiated
in-core detectors and/or the attached TIP drive cables) in recent years during-
TIP withdrawal or replacement operations. To reduce personnel-doses associ-
ated with TIP operations, the TIP interlock design will include-appropriate
alarm warnings and protective measures.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 4.4-2
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5 BWR CONTROL R0D DRIVE SYSTEM

5.1 Definition

The control rod drive (CRD) system will-include the electrohydraulic control
rod drives, rod drive motors, hydraulic control units, hydraulic supply
system, scram and scram pilot solenoid valves, air header dump valves, inter-
connecting piping, and associated instrumentation, including rod position and
separation sensors. In a BWR, the CRD system is required to perform the
following functions:

withdraw and insert the control rods at a normai rate for operational*

control

control and_ indicate the positions of the control rods throughout the*

full stroke

insert the control rods for shutdown (scram) at the high rate required to' +

maintain fuel integrity

control the positions of selected rods for core thermal-hydraulica

stability control

control the positions of ganged-rod groups for faster changes in rod+

position

provide for the insertion of control rods by an alternative and diverse+

method on receipt of ATWS (anticipated transient without scram) signals

supply measured purge water to the reactor internal pumps*

! 5.2 Performance Reauirementi
|

Section 5.2 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document establishes
performance requirements for the BWR CRD system. The staff found that none of
these utility requirements conflict with NRC requirements.

Section 5.2.1.2 of Chapter 4 requires that limiting conditions for operation
be developed to define the acceptable number and arrangement of ,RDs that are
found to exceed the maximum scram times during test or operation. The ratiou-
ale for allowing the use of such CRDs is that-a more precise calculation may.

l be carried out by considering the actual performance of nearby control rods,
I measurement errors, and current core operating conditions. EPRI anticipates

that this use of CRDs with scram times in excess of the maximum may help to
meet the plant availability goals (i.e., 87-percent _ annual average over the
life of the plant) without reducing safety.

Section 5.2.1.4 of Chapter 4 specifies that the scram performance and design
of the CRD and hydraulic system will accommodate either a hafnium type or a
boron carbide type of control' rod. 'The hafnium-type control rods have slower
scram times because they are heavier.

I
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5.3 Eauipment Desian Requirements

! Electric motor drives are specified in Section 5.3.1.1 of Chapter 4 of the
j Evolutionary Requirements Document for withdrawal and insert motion at normal
; speed. The rationale portion of this section indicates that this specifica-
; tion is based on favorable experience with electric motor drives in BWRs

The ability to move rods in small increments permits more precise1 overseas.
core power shaping and reduces the tendency for fuel cladding cracking

;
; associated with large increments. In addition, the use of electric motor.

j drives enables simpler seals to be used and allows changing these without
removing the CRDs.'

5 Section 5.3.1.3 of Chapter 4 requires that the scram action of the CRD be
i achieved by water hydraulic pressure provided by gas-charged accumulators. It

also allows each accumulator to orovide scram pressure for several CRDs if the
;

; concept is adequately supported ay a safety evaluation. EPRI states that this |

concept is being used successfully in overseas plants.
)

Section 5.3.5.3 of Chapter 4 requires that the scram pilot solenoid valves be
designed for continuous oaeration at the minimum and naximum voltages and'

frequencies required by tie reactor protection system (RPS). The rationale
j for this requirement is to avoid the overheating and consequent damage to

valve materials observed in earlier plants. In a letter dated November 13,
.

1987, the staff asked EPRI if the scram pilot solenoid valves proposed in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document were meant to replace the electric protec-
tive assemblies (EPAs) that were used in past BWR designs to prevent an over-1

; voltage, undervoltage, or underfrequency condition from failing the scram
! pilot solenoid valves in a non-fail-safe state.
1

; in its response dated January 25, 1988, EPRI described a failure mode involv-
! ing the scram discharge volume (SDV) that had already teen eliminated for the
) advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR) design, but was not the original reason
: for the addition of the EPAs. The failure mode identified by EPRI was the

potential, in previous BWR designs, for a low-voltage condition that allowed
| some scram discharge valves to open and fill the SDV without a scram of all

control rods. The original basis for requiring the EPAs, however, was the
concern that an overvoltage, undervoltage, or underfrequency condition would-

1 cause excessive current or vibration of the scram pilot solenoid valvts
i resulting in overheating and eventual lockup of these valves. Elimir.ating the

SDV eliminates the failure mode identified by EPRI but not the failure mode5

identified by the staff.

In subsequent discussions with the staff, EPRI stated that the intent of this
section of the Evolutionary Requirements Document was to preclude the over-
heating and binding of the solenoid valves by requiring that they be designed

,
'

to operate continuously over the full range of voltages and frequencies that
could be put out by the RPS power sup)1ies. EPRI intends to demonstrate this
through a failure modes analysis of tie power supplies. In the DSER for
Chapter 4, the staff stated that it did not believe that it was possible to4

demonstrate that there were no fatiure modes of the RPS power supplies that
would result in a non-fail-safe failure of the scram pilot solenoid valves and

:

| identified this as an open issue.
,
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in a letter dated February ll, 1992. EPRI continued to maintain that the
i function of the EPA was not needed because of the elimination of the SDV. As

stated above, the staff maintains that eliminating the SDV does not eliminate
the failure mode that was the original basis for the EPA function, further-
more, EPRl's approach of specifying requirements for the power supplies and
the scram pilot solenoid valves, while needed, does not eliminate the full
range of postulated failures that resulted in the need for the EPA. There-
fore, the staff has pursued the need for the EPA function with General

| Electric (GE) in the ABWR review. On the basis of preliminary discussions, it
! appears that GE has included the EPA in the ABWR design. Therefore, the staff

concludes that this issue should be reviewed as part of an individual applica-
tion for FDA/DC, and this DSER open issue is closed.

Section 5.3.6 of Chapter 4 requires an alternative means of rod insertion that
is separate and diverse from normal scra'm by the reactor trip system. This is
consistent with the NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.62.

Maintenann
'

The o.:lectives of the requirements in Section 5.3.9 of Chapter 4 are to
reduct personnel radiation exposure during maintenance of CRDs- and to reduce
crit' 1 path time during refueling. To reduce personnel radiation exposure
due' , 'naintenance of CRDs, a machine for automated removal and reinstallation
of the CRDs will be used. Adequate working space will be provided below the i

CRG mechanisms to permit removal of the motors and maintenance on the shtft
seals without having to remove the entire mechanism from the reactor. This
will reducs both the time needed to perform the work and the resultant
exposure incurred, in addition, temporary shielding will be used, if needed,
to lower area dose rates during the removal and storage of CRD internals.

|

|

|
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6 PWR REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL AND INTERNALS

6.1 Definition

The PWR reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and its internals will provide a high-
integrity pressure boundary containing the reactor coolant, reactor core, and
fuel fission products. In addition, the RPV and internals will perform the
following functions:

provide support for fuel assemblies and maintain their orientation and*

position within the reactor core

provide the necessary structure that will result in a flow path for the*

reactor coolant to adequately remove heat generated by the core while
- ensuring proper reactor flow distribution

resisting upward flow-induced movement of the fuel assemblies-

avo. ding flow-induced vibration in core components (e.g., fuel rods,-

holddown springs and control rod assembly fingers)

ensuring positive location and guidance of control rod assemblies-

ensur' g that heat generated by each fuel assembly is removed-

by the reactor coolant

provide information regarding the RP.' water level during shutdown*

6.2 Performance Re mirements

In the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff stated th<. Section 6.2.4 of the original
Requirements Document included a requiremen' 't " appropriate analysis shalli

be performed to demonstrate the adequacy of reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
for a natural circulation cooldown of the read Jr from full power." The staff
recommended that this requirement be revised to require the RPV to be able to
withstand multiple cooldowns sufficient to resolve Generic Safety issue
(GSI) 79, "Unanalyzed Reactor Vessel Thermal Stress During Natural Convection
Cooldown." This was identified as an open issue in the DSER.4

In Revision 1 of Section 3.4.2.4 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 and in Sec-
tion 6.2.1 of Chapter 4, EPRI clarified his issue by adding the following
requirement: "A natbral circulation cooldown transient shall be evaluated as
part of Code vessel ev luations as an infrequent event which could occur at
least 30 times over the 60-year life of the reactor pressure vessel." In the
discussion of GSI 79 in NUREG-0933, "A Prioritization of Generic Safety
issues," dated December 31, 1984, the staff estimated that this event could
occur 0.04 time per year, which would be only 2.4 times in 60 years. The
staff's evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address GSI 79 is previded in
Section 3.2.29 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. Therefore, this
DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant' SER 4.6-1
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6.3 Equioment Onjan _R1gMtmrnu

Section 6.3 of Chapter 4 of tne Evolutionary Requirements Document gives
equipment design requirements for the RPV, reactor internals, and RPV instru-
mentation. lhe staf f found that none of these utility requirements conflict
with NRC requirements. However, some of the items are of particular interest,
as indicated below.

Section 6.3.1.1 of Chapter 4 reqtr 3s that the RPV be supported by support
pads welded to or forged integraliy with the vessel at the flange or at the
primary coolant nozzle elevation. Supporting the RPV in this manner is a
design improvement, as compared with support from a lowcr head. EPRI states
that thermal expansion stresses in the vessel nozzles and in the reactor
coolant system (RCS) piping vill be reduced. Thermal expansion displacement
of the perunept refualing flange seal will also be reduced. In addition, if

the support pads are integrally for')ed, the attachment welds will be elimi-
nated, thus reducing inservice inspection requirements.

Reductions in refueling time and worker radiation exposure are expected to
result from two requirements in Section 6.3.1.6 of Chapter 4. One of these
requirements specifies that means will be provided to remotely detension and
remove RPV studs and cover stud holes. Another requirement specifies capabil-
ity for integrated head disassembly that will enable the entire head package
and all related caponents to be lif ted as a single unit. These design

,

features would shorten refueling outages by simplifying several of the
refueling outage tasks and would thereby result in lower personnel exposures.

Section 6.3.1.8 of Chapter 4 requires that the PWR refueling cavity seal be
located as high as practicable on the reactor vessel so as to minimize the
area of vessel material exposed to borated water. The seal is to be designed
so that it is not susceptible to any single-failure that could result in a
rapid draindown of the refueling cavity.

Section 7.3.1.7.2 of Chapter 4 requires that the fuel assembly holuiown force
be sufficient to permit operation of all main coolant pumps at any temperature,

acceptable for running one or more main coolant pumps. The rationale given
for this requirement is that temporary reductions in coolant temperature can
be made during startup operations without the need to shut down a main coolant
pump. This will reduce the possibility of a reactor coolant pump seal
failure. The operation of all main coolant pumps at any temperature can also
reduce plant heatup time. In Section 6.3.2.3, the hydraulic design require-
ments specify that the flow in the core peripheral region will be upward
during all normal cperating conditions. This will preclude an inward pressure
gradient from the core baffles to peripheral fuel rods and thus will reduce
the possibility of jet impingement on peripheral fuel assemblies.

Section 6.3.2.6.1 of Chapter 4 requires that the reactor upper internals and
the lower internals (core support structures) each be removable as a unit
using a vertical lif t and no in-vessel disassembly will be required. This
will simplify removal of the internals and allow for their maintenance,
inspection, and repair.

Section 6.3.3.1 of Chapter 4 includes a requirement for permariently installed
piping between the RCS and the pressurizer to eliminate inaccuracies in level-
nonitoring during plant shutdowns. Such inaccuracies have been experienced in

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 4.6-2
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current plants that have temporarily installed tygon ubes; when the tube
kinks, air is entrapped in the tube. During normal wc . tion, the piping for
the shutdown level monitoring system will be discor *cteo i*om the pressurizer
and RCS by means of blind flanges.

,

in Appendix E of .he DSER for Chapter 10, the staff evaluated an optimization
issue submitted with Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document that
presented arguments for not including requirements %r a reactor vessel level
instrumentation system (RVLIS) for evolutionary PWR designs. The staff con-
cluded that EPRI's proposal to eliminate the RVLIS was unacceptable. In its
response dated December 6, 1991, to the staff's DSER, EPRI included require-
ments for an enhanced RVLIS in Section 6.3.3.2 of Chapter 4. The staff
concludes that this is acceptable; therefore, this issue is closed. The staff
discusser this former optimization issue in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this
report.

.
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7 PWR CORE AND FUEL

7.1 Definition

Section 7 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the
utility requ rements for the PWR core and fuel. The components covered in
this section W lude fuel assemblies, fuel rods, reactivity control devices,
neutron sources, and core instrumentation.

The core and fuel are to generate heat up to a rated value throughout planned
operating cycles, with sufficient margin and control to accommodate ani.ici-
pated plant transients and planned maneuvers, all within defined limits.
Section 2 of Chapter 1 specifies the transients and maneuvers to be consid-
ered.

7.2 Performance Requirements

Section 7.2.1.1 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that " calculations for regulatory licensing shall use methods approved by the
NRC for the specific ranges of application and the most severe identified
transients and acceptance criteria specified in Chapter 1, Section 2." The
staff cautions that many of its approvals of correlations and.co es have
specific ranges of acceptability and the correlations and codes have only been
approve for limited applications. It is important to stress that the calcu-
lationa, metFods used must be approved by the NRC.

In the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff made the following comments related to
Section 7.2.1.2, which EPRI was to consider in preparing future revisions of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document:

Although the staff has found that thermal-hydraulic oscillations are not*

a problem for current PWRs, this finding may have to be revalidated if
the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the evolutionary PWRs are
sufficiently different from those of current PWRs.

*
It is current staff practice to allow PWRs to have axially unstable, but*

h not radially unstable, xenon oscillations,
n
? The staff should make certain that the thermal-hydraulic stability and*

radial xenon stability characteristics of new designs have been estab-
lished by testing during its reviews of individual applications for
FDA/DC. This was identified as an open issue in the CSER for Chapter 4.

-

'In response to this DSER open issue, EPRI revised the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document to require that the thermal-hydraulic stability and xenon
stability characteristics of new designs be verified by testing. The staff
concludes that this -is acceptable; therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Section 7.2.1.4.1- of Chapter 4 specifies that the core will be designed with
the capability for load following and programmed load cycling without adjust-
ing the soluble boron concentraticn during the maneuver. Moderator tempera--
ture would be changed in rapid response to small load changes, and-low-worth
control rods would be used to assist in programmed load-cycling control. Both
of these mechanisms have been proven in operating PWRs. In the rationale
EPRI Evolutionary-P1 ant SER- 4.7-1
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portion of this section, EPRI states that " rodded maneuvering control without
use of soluble boron is assessed to be feasible and practical with increased
use of proven, low-worth control rod designs." This is not prohibited by NRC.
requirements.

Section 7.2.1.4.2 of Chap + 2r 4 states: "The fuel shall be designed to avoid 3

limitation on the rate of maneuvering e.apability and rate of power increase !
i

for hot startups of the plant.... Cold startup power restrictions due to fuel
shall be eliminated." The staff recognizes the benefits of meeting this
objective and will review the specific fuel designs during its review of
individual appl; cations for FDA/DC.

1

!Section 7.2.2 of Chapter 4 addresses PWR fuel reliability, burnup, and life- I

time in essentially the same ' terms as those in Section 4.2.2 for BWR fuel.
The only apparent differences are associated with the specification of a
minimum af 60,000 MWD /MTU average burnup for BWR tuel. These utility objec-

J

tives are not prohibited by NRC requirements.
;

I 7.3 Comnonent Desian Reouirements :

:

The mechanical design requirements for the PWR core and fuel are given in
i Section 7.3.1.1 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. They

| reflect the intent of ti,e ALWR program to use proven designs. They also

; include such matters as designing the fuel to be debris resistant. None of
these items are incompatible with.NRC requirements.

Section 7.3.1.2.3 of Chapter 4, originally specified that the fuel cycle
;

! design include a non-positive moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) above
|- 50-percent power at the beginning of life and for operation over the entire
i power range later in life. This requirement permits a positive MTC below
j 50-percent power at the beginning of life, whl.:h provides the flexibility to

permit long fuel cycles, but retains the operational benefits of a non-j

! positive MTC in the 50- to 100-percent power load cycling range.
$

Positive moderator coefficients m not prohibited by NRC req-irementsc
!

! However, the effect of allowing positive moderator. coefficients must be
evaluated throughout the fuel cycle for all transients and accidents, includ-
ing anticipated transients without scram. In the DSER for Chapter 4, the'

staff concluded that Section 7.3.1.2.3 of Chapter 4 did not adequately define
! when in the fuel cycle the positive moderator coefficients would be allowed
;

j above 50-percent power ard what requirements would be used to decide when a ,

positive moderator coefficient was acceptable. This was identified as an open-

issue in the DSER. In response to this DSER open issue, EPRI revised the
:

Evolutionary Requirements Document to require that the fuel cycle design;

include a non-positive MTC over the entire fuel cycle when the reactor is;

t critical. The staff concludes that this is acceptable; therefore, this OSER i

I open issue is closed.

- Section 7.3.1.4 of Chapter 4 and Table 4.7-1 specify materials requirements'

for the PWR fuel assemblies, fue rod cladding, and control rods and refer to
;

i 'the material requirements in Section 5 of Chapter 1. The staff concludes that
-

these materials requirements serve to ensure that PWR fuel assemblies, fuel
i

| rod cladding, and control rods are compatible with their intended service-
; conditions, and are, therefore, acceptable.

b EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 4.7-2
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Other topics addressed in Section 7.3.1 of Chaptor 4 include control of
hydriding, fretting corrosion, fuel assembly holddown force, holddown springs,
cladding collapse, fuel rod bow, and fuel assembly bow. The staff reviewed-
the EPRI requirements pertaining _ to these topics and did not identify any that
were incompatible with NRC requirements.

Section 7.3.2 of Chapter 4 covers the utility requirements for neutron sources
and instrumentation. None of them conflict with NRC requirements; however,
several of particular interest are discussed below.

Section 7.3.2.1 of Chapter 4 requires that the reactor core be designed so
that the initial startup and subsequent startups can be performed with an
adequate neutron level signal on the out-of-core source range nuclear instru-
ments. This avoids the need for special startup procedures that can result in
a reduced plant capacity factor and provides adequate margin to allow for
extended shutdown periods.

Section 7.3.2.3.1 of Chapter 4 requires the use of fixed in-core neutron
detectors-instead of movable in-core detectors for monitoring core power
distribution. This will simplify plant eg',:pment and reduce maintenance.,

Section 7.3.2.4 of Chapter 4 specifies that thermocouples to monitor core
outlet temperature should be placed integrally with the neutron detector
string. This arrangement will simplify the instrumentation by eliminating the
need for separate thermocouple penetrations and conduits.

,

|
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; 8 -PWR CONTROL R00 DRIVE SYSTEM
4

{ 8.1 Definition

} The PWR control rod drive (CRD) system is defined as the CRD mechanisms,
j. position indicators, drive shafts, and electrical connectors. The control

rods are covered in Section 7 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requiremente
j Document. The power supplies, power cables, and breakers are covered in

Chapter 11.

In a PWR, the CRD system is required to perform the following functions:

| position (withdraw and insert) the control rods in the core in response*

j to commands from the rod control-~ system
i

i release the control rods for gravity insertion into the core on power*

| interruption in response to a reactor trip initiated from either manual
! or automatic reactor protection system controls at the required rate to
4 ma1ntain fuel integrity

permit the latching and unlatching of the connection between the drivee a

: rod and the control rod assemblies
:

| 8,2 Performance Reouirementi
"

Service life

I Section 8.2.1 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
: that the CRD system pressure boundary be designed.for a service life of
; 60 years and establishes the following design and test criteria:
:

) safe shutdown earthquake 1 event*

operational scrams 1500*

test-scrams 450|
*

pressure test 1 per year; a

i
in the DSER for Chapter 4, the staff reported: "The above criteria appear toi

' be appropriate for a service life of 60 years. However, this proposed
: lifetime exceeds that of existing CRD mechanisms (CRDMs); hence, it is not

known whether that goal can be achieved." This was identified as an open;

j- issue in the 05ER. In a letter dated May 22, 1991, CPRI responded to the
i staff's coment by stating: "The Requirements Document establishes the above

criteria which the CRD mechanisms must be qualified to meet. The common.
l practice with these components is to perform lifetime testing to qualify them
i for the design lifetime. The requirements will be 'used as the basis for this
t testing and any design will need tc be satisfactorily tested to meet the ALWR

requirements." _ The staff concludes that this is an acceptable commitment;*

! .therefore, the DSER wen issue concerning the service life of the CRDMs is
closed. . Hcwever, it should be noted triat, as part of its review of individual
applications for FDA/DC, the staff will perform detailed ieviews of the

! results of design and testing programs thbt will be implemented in accordance
1 with the above criteria to demonstrate that the CRDMs are qualified for-a
4 60-year service life.
2

i
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Egram Time-

.

! Section 8.2.2 of Chapter 4 requires that the CRD system be designed so that if
power is interrupted to the CR0 coils or motors, the control rods will be|

! inserted by gravity from the fully withdrawn position to the fully inserted
position within a predetermined scram time. That scram time must be such that'

the total time from sensor activation to completion of rod insertion satisfies:
: the most restrictive accident analysis. The staff concludes that this
j requirement is compatible with NRC requirements.
f

The performance requirements also address the CRD response time, positioning*

control, and verification of rod positions. Safety and reliability are
addressed in Section 8.2.4 of Chapter 4, which specifies that the CR0 system.;

will be designed so that no single failure of a component, structure, system2

function, or service function will prevent the CRD system from performing its
safety-related function of preventing inadvertent rod drop and rod ejection.

! In addition, the CRDMs are to be designed to operate without coolant flow (air
or water) for a minimum of 30 minutes. This capability will provide a

: reasonable period of time for restoring the system after a loss of the CRDM,

| cooling system.

8,3 Eauioment Desian Recuirements

! Section 8.3 of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document covers
) equipment design requirements including structural and mechanical consider-
i ations, materials, electrical and instrumentation design, and maintenance and

testing. These utility requirements specify a variety of details intended to
,

: achieve high-quality design, reliable operation, and simplified maintenance.
i For example, Section 8.3.1.3 of Chapter 4 specifies .that all CRDM seals are to
j be seal welded to prevent leakage of reactor coolant and are to be accessible

for repair without removing any adjacent CRDMs. Similarly, the CRDM stator
coils and all electrical parts are to be replaceable without breaking the

| primary system pressure boundary and without removing any adjacent CRDMs.
None of the equipment design requirements are incompatible with NRC require-i

! ments.

!

!

(

i

.

:

i

1
,

i

:
;

}
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9 CONCLUSION
)

j' The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 4 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for the design of reactor systems do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by

,

themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC staff to'

determine if the plant-specific design, operation, and arrangement of .the;

; reactor systems will be adequate. Applicants referencing the Evolutionary
Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the.

! additional guidance provided in the Standard Review Plan (SRP) (NUREG-0800),
; or provide justification or alternative means of implementing the associated
; regulatory requirements.
1

: Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document specifies requirements that, subject to resolution of the identified4

j vendor- and utility-specific iteus, if properly translated into a design and
constructed and operated in accordance with the NRC regulations in force at

4

the time the design is submitted, should result in a nuclear. power plant whose
,

reactor systems will perform as designed and have all the attributes required4

' by the regulations to ensure that there is no undue risk to the health and
; safety of the public or to the environment.
:
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APPENDIX A
-DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS-

Appendix A of Chapter 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
definitions of terms and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list
of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report.
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CHAPTER 5, " ENGINEERED SAFETY SYSTEMS"

j 1 INTRODUCTION

i This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 5, "Engi-
) neered Safety Systems," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document through
4 Revision 3. Chapter 5 was prepared, under the project direction of EPRI and

the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion Engineering, Incorpo-4
~

rated; Bechtel Power Corporation; Commonwealth Edison Company; Duke Power
Company; General Electric Company; MPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy incorporated;,

i Sargent and Lundy; Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation; Westinghouse
j Electric Corporation; Yankee Atomic Electric Company; and EPRI.

I On December 8, 1987, EPRI submitted Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements-
{ Document for staff review. By letters dated January 27, March 18, and
i April 4,1988, the staff requested that EPRI supply additional information,
i EPRI provided the information in responses dated March 28, April 6, August 16,

and September 15, 1988.

| On February 28, 1990, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 5 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document. On July 12, 1990, and April 9, 1991, the staff.

! and EPRI met with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) Subcom-
1 mittee on Improved Light Water Reactors (LWRs) to discuss Chapter 5, the
| staff's corresponding DSER, the outstanding issues from the staff's review of
~

Chapter 5, and EPRI's approach to resolving each issue.

On September 7, 1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
.

ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and
'

November 15, 1991, and April - 17, 1992, respectively. EPRI submitted
additional information regarding Chapter 5 by letters dated October 18, 1990,

! and May 22, July 2, and December 2, 6, and 16, 1991.
4

j 1.1 Review Criteria

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
'.. criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary

Requirements Docume.t.

1.2 Scope and Structure of Chapter 5
-

Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's requirements for the design of the engineered safety,

j systems for ALWRs. Engineered safety systems are provided to prevent or
mitigate the effects of a spectrum of postulated accidents.

.

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 5 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for.

s

EPRI's ALWR public safety goal.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.1-1-
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severe-accident prevention and mitigation*

severe-accident containment performance criteria*

hydrogen generation and control*

source-term issues-e

fire protection.

high/ low-interface design (intersystem loss-of-coolant accident*

(LOCA))

anticipated transients without scram+

operction of residual heat removal (RHR) system with reduced reactor*

coolant system inventory

station blackout*

core-concrete interaction - ability to cool core debris+

high-pressure core melt ejection+

equipment survivability*

inservice testing of pumps and valves=

resolution of certain generic safety issues.

1.3 Pelicv Issues

During its review of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questicas for the technical

,

areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the
,

Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter-1 of this report.
,

1.4 Outstandina Issues-

4.
The DSER for Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the
following outstanding issues:

; Open Issues
T

(1)- containment performance criteria for severe accidents (2.1)'

: (2) metal-water reaction and hydrogen generation and. control during a severe
accident (2.3 and 6.5.1)'

- (3) automatic standby liquid control system (4.2)

i (4) effective distribution of boron injection (4.3)

(5) safety classification of containment spray system (4.4 and 7.2)
.

,

|
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(6) suppression pool bypass leakage (4.5 and 7.2)

(7) suppression pool temperature-monitoring system (4.6)

(8) operation of RHR system with reduced reactor coolant system inventory
(Generic Letter 87-12) (5.2)

(9) safety depressurization and vent system (5.4, 5.5, and 6.6.5)

(10) use of remote manual valves on essential lines that are not part of the
engineered safety systems (6.2)

(11) containment isolation provisions for in-containment refueling water
storage tank connections (6.2)

(12) Type C leak testing (6.2)

(13) Type B testing of air locks (6.3.2)

)- (14) Type C containment valve leak rate testing interval (6.3.3)

,
(15) interface requirements for fission product leakage control systems (6.4)

!

(16) control systems for radiolytically generated hydrogen (6.5.2)
4

(17) timing of igniter activation in the event of an accident (6.5.3)
1

,
(18) containment heat removal (6.6.3)

!

. (19) functionability of fission product control systems during a severe
! accident (6.6.4)
!

;- (20) equipment survivability criteria for severe accidents (6.6.6)

{ (21) severe-accident management (6.6.8)

(22) dynamic effects of pipe breaks during severe accidents (7.2 and 8.1)_
1 (23) main steam isolation valve leakage rate (7.2)

(24) containment leak rate (8.1)
! (25) postaccident pH control (8.~2 and Appendix B to Chapter 1)

i (26) containment integrity check (Appendix B to Chapter 1)

(27) high/ low-pressure interface design (Appendix B to Chapter 1)
4

(28) deletion of charcoal adsorbers (Appendix B to Chapter 1)

(29) BWR suppression pool fission product scrubbing (Appendix B to Chapter 1)

(30) timing of fission product releases into containment (Appendix B to
-Chapter 1)

,
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;

!
; Confirmatory Issues

j (1) low-temperature overpressure protection (5.2)

I. (2) automatic / manual initiation of feedwater flow (5.3)'

! (3) use of liquid in Type C containment leak rate testing (6.3.3)
1. (4) actuation of the containment spray system-(8.2)

j (5) low-temperature overpressure protection (Appendix B'to Chapter 1)_

(6) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J local leakage testing (Appendix B to Chap-
j ter-1)
.

! The final disposition of each of these issues is-discussed in detail in the
i appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical

notation following each issue. All but one of the issues identified in The
DSER for Chapter 5 have been resolved. The one~ outstanding issue is a policy

3

j issue on which the staff has taken_a position, but for which the Commission
] has not had the opportunity to provide guidance. The outstanding issue, with

a reference to the appropriate section of this chapter given in parentheses,4

i is listed below. The designator in front of the issue provides a unique
i identifier for it. . The letter "E" indicates that the issue applies to the

evolutionary plant design. The first number designates-the chapter in which
;

it is identified. The letter "0" designates that it is an open issue. The
;

i
final number is the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.

!

j Open Issue
.

! E.5.0-1 core debris coolability (6.6.2)
!

! 1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Snecific Items
!

! The vendor- or utility-specific items,'with references to appropriate sections
of Chapter 5 given in parentheses, are listed below. The:designators in front
of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. 'The letter "E";

[ indicates that-the issue applies to evolutionary plant-designs. The first
i number designates the chapter-in which it is identified. The. letter "V"

designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final number is-
j the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.
'

E.5.V-1 containment performance criteria for severe accidents (2.1)-
!

| E.5.V-2 metal-water reaction-and hydrogen generation and control during a
-

severe accident-(2.3 and 6.5.1);

} E.5.V-3 fire protection (2.5)

\

j E.5.V-4 diesel generator start time (3.2)

k E.5.V-5 detailed LOCA analysis concerning core spray for BWRs (4.1)
!

E.5.V-6 safety classification of containment spray system (4.4 and 7.2)-
i

E.5.V-7 _ suppression pool bypass leakage (4.5 and 7.2)
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E.5.V-8 suppression pool temperature-monitoring system (4.6)j

| E.5 V-9 intersystem LOCA (5.2)

j E.5 V-10 operation of RHR system with reduced reactor coolant system inven-
J tory (Generic Letter 87-12) (5.2)
i E.5.V-ll shutdown risk (5.2)

E.5.V-12 feed-and-bleed capability (5.4)
!

j E.5.V-13 safety depressurization and vent system (5.4, 5.5, and 6.6.5)

{ E.5.V-14 ose of remote manual valves on essential lines that are not part of
:he engineered safety systems (6.2)

E.5.V-15 Type C leak testing (6.2)
;

E.5.V-16 containment integrated leak rate testing (6.3.1);

!

E.5.V-17 Type A leak testing (6.3.1)

j E.5.V-18 Type B testing of air locks (6.3.2)
:

| E.5.V-19 use of water in Type C containment leak rate testing (6.3.3)

E.5.V-20 Type C containment valve leak rate testing interval (6.3.3)

; E.5.V-21 control systems for radiolytically generated hydrogen (6.5.2)

! E.5.V-22 design criteria for igniter system (6.5.3)

E.5.V-23 evaluation of igniter system (6.5.3)

; E.5.V-24 method for determining load collapse of containment (6.6.1)
:

E.5.V-25 concrete containment analysis (6.6.1)

E.5.V-26 containment overpressure protection (6.6.3)

| E.5.V-27 functionability of fission product control systems during a severe
; accident (6.6.4)
,

E.5.V-28 equipment survivability criteria for severe accidents (6.6.6)'

,

,

| E.5.V-29 accident management plan (6.6.8)

| E.5.V-30 dynamic effects of pipe breaks during severe accidents ~(7.2)

E.5.V-31 main steam isolation valve leakage rate (7.2)-

| E.5.V-32 suppression pool design features (7.3)

E.5.V-33 containment leak rate (8.1)

E.5.V-34 postaccident pH control (8.2 and Appendix B to Chapter 1)
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2 TOP-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS COMMON TO BWRs AND PWRs

EPRI intends the design bases of the ALWR to provide a balance between core
dam. age prevention and core damage mitigation. The coce damage prevention
functions include (1) the core coolant inventory function, (2) the decay heat
removal function, (3) the diverse reactivity control function, and (4) the
reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure control function. The mitigation
functions include (1) the containment integrity function and (2) the fission
product control function. The engineered safety systems, in conjunction with
supporting systems described in other chapters of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document, serve to provide these functions. Sections 2.1 through 2.4 of
Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document define top-level require-
ments applicable to both the core darrage p*evention and mitigation features of
BWRs and PWRs.

2.1 ALWR Public Safety Gorl

Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 5 of the Esolutionary Requirements Document states
that probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques will be used-to demon-
strate that the plant design will meet EPRI's ALWR safety margin basis goals
as follows:

Frequency of core damage is less than 1.0E-5 event per reactor-year.*

Whole-body dose at an assumed 0.5-mile site exclusion area boundary*

must be less than 25 rem for events whose cumulative frequency exceeds
1.0E-6 per reactor-year.

EPRI's bas s for selecting 25 rem as the whole-body dosa criterion is that it
considers this value to be "a very low dose with no observable health ef-
fects." It considers the associated accident frequency of 1.0E-6 to be " low
enough to satisfy the utilities' desire for excellence and the public percep-

t tion," and believes that it can be demonstrated analytically.

| The staff compared these objectives with the Commission's safety goal policy,
; which was announced on August 4, 1986 (51 FR 23044). In its safety goal
i policy, the Commission proposed as qualitative goals that the operation of a
i nuclear power plant should pose very low risks to _ nearby individuals and to
{ society.- In addition, the following quantitative objectives were to be used
| in determining achievement of these goals:

! The risk-to an-average _ individual in the vicinity of a nuclear power*

i plant of prompt fatalities from a reactor accident should not exceed
0.1 percent of the sum of prompt fatality risks from other accidents..

The risk to the population in the area near a nuclear power plant of; *

t

car.cer fatalities resulting from reactor operation should not exceed
] 0.1 percent of the sum of cancer fatality risks from all other causes.

In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that it_was reviewing the proposed
ALWR public safety goals to ensure they are consistent with the Commission's-

i Safety Goal Policy Statement. The current regulations do not specify require-
ments in numerical terms of frequency of core damage or large release events.,
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When the OSER was issued, the staff recommended that the Commission approve
the use of the following quantitative objectives in its implementation of the
safeiy goal policy for future standardized plants:

The mean core damage frequency target for ea h design should be less than*

1.0E-5 event per reactor-year.

The overall mean frequency of a large release of radioactive materials -*

to the environment from a reactor accident should be less than 1 in
1 million per year of reactor operation for which a large release is
defined as cne that has a potential for causing an offsite early
f at al ity,.

s

} Although these staff-proposed quantitative objectives were not part of the
j current regulations, the staff stated that they were consistent with the
; Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement.
i

! In its staff requirements memorandum (SRM) dated June 26, 1990, the Commission
approved the use of an overall mean frequency of a large release of radioac-'

i tive materials to the environment from a reactor accident that is less than 1 i

! in a million per year of reactor operation. Although the current regulations
i do not specify requirements in numerical terms of frequency of core damage,
4 the Commission, in its June 15, 1990, SRM on implementation of the NRC's

safety goals, stated that "a core damage probability of less than 1 in 10,000
.

| per year of reactor operation appears to be a very useful subsidiary benchmark
i in making judgments about that portion of [the NRC's] regulations which are
! directed toward accident prevention."-
! .

i In its letter dated January 27, 1988, the staff requested- that EPRI clarify
{ its position regarding the ALWR public safety criterion so that the staff
! could determine if EPRI's second criterion, stated above, is consistent with
| this guideline. By letter dated April 6, 1988, EPRI responded that "the
| results. of the PRA that is performed will be used to obtain a mean complemen-

tary cumulative distribJtion function (CCDF) for-whole-body dose at 0.5 mile;

i and to show that no point-on this curve exceeds both 25 rem and 1.0E-6 per
! reactor-year." EPRI further stated-that Appendix A to Chapter-1 of the

Evolutionary Requirements Document, "PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules,";

will address the methods fcr demonstrating thht a design has met the proposed'

! criterion. In addition to designing an- ALWR to meet its public safety goal,
| EPRI also requires the designer to show that the facility meets the dose
i guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100 for the limiting design-basis accidents. The
j staff's review of Appendi.x A to Chapter 1 is provided in the corresponding

chapter of this report..

!

| In a letter dated April. 6,1988, EPRI indicated that the ALWR public safety
| goals do not contain explicit criteria for conditional probability of contain-

ment failure or other mitigation features, since EPRI believes that such'
,

| criteria could potentially distort the balance in safety design and inhibit
innovative improvements in core protection features. The letter cites the

! consistency of this position with the conclusions stated in the Nuclear
Management.and Resources Council (NUMARC) Containment Integrity Working Group

,

: report dated February 3, 1988.

!'
,

:
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In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated-that it believes that a fundamen-
tal principle of safety, defense-in-depth, is based on the concept that
multiple barriers should be provided to ensure the integrity of those barriers
to prevent any .significant release of radioactivity. In its Severe Accident
Policy Statement, the Commission indicated that it " fully expects that vendors
engaged in designing new (or custom) plants will achieve a higher standard of
severe-accident safety performance than their prior designs." A defense-in-
depth approach reflects an awareness of the need to make safety judgments in
the face of uncertainties; in effect, not putting all the eggs in one basket.
In that regard, the reactor containment boundary should serve as a reliable
barrier against fission product release for credible severe-accident
phenomena / challenges. Every eff ort should be made to eliminate or further
reduce the likelihood of a release sequence that could bypass the containment.
The continued reliance on the traditional principle of containment of fission
products following an accident is seen as the logical and prudent approach to
addressing reasonable questions that will persist regarding our ability to
accurately predict certain aspects of severe-accident behavior. To ensure a
balance between prevention and mitigation, some criteria on containment
performance are appropriate. Accordingly, a general goal af limiting the
conditional containment failure probability to less than 1 in 10 when weighted
over credible core damage sequences would constitute appropriate attention to
the defense-in-depth philosophy.

PRA is a very powerful tool that permits systematic, integrated assessment of
design strengths and weaknesses. However, because very-low-frequency
scenarios (approximately 1.0E-6 per reactor-year) are being addressed, it is
important to keep in perspective the very large uncertainties in the quantifi-

5 cation of these scenarios. The overall uncertainties in severe-accident
behavior are driven largely by insufficient data for assessing common-cause
failures, difficulty in quantifying of the potential for human errors, and
questions about completeness of analyses and uncertainties in phenomenological
behavior. For this reason, the staff considers it acceptable to use a
deterministic containment performance criterion that would provide a level of
containment performance comparable to that which could be demonstrated using a
probabilistic containment failure goal of 10 pcrcent, given a severe accident,

The containment function (i.e., maintenance of a leak-tight barrier against
radioactivity release) would be-distinctly challenged by a severe accident.
Those challenges may be roughly divided into two categories: energetic or
rapid energy releases and slower, gradually evolving releases to the closed
containment system. Examples of containment loadings that~ fall into the first
category include high-pressure core-melt ejection with direct containment
heating, hydrogen combustion, and the initial release of stored energy from
the reactor coolant system. Slow energy releases within the containment are
typified by decay heat and noncondensible gas generation. Engineering
practice in containment design calls for providing passive capability in
dealing with energetic energy releases, where practicable, while long-term
energy releases may be controlled by both passive means and through active
intervention. On this basis, the staff concluded in the DSER for Chapter 5
that the following general criteria for containment performance during a
severe-accident challenge are apprnpriate for evolutionary ALWRs with steel
containments:
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The containment should maintain its role as a reliable leak-tight
barrier by ensuring that containment stresses do not exceed ASME
Service Level C limits for a minimum period of 24 hours following
the onset of core damage.'

' The staff further concluded that the containment stresses for evolutionary
ALWRs with concrete containments should not exceed the ASME factored load
category for a minimum of 24 hours following the onset of core damage.

Maintaining containment integrity for the first 24 hours is based on providing
sufficient time for the remaining airborne activity in the containment
(principally noble gases and iodine) to decay to a level that would not exceed
10 CFR Part 100 dose guidelines when analyzed realistically, if controlled
venting were to occur after that time. During this 24-hour period, contain- j

: ment integrity should be provided, to the extent practicable, by the passive
'

capability of the containment itself and any _related passive design features
(e.g., suppression pool). The staff further concluded that following this 1

'

24-hour period, the containment should continue to provide a barrier against
the uncontrolled release of fission products. However, in keeping with the
concept of allowing for intervention in coping with long-term or gradual
energy release, the staff stated that, after 24 hours, controlled,' elevated
venting may be used in the containment design to reduce the probability of a
catastrophic failure of the containment. Alternatively, diverse containment
heat removal systems could be used or the restoration of normal containment
heat removal capability could be relied on, if sufficient time is available
for major recovery actions (e.g., 48 hours). Systems used to prevent long-
term containment failure need not meet the full complement of regulatory
requirements associated with safety systems. The design of those systems need
only ensure an appropriate reliability for operation. Furthermore, accident-
mitigation features that deal with core-damage accidents can be evaluated on a
best-estimate basis.

In evaldating the capability of the containment design, it is necessary to
consider tne energy loading associated with (1) stored energy from the RCS,
(2) chemical reaction energy associated with core degradation, (3) decay heat,
and (4) hydrogen combustion and other noncondensible gas generation, as
appropriate, including core-concrete interaction consistent with the design.
The staff concluded that other energy release mechanisms (e.g., direct
heating) should be addressed by reducing their likelihood to sufficiently low
levels through design features.

In the DSE' for Chapter 5, the staff concluded that the ' design features to
maintain the integrity of the containment against such challenges would lead
to a rugged containment system. In view of the low probability of accidents
that would challenge the integrity of the containment, the staff concluded
that the unreliability of the mitigation systems, from the onset of core
damage to prevention of significant releases, should not exceed approximately
0.1.

However, the staff intends to ensure that the cortainment can deal with all
credible challenges and does not intend to apply the conditional containment
failure probability (CCFP) guideline in a manner that could be interpreced to
potentially detract from overall safety. The staff' stated that it will accept
a CCFP of 0.1 or a deterministic containment performance goal that offers
comparable protection in its evaluation of the evolutionary LWRs.
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EPRI's ALWR public safety goals do not contain explicit criteria for CCFP. In
lieu of requiring the inclusion of a CCFP goal in the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document, the staff concluded in the DSER for Chapter 5 that EPRI should
include and justify an explicit measure of containment performance during a
severe accident.

In its letter dated December 16, 1991, EPRI stated that its overall contain-
ment performance requirements ensure a robust containment for ALWRs. The
containment will be designed to be capable of accommodating, without failure,
severe-accident releases that are risk significant. Section 6.6.2.2 of
Chapter 5 states that the criteria to be used by the plant designer will meet
ASME Section Ill Service Level C or factored load limits.

The staff concludes that EPRI's position is consistent with the deterministic
containment performance goal as stated in SECY-90-016 to the extent to which
containment performance can be evaluated at the general level of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
However, to completely evaluate the merits of a containment design and the
corresponding containment performance, a specific design is required. The
staff will review an individual application for FDA/DC to the criteria in
SECY-90-016,

2.2 S1ation Blackout

Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
the ALWR to be capable of maintaining a safe condition during a blackout (loss
of ac power) for-8 hours. EPRI defined a safe condition for station blackout
as a plant condition in which the reactor is subcritical, the core is covered
with water, and no design limits have been exceeded. EPRI stated that the
designer will use mechanistic system performance and best-estimate analytical
methods to verify this capability. The staff was initially concerned that3

these analytical techniques may not be conservative enough when used in an
8-hour ceping analysis to provide the necessary assurance that an ALWR can
meet the requirements of the station blackout rule (10 CFR 50.63).

In a letter dated September 15, 1988, EPRI stated that a separate coping
analysis will be conducted to confirm compliance with the station blackout
rule. The analytical methodology for this analysis will be consistent with
the guidance provided in NUMARC 8700 and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.155, " Station
Blackout." The staff endorses the use of these documents for the station
blackout analysis and concluded that EPRI's . commitment was- acceptable.
However, Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary-Requirements Document also requires
provision of a non-safety combustion turbine-generator capable of coping with.
a station blackout, which will provide a second means of coping with a station
blackout. The use of the combustion turbine-generator is referred to as an
alternate ac source in 10 CFR 50.63 and is one of the options allowed under
that rule for meeting the station blackout ' requirements. The staff's position
on this issue is that an alternate ac power source should be the preferred
method of demonstraticg compliance with 10 CFR 50.63 in evolutionary plant
designs. If the alternate ac power source is the method used for demonstrat-
ing compliance with 10 CFR 50.63 and it is capable of bringing the plant to a
cold shutdown (as specified by EPRI) in the same manner as the emergency
diesel generators, the coping analysis provided with this approach should be
minimal (possibly only. limited to analysis of the capability of the combusti n
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' turbine-generator to power its loads for the duration of the station black-
out), in any case, the staff expects whatever manner of analysis is provided

i to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 50.63 to be consistent with the guidance
provided in NUMARC 8700 and RG 1,155.

..! Because determination of the actual coping duration and the ALWR capability to
recover during that period is partially dependent on site-specific character-; istics, the subject station blackout analysis required to show conipliance with
10 CFR 50.63 will necessarily be plant specific. Additional requirements that,

'; address station blackout are provided in Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. The staff's evaluation of these requirements are in
the corresponding chapter of this report.

2.3 Zirconium-Watgr Reaction and Hydrooen Generation

j h its letter dated August 16, 1988, EPRI stated: "Because of the mul' ;11-
ty of regulatory requirements regarding hydrogen control for severe'

i accidents, the specific regulation that the ALWR is required to meet ' t
j clear at this time." On that basis, EPRI submitted the proposed ALWR h...agen

control requirements as an optimization issue, asking.the staff to evaluate'

; the proposed requirements on the basis of their unique _ technical merits
; independent of current and future regulations,

Section 2.4.1.7 of Revision 0 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirementss

Document specified that containment and combustible gas control systems be
designed to accommodate 75-percent in-vessel zirconium-water reaction of the
active fuel cladding and 13-percent containment uniform hydrogen concentra-'

tion. It stated that 75-percent cladding oxidation is believed to be a
,

conservative upper limit on the amount of hydrogen generated in a degraded-'

core situation, including recovery. EPRI stated that no significant ex-vessel'

hydrogen generation, as a result of core-concrete interaction, would occur
under severe-accident conditions.*

;

In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that the proposed zirconium-water
,

; reaction assumption of 75 percent is considerably _ greater than the value
prescribed by RG 1.7, " Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in _Contain-a

: ment Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident," for design-basis-accident consid-
erations and is believed to be a mid-range estimate of-in-vessel hydrogen

.

generation for severe accidents (see NUREG-ll50, " Reactor Risk Reference
.

Document," February 1987, Tables J.4.1 and J.4.2). The staff further stated
i- that the proposed 13-percent hydrogen concentration limit is based on theory

and extrapolations of experimental data described in Task 8.3.5.4, " Technical
Support for the Hydrogen Conty>. Requirement for the EPRI Advanced Light Water
Reactor Requirements Document" (Fauske and Associates, Inc., June 1988), it

is asserted to be very unlikely that detonations in hydrogen-air-steam
mixtures will occur below this limit. However, because of the uncertainties
in the phenomenological knowledge of hydrogen generation and combustion, the
staff stated that, as a minimum, ALWRs should be designed to (1) accommodate
hydrogen equivalent to 100-percent metal-water reaction of the fuel cladding
and (2) limit containment hydrogen concentration to no greater than 10 per-
cent. The staff's position is consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR
50.34(f) as referenced in 10 CFR Part 52. Furthermore, because hydrogen
control is necessary, given =present analytical capabilities, to preclude local
concentrations of hydrogen to detonable limits, the staff concludes ALWRs
should provide containment-wide hydrogen control (e.g., igniters, inerting)
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for severe accidents. Additional advantages of providing hydrogen control
mitigation features (rather than relying on random ignition of richer mix-
tures) include the lessening of pressure and temperature loadings on the,

; containment and essential equipment.

in its SRM of June 26, 1990, the Commission stated that the requirements of
10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(ix) should remain unchanged for evolutionary LWRs.

Sections 2.4.1.6 and 2.4.1.7 of Revision 1 of Chapter 5 stated that the plant4

designer should ensure that a detonable mixture will not exist for an amount
,

4 of hydrogen equivalent to that generated by oxidation of 75 percent of the
fuel cladding surrounding the active fuel, and that the uniformly distributed
gas concentration in the containment will not exceed 13 percent under dry

,

: conditions. Section 6.5 of Chapter 5 provides additional requirements using
i this criterion for combustible gas control. In its letter of December 6,

i 1991, EPRI stated that the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be modified
to fully comply with the staff position of 100-percent active fuel cladding1

and a maximum containment concentration of 10 percent. The staff's position
: is that the plant-specific designs must comply with the provisions in 10 CFR
I 50.34(f) for combustible gas control as stated in SECY-90-016.

| The staff concludes that EPRI has indicated its intent to comply with the
i staff position. Therefore, the DSER open issue is closed. The staff will
i evaluate the design against the criteria in 10 CFR 50.34(f) and SECY-90-016

during its review of an individual FDA/DC application. Additional information
i concerning the staff's position regarding acceptable implementation of these

requirements is given in Section 6.5.1 of this chapter. Section 4 of Appen-4

| dix B to Chapter 1 of this report provides additional cross-reference where
j this issue is discussed.
.

; 2.4 Decay Heat Calculations (American Nuclear Society (ANS) 5.1)
,

i Section 2,2.6 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
i that the design of decay heat removal systems (excluding analyses performed in
| accordance with Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50) will be based on decay-heat-
! generation rates as given in ANS 5.1 (October 1979). The staff concludes this

is acceptable for realistic evaluations permitted by the revised 10 CFR 50.46
;_ and Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50.

Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 9.2.5, " Ultimate Heat Sink," states that
'

the design of decay heat removal systems should be evaluated against-Branch
Technical Position (BTP) ASB 9.2, which requires an additional 20-percent

; uncertainty-factor be included for the first'1000 seconds following shutdown
and 10 percent between 1000 seconds and 10 million seconds. However, a recent

'

comparison to the ORIGEN code (described in an attachment to EPRI's letter of
August 16,1988) has shown ANS 5.1 to be a conservative predictor _of decay
heat generation. On this basis, the staff concludes that ANS 5.1 can be used
in lieu of BTP ASB 9.2 for decay-heat-generation rates in the design of decay
heat removal systems.

,

E 2.5 Fire Protection
i
'

Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document indicates
that fire protection will be as specified in 10 CFR 50.48. It states that,
for equipment in the same general area, a 3-hour fire barrier will be utilized

,
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| in lieu of physical separation unless it is " impractical or less safe." In
i the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that fire issues that have been

raised through operating experience and through the External Events Program
must be resolved for ALWRs. To minimize fire as a significant contrioutor to
the likelihood of severe accidents for advanced plants, the staff concluded,

<

that current NRC guidance must be enhanced. Therefore, the criteria deli-'

neated in the Evolutionary Requirements Document must ensure that safe
i shutdown can be achieved, assuming that all equipment in any one fire area

will be rendered inoperable by fire and that reentry into the fire area for
repairs and operator actions is not possible. Because of its physical,

i configuration, the control room is excluded from this approach, provided an
: alternative shutdown capability that is physically and electrically indepen-
: dent cf the control room is included in the design. The ALWR design criteria
i must provide fire protection for redundant shutdown systems in the reactor

containment building that will ensure, as much as practicable, that one
shutdown division will be free of fire damage. Additionally, criteria should

;
~ be provided in the Evolutionary Requirements Document to ensure that smoke,

hot gases, or fire suppressants will not migrate into other fire areas to the
extent that they could adversely affect safe-shutdown capabilities, including

.' operator actions. Because the layout of a nuclear plant is design specific,
the staff will review plant-specific design details on an individual basis.
The staff will require a description of safety-grade p'.ovisions for the fire

|
protection systems to ensure that the remaining shutdown capabilities are

; protected, as well as demonstration that the design complies with the migra-
tion criteria discussed above,

'

f in SECY-90-016, the staff proposed that the above enhanced fire protection
criteria be implemented for ALWR designs. In its SRM of June 26, 1990, the'

Commission endorsed these criteria as supplemented by the staff's response of;

i April 27, 1990, to the ACRS comments. The staff's evaluation of EPRI's
proposed requirements for fire protection is given in Section 3 of Chapter 9
of this report. Additional discussien regarding the enhanced fire protection
discussed above and in Chapter 9 is contained in the regulatory analysis in
Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report,

2.6 Severe-Accident Analyses
,

4 Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
that provisions be made and realistic analyses be conducted for severe.
accidents, including in-vessel and ex-vessel core-debris cooling and cavity
flooding. The staff accepts the position that severe-accident analyses should>

be based on realistic or best-estimate methods with proper consideration ofa

uncertainties in phenomenological modeling. In the absence of detailed,'

! explicit regulatory criteria, the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the plant designer will use industry-developed methods (e.g., MAPP) to

, demonstrate that the risk objectives of the ALWR.public safety goal are met..

The staff will, as appropriate, conduct independent analyses using staff-
; developed methods to assess each applicant's analyses. See Section 6.6 of

this chapter for an evaluation of severe-accident mitigation features.

2.7 Source-Term _1.ssues

Appendix C to Revision 0 of Chapter 5 contained EPRI-proposed requirements for,

specific source-term issues. EPRI's requirements regarding these issues are
j
,
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now in Section 2.5.2 of Appendix 8 to Chapter 1 and Section 1.2.3 of Chapter 5
of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff's evaluation cf these
issues is given in Section 2,5.2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

1R
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! 3 ALWR CORE DAMAGE PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS

} Prevention of core damage will rely on four functions: (1) core coolant
inven-tory control, (2) decay heat removal, (3) diverse reactivity control,
and (4) reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure control. Requirements to.

i prevent core damage are applicable to both PWRs and bWRs and are defined in
! Section 3 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirerents Document,

i 3.1 Inservice Testina

] In SECY-90-016 and in the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME

.

: Code), Section XI, " Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant
: Components," has been used to establish past testing requirements for ASME
; Code Classes 1, 2, and 3 safety-related pumps and valves. Although these
; requirements provide certain information on the oprational readiness of the

components, they do not necessarily provide for the verification of the,

i capability of the components to perform their intended safety function.
"

Therefore, the code does not ensure the necessary level of component operabil-
1 ity that is desired for the evolutionary LWR designs. The staff concluded

that the following aspects of pump and valve testing and inspection are,

; necessary to provide an adequate level of assurance of operability and should
; be applied to all safety-related pumps and valves and act be limited to ASME

Code Classes 1, 2, and 3 components.4

Piping design should incorporate provisions for full-flow testing (maxi-*

j mum design flow) of pumps and check valves.
'

Designs should incorporate provisions to test motor-operated valves under*

design-basis differential pressure.i

Check valve testing should incorporate the use of advanced nonintrusive*

j techniques to address degradation and performance characteristics.

A program should be established to determine the frequency necessary for*

disassembly and inspection of pumps and valves to detect unacceptable
degradation that cannot be detected through the use-of advanced non-,

intrusive techniques. The staff notes that current state-of-the-art non-,

! intrusive techniques are insufficient to preclude disassembly and
inspection of any pumps or valves. Therefore, with the current non-'

intrusive techniques, it will be necessary to determine a frequency for
; disassembly of all these components.

Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires*

' systems.to be 1 apectable and testable. In-its. letter dated April 4, 1988, ,

the staff stated its position that plant designs for which _the final design is>

not complete will have sufficient lead times-during the development of the'

piping system designs to include provisions for inservice testing of all->

i applicable pumps and valves in accordance with ASME Code, Section XI. There-
: fore, requests for relief from such testing should be-virtually eliminated.
' The staff also informed EPRI of staff positions relating to inservi e testing

of check valves, valves in the emergency diesel generator subsystem, pressure
isolation valves, solenoid-operated valves, excess flow check valves, and
control rod drive valves.
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In its letter dated August 16, 1988, EPRI responded that Chapter 1 will be
revised to include specific requirements for inservice testing of valves in
the emergency diesel generator subsystem. The staff's evaluation of this
issue is in Chapter 1 of this report. For the purposes of this chapter, this
issue is closed.

EPRI stated that the information requested on inservice testing of check
valves, solenoid-operated valves, excess flow check valves, and control rod
drive valves was beyond the scope of the Al.WR Requirements Document and that
the applicant will implement the inservice testing program at the time of
licensing. The staff agrees with EPRI's response and will review the detailed
inservice testing prepared for each plant design.

The staff's cvaluation regarding leak testing of pressure isolation |
valves is given in Section 3 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. '

i

3.2 Diesel Generator Start Time

Section 3.4.6 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
that engineered safety systems be designed so that the onsite power source
start time need not be shorter than 20 seconds and the combined start time.and
load sequencing time need not be shorter than approximately 40. seconds. In
the rationale portion of this requirement, EPRI stated that operating plants
have sometimes exceeded the current 10-second start-time requirement by a few
seconds or have experienced governor stability problems and emergency over-
speed shutdowns. The staff questioned how the design of the diesel starting
system might be changed to take advantage of this increased starting time and
improve the starting reliability of-the machine.

EPRI responded that a 20-second starting time improves diesel generator
reliability by alleviating the requirements for the governor characteristics
and eliminating most of the instability problems. It also allows the use of a
ramp generator to control the acceleration of the unit to full speed. With
this scenario, the unit accelerates freely up to approximately 50-percent
speed, at which point the governor controls the acceleration to full speed
following a predetermined ramp, thereby eliminating any overshoot. With the
use of the ramp generator, the engit.a will safely -reach full speed in 13 to-14
seconds. A_6- to 7-second margin is provided before load sequencing to allow
lube oil pressure to build up and stabilize, which eliminates a failure to
start because of a trip on low lube oil pressure. In addition, this margin
ensures that all parts of the engine are properly lubricated before any large
load is applied, thereby raducing engine wear.

The staff concludes that the longer starting period allowed for 'the diesel
generator will likely improve the reliability for those conditions at which it
is directed, assuming that the sequencing-on of the engineered safety system
loads can be delayed with no adverse effects on the functional capability of
the respective systems. Also, the amount of unreliability added by the ramp
generator circuitry in the diesel generator must be considered.

The use of increased starting and loading intervals is acceptable, provided
the increased intervals are properly incorporated into plant-specific accident
analyses and shown by such analyses to result in acceptable consequences. The

!
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staff will require the ALWR designer / applicant to demonstrate the acceptabi-
lity of such an analysis during the staff's review of an individual applica-
tion for FDA/DC.

"

3.3 Electric Valve Operatort

Section 3.4.12 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document stated
that valve operator motor controls will generally not be designed to automat-

; ically stop valve motion as a result of an electric overload except during
i valve operational testing. This requirement was in general agreement with'

Position 1(a) of RG 1.106, " Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on
Motor-0perated Valves" (Revision 1), which states that thermal overload
protection devices should de continuously bypassed and used temporarily only4

when the valve motors are undergoing periodic or maintenance testing. The,

specified requirement is acceptable; hi ver, it conflicted with the require-
ments in Sections 6.5.2 and 7.6.1 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Require-

j ments Document, which specify that thermal overloads for valve motors will be
used to trip the operator when necessary to prevent motor failure and providet

an alarm indicating misoperation. In a letter dated January 10, 1992, EPRI;

! stated that its approach-for providing valve operator protection without-
compromising the safety functions is that described in Chapter 1. and, to;

i eliminate any ambiguity, Section 3.4.12 of Chapter 5 will be deleted. ' The.

staff concludes that this is acceptable. This paragraph was deleted in
Revision 4 of Chapter 5. This issue is also discussed in Section 2.2.9 of,

Chapter 11 of this report.

i

|

.

!

4

4

!
|

4

.

,

.

.

!

i
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4 BWR CORE DAMAGE PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS,

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the BWR core coolant
inventory control, decay heat removal, and reactor coolant system (RCS);

pressure control functions will be provided by the following systems in thei

ALWR design:

| high-pressure injection (HPI) system=

| reactor are isolation cooling (RCIC) system*

decay hea emoval (DHR) systemi
*

t automatic depressurization system (ADS).

These systems are grouped into three divisions, each division having independ-
ent service water, ac power, and de power supplies. Divisions 1 and 2 will be
identical; each will have a motor-driven high-pressure injection pump and one
or more motor-driven low-pressure DHR pumps. Division 3 will consist of a
steam-driven high-pressure injection pump, en ADS, and a DHR pump. Each
division will have a heat exchanger. Any of the three divisions will be
capable of performing the low-pressure injection or suppression pool cooling
function. Two of the divisions will provide containsent spray.

4.1 Elimination of Core Sorav

The ALWR BWR design does not include a core spri system because EPRI believes
that reflood cooling is sufficient to protect against core damage. In
addition, this design eliminates the concern of a large or medium loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) below the core because the large recirculating system
piping has been removed. The staff concludes that this design is acceptable
if detailed LOCA calculations confirm that core spray is not necessary to meet
10 CFR 50.46 requirements. The staff will require the ALWR designer / applicant
to demonstrate the acceptability of such an analysis during the staff's review
of an individual application for FDA/DC.

4.2 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that the Evolutionary Requirements
Document did not specify a requirement for an automatic pump trip to resolve
staff concerns regarding anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) for ALWR
BWRs. The staff concluded that this requirement should be added or exemption
from the ATWS rule (10 CFR 50.62) should be justified.

In its 1.:tter dated December 6, IS'1, EPRI agreed to provide a requirement for
an automatic initiation feature for the standby liquid control system (SLCS).
Section 4.6.3.5.1 of Revision 4 to Chapter 5 includes this modification. The
staff concludes that this requirement is in accordance with 10 CFR 50.62 and
is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. This issue also is
discussed in Section 2.5.4 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

4.3 Standby Liauid Control System

The diverse reactivity control function required by General Design Criterion
(GDC) 26 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 is provided by the SLCS. The ALWR

| proposed design is similar to the SLCF in current BWRs. The system perfor-
mance requirement in Section 4.6.2 of t,hapter 5 of the Evolutionary Require-
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ments Document states that the amount of sodium pentaborate and its minimum
injection rate will be sufficient to bring the reactor from full rated power
to cold shutdown and hold it there with sufficient margin to allow for xenon
decay. The design should be sufficient to ailow for mixing and dilution by
the shutdown cooling water. Since a 13-percent solution of sodium pentaborate
will be used, adequate heating means must be provided to maintain solution
temperature above its saturatiot, temperature and prevent precipitation.

The sodium pentaborate solution is injected into the reactor vessel through
the high- and low-pressure safety injection lines. It was determined experi-
mentally that this method of injection will provide good mixing of the
injected fluid with the reactor vessel water. In addition to differing from
existing facilities in the means of injection to the vessel, this pump
discharge path also differs from previous designs by not including explosive
squib valves in the pump discharge lines. The zero-leakage capability of
squib valves is not necessary for this system design because the SLC pumps and
piping are not normally in contact with the sodium pentaborate solution. The
motor-operated valves realign to provide suction and discharge paths for the
pentaborate solution when the SLCS is initiated. The staff concludes that the
design criteria proposed by EPRI meet the requirements of GDC 26.

In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that the Evolutionary Requirements
Document did not specifically invoke or reference the SLCS performance
requirements of the ATWS rule (10 CFR 50.62). The ATW5 rule requires that the
SLCS meet specific flow conditions and, for facilities granted a construction
permit after July 26, 1984, have an automatic initiation feature. Also,
critersa have not been specified to ensure that the insertion of boron into
the vessel is distributed effectively and is thoroughly mixed.

In response, EPRI included performance requirements for boron flow and mixing
in Section 4.6.2 of Revision 3 to Chapter 5. The staff concludes that these
requirements will provide for adequate boron flow and mixing and, are,
therefore, acceptable. This DSER open-issue is closed.

4.4 Safety Classification of Containment Heat Removal System

The ALWR BWR containment heat removal system will consist of suppression pool
cooling and wetwell spray (WS) and drywell spray (DS) features, which will be
shared functions of the DHR system. The purpose of these systems is to
prevent excessively. high containment temperatures and pressures, thus main-
taining containment integrity and equipment operability following a LOCA.

With regard to the design of the WS and DS, Section 4.5.2.3 of Revision 0 to
Chapter 5 did not address all the acceptance criteria in SRP Section 6.2.2,
" Containment Heat Removal Systems." Furthermore, the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document stated that the WS and DS design and equipment need not be
safety grade, whereas the SRP Section 6.2.2 acceptance criteria regarding
GDC 38 state that the containment heat removal system design should .aet the
redundancy and power source requirements of an engineered safety feature (ESF)
system. In addition, SRP Section 6.2.2 calls for heat removal systems to
bedesigned to Quality Group B and seismic Category I standards. In the DSER
for Chapter 5, the staff requested that EPRI address these discrapancies.
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In its letter dated May 22, 1991, EPRI stated that the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document contains provisions to reduce or eliminate suppression pool
bypass Ic kage. EPRI revised Section 7.2.17 of Chapter 5 to require a vacuum
breaker 1,, stem design to prevent possible negative pressure in the drywell
from becoming lower than the design negative pressure, which will preclude
steam bypass. These provisions are-intended to mitigate de ign-basis acci-
dents (DbAs) without reliance on containment spray, thereby enabling the
containment spray system to be designed to non-safety-grade standards.
Therefore, EPRI concluded that the WS and DS design and equipment need not be
safety grade.

EPRI proposes to use a containment heat removal system in the BWR that
consists of suppression pool cooling and a spray system for the drywell and
wetwell. Because the evolutionary BWR plant design does not require safety-
grade fan coolers, in the absence of ESF-grade sprays, there will be no active
containment atmosphere heat removal systems that would be designed to meet the
acceptance criteria of SRP Section 6.2.2. The staff concludes that the spray
system's function as heat removal equipment may not be of great importance,
but its capability to suppress the negative aspects of suppression pool bypass
represents a very important mitigative feature. All reasonable efforts should
be made to improve the capability of the design to accommodate pool bypass
events. In addition,-the containmen+ sprays have been demonstrated to be very
effective in the scrubbing of the cu.tainment atmosphere. In view of these
important features, the staff concludes that the sprays should be safety grade
unless plant-specific designs can be show, to be adequate without sprays.

The staff concludes'that an individual application for FDA/DC must provideU
justification for taking the position that the DS and WS do not need to be
safety-related systems. The staff will review the specific plant designs to
ensure that they comply with the SRP or that a deviation is acceptably
justified. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. Section 7.2 of thischapter provides additional information on this issue.

4.5 _S_unpression Pool Bypass Leakane

In a pressure-suppression containment, steam released from the primary system
following a postulated LOCA is collected in the containment drywell and
directed through connecting vents to the suppression pool located in the
wetwell. The steam is condensed as it enters the suppression pool. This, no
steam enters the wetwell airspace. However, the potential exists for steam to
bypass the suppression pool by leakage through the vacuum breakers or directly
from leak paths in the drywell-to-suppression chamber vent pipes, the dia-
phragm wall seal around diaphragm penetrations, or cracks in the concrete
diaphragm.

In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff evaluated EPRI's position on-steam bypass
capability using Appendix A to SRP Section 6.2.1.1-C, " Pressure-Suppression.

Type BWR Containments," which discusses the capability of the Mark I, II, and
III containmer.t designs to tolerate steam hypass (A/k) from the drywell to the
wetwell space for small primary steam breaL . . (The capability of the Mark I
design is about 0.02 ftr, the capability of the Mark II containment is
approximately 0.05 ftz, and the Mark III design has a capability of 1 ft2.)
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In a leider dated August 16,19C8. responding to the staff's request for
additional information regaraing steam bypass capability in the ALWR BWR
containment. EPRI stated that the cesign criteria for the advanced BWR will
minimize the potentul leakage paths between the drywell and wetwell, in the'

DSER for Chapter 5, the staff corsnended the intended approach being taken in
the design of the AlWR BWR to minimize the potential leakage paths betwer

'
-

drywell and wetwell. However, because the maxinan allowable leakage are. '
steam bypass of the suppression pool was not provided for this design ap- ,

proach, and, specifically, because the design criteria did not explicitly
identify greater capability to tolerate bypass leakage, the staff could not
conclude that the ALWR BWR requirements were acceptable. Furthermore, because
the BWR pressure suppression design is sensitive to relatively small bypass
leakage areas, the staff concluded that designers of ALWRs who use that design
concept should demonstrate a sdficient capability to tolerate bypass leakage.

in its letter dated December 3, 1991, EPRI responded that the ALWR BWR design
has been improved to minimize the potential leakage paths from the drywell to
the wetwell that bypass the suppression pool. Additionally, Section 7.2.17 of L,

pevision 1 to Chopter 5 requires a vacuum areaker system to prevent possible
negative pressure in the drywell from beco.11ng lower than the design negative
pressure, and thereby to prevent bypass, lhe vacuum breaker will be developed
to meet safety-system requirements. The improved configuration of the ALWR
BWR provides the basis for a very small drywell-to-wetwell dirspace bypass
leakage. Furthermore, Section 7.2.11 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5 requires that
the wett -i'-to-drywell barrier be constructe'l so as to preclude suppression
pool bypass leakage. EPRI concludes that these requirements will prevent .
steam bypass of the suppression pool and containment pressurization resulting
from in' Nicient condensation of steam in the suppression pool.

The staff concludes that-EPRI has sufficiently improved design requirements
and plant configuration criteria to preclude suppression pool bypass by
minimizing potential leakage paths from the drywell to wetwell. However, the
containment also should be designed to accommodate a certain amount of bypass
leakage. Specific plant designers should referance SRP Sections 6.2.1.1.C and
6.2.6, ' Containment Leakage Testing," when designing an ALWR BWR plant. SRP

Section 6.2.1.1.C states that the system used to quench any steam bypassing
the suppresshn pool should be designed so that the steam bypass capability-

for small breaks satisfies certain design-saecific criteria. This DSER open
issue is closed. The staff will evaluate t1e detailed suppression pool design
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC. Section 7.2 of
this chapter provides additionai information on this issue,

,

4.6 Suppression pool Temperalyre-Monitprinn Systen

NUREG-0783, " Suppression Por,1 Temperature Limits for BWR Containments,"
recommends that the suppression pool temperature-monitoring system meet the

-

following general design requirements:

Each applicant or licensee will demov.trate the adequacy of the number*

and distribution of pool temperature sensors to provide a reasonable
neasure of the bulk temperature.

Sensors will be installed sufficiently below the minimum water level to*

ensure that the senso, s properly monitor pool temperature.
I
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Pool temperature will be indicated and recorded in the control room. If*

the suppression pool temperature limits are based on bulk pool tempera-
ture, operating procedures or analyzing equipment should be used to mini-
mize the actions required by the operator to determine the bulk pool tem-
perature. Operating procedures and alarm setpoints should consider the
relative accuracy of the measurement system.

Instrument setpoints for alarms will be established so that the plant*

will operate within the suppression pool temperature limits.
'

All sensors will be designed to seismic Category 1. Quality Group B stan-*

dards and be capable of being energized from onsite emergency power
supplies.

In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that Section 4.5.3.4.3 of Revi-
sion 0 to Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document required that
suppression-pool temperature sensors be located in each quadrant of the
suppression pool.- However, the document did not include justification or
analysis to demonstrate the adequacy of the number and distribution of such
temperature sensors, and it did not incorporate the general design require- !

ments of NUREG-0783.

In Revision 1 to Chapter 5. EPRI deleted Section 4.5.3.4.3 and revised
Section 7. .3 to state that the suppression 2001 temperature monitoring sensor

.

'

groups wi'll be located in each quadrant of tie suppression pool and that the
monitoring system design will meet the requirements of NUREG-0783. EpRI

,

states that the four quadrants correspond to the four channels of the reactor
protection system. However, NUREG-0783 states that the redundant temperature >

sensors should be located at each quencher. EPRI has not stated that its
requirement for the number and distribution of temperature sensors will meet
the guidance provided in NUREG-0783. Therefore, ine staff will review an
individual application for FDA/DC against the guidelines in NUREG-0783. This
DSEP open issue is closed.

,

!
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j 5 PWR CORE DAMAGE PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS

: 5.1 Introduction
i
j Section 5 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document identifies
'

core damage prevention requirements for PWRs and states that core damage will
be prevented by the fo? lowing systems:

! + residual heat removal (RHR) system
emergency feedwater (EFW) system+

i

I safety injection system (SIS)*

j safety depressurization and vent system (SDVS)*

I in its letter dated August 16, 1988 EPRI described its probabilistic basis
for providing two divisions of safety systems in PWRs. The information

'

presented indicates that the decision was based on previous probabilistic risk.

j assessments (PRAs), from which EPRI concluded that this approach will enable
j the ALWR to meet its safety goals. Since two divisions also are consistent
j with regulatory requirements, this approach is acceptable,

j 5.2 hsidual Heat Removal Sv-tem
#

In the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI states that the RHR system
; will consist of two divisions, each with a low-pressure motor-driven pump and
j heat exchanger located outside the containment. The RHR system design

pressure and temperature conditions are specified to be 900 psig and 400 *F.
! EPRI states that these design conditions will preclude the possibility of a
'

reactor coolant system (RCS)/RHR intersystem LOCA should the RHR system be
subjected to the higher RCS pressure. The two RHR pumps will have backupe

j cross-conna Lions to the containment spray pumps to facilitate maintenance,
1

j. Mid-loon Operation
.

I During certain shutdown periods, it may be necessary to perform inspection
. and/or maintenance operations on the steam generators and reactor coolant
! pumps. Toward the end of the associated cooldown, the reactor coolant
i inventory is reduced sufficiently to drain the steam generator channel heads
: and install steam generator isolation devices (nozzle dams). The RCS water
i level is lowered while RHR operation continues; this is termed "mid-loop"
: operation.
!

l The staff concludes that in order to ensure its continued availability to
: perform the RHR function during mid-loop operation, design features must be
] incorporated in the RCS and the RHR system to prevent loss of RHR.

Section 5.2.3.1.3 of Chapter-5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document-

specifies requirements relating to potential loss of decay heat removal when
RCS level is lowered for maintenance during shutdown operations. EPRI has

'

revised Section 5.2.3.1.3.2 of Chapter 5, which specifies. requirements,

relating to shutdown level instrumentation, to require means to ensure
substantial margin between the nominal level required for maintenance with the.

; reactor fueled and the RCS ?evel for inadvertent vortex formation.
.
,
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|

| The staff concludes that this revised set of criteria prnvides a set of
| requirements that is adequate for designing a system meeting the criteria of
i SECY-90-016. However, since the requirements do not require a unique design,
3 the staff will evaluate an individual application for FDA/DC to ensure that

RHR will not be lost when RCS level is lowered.'

] Intersystem_LQCA
f

Revision 0 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document required that BWR7 and<

PWRs be designed to ensure that the ultimate rupture strength (URS) of the,

i low-pressure systems will not be exceeded even if the low-pressure system is
1 exposed to full operating RCS pressure, in the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff
a concluded that EPRl's aroposed resolution was acceptable, concluded that those
'

systems that have not seen designed to withstand full RCS pressure should have
| (1) the capability for leak testing the pressure isolation valves, (2) valve
1 position indication that is available in the control room when isolation valve
j operators are deenergized, and (3) high-pressure alarms to warn c e A room |

operators when rising RCS pressure approaches the design pressur, sf attached |

; low-pressure systems and both isolation valves are not closed. in addition, l
.

L the staff was concerned that such a RCS could be practically designed and 1

| identified this as an open issue. Revision 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document included revisions of Section 2.2.14 of Chapter 3 that meet the

,

. staff's position in SECY-90-016 regarding intersystem LOCA protection. The

| staff concludes that these requirements are. acceptable. Therefore, this DSER
: open issue is closed. The specific criteria that the staff will-use to
! evaluate this issue during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC
i are described below. Additionally, it will be necessary for the designer to
i demonstrate that any reactor coolant interface system whose URS is agi at
j least equal to full RCS pressure could not be practically designed to such a
* criterion.
;

{ The staff position regarding intersystem LOCA protection is that future ALWR
| designs should reduce the possibility of a LOCA outside the containment by
; designirs to tM extent practicable all systems and subsystems conaected to
i .the RCS 7 a URS at least equal to full RCS pressure.
1

i The " extent practicable" phrase indicates a realization that all systems must
; eventually intarface with atmospheric pressure and that for a rtain large ,

tanks and heat exchangers it would be difficult or prohibitively expensive to:

| design such systema to the URS equal to full RCS pressure,
i
j The degree of isolation or number of barriers (e.g... b ee isolatten valves)

is not sufficient justification for using low-pressu.s m ponents that can be
practically designed to the URS criteria. For example, p ying runs should?

always be designed to meet the URS criteria, as should all associated flanges,4

'

connectors, and packings (including valve stem seals, pump seals, heat'

exchanger tubes, valve bonnets and RCS drain and vent lines). The designer'

; should make every effort to reduce tho-level of pressure challenge to all
| systems and subsystems connected to the RCS.

for all interfacing systems and components that do not meet all RCS URS-
3 criteria, justification is required as to why it is not practicable to reduce
,

: the pressure challenge any further. This justification must be based on
i engineering feasibflity analysis and not solely on risk benefit tradeoffs.
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,

i

i

for those interfaces where the impracticability of f:il RCS pressure capabili-
ty has been acceptably justified, compensating isolation capability must be
demonstrated. For example, it 3hould be demonstrated for each interface that
the degree and quality of isolation or reduced severity of the potential
pressure challenges compensate for and justify the safety of the low-pressure !interfacing system or component. Adequacy of pressure relief and piping of i

relief back to the primary containment are possible considerations. As stated
i

in SECY-90-016, Sach of these high-pressure to low-pressure interfaces must i

also include the following protection measures: (1) the capability for leak !testing of the pressure isolation valves, (2) valve position indication chat ;
is available in the control room when isolation valve operators are

!deenergized, and (3) high-pressure alarms to warn control room operators when
rising RCS prersure approaches the design pressure of the attached low-

.

pressure systems and both isolation valves are not closed.
t

'
The staff will evaluate compliance with these criteria during its review rf an f,

individual application for FDA/DC. This issue is also addressed in the i
regulatory departure analysis in Appendix 8 to Chapter 1 of this report. {'

\Low-Temperature Overoressure Protection i

In its letter dated March 28, 1988, regarding low-temperature overpressure
protection (LTOP). t.PRI ttated that RHR system requirements in Chapter 5 of -

the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be modified to reflect require-
ments for LTOP and to require that the minimum end-of-life pressure relief '

setpoints for LTOP be considered in sizing RHR relief capacity. In its DSER
for Chapter 5, the staff stated that these requirements satisfactorily !addressed the its concern. In Section 5.2.3.3.2 of Revision 1 to the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document, EPRI added these requirements. Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

Shutdown Risk

The staff's concern about the safety of operations during low power or plant
shutdown have been increasing. The Diablo Canyon event of April 10, 1987, ihighlighted a particularly sensitive condition regarding the operation of a . -

PWR with a reduced inventory in the reactor coolant system. The staff issued
Generic Letter (GL)-88-17 on October 17, 1988, based on the NRC's review of '

the event. The letter requested that licensees address numerous generic !deficiencies to enhance operational safety during operation at reduced reactor ;

coolant inventory. This included deficiencies in procedures, hardware, and !

training in the areas of (1) prevention of accident initiation, (2) early ;mitigation of accidents, and (3) control of radioactive material if a core-
;damage accident should occur. In Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary '

Requirements Document, EPRI has committed to conform to GL 88-17.

1Hore recently, the staff investigated the loss of ac power at the Vogtle plant
on March 20, 1990. The incident investigation team (IIT) report (NUREG-1410
" Loss of Vital AC Power and +he Residual Heat Removal System During Mid-loo)
Operations at Vogtle Unit 1 on March 20,1990") emphasized the need for ris( ,

management of shutdown operations. These events have led the staff to 3

conclude the following. j

,
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Nonroutine activities and the availability of less equipment during*

shutdown increase the probability of complex events that challenge
operators in unfamiliar ways.

Lack of rigorous consideration of accident sequences during shutdown*

operations has resulted in potentially incon'plete or inadequate instru-
mentation, emergency response procedures, and mitigative equipment.

The staff has developed a plan for evaluating safety risks during shutdown and
low-power operation. The objective of this plan is to develop a thorough
understanding of the manner in which activities and operations during slutdown
are planned and implemented, and the root causes of-past events. The staff
plans to assess current regulatory requirements and, where necessary, will
develop an( implement appropriate regulatory actions to address the issues,
including nu guidance and new requirements for licensees and applicants.

Although the staff's preliminary insights indicated that most significant
events to date have occurred at PWRs, the potential vulnerability of BWR
plants to shutdown and low-power events cannot be ignored. Because of the
safety significance of events during shutdown and low-power conditions, the
staff has determined that proper consideration of such events will be required
before FDA is issued for evolutionary ALWR designs. To: demonstrate adequate
treatment of shutdown risk for ALWRs, the staff will require

adequate vendor ar W nt o' t,hutdown and low-power risk, identifying+

design-specific vi Merti '' s .ad weaknesses
I

documentation shown c.pt w d s a and incorporatien of design features*

that minimize shutdow. A e bw-power risk vulnerabilities

in letters dated December 2 apt 16, 1991, EPRI responded to a set of staff ;

questions related to shutdowa t ad low-power operations; EPRI indicated that
many of the concerns identified in NUREG-1410 are the plant owner's responsi-
bility because these concerns are related to operation, maintenance, and ;

refueling plans; procedures; and risk management; and that a review of NOREG--
1410 is expected to be included in the review of plant experiences required of
each ALWR plant designer. The staff concludes that EPRI- could provide clearer
guidance to address these concerns, but also concludes that EPRI's response to
this issue is adequate at this time. However, 'Jn1s issue is being reviewed by
the staff, as discussed in NUREG-1449, " Shutdown ar.d Low-Power Operation at
Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United States" (draft report for

,

comment), February 1992. After reviewing NUREG-1449, EPRI should consider'

including some of its guidance in the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Thee

staff will evaluate this matter during.its review of an individual application;

for FDA/DC to-ensure that the design satisfies the requirements subsequently
,

developed from the staff's evaluation of shutdown risk.

5.3 Emeraency Feedwater System -

i

; Section 5.3.1.2 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
: describes the ALWR emergency feedwater system (EfWS) as a dedicated safety-

related system that will have no normal operational functions. The EFWS will

i
provide feedwater to the steam generators following such transients or >

accidents as reactor trip, loss of main feedwater, steam or feedwater line,

breaks, or steam generator tube ruptures, and anytime the main and startup
;
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feedwater systems are not available. The ALWR EFWS will consist of two
independent, identical subsystems. Lach subsystem will comprise one motor-
driven and one turbine-driven feedwater pump, an emergency feedwater storage
tank (EFWST), and associated piping, valves, and instrumentation and controls.
Each subsystem will be powered by one of two separate Safety Class lE electri-
cal power sources. The ALWR EFWS will be designed so that any two pumps for
four steam generator plants, and any one pump for two steam generator plants,
will be capable of satisfying the flow requirements for design-basis condi-
tions plus any additional flow required for minimum flow protection for the
pump. Any single pump must be capable of satisfying the minimum flow require-
ment for best-estimate decay heat removal evaluations. Each of the safety-
related EFWSTs will contain enough condensate-quality water to achieve safe

,

' cold shutdown, based on

a main feedline break without isolation of EfW flow to the affected steam*

generator for 30 minutes

refill of the intact steam generators+

8 hours of operation at hot standby conditions+

subsequent cooldown of the reactor coolant system within 6 hours to*

conditions that permit operation of the RHR system

continuous operation of one reactor coolant pumpe

Section 5.3.3.1.4 of Chapter 5 states that a cross-connect line must be
provided between the two EfWSTs to allow the supply of feedwater to all EFW
pumps. In addition, a backup supply of condensate-quality feedwater will be
provided to the EFWSTs and the transfer of water to the EFWSTs will be
possible under station blackout conditions. However, this backup supply need
not be safety related. The Evolutionary Require'nents Document also specifies
interfacing requirements for the alternative water supply to the EfWS,

Section 5.3.3.1.8 of Chapter 5 states that the EFWS must be equipped with four
cavitating venturi flow meters (two for two steam generator plants), one on
each discharge line to the steam generator. In the event of steamline or
feedwater line rupture, these cavitating venturi flow meters will choke the
EFWS flow to the steam generators to prevent pump damage due to runout and to
prevent excessive rates of cooldown of the reactor coolant system, if the
break is inside the containment, the cavitating venturi flow meters will limit
the effect of EFWS flow en the mass and energy released to the containment,

in addition, the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the EFWS must
be provided with a maans to detect potential EFWS pump steam binding as a
result of steam and hot water leakage through check valves in the pump
discharge lines. This will consist of temperature monitoring of the portion
of discharge piping upstream of the check valves, with indication and alarm in
the control room. Appropriate vents and drains will be provided for removing
steam in the event steam is detected. The Evolutionary Requirements Document
also states that the EFWS must be.provided with means to permit periodic
surveillance testing of EFW pumps and valves and functional testing of the
integrated operation of the system. Flow to the steam generators is to be
prevented during testing to avoid unnecessary thermal transients and inputs of
oxygenated water to the steam generators. Appropriate access will be provided
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to test power-operated valves. Means must be provided to test the pumps at
the design flow with the reactor in operation.

Section 5.3.2.5.1 of Chapter 5 states that emergency feedwater supplied to
steam generators will be of the same or better quality as secondary system
makeup water, except ttat the requirement on oxygen can be excluded. This is
consistent with the SRP and is acceptable.

Section 5.3.2.4 of Revision 0 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document referenced Section 4.2.3-4 of Chapter 3, which specified automatic n
manual options for initiation of emergency feedwater flow. In the DSER for
Chapter 5, the staff stated that both automatic and manual initiation should
be necessary. In a letter dated August 16, 1988 EPRI committed to modify
Section 4.2.3-4 of Chapter 3. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in
the DSER. In Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI made
the revision to Chapter 3 to specify automatic and manual initiation of EFW
flow. The staff concludes that the revised statements meet 10 CFR
50.34(f)(2)(xii) and are acceptable. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue
is closed.

The staff concludes that the EFWS design requirements are consistent with the
criteria in SRP Section 10.4.9, " Auxiliary Feedwater Systems," and are,
therefore, acceptable. )

5.4 Safety In.iection System

Section 5.4 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document describes a
safety injection system (SIS) that will consist of two high-pressure divi-
sions, each having two trains (total of four motor-driven 50-percent pumps).
Low-head pumps and series (piggyback) pump alignment will not be used in the
ALWR design. The SIS pumps should be located outside the containment, should
take suction from a common in-containment refueling water storage tank
(IRWST), and should inject directly into the vessel by way of indepeadent
piping connections to the reactor vessel. Discharge connections to the hot
legs should also be provided. Each division will have sufficient capacity to
satisfy design-basis-accident (DBA) LOCA requirements in accordance with
regulatory requirements, and small-break LOCA investment protection require-
ments [i.e., no fuel damage for 6-inch (12-inch target) break]. The number of
SIS accumulators is not specified, and will be " minimized." Injection
pressure will be selected by the designer and will be high enough to permit
feed-and-bleed cooling. The IRWST will eliminate the need to switch SIS
suction to a containment sump for continued supply of injection water. This

,' feature will greatly reduce complexity and increase. system reliability. The

| IRWST will also serve as an RCS relief discharge tank. The staff concludes
! these features are acceptable.

; in Revision 3-of Chapter 5 EPRI requires that the safety depressurization and
vent system be capable of reducing reactor coolant system pressure to 250 psig

| or less before reactor vessel melt-through, as a means to preclude containment
challenges through direct containmut heating-(DCH). The staff concludes that

,

this is an acceptable design objective. However, the designer should justify
that the automatic depressurization system will'depressurize. low enough to

: preclude DCH. The designer should also demonstrate that the depressurization
system-is adequate to provide sufficient capacity to handle primary feed-and-

i bleed operations during a total loss-of-feedwater event and to prevent creep
,
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rupture of steam generator tubes from a postulated high- pressure core-dart ;e
event. The staff will evaluate this matter during its review of an individua
application for FDA/DC to ensure the designer demonstrates that SIS injection
pressure is sufficient to permit feed-and-bleed operation. This DSER open
issue is closed.

5.5 Safety Depressurization and Vent System

Section 5.5 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that
a safety depressurization and vent system will be provided for the ALWR that
will consist of a single passive piping system containing two active, safety-
grade valve trains. Four valves will be installed in two parallel flow
branches, in piping from the pressurizer to the IRWST, to provide single-
active-failure vent and depressurization capability for natural circulation
cooldown, steam generator tube rupture, and feed-and-bleed conditions. One
valve assembly flow path (train) is adequate for feed-and-bleed cooling in the
event of a total loss of feedwater if feed and bleed is established immediate-
ly. Both paths are required if feed and bleed is delayed for 1 hour after
safety valve lift. See Section 6.6.5 of this chapter for a discussion of the
open item concerning the SOVS.
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6 MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS

6.1 Introduction

Section 6 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary RequircLents Document specifies
mitigation requirements applicable to both BWRs and PWRs. Hitigation will
rely on two functions: (1) the containment integrity function and (2) the
fission product control function. The containment is intended to serve as a
barrier to the uncontrolled release of radioactivity in the event of an
accident.

6.2 Containment Isolation System Desion

The function of the containment isolation system is to permit the normal and
emergency passage of fluids through the containment boundary while preserving
the capability of the boundary to prevent or limit the escape of fission
products that may result from postulated accidents. The containment isolation
system includes the portions of all fluid systems penetrating the containment

1

that perform the isolation function. EPRI states that isolation provisions in
lines penetrating the containment boundary will be in-accordance with American
National Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society (ANSI /ANS) 56.2-1984,
' Containment isolation Provisions for Fluid Systems After a LOCA," and
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.141, " Containment Isolation Provisions for Fluid
Systems." However, ANSI /ANS 56.2-1984 has not been approved by the staff for
the design of containment isolation systems. The staff has reviewed the ALWR
requirements for containment isolation systems against the guidelines of SRP
Section 6.2.4, " Containment isolation System," and ANSI /ANS 56.2-1976, which
has been approved by the staff.

General Design Criteria (GDC) 55 and 56 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50
require that each line that penetrates the containment and is part of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary or is connected directly to the containment
atmosphere have one isolation valve inside'and one isolation valve outside the
containment, unless it can be demonstrated that the design is acceptable on
some "other defined basis." Each valve must be automatic or-locked closed. In
satisfying GDC 55 and 56, Section 3.6 and Appendices A and 8 of ANSI /ANS 56.2-
1976 provide guidelines that the staff has found acceptable,

in Section 6.2.2.1.2 of Revision 0 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document,
EPRI stated that remote manual valves, instead of automatic valves, may be
used for lines that are not part of engineered safety systems, but are

'

. classified as essential on another basis, such as being required to maintain
; the integrity of in-containment components, for example, cooling water lines
' to reactor coolant pumps, in its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that

this position for containment isolation was inconsistent with the guidance.in
Section 3.6.3, " Remote Manual Valves," of ANSI /ANS 56.2-1976 and that EPRI
should provide acceptable justification for this proposed alternative.

In Revision 1 of Chapter 5, EPRI revised Section 6.2.2.1.2 to state, in part,.

that justification will be provided for each use of a remote manual valve
instead of an automatic valve.. The justification will include an evaluation
identifying the indications and timing under which isolation must be initiated
for inclusion in off-normal operating procedures.

i.
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in Item II.E.4.2 of NUREG-0737 (" Clarification of TMl Action Plan Require-
ments") and NUREG-0718 (" Licensing Requirements for Pending Applications for
Construction Permits and Manufacturing License"), the staff states that
systems penetrating the containment will be classified as either essential or
nonessential. RG 1.141 provides guidance on the classification of system
lines. Generally, essential systems are lines in ESFs or ESF-related systems
needed for safe shutdown of the plant. These essential lines may include
remote manual valves, but provisions should be made to detect possible leakage
from these lines outside the containment. EPRI has stated that the use of
remote manual valves for such service must be justified case by case. The
staff will review an individual application for FDA/DC against SRP Section
6.2.4. It concludes that EPRI's position is acceptable, and this DSER open
issue is closed.

In Section 6.2.2.1.2 of Revision 0 to Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document, EPRI also stated that if a single isolation valve is employed
for an ESF line (e.g., lines connected to the suppression pool in a BWR and
lines connected to the in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) in
a PWR), the valve need not be enclosed in a leak-tight enclosure if the line
inside the containment is submerged under water at all times following a LOCA.
Note 56.1 in Appendix A of ANSI /ANS 56.2-1976 states that each line connecting
directly to the suppression pool should be provided with a single remote
manual or automatic isolation valve. These valves are attached to lines that
are an extension of the containment and are enclosed in a pump room adjacent
to the containment which has provisions for environmental control of any fluid
leakage. The lines from the suppression pool would always be submerged, so no
containment atmosphere can impinge on the valves. Should a leak develop
outside the containment, the fluid would be contained in the controlled-
leakage pump room. The configuration of the connection of the lines to the
suppression pool ensures that the connections are always submerged and
prevents the escape of containment atmosphere. In addition, the systems to
which the lines from the suppression pool connect to outside the containment
must be closed systems (outside the containment) to meet the appropriate
requirements of closed systems described in ANSI /ANS 56.2-1976. In the DSER
for Chapter 5, the staff stated that EPRI did not indicate that all of these
criteria will be met for the IRWST connections.

In Revision 1 of Chapter 5, EPRI revised Section 6.2.2.1.2 to state that the
criteria for using a single valve for isolating the lines connecting to the
IRWST will be the same as those for the suppression pool of a BWR provided in
Note 56.1 of Appendix A to ANSI /ANS 56.2-1984. In the rationale, EPRI states

that lines connected to the suppression pool in BWRs have typically not been
required to have the isolation valve and a line connected to the containment
enclosed in a leak-tight housing because the line would remain filled with
water following a LOCA, minimizing the leakage of contair.:nent gas. PWR

recirculation lines connected to the IRWST will also remain filled with water
following a LOCA, minimizing the leakage of containment air. The staff
concludes that EPRI has addressed the containment isolation provisions for the
lines connected to the IRWST and that EPRI's position is acceptable. There-
fore, this DSER open issue is closed.

In its letter dated August 16, 1988, EPRI described its position regarding
seismic design for closed systems and Type C testing of valves in closed
systems aerformed in accordance with Appendix J to 10 CfR Part 50. EPRI
stated tlat seismic design will be used where practical to qualify closed
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systems outside the containment as " extensions of containment" in order to
eliminate the need for Type C testing of the valves. In the DSER for Chap-
ter 5, the staff stated that a closed system outside the containment that
meets the criteria of Section 3.6 of tNSI/ANS 56.2-1976 can be considered a
second containment isolation barrier, thereby eliminating the need for a
second containment isolation valve at each penetration. However, each barrier
(i.e., the single isolation velve at each penetration, and the closed piping
system outside the containment) is subject to leak rate testing.

In Section 6.2.2.2 of Revision 1 of Chapter 5, EPRI revised the conditions
under which Type C testing may be avoided, including compliance to
Section 6.3.2.2 for water-scaled lines. Section 6.2.2.2 states that Type C
testing may be avoided for valves in the water-scaled lines that terminate in
closed systems outside the containment, if the systems are designed to qualify
as extensions of the containment in accordance with Section 3.6 of ANSI /ANS
56.2.

The staff's position is that a closed system outside the containment does not
meet the requirements of GDC 57. However, SRP Section 6.2.6, " Containment
Leakage Testing," allows a closed system outside the containment to have a
single isolation valve outside the containment provided the piping outside the
containment is designed as seismic Category I and Safety Class II. The valve
should be Type C tested and the piping outside the containment should be
leakage rate tested, unless the pipe is pressurized at all times and meets
certain regulations. For water-sealed valves, Type C testing with water is
acceptable and the test results need not be added to the Type C test total.
Therefore, EPRI's position on eliminating Type C testing for the water-scaled
lines outside the containment is unacceptable. The staff will review individ-
ual applications for FDA/DC to the criteria in SRP Section 6.2.6. This DSER
open issue is closed.

In Section 6.2.2.2 of Chapter 5, EPRI states that Type C testing is not
| required for PWR main steam, feedwater, emergency feedwater, or steam genera-

tor blowdown isolation valves. These isolation valves are associated with
secondary systems. The closed system inside the containment precludes!

containment atmosphere from reaching the associated isolation valves; there-
fore, the valves will not be relied on to limit containment leakago. The
staff finds this criterion acceptable.

In Section 6.2.2.3.1 of Chapter 5, EPRI states that isolation valve closure
times will be in accordance with ANSI /ANS 56.2-1984 for standard commercial
valve operators. Since this requiremen'. is essentially the same as that of
ANSI /ANS 56.2-1976, which has beer approvett by t.he staff, it is acceptable.

6,3 Containment Leakaoe Rate Testino

Section 6.2.2.2 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that isolation provisions should be designed to minimize the number of
isolation valves that are subject to Type C tests (in accordance with Appen-i

| dix J to 10 CFR Part 50), and the number of penetrations requiring isolation
valves should be minimized by system des.p. Included are those penetrations|

that have resilient seals and expansion bellows (e.g., personnel air locks,
equipment hatch, fuel trans'er tube, anel electrical penetrations). Section
6.3.2.1 of Chapter 5 requires that containment leak rate testing be performed
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in accordance with regulatory requirements and the test methods be in accor-
dance with ANSI /ANS-56.8, " Containment System Leakage Testing Requirements,"
in lieu of ANSI N45.4-1972, " Leakage Rate Testing ef Containment Structures
for Nuclear Reactors." In Section 6.3.2.2, EPRI M that Appendix J
requirements will take precedence in the event of (; conflict between
Appendix J and ANSI /ANS 56.8, except for the exceptions discussed below.

6.3.1 Containment Integrated Leak Rate Test

Paragraph lli.A.3 of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that

All Type A tests shall be conducted in accordance with the provi-
sions of the American liational Standard N45.4-1972, " Leakage Rate
Testing of Containment Structures for Nuclear Reactors," March 16,
1972. In addition to the Total Time and Point-to-Point methods
described in that. standard, the Mass Point Method, when used with a
test duration of at least 24 hours, is an acceptable methou to use
to calculate leakage rates. A typical description of the Mass Point i

Method can be found in the American National Standard ANSI /ANS 56.8-
1987, " Containment System Leakage Testing Requirements," January 20,
1987.

Therefore, using the Mass Point Method for ALWR designs is acceptable.
However, the staff's acceptance of ANSI /ANS 56.8-1987 extends only to its i

description of the Mass Point Method, not to the standard in its entirety.

The staff has proposed a general revision of Appendix J (see "J-FRN (Post-
ACRS)," dated September 26, 1991, and released to the Public Document Room on
January 10,1992) and has proposed to issue a related new regulatory guide
(MS 021-5, dated April 3,1991, and released to the Public Docunient Room on
April 9, 1991). The proposed regulatory guido endorses ANSI /ANS 56.8-1987,
with several significant exceptions. The staff will review individual FDA/DC
applications to the criteria in the p,oposed regulatory guide.

In Section 6.3.2.2 of Chapter 5, EPRI states that integrate'd leak rate tests
(ILRTs) can proceed to completion should a leak occur during testing, provided ;

the leak can be isolated, subsequent repairs are performed, and local "as
found" minus "as left" leakage rate test results when added to_the Type A
result demonstrate that the ILRT acceptance criteria are met. The proposed
revision to Appendix J states that isolation, repair, or adjustment of a
leakage barr'er that may affect the leakage rate through that barrier is
permitted before or during the Type A test provided

all potential leakage paths of the isolated, repaired, or adjusted*

leakage-barrier are locally leak testable.

the local leakage rates are measured before ~and af ter the repair or.

adjustment or any other action taken that will affect the leakage-rates,;

; and are reported.

$ all changes in leakage rates resulting from isolation, repair, or adjust :*

ment of-leakage barriers subject to Type B or Type C testing are deter- ,

mined using the minimum pathway leakage rate method. When performed,
,

i

1
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during an outage in which a Type A test is pe.* formed, these leakage rates
are added to the Type A test results to obtain the "as found" and "as
left" containment leakage rates.

The method for completing Type A testing proposed by EPRI is a plant optimiza-
tion issue that deviates from the current requirements of Appendix J.
However, the proposed method conforms with the current staff position as
delineated in the NRC-proposed rule. Therefore, justification for the
proposed rule change can be submitted in support of an application for design
certification. The staff will evaluate this matter during its review of an
individual FDA/DC application. This issue is closed.

6.3.2 Type B Air-Lock Tests

in Section 6.3.2.2 of Revision 0 to Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, EPRI stated that air locks that are not used dcring a 6-month period
may be tested at containment design pressure after the next usage rather than
at 6 months, as required by Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50. In its DSER for-
Chapter 5, the staff stated that supporting data (e.g., long-term deteriora-
tion of seals) from operating experience or from experiments with appropriate
analyses have not been provided to-justify this deviation from the Appendix J-

requirement. The staff was unable to conclude that the proposed change to the
air-lock Type B test interval was acceptable. However, the staff has reevalu-
ated this issue as discussed below.

The proposed revision to Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50 states:

Air locks must be tested prior to the preoperational Type A test and
at least once each 6-month interval thereafter at an internal
pressure not less than P,'6 months of the last successful test atAlternatively, if there have been no

.

air-lock openings within
P,, this interval may be extended to the next refueling outage or
air lock opening, whichever comes first (but in no case may the
interval exceed 30 months). Under this alternative, reduced pres-
sure tests must continue to be performed on the air lock or its door
seals at 6-month intervals. Opening of the air _ lock for the purpose
of removing air lock testing equipment following an air lock test
does not require further testing of the air lock, An air lock also
will not be considered as " opened" for the purpose of this require-
ment if it has not been opened since its latest leakage rate test,
and if the outer door it being opened for no other reason than to
enable testing of the air lock's inner door seals, in this case,
subsequent testing of the outer door's seals is sufficient.

The air-lock test interval proposed by EPRI is a plant optimization issue that
deviates from the current requirements of Appendix J. However, the proposed
test interval conforms with the current staff position as delineated in the
NRC-proposed rule. Therefore, justification for the proposed rule change can
be submitted in support of an application for design certification. The staff
will evaluate this matter during its review of an individual application for
FDA/DC. This DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.6-5
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6.3.3 Type C Containment Local Leak Rate Tests

in Section 6.3.2.2 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, EPRI rtated that those valves that are in lines designed to be
filled with a liquid for at least 30 days subsequent to an accident may be
leakage rate tested with a liquid. Liquid leakage is not converted to
equivalent air leakage nor is it added to the Type C testing total, but is
reported as liquid leakage, in its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that
this was acceptable, provided

such valves have been demonstrated to have fluid leakage rates that do+

not exceed their design leakage rates

the installed fluid inventory in the isolation valve's seal-water system*

is sufficient to ensure the sealing function for at least 30 days at a
pressure of 1.10 P, (calculated peak pressure) |

EPRI revised Section 6.3.2.2 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5 to conform with the
staff's guidelines. Therefore, the staff concludes that leakage rate testing
for the water-sealed valves as proposed by EPRI is acceptable and that this
DSER open issue is closed. However, in the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff
recommended that EPRI change the word " liquid" to " water" in Section 6.3.2.2
for clarification. Additionally, it should be noted that " design leakage
rate" means that leakage rate, to be stated in individual plant technical

'specifications, which will ensure that the seal-water inventory will not be
exhausted for at least 30 days. Also, a. single active failure must be
considered when assessing the sealing function. Pending incorporation of this
change, the staff will evaluate this matter during its review of an individual
application for FDA/DC or combined license. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory
issue is closed.

Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that Type C tests be performed during
each reactor shutdown for refueling, but in no case at intervals greater than

| 2 years. The Evolutionary Requirements Document requires that the maximum
| interval between Type C tests be 30 months rather than the 24 months currently

required by Appendix J. This is based on the expectation that there would not!

be any significant increase in the average leakage rate from all valves
subjected to Type C testing if the test interval were increased to 30 months.

j in Section C.1 of Appendix C of Revision 0 to Chapter 5, EPRI provided the
rationale for this proposal, which is considered an optimization issue in
terms of risk, occupational exposure, and cost. (Appendix C has been deleted
from Chapter 5 and those requirements relocated to Section 2 of Appendix B to
Chapter 1.) Additionally, the staff noted that the Evolutionary Requirements
Document proposes administrative control _s and-no continuous or periodic short-
duration checks of containment integrity. In its DSER for_ Chapter 5, the
staff stated that supporting data (e.g., long-term deterioration of seals and
valve seats) from operating experience or experiments with appropriate-

,

| analyses had not been provided to justify this deviation from the Appendix J
| requirement. The staff was unable to conclude that the proposed change to the
| Type C test interval was acceptable.

However, this issue is consistent with the staff's current position as
delineated in the proposed revision to Appendix J, which will change the
Type C test interval from 24 months to 30 months. The proposed rule is
awaiting the approval of the-Commission. The staff concludes that the
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justification for the proposed rule change can be submitted in support of an
application for design certification. The staff.will evaluate this matter
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC. This DSER open

i issue is closed. This issue is also discussed in the regulatory departure
| analysis of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of,this report.

6.4 Fission Product leakaae Control
|

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that a function of the fission
product leakage control systems (FPLCSs) and structures is to limit the
potential release of radioactive materials that would result from postulated
accidents so that the resulting offsite doses are less than the guideline
values of 10 CFR Part 100 and the control room personnel exposure limits are
less than the limits of GDC 19. The detailed design of the system and the
evaluation of the radiological consequences from postulated accidents are
outside the scope of the Evolutionary Recuirements Document because several of
the key values used in the analytical mocel are site dependent (e.g., contain-
ment design, containment isolation system, building and equipment arrangement,
and meteorological factors). However, the Evolutionary Requirements Document;

does specify some system interface requirements. For example, Section 6.4.2.1
of Chapter 5 states that the FPLCS function will include collecting and,

| processing of the fission products released through the identified and
unidentified leakage paths during design-basis events. In addition, the
Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the FPLCS boundary and/or those
internal components that house high-energy lines, or through which they pass,
should be designed to accommodate the failure of such lines. Leak-before-
break technology will be used in the analyses. The staff's tvoluation of
EPRI's leak-before-break approach is given in Section 4.5.5 of Chapter 1 of
this report.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document originally stated that the analysis of
the p essure and temperature response of the FPLCS boundary to a LOCA and the
radiological consequences from postulated accidents, including fuel-handling
accidents, should be based on realistic assumptions. In its DSER for Chap-
ter 5, the staff stated that the Evolutionary Requirements Document had not
provided the detailed justifications for the use of best-estimate instead of
the conservative analyses provided by the guidelines of SRP Section 6.5.3,
" Fission Product Control Systems and Structures." EPRI has revised Section
6.4.2.3 of Revision 1 of Chapter 5 to state that the analysis will be based on

| regulatory methods rather than realistic methods. Therefore, the Evolutionary
| Requirements Document provides appropriate interface requirements consistent
! with SRP Section 6.5.3. This DSER open issue is clo>ed.

6.5 Combustible Gas Control

The staff evaluated the combustible gas control features proposed in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. These items are also addressed in the
regulatory departure analysis of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

6.5.1 Metal-Water Reaction and Hydrogen Concentration

In Revision 0 to the Evolutionary _ Requirements Document, EPRI specified that
(1) the hydrogen control system must be capable of handling an amount of
hydrogen equivalent to that generated from oxidation of 75 percent of the-fuel
cladding surrounding _the active fuel and (2) the hydrogen concentration inside

! EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.6-7
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the containment must be controlled to ensure that the uniformly distributed
concentration does not exceed 13 percent under dry conditions or that the
atmosphere is rendered noncombustible. By letter dated September 15, 1988,
EPRI provided further justification for this approach.

In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that advanced designs should, at a
minimum, meet the requirements in 10 CFR 50.34(f). Although this section of
the regulations was originally written for a select group of plants whose con-
struction permits were pending as of February 1982, 10 CFR Part 52 established
these requirements as a minimum standard for future plants.

The requirements of 10 CFR 50.34(f) specify that a hydrogen control system
that can safely accommodate hydrogen generated by the equivalent of a 100-
percent fuel-cladding metal-water reaction must be provided in the design of
nuclear plants for which the regulation is applicable. Additionally, the
regulation specifies that the hydrogen control system must be designed to
ensure that uniformly distributed hydrogen concentrations in the containment
do not exceed 10 percent, rather than the 13 percent specified by the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document, or that the postaccident atmosphere will not
support hydrogen combustion.

Aside from the issue of regulatory compliance and applicability, the staff
concluded in the DSER for Chapter 5 that compliance with the criteria of
10 CFR 50.34(f) remains appropriate for combustible gas control design in
ALWRs. Research (discussed in NUREG/CR-4551, " Evaluation of -Severe Accident
Risks: Quantification of input Parameters") indicates that in-vessel hydrogen
generation associated with core damage accidents may range from approximately
40 to 95 percent active cladding oxidation equivalent. The amount of cladding
oxidation is dependent on a variety of parameters related to sequence progres-
ston: reactor coolant system pressure, reflood timing and flow rates, and
core-melt progression phenomena. Thus, a 75-percent-equivalent cladding
reaction continues to be viewed as a reasonable design basis for hydrogen
generation for severe accidents in which the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
remains intact. However, in the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that
ALWRs should provide protection for hydrogen generation resulting from a wider
spectrum of accidents, that is, full core-melt accidents with RPV failure. In
that context, it is also necessary to consider ex-vessel hydrogen generation
as a result of core debris reacting with available water or core-concrete
interactions. Calculations using the CORCON models indicate that if the core
debris is cooled in relatively rapid fashion (1-2 hours), then additional
hydrogen generation will be less than that equivalent to a 25-percent cladding
oxidation reaction. This relatively limited ex-vessel reaction is conditional
on the existence of a coolable debris bed and the availability of sufficient

#

water. Because extensive core-concrete interaction occurs if the cavity does
not flood, more hydrogen generation should be considered. Considering the
effects discussed above, the staff concludes that an equivalent 100-percent
cladding oxidation reaction is an appropriate deterministic design criterion
and a reasonable surrogate for the combination of both in-vessel and ex-vessel
hydrogen generation.

Therefore, the staff concluded that EPRI had not provided sufficient justifi-
cation for an exemption to the rule nor had it provided a sufficient basis for
not including mitigation capability in the ALWR design criteria for a poten-
tially threatening early containment loading phenomenon. In its staff

|
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requirements memorandum (SRM) dated June 26, 1990, the Commission stated tFat
the requirements of 10 CfR 50.34(f)(2)(ix) should remain unchanged for
evolutionary LWRs.

Sections 2.4.1.6 and 2.4.1.7 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5 stated that the plant
designer should ensure that a detonable mixture will not exist for an amount
of hydrogen equivalent to that generated by oxidation of 75 percent of the
fuel cladding surrounding the active fuel, and that the uniformly distributed
gas concentration in the containment will not exceed 13 percent under dry
conditions. Section 6.5 of Chapter 5 adds additional requirements using this
criterion for combustible gas control. in its December 6, 1991, letter, EPRI<

stated that it will modify the Evolutionary Requirements Document to fully
comply with the staff's position of 100-percent active fuel cladding and a
maximum containment concentration of 10 percent. The staff's position is that
the plant-specific designs must comply with the provisions in 10 CFR 50.34(f)
for combustible gas control as stated in SECY-90-016.

EPRI has indicated its intent to comply with the staff position. The staff
will review individual applications for FDA/DC against the criteria in 10 CFR
50.34(f) and SECY-90-016. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. Addi-
tional information concerning the staff's position regarding acceptable
implementation of these requirements is given in Appendix B to Chapter 1 and
Section 2.3 of Chapter 5 of this report.

6.5.2 Radiolytic Hydrogen Generation

in its letter dated April 4, 1988, the staff questioned EPRI's proposed
provisions for hydrogen control in inerted plants, in its response dated
August 16, 1988. EPRI cplied that specific analyses had not been performed,

for the ALWR design but that on the b. sis of the findings in NE00-22155,
" Generation and Mitigation of Combustible Gas Mixtures in inerted Mark 1
Containments," recombiners are expected tc be unnecessary for the BWR ALWR
because of inerted operation. EPRI also stated that Section 6.5.2.6 of
Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document required the plant
designer to define a suitable scheme of postaccident hydrogen control, in its
DSER for Chapter 5, the sta N noted that NED0-22155 only applies to inerted
Mark I containments and thus ray not be applicable to the ALWR design.

In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that Section 6.5.2.6 of Chapter 5
did not specifically define recombiner requirements or alternative hydrogen
control provisions for ALWR designs. Compliance with SRP Sectirm 6.2.5,
" Combustible Gas Control in Containment," and regulatory requirements could
not~be evaluated. The staff concluded that the Evolutionary Requirements
Document should be expanded to identify the means for accommodating

'

radiolytically generated hydrogen and oxygen or EPRI should clarify its
position that the issue will be left to the designer.

In Section 6.5 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5, EPRI assumed that the amount of
hydrogen generated was equivalent to 75 purcent of the fuel cladding surface
and a-uniformly distributed hydrogen concentration was not to exceed 13 per-
cent. As discussed above, these criteria do not agree with either 10 CFR
50.34(f) or SECY-90-016.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.6-9
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In its December 6, 1991, letter, EPRI stated that it will modify the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document to fully comply with the staff position on 100-
percent active fuel cladding and a maximum containment concentration of
10 percent.

The staff concludes that EPRI's intent to comply with 10 CFR 50.34(f) for
coubustible gas control will satisfy the staff's position. 1he staff will
review an individual application for FDA/DC against the criteria in 10 CFR
50.34(f) and SECY-90-016 to ensure e r mpliance with the staff's position. This
DSER open issue is closed. )

6.5.3 Inerting/lgniters

The Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the option to use inerting as i
a means of combustible gas control. Inerting is an acceptable means of
combustible gas control. If the plant designer chooses to inert the contain-
ment, the designer must ascertain that during postaccident conditions the
amount of oxygen generated by radiolysis or introduced from other sources will
not produce oxygen concentrations that would deinert the containment atmo-
sphere se that deflagration or even detonation of the accumulated hydrogen
could occur. The amount of oxygen generated from these sources is determined
by plant design, and plant-specific analyses will be required during the
design phase. The staff will evaluate the plant-specific analyses as part of
its review of an application for FDA/DC to ensure compliance with this
position.

in its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that if~a deliberate ignition
system (i.e., igniters) is selected for combustible gas control, safety-
related equipment will be required to be capable of surviving the potential
deflagrations to which it might be exposed. EPRI did not provide guidance
regarding the ttming of igniter activation in the event of an accident. In
the DSER, the staff also stated that such a deliberate ignition system should
be activated early in the accident sequence, but no later than before local or
globkl detonable concentrations develop (either directly or through deinertion
of the containment by containment spray and/or steam). The staff concluded
that the Evolutionary Requirements Document should provide appropriate
guidance regarding the timing of igniter activation in the event of an
accident.

In Section 6.5.3.1.6 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5, EPRI states that the designer
-

will define criteria (including timing) for manual initiation and shutdown of
the hydrogen igniter system. Initiation will precede possible hydrogen
generation and shutdown should follow verification of a safe, stable plant
condition. This position appears to be consistent with the position in SECY-
90-016 that a deliberate system should be provided that will control the
combustible gas. However, the Evolutionary Requirements Document assumes that
hydrogen is generated equivalent-to 75 percent of the fuel cladding surface
and a distributed hydrogen concentration not to exceed 13 percent, which does
not agree with 10 CFR 50.34(f) or SECY-90-016. Therefore, the supporting
analyses necessary to show the response of the igniter system to a credible
event would be based on criteria other than that found acceptable by the
staff.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.6-10
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j EPRI's position to provide criteria for initiation of the igniters on a
design-specific basis is acceptable to the staff. With respect to the design

1

; criteria to be used for the igniters and supporting analyses, the staff will
review an individual application for FDA/DC against the criteria in 10 CFR;

; 50.34(f) and SECY-90-016 and the timing of igniter actuation when determined
; by the plant designer. This DSER open issue is closed.

6.5.4 Severe-Accident Equipment Requirements
,

| EPRI states that transmitters and other instrument sensors required for severe
j accidents will be located outside the containment or will be able to operate
; in the severe-accident environment. Further, equipment useful for mitigating
J severe accidents will be designed to perform its identified function during
: severe accidents. Table B.1-1 in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary
i Requirements Document requires compliance with 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xvii), which
! addresses the requirements for placement and operation of containment high-

range area radiattun monitors (TMI Action Plan item li.f.1).

The staff concludes that the design criteria for this equipment meet the>

j Commission's regulations, and are, therefore, acceptable.

6.6 Severe-Ag_that Reauirements
!

| On December 13, 1988, the staff sponsored a meeting with representatives of
! the nuclear power industry and the general public to discuss the staff's and

industry's approach to resolving severe-ecident issues for ALWRs. The staff,

| presented alternative approaches that w u being considered to address various
; severe-accident challenges. Since the December 1988 meeting, the staff has
1 continued to develop its positions on severe-accident criteria. The staff
) reviewed EPRI's approach to resolving these issues (as described in Sec-
| tion 6.6 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document) for consis-
; tency with current staff positions. The staff's evaluation of those features

proposed to address severe-accident concerns follows. These features, and the,

) staff's evaluation of them, are applicable to both PWRs and BWRs.
i

6.6.1 Containment Margin

i To ensure the integrity of the containment structure, in its letter dated
| April 24, 1991, the staff asked EPRI to consi N load combinations associated

with LOCA (i.e., LOCA plus hydrogen burn and sai.-shutdown earthquake (SSE)
alus LOCA). In its letter dated July 2, 1991. EPRI stated that LOCA plus:

i lydrogen burn and SSE plus LOCA are discussed in Section 6.6.2.2 of Chapter 5
and Section 4.6.1.1 of Chapter 1, respectively. The staff concludes that
EPRI's response is accepta)le.

Section 6.6 of Chapter 5 presents design requirements associated with severe
accidents. In its letter dated July 2, 1991. EPRI stated that Section 6.6.2.2
of Chapter 5 gives stress and buckling criteria for the containment under a

j severe-accident loading condition described in Section 2.4.1.7 of Chapter 5.
This response deviates from the guidelines in SECY-90-016. Currently, there
is no specific deterministic reg 0 atory requirement on structures, systems,,

and components (5SCs) for severe-accident conditions except that SRP Sec-
i tions 3.S.1, '' Concrete Containment," and 3.8.2, " Steel Containment," require

:
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that a containment ultimate capacity analysis be performed, it is the staff's
position that for the design requirements associated with severe accidents,
the review will be based on SECY-90-016 guidelines.

As stated above, SRP Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 require that an analysis be
performed to determine the ultimate structural capacity of the containment.
These SRP sections require a report be submitted documenting the analysis,
including the failure mode and the criteria used to establish failure. For
steel containments, Section 6.6.2.4 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document defines the ultimate structural capacity as the pressure and
temperate'e loading that corresponds to the collapse load defined by the
method de 'iled in'Faragraph 11-1430 of the ASME Code, Section Ill, Appen-

/agraph 11-1430 describes the criterion (or procedure) for deter-dix 11. >

mining collapse load in an experimental stress analysis. It is not clear how
this criterion for determining test collapse load will be used in an analysis.
Plant desiO1ers intending to use this criterion will be required to.show the
method for applying the test collapse load to the final design analysis. The
staff will evaluate this matter during its review of an individual application
for FDA/DC.

Besides providing the steel containment criteria, Section 6.6.2.4 of Chapter 5
also defines the ultimate structural capacity of concrete containments. EPRI
defines the ultimate capacity of a concrete containment to be the pressure and
temperature loading that produces liner plate strains equal to the liner
strain limits of ASHE Code, Section 111, Subarticle CC-3720 for the factored
load category. Section 6.6.2.4 requires that the ultimate capacity analysis
consider the penetrations and their interaction with the containment, the
shield building, and other structures internal or external to the containnient,
which might cause localized failure before the limit load for the overall
pressure boundary is reached. This criterion for concrete containment is
acceptable. However, the staff will require that plant designers discuss how
the results from testing prototype details or models of prototype details will
be used to augment such analysis as stated in Section 6.6.2.4. The staff will
evaluate this matter during its review of an individual application for
FDA/DC.

In its letter dated April 24, 1991, the staff asked EPRI to provide guidaice
regarding the allowance for corrosion of carbon steel containment boundaries..
In its reply dated July 2,1991, EPRI stated that specific requirements
concerning allowance for corrosion of carbon steel containment structures are
given in Sections 4.3.4.1.1 and 4.3.4.1.2 of Chapter 6. This issue is ad-
dressed in Section 2.1 of Chapter 6 of this report.

6.6.2 Cavity / Pedestal-Drywell Configuration. Debris Coolability>

To limit direct containment heating, Section 6.6.3 of Chapter 5 states that
the cavity / pedestal-dryc11 configuration should be designed to preclude
entrainment of core debris by gases ejected from a failed reactor vessel. To

lability, EPRI states that the cavity floor should
promote long-term debris cp/MWt.EPRI specifies that the containment shouldbe sized to provide 0.02 in
be designed to ensure adequate w!ter supply to the floor and that an alterna-
tive rneans of introducing water into the containment, independent of normal
and emergency ac power, should be provided. Passive schemes for flooding the
floor areas beneath the vessel are proposed and described in general terms for

| EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.6 ~2
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both BWRs and PWRs. Section 4.3.2.6.2 of Chapter 6 also indicates that the
steel shell or liner of the containment should be protected from core debris
by at least 3 feet of concrete.

In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that ALWR reactor vessel depressu-
rization capability and cavity design fe6tures to entrap ejected core debris
constitute an acceptable approach to the issue of high-pressure melt ejection.
However, EPRI had not yet provided specific design criteria for these features
in the Evolutionary Requirements Document. In SECY-90-016 and the DSER for
Chapter-5, the staff concluded that vendors could resolve this issue if their
designs for the evolutionary ALWR include

sufficient reactor cavity floor space to enhance debris spreading+

a provision for quenching debris in the reactor cavity+

in its SRM dated June 26, 1990, the Commission approved the staff's position.

In addition, the staff indicated in SECY-90-016 that it was evaluating the
level of protection afforded by covering the containment liner and other
structural members with concrete. The staff concluded that it may be neces-
sary to protect these structural components with concrete.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document gives a number of design features that -

are intended to mitigate the effects of a molten corp /HWt and provisions toAmong other features,.

EPRI is proposing a floor sizing criterion of 0.02 m
floed the lower drywell or reactor cavity. Thestpffneithersupportsnordisputes the EPRI floor sizing criterion of 0.02 m /MWt. Instead, it con-
cludes that it is appropriate to review the specific vendor designs to
determine how the vendors addressed the three items discussed above to
increase the level of 3rotectica relative to core debris coolability. The
staff concludes that t le " core on the floor" accident will not be considered
as a new design-basis accident. However, the staff expects the vendors to
consider the effects of core-concrete interaction on the production of non-
condensible gases, the release of additional fission products from the core-

| concrete interaction, and additional heat and hydrogen generation in the new
: designs.
4

| The three criteria discussed above are intended to ensure that the ALWR
1 vendors provide measures to the extent practical to mitigate severe accidents'

while avoiding turning severe accidents into traditional design-basis acci-
dents (DBAs). As the staff neither supports nor disputes particular floor
sizing criteria, vendors should ensure that the containment can withstand the
pressure increases caused by core-concrete intertctions. For the' range of
severe accidents of concern, the vendors should realistically estimate the,

! amount of core-concrete interaction that will occur, and ensure that the
2

containment will accommodate the resultant conditions for at least 24 hours.
Where insufficient data exist to develop realistic-estimates, the vendor may
propose such alternatives as additional tests or the use of other methodolo-
gies for determining the degree of core-concrete interaction. The ALWR,

! vendors should also perform parametric studies to determine how sensitive the-
containment response is to variations in the amount of core debris that is

; availtble to interact with the concrete. The staff concludes that incorpora-
| ting the mitigative measures to tne extent practical and ensuring containment

integrity for a 24-hour period will provide defense in depth as well as
appropriate degree of robustness in the containment design.
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In the draft Commission policy paper dated February 27, 1992, the staff
recommended that, in addition to the two items above, the Commission approve
the staff's position that the evolutionary designs

protect the containment liner and other structural members with concrete,*

if necessary

ensure that the containment can accommodate the pressure increases*

resulting from core-concrete interactions involving a range of scenarios
that release o re debris into the containment for 24 hours following the
start of a severe accident

Since the Commission has not yet reviewed this approach to resolving the issue
of core debris coolability, it does not represent an agency position.
Therefore, the staff regards this as an open issue that will be closed once I

the Commission approves this resolution or provides alternative guidance.

Details of the reactor cavity and drywell configurations are in Chapter 6.
See also Sections 5.5 and 6.6.5 of Chapter 5 of this report for the staff's
evaluation of the safety depressurization and vent system. This item is also
addressed in the regulatory departure analysis in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of
this report.

6.6.3 Containment Heat Removal

Section 6.6.4 of Chapter 5 cf the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that containment heat shoulo to removed by means of systems provided for
mitigating DBAs. For BWRs, this will be achieved by suppression pool cooling
using the residual heat removal system. For PWRs, this will be achieved by
using the containment spray system (fan coolers will not perform this func-
tion).

By reference to 10 CFR 50.34(f), 10 CFR Part 52 requires future plants to
" provide one or more dedicated containment penetrations, equivalent in size to.
a single 3-foot-diameter openirag, in order not to preclude future installation
of systems to prevent containment failure, such as a filtered vented contain-
ment system." In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document did not address compliance with this regulation.
The staff anticipated that it may not be necessary to incorporate a 3-foot-
diameter opening to satisfy the containment performance guidelines, and stated
that EPRI should justify an exemption to this requirement. The staff con-i

cluded that it would review the acceptability of the containment hest removal
i provisions in the Evolutionary Requirements Document in conjunction with its

review of the containment performance criteria for a severe accident (see
Section 2.1 of this chapter).

,

In Section 6.6.2.6 of Revision 3 to Chapter 5, EPRI states that as an alterna-
tive'to increasing the containment volume and containment pressure capability
to accommodate the various accident sequences, overpressure protection may be

,

provided by an overpressure protection system. EPRI also states that there
,

should be a significa'nt decrease in the residual public risk due to the
addition of such a system. EPRI proposes that the need for containment
overpressure protection be determined on a design-specific basis.

:
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|
1 The staff agrees that the need for containment overpressure protection for the

evolutionary plant should be evaluated on a design-specific basis. The staff
! will review an individual application for FDA/DC against the criteria in SECY-
' 90-016. This DSER open issue is closed. This issue is also discussed in

Section 2.5.3 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.-

|
; 6.6.4 Fission Product Control
i

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that fission product leakage
| control and scrubbing capability for severe accidents will be provided by the

systems that will mitigate DBAs.
4

In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff concluded that taking credit for systems
j intended primarily for mitigating design-basis events (i.e., cooling water

systems, containment spray systems, and fission product barriers) in demon-
! strating that the public safety goal is met and adequate severe-accident
i mitigation is provided was acceptable, provided it is demonstrated that this
; equipment can function under severe-accident conditions. The staff's position

with respect to equipment survivability under severe-accident conditions isa

discussed in Section 6.6.6 of this chapter.

1 Section 6.6.4.2 of Chapter 5 states that fission product control r" stems will
' be provided for severe accidents. Section 6.6.5.4 states that equipment
i identified as useful for severe-accident mitigation will have the capability
1 to perform their function during a severe accident. The staff agrees that the
i equi) ment should be capable of functioning during a severe accident. However,
; furtier assurance is needed that the equipment will function.

| SECY-90-016 states that mitigation features must be designed so there is
.

; reasonable assurance that they will operate when needed during a severe-
i accident sequence. Also, there should be high confidence that this equipment
{ will survive severe-accident conditions for the period that it is needed to

perform its intended function. The plant designer has the responsibility to-

j specify the severo-accident environment in which the equipment is expected to
function and to document the basis for the determination that the equipment
will function during that severe accident.-

,

| The staff concludes that EPRI has justified its position for using certain
plant equipment designed for DBAs. However, the plant designer must demon-,

j strate that the equipment designed for DBAs and proposed for use in severe
! accidents can perform its function in a severe-accident environment. The; staff will review an individual application for FDA/DC against the criteria in

SECY-90-01: This DSER open issue is closed.

6.6.5 RCS Depressurization Capability

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that a safety-grade reactor:

coolant system (RCS) safety depressurization and vent system (SDVS) will be
provided. In Section 5.5 of this chapter, the design requirements-for the

L' SDVS are described.
:

| -As stated in Section 6.6.2 of this chapter, the staff concludes that reactor
vessel depressurization capability combined with cavity design features to
entrap ejected core debris constitutes an acceptable approach to the issue of
high-pressure-core-melt ejection. However, in its DSER for Chapter 5, the

1
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staff stated that the Evolutionary Requirements Documer.t did not specify a
criterion for the depressurization rate of the SDVS during a severe accident.
The staff concluded that the capacity of the depressurization system should be
defined by DBA requirements as well as by requirements that exceed the design
basis (including primary feed and bleed during a total loss of feedwater and
severe-accident scenarios) and should be taken into consideration during the
development of procedures for managing accidents. During a high-pressure
core-melt scenario, the RCS depressurization system should provide a rate of
RCS depressurization to preclude molten-core ejection and to reduce RCS
pressure sufficiently to preclude creep rupture of steam generator tubes.
Primary systems of evolutionary ALWRs should have the capability to be
depressurized shortly after loss of design-basis decay heat removal to avoid a
rapid release to the containment of large quantities of hydrogen produced in-
vessel that could have the potential for overwhelming the ignitors upon vesse'
failure and to avoid induced steam generator tube rupture in PWRs.

In Section 5.4 of this chapter, the staff states that Revision 3 of Chapter 5 l
of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires that the safety depressuri-
zation and vent system be capable of reducing RCS pressure to 250 psig or less
before reactor vessel melt-through, as a means to preclude containment
challenges through direct containment heating. The staff concludes that this
is an accept 61e design objective. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. |
See Section 5.5 of this chapter for additional information on this matter.

'

6.6.6 Equipment Survivability

in Section 6.6.5.3 of Revision 0 to Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, EPRI stated that equipment important for canaging a severe accident

'

will be "specified to licensing design basis events requirements" but will not
necessarily meet DBA quality standards. EPRI further stated that the
designer / applicant should assess operating margins to provide " reasonable'

assurance that the equipment can function during severe accident conditions1

for a defined period of time (i.e., hours or days)." Equipment will be
located to avoid areas of potential- standing hydrogen flames. In its letter--

; dated August 16, 1988 EPRI indicated that the IDCOR (Industry Degraded-Core-

Rulemaking Program) approach will be used in the assessment. The IDCOR.

methodology is described in a letter from A. E. Scherer (EPRI) to F. J.
Miraglia (NRC) dated September 9, 1988 (Advanced Reactor Severe Accident
Program (ARSAP) Topic Paper Set 4).

In'its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that it agreed that features
provided-for severe-accident protection only (not required for.DBA) should-
not be subject to the environmental qualification requirements in 10 CFR
50.49, the quality assurance requirements in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B and
the redundancy / diversity requirements in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.- However,
mitigation features must be designed to operate in the severe-accident
environment for wnich they are intended and over the time span for which they 3

are needed. The staff concluded that the Evolutionary Requirements Document j
should specify a criterion that severe-accident mitigation equipment.should be '

capable of being powered from an alternate power supply as well as from the
normal Class IE onsite systems. Although the Evolutionary Requirementsi

Document did not specify this criterion, the criteria specified for electrical
systems in the document appeared to meet it. The staff further stated that a
demonstration of equipment survivability should also consider the circum-
stances of applicable initiating events (e.g., station blackout, earthquakes)
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and the environment (e.g., pressure, temperature, radiation) in which the ;
equipment it relied on to function. Appendices A and 8 to RG 1.155, " Station !

Blackout," We additional guidance on qui'ty assurance act.vities and [specifications that are appropriate for et. ament used to prevent and mitigate
the conse-quences of severe accidents.

L

,

SECY-90-016 describes the staff's position mi equipment survivability during a I
severe accident. However, the systems used to nitigate the severe accident ;

must survive in the severe-accident environment and be capable of being .

powered by an alternate power supply in addition to the normal Class lE power !

supply. In Section 6.6.5.4 of Revision 3 to Chapter 5, EPRI described the i

requirements for equipment survivability during a severe accident, and stated |that the equipment is not required to be subject to 10 CFR 50.49 relative to ;

environmental qualification or the requirements of Appendix A or B to 10 CFR |Part 50. This position is in agreement with SECY-90-016. However, Sec- i
tion 6.6.5.4 does not addrest the classification of the alternate power supply |
or the normal power supply. The staff concludes that the plant designer must '

address the survivability of the power supply and an alternate power supply.
In particular, if a Class lE power supply is not provided, the designer must i
demonstrate that the selected power supply will auieve the necessary reli- i
ability goals of the system.

|
'

The staff concludes that EPRI's position relative to not subjecting the
severe-accident equipment to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49 and Appendices A I

and B to 10 CFR Part 50 are acceptable. However, the adequacy of the power j
supply has been left to the specific design. The staff will review an ;
individual application for FDA/DC against the criteria in the SRP and [SECY-90-016 in this regard. This OSER open issue is closed. ;

!6.6.7 Containment Mixing P-ovisions j

)
Section 4.3.2.5 of Chapter 6 describes geometrical configurations inside the !containment to reduce the probability of hydrogen flame acceleration and ;

deflagration-to-detonation transition. Hydrogen generation and ignition are ;
discussed in Sections 2 and 6.5 of this chapter. Containment atmosphere

~

mixing is discussed in Chapter 6 of this report. '

6.6.8 Severe-Accident Management i

:

It has long been recognized by both the NRC and industry that while reactor !design is in itself extremely important in providing protection against-the ,

threat of severe accidents, operator intervention could also have a major r

impact on reducing accident risk. Given appropriate training and certain >

modest equipment features for accident management, including accident monitor-
ing instrumentation, there could be significant opportunities for.. operator -

;

action-in both precluding core damage and mitigating accidents that progress-
to meltdown and vessel failure. In early 1988, a cooperative effort was-
initiated with participation by the NRC, the Nuclear Management and Resources :
Council (NUMARC), EPRI, and other industry representatives to develop an .
overall approach to accident management. In SECY-88-147, " Integration Plan
for Closure of Severe Accidents," and Generic 1.etter 88-20, . the staff identi- ;
fled the development of an accident management plan by each licensee as an ;
essential ingredient of the " closure" process for severe accidents. However,

t

!e
:
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Generic tetter 88-20 did not require that an accident management plan be
developed as an integrated part of the individual plant examination, on the
basis that the staff was currently working with NUMARC to develop further
guidance on this matter.

A comprehensive description of the objectives and planned approach to accident
management was subsequently provided in SECY-89-012, " Staff Plans for Accident
Management Regulatory and Research Program." improvements in current utility
capabilities in five general areas were also identified in this paper.
Improvements in these areas would be achieved through the development and
implementation by each utility of an " accident management plan."

In support of this activity, industry has initiated a program on accident |

management described in SECY-90-313. " Status of Accident Management Program )
'

and Plans for Implementation." Industry efforts are being coordinated by
NUMARC and involve the participation of EPRI and the owners group for each
reactor vendor. The industry program involves three major activities that are
currently scheduled to be completed by 1993. ,

The NRC is continuing to work with industry toward resolving of accident
management issues. Key activities in the resolution process include comple-
tion and NRC review of the NUMARC process for evaluating accident management
capabilities, and the vendor-specific accident management guidance. Subse-
quently, the NRC will issue a letter to all licensees providing guioance on
developing an accident management plan and requesting each licensee to develop
and implement such a plan. Current plans are to issue this letter in late
1993. The generic letter will address the role of industry products in the
development of the desired utility accident management capabilities and will
provide further guidance as needed. *

In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document made no commitment to use the severe-accident management
information gained from this program, specifically such design 'information as
identification of equipment useful for accident management. in Se::-
tion 2.3.3.8 of Revision 1 of Chapter 1 of.the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, EPRI includes additional requirements in this area. This section
requires that a technical basis for a severe accident management program,
including emergency procedure guidelines (EPGs), to ensure core-damage
prevention and mitigation, including meeting offsite dose limits, will be
developed by the plant designer. The plant designer will use the plant-
specific PRA and other relevant information to confirm that the plant design
is compatible with the EPGs and severe-accident management program. As
discussed in Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 1 of this report, the staff concludes
that these requirements are consistent with the Commission's severe accident
policy. The staff concludes that these requirements, while consistent with
the Commission's severe accident policy, du-not go far enough in clarifying
the responsibility of the AtWR designer to explicitly address ALWR accident
management capabilities / features as part of the design process. While it is
premature for advanced reactor vendors to submit detailed plans for accident

4 management, since methods and guidance on developing such-plans are still
| being developed as part of the-accident management program, it is appropriate

for vendors to consider accident management aspects of the advanced reactors
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at the design stage. Thi.e should include the development of accident manage-
ment strategies, such as those identified in Generic Letter 88-20, Supple-
ment 2, and/or the incorporation of design features to facilitate (or elimi-
nate the need for) implementation of a strategy. The motivation for address-
ing accident management measures at the design stage is that, if identified
early, specific provisions can be made in the plant design to facilitate such
measures (e.g., automation of otherwise manual actions or the use of remote-
manual rather than local manual valves). The PRA should be used as a tool for
identifying and assessing potential accident management measures.

The advanced reactor vendors should also identify, to the extent practical, a
path to resolving 6ccident management, and the respective responsibilities of
the vendor and the combined license applicant for addressing each of the five
elements of accident management. Vendors are in a position to do this since
the elements and scope of accident management have been reasonably well -

defined, and because draft methods and guidance on developing accident
management plans are current available (e.g., the " Process for Evaluating
Accident Management Capabilities" developed by NUMARC, and the " Severe
Accident Management Guidance Technical BatP. Report" developed by EPRI).

As part of its review of an individual application for FDA/DC, the staff will
perform a preliminary review of (1) the accident mana@ ment features /
capabilities of each ALWR design and (2) the vendor's plans and commitments
for developing the detailed accident management plan. A more detailed
assessment will be performed by the staff after the ALWR design details have
been established and each of the elements of accident management have been
addressed by an applicant for a combined license. With this clarification,
this DSER open issue is closed.

,

6.6.9 Externally Initiated Severe Accidents

Evidence from previous PRAs and other severe-accident studies indicates that
externally initiated severe accidents can represent a significant contribution
to overall plant risk. Appendix A to Chapter 1 of the EvolutionarnRequire-
ments Document includes information on EPRI's proposed approach for addressing,

| external events. The staff's evaluation of this issue is in Appendix A to'

Chapter 1 of this report.
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7 BWR MITIGATION / CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS

7.1 Introduction

Section 7 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
'

mitigm :on requirements applicable to the BWR version of the ALWR. The
Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the containment system for the
ALWR BWR will includc a pressure-suppression pool, drywell, wetwell airspace,
and drywell/wetwell vent system in a steel-lined, reinforced-concrete contain-
ment vessel. A reactor building will be integral with and surround the
primary containment, serving as a fission product leakage centrol barrier.
The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the containment system,(

'

operating in conjunction with other plant systems, must limi^. fission product
leakage from a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) to values no greater
than those required to meet both the control room dose limits of GDC : 4 of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 :nd the offsite dose limits of 10 CFR Fart 100.7

BWR containment protection from reverse pressurization is described in
Chapter 6. The BWR secondary containment function will be provided by the
fission product leakage control system described in Section 6.4 of Chapter 5
and Section 4.4 of Chapter 6. The staff's review of that system is given in =

;

the corresponding sections of this report.

7.2 Performance Reauirements

in Sections 7.2.5 and 8.1.2.4 of Revision 0 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, EPRI stated that containment subcompartment pressure
capability will be evaluated in accordance with Section 3 of Revision 0 of

4 Appendix A to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Thic
section indicated that the leak-before-break criterion is to be used to
eliminate the need to cons'kr the dynamic effec'.s of pipe breaks, including
rapid subcompartment pro 'on. In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff
stated that, although the recent revision to CDC 4 allows this approach to be
taken and, therefore, is acceptable for the narrow case of design-basis acci-
dents (DBAs), the staff was concerned about subcompartment performance during
accidents that go beyond DBAs. For example, the capabilitt n' the reactor
cavity design to mitigate severe accidents may be jeoparf i t by the literal
application of this approach. The staff concluded that EPRI should address
the effect of this approach with respect to severe-accident mitigation.

In Section 6.6.2.5 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5, EPRI stated that localized
4 pressure in the reactor cavity or lower drywell.will be considered in the

evaluation of severe-accident events. These events will include such
sequences as low-pressure-melt ejection and core debris interaction. The
commitments in the Evolutionary Requirements Document are consistent with the
staff's position as described in SECY-90-016. However, additional criteria
for ALWRs specified in both SECY-90-016 and the staff requirements memorandum
(SRM) dated June 26, 1990, include the need for

#

a reliable depressurization system=

cavity design feaSres to decrease the amount of ejected core debris thata

reaches the upper containment-
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Because these requirements can only be implemented during the design of the'

system, the staff expects to evaluate the capabiltty of the reactor cavity and
! the lower drywell area of each specific design against the criteria in SECY-
i 90-016 and the SRM dated June 26, 1990. The staff will also evaluate the
i bases on which the applicant has concluded that the design has satisfied all
! of these criteria. Therefore, the staff will evaluate this matter during its

revicw of an individual application for FDA/DC. This DSER open issue is
closed.;

Section 7.2.1 of Chapter 5 states that the containment design conditions will
,! be based on the limiting double-ended guillotine break (LOCA). Since the BWR

has no external recirculation system, the DBA LOLA will not be a
recirculation-line break. The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that

,
leak-before-break methodology may be used where possible in subcompartment
pressurization analyses consistent with the " broad scope iile" modification to
GDC 4 (see 53 FR 11311, " Supplementary I",Mrmation"). .% taff's evaluation,

.

of leak before break is given in Section 4.5.5 of Chap n af this report.'

In Section 7.2.24 of Revision 0 to Chapter 5 of the Requirements Document,
EPRI stated that main steam isolation valve (MSIV) leakage is assumed to be
500 to 1000 scfm (standard cubic feet per minute). EPRI indicated that this i

was a typographical error ("scfm" should be "scfh" (standard cubic feet per j
4

hour)). In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that this value, never- I

theless, represented a significant increase with respect to current practice.
~ The staff conluded that EPRI had provided insufficient justification to

support the proposed MSIV leakage rate.

In Section 1.2.3.5 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5. EPRI stated, in part, that the
BWR MSIV total allowed leakage rate, assumed for the licensing-dosign-basis

i (LDB) dose calculation, will be 35 scfh at design pressure for each main
steamline. The staff will assess this value using a radiological analysis for
the potential source of containment atmospheric leakage during its review of
an individual application for FDA/DC. The calculated dose will be required to4

j meet regulatory requirements.

5 However, dit ct cycle of a BWR plant results in the transport of some radioac-
: tivity from reactor coolant to steam, condensate, and the feedwater system.

In Section 5.3.3,9 of Chapter 3, EPRI states that a separate MSIV leak.

1 detection and control (MSIV-LCS) will not be provided. EPRI is taking credit
for the mitigative capabilities of the main steamlines,..the bypass lines, and
the condenser. Section 5.3.3.8 of Chapter 3 states that the main steam-lines

I will be designed as seismic Category I from the reactor vessel to the seismic
restraint located between the MSIV and the turbine stop valve and Quality4

Group A from the reactor vessel to and including the outboard MSIV. The staff
is continuing its review' of EPRl's models. for holdup, plateout, and resus-
pension in the main steamlines, the bypass lines, and the condenser. In order
to accept the mitigative capabilities of the main steamlines and the condens-
er, the staff would need to find these models acceptable and would require the

,

main steamlines, up to and including the turbine stop valve,. and the bypass
lines to be designed to seismic Category I and Quality Group B standards, and
the condenser would be required to be seismically qualified. The staff's
proposed resolution for BWR main steamline classification is in Section 2.3.1
of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.
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) By letter dated March 18, 1988, the staff stated that EPRI should address the
criteria for maximum allowable suppression pool bypass leakage. Sec-

: tion 7.2.17 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5 of the Requirements Document requires a
vacuum breaker system design that will preclude steam bypass or, as an
alternative, consideration of reverse vent clearing. These provisions re
intended- for mitigative design-basis accidents without relying on containment
spray, thus enabling the containment spray system to be designed to non-

*

: safety-grade standards. The staff does not accept this position. Because the
: ALWR BWR design requirements do not provide for safety-related fan coolers,

the BWR design, in the absence of engineered safety features (ESF)-grade>

$

sprays, does not provide for any active containment atmosphere heat removal
; system that would be designed to the requirements for an ESF system (e.g.,'

Quality Group B, seismic Category I). The staff concludes that an ESF
containment spray system is a necessary component in a pressure-suppression,

containment design because of the benefits associated with mitigation of steam:

| bypass as well as reduction of the containment atmosphere temperature follow-
; ing steamline breaks (in which the containment atmosphere is superheated).

Since spray systems also mitigate the consequences of certain pool dynamic.

load phenomena (ct.ugging loads) and provide for effective containment atmo-
j sphere mixing, the staff concludes that containment sprays are sufficiently
-

important to warrant the more stringent requirements associated with ESF
i systems. The sta" Mll evaluate this matter during its review of an individ-
! ual application foi JA/DC. This DSER open issue is closed. (See also
; Section 4.4 of this cnapter.)

7.3 Eauioment Desian Reauirements

Section 7.3 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Documeilt requires
! the suppression pool and associated airspace to be enclosed. This feature, '
'

provided by a steel-diaphragm-lir.ed floor, is intended to prevent the poten-
tial spread of radioactivity in the pool water into operatin' areas and to

i keep the pool water from being contaminated by material fallin3 into the pool.
It also provides for separation of the containment from equipment areas

'

i required to be accessible during operation, making practical the use of-
'

inerting for combustible gas control. The Evolutionary Requirements Document
specifies that the suppression pool will be sized to accommodate the DBA,

without an " upper pool dump" as required by the Mark III containment-design.
The staff concludes that these features do not conflict-with SRP Section
6.2.1.1.C, " Pressure-Suppression-Type BWR Containments," and are, therefore,
acceptable, subject to its final review of more detailed information during; ,

; the review of an application for FDA/DC.
'

For severe-accident mitigation, capability will be provided to gravity dump a
limited amount of the suppression pool water ii.to the lower drywell in order'

to provide core debris cooling as described in Section 6.6.2 of this chapter.
.

E

<
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j 8 PWR MITIGATION / CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS

i 8.1 Primary Containment

j The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the PWR containment should
be designed to provide a leak-tight barrier to prevent uncontrolled release of

; radioactivity in the event of a postulated accident. The Evolutionary'

Dequirements Document describes the PWR containment as a "large, dry type
4 .ontainment." Chapter 6 further indicates that a steel-cylinder type is
j preferred and that a containment spray system to remove containment heat and
; provide fission pi d uct control should be included in the design.
.

Section 8.2.4.2 of Chapter 5 states that:

j The containment design pressure and temperature must be equal to or*

greater than the pressure and temperature conditions resulting from
| postulated loss-of-coolant, steamline , or feedwater-line-break acci-

dents.4

1

i
The containment will have .ufficient free internal volume to ensure thata

i the concentration of hyd agen inside the containment is less than
: 13 percent by volume, based on uniformly distributed concentrations of

hydrogen generated by the equivalent of a 75-percent active fuel clad-,

ding-water reaction during an accident.a

'

In Section 2.4.1.3 of Revision 0 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, EPRI stated that at the preliminary design stage, a margin will be-

provided between calculated peak pre sure and design pressure of 10 percent4

i for dry containments and 15 percent for pressure-suppression containments.
This requirement has been deleted from Section 2.4.1.3. The deletion of this
requirement is acceptable because the margin between calculated peak p:: .sure,

'

and t.ontainment design pressure is only applicable at the construction permit
j stage of the licensing review. The evolutionary ALWR design will.be licensed
i under 10 CFR Part 52; therefore, the information required will be that
: required in a final safety analysis report. The requirements of Section
i 8.2.4.2 of Chapter 5 conform to the NRC criteria in SRP Section 6.2.1.1.A,

"PWR Dry Containments, Including Subatmospheric Containments," and are, there-i

fore, acceptable.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the containment must be
'

designed to ensure that adequate protection exists from external pressure
conditions that may result, for example, from inadvertent actuation of
containment spray systems. This external pressure design criterion conforms
to the NRC criteria in SRP Section 6.2.1.1. A and is,- therefore, acceptable.

Section 8.2.5.2 of Chapter 5 requires that instrumentation be provided to
monitor conditions within the containment during and following.an accident.
This instrumentation will include-the capability for measuring containment
radioactivity, hydrogen (or oxygen) concentration, pressure, temperature, and

.

in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) level. This criterion for
instrumentation related to containment functional design conforms to the NRC
acceptance criteria in SRP Section 6.2.1.1. A and is, therefore, acceptable.
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Containment Desian leak Rate

In Sections 1.2.3.5 and 8.2.4.5 of Chapter 5, EPRI states that (1) the
containment leak rate allowance must be 0.5 percent per day or greater at
design pressure in order to provide more operating flexibility for c'ntainment
leak rate testing and associated maintenance, while still meeting 10 CFR
Part 100 dose criteria for design-basis events, and (2) the conta!nment _

'

leakage varies as a function of containment pressure.
|

In its DSER for Chapter 5, the staff stated that these positions represent !

significant relaxations of the containment leak rate. Although the rationale
portion for the position stated in Section 8.1.2.5 of Chapter 5 notes that the
containment features will be selected to minimize leakage, the incentive to ;

increase leakage to 0.5 percent per day is also stated to include a reduced |
need to maintain valve leakage integrity and avoid lost power generation

-

associated with the inability to satisfy containment integrated leakage rate
requirements. The staff was concerned that, in large measure, the basis for ,

these relaxations comes from the application of new source-term-approaches. i

1

iAt present, the containment design leak rate is not a fixed value, but is
determined as that value which, in combination with other plant and site
parameters, will result in calculated doses not exceeding the values given in
10 CFR Part 10 as a result of the accident postulated and evaluated using
Regulatory Guides (RGs) 1.3, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Radiological Consequences of a loss of Coolant Accident for Boiling Water i

Reactors," and 1.4, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiologi-
cal Consequences of a loss of Coolant Accident for "ressurized Water Reac-
tors." Typical containment design leak rates have bon 0.1 to 0.2 percent per
day for single-containment PWRs arid about 0.5 percent;per day or more for BWRs
with typical standby gas treatment and main steam isolation valve leakage
control systems. However, the minimum acceptable design containment leakage ,

will not be less than 0.1 percent per day. RG 1.4 specifies that for PWRs the {;

: cont 41nment leak rate is assumed to remain constant for 24' hours and reduce to
'

half the design leak rate afterwards. For BWRs, RG 1.3 specifies that the :'

i containment leak rate remains constant for the duration of the accident. |
'

t

In its letter dated May 22, 1991, EPRI stated that the ALWR containment
features will be selected to minimize leakage but there is incentive to use ai

: design-basis leakage rate of 0.5 percent per day, compared to 0.1 to 0.2
i percent per day at current plants, in order to minimize leakage rate testing

requirements. This will reduce personnel exposure associated with the repair
. of containment isolation valves and will avoid lost power generation associat-

ed with the inability to satisfy containment integrated leakage rate require-4

i ments. In addition, Section 8.3.2.1.1 of Revision 1 to Chapter 5 specified
that the containment spray system must have sufficient capability to reduce

,

containment pressere to less than 50 percent of the containment design ,

i_ pressure within 24 hours after a design-basis accident (DBA).

10 CFR Part 100 requires that, as an aid in evaluating a proposed nuclear
power plant site, an applicant assume the expected demonstrable rate of
. leakage from the containment, t eak testing experience at nuclear power plants

: shows that a design rate of 0.1 percent per day provides adequate margin above
typical measured containment leak rates and is compatible with current leak
test methods and test acceptance criteria. Therefore, the minimum acceptable
design containment leakage rate will not be less than 0.1 percent per day.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.8-2
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The staff concludes that the assumed 0.5-percent containment leakage rate will
be evaluated to meet 10 CFR Part 100 dose requirements based on a new source-
term analysis and the actual dose rate may be lower than using current source-
term analysis. Features of containment structure and its associated penetra- ,

tion designs could minimize actual leakage much less than the allowable |leakage limit. Therefore, the staff concludes that the 0.5-percent allowable
containment leakage is acceptable provided the calculated doses for a DBA meet
the dose requirements of 10 CFR Part 100.

The staff has also reviewed EPRI's position on containment leakage rate
varying as a funct Nn of containment pressure. The staff recognizes that the
current guidance of constant or near-constant containment leak rates in RGs
1.3 and 1.4 provides substantial margins when compared to varying the leakage
rate as a function of pressure. However, since the regulatory guides were
published, knowledge of the phenomenology of the effects of containment
pressure on the leakage rate has increased. The staff has determined that
pressure curves can be conservatively developed that provide adequate margin
without resorting to the restrictive guidance of RGs 1.3 and 1.4. Therefore,
EPRI's position on variation in containment leakage as a function of contain-
ment pressure is acceptable provided leak tests are performed periodically to
reconfirm the pressure leak rate profiles described. The staff will evaluate
this matter during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC or
combined license. This DSER open issue is closed.

In Sections 7.2.5 and 8.1.2.4 of Chapter 5 of Revision 0 of Chapter 5 of the
Evoluntionary Requirements Document, EPRI stated that containment subcompart-
ment pressure capability will be evaluated in accordance witt Section 3
Revison 0 of of Appendix A to Chapter I of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. Section 3 indicated that the leak-before-break criterion is to be
used to eliminate the need to consider the dynamic effects of pipe breaks,
including rapid subcompartment pressurization. The staff's evaluation of this,

j issue is in Section 7.2 of this chapter.

8.2 Containment Sorav System

| In Section 8.3.1.2 of Chapter 5, EPRI states that the' function of the contain-
ment spray system (CSS) is to reduce the containment temperature and pressure
following a LOCA or secondary system pipe rupture accident inside the contain-'

ment by removing thermal energy from the containment atmosphere. In addition,
the Evoltionary Requirements Document states that the CSS shoald be designed

- to rer.ove fission products from the containment atmosphere in order to reduce
! the inventory'of fission products available for leakage from the containment.

The doca. ment states that the CSS should consist of an IRWST that is shared by
two inoependent, 100-percent-capacity trains. Each train should contain a
containment spray (CS) pump, a heat exchanger, a suction line from the IRWST,_
a. dis:harge line to the containment spray headers, and associated piping,
valves, instrumentation, and controls.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document requires.that the CS pumps be identical
to the RHR pumps. Interconnections should be provided to permit the use of an

: RHR pump as a backup to a CS-pump if a CS pump is out of service. In addi-
!' tion, the CSS design will ensure that required pump net positive suction head
j (NPSH) is available for all operating conditions. Supporting analyses will

account for suction piping and other head losses._ No credit will be taken for
-

coolant subcooling or elevated containment pressure. The IRWST level will be

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 5.8-3
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assumed to be at the minimum value calculated during CSS operation, assuming
worst-case instrumentation errors. The suction connection to the IRWST will
be designed to ensure that vortexing cannot occur.

The staff concludes the provisions discussed above are consistent with the
guidance of SRP Section 6.2.2, " Containment Heat Removal Systems," and are,
therefore, acceptable.

Section 8.3.2.2.2 of Chapter 5 specifies that the spray water will not contain
additives, such as sodium hydroxide, for maintaining basic pH in order to
enhance the removal of fission products, in Section 4.3 of the source-term
report for the evolutionary plant design dated October 18, 1990, EPRI stated

Ithat "the importance of controlling pH in this situation (during an accident]
is clear, and so it is assumed here that measures will be taken in ALWRs to
assure that the pH of the containment water is maintained in an all-saline
state for the accident duration."

In revised SRP Section 6.5.2, " Containment Spray as a Fission Product Cleanup
System," the staff acknowledges that a chemical additive is not required
during spray injection, but that pH should be maintained at 7 or above during
the entire duration of an accident to minimize the formation of elemental
iodine in the containment water and revaporization into the containment
atmosphere. A pH control is also required by Branch Technical. Position MTEB
6-1 (SRP Section 6.1.1, " Engineered Safety Features Materials"), which speci-
fies a basic environment for preventing corrosion of austinitic stainless
steel. The staff concludes that Section 8.3.2.2.2 of Chapter 5 regarding the
elimination of additives is acceptable. As discussed in Section 2.5.2.2 of
Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report, this OSER open issue is closed.
However, an applicant for a combined license will be required to submit a
description of the methods to ensure proper postaccident pH control is
maintained for iodine control and for protection of austenitic steels.

Section 8.2.3.9.2 of Revision 0 of Chapter 5 specified a fouling factor of
0.0005 for the design of CS heat exchangers. The staff questioned EPRI on the
selection of this value. In its August 16, 1988, response, EPRI indicated
that 0.001 would be used for the CS heat exchangers. The staff concludes that
a fouling factor of 0.001 is acceptable and is consistent with Standard T-2.41
of the Tubular Heat Exchangers Manufacturers Association.

In its letter dated August 16, 1988, EPRI committed to revise Sec-
tion 8.2.3.13.2 of Revision 0 of Chapter 5 to specify the capability for
manual (in addition to automatic) actuation of the containment spray system.
In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff concluded that the modification was
acceptable because it was consistent with Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers (IEEE) 279.

In its letter dated May 22, 1991, EPRI stated that it had added Section
8.2.3.1 to Chapter .0 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document to state:

The M-MIS [ man-machine interface systems] for the protection and
safety systems shall normally provide for automatic startup or
actuation. That is, the condition which requires the protection or
safety action shall initiate the appropriate system action without
operator action. The operators, however, shall also be able to
manually initiate the system action.
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Because the added requirement is applicable to manual actuation of the
containment spray system, the staff concludes that this modification accept-
ably resolves this issue. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

8.3 Fission Product Removal and Control System

The fission product removal and control function for the PWR is provided by
the containment spray system described in Section 8.2 tabove).
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9 CONCLUSION

Subject to resolution of the identified open issue, the staff concludes that
the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document for engineered safety systems do not conflict with current
regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not
provide sufficient information for the NRC staff to determine that the plant-
specific engineered safety systems will be adequate. Applicants referencing
the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate
compliance with the additional guidance provided in the Standard Review Plan
(NUREG-0800), or provide justification or alternative means of implementing
the associated regulatory requirements.

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document specifies requirements that, subject to resolution of the identified
open issue and the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if properly
translated into a design and constructed and operated in accordance with the
NRC regulations in force at the time the design is submitted, should result in
a nuclear power plant whose engineered safety systems will perform 'as-designed
and have all<the attributes required by the regulations to ensure that there
is no undue risk to the health and safety of the.public or to the environment.
In addition to complying with existing regulations, such a facility would also
be consistent with Commission policies for severe-accident protection.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS '

Appendix A of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
definitions of terms and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list
of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report.
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APPENDIX B
GENERIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ISSVES

The original version of the Evolutionary Requirements Document presented
EPRl's requirements to address the resolution of generic safety issues in
Appendix B of each chapter. In DSER for Chapter 5, the staff evaluated EPRI's
requirements to address the resolution of the following issues:

Issue A-44 Station Blackout
Issue A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements
Issue A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on

Safety Equipment
Issue 0.2 Emergency Core Cooling System Capability for Future Plants
Issue II.E.4.3 Containment Design - Integrity Check
Issue 70 Power-Operated Relief Valve (PORV) and Block Valve

Reliability (PWRs)
Issue 84 Combustion Engineering (CE) PORVs
Issue 96 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Suction Valve Testing
Issue 99 Reactor Coolant System (RCS)/RHR Suction Line Valve Inter-

lock in PWRs
Issue 105 Interfacing System Loss-of-Coolant Accident at BWRs
Issue 117 Allowable Outage Times for Diverse, Simultaneous Equipment

Outages
Issue 120 On-Line Testability of Protection Systems (Leakage Testing

of Pressure Isolation Valves)
Issue 93 Steam Binding of Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (PWRs)
Issue 121 Hydrogen Control for large Dry Containments
Issue 122.la Davis-Besse loss-of-All-Feedwater Event - Common Mode Fail-

ure of Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Discharge Isolation Valve
Closed Position

Issue 122.lb Davis-Besse loss-of-All Feedwater Event - Exces:ive Delay in
Recovery of Auxiliary Feedwater

Issue 122.lc Davis-Besse loss-of-All Feedwater Event - Adequacy of Emer-
gency Procedures, Operator Training and Available Plant
Monitoring Systems,

' Issue 124 Reliability of Auxiliary Feedwater System
Issue 125.11.7 Long-Term Generic Actions as a Result of the Davis-Besse

Event of June 9,1985 - Reevaluate Provisions To Automati-,

cally Isolate Feedwater From Steam Generator During Line
Break

Issue 125.11.11 Long-Term Generic Actions as a Result of the Davis-Besse
Event of June 9,1985 - Recovery of Main Feedwater as Alter-
native to Auxiliary Feedwater

Issue 132 RHR Pumps Inside Containment

In Revision 1 to the Evolutionary Requirements Document, submitted by. letter.
dated September 7,1990, EPRI relocated its requirements .to address generic
safety issues that were unresolved as of January 1,1990, to Appendix B to
Chapter 1. As a result, a number of generic safety issues that were addressed
in the original Evolutionary Requirements Document are no longer addressed.
The staff has provided its evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address
generic safety issues in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report and has also.

documented its closure of open and confirmatory issues associated with generic
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;. safety issues no longer addressed by-EPRI. Therefore, as discussed in
Section 3 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report, the DSER open and,

i confirmatory issues associated with Unresolved Safety Issues A-44 and A-48 and
| Generic Safety Issues II.E.4.3, 70, 84, 96, 99,-105, 120, and 121 are closed,
i.
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APPENDIX C

{ OPTIMlZATION SUBJECTS
,

) The original versian of the Evolutionary Requirements Document presented
,' EPRI's requirements to address EPRI-defined optimization subjects-in Appen-

dix C to Chapter 5. In the DSER for Chapter 5, the staff discussed Type C
leakage rate testing it..ervals and source-term issues. In Revision 1 to the

i

i,
Evolutionary Requirements Document, submitted by letter dated September 7,
1990, EPRI relocated its discussion of optimization subjects to Appendix B to

: Chapter 1. The staff has provided its evaluation of EPRI's requirements to
address these issues in Section 2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.
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i APPENDIX D
| REGULATORY DEPARTURE ANALYSIS

Appendix D to the DSER for Chapter 5 provided the staff's regulatory departure
analysis required by the Commission staff requirements memorandum of

,i August 24, 1989. Because this analysis affects the entire Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff has provided this analysis in Appendix B to
Chapter 1 of this report,
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CHAPTER 6, " BUILDING DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENT",

1 INTRODUCTION,

This chapter of tht SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 6,
"8uilding Design and Arrangement," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document

2 through Revision 3. Chapter 6 was prepared, under the project direction of
EPRI and the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion Engineering;
.Bechtel Power Corporation; Commonwealth Edison Company; Duke Power Company;

, General Electric Company;. MPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy Incorporated; Sargent
] and Lundy Engineers; Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation; Westinghouse

Electric Corporation; Yankee Atomic Electric Company; and EPRI.

On November 18, 1988, EPRI submitted Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document for staff review. By letters dated February 23, March 22,
April 28, June 8, August 30, and Novembar 11, 1989, the staff requested that
EPRI supply additional information. EPRI provided the information in its:

responses dated July 3, August 18, October 19, and December 22, 1989, and
January 18, 1990. Topic papers in Appendix B of the original version of this-
chapter were relocated to Appendix B of Chapter 1.

On January 15, 1991, the staff issued its'DSER for Chapter 6 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document. On April 9, 1991, the staff and EPRI met with4

the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on Improved Lighti

Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 6, the staff's corresponding DSER, the
cucstanding issues from the staff's review of Chapter 6,- and -EPRI's approach
to resolving each issue.

On September 7, 1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed.on April 26 and
November 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively.

,

Isl Revi w Criteriat

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary.,

Pequirements Document.

- 1.2 Scope and Structure of Chanter 6

Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Cummittee's overall requirements for building design and arrangement.

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 6 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirenents for

human factorsa

nptimization of plant volumea

architecture-

standardization*

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.1-1
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structural design basise

plant life.

site envelope.

design processe

1.3 Policy Issues

During its review of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the
Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

1.4 Outstandino issues

The DSER for Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the
following outstanding issues:

Open Issues

(1) human factors considerations (2.1 and 4.6.5)

(2) structural steel members' growth due to fire and design-basis loss-of-
coolant accident (2.1)

(3) inspections of potential structural degradation of safety-related
structures (2.1)

(4) standard embedment depth (2.1 and 3.3.2)

(5) qualification of analytical techniques for structural and mechanical
design (2.1)

;

i (6) stiffness degradation of modular concrete structures (2.1)

(7) anchorage design and installation of safety-related tanks (2.1)
,

i
(8) steel containment corrosion, spent fuel pool leakage, and degradation of

intake structures (2.1)

(9) reliability and structural strength of modularly constructed components
; (2.2)
:

| (10) location of oil-filled transformers (2.3)

(11) computer codes for evaluating shielding design (2.4),

i

! (12) use of American National Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society
| (ANSI /ANS) 2.8-1981 to determine the probable maximum precipitation and
'

probable maximum flood (3.3.1 and 3.3.2):
f
| (13) design requirements for outdoor tanks containing liquid radioactive
| material (3.3.10)
1

p (14) modification of the requirements for the design of-instrument impulse
j lines (4.2.4)

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.1-2
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(15) inservice inspection considerations (4.2.7)

(16) use of the containment air volume to dilute the containment hydrogen
concentration to less than 13 percent as the sole means of postaccident
combustible gas control (4.3.2)

(17) core debris coolability and cavity sizing criteria (4.3.2)

(18) movement of fuel (4.3.3)

(19) containment design leak rate of 0.5 percent per day (4.3.4)

(20) location of the control complex (4.6.5)

(21) exclusion of computer room, which is part of the " control room emergency
zone," from " control room envelope" (4.6.5)

Confirmatory Issues

(1) design criteria for fire exits (2.3)

(2) fire barriers between the control room and peripheral rooms (2.3)

(3) clarification of the discussion of the general security requirements
related to building design and arrangement (2.3)

(4) level of embedment for PWR containment building (3.3.2)

(5) alternative seismic restraints (4.2.3)

(6) vertical separation requirements for cable trays (4.2.6)

(7) compliance with Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 384
(4.2.6)

(8) use of lightweight conduit, fittings, and cable tray materials (4.2.6)

(9) assigning of aisles and corridors to the safety trains (4.2.6)

(10) use of ANSI N101.4-1972 for coatings (4.2.10)

(11) addition of the commitment to meet ANSI N101.4-1972 for
qualification of coatings (4.3.2)

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in greater detail
in the appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical
notation following each issue. All issues identified in the DSER for
Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document have been resolved.

1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Soecific Items

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed below. The designators in
front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The letter
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant designs. The first
EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.1-3
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?

f
!

number designates the chapter in which it -is identified. The letter "V" !
'designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific itum. The final number is
;the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.
.

E.6.V-1 thermal growth of steel members (2.1) ;

i

E.6.V-2 inspectability of structural walls (2.1) |

E.6.V-3 deviations from National Fire Protection Association codes and
standards (2.3) :

;

E.6.V-4 qualification criteria for fire barriers (2.3) |

E.6.V-5 fire protection features in the_ heating, ventilation, and air i
conditioning (HVAC) design criteria (2.3) {

E.6.V-6 compliance with the requirements of Three Mile Island (TMI) Action [
Plan item II.B.2 (2.3) r

|

E.6.V-7 details of shielding design and shielding computer codes (2.3, 2.4, i,

and 4.2 8) '!
!E.6.V-8 effect of site-specific topography on standard overall site arrange-

ment (3.1) ,

!

E.6 V-9 flooding protection design requirements (3.3.1) {
r
'

E.6.V-10 alternative seismic restraint devices (4.2.3)

E.6.V-ll . piping and instrument line support design (4.2.4)
'E.6.V-12 description of airborne radioactive material sources (4.2.5)
:

E.6.V-13 potential high-radiation areas, shielding, and measures for minimiz- j
ing exposure (4.2.8 and 4.2.9)

E.6.V-14 review of coatings against SRP Section 6.1.2 (4.2.10 and 4.3.2)_ .

E.6.V-15 use of epoxy-coated reinforcing bars at' intake structures (4.2.11) j

E.6.V-16 features to ensure H2 concentrations do not exceed detenation ;

levels (4.3.2) :

E.6-V-17 elimination of diagonal rebar in reinforced-concrete containment -i
(4.3.2)

E.6-V-18 floor size- for reactor vessel cavity /drywell (4.3.2) {
E.6-V-19 . design features that preclude potentially lethal radiation-levels ,

(4.3.3) |

'E.6.V-20 containment access control (4.3.3 and 4.3.4) f
E.6.V-21 - details of design of BWR reactor building (4.4.2)
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E.6.V-22 details of design of PWR auxiliary building (4.4.3)

E.6.V-23 turbine-generator building seismic design loading (4.5.2)

E.6.V.24 details of design of BWR turbine-generator building (4.5.4)

E.6.V-25 details of design of radwaste facility (4.6.3)

E.6.V-26 details of emergency onsite power supply facility-(4.6.4)

E.6.V-27 details of HVAC design for control complex (4.6.5)

E.6.V-28 details of design of technical support center (4.6.6)

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.1-5
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2 KEY REQUIREMENTS

2.1 General Desian Reauirements and Policy Statements

Section 1 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
those policies established by the ALWR Vtility Steering Committee relating to
constructibility, operability, maintainability, sabotage, and standar ".Iation
as they relate to building design and arrangement. The following is a summary
of these posicies:

With regard to the arrangement of bu.1 dings, emphasis is to be placed on*

improved constructibility through matnial selection, component stan-
dardization, and space layout to mir.imize interferences and improve
accessibility.

Operability and maintainability are to be improved through activities*

that emphasize accessibility in the design, including the use of early
periodic design reviews and the separation of potentially contaminated
spaces from noncontaminated spaces.

EPRI states that improvements in operation and maintenance are expected
to be accomplished by providing space for access to operate and maintain
components (space requirements will be determined by performing mainte-
nance reviews at early design stages), and by separating potentially
contaminated areas from noncontaminated areas. Historically, plant i

maintenance has accounted for most of the occupatiar,al dose at light-
water reactors. Increasing accessibility to components located in
radiological control areas (RCAs) will facilitate maintenance operations
on these components, will decrease the maintenance time spent in the "

RCA, and will result in overall lower occupational doses.

Vulnerability to sabotage is to be minimized through the physical*

separation of engineered safety systems, access control, and implementa-
tion of the physical security provisions as described in Chapter 9 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

,

! The standardization objectives outlined in Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary*

Requirements Document are to be implemented through the use of a:

standard power generation complex and a reference site arrangement at,

described in Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.;

Section 2.1 of Chapter 6 identifies the general design requirements relateo to-

*

(1) human factors, (2) space and volume optimization, (3) architecture and
appearance, (4) standardization, (5) structural design bases,-(6) plant life,;

| (7) site envelope, and (8) the design process.
,-

' Human Factors Considerationsi

In its letter of August 30, 1990, the staff requested that EPRI provide addi-
tional information on the requirements and acceptance criteria-for human
factors considerations to ensure that operability and maintainability are-'

achieved in building arrangements. The staff also requested that EPRI provide'

information on the scope and objectives of EPRI NP-4350, " Human Engineering
Guidelines'for Maintainability," which was referenced in Section 2.1.1 of '

:
EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.2-1
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I Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. In the DSER for Chap-
ter 6, the staff concluded that the need for additional information on the'

requirements and acceptance criteria for human factors considerations and on
the scope and objectives of EPRI NP-4350 should be considered open issues.

! The staff's evaluation of human factors considerations is provided in Chapter
,

j 10 of this report. Therefore, this OSER open issue is closed.

Eouipment Accessibility

.
Section 2.1.1.2 of Chapter 6 states that equipment located in normally

| inaccessible areas (including areas where the dose rate exceeds 100 mrem / hour)
a will be limited to those items that do not require surveillance testing during
j operation, that are extremely reliable, or that will not impair plant avail-
; ability if they fail. This limitation ensures the accessibility of equipment
; that may require frequent maintenance or surveillance and is acceptable.
.

Thermal Growth of Structural Steel Members

Section 2.1.5.2 of Chapter 6 states that appropriate and achievable construc-
1 tion tolerances will be provided for dimensions, locations, and clearances for
; all structural systems and components. The tolerances will be included in
' installation specifications and on drawings. In many old plant designs,
i because growth of structural steel members due to fire and the design-basis

loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) was not considered,-expensive modifications:
i had to be made. In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff recommended that EPRI

address this particular design consideration and identified this as an open
issue.

EPRI has revised Section 2.1.5.2 of Chapter 6 to reference the requiremsnts of
;

; Sections 4.5.5.1.5 and 4.5.5.6 of Chapter 1. The staff has reviewed the
requirements in Section 4.5.5.6.2 of Chapter 1 and concludes that they'

adequately address this open issue with respect to in-plant fire hazards.>

However, the design requirements in Section 4.5.5.6 of Chapter 1 alone are not
adequate to ensure that thermal growth of structural steel members due to pipe
rupture has been considered to achieve appropriate tolerances, locations, and;

clearances for structural systems and components. Accordingly, unless it can
be shown that the effects of. ir-plant . fires envelope the effect of LOCAs, the'

staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure that designers
,

consider the effects of thermal growth of structural steel members due to
LOCAs and fires. Therefore, this OSER open issue is closed.;

Inspectability

In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff recommended that all safety-related
; structures, both steel and concrete, be arranged in configurations that permit

accessibility for inspections of potential structural degradation. This
should include providing adequate physical space for inspection and surveil-3

lance as well as a reliable means for assessing potential degradation of-
structures where direct inspections are precluded (e.g., where filler material
is placed between the containment and the adjacent concrete structure). This
was identified as an open issue in the DSER.

,

EPRI has revised Section 4.2.11.1.2 of Chapter 6 to require a commen basemat
for the. power generation complex (PGC) structures including the control,
auxiliary, and containment buildings, that permits access- to both sides of all-

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.2-2
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interior structural wells. For PWR plants, Sections 4.3.4.1.1 and 4.3.4.1.2
were added to Chapter 6 and specifically require-access to the outside and
inside of the steel shell containment for inspectian< Tlie staff concludes
that the a requirements are acceptable to address the open issue for all
structural walls within the common basemat and for. Plose portions of exterior-
walls along the edge of the common basemat that are not immediately adjacent
to another building. They are-not acceptable, however, to address the issue
for exterior walls _along the edge of the common basemat that are immediately
adjacent to the exterior walls of another building supported on a s6parate
foundation (e.g., between the exterior walls of the control and turbine
building). The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure
that plant designers who propose to place a building with a separate founda-
tion adjacent to the common mat describe their proposed methods for inspecting
the structural degradation between the two foundations. Therefore, this DSER
open issue is closed.

Standard Fmbedment Deoth

Section 2.1.7 of Chapter 6 specifies a depth of 25 to 30 feet below the
average site grade level for the founding materials with the properties stated

-

Section 2 of Chapter 1. In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff stated that
additional justification was needed to establish the significance of requiring
a 25- to 30-foot standard embedment depth and recommended that EPRI provide a
discussion of how the plant designer will address the adequacy of a shallow-
soil site founded on bed rock, which is more competent than the material
defined in Table 1.2-6 of Chapter 1. This was identified as an open issue in
the DSER.

In a letter dated November IS, 1991, EPRI stated that, by definition, standard
plants will have a standard embedment. The standard embedment of 25 to
30 feet for nuclear island structures was originally specified to achieve an
appropriate bearing capacity at most soil sites. Where sites have competent
rock at shallower depths, the rock will be excavated to the depth that accom-
modates the standard plant arrangement to permit major access openings at
grade level. The staff concludes that EPRI's position is acceptable.

In a letter dated July 2, 1991, responding to the concerns-(selection of
backfill material, location of seismic. input, and soil dynamic properties for
soil-structure interaction analysis) portaining to engineering backfill-to
achieve 25- to 30-foot embedment, EPRI stated that-it is the responsibility of
the plant designer to establish these-parameters under the guidance'in SRP
Sections 3.7.1 (" Seismic Design Parameters"),- 3.7.2 (" Seismic System Analy-
sis"), and 3.7.3 (" Seismic Subsystem Analysis"), with which the ALWR program-
is committed to comply. The staff concludes that EPRl_'s response is accept-
able and will review the adequacy of the engineering backfill on a plant-
specific basis. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.-

Analytical Techniaues

Section 2.1.8.1 of Chapter 6- requires the use of " proven and verified"
computer programs for design process analyses. In the DSER for Chapter 6, the-
staff requested that EPRI clarify the criterion " proven and verified" and the-
qualification criteria and the basis thereof. This was identified as an open
issue. In a letter dated November 18, 1991, EPRI' stated that its position is
to use American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 10.4 (1987) as the

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER. 6.2-3
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guidance for verifying and validating computer programs and that this standard
will be referenced in Table 1.4-2, Chapter 1. Although ANSI 10.4 (1987) has

| been included in the list of industry technical standards '.n Table 1.4-2 of
u. apter 1, the staff has not completed its review of this standard for;

i consistency with regulatory positions. Plant designers in'.ending to use this
standard should submit a request for its approval by the NRC staff on a case-

,

by-case basis. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.,

Stiffness of Modularly Constructed Concrete Structures

! Shear wall tests at Los Alamos National Laboratory have indicated that
stiffness degrades under repeated loads. This stiffness degradation also
exists in modularly constructed concrete structures. Also, damping of modular

i concrete structures may result in characteristics dif ferent from these of
: conventionally constructed concrete structures. In the DSER for Chapter 6,

the :taff recommended that EPRI address stiffness degradation under repeated
| loads in modularly constructed concrete structures and the differences between

modularly and conventionally constructed concrete structures. The staff also
recommended that EPRI address the effects of these differences on structural;

integrity and piping and equipment design. This was identified as an open4

issue in the DSER.

) In a letter dated November 18, 1991, EPRI stated that safety-related concrete
'

; structures in ALWR plants will be constructed primarily of monolithic concrete
; similar to past practice because experience has shown that this type of

construction is more cost effective than making modules out of precast con-a

crete. Also modular construction will-be more in the form of equipment
2

modules including piping and electrical systems supported by a structural'

j steel framework attached to the primary building at connection points, which
is the same as current common practice. EPRI stated that, for this reason,

the seismic response of modules will not be substantially different from that'

in current plantt and, hence- a justification for differences in stiffness was
unwarranted. The staff agrees and concludes that EPRI's position is adequate-

; to address the issue of differences between modularly and conventionally
: constructed concrete structures. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Anchoraae of Safety-Related Tanks

The Maine Yankee Seismic Hargin Study and the resolution of Unresolved Safety
: Issue' A-46, " Seismic Qualihcations of Equipment," have indicated that the

anchorage of the safety-related tanks was a weakness at operating plants. In*

i the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff recommended that EPRI emphasize tank
2 anchorage design and installation in the Evolutionary Requirements Document

and identified this as an open issue.

Section 12.6.2 of Chapter 1 requires that anchor bolts for flat-bottom tanks'

be extended at least 2 feet above the concrete foundation level and that the<

anchor bolt chairs be extended full height and continuously welded to the tank
wall. These requirements are intended'to distribute seismic forces and to

; develop ductility. The staff concludes that these requirements acceptably
address this issue. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

i

;
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j Corrosion and leakage

In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff recommended that EPRI-thoroughly assess;
' the potential for steel containment corrosion, spent fuel pool leakage, and

degradation _ of intake structures, and reflect the assessment in the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document. Because Section 4.3.4.1.1 of Chapter 6 requires
the inclusion of appropriate corrosion allowance in the design of steel shell4

containments and Section 2.3.1.1.6 of Chapter 7 requires that a leak chase
i system be installed to collect any potential leakage behind the welJ seams of
{ the spent fuel pool liner plate, the staff concludes t. hat EPRI has provided
j requirements that adequately address these concerns. Therefore, this DSER
j open issue is closed.

{ Conclusion

; The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 2.1 of Chapter 6 of the
i Evolutionary Requirements Document are consistent with regulatory criteria and
i are, therefore, acceptable.
!

,

Dmjpn for Construction2.2
i

Section 2.2 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document identifies+

' the key requirements necessary to ensure that plant construction is consistent
' with operational and maintainability goals. Such key requirements include:
i (1) construction sequence, (2) segregation of safety-related and non-safety-

related construction areas, (3) modularization, and (4) startup testing..

! Preliminary construction schedules.are provided by EPRI. in Appendices B (BWR)
i and C (PWR) of Chapte! 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. EPRI
! emphasizes the physical separation of safety-related and non-safety-related
i areas to minimize construction costs in non-safety-related areas.. EPRI
~

requires that the plant design permit preassembly and installation of large-
modules in plant construction and-that the plant design . include features that,

; permit construction startup testing to be integrated with preoperational
testing.

; The staff was concerned about the widespread use of. modular construction being
i proposed throughout the Evolutionary Requirements Document. In the DSER for
j Chapter 6, if recommended that EPRI provide the staff with an analysis

demonstrating.that the same degree of structural strength and reliability
j provided in conventional. nuclear power plant construction will be maintained
j -with the modularization scheme ~ proposed in the Evolutionary Requirements
; Document. This was identified as an apen issue in the DSER.

i In a letter dated November 11, 1991, EPRI stated that any unusual structural
modules that could perform other than as an irtegral or composite part of the;

structure will require justification on a plant-specific basis. The staff
concludes that EPRI's position is acceptable and will review individual

; applications for FDAfDC to evaluate the proposed use of any ' unusual structural
' modules (if any)' by the plant designer. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
j closed.

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 2.2 of Chapter _6 are4

| consistent with SRP criteria and are, therefore, acceptable.

EPRI Evolutionary-P1 ant SER 6.2-5
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j 2.3 Desian for Safet
s

Section 2.3 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document identifies:

the key requirements necessary to ensure that safety considerations are'

integrate ' into building design along with operationt i. naintenance, and
constructisn schedule needs. EPRI places emphasis on using plant structures

i to the extent practicable for access control and radiation shielding and on,

| avoiding the routing of non-safety-related piping and ducting in the vicinity
j of safety-related equipment.

Fire Protection

Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 6 specifies the following requirements for passive
: fire protection features:
;
i

Construction materials in buildings will conform to the requirements of*

i SRP Section 9.5.1, " Fire Protectioi Program."

Cooling towerr will be constructed of noncombustible materials.} =

1
| Design of openings thyough fire barriers will conform to SRP Sec-*

tion 9.5.1.

Rooms for computers that are not part of the control room complex and |; *

that perform safety-related functions will be separated from other areas'

i of the plant and from their redundant backups by barriers with a minimum
fire resistance ratinc of 3 hours.

4

Switchgear rooms containing safety-related equipment will be separated*

; from the remainder of the plant by 3-hour-fire barriers, redundant
i switchgear safety divisions will be separated from one another by
: 3-hour-fire barriers, and equipment in switchgear rooms will be accessi-

ble, to the extent practicable, on all sides for manual fire suppres-'

| sion.

Redundant safety-related panels remote from the control room complex*

will be separated from each other by barriers with a minimum fire
resistance rating of 3 hours, and panels that provide remote shutdown,

capabilities will be separated from the control room complex by#

; 3-hour-fire barriers.
!

Safety-related battery rooms will be separated .from each other and from*

- other areas ~ of _the plant by 3-hour-fire _ barriers, and dc switchgear and
converters will not be located _in the battery rooms.'

Exterior walls of safety-related buildings that may be exposed to fire-*

hazards will be designed as 3-hour-fire barriers, and-the openings and
penetrations will be sealed with materials having a 3-hour-fire rating.

Outdoor oil-filled transformers will have features for confining oil-*

spill and water deluge or they will drain away from buildings. Such'

transformers will be located at least 50 feet from buildings. Exterior
buildir.g walls located in the vicinity of transformers will have a

} '3-hour-fire rating, and openings in the wall will be avoided.
i
; EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.2-6
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i
Diesel fuel oil storage areas (except day. tanks) will not be located,

*
! inside buildings containing safety-related equipment. Tanks wi Se

i totally buried or located above ground at least 50 feet from any vuild-
ing containing safety-related equipment or will be housed in a separate*

; building with a 3-hour-fire rating.
4
' Personnel access and escape routes will be provided for each fire area.*
* Fire exit routes will be clearly marked. Stairwells outside the primary

containment serving as escape routes, access routes for firefighting, or
access-routes to safe-shutdown equipment will be enclosed in masonry or
concrete towers, with a minimum 2-hour-fire rating, and self-closing,

Class B fire doors and will be provided with sufficient emergency,

; lighting. Stairwell design will conform to Chapters 6 and 7 of National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 803. Fire exits will be provided in4

j accordance with the requirements of Chapter 5 of NFPA 101.
.

; Floor drains sized to remove water used for firefighting so that*

i safety-related equipment is not flooded will be provided in those areas
4 where fixed water fire suppression systems are installed. Floor drains
; will also be provided in other areas where. hand hoses may be used, if
i such water supply could cause unacceptable damage to safety-related
; equipment. Where gas fire suppression systems are installed, drains

will be provided with adequate seals or the suppression system will be!

sized to compensate for the loss of the suppression agent through the'

! drains. Drains in areas containing combustible liquids will have
; provisions for preventing the backflow of combustible liquids into
j safety-related areas through the interconnected drain systems.

The control complex will be separated from the remainder of t;.e plant by| *

; 3-hour-fire barriers at walls, ceiling, and floor. Peripheral rooms in
| the control complex will be separated from the control room by non-
{ combustible construction with a fire resistance rating of 1 hour.
:
; The staff evaluated the criteria for the fire protection system in the

Evolutionary Requirements Document against the criteria of-SRP Section 9.5.11

| (Branch Technical Position CMEB 9.5-1, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for
i Nuclear Power Plants," July 1981) and supplemental guidance issued by the
: Commission. Three examples of such supplemental guidance are (1) Generic
4 Letter 81-12, which contains information on safe-shutdown methodology; (2)

Gtneric Letter 86-10, which contains important technical information, such as,

_

that pertaining to ccnformance with NFPA codes and standards; and (3) the
: Commission's Staff Requirements Memorandum on SECY-90-016 dated July 26, 1990.
; The staff discusses the criteria and the basis for their use in Section 2.5 of
i Chapter 5 and Section 3 of Chapter 9 of this. report. The staff's evaluation
j of the fire performance requirements in Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Require-

ments Document follows.-

; EPRI has generally fMlowed NPC's concept of defense-in-depth with regard to
fire protection. The three steps of defense-in-depth and EPRI's implementa-:

i tion of these steps follow:

(1) Reduce the possibility of fire starting in the plant - cPRI specifies
that fire-resistant and fire-retardant materials will be used in the4

design of reactor plants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements
Document to minimize and isolate fire hazards. Either low-voltage or

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.2-7
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fiberoptic multiplexed circuits will be used in ALWR designs,- thus elimi-
nating the need for cable spreading rooms and substantially reducing the

|
amount of combustible cable insulation and higher voltage ignition.

sources in the control room.

(2) Detect and suppress a fire promptly - EPRI specifies that automatic
detection and a suitable mix of automatic and manual fire suppression

1 capability will be incorporated into ALWR ;osigns.
,

(3) Ensure that any fire that might accur will not prevent safe shutdown of
4

{ the plant even if fire detection and suppression efforts should fail -
j EPRI has attempted to ensure this in the Evolutionary Requirements
J Document. A detailed evaluation of the effectiveness of this approach-

follows.
.

The fire protection program described by EPRI is intended to protect safe-*

j shutdown capability, prevent the release of radioactive materials, minimize
property damage, and protect personnel from injury as a result of fire.>

,

EPRI considered not only the three aspects of defense-in-depth outlined above,'

but also such features of general plant arrangement as

access and egress routes*
;

! equipment locations*

l
1

structural design features that separate or isolate redundant safety- !*

4 related systems

floor drains*
*

ventilationa

construction materials: a

a

: EPRI specifies that applicable NFPA codes and standards will be incorporated
in the design and layout of an ALWR facility. An ALWR designer or applicant
will be required to identify any deviations from these codes and standards and; to describe in the fire hazards analysis for a plant-specific design the-

deviations and measures taken to ensure that equivalent protection is pro-
.

vided.
t-

$ In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff stated that in its October 19, 1989,
response to the staff's request for additional information dated June 8,1989,*

EPRI had committed to change Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements-

Document to refer to SRP Section 9.5.1, Revision 1 of Generic letter 81-12,
.

and Generic Le+ter 86-10 rather than NFPA 803.
.

,

EPRI has changed the fire protection requirements to comply with the SRP
rather than NFPA 803. Sections 2.3.3.2 and 2.3.3.4 of Chapter 6 have been
revised to state that construction materials in buildings and the design of
openings through fire barriers will conform to the guidelines of SRP Section

,

9.5.1. EPRI states that the requirements will reduce the toxic and corrosive
gases resulting from fire and limit flame spread, smoke, and the amount of
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fuel present in the buildings. Because the revised requirements meet the SRP
| guidelines, the staff concludes that they are acceptable. In addition, the

staff will review applications for FDA/DC to ensure that they have also:

4 addressed the guidance in Generic Letter 81-12, Revision 1, and Generic
; Letter 86-10
;

Fire Barrier Desian
,

i In its letter of June 8,1989, the staff stated that it was concerned about
2 the qualification criteria for fire barriers, including the capability of fire
i doors, fire dampers, and fire barrier penetration seals to withstand the

effects c' fire and fire suppressants.4

! In its letter of October 19, 1989, EPRI stated its intention to conform to the
fire barrier qualification guidance in SRP Section 9.5.1. EPRI's u.snitmen

j to comply with SRP Section 9.5.1 is acceptable, and the issue is closed.
: However, because the actual details of the fire barrier design are outside the' scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff will evaluate the

design and the installation of all components of fire barriers during its
| review of an individual application for FDA/DC (during the plant-specific

licensing process).
)
i Oil-Filled Transformen
,

i In its letter of June 8,1989, the staff stated that it was concerned that
'

oil-filled transformers could be located less than 50 feet from exterior
j building walls,
t

i In its letter of October 19, 1989, EPRI responded, in effect, that a specific
; plant design might dictate locating oil-filled transformers less than 50 feet
; from exterior building walls, even though there are now no known instances

where that would be true.

! In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff concluded that EPRI's response was not
acceptable and that EPRI should provide a commitment that no oil-filled
transformers will be located less than 50 feet from exterior building walls.
This was identified as an open issue.

! EPRI has revised Section 2.3.3.11 of Chapter 6 to require that outdoor oil-
filled transformers have oil spill _and water deluge confinement features or
drainage away from the buildings. %ch transformers must -be located at leasti

4 50 feet from buildings. Where oil-filled transformers are located within
; 50 feet of buildings, the exterior walls in the vicinity of the transformers-
'

.will'have a fire resistance rating of at least 3 hours.and wall openings-will
be avoided. The drainage system will confine or direct potentially flaming

-

'

oil from a transformer fire so that other electric power supply circuits will
not be affected.

7

*

EPRI now requires oil-filled transformers to be loctted'at'least 50 feet from
buildings and also requires a noncombustible and heat-resistant wall design- to-

; minimize the effect of spill fires and explosions involving outdoor oil-filled
! - transformers located less than 50 feet from the wall. -These requirements. help
; ensure that shared buildings will retain their capability to perform their

intended safety functions in the event of a transformer fire. The staff+

:
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concludes that the fire protection features in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document meet Section 5.a.(13) of SRP Section 9.5.1, Brarch Technical Position
CHEB 9.5-1, and are acceptable. Therefore, this D;ER open issue is closed.

Fire Exits

In the DSER for Chapter 6 the staff stated that EPRI had committed to revise
the requirements _for the design of fire exits for personnel egress to comply
with Chapter 5 of NFPA 101, " Life Safety Code." This was identified as a
confirmatory issue.

The staff has verified that Section 2.3.3.13 of Chapter 6 has been revis d to
recuire that fire exits be provided in accordance with Chapter 5 of NFPA 101
anc that the stairwell design meet Chapters 6 and 7 of NFPA 803. These

revisions meet the staff guidelines and are acceptable. T5erefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

Ritatina. Ventilation. and Air Conditionina (HVAC) Desiqri

in its letter of June 8, 1989, the staff requested that EPRI identify the fire
protection features that will be provided for HVAC systems. The staff's
specific interest centered on automatic fire detection and suppression systems
interr.a1 to the system and on interlocks . atween the fire protection systems
and the fan mot 6r controls.

In its letter of October 19, 1989 EPRI stated that the requirements (c.' fire
protection of the HVAC system in SRP Section 9.5.1 will be followed. The
staff concludes that the EPRI response is acceptable. However, it will review
in detail the design and installation of the entire HVAC system during its
licensing review of an individual application for FDA/DC to ensure adequate
fire protection has been provided.

Additional guidance in this area is also provided in ANSI /American Nuclear
Society (ANS) 59,2-1985, " Safety Criteria for HVAC Systems located Outside
Primary Containment." (ANS is planning minor revisions to update this
st andard. )

itions inside the Control Complu

In .he DSER for Chapter 6, the staff stated that in a letter dated October 19,
1989, EPRI had committed to revise the appropriate section of Chapter 6 to
require that perip % ral rooms in the control room complex be separated from

i noncombustible structure with a fire resistance ratingthe control room s

of I hour. This was identified as a confirmatory issue.

The staff has verified that Section 2.3.3.15 of Chapter 6 has been revised to
state that the control room complex will be separated from the remainder of
the plant by barriers at the walls, ceiling, and floor with a minimum fire
r:fistance rating of 3 hours. Peripheral rooms in the control room complex
Mll be separated from the control room by noncombustible construction with a
fire resistance rating of 1 hour. The fire protection requirements for the
peripheral rooms in the control room complex meet the staff- guidelines and are
acceptable. Therefore, this OSER confirmatory issue is closed.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.2-10
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Postaccident Accesi

Section 2.3.4 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
i that the plant designer prepare a plan for postaccident access for surveil- ;

| lance and recovery operations and that, in accordance with the THI Action Plan
(NUREG-0737) requirements, the plant arrangement include provisions for *

postaccident access for these operations. The plan to be prepared by the
plant designer, as required by EPRI, wiil identify areas requiring post-

'

accident access. These areas must be shielded so that required operations in
these areas are not adversely affected by pastaccident radiation levels. The

| systems designed to function after an accident may include, but are not
! limited to, the containment system, the residual heat removal system, the core

spray system, the reactor core isolation cooling system, the postaccident
sampling r./ stem, and the standby gas treatment system. ViL1 areas that may
require personnel access after an accident include the control room and
technical support center (continuous occupancy), the remote shutdown panel
(frequent occupancy), and the sampling station and sample analysis area;

(infrequent occupancy). Each applicant for FDA/DC must perform a design
review of the plant shielding to ensure that the plant's vital areas are
accessible after an accident in accordance with the criteria of THI Action
Plan item II.B.2 (NUREG-0737).

| It is outside the scope of the Evolutionary Requir'ments focument to fully
'

describe the shielding design requirements that allaw access to the plant's
vital areas following an accident. However, EPRI has revised Appendix B to
Chapter 1 and committed to comply with the shielding fr',teria of TH1 Action ,

Plan item II.B.2, as required by 10 CFP. 50.34(f)(2)(vii). The staff concludes
that this is acceptable and will verify compliance during its review of an
individual application for FDA/DC.

Securitv Aquirements

Section 2.3.5 of Chapte- 6 specifies the general security requirements related
to building desian and erangement. EPRI states that the design will
(1) minimize the security and radiological control points to the extent
practicable, (2) enhance the capability to resist radiological sabotage, and
(3) not hinder necessary operator access during energencies.

Section 2.3.5.1 of Chapter 6 requires the plant cesigner to evaluate access to
vital and protected areas during plant construction, normal operation,

i refueling operat: ens, and outages. (Section 5.2 4.2 of. Chapter 9 of the'

Evolutionary Requirements Document also requires an evaluation of the effect
of security systems on plant operations, maintenance, and testing.) Sec-
tion 2.3.5.2 of Chapter 6 requires that building exteriors be arranged to
avoid irregular shapes to minimize the burden of complying with security
requirements. 3ection 2.3.5.3 requires the plant designer to define emergency
paths from the control room to the remote shutdown panel (s), the technical-
support center, and the onsite emergency power supply. It also specifies that
operator emergency access should not be blocked because of security system
failures. Because EPRI committed to make some minor changes to clarify Sec-
tion 2.3.5, the staff identified clarification of the discussion of the
general security requirements related to building design and arrangement as a
confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 6. The-staff has confirmed that
these changes were made in Revision 1 to Chapter 6. Therefore, this confirma-
tory issue is closed.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.2-11
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However, the requirement resulting from the clarification of Section 2.3.5.4
had the potential for delaying operator emergency access to vital equipment
and appeared to be minimally beneficial with regard to prote tion against
insider sabotage.

Section 2.3.5.4 of Chapter 6 specifies that, to the extent practicabin, plant
arrangement and building design features will be used to help protect against
insider sabotage. The rationale portion of this section states that this
requirement, coupled with appropriate administrative procedures, will elimi-
nate the possibility that a badged individual can reach and enter all divi-
sions of safety equipment within a short time. In its June 24, 1991, letter,

EPRI committed to d ange Chapter 6, Sections 1.5.2 and 2.3.5, and Chapter 9
Section 5.2.4.1, to require security controls access to vital areas only at
vital area boundaries and not between redundant divisions of vital components.
The staff has confirmed that these changes have been made and resolve its

|
- concerns about the possibility that the security system might interfere with

sate plant operation. Protection against insider sabotage still will be
provided by vital area access controls. Additional protection against insider ,

'

sabotage may result from the vulnerability analysis required in Chapter 9.
Further protection igainst insider sabotage will be provided by access

| authorization and fitness-for-duty programs required by 10 CFR Parts H
! and 26.
|

In respon:0 to the staff comments, EPRI revised Section 2.3.5.5 of Chapter 6
to consolidate the requirements dealing with vital areas and barriers for
vital safety equipment in Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document

| rather than in Chapter 6.

Internal floodina Reouiretc.tji

Section 2.3.6 of Chapter 6 specifies the following requirements related to
internal flooding:

Plaat arrangements will be such that large leaks in one division of a*
;

safety-related system will not cause flooding in the areas. housing equip-
ment from another division of the same system or frorr another safety-'

related system of another division.

Compartments subject to flooding or pressurization as a result of an*
accident or equipment failure will be identified, and design criteria
will be established to maintain the structural integrity of the compart-
ment.

Potential- breaks of non-safety related systems, such as the-circulating-*

I water or service water systems shall be considered in locating electrical
equipment in the auxiliary, control, or turbine buildings.

Cubicles conaining radioactive tanks will be designed to retain the*

contents of the largest tank in the cubicle in order to prevent-the
spread of radioactive fluid in the event of a tank rupture.

| The staff concludes that the design requirements in Section 2.3.6 of Chapter 6
for protection against internal flooding are consistent with the guidance-in
SRP Section 3.4.1, '' Flood Protection," and are, therefore, consistent with the
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guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring That
Occupational Radiation Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be as low as

,

| Is Reasonably Achievable." They are, therefore, acceptable.

ECvere-Accident Considerations

Severe-accident considerations supplementing those of Chapter 5 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document are contained in Sections 2.3.7 and 4.3 of
Chapter 6 and are discussed by the staff in Section 4 of this SER chapter.
The staff's evaluation of EPRl's severe-accident considerations is provided in
Chapter 5 of this report.

frotection from External Threats

| Requirer # Wr the analysis of man-made hazards and of natural phenomena are
l given its f;ner 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff's

evaluatica of EPRI's requirements related to protection against flooding from
external causes it provided in Chapter 1 of this report. The discussion of
protection against sabotage in Section 2.3.8 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document is taken by the staff to mean only that sabotage need,

| not be included in site-specific probabilistic risk analyses. The requirement-
| for analyses by the plant designer to determine if any plant design features
! are warranted for protection against sabotage in addition to thuse specified
! in Chapters 5 and 6 is established in Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Require-

ments Document. In addition, acceptable site-unique securiti and contingency
plans required by 10 CFR 50.34 will need to be included in a combined license

,

|
application.

Iqxjc Material and Combustible Gases

Section 2.3.9 of Chapter 6 specifies that toxic materials will be stored at
least 50 feet from the control room or intake to the compressor of the
breathing air system. This will minimize the potential for contaminating the
control room atmosphere or respirator breathing air supply in the event of a|

leak of toxic gas from a tank or from the bottled gas storage area, in,

| addition, stored containers of combustible gases will be buried or located
| above ground at least 50 feet from any building containing safety-related

equipment. The etfects of fire, equipment failure, fuel handling accidents,
meteorological conditions, topography, and locations of personnel will be
considered when determining the location of gas cont qers.

Conclusion

| The staff has evaluated the requirements of Section 2.3 of Chapter 6 against
the criteria of the SRP. Although the requirements of Section 2.3 do not
conflict with current regulatory requirements and are acceptable, they do not '

envelop all regulatory criteria. Therefore,- applicants referencing-the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be-required to demonstrate compliance
with the appropriate SRP criteria, or provide justification for alternative
means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

I
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2.4 Desian for Operation and Maintenance

Section 2.4 of Chapter 6 specifies the building requirements intended to
ensure that an ALWR design meeting the criteria of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document will have improved access, hoisting and lifting features,
support systems, and weather protection and radiological protection features
to "acilitate maintenance and operation activities, included in this section
are requirements that the plant designer perform 2 maintainability evaluation,
provide minimum aisleway dimensions, provide aligned hatchways to facilitate
vertical lif ts through multiple levels, provide staging areas, provide freight
and personnel elevators and stairways on the basis of the maintainability
evaluation, perform a shleiding cost-benefit study, and analyze equipment and
personnel movement routes.

Section 2.4.1 of Chapter 6 requires that the plant designer develop a main-
tainability evaluation that will identify limiting tasks that control the
sizes of aisleways, hatches, and lifting devices at the time the plant's
general arrangement drawings are being developed. This maintainability
tvaluation will be used to identify needed work spaces and clearances; the
adequacy of platforms and ladders; 1;fting and pulling points in walls,
ceilings, and floors; and access r W es to be followed. Aisleways will be
sized to provide unobstructed pathnjs for the removal or installation of all
planned components (except in-building large tanks). Provisions for lifting

and handling major equipment and components weighing more than 50 pounds will
be provided in the form of cranes, monorail hoists, and rigging attachment
points. All equipment requiring periodic access for operation, maintenance,
or inspection will be provided with access stairs and work platforms. To
minimize radiation exposure levels to plant operating personnel, the plant
designer will include features in the design of the plant to facilitate the
use of robots for plant maintenance activities. These features, implemented g

as a result of the maintainability evaluation described above, are intended by
EPRI to facilitate access during maintenance, operations, and inspection
activities. If properly implemented, these features will help reduce occupa-
tional exposures and are in compliance with the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 8.8. Several of these design features (such as the capsbility to remove
all major plant components, except the reactor vessel and some large tanks)
will also facilitate eventual plant decommissioning operations.

The objective of the plant's radiation shielding is to provide protection
against radiation for operating personnel, both inside and outnide the plant,
during normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences, and
during reactor accidents. Section 2.4.4 of Chapter 6 indicate s that the plant
and building arrangement will be designed to minimize personnel exposure to
radiation and contamination by optimizing shielding and equipment maintenance
design features. EPRI states that source terms used for shielding design will
be based on NRC regulations and existing plant surveys and will take into
account any reactor coolant water additives, in the DSER for Chapter 6, the
staff identified the lack of a list of acceptable shielding design computer
codes in the Evolutionary Requirements-Document as an open issue. EPRI has
revised Appendix B to Chapter 1 and has committed to meet SRP Sections 12.3-
and 12.4, " Radiation Protection Design Features," which address this issue.
Since it is outside the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document to
list specific shielding design computer codes, the staff concludes that EPRI's
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response is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. The plant
designer, however, should identify all such shielding codes planned for use in
shielding design.

Because Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not fully;

| describe shielding design requirements that are consistent with SRP
Sections 12.3 and 12.4, the staff will ensure that the ALWR designer or|

: applicant complies with this guidance. The ALWR designer or applicant will be
required _to provide a description of radiation sources, during normal opera-i

tions and accident conditions in the plant, that will be used as the basis for
designing the radiation protection program and for shield design calculations.
This description should include isotopic composition, location in the plant, '

source strength and source geometry, and the basis for the values.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document invokes higher initial construction
costs which are expected to be recovered throt"h-improved maintainability,
reduced occupational radiation exposure, and reuuced equipment outages.
Because the requirements of Section 2.4 of Chapter 6 are primarily of a
non-safety nature, they are not subject to regulatory review criteria.
However, for those items that are subject to regulatory review criteria, with
the exceptions noted above, the staff concludes that the design requirements
in Section 2.4 of Chapter 6 are consistent with staff guidance and are,
therefore, acceptable.

.

!
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3 OVERAll SITE ARRANGEMENTS

3.1 Introduction

Section 3 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
requirements for the arrangement of facilities on the plant site. The
facilities include the

power generation complexe

radiological access control points*

electrical switchyard*

emergency operating facility*

treatment and conditioning facilities*

tanks and storage facilities*

transport facilities*

cooling water facilities*

towers / stackse

utilities*

miscellaneous site facilitiese

construction facilitiesa

Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 6 notes that site-specific topography and the
characteristics of the selected construction site may require that the
standard overall site arrangement be tailored for a specific facility.

3.2 Interfaces

The general arrangement requirements of Section 3 of Chapter 6 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document affect the design of various plant systems
discussed in other chapters of the document.

3.3 Reouirements-

Section 3.3 of Chapter 6_of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides
the requirements related to the arrangement of site facilities.

3.3.1 Site Drainage

Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 6 requires that the site drainage capacity be
adequate-to handle the local probable maximum preci)itation (PMP), including
runoff from adjacent topography, without flooding tie site. _ ANSI /ANS 2.8-1981
was referenced as a guide to be used by the plant designer in establishing the
PHP and site drainage requirements.

Because the staff has not reviewed ANSI /ANS 2.8-1981_for consistency with
regulatory positions, in the DSER for Chapter 6, it concluded that EPRI should
reference SRP Section 2.4.10. " Flood Protection Requirements," and Generic

-Letter (GL) 89-22, " Resolution of Generic Safety Issue No. 10: Design for
Probable Maximum Precipitation," in lieu of ANSI /ANS 2.8-1981. This was
identified as an open issue.

Since EPRI has revised Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 6 to reference SRP Section
2.4.10 as the basis for establishing the PMP, the staff concludes that the
requirement is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 6.3-1
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f 3.3.2 Site layout

l Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 6 provides the following key plant layout require-
; ments applicable to both PWRs and BWRs:
| The location of the meteorological tower will comply with ANSI /ANS 2.5-+-

1984, " Standard for Determining Meteorological Information at Nuclear
Power Sites."

,

l To the extent possible, the off-gas treatment building, sewage treatmenti +

building, gaseous chlorine facilities, etc., will be located downwind ofI

]
the main plant area,

Cooling tower banks (forced draft) will be oriented so as to maximize thei +

effect of prevailing winds. Each unit will be separated to minimize the
|| potential for discharged air mixing with the intake air of other cooling

units. Towers will be located so that their failures will not jeopardize*

j seismic Category I structures.
|

The main circulating water intake and discharge structures and the*
.

turbine building will be located so as to minimize the construction and
a

j maintenance costs of the circulating water system.

Embedment
,

Section 3.3.2.5 of Chapter 5 states that standard levels of embedmont are
4 important to the success ot - standard plant and specifies the standard levels

of embedment for both the BWR reactor building and the PWR containment-

structure and auxiliary building, in the DS[R fer Chapter 6, the staff
pointed out that the original requirement in betion 2 3.2.3.2 was incorrect2

in specifying one level of embedmont for the PWR contailmrnt building because
.

this contradicted the two levels of embedment shown in figure 6.0-8 ofi

Appendix 0 to Chapter 6. This was identified as a confirmatory issue. EPRI
has revised Section 3.3.2.5.2 of Chapter 6 and has deleted the one-leveli

i embedment specification for the PWR containment building. This resolves the
1 discrepancy and is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is
j closed.

| Also, Appendices B and C to Chapter 6 originally showed the typical embedment
| of about 50 feet for the BWR building and 40_ feet for the PWR containment
J building. These levels contradicted the 25- to 30-foot standard embedment

specified in Section 2.1.7.1 of Chapter 6. By letter dated April 24, 1991,
the staff requested that EPRI explain this difference. In its response dated
July 2, 1991 EPRI stated that the intent of the requirement in Section
2.1.7.1 is to provide a further clarification of the founding material bearingi
capacity requirement specified in Table 1,2-6 of Chapter 1. EPRI also stated
that the standard plant embedment levels specified in Section 3.3.2.5 are
baryJ on tradeoffs among founding material bearing capacity, construction

!
cost, and maintenance access and considerations. The staff concludes that4

EPRI's explanation of the difference in embedment depths is acceptable.!

I
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Plant Grade !
!

Section 3.3.2.6 of Section 6 had required that plant grade be established at I

an elevation higher than the probable maximum flood (PHF) elevation as defined ;
in ANSI /ANS 2.8-1981, including consideration of the effect of wave runup and
splash for sea-side and lake-side locations. In the DSER for Chapter 6, the ;

'staff requested that the reference to ANSI /ANS 2.8 be replaced by SRP Section
2.4.10 and identified this as an open issue. EPRI has revised Section 3.3.2.6
of Chapter 6 and has specified SRP Section 2.4.10 as the basis for establish- !

ing the PHf elevation. The staff concludes that this is acceptable; there-
fore, this DSER open issue is closed. ;

f| Other Safety-Related Site layout Reouirements

Section 't.3.2.8 of Chapter 6 states that buildings and facilities in which
hazardous materials will be handled will not be located near the control room F

and the plant designer will perform an analysis to identify potential hazards. [Regulatory Guide 1.78, " Assumptions for Evaluating the Habitability of a
Nuclear Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated Hazardous Chemical ;

Release," is referenced for guidance. The staff concludes that these require- '

ments are acceptable. ,

f

3.3.3 External Interfaces !

Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 6 requires that the plant designer identify water )
supplies, site drains, culverts, sewer connections, incoming and outgoing

tpower connections, and transportation facilities on the site arrangements !

drawings. The staff recognizes that it is desirable that plant design ;

drawings match plant as-built conditions and concludes that the requirements T

in this section are acceptable.

3.3.4 Service facilities
!

Section 3.3.4 of Chapter 6 specifies the_ requirements for service facilities. !
Included within the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document are

trequirements related to: '

the accommodation of normal operating staff, permanent support staff, f
*

contract workers, additional personnel required during outages, regula- ;

tory personnel, and visitors
;

space dedicated for future expansion*

warehouse facilities*

The design of the' plant service facilities will be based on both-the number <

and type of persons entering the plant and how often they enter the plant.
These facilities will be sized to accommodate the normal staff complement as !

well as contract workers and others needed for. plant outages. Adequate change !
room, office, locker, and parking facilities are important to accommodate ;
large' outage work crews and to facilitate plant outage operations.

To implement these requirements, the ALWR designer, applicant, or owner is I
expected to identify the number of personnel in each category on the basis of
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operations and maintenance requirements. The requirements in Section 3.3.4 of
Chapter 6 for the warehouse facilities will help minimize delays in moving
equipment, recordkeeping requirements, radiation exposure and radiological
controls, and vehicle entries within the protected area. The staff concludes
that the requirements of Section 3.3.4 of Chapter 6 will facilitate ALWR
licensees' compliance with regulatory requirements concerning recordkeeping,
health physics, and physical security and are acceptable.

3.3.5 Repair Shops

Section 3.3.5 of Chapter 6 provides the requirements related to repair shops,
including the following:

clean shops - machine, welding, sheet metal, electric, instrumentation,*
insulation, paint, and carpentry shops and associated tool rooms

decontamination shop '*

contaminated shops - machine, electric, instrumentation, seal overhaul,*

control rod drive mechanism overhaul (BWR), calibration and equipment and
tool decontamination shops and associated tool rooms

contractor fabrication shops*

Renair Shoo Capabilities

Each shop will have the necessary space, tools, machines, storage, ventilation
and temperature-humidity controls, communications, lifting equipment, drain-
age, and monitoring equipment. facilities will be provided for testing
contaminate and uncontaminated relief valves. The seal overhaul shop wr1 be
equipped so that the mechanical shaft- seals of reactor coolant pumps, feed-

pumps, and other pumps can be overhauled on site.

Repair Shoo locations

Machine, piping, welding, and carpentry shops will be accessible by road.
Clean shops will be located to enable passage between each shop and the .

installed equipment it serves without the need to pass manned security check
points or radiological control points. The decontamination shop will be
located adjacent to the hot machine shop.

The staff concludes that the provision of increased onsite repair capability
and improved access and arrangements required by Section 3.3.5 of Chapter 6
will facilitate ALWR licensees' compliance with regulatory requirements
concerning health physics and physical security and are acceptable.

3.3.6 Utility Routing

Section 3.3.6 of Chapter 6 specifies the requirements related to the design of
duct banks, pipe tunnels, and pipe chases. Duct banks for Class IE service
will be independently supported and separated from adjoining structures.
Equipment for different trains will be in different duct banks. Pipe tunnels
and pipe chases will be provided with the personnel access holes, manways,
lighting, ladders, and ventilation necessary for construction, maintenance,
and inspection activities. The Evolutionary Requirements Doccment prohibits
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the embedment of conduit. The design of duct banks, pipe tunnels, and pipe
chases will ensure that drainage is adequate and that drainage features do not
constitute a flooding path to lower levels. The staff concludes that the
requirements of Section 3.3.6 of Chapter 6 are consistent with regulatory
requirements and good engineering practice and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.3.7 Miscellaneous Site facilities

Section 3.3.7 of Chapter 6 refers to Chapter 2, " Power Generation Systems,"
and Chapter 9, " Site Support Systems," for the requirenents for the auxiliary
boiler and fire protection equipment.

3.3.8 Construction Facilities

Section 3.3.8 of Chapter 6 specifies the requirements related to facilities-
that will be provided for plant construction purposes. These facilities,
which will include both tem)orary and permanent facilities, must meet the
requirements specified in t1e construction plan required in Section 7.2.7 of
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Transportation routes
will be identified and paved as appropriate. Lighting and weather protection
will be adequate for triple-shift work. Adequate site drainage will be
provided. A material control program and schedule will be set up early during,

'

plant construction. The staff concludes that the requirements of Section
3.3.8 of Section 6 are compatible with regulatory requirements and are,
therefore, acceptable.

3.3.9 Transportation Arrangements

Section 3.3.9 of Chapter 6 states that roads and railroad tracks will be
located to minimize hazards to safety-related buildings. Derailers will be
provided as appropriate. The staff concludes that these requirements are
compatible with regulatory requirements and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.3.10 Tanks

In the DSER for Chapter 6,.the staff stated that the Evolutionary Requirements
Document should specify that all outdoor liquid tanks that may contain
radioactive material should have (1) a dike or retention basin capable of
preventing runoff in the event of a tank overflow or failure and (2) provi-
sions for sampling collected liquids and routing them to the liquid radioac-
tive waste treatment systems in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.143,
" Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management Systems, Structures, and
Components Installed in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." This was
identified as an open issue.

Section 4.5.5.1 of Chapter 12 has been. revised and includes a. requirement for
spill retention in outdoor tanks. -Appendix B to Chapter 1:has also been
revised and contains a commitment to meet Regulatory Guide 1.143 Revision 1.

.

This is in accordance with the guidance in Section 11.2, " Liquid Waste
Management Systems," and is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed.
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4 POWER GENERATION COMPLEX

4.1 Introduction

Section 4 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the
functional requirements and identifies the special features for the power
generation complex (PGC). The PGC will include the primary containment,
reactor building (BWR), auxiliary building (PWR), fuel facility, turbine-
generator building, radwaste facility, emergency onsite power supply facility,
control building / complex, and hot shop / outage maintenance building. Included
within the boundaries of the PGC will be facilities for radiological access
control, the technical support center, change rooms and lockers, food prepara-
tion and dining areas, personnel rest areas, laboratories, and special shops.
Appendices B and C to Chapter 6 contain arrangement sketches and a standard
site plot, for multiple-unit sites, Section 4.1.4 of Chapter 6 requires that
units be duplicates of each other (i.e., mirror-image arrangements of facili-
ties or equipment -are not allowed).

4.2 Common Reau.irements

Section 4.2 of the Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
contains common requirements that are applicable to the PGC of either a PWR-or
a BWR,

4.2.1 Overall Arrangement

Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 6 indicates that the PGC will encompass all nuclear
steam supply system and energy conversion functions. Safety-related and non-
safety-related systems will be separated by structure or distance. Small-bore
piping,-instrument tubing, and electrical conduit will be preengineered with

_

preestablished tolerances. Systems (e.g., piping, duct, and conduit) will be
grouped and routed for installation on common supports consistent with
separation requirements. Common floor and wall penetrations will be used to
the extent practicable to minimize the number of penetrations and seals. Wall
and floor penetrations will be oversized (providing a 3-inch clearance between
the structure and the penetrating systems) and of standardized sizes to the
extent practicable to simplify installation.

The staff. concludes that the above general requirements established for the
design of the PGC represent good design practico, are consistent with the
guidelines of SRP Sections 3.4.1, " Flood Protection," 3.5.1.1, " Internally
Generated Missiles (Outside Containment)," and 3.5.2, " Structures,-Systems and
Components To Be Protected From Externally-Generated Missiles," and are,
therefore, acceptable. However, judicious care should be used-in: implementing
Section 4.2.1.6 of Chapter 6 regarding the use of common penetrations for
mul_tiple systems. -This section should not be used as a basis for reducing-
physical separation between different safety system divisions or in- a manner
that would create unacceptable common-mode failure paths or systems interac-

-tions.'
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i 4.2.2 Building and Equipment Arrangement
L

Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 6 specifies the general requirements re' lated to the;^
physical location of equipment and the routing of systems within the PGC.

; EPRI specifies that building structures will be used for radiation shielding
; to the extent practicable. Pipe penetration areas outside the containment

will be separated into radioactive and nonradioactive areas. Electronic
)| equipment will be grouped and enclosed in environmentally contrulled compart-

ments. Equipment and spaces required for postaccident operations will be'

arranged so that they are accessible under postaccident conditions in order to
minimize personnel exposure. Radioactive and nonradioactive equipment and
piping will be separated to avoid unnecessary exposure from the radioactive

,
4

components when servicing the nonradioactive components. Radioactive compo-
1

J nents that are significant sources of radiation exposure will be located in
se)arate cubicles with adequate laydown space for maintenance provided in each:

i cu)icle. Radioactive components that require little maintenance (such a=
j filters and tanks) will be separated from radioactive components of the same

system that require more maintenance (such as pumps and valves) to minimize;

: radioactive exposure during maintenance of the more passive components. Also,
4 redundant radioactive systems will be separated (shielded) from each other to

permit maintenance on one system while the other is in service. Separate
sumps will be provided for potentially contaminated drains and clean drains to
prevent the spread of contamination. Cubicles containing radioactive compo-

;

: nents will have access labyrinths sized to permit the removal and replacement
! of the equipment within the cubicle, yet they will be designed to preclude any

radiation streaming from the cubicle into the access corridor. These require-.

ments will reduce occupational exposure and facilitate maintenance by separat-
ing radioactive and nonradioactive components and piping. j,

,
.

, The staff concludes that the general requirements of Section 4.2.2 of
j Chapter 6 represent good design practice, are consistent with the guidelines
; of SRP Sections 3.4.1, 3.5.1.1, and 3.5.2, and are, therefore, acceptable. In

addition, the above design features, which are intended to minimize occupa-
tional exposures-by the separation of radioactive and nonradioactive compo-

,

i nents and piping, conform with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8 and are
acceptable.

4.2.3 System Supports:

Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 6 specifies the general requirements for the design
of system supports. Standardized designs will be used for system supports to
simplify their procurement, fabrication, erection and inspection. Supports
will be defined by drawings that specify critical dimensions and tolerances.
EPRI requires that a unique drawing be prepared for each support for piping
meeting the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure*

Vessel Code (ASME Code). Typical drawings may be used for clips and small
supports. System drawings will depict support locations relative to system
components such as valves and elbows and will include field welding documenta-
tion. Preference will be given to the attachment of supports to structural
steel or embedment plates _over the use of concrete anchors. The use of;

hydraulic and mechanical snubbers will be einimized in favor of passive4

seismic devices. Similar systems will share common supports-to reduce
: installation costs. Potential interactions between safety-related and nearby

non-safety-related piping will be considered.
,

'
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Section 4.2.3.2 in Chapter 6 states that supports for all non-ASME seismic -

Category I piping will be designed to ANSI /American Institute of Steel
Construction (A!SC) N-690, ' Specification for the Design Fabrication, and
Erection of Steel Safety-Related Structures for Nuclear Facilities." In a
letter dated May 17, 1991, the staff stated that since it had not yet endorsed
this standard for piping supports, the only acceptable rules for non-ASME
seismic Category I piping are found in ANSI /ASME B31.1, " Power Piping."

_Therefore, the staff requested that Section 4.2.3.2 be revised to reflect this
position. In a letter dated August 1, 1991, EPRI responded to this request by
stating its position that a change to the Evulutionary Requirements Document
was unnecessary because ANSI /AISC N-690 was developed explicitly for the
nuclear industry and should be appropriate for the design of the next genera-
tion of nuclear plants. The staf f does not agree with EPRl's position. The
standard has not been endorsed by the staff for use in the design of supports
for either structures or ASME piping. Further, it is not even under consider-
ation by the staff for use in the design of non-ASME piping. The staff's
position relative to use of _ this standard for ASME piping is briefly discussed
in Chapter _1, Section 4.7.3 of this report. Therefore, at this time, the
staff's position remains as stated above; that is, ANSI /ASME B31.1 contains
the only acceptable rules for use in the design of non-ASME piping. However,
when the staff endorses ANSI /AISC N-690, it will reconsider its use for ALWR __'

plant design for each plant requesting its use. Until then, the staff will
review individual applications for FDA/DC in accordance with the above

,

position.

Section 4.2.3.5 of Chapter 6 of Revision 0 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document stated that alternative seismic restraint devices such as energy
absorbers and seismic stops will be used instead of snubbers, where practica-
ble. The only alternatives that the staff is currently accepting without a
plant-specific review are those identified in ASME Code Case N-420, " Linear
Energy Absorbing Supports for Subsection NF, Classes 1, 2, and 3 Construction,
Section Ill, Division 1." The staff conditionally approved Code Case N-420 in
Regulatory Guide 1.84, " Design and fabrication Code Case Acceptability - ASME
Section Ill Division 1," Revision 24, dated June 1986. In addition, as
discussed in Section 4.7.3 of Chapter 1 of this report, one of the conditions
of the staff's approval of Code Case-M-411. " Alternative Damping Values for
Seismic Analysis of Classes 1, 2, and 3 Piping Sections, Section 111, Division
1," in Revision 24 of Regulatory Guide 1.84 is that Code Case N-411 cannot be
used in analyses for piping systems in which linear energy absorbing supports
covered by Code Case N-420 are used. This issue is discussed in Chapter-1,
Section 4.7.3, of this report. in the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff stated
that in its letter of July 3,1989 EPRI had agreed to these staff positions
and co :mitted to revise the requirement in Section 4.2.3.5 of Chapter 6
accordingly. This was identified as a confirmatory issue. ,

The staff has verified that EPRI has revised Section 4.2.3.5 of_ Chapter 6 to
require that alternative seismic restraint-devices such as energy absorbers,

i which have been accepted in the ASME_ Code and by other regulatory agencies,
must be used in lieu of snubbers, where practicable. The staff concludes that-I

the revised requirement in Section 4.2.3.5 of Chapter 6. as clarified by the
staff's position relative to the use of energy absorbers and its discussion in
Section _4.7.3 of_ Chapter 1 of this report, is acceptable. Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.
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| .n addition, the surveillance and maintenance of snubbers have resulted in
J increased occupational radiation exposures resulting from problems such as
; fluid leakage in hydraulic snubbers and binding problems in mechanical snub-
i bers. The placement of these snubbers in certain parts of the plant has
i impeded access for maintenance and operational purposes. EPRI states that the

design and layout of seismic supports will take into account operation and
; maintenance access requirements. Use of these supports will be minimized in;

! contaminated areas. The above proposed restrictions on the use and location
I of seismic supports are intended to lower the potential for occupational

exposures during surveillance and maintenance operations and are, therefore,
;

j acceptable.
T

J The staff concludes that the general requirements of Section 4.2.3 of
; Chapter 6, supplemented by the staff position relative to ANSI /ANS N-690,

represent good engineering practice and are acceptable.
,

| 4.2.4 Piping Arrangement

I Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 6 specifies the general requirements for the arrange-
4 ment of piping systems. The physical arrangement of piping will include
! consideration of safety train separation, logical grouping of attached
! components, operability and maintenance and testing access constraints, water
i hammer, system support, crud accumulation, condensate drainage, vulnerability

of electrical panels to leakage from overhead piping, the effects of flashingi
and cavitation, and radiation protection,:

s

As-built records will be kept of locations of underground and embedded piping,
The use of welded fittings will be minimized in favor of bending, and butt

,

i weld fitting will be used instea" of socket welded fittings for ASME Class 2J

; and 3 piping that is more than 2 mches in diameter. Valves will be tocated
and oriented to facilitate maintenance. Unidentified coolant leakage will be4

minimized by the provision of valve stem leakoff connections on packed valves
,

i larger than 2-1/2 inches in diameter in high-pressure (275 psig and above)
: piping conhining reactor coolant. Pneumatic valves and valve controllers
; will be loc.ted to facilitate maintenance and to improve response time. For

instrument tubing located in readily accessible areas of the plant, the4

i Evolutionary Requirements Document allows the use of compression fittings
| instead of welded connections.
4

i The following piping design features will be used to eliminate crud traps and
thereby minimize the buildup of crud in radioactive piping:

,

i

location of expansion loops in the horizontal plane! *
1

use of butt-welded connections with long radius bends in resin piping*
4

connections to horizontal piping runs designed to enter the run verti-*-

cally or diagonally above its center line,

| minimization of low points, drains, vents, and other crud-collecting*

configurations'

use of butt welds without backing rings in all radioactive system piping'

*

more than 2 inches in diameter.

:
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i

!
!

sloping of diain and sampling lir.es not continuously used during normal !
*

operations to prevent crud pockets or areas of stagnant fluids

orientation of valve stems so that crud does not settle in the bonnets*
3

!
flow-restricting devices designed to minimize crud accumulation ;

*

)
These piping design features conform with the guidelines of Regulatory |
Guide 8.8 for crud reduction and are acceptable. !

!

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that each valve or pump that ihandles radioactive fluid and is not self-draining will have a designated ;
drain path to a floor drain. All floor drains from potentially contaminated '

areas will be shielded if routed through a clean area that is normally or
periodically occupied. In addition, floor drains will have adequate traps to
prevent radioactive gas from moving from compartment to compartment through i

the drain lines. All valves will be readily accessible for maintenance. *

Those valves located in high-radiation areas will.be cperated, where practica- ,

ble, by controllers located outside the high-radiation areas. These features r

are intended to reduce occupational exposure during valve maintenance and ;

operation and are acceptable. j
In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff discussed the ASME classification of [safety-related instrument sensing (impulse) lines and identified it as an open ;
issue. In Table B.1-2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Require- i
ments Document, EPRI has committed to comply with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.151, ;

" Instrument Sensing Lines." However, the requirement in Section 4.2.4.33 of ;

Chapter 6, Revision 3, does not agree with the guidelines of RG 1.151. The !requirenent states that instrument sensing lines connected to ASME fluid ;
systems will be designed in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, and |supports for these lines will be designed in accordance with ANSI /AISC N-690. t

This requirement should state that all-safety-related instrument sensing lines :
will be classified as applicable in accordance with the guidelines in RG |

1.151. Those lines classified as ASME Class 2 or 3 will be constructed in !
accordance with ASME Code, Section 111, Subsection NC or ND, respectively.
The only acceptable exception to these rules is support:; for these lines. ;

1

Supports must be designed, but not necessarily constructed, to the rules in !
ASME Code, Section III, Subsection NF. Supports should be seismic Category I !
and the pertinent quality assurance requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part *

50 should be applied to all activities affecting the safety-related functions +

of these supports. As stated in Section 4.2.3 of this chapter, the staff has '

not yet endorsed ANSI /MSC N-690 for the design of piping supports but will
reconsider its use for aach application contingent on its endorsement of a
particular version. Until then, the staff will review individual applications
for FDA/DC in accordance with the above position. Therefore, this DSER open
issue is closed.

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.2.4 of Section 6,
supplemented by the above staff position, constitute good piping design (practice that are consistent with the staff's review criteria and are, :therefore, acceptable. *

-
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4.2.5 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC)

Section 4.2.5 of Chapter 6 specifies the general requirements for the HVAC
systems for the PGC. All HVAC filtration, cleanup, and pressurization
equipment required for the control room will be located within the control
complex pressure boundary to minimize inleakage and outleakage. Shake spaces
between building walls and/or slabs of potentially contaminated cubicles will
be sealed to control boundary integrity. HVAC intake and exhaust discharge
structures will be located so as to minimize reentrainment. Equipment and
ducts will be located so that they will not be exposed to the weather. To

prevent the spread of contamination, the HVAC system will route air from
cleaner areas to contaminated or potentially contaminated areas. HVAC duct
penetrations through rooms and cubicles containing potentially high-radiation
sources will be located above head level so that personnel outside the rooms
or cubicles will not be exposed to radiation streaming from inside the rooms
or cubicles. These HVAC design features are consistent with the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 8.8 and are, therefore, acceptable.

However, the ALWR designer or applicant will be required to provide a descrip-
tion of airborne radioactive material sources in the plant to be considered in
the design of personnel protective measures and for dose assessment. This
description should include a tabulation of the calculated concentrations
of radioactive material, by nuclide, expected during normal operation,
anticipated operational occurrences, and accident conditions for equipment
cubicles, corridors, and operating areas normally occupied by operating
personnel, and should include models and parameters for the calculations.

The remainder of the staff's evaluation of the HVAC systems is given in
Chapter 9 of this report.

4.2.6 Electrical Arrangement

Section 4.2.6 of Chapter 6 specifies the general electrical arrangement
requirements for the PGC. Electrical cable will be located sufficiently
distant from high-temperature piping, in accordance with NUREG-0588, " Interim
Staff Position on Environmental Qualification of Safety Related Electrical
Equipment," November 1979, to avoid ampacity derating or the use of thermal
barriers. Multilevel cable trays will be sufficiently separated to facilitate
the use of cable pulling equipment. Conduit entering electrical devices from
the top, and where necessary for device qualification, will be provided with
drip loops. Lightweight conduit, fittings, and cable tray materials will be
used where technically acceptable, Cable tray supports will- be mounted on
floors rather than hung from ceilings, where technically acceptable, to
facilitate modularization and cable pulling. Precast trenches, duct banks and
manholes will be used, where technically acceptable, to accelerate construc-
tion. Cable pulling plans will be developed during the design of equipment,
cable tray, and conduit layouts and will be made available to the constructor.
Multipaired conductors will be color coded to minimize labeling costs. For
the installation of-the ground grid cable, wedge-pressure connectors will be
used instead of exothermic cadweld connections in accessible, dry locations.
As previously stated, Electrical cable will be located sufficiently distant
from high-temperature piping, in accordance with NUREG-0588, to avoid ampacity
derating or the use of thermal barriers. In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff
stated that EPRI, in a letwr dated July 3,1989, had committed to clarify
Section 4.2.6.2 of Chapter 6, concerning the requirements for vertical
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separation between trays in a multilevel cable tray system, to specify that
the vertical separation was only within a single safety division of a multi-
level cable tray system or within non-safety-related multilevel cable tray
systems. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER. The staff
has verified that EPRI has revised Section 4.2.6.2 of Chapter 6 to address the
requirements for vertical separation and horizontal spaces between adjacent
trays of the multilevel cable tray systems within a safety division and the
requirements for separation between cable trays for redundant safety divisions
or between safety and non-safety-rela M divisions. The staff concludes that
these changes meet its guidelines and .e acceptable. Therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff stated that in it5 July 3, 1989, submit-
tal EPRI had committed to revise Section 4.2.6.4 of Chapter 6 concerning the
use of lightweight conduit, fittings, and cable tray materials to specify that
the plant designer will be required to ensure that conduit and cable tray
materials used as barriers meet the requirements of Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 384, "lEEE Trial-tise Standard Criteria for
Separation of Class lE Equipment and Circuits," 1974. This was identified as
a confirmatory issue in the DSER. The staff has verified that EPRI has
revised Section 4.2.6.4 of Chapter 6 to specify that the conduits and cable
tray materials used as barriers meet the requirements of IEEE 384. The staff
concludes that the changes meet its guidelines and are acceptable. Therefore,
this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

In the DSER fcr Chapter 6, the staff stated that EPRI, in a letter dated
July 3, 1989, had committed to revise Section 4.2.6.10 of Chapter 6 to specify
that aisles and corridors will be assigned to one of the safety trains. This
was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER. The staff has verified
that Section 4.2.6.10 of Chapter 6 has been revised to require that, for
purposes of cable tray routing, aisles and corridors will be designated
(assigned) to individual safety divisions, as appropriate to minimize poten-
tial conflicts with se)aration requirements. The staff concludes that thi.e
requirement is accepta)le. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is-closed.

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.2.6 of Chapter 6 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document represent good electrical arrangement
practice and are acceptable.

4.2.7 Inservice Inspection Considerations

Section 4.2.7 of Chapter 6 specifies the general access requirements for in-
service inspections Isis
occupational radiatio (n exp)osure. performed in radiation areas to ensure minimumPiping and pipe support locations, insula-
tion, hangers, and stops will be designed so as not to interfere with inspec-
tion equipment and personnel. Piping welds will be adequately separated to
perform IS1,- and platforms or walkways will be provided to access these welds.
Radial clearances of 6 inches will be provided around pipe and component welds
requiring volumetric or surface examination. Supports will be located so as
not to interfere with ISI or will be portable. This section requires that
tees, valves, fittings, attachments, and pumps not be joined together but be
separated by sections of piping. Welds in piping penetrating walls will not
be located.so that the wall interferes with weld 151. Section 4.2.7.S of
Chapter 6 specifies that reliable position indicators'will be provided on
safety-related check valves. Permanent access platforms will also be provided
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outside reactor pressure vessel shield walls to facilitate 151 of the reactor
vessel and nozzles. To reduce occupational exposure, mechanized inspections
will be considered for areas where radiation levels exceed 50 mrem / hour or
where physical limitations restrict or prevent manual methods.

*

The staff concludes that the access requirements of Section 4.2.7 of Chapter 6
for inservice inspection are in accordance with the recommendations of the
Atomic Industrial forum, Inc. (Alf) study reported in Alf/NESP-020, "Compen-
dium of Design features To Reduce Occupational Radiation Exposure at Nuclear
Power Plants"; comply with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.B; represent
desirable design practice; and are acceptable with respect to as low as is
reasonably achievable (ALARA) considerations.

However, Section 4.2.7.1 of Chapter 6 states that the functional requirements
for inservice inspection will be as defined in Section XI of the ASME Code,
supplemented by NRC guidelines as specified in the SRP. In SECY-90-016,
" Evolutionary LWR Certification issues and Their Relationship to Current
Regulatory Requirements," and in the DSER for Chaater 5 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff concluded that tie requirements of Section XI
of the ASME Code provide certain information on the operational readiness of
the components, but in general, do not provide the information needed to
verify the capability of the components to perform their intended safety
functions. It is the staff's judgment that the code does not ensure the
necessary level of component operability that is desired for the evolutionary
LWR designs. In SECY-90-016 rnd in its April 27, 1990, response to comments
by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, the staff recommended
enhanced criteria for inservice testing of pumps and valves that will facili-
tate inservice inspection of the components. in its staff requirements
memorandum of June 26, 1990, the Commission endorsed the staff's position. In
the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff concluded that the requirements in Section
4.2.7 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document were not consis-
tent with its position on this matter and identified this as an open issue.

In a letter dated May 22, 1991, EPRI responded to this DSER open issue by
stating that the ALWR requirements for inservice testing of pumps and valves
are found in Chapter 1, Sections 12.1, 12.3, and 12.4. EPRI further stated
that Chapter 6 only requires-that the needs of inservice inspection activities
be considered in building design and arrangement. The staff agrees with
EPRI's response and its evaluation of EPRl's inservice testing requirements
for pumps and valves is found in Chapter 1. Section 12.2, of this report.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

4.2.8 Radiation Zones and Shielding

Section 4.2.8 of Chapter 6 specifies the general design requirements related
to radiation zones and shielding.

EPRI specifies that radioactive equipment will be located in shielded compart-
ments and that shielding will be provided between radioactive and nonradioac-
tive components and between redundant radioactive components located in the
same cubic 1r. Removaole local shielding will be provided for equipment that
could exceed the radiation zone designation. Space, support points, and
handling facil'. ties will be provided for the placement of this temporary
shielding. Local control panels will be located in low-radiation areas.
Buildings will be arranged so as to make maximum use of common walls and
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floors for shielding. Radioactive piping running through normally accessible
areas will be routed through shielded pipe chases to minimize occupational
exposure to personnel.

The staff concludes that the above requirements of Section 4.2.8 represent
good design practice and are acceptable. Because the staff is concerned about
the excessive number of potential radiation overexposure events involving
reactor cavities and fuel transfer tubes that have occurred in operating
reactors in spite of NRC information notices and civil penalties, it will, in
its reviews of individual applications for FDA/DC, pay particular attention to
access controls and shielding provisions provided for these areas.

The radiation zones established, along with the radiation source terms, will
provide the basis for the access control measures, building layout, equipment
design and layout to maintain assigned radiation levels, and radiation
shielding and calculation of shielding thickness.

The staff concludes that the above shielding design features conform with the
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 848 and are acceptable.

4.2.9 Design of High-Radiation Areas

Section 4.2.9 of Chapter 6 specifies the general requirements related to the
design of high-radiation areas. EPRI specifies that ALWRs will be designed to
minimize or eliminate the need for personnel to enter areas where the dose
rate will be greater than 100 mrem / hour during routine operation.

The following design features are intended to minimize radiation levels where
personnel are required to perform operational and maintenance functions:

Remote viewing devices will be provided for routine visual surveillance.*

Valve operators, instrumentation indicators, instrument isolation valves,*

and sensing element transmitter readouts will be located in low-radiation
zones.

Instrumentation will be designed for long service life and low frequency*

of maintenance and calibration.

Reach rod shafts for valves will not block or cross corridors that must*

be accessed for maintenance of equipment.

Remotely controlled TV cameras with scanning and toom capabilities will'*

be used for remote surveillance of high-radiation areas.

Valves will be located-and shielded to enable valve maintenance without*

significant exposure from nearby radioactive components.

A number of overexposures or potential overexposure events have occurred at
| operating reactors as a result of transient high-radiation areas (i.e.,

adjacent to fuel transfer tubes, in the cavity beneath the reactor vessel).
The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure that plant

.

'

designers evaluate all areas where transient high radiation could be experi-
enced and design these areas to minimize the potential for large radiation
doses (greater than 100 mrem / hour) from such transient sources. This issue is
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i

! addressed further in Chapter 7 of this report. During its review of an
individual application for FDA/DC, the staff will ensure that the applicant;

; has identified all potential high-radiation areas. The staff will also review
j the applicant's measures to minimize inadvertent personnel expostue from these
; areas.
1
j The staff concludes that the design features of Section 4.2.9 of Chapter 6 are
i based on those described in Regulatory Guide 8.8, will facilitate compliance
1 with ALARA requirements, and are, therefore, acceptable.
(

4.2.10 Contamination Control

j Section 4.2.10 of Chapter 6 specifies the general requirements for floor
1 surface sloping, surface coatings, and tank curbs to reduce the spread of
{ contamination and to facilitate cleanup.

) Cubicles will be designed to reduce the potential for-the spread of radioac-
| tive contamination and to facilitate cleanup. Floor surfaces will be sloped
| to drains that will be sized for cleanup water flow rates. Tanks containing

contaminated liquids will be provided with curbs to contain any potential:

leaks or spills. Floors and walls of cubicles that may become contaminated
i from radioactive leaks or spills will be protected with a smooth-surface epoxy
| coating to facilitate decontamination. EPRI states that ANSI N101.2-1972,

i " Protective Coatings (Paints) for Light Water Nuclear _ Reactor Containment
{

Facilities," and American Society for Testing and Materialt (ASTM) D3842.80

|
provide qualification requirements for coatings.

I SRP Section 6.1.2, " Protective Coating Systems (Paints) - Organic Materials,"
states that applicants should also meet the quality assurance requirements in
ANSI N101.4-1972, " Quality Assurance for Protective Coatings Applied to

i Nuclear facilities." In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff stated that in its
{

1etter of hly 3, 1989, EPRI had committed to revise the Evolutionary Require-
|

ments Document to include this additional requirement and identified this as a
,

confirmatory issue.
3

b The staff has verified that EPRI has revised Section 4.3.2.7 of Chapter 6 to
: require that paints and coatings that will be exposed to the containment
[ atmosphere be qualified in accordance with ANSI N101.4-1972 (including the
; quality assurance requirements) and ASTM D3842.80. The staff concludes that
4- these revisions are acceptable; therefore, the DSER confirmatory issue is

[ closed.

) in addition, during its reviews of individual applications for FDA/DC, the
! staff will evaluate coatings in accordance with SRP Section 6.1.2.

The staff concludes that the requirements- of Section 4.2. 3 of Chapter 6 of;

i the Evolutionary Requirements- Document represent good design practice for
: minimizing the spread and facilitating the cleanup of radioactive contamina-

tion, conform with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8 for radiation
,

protection, and are, therefore, acceptable.
1

4.2.11 Structural Design'

Section 4.2.11 of Chapter 6 specifies the following structural design require-;
ments for ALWRs.2-
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tialt and Foundations

Section 4.2.11.1 of Chapter 6 states that foundation mats f w ated
buildings will be separated from those of other structure' #- carect
interaction between foundations can take place. Adjacent 9d,

t,uildings with a common safety classification and same fo ation'

may share a common foundation. Foundations and support st will be
designed to preclude leakage of potentially radioactive flu.. nto the local
ground water.

Interaction Between Structures

Section 4.2.11.2 of Chapter 6 states that building designs will include common
floor elevations to facilitate access. Integrated structures will be used
where practicable to eliminate shake spaces and to facilitate penetration
design.

Buildino Framino

Section 4.2.11.3 of Chapter 6 states that structural steel columns will be
used instead of freestanding concrete columns, where feasible, to allow for
the early erection and closure of buildings and for modularization using the
columns for support.

Concrete floors on structural steel beams and metal decking will be used to
eliminate the need for temporary shoring.

BJuildino layout

Section 4.2.11.4 of Chapter 6 states that buildings external to the contain-
ment will be laid out using rectangular designs and coordinates with standard-
ized floor level, column line, cubicle, and aisleway dimensions to facilitate
the forming of the concrete.

f Concrete Desion

! Section 4.2.11.5 of Chapter 6 states that composite drawings will be prepared
: for floor slabs and concrete walls and will identify all penetrations,
'

embedments, and types of seals. Expanded metal mesh will be used in vertical
joints. Consideration will be given to the use of water-reducing admixtures,
particularly in areas of high rebar and embedment congestion.,

EPRI requires that large, freestanding walls be designed for slipforming.
| concrete placement. Concrete walls will be placed to line up between floor

levels where possible.'

'

Embedment plates will be standardized, compatible with the reinforcing steel
pattern, and will be designed and sized to accommodate their own plate
tolerances in addition to attachment tolerances.

In a letter dated April 24, 1991, the staff requested that EPRI address the
following items: (1) construction joints and water stops,-(2) construction
sequence and' associated loading, (3) asymmetrical loadings on the mat,
(4) potential for differential settlement between lightly loaded and heavily
loaded portions of the mat, (5) effect of varying concrete thickness with
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Mats and Foundations

Section 4.2.11.1 of Chapter 6 states that foundation mats for safety-related
buildings will be separated from those of other structures so that no direct
interaction between foundations can take place. Adjacent safety-related
buildings with a common safety classification and same foundation elevation
may share a common foundation. Foundations and support structures will be
designed to preclude leakage of potentially radioactive fluids into the local
ground water.

Interaction Between Structures

Section 4.2.11.2 of Chapter 6 states that building designs will include con.x,on
floor elevations to facilitate access. Integrated structures will be used
where practicable to eliminate shake spaces and to facilitate penetration
design.

Buildino Framina

Section 4.2.11.3 of Chapter 6 states that structural steel columns will be
used instead of freestanding concrete columns, where feasible, to allow for
the early erection and closure of buildings and for modularization using the
columns for support.

Concrete floors on structural steel beams and metal decking will be used to
eliminate the need for temporary shoring.

Buildina Layout

Section 4.2.11.4 of Chapter 6 states that buildings external to the contain-
ment will be laid out using rectangular designs and coordinates with standard-
ized floor level, column line, cubicle, and aisleway dimensions to facilitate
the forming of the concrete.

Concrete Desian

Section 4.2.11.5 of Chapter 6 states that composite drawings will be prepared
for floor slabs and concrete walls and will identify all penetrations,
embedments, and types of seals. Expanded metal mesh will be used in vertical
joints. Consideration will be given to the use of water-reducing admixtures,
particularly in areas of high rebar and embedment congestion.

-

EPRI requires that large, freestanding walls be designed for slipforming
concrete placement. Concrete walls will be placed to line up between floor
levels where possible.

Embedment plates will be standardized, compatible with the reinforcing ste.C
pattern, and will be designed and sized to-accommodate their own plate
tolerances in addition to attachment tolerances.

In a letter-dated April 24, 1991,. the staff requested that EPRI address the
l following items: (1) construction joints and water stops, (2) construction
'

sequence and associated loading, (3) asymmetrical loadings on the mat,
(4) potential for differential settlement between lightly loaded and heavily
loaded portions of the mat, (5) effect of varying concrete thickness with
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respect to potential for inferior concrete placements at the transitions
resulting from construction difficulties, and (6) potential complexity of
soil-structure interaction analysis and structural modeling parameters.

) In its letter dated July 2,1991, EPRI acknowledged the importance of these
considerations in the design process. However EPRI believes that these
considerations are similar to those necessary for proper design of inde-
pendently founded structures. EPRI noted that construction joints and con-
struction equipment loadings are addressed by American Concrete Institute
(ACl) 349 and these considerations can be just as significant for individual
buildings as for integrated structures on a common basemat. Regarding the
)otential for differential settlement, EPRI stated that the use of a common
)asemat actually enhances the performance of structures because the basemat
and principal walls and slabs above the basemat provide continuity across
designated building boundaries; hence, the basemat will be stiffened by the
buildings that tend to act as one integrated unit. Shear load transfer from
heavily loaded portions of the building complex to more lightly loaded areas ;

would be more difficult, but the interconnecting shear wall matrix will
facilitate this load transfer. The staff concludes that EPRI's response is
acceptable and will evaluate the adequacy of a detailed structural design
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

Reinforcina Steel DeliSD

Section 4.2.11.6 of Chapter 6 states that where lap splices are not practical
for reinforcing steel splices, thread-deformed, taper-threaded, and swaged
reinforcing steel splices may be used instead of ferrous filler metal splices.
Reinforcing steel patterns will, where possible, be rectilinear rather ihan
radial or circumferential.

EPRI has revised Section 4.2.11.6.4 of Chapter 6 to require the plant designer
to evaluate the poten,lal for corrosion of reinforcing bars at intake struc-
tures exposed to salt or brackish water and to provide for epoxy-coated rebars
in such highly corrosive environments. The staff concludes that the use of
epoxy-coated rebars for preventing corrosion is acceptable. However, EPRI
should consider including a criterion (or requirement) for calculating the. -

development length, because the epoxy coating will reduce the bonding between
the rebar and concrete. The staff elll evaluate this issue during its review
of an individual application for FDA/DC.

Structural Steel Desian

Section 4.2.11.7 of Chapter 6 states that uniform depths, lengths, and
connections will be used for structural steel beams and columns. Bolted
connections instead of welded field connections will be used for structural
steel framing where feasible. Load indicator bolts will be used where
possible.

Platforms. Ladders. and Stairways ,

i

Section-4.2.11.8 of Chapter 6 states that stairways:in concrete buildings will
be designed in-a freestanding, structural steel frame-for modular installa--
tion.

>
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During plant outages, the setup and breakdown of temporary scaffolding in
radiological control areas can be a significant contributor to outage dose.
EPRI specifies that permanent platforms will be provided in areas of multiple
construction and inspection operations instead of multiple temporary scaffold-
ing setups. This will result in lower occupational exposure as well as less
congestion in radiological control areat, during outages. To facilitate
access, especially in high-radiation areas, stairways are preferable to
ladders. This staff concludes that these features are intended to lower
occupational exposure and are, therefore, acceptable.

Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.2.11 of Chapter 6 are
consistent with applicab'.e codes and standards, do not conflict with current
regulatory requirements, and are, therefore, acceptable.

4.2.12 Construction Requirements

Section 4.2.12 of Chapter 6 contains the following construction requirements.

Modularization of Structures and Componenti

Section 4.2.12.1 of Chapter 6 states that the plant will be designed to
accommodate modularization of structures and components in accordance with
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Where feasible, module
design will incorporate the building structural framing as a support for the
internal components of the module. Templates, support framing, and lifting
devices will be designed and fabricated with the modules. Modules will be

i
transportable by rail or truck. Preassembly areas and shops on the site will
be designed to accommodate the modules. Helicopters will be used where
practicable for placing modules. Modularization is intended to provide
improved quality control and safety during construction.

Construction Access
|

Section 4.2.12.2 of Chapter 6 states that the permanent plant monorails,
hoists, and elevators will be installed as early as possible for improved
access during construction. The designer will develop an inspection program
te ensure that monorails and 'oists are in good condition. Drawings willn
depict locations of lifting and hoisting devices. Building foundations and
structures will be designed to support tower cranes as determined to be
necessary by the construction plan.

Construction Tolerances

Section 4.2.12.3 of Chapter 6 states that construction and fabrication
tolerances for each engineering discipline will-be consistent with industrial
practice and identified on the respective drawings _ Tolerances will not be -

specified to dimensions more precise than necessary. Personnel in each
discipline will be made aware of the tolerances used by personnel in the other
disciplinns.
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Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.2.12 of Chapter 6 are/

consistent with regulatory requirements and guidance and are, therefore,;

acceptable.

4.2.13 Crane Path Routing
!

Section 4.2.13 of Chapter 6 requires that safe load paths be developed for'

] moving all heavy or critical loads above and across the areas served by all
cranes in the power generation complex.

;
The staff concludes that this requirement is consistent with the requirements
of NUREG-0612. " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants," and is,;

! therefore, acceptable.

i 4.3 Primary Containment Structure

4.3.1 Definition
,

Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains the principal
design criteria for BWR and PWR primary containment structures and the

-

"

functional requirements for the containment system's performance and features.
Chapter 1 defines the structural requirements. Section 4.3 and applicable
portions of Sections 2 and 4.2 of Chapter 6 define the requirements for the
design of ALWR primary containment structures. The staff's evaluation of the
containment and the associated systems is provided in Chapters 1 and 5,
respectively, of this report. ,

Additional Commission policy discussions applicable to the design features
that EPRI proposes for the primary containment structure are provided in the
Commission's staff requirements memorandum (SRM) of June 26, 1990, on
SECY-90-016. Sections 4.3.2 through 4.3.4 of this chapter contain a summary
of the design requirements of Section 4.3 of Chapter 6 of the Evolud enary
Requirements Document as well as the staff's evaluation of certain proposed
criteria not discussed in Chapters 1 through 5 of this report.

4.3.2 Common Requirements

Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 6 delineates the common requirements for primary
containment structures.

Storaae for Reactor Internals

Section 4.3.2.2 of Cha)ter 6 states that space within the primary containment
will be adequate for tie underwater storage, inspection, and repair of reactor
internals during refueling.

Maintenance Work Spaces

Section 4.3.2.3 of Chapter 6 states that the primary containment will~ include
formally designated naintenance work spaces located in low-radiation areas at
various levels. Storage areas, utilities, and communications will also be

>
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provided. A clean staging and checkout area will be provided for applying and'

; removing protective heeting, tape, sleeving, etc., that are used for tools
| and equipment.
!

; Structural Desian Reouirements

| Section 4.3.2.4 of Chapter 6 states that ALWR desi ns will take advantage of
| anticipated code changes that are expected to resu t in the elimination of
: diagonal rebar requirements. For example, EPRI anticipates that current code
; requirements for diagonal rebars in reinforced-concrete containments are

likely to be eliminated in the near future. Although this requirement'

i deviates from the SRP guidelines, the staff will review individual applica-
i tions for FDA/DC against the criteria in the SRP.

[.qntainment Mixino

for containments that are not inerted, Section 4.3.2.5 of Chapter 6 proposes a
passive concept that relies on the structural configuration of the containment
to promote or enhance mixing of the hydrogen within the containment. As
stated in tl.e Evolutionary Requirements Document, the use of small, enclosed -
spaces that contain a source of hydrogen will be avoided. As a goal, the
design will minimize the use of small, unvented compartments that are long and
narrow because these geometries tend to cause flame acceleration and deflagra-
tion-to-detonation transition. Gratings, instead of solid floors, will be
used where permitted by separation requirements. The use of floor gratings
and vents will be maximized to help encourage containment mixing.

Since the Evolutionary Requirements Document only provides general goals, the
staff can only observe that the design goals provided for such a passive
mixing system, with no forced mixing, would tend to promote mixing. This was
identified as an open issue in the DSER for G apter 6. The staff will review
individual applications for FDA/DC for those specific featurer that encourage
mixing and could reasonably ensure that local concentrations of hydrogen in
small compartments do not exceed detonation limits. Global combustible gas
limits-within the containment must still meet the criteria in 10 CFR 50.34(f).
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Reactor Vessel Cavitv/Drywell

Section 4.3.2.6 of Chapter 6 states that provisions will be available for
flooding PWR reactor cavities and BWR drywells with water to cool core debris
in the event of a severe accident involving reactor vessel melt-through. This
section requires that the cavity /drywell arrangement preclude direct contact
between core debris and the containment boundary. According to EPRI, a

,

minimum 3-foot-thick concrete b3rrier will protect the leak tight boundary,

with water covering the core debris.

As noted in Section 4.3.1 of-this chapter, the staff's evaluation of the
design of the reactor vessel cavity /drywell is provided in Chapter 5 of this
report. In addition, in its SRM on SECY-90-016, the Commission approved the
staff's position that evolutionary ALWR designs should provide sufficient
cavity floor space to enhance the spreading of core debris and provide for.
quenching of the debris in the reactor cavity.'

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER - 6.4-15
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The Evolutionary Requirements Document and the evolutionary ALWi ps
provide a number of design features that are intended to mitigats
effectsofamoltencore. Among these features are a floor sizing iiterion
of 0.02 m / megawatt thermal (MWt) and provisions to flood the lowen drywell or
reactor cavity. This criterion a s identified as an open issue in the DSER
for Chapter 6.

ff does not support or dispute the EPRI floor sizing criterion of
The stp/MWt. Instead, it concludes that it is appropriate to review the0.02 m
specific vendor designs to determine now they have addressed the quenching of
debris in the reactor cavity and whether there is a sufficient level of
protection for the containment shell/ liner in addition to the floor sizing
criterion. The staff will determine if the provisions provided by EPRI hr.ve
increased the level of protection relative to core debris coolability. But it
does not intend to consider the " core-on-the-floor" accident as a new design-
basis accident. However, the staff does expect that the plant designer will
have considered all mitigative features to the extent practicable to minimize
the above effects associated with a core-on-the-floor accident. In particu-
lar, the designer should consider the effects of an unquenched core debris bed
to assess the limits of the design.

The staff concludes that EPRI has provided sufficient guidance for the plant
designer and will review individual applications for FDA/DC as indicated
above. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Coatina Qualification Reauirementi

Section 4.3.2.7 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document had
stated that paints L.J coatings that will be exposed to the containment
atmosphere will be qualified in accordance with ANSI N101.2-1972 and ASTM
D3842-80 to prevent the degradation of emergency core cooling system pump
performance as a result of blockage of sump strainers and screens by unquali-
fied coatings that may come off surfaces during a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA).

SRP Section 6.1.2 states that paints and coatings should also meet the quality
assurance requirements in ANSI N101.4-1972. In its letter of July 3, 1989,
EPRI committed to revise the Evolutionary Requirements Document to include
this ANSI standard. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER.

The staff has verified that EPRI has revised Section 4.3.2.7 of Chapter 6 to
require that paints and coatings that will be exposed to the containment atmo-
sphere be qualified in accordance with ANSI N101.4-1972 (including the quality
assurance requirements) and ASTM D3842-80. The staff concludes that these
revisions are acceptable; therefore, the DSER confirmatory issue-is closed.

in addition, during its reviews of individual applications for FDA/DC, the
-staff will evaluate coatings in accordance with SRP Section 6.1.2.

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.2.10 of Chapter 6 of-
the Evolutionary Requirements Document represent good design practice for
minimizing the spread and facilitating the cleanup of radioactive contamina-
tion, conform with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8.for .adiation
protection, and are, therefore, acceptable.
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$ Subcompartment Desian

: Section 4.3.2.8 of Chapter 6 states that any cubicles containing high-energy
j lines will be vented to limit pressure-and temperature buildup to below the

design values for the cubicle boundaries and safety-related equipment.

This requirement establishes compliance with SRP Section 6.2.1.2, "Subcompart-
ment Analysis," and is acceptable. Leak-before-break qualification may be

; used, in accordance with Section 3.6.3, " Leak-Before-Break Evolution Proce-
; dures," of the SRP (August 1987 draf t), in establishing the design parameters.
| The staff's detailed evaluation of the leak-before-break methodology is

provided in Section 4.5 of Chapter 1 of this report.a

.

j The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.3.2 of-Chapter 6 do not
! conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. Ilowever, by
! themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to determine if the
i plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore, applicants
! referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document must demonstrate compliance

with the addi W nal guidance in the SRP, or provide justification or alterna-
,

tive means of a t anting th associated /pulatory requirements.
,

,

! 4.3.3 BWR Primary Containment Structure
J

! Section 4.3.3 of Chapter 6 specifies that the BWR containment will be rein-
' forced concrete, steel lined, and integral with the raactor building as
; described in Section 7 of Chapter 5. The desianer will clearly identify the
i primary containment-pressure boundary within the reactor building. EPRI
i states that the integral primary containment and raattor building has no

precedent in the United States and that no concrete primary containment
; structure has met the requirements for Code Symbol Stamps. The primar)-
: containment will consist of a drywell and suppression chamber (wetwell)

connected by a vent system. Wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breakers will be
; provided as described in Section 7.2 of Chapter 5. Section 4.3.3.5 of
i Chapter 6 states that the plant designer should attempt to eliminate the need

for reactor building-to-containment vacuum breakers to improve the simplicity
| of design and opersU on.

| Drywell and Associated Structures

;
4 Section 4.3.3.6 of Chapter 6 states that the pedestal for the reactor pressure

vessel and reactor- shield wall will be fabricated steel structures filled withi

i concrete. Section 4.3.3.7 of Chapter 6 states that the upper drywell will be
provided with both a personnM air lock and an equipment htch. The hatch
will be located at or near the elevation of the safety-relief valve (SRV) and-,

main steam isolation valve (MSIV)-air operators to reduce time spent by
'

personnel in the drywell. Access to the lower drywell wi!1 be via an equip-
ment tunnel and a personnel air lock on the same level as the equipment
pl at form. The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to. ensure
that the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(8) regarding access to the reactor
containment, including access during shutdown, are met to reduce the threat of'

sabotage to these facilities.

To facilitate maintenance of reactor internal pumps, control rod drives, and
incore instrumentation, Section 4.3.3.7 of Chapter-6 specifies that an
equipment platform and hoisting facilities will be provided under the reactor
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pressure vessel in the lower drywell. Specific tools and other equipment
regularly used to perform this maintenance will also be located in the drywell1

; to improve the effectiveness of working in the drywell. EPRI states that
these tools will be of the highest reliability and will require minimal'

maintenance. The above features are intended to minimize unnecessary traffic
in the drywell during outages and thereby reduce personnel exposures.<

In its letter dated July 3, 1989, EPRI stated that the shielding and arrange-
ments of the advanced BWR design will be such that movement of irradiated fuel
from the reactor vessel to the fuel pool will not restrict access to the

i drywell for maintenance or inspect;on activities. Transfer of irradiated fuel
from the reactor vessel into fuel storage can result in potentially lethal
radiation levels in upper levels of the drywell if, during such transfer, the
spent fuel assembly were to be dropped during movement over the reactor

; vessel / fuel pool boundary area. Other fuel rod configurations during fuel
transfer could also result in very high radiation levels in portions of the

.

drywell. Because the Evolutionary Requirements Document did not describe!

j those design features of the advanced BWR that will preclude the occurrence of
pottntially lethal radiation levels in portions of the drywell during the
transfer of irradiated fuel from the reactor vessel into fuel storage, the ;

staff identified this as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 6. The staff i

concludes that it will review applications for FDA/DC to ensure that potential.

high-radiation areas are identified and design measures are-provided to
preclude potentially high radiation exposure to personnel. Therefore, this<

! DSER open issue is closed.

Sucoression Chamber (Wetwell)
a

Section 4.3.3.8 of Chapter 6 states that the wetted surfaces of the wetwell
J and vent system will be made of clad or solid Type 304L stainless steel.

Cladding will have a minimum thickness of 1/8 inch, Personnel access will be,

i.
via a hatch. The hatch will be 4 feet in diameter or larger, if necessary,
for handling large maintenance items. A platform, accessible via a staircase,

! will be provided above the pool surface for inspection and maintenance.
| Ladders will be providej to the bottom of the pool. Section 4.3.3.9 of-
! Chapter 6 specifies that quenchers and emergency core cooling system (ECCS)

suction strainers will be located .o minimize air ingestion during SRV'

operation with the ECCS in service. Section 4.3.3.10.of Chapter 6 states that
3

j the spray header will be located-at the top of the watwell.

Ygnt System

Section 4.3.3.11 of Chapter 6 states that the vent system and suppression pool;

will be designed to ensure adequate thermal mixing under both LOCA and long--

i term blowdown conditions.

SRV Pipina

Section 4.3.3.12 of Chapter 6 states that the length and number of bends in
SRV piping will be minimized. Horizontal runs in submerged piping will be
avoided. The design of the SRV connections to the piping will provide.for the,

use of nut setters and stud tensioners and will permit any SRV to be removed'

without disturbing an adjacent SRV.-
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Lonclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.3.3 of Chapter 6 do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by
themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to make a determination
that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document mur demonstrate
compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide justification
or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

4.3.4 PWR Primary Containment Structure

Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 6 specifies that the primary containment structure
for a PWR will be a large, dry-type containment with a cylindrical steel
pressure vessel. A reinforced-concrete secondary shield building will enclose
the primary containment vessel. The vessel will be approximately 150 feet in
diameter. The reactor pressure vessel and reactor coolant loop will be offset
within the containment. EPRI states that the large diameter and offset were
chosen to provide increased operating deck working space and improved outage
laydown arrangements.

One of the more dose-intensive jobs at PWRs involves the replacement of steam
7 generators. Section 4.3.4.5 of Chapter 6 states that the containment arrange-p ment will permit the removal and replacement of all steam generators during a

10-day plant shutdown. The maintenance hatch will be sized for the removal
ad replacement of a reactor coolant pump and will be located in the same
antainment building quadrant and on the same level as the health physicse

ccess control area. This will facilitate access to and egress from the
ontainment during outages (thereby minimizing unproductive time and effort)

| and will improve control of the spread of radioactive contamination.
,

in-Containment Refuelina Water Storace Tank

Section 5.4.3.11 of Chapter 5 requires that the containment include an in-
containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST); Section 4.3.4.4 of
Chapter 6 contains additional provisions for the IRWST. The containment will
be arranged with a holdup volume of 25,000 gallons at the lowest floor to
prevent water draining to the floor from returning directly to the IRWST.

Features To Minimize Offsite Doses

M discussed by the staff in the DSER for Chapter 5, EPRI stated that the
containment spray will be used as both a containment heat removal system and a
fission product cleanup system. Section 4.3.4.5 of Chapter 6 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document states that the spray headers and nozzles will
be arranged to provide at least 90 percent coverage by volume. Unsprayed
ireas will be provided with vents and gratings to promote mixing. EPRI
indicates that analyses will be based on an assumed containment design leakage
rate of 0.5 percent per day. The reactor pressure vessel cavity will be
designed to minimize the potential for direct containment heating in the event
of a severe accident with high-pressure reactor pressure vessel failure. This
feature involves the inclusion of a preferential flow path for core debris and
a core debris collection volume.
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As discussed by the staff the DSER for Chapter 5, the proposed containment
leak rate of 0.5 percent per day represented- a significant relaxation of the

j containment leak rate. The staff was concerned that the basis-for this
relaxation stemmed from the application of new approaches to the source term.
This was identified as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 6. However, in
its evaluation of this issue in Chapter 5 of-this report, the staff has
concluded that the 0.5-percent allowable containment leakage is ' acceptable,

i provided the calculated doses -for a design-basis accident meet the require-
ments of 10 CFR Part 100, based on analyses using the revised source term.

,

j Therefore, this open issue is closed.
4

features To Minimize Local AcGLmulation of Hydrogen
,

Section 4.3.4.6 of Chapter 6 states that the PWR containment building arrange-
' ment will ensure that all compartments that could receive discharge from the,

primary system in a severe accident before vessel failure will discharge
, diractly into the main natural circulation flow loop within the containment
; t u, adequate mixing capability.
;

Access Penetrations'

| Section 4.3.4.7 of Chapter 6 states that three access penetrations into ;

containment will be provided: (1) a maintenance hatch located at grade and,

j sized for movement of large equipment and the removal of a-reactor coolant
pump motor, seal ring, or multistud tensioner; (2) a personnel air lock;

located at the operating deck level; and (3) a second personnel 'ir locki ,

located at the same level as the maintenance hatch below the oprating de K. '
4

If the maintenance hatch is not large enough for the removal of an intact:

! steam generator, the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies that an
alternative path for its removal will be provided, such as an equipment hatch,

on the operating deck level, or for removing the containment shell. Movement'

of equipment through a hatch will not require passage over the refueling*

canal. Penetrations seals will be capable of being leak tested remotely from
i low-radiation areas and will be capable of being changed out during an 8-hour-
' shift. Hatch covers will be installed inside the containment so that contain-

ment pressure will increase the sealing force and will be provided with
vertical guide rails and hoists. The maintenance hatch will have a permanent4

i vestibule outside the containment that will be large enough'to accommodate
truck trailers 60 feet in length. Air locks will be provided with staging

; areas. The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure
that the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(8). regarding access to the reactor

; containment, including access during-shutdown, are met to reduce the threat of
satotage-to these facilities.i

Polar Crane4

Section 4.3.4.8 of Chapter 6 states that a polar crane that meets all the
.

requirements'of ANSI /ASME N0G-1-1983, " Rules for Construction of Overhead and
Gantry Cranes (Top Running Bridge, Multiple Girder)," for ( pe 11-cranes will

-

be provided. in addition to lifting equipment or components during refueling4

operations, the crane will be capable of lifting a steam generator clear of*

its shield wall without having to remove sections of the shield wall. The
; electrical components of the crane, including controllers, motors, sensors,

!
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and controls, will be qualified for the design operating temperature, radia-
tion, humidity, and mist in the containment dome and will be designed in
modular plug-in form to facilitate the replacement of faulty components.

Small Cranes

Section 4.3.4.9 of Chapter 6 states that a minimum of two small (10-ton) jib
cranes will be nrovided on the operating deck, located so as to provide
lifting capabilities for all major vertical accessways and adjacent work
areas. In addition, dedicated crancs will be provided for the maintenance
hatch and reactor head service area.

PJnetrations for Temporary Use

Section 4.3.4.10 of Chapter 6 states that a minimum of four normally sealed
containment penetrations, at least 12 inches in diameter, will be provided
near the maintenance hatch for routing temporary cable, piping, and hoses
during outages to facilitete maintenance operations. In addition, four such
penetrations will be provided at the operating deck ievel with at least two
penetrations located to facilitate access for cables and hoses from the fuel
building and storage facility. These penetrations will be sealed with blind
flanges during normal operation.

Containment Elevator

Section 4.3.4.11 of Chapter 6 states that an elevator servicing all levels of
the containment will be provided inside the containment and will t,a capable of
carrying passengers and light freight.

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 6 do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by
themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to make a determination
that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

4.4 BWR Reactor Buildina and PWR Auxiliary Buildina

4.4.1 Introduction

Section 4.4 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides
the requirements applicable to the BWR reactor building and the PWR auxiliary
building.

4.4.2 BWR Reactor Building

Section 4.4.2 of Chapter 6 states that the BWR reactor building will contain
the engineered safety systems, the reactor, the reactor coolant system, and
non-safety-related auxiliary systems. It will surround, and be integral with,
the primary containment. The reactor building surrounding the primary
containment will serve as a secondary containment fission product leakage
control (FPLC) boundary, and leak-tightness requirements will be established
as necessary to meet the dose criteria in 10 CFR Part 100. Double doors and
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vestibules will be provided at entry areas that form part of the FPLC bound-
ary. The access door for major equipment will be sized to accommodate the
largest piece of equipment to be handled and will be located at grade level.
A vertical hatchway will be provided over the staging area for moving loads
between the upper floors and the access door. Cubicles located below grade
will also have the necessary vertical hatchways and transport facilities. The
reactor building will include rooms near the upper drywell hatch for the
maintenance of safety-relief valves (SRVs) and main steam isolation valves
(MSIVs) and rooms near the lower drywell hatch for servicing the reector
internal pumps end control rod drives. The building will have four elevators.
A crane will be provided that will serve, as a minimum, the new fuel vault,
the work end of the fuel pool, the equipment hatch, and the laydown areas.
EPRI states that the crane will have sufficient capacity to lift the heaviest
component in the building and will be able to lift a fuel cask. The main
hoist will be single failure proof and meet ANSI /ASME N0G-1-1983 for Type I

Interlocks will preveni the handling of heavy loads over the fuel
,

cranes.
j storage pool.
4

To reduce personnel radiation exposure, " clean" and " controlled" areas will be
segregated and personnel entry into the reactor building will be on the same

i level as the radioactive work change areas. Rooms will be provided in the
reactor building so that SRVs and MSIVs can be serviced within the controlled

| zone without having to completely decontaminate them and move them out of the
reactor building for servicing. The staff concludes that these features,'

which are intended to minimize personnel radiation exposure and to control the4

spread of contamination, are acceptable. ;

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4,4.2 of Chapter 6 do not f
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. _ However, by;

| themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to make a determination
'

that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,
: applicants referencing the Evolutionary hequirements Document will be required
: to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide

justification or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory'

requirements.

4.4.3 PWR Auxiliary Building
'

Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 6 states that the PWR auxiliary building will contain
|

. the reactor auxiliary and safety systems that support the primary-reactor
| systems. It will surround the primary containment. Access doors for major

equipment will be located at plant grade and sized to accommodate the largest ;
,''

piece of equipment to be handled. Two elevators will be provided: one for 1

clean areas and one for controlled areas. An emergency core cooling system-
(ECCS) equipment room will be located in each of the four building quadrants,

i
One safety injection system train will be located in each quadrant. Two of j

the ECCS equipment rooms, located on opposite sides, will each house one of
the two containment spray pumps. The other two opposite ECCS equipment rooms

: will each contain one of the two residual heat removal pumps. Flooding of one
: ECCS equipment room will not lead to flooding of another. The staff concludes

that this separation should contribute to the reduction of threats from'

sabotage as well as fire compared to locating all redundant components of- a -* -

| system in the same room.

!
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Section 4.4.3.3 of Chapter 6 states that the emergency feedwater (EFV) pump
compartments will be located in the auxiliary building. The components will
be arranged so that they will not be penetrated by main steamlines or nain
feedwater lines. Each of the four EFW pumps will be located in a separate
compartment having separate access. Flooding of one EFW pump compartment will
not lead to flooding of another EFW pump compar* ment. Compartments containing
turbine-driven EFW pumps will be vented for protection against a steamline
break and will be readily accessible for resetting the mechanical overspeed
trip.

As discussed in Section 4.4.2 of this chapter, clean and controlled areas of
the PWR auxiliary building will be segregated and personnel entry will be on
the same level as the radioactive work change areas.

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 6 do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable, llowever, by
themselves they do not provide sufficient in krmation to make a determination
that the plant-specific design and arrangeme will be adequate. Therefore,
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Rec ements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additic .i guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

4.5 Turbine-Generator Buildina

4.5.1 Definition and Scope

Section 4.5.1 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the turbine-generator building will provide support and housing for the
main turbine-generator and its auxiliary equipment, including the lube oil
system, the hydrogen supply and cooling system, the stator cooling system, the
seal oil system, the electrohydraulic control system, the generator exciter,
and the gland steam sealing system as well as associated equipment such
condensers, feedwater heaters, and condensate pumps.

4.5.2 General Requirements

Section 4.5.2 of Chapter 6 delineates the general design requirements for the
turbine-generator building. Section 4.5.2.1 of Chapter 6 classifies the
turbine-generator building as non-seismic Category 1, in accordance with the
definition in Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," and
requires that the building be designed, as a minimum, to the provisions of the
Uniform Building Code. However, this seismic classification is not consistent
with the classification in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. According to Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 1, the turbine
building will be classified as either seismic Category II or non-seismic (NS)
depending on whether or not the failure of the building structure during and
after the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) could impair the safety functions of
any seismic Category I ltems. Therefore, the staff will reviev individual
applications for FDA/DC to ensure that the turbine-generator building, at
least for the BWR, is analyzed and designed to SSE loading conditions using
the same criteria that are applicable for seismic Category I-structures in
accordance with the criteria of SRP Section 3.7.2 for interaction of non-
Category I structures with Category I structures.
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The turbine-generator building will be oriented so that any plane perpendicu-
lar to the turbine-generator axis will not intersect with the primary contain-
ment structure. Structural features will include (1) a steel or concrete,
integrated or isolated, low-tuned turbine pedestal foundation; (2) a struc-
tural steel-supported operating floor;- (3) precast walls; (4) reinforced-!

concrete shielding to the operating floor for a BWR design; (5) metal deck and
steel beam construction instead of conventional forms and scaffolding; and
(6) a metal siding enclosure in the absence of shielding requirements.,

Designated floor laydown areas will have the capacity to support heavy*

1 equipment,

f 4.5.3 Equipment Arrangement
1

i Section 4.5.3 of Chapter 6 states that equipment will be physically and
functionally arranged in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 2 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. Access, rigging, and laydown features

3

will be provided to facilitate maintenance. These features include the'

capability to remove all active components, a plant grade with a connection to
a road or railway, main crane access to all major equipment or access to

.

monorails or hoists to remove equipment to a central area, permanent platformsi
where practicable to provide easy access to key equipment, elevator service
for all floors and main electrical areas, stairwavs at appropriate locations,
provisions for maintenance of main condensers, placement of feedwater heaters
to prevent turbine water induction from the heaters, accessibility of orifice>

plates for maintenance and inspection, accessibility of main steam reheaters
and moisture separators for maintenance and repair, and provisions for heat4 ,

'

exchanger retubing.4

'

4.5.4 BWR Turbine-Generator Building

Section 4.5.4 of Chapter 6 states that the. BWR= turbine-generator building,

design will take into account the additional- radiation e_ffects of reactor*

steam that will be taken directly to the turbine building, including the
effects of hydrogen injection for water chemistry control. Load-carrying"

walls and slabs will be used as shielding, and permnnel access design'

requirements will be integrated with the site acce s plan. An of f-gas ret.om-
biner will be provided in or near the turbine building and will be located to
minimize the length of piping from the air ejectors to the recombiner.

,

EPRI states that the effects of hydrogen injection on nitrogen-10 levels will
be conswered in the design of the BWR turbine-generator building. Sufficient
laydown space for maintenance of the turbine-generator and areas = for decontam-

,

inating equipment and for cleaning filters will be provided. The staff
concludes that these features, which are intended to maintain occupational

i exposure levels as -low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA), are-acceptable.

In letters dated May 17 and August 29, 1991, the staff requested that EPRI
describe how the BWR main steamline beyond the seismic restraint up to and
including the turbine stop valve, the turbine bypass lines to the condenser,

.

and the condenser will be protected from the possible failure of non-seismic
Category I structures, components, and systems during a postulated SSE. EPRI

responded to these requests in-a letter dated November 6, 1991. The staff's
evaluation of the turbine-generator building is provided in Appendix B tot

Chapter 1 and Chapters 3, 5, and 13 of this report.
.
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4.5.5 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.5 of Chapter 6 do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by

,

themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to make a determination
that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,-
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

4.6 Other Power Generation Complex Facilities '

4.6.1 Definition

The power generation complex (PGC), as defined by EPRI, will include other
facilities, either as separate buildings or as an integral part of the 6

' auxiliary building (PWR) or reactor building (BWR) structure. These facili- '

ties are discussed in Sections 4.6.2 through 4.6.6 below.

| 4.6.2 Fuel Handling and Storage facility ;

Section 4.6.2 of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the fuel handling and storage facility will include all the facilities
for the handling, storage, and inspection of new and irradiated fuel; the .

inspection and repair of fuel assemblies; and the transfer of new and irradi-
ated fuel. Requirements for fueling and refueling systems and equipment are '

given in Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document and are evaluated
by the staff in Chapter 7 of this report. The requirements of Section 4.6.2
of Chapter 6 apply to building structural design and arrangement. For BWRs,

.

the fuel facility will be located in the reactor building on the operating ideck level. For PWRs, it will be located adjacent to the auxiliary building
on the side opposite the turbine building.

Section 4.6.2.3 states that the general structural and loading requirements
are specified in Section 4 of Chapter 1.

Section 4.6.2.4.2 of Chapter 6 states that new fuel will be stored in a dry
vault. The vault will be designed so that it will be impossible to achieve
criticality in the dry vault, even if it were to be flooded with unbarated
water. The capacity of the new fuel storage vault will be 40 percent of a !
full core for BWRs and 66.7 percent for PWRs, based on the fuel required for
two refuelings. :

Section 4.6.2.4.4 of' Chapter 6 states that the design and arrangement of the
fuel _ handling and storage facilities will preclude the transport of spent fuel ;
shipping casks over the fuel storage pool or safety-related equipment. The
cask pool will be located next to the storage pool and will be connected to it
by a canal containing a watertight gate. The bottom of the canal will be at

,

an elevation above the top of the storage racks. For the PWR and BWR design, !

the cask cannot drop more than the distance equal to the structural limit of
the cask pool bottom in a drop accident, and the fuel pool will be designed to
preclude the loss of fuel cooling or of. safe-shutdown _ capability in the event
of a cask drop in the cask pool.
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Section 4.6.2.4.5 of Chapter 6 states that the layout and arrangement will
permit major heavy lifts to be accomplished in one lift without the need to
lay down the transported item at an ir,termediate location.

Section 4.6.2.4.6 of Chapter 6 states that the fuel storage and handling
facility will be designed to accommodate the fuel-handling accident described
in Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary kequirements Document.

Section 4.6.2.4.8 of Chapter 6 states that a pad for washing down a fuel cask
and a truck or railcar will be provided outside the building. An area ;

adjacent to the cask pool will be provided for the preparation, decontamina-
tion, and testing of casks.

The staff's evaluation of the fueling and refueling facilities is provided in ,

!Chapter 7 of this report.

4.6.3 Radwaste Facility

Section 4.6.3 of Chapter 6 specifies the arrangement requirements applicable
to the radwaste facility. System requirements are given in Chapter 12 of the.

Evolutionary Requirements Document and are evaluated by the staff in'

Chapter 12 of this report.

5ection 4.6.3.3 of Chapter 6 requires that the radwaste building design and-

equipment structural supports meet the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.143,
" Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management Systems, Structures, and.

Components Installed in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," and that the
building design meet American Concrete Institute 318, " Building Code Require-
ments for Reinforced Concrete," and the requirements of the American Institute
of Steel Construction. The staff concludes that this requirement is accept-
able.-

| Radwaste facilities will be located as depicted in the general plot plans and
arrangement sketches in the appendices to Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary !

| Requirements Document.
|

The radwaste facility will be designed so that. contamination of the waste
transport truck is precluded and the expected doses to truck drivers will bc

: comparable to background levels. Radwaste piping carrying fluids with high-
! solids content will be designed to minimize the potential for plugging by the

use of short runs and long radius bends. Provisions for automatic flushing
after each use will be provided for this piping.

To maintain doses to radwaste operators as low as is reasonably achievable
(ALARA), EPRI requires that special radwaste-handling methods, including the
use of robotics, local lifting equipment, shielding bells, and automatic
equipment, be used in the radwaste facility. -In addition, all access halls ,

and the radwaste control station will be. located in low-radiation zones. The'

staff concludes that the above design features for the radwaste facility
comply with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8 for maintaining occupa-
tional exposures ALARA and are acceptable.;

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.6.3 of Chapter 6 do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by
themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to make a determination.'
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that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. . Therefore,
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

4.6.4 Emergency Onsite Power Supply Facility

The staff's evaluation of the emergency generatcr system is given in
Chapter 11 of this report. The BWR design specifies three emergency genera-
tors; the PWR design specifies two. The generators, each within its own
compartment, will be located in seismic Category I structures. The emergency
generator system in a BWR will be located in the reactor building.

Section 4.6.4.2 of Chapter 6 states that compartment design and separation
will be such that an explosion or fire in one emergency generator compartment
will not disable another. Each generator will have independent, dedicated
support systems, it will be possible to remove and replace a generator
without affecting the operability of another generator and without destructive
removal of walls. The tanks will be capable of being tested for water and of
being drained of water. The fuel service systems will be provided with
sampling capability throughout.

Communication capability will be provided between the control room and the
emergency generator compartments. The generator compartments will also be
provided with crane facilities, access space, and laydown space to permit
major repairs.

Fuel storage tanks will be located as described in Section 2.3 of Chapter 6.

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.6.4 of Chapter 6 do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. iiowever, by
themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to make a determination
that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

4.6.5 Control Complex

The control complex will include the main control room, that is, the " control
room emergency zone," as defined by SRP Section 6.4, " Control Room Habita-
bility Systems," and other rooms that support the main control room opera-
tions. These other rooms include cable spreading rooms, computer and equip-
ment rooms, and may include such rooms as offices, instrument shops, and the
technical support center. Man-machine interface systems are described in
Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Documeat and are evaluated by the
staff in Chapter 10 of this report.
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Locatiqn

in the DSER for Chapter 6, Section 4.6.5.2, the staff stated that EPRI was
evaluating the location of the control complex between the auxiliary building
(PWR) or the reactor building (BWR) and the turbine building. Because EPRi
had not settled on a final location, this was identified as an open issue.

4

Section 4.6.5.2 of Chapter 6 has been revised to require that the general
location of the control complex be between the reactor building and the
turbine-generator building. It may be located in a separate building or it
may be part of another seismic Category I building. EPRI states that the
location of the control complex between the nuclear steam supply system
components and the balance-of-plant components will facilitate separation of).
redundant divisions of electrical power and control cables. This central
location is also consistent with the main control room's function as the he
of the plant operating staff's activities,

lhe objective of the control room is to ensure that plant operators are
protected against the effects of accidental releases of toxic and radioactive
gases and that the control room can be maintained as the backup center from
which technical support center personnel can safely operate in case of an
accident. Therefore, the control complex air inlets should be located taking
into consideration the potential release points of radioactive material andi

: toxic gases. The guidance and acceptance criteria for the control room
| habitability system design are provided in SRP Section 6.4 and the specific

genaral design criteria and regulatory guides addressed in the SRP. However
the NRC has no regulatory requirements for the location of the control complex
relative to other buildings. The staff concludes that EPRI's requirements for-

the location of the control complex are acceptable, provided the control'

complex design meets SRP Section 6.4. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed.

,

HVAC Desian
r

Section 4.6.5.4.1 of Chapter 6 states that the control room ventilation system
is safety related and the system will mect the single-failure criterion. Air-

: intakes will be located and protected to preclude the intake of other than
: fresh air. Control room doors and penetrations will be designed to exclude

smoke, steam, water, and firefighting chemicals applied to areas outside the+

control room.

The staff concludes that, for some facilities, it may be necessary to have two
remote ventilation air intakes in order to meet the dose criteria of General
Design Criterion 19 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. The staff will review this
item on a design-specific basis dur ing its review of an individual application
for FDA/DC.

,

Control Room Emeroency Zone'

In the DSER for Chapter 6, the-staff stated that1the spaces in the control*

room emergency zone designated in Section 4.6.5.4.2 of Chapter 6 were incon-
sistent with those of the control room envelope defined in Section 8.2.2.1 of
Chapter 9, in that the computer room was included in the control room
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; emergency zone but not in the control room envelope. The staff stated that
EPRI should resolve this discrepancy and identified this issue as an open,

issue.
I

Section 8.2.2 of Chapter 9 has been revised to state that the control complex4

will include the main control room envelop, computer, essential switchgear,
battery rooms, and HVAC equipment room. EPRI also revised Section 4.6.5.4.2,

of Chapter 6 to replace "envelepe" with " emergency zone" and to include thet

computer rcom in the control room emergency zone. EPRI stated that thea

control complex is intended to include more than the control room itself
j and it will be composed of several separate fire areas. Therefore, the

terminology in Chapter 6 is consistent with SRP Section 6.4.
,

i Branch Technical Position (BTP) CMEB 9.5-1 (SRP Section 9.5.1) states that the
control room complex is the zone served by the control room emergency ventila-,

tion system and includes the control room, computer room, shift supervisor's
office, and operator wash room and kitchen. The staff concludes that the EPRI
requirements for the design of the ALWR control complex meet the guidance of
SRP Section 6.4 and BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and that i.here is no longer a discrepancy,

between Chapter 6 and Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
,

Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
i

lluman Factors

Section 4.6.5.4.2 of Chapter 6 states that a control room emergency zone,

encompassing the control room, critical documents file, computer room, shift
supervisor's office, lavatory, kitchen and eating area, and other areas
requiring continuous or frequent occupancy under accident conditions will be'

provided in ALWR designs. The zone will be designed in accordance with human
factors guidelines to facilitate operability and to maintain habitability,

during upset conditions. In the DSER for Chapter 6, the staff stated that it-

had requested that EPRI provide additional information on the requirements and:
) acceptance criteria for human factors considerations to ensure that opera-

bility ard maintainability are achieved in building arrangements. This was
j identified as an open issue in the DSER. The staff has evaluated EPRI's

requirements for human factors considerations in Chapter 10 of this report.'
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Conclusion
4,

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.6.5 of Chapter 6 do not.,

conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by'

themselves, they do not provide sufficient Information to make a determination
that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required.

'

to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
! justification or alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory

requirements.

4.6.6 Technical Support Center
,

Section 4.6.6 of Chapter 6 states that the technical support center (TSC) will
'

be located so that it-is convenient to the control room. EPRI states that the
TSC will meet the criteria in NUREG-0696, " Functional Criteria for Emergencyi

i Response Facilities." The TSC HVAC system will be independent of that of the
;
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control room envelope. It will be non-safety grade, functionally similar to
, that of the control room envelope, and provided with high-efficiency particu-

late air filters.4

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4.6.6 of Chapter 6 do not
' conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by,

themselves, they do not provide sufficient information to make a determination
.

that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification for alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements,

f,
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5 -CONCLUSION;

i The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 6 of the
i Evolutionary Requirements Document for building design and arrangement do not
; conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. Hewever, by

themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC staff to
| determine if-the plant-specific building design and arrangement will be-

adequate. Applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will
be required to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the
Standard Review Plan (SRP) (NUREG-0800), or provide justification for alterna-,

tive means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

| Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements
! Document specifies requirements that, subject to resolution of the identified
j vendor- and utility-specific items, if properly translated into a-design and

constructed and operated in accordance with the NRC regulations in force at
the time the-design is submitted, should result in a nuclear power plant.whose1

building design and arrangement are such that there will be no undue risk to-.

the health and safety of the public or to the environment. In addition to
complying with existing regulations, such a facility would also be consistent-

with Commission policies on severe-accident protection.
i
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS

Appendix A of Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
definitions of terms and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list
of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report.
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APPENDIX B
GENERIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ISSUES

The original version of the Evolutionary Requirements Document presented
EPRI's requirements to address the resolution of generic safety issues in
Appendix B of each chapter. In the DSER for Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff evaluated EPRI's requirements to address the
resolution of the following generic safety issues:

103, " Design for Maximum Probable Precipitation"*

118, " Tendon Anchorage Failures"a

In Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, submitted by letter
dated September 7, 1990, EPRI relocated its requirements to address generic
safety issues that were unresolved as of January 1,1990, to Appendix B to
Chapter 1. As a result, a number of generic safety issues that were addressed
in the original Evolutionary Requirements Document are no longer addressed.
The staff has provided its evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address >

generic safety isst:es in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. The staff
has also documented its closure of DSER open and confirmatory issues associat-
ed with generic issues no longer addressed by FPRI in Appendix B to Chapter 1 '

of this report. Therefore, the DSER confirmatory issue associated with
Generic Issue 103 is closed.
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APPENDIX C
BWR CONSTRUCTION PLAN AND ARRANGEMENT SKETCHES

Appendix C to Chapter 6 of the original version of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document contained a construction schedule for a BWR. The schedule
provided for a 54-month construction period (first concrete to warranty
demonstration). Preliminary plant arrangement drawings were also included.
Because of the relocation of EPRI's requirements to address the resolution of
unresolved safety issues and generic safety issues to Appendix B to Chapter 1,
EPRI's original Appendix C to Chapter 6 has been redesignated as Appendix B.

The staff concludes that the requirements of redesignated Appendix B to
Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with
current regulatory guidelines.

<
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APPENDIX D
PWR CONSTRUCTION PLAN AND ARRANGEMENT SKETCHES

Appendix 0 to Chapter 6 of the original version of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document contained a construction schedule for a PWR. The schedule
provided for a 54-month construction period (first concretu to warranty
demonstration). Preliminary plant at 'ngement drawings were also included.
Because of the relocation of EPRI's n tuirements to address the resolution of
unresolved safety issues and generic safety issues to Appendix B to Chapter 1,
EPRI's original Appendix D to Chapter 6 has been redesignated as Appendix C.

The staff concludes that the requirements of redesigned Appendix C to
Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with
current regulatory guidelines.
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APPENDIX E'

, MAINTAINABIllTY EVALUATION

Appendix E to Chapter 6 of the original version of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document provided a sample format for the report of an evaluation
demonstrating that maintenance access and planning requirements of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be met. The purpose of the evalua-,

tion, wh.ch will be performed by the plant designer, is to ensure the follow-
ing:

Refueling can be completed in 17 days.*

: Satisfactory services can be provided at the access control facility.*

Critical maintenance tasks can be performed easily and quickly.*

I Access to all components is available for their removal and replacement,=

and these components can be transported using safe, preplanned lifting'

; and transport methods.

Included in this appendix are (1) a list of critical maintenance tasks to be
evaluated, (2) a sample maintenance task checklist, (3) a sample transport
task checklist, and (4) a sample evaluation of a critical maintenance task.,

The evaluations described by this appendix are intended to demonstrate that
the completed standard plant arrangement under review will facilitate perform-
ing the tasks identified in Section 8 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary

i Requirements Document. The tasks referenced in Section 8 of Chapter 1 are
those that have historically contributed to extended outages, large percent-
ages of total plant person-rem exposure, and excessive efforts to improve
maintainability through plant modifications.,

:
Because of the relocation of EPRI's requirements to address the resolution ofi

unresolved safety issues and generic safety issues to Appendix B to Chapter 1,
EPRI's original Appendix E to Chapter 6 has been redesignated as Appendix D.,

Although the information in redesignated Appendix D to Chapter 6 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document is not suoject to SRP review criteria, the.

; staff concludes that it does not conflict with current regulatory guidelines.
However, an FDA/DC or combined license applicant should explicitly state that
plant safety will not be compromised in attempting to satisfy refueling,

j critical maintenance tasks, and other requirements addressed in Appendix 0.

.

1
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CHAPTER 7, " FUELING AND REFUELING SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 7
" Fueling and Refueling Systems," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
through Revision 3. Chapter 7 was prepared, under the project direction of
EPRI and the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion Engineering
Nuclear Power; Commonwealth Edison Company; Duke Power Company; General
Electric Company; MPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy Incorporated; Westinghouse
Electric Corporation; Yeakee Atomic Electric Company; and EPRI.

On February 28, 1989, EPRI submitted Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document for staff review. By lettors dated April 28, May 24, and
July 14, 1989, and July 18, 1990, the staff requested that EPRI supply
additional information. EPRI provided-the information in its responses dated
August 18, September 15, and December 22, 1989, and January 18, 1990.

On January 15, 1991, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 7 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document. On April 9, 1991, the staff and EFRI met with
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on Improved Light
Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 7, the staff's corresponding DSER, the
outstanding issues from the staff's review of Chapter 7, an(i EPRI's approach,

to resolving each issue.

On September 7, 1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and Novem-
ber 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively.

1.1 Review Criterh

Section 1 of Volume 1, of this report describes the approach and review
criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document.

1.2 Scope and Structure of Chacter 7

Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the AL'WR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the. fueling and refueling
systems.

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 7 ceview include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for

spent fuel pool*

fuel pool cooling and cleanup systema

new fuel storage facilitya

cask receiving and handling facilities.

fuel handling systeme

other related systems and equipmente

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 7.1-1
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1.3 Policy Issues

| During its review of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical;

areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the;

j Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

1.4 Outstandino_ issues4

| The DSER for Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the
following outstanding issues:

| Open Issuu
.

! (1) human factors considerations (2)
. (2) radiological consequences of fuel handling accident (3.2.2)
{ (3) criticality of new fuel in new fuel storage facility (5)
i (4) radiological consequences of fuel cask drop accident-(6.5)

(5) safety classification of the refueling platform assembly (7.1.2)#

: (6) high-radiation areas (7.2)
(7) segregation of fuel pool area used for fuel reconstitution (7.4)i

: (8) Generic Safety issue 82 (Appendix B)

Confirmatory Issue
,

,

I (1) quality group classification of components for new and spent fuel
: storage racks (3.2.1 and 5)

| The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in detail in the
appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical'

notation follo ing each issue. All outstanding issues identifi94 in the DSER
for Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document have been "esolved.,

,

; 1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Soecific items
4

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in parentheses, are li:ted below. The designators in'

front of each issue provide a unique identifier' for each issue. The letter-
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evoluticnary plant designs. The first,

number designates the chapter in which it is identified. The letter "V"i

designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final number is.

: the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.

| E.7.V-l' quality group classification of components fec new and~ spent fuel
storage racks (3.2.1)

E.7.V-2 radiological consequances of fuel handling accident (3.2.2)
: E.7.V-3 protection against. tampering during refueling activities (3.2.4)

E.7.V-4 design of_the: overhead bridge crane (6.1.2)-

E.7.V-5 radiological consequences of fuel cask drop accident-(6.5):

! E.7.V-6 design of the fuel handling system (7.1.2)
j E.7 V-7 reactor disassembly and servicing equipment for BWRs (,'.5)

i
<
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2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND POLICY STATEMENTS

The fueling and refueling systems will include all the facilities for the safe
handling and inspection of new fuel, the storage of new and spent fuel, the
inspection and repsir of spent fuel bundles, and the transfer of new and spent
fue'. The strL 'unil design requirements for these systems are provided in
Chapter 1 of the tvulutionary Requirements Document. The staff's evaluation
of tnese requirements is provided in Chapter 1 of this report.

Sec' ions 1.5.2 and 2.2.1 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document state that the ALWR fueling and refueling systems will be designed so
that the reactor can be refueled in 17 calendar days or less. This assumes a
24-month plant operating cycle, which requires the replacement of more fuel
as: 'mblies than a 12- or an 18-month cycle. The tasks assumed for the 17-day
refueling outage are only those tasks that must be performed each time the
reactor is refueled. Additional outage time over plant life is allowed for
performing other tasks that are not required each time the reactor is refu-
eled. Also, the Evolutionary Requirements Document assumes that all plant
equipment that is shared for performing activities that are not related to
refueling during the outage will be available whenever needed so that no delay
is encountered because of competing use.

One of the objectives of going to .17-day (maximum) refueling outage is to
reduce the amount of personnel exposure Msociated with refueling operations.
In recent years, refueling operations have accounted for between 6 and 8
percent of the total annual plant collective dose. EPRI expects that the
criteria in Chapter 7 will result in lower doses associated with refueling by
permitting fueling and refueling operations to be pi iormed more expeditiously
through the use of more automatic or remote con",.o processes. Some of the
design criteria specified by EPRI to lower doses include the use of permanent

! refueling seals, the use of integrated head removal features, and-the specifi-
! cation of smooth surface conditians on pool walls to facilitate decontamina-
i tion.

Section 1.5.6 of Chapter 7 states that the chapter includes man-machine
interface requirements specific to fueling and refueling equipment. The goal;

of this chapter, as stated by EPRI, is to eliminate the man-machine interfacet

problem; that have existed in the design of past and current refueling-

: equipment by emphasizing features that simplify the interaction of the
operator with the principal operating equipment. In its letter datedi

'
August 30, 1990, the staff requested additional _information regarding EPRI's
approach to incorporating human factors considerations into the Evolutionary.
Requirements Document. Because it had not completed its review, the staff
identified this as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 7. 'The staff's
evaluation of EPRI's requirements to human factors considerations associated,

with fueling and refueling systems is provided in Section 3.7.6 of Chapter 10
c of this report. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
I Section 1.5.7 of Chapter 7 describes two different approaches for handling

spent fuel and spent fuel casks: the shuttle method and the cask immersion
method. The staff discusses these approaches further in Section 6.2 of this
chapter.

!
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Section 1.5.10 of Chapter 7 states that the ALWR will be designed to minimize
the potential for an inadvertent refueling pool draindown event. The staff1

discusses this event in Section 3.2.4 of this chapter.4

.
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;
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f 3 SPENT FUEL P0OL

3.1 Functions and Key Desian Reauirements

Section 1.3.1 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requireents Docoment states,

that the principal functions of the spent fuel pool, trcluding the spent fuel
racks, are the following:

Provides storage for a full core off-load and for spent fuel assemblies*

! until the decay heat and radiatica _ generated by the assembly are
: acceptably low for shipment of the assembly off site or for its transfer

to onsite dry storage . facilities. It also provides storage for other
| irradiated reactor core components awaiting shipment- for disposal off
{ site.

Provides a means for removing the decay heat generated by the spent fuel*

in the pool and maintains temperatures of the fuel rods well below
temperatures at which the cladding could melt or the fuel could be
damaged in any way.

4

| Safely stores spent fuel assemblies in subcritical arrays.*

' Drotects personnel by providing shielding against the radiation gene- '*

rated by the stored spent fuel assemblies.
'

'

Provides space for the reconstitution, repair, and inspections of fuel*

assemblies and for the consolidation of fuel rods,
i

| Provides a sufficient volume of water to ensure adequate cooling of the*

j spent fuel assemblies and shielding of personnel during a station
j blackout.
!

Provides a fission-product scrub to reduce the radioactivity of iodine: *

; released from the pool.

The key design requirements in Chapter 7 for the spent fuel storage pool
j include the following:
'

The spent fuel storage facility will accommodate spent fuel resulting*

j from 10 calendar years of plant operation plus the total number of
assemblies in one core.

,

i The pool will be big enough so-that there will be at least-10 feet of.

water left above the fuel assemblies after 8 hours of loss _ of cooling,
assuming the maximum permissible fuel _ load.

The pool will be provided with a leaktight 1/4-inch austenitic stainless*

steel liner plate of welded construction.

_ All the_ materials used in pool construction will be compatible with a; *

; borated water environment.

4
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The fixed neutron absorber, which is specified as an option for "high- ;a

density" fuel storage racks in the pool, will be of such a type that
mechanical distortion and chemical degradation will be precluded.

The pool will be designed to accommodate 170 percent of the core (BWR)*

or 333 percent of the core (PWR) for spent fuel discharged in batches
during the normal refueling cycle plus 100 percent removed from the core
at its maximum level of exposure before refueling. In addition, space
will be provided for storing a full set of control rods, fuel channels,
. equipment for inspecting fuel and channels, and leak-testing equipment.

The spent fuel storage racks will be designed to be freestanding*

(without lateral support from walls or anchorage to the floor), to be
stable for all conditions of rack fill and seismic loading, and to
ensure that a fuel assembly cannot be inserted anywhere other than in a
design location. In addition, they will be designed to w nhstand,
without cod. promising the integrity of the fuel rod cladding of the
stored fuel assemblies, the impact resulting from a falling fuel assem-
bly, including a control rod insert (PWR only), a falling fuel-handling
tool, and a hoist box or mast assembly dropped from the highest eleva-
tion possible under normal loading and unloading conditions.

Anti-siphon provisions will be included in the design of the fuel pool.

cooling and cleanup system piping to prevent the drainage of the spent
fuel pool as a result of the drainage of piping or components in the
system.

Drains or permanently connected mechanical or fluid systems whose*

failure could cause sufficient loss of coolant to reduce water coverage

over the stored fuel assemblies to less than 10 feet will not be in-
stalled or included in the pool design.

The pool liner seam welds will be equipped with a continuous drainage.

system that is monitored to detect leakage through the liner.

Instrumentation will be provided to alarm in_the control room if the.

level in the spent fuel pool drops below a predetermined value.

3.2 Evaluation

3.2.1 Quality Group Classification

Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.3.2 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document respectively state that the requirements in American National
Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society (ANSI /ANS) 57.2, " Design Require-
ments for Light Water Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Facilities at Nuclear Power
Plants," and 57.3, " Design Requirements for New Fuel Storage Facilities at
Light Water Reactor Plants," should be considered in the design of all systems
and equipment that are associated with the storage of spent and.new fuel. For
the safety classification of these components, systems, and equipment,
ANSI /ANS 57.2 and 57.3 both reference ANSI /ANS 51.1, " Nuclear Safety Criteria
for the Design of Stationary PWR Plants," and ANSI /ANS 52.1, " Nuclear Safety
Criteria for the Design of Stationary BWR Plants." ANSI /ANS 51.1 and 52.1
contain the following- classification: "New and spent fuel storage racks are
classified as seismic Category I but are not required to conform to the

EPRI. Evolutionary Plant SER 7.3-2
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quality assurance requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B." As discussed
in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 1 of this report, the staff has not completely
endorsed these two standards. The staff's position on this issue, as stated
in the DSER for Chapter 7, is that the new and spent fuel storage racks for
both BWRs and PWRs should be designed, fabricated, constructed, and tested in
accordance with the applicable quality assurance requirements of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B, in addition to being' classified as seismic Category 1.

In a letter dated December 22, 1989, in response to a staff request for
information dated September 14, 1989, EPRI stated that 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, was applicable to both new and spent fuel storage racks. In its
response, EPRI also stated that Chapter 7 would be modified to clarify this
position. This issue was identified as a confirmatory issue in the-DSER.

EPRI ha; revised the Evolutionary Requirements Document to address this issue
by including a commitment to meet Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.29, " Seismic Design
Classification," in Table B.1-2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1. RG 1.29, in turn,
specifies the requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Also, there is a
specific requirement in Chapter 1, Section 4.3.2.1, of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document that all fuel racks be seismic Category I. The staff
concludes that this requirement, together with the commitment in Table B.1-2

.

'

to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, provides acceptable
seismic and quality assurance requirements for the new and spent fuel storage
racks. Therefore, the staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC in
accordance with these commitments, and this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

3.2.2 Accident Analysis - Fuel Handling Accident

In the DSER for Chapter 7, the staff noted that EPRI had provided an accident
analysis for the fuel handling accident covered in Chapter 7 of the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document. The staff concluded that the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document should address and specify the ALWR design requirements to
mitigate the radiological consequences of a postulated fuel handling accident
during which an object is dropped onto irradiated . fuel resulting in the
release of fission products from the stored fuel. The staff stated that EPRI
should establish the source term for a fuel handling accident at an ALWR plant-

including, but not limited to, (1) the minimum. fuel pool. water depth for
scrubbing airborne radioactive material released from the damaged fuel in the
spent fuel pool, (2) the closure time for the containment purge valve and vent
valve, and (3) the iodine removal efficiency for the fuel handling heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning system. This was-identified as an open
issue in the DSER.

EPRI revised Table B.1-2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 to require that- ALWRs meet
the guidance in Regulatory Guides 1.13, " Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design H

Basis," and 1.25, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
Consequences _of a fuel Handling Accident in the fuel Handling and Storage
Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors." Regulatory Guide 1.13
requires the plant to be designed taking into consideration fuel handling
accidents, and Regulatory Guide 1.25 provides assumptions and parameters that
should ba used when evaluating radiological consequences of a fuel handling
accident. This is in accordance with the guidance in SRP Section 15.7.4,
" Radiological Consequences of Fuel Handling Accidents," and is acceptable.
-Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. Because EPRI further stated that
specific details of how' the plant design will satisfy the regulatory guide

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 7.3-3
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requirements were beyond the level of detail typically provided in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff will review these details during
its review of an application for a FDA/DC.

3.2.3 Occupational Exposure

SRP Section 12.3, " Radiation Protection Design Features," states that areas
that are occupied on a predictable basis during anticipated operational
occurrences (such as refuelings) should be zoned so that this occupancy
results in an annual dose to each of the involved individuals that is as far
below the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 as is reasonably achievable. Sec-
tion 2.3.1.1.1 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the spent fuel pool shoulc be designed so that the necessary water depth
is maintained above the top of the spent fuel assemblies to ensure that the
exposure rate to personnel on the spent fuel pool refueling machine will be
less than 2-1/2 mrem / hour. This limit is consistent with ANSI /ANS 57.2 and
10 CFR Part 20 and is acceptable.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies several design features to
prevent the partial draining of the fuel pool and the resulting increase in
dose rates in the refueling area. In several instances, fuel pools have been
partially drained as a result of component failure (such as failure of the
transfer canal seaD or improper valve lineup. Section 2.3.1.1.3 of Chapter 7
states that the sr design for the spent fuel gates will be such that a seal
or pneumatic system failure will not cause the seal to displace from the seal
cavity (thereby potentially resulting in a partial draining of the pool), in
addition, the pool design will not include any drains or permanently connected
mechanical or fluid systems whose failure would result in a loss of fuel pool
water.

To prevent the existence of harsh radiological environments above the spent
fuel pool, Section 2.3.1.1.1 of Chapter 7 states that radioactive non-fuel
components in the spent fuel pool will be " handled" and " stored" (when not
being used) below the normal minimum required water shielding depth. Sec-
tion 2.3.1.2 of Chapter 7 states that fuel pool storage rack locations where
the storage of spent fuel could present a radiation hazard to personnel or
could otherwise restrict access to adjacent locations will not be included in
future fuel pool designs. If the pool design includes such storage rack
locations, their restricted use will be clearly identified. The staff
concludes that these requirements are acceptable because they serve to
minimize personnel exposures ud are in compliance with the guidelines of
Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occupational
Radiation Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be as low as is Reasonably
Achievable."

The EPRI criteria for the refueling area include several design features for
ensuring that occupational exposures are maintained as low as is reasonably
achievable. Section 2.3.1.1.7 of Chapter 7 states that long-life bulbs will
be used in radiation areas to reduce the frequency of personnel entries into
the areas to replace burned-out bulbs. The spent fuel racks will be designed
so that the spent fuel pool floor under the racks can be vacuumed to prevent
the buildup of radioactivity in the pool water. Section 2.3.1.3 states that
the surface of the refueling pool wall liner will have a smooth finish to
reduce the adherence of contamination and to facilitate decontamination of the
liner. Section 2.3.1.3 also states that a sparger system will be provided
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around the perimeter of the refueling pool to keep the walls wet when the pool
| 1s being flooded or drained to reduce airborne contamination. These features -

are consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8 and are acceptable. !4

I
~

f 3.2.4 Sabotage Protection Against Refueling Pool Draining

Section 1.5.10 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
i that the document includes requirements to preclude draining of the fuel pool
j as a result of equipment failure or siphoning.
;

1 In its letter dated August 18, 1989 EPRI stated: "Even though the ALWR plant
arrangements currently show the spent fuel pool walls as interior walls, there

{ is insufficient basis to make this a requirement, particularly in view of ;

j their inherent massiveness compared to other plant structures."
i

j 1he staff considers that the spent fuel pool walls are massive enough that a
: requiremert that they be located away from the exterior is not warranted. The
j staff concludes that LWR designers should evaluate the measures (e.g., having i

! inflated seals cover only a narrow o.p and using bolted steam generator dams)
! to reduce the opportunities for draining fuel transfer canals during fuel
| transfer. The staff will-evaluate design considerations given to-protection r

j against tampering during refueling activities during its review of an individ- i

; ual application for FDA/DC.
.

j 3.2.5 Conclusion

i The staff concludes that the design requirements in Chapter 7 of the Evolu-
) tionary Requirements Document for the spent fuel pool are consistent with the
' guidance in SRP Section 9.1.2, " Spent fuel Storage," and are, therefore. '

f acceptable.

!
!
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4 FUEL POOL COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM {
i

4.1 functions and Operatina Modes
|

The Evolutionary Requirements Document contains 2pecific requirements for the !
removal of the decay heat generated by the spent fuel and for maintaining high
purity of water in the spent fuel pool. It specifies dedicated sp tems for

,

per. forming thece fu'ctions. Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements '

Document stated that these systems will j

maintain spent fuel temperature within acceptable limits j*

u
u sure that there is enough water inventory in the pool so that all the }

*

spent fuel assemblies will remain properly immersed

maintain water quality in the spent fuel pool i*

Section 2.2.3.4 of Chapter 7 states that the design of the systems will permit
them to operate in the following modes:

cooling and cleanup of the spent fuel pool.

cleanup of the in-containment refueling water storage tank (PWR) or thee

suppression pool (BWR)

cleanup of the refueling pool+

clear.Jp of the cask loading pit.

cooling and cleanup of the spent fuel pool simultaneously with one othera

element of the system

skimming of the spent and/or refueling pool+

cooling of the spent fuel pool under limiting emergency conditions of*

single-system failure

makeup of spent fuel pool inventorya

The>e modes of operation cover the operational requirements in SRP Sec-
tion 9.1.3, " Spent Fue! Pool Cooling and Cleanup System." Section 2.2.2.3 of
Chapter 7 of the_ Evciutionary Requirements Document provides detailed specifi-
cations for sy: ten performance. It requires that the water temperature in the
pool be maintained at or below 140 *f with a maximum fuel load._ for a normal
expected fuel load, EPRI states that this temperature limit should not be
exceeded even with a single active failure of the system. However, for a
maximum load with a single failure, the- Evolutionary Requirements. Document|

i specifies a temperature limit of 180 'r, which is still below the boiling
point of water.

EPRI Evolutioaary Plant SEP. 7.4-1
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4.2 Evaluallpa

The Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies that the water in the pool
should be clear enough so that the spent fuel immersed in the pool will be
clearly visible to the operator. To achieve that goal and to arevent materi-
als coming in contact with water frnm becoming curroded, the demistry of the
pool water must be rigorously controlled. Also, the potential source: of
contamination should be reduced to a minimum. Section 2.2.3.2 of Chapter 7 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document recommends that EPRI NP-1081, " Refuel-
ing Outage Water Clarity improvement Study," be used as guidance. All these
specifications and recommendations comply with SRP Section 9.1.3 and are,
therefore, acceptable.

To mair.tain the water clarity needed for refueling operations, the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document states that operators may use instrumer,ts such as
underwater binoculars, ficating view plates, and optical fiber viewing
davices. Section 2.2.3.6 of Chapter 7 states that skimmers, nr an equivalent-
system, will be provided at the periphery of the spent fuel pool and refueling
pool-to remove foreign material from the water surface, thereby improving
water clarity. Skimmers will also serve to reduce the extent of airborne
contamination, By improving water clarity, refueling operations can be-
accomplished more expeditiously, thereby reducing the doses receive' hv
refueling personnel. - The staff concludes that these features are > mtable.'

Additional requirements that address the fuel pool cooling and cle.".2, s/ stem
are provided in Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Documut. The
staff's evaluation of these additional requirements is provided in Chapte 8 -

of this report.

|

|
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5 NEW FUEL STORAGE FACILITY4

l
j Eloraae_ Capacity

Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
,

i that the new fuel storage facility will provide onsite dry storage for the
j normal number of new fuel assemblies replaced each refueling outage for a

24-month cycle. This requirement will ensure that af ter the initial core4

I load, new fuel will not need to be stored in the spent fuel pool. Section
2.3.3.2 states that the new fuel .'orage facility will be designed so that a-

fuel assembly cannot be inserted anywhere in the racks other than in the
5 design locations. Provisions are to be made for draining the vault to prevent
j the accumulation of a fluid moderator.
:

| friticality '

I
i Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 7 requires that the new fuel storage facility be
j designed so that subcriticality (K,,, of less than 0.95) is maintained for
i fresh fuel under all plant conditions, including flooding, in the DSER for
| Chapter 7, the staff stated that other overmoderated conditions, not just
i flooding, could occur in the new fuel storage facility as a result of, for
i example, the actuation of fire suppression systems. The staff concluded that
j the Evolutionary Requirements Document should be modified to stipulate that
! subtriticality will be maintained under all plant conditions, including foam,
! mists and sprays, and flooding and identified this ar an open issue. In

response to the DSER, EPRI revised the nuclear design requirements for the new
fuel storage facility. Section 2.2.5.2 of Chapter 7 now states that, as a >

goal,thenewfuelstoragefacilitywillbedesignedsothatK,9erator! of no
| greater than 0.95 is maintained for fresh fuel under optimum mo
! conditions. However, under no conditions will K be greater than 0.98. The
i staff concludes that this is consistent with the,,c,riteria in SRP Section
i 9.1.2, " Spent fuel Storage," and is, therefore, acceptable. This DSER open
e issue is closed.
2

j hality Classification

As stated by the staff in Section 3.2,1 of this chapter, EPRI's original
positior o that new and spent fuel storage racks need not comply with the4

requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The staff disagrees.- Its
position on the classification of the new and' spent fuel storage racks for.

both PWRs ed BWRs is-that they should be designed, fabricated, constructed,
and tested in accordance with the quality assurance requirements of 10 CfR .

Part 50, Appendix B, in addition to being classified as seismic Category I.-1 '

,

! Section 3.2.1.of this chapter presents the staf_f's evaluation. of the seismic '

and quality assurance requirements for new fuel storage racks.
L

Conclusion
, . ,

The staff concludes that the design requirements in Chap r 7 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document for the new fuel storage facility are consistent,

with the guidance in SRP Section 9,1,1, "New fuel Storage," and are, there-
fore,-acceptable.
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6 CASK RECEIVING AND HANDLING FACILillES

6.1 [Leivy loads Considerations

6.1.1 Key Design Requirements
|

Section 2.3.1.1.4.2 requires that the plant design must ensure the safe
handling of heavy loads around the reactor vessel and the spent fuel pool and,
as a minimum, must meet the provisions of NUREG-0612. " Control of Heavy Loads
at Nuclear Power Plants." Section 2.3.2.3 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document specifies that an overhead bridge crane rated for no
less than 150 tons will be provided for handling casks. Additional key
requirements in this Section 2.3.2.3 include the following:

The crane traveling range and building will be arranged so that the-

cask, if dropped in any location along its path, cannot damage new or -
spent fuel, cannot result in the drainaca of the spent fuel pool, and
cannot damage any safety-related system or structure, and that the cask
itself will not fall in a manner that will result in significant offsite
consequences. For the BWR only, if the plant design precludes the use
of a separate cask loading pit, a single-failure-proof crane may be used
to reduce the probability of a drop along the cask's travel path.
However, even for a single-failure-proof crane, interlocks will be used
to prevent heavy loads from traveling over the spent fuel pool.

The overhead crans that will serve the facility where casks will be*

received will be provided with sufficient lateral movement at the
receiving bay level to rotate the cask between horizontal and vertical
positiens by means of continuous cask rotation with the transporter
locked in place. For BWR designs with building size constraints, an
acenstrble alternative is to move the transporter to provide longitudi-
nal travel and to use the building crane to provide vertical travel.
For this alternative, precise alignment and control of the transporter
are mandatory. -The precision of the movement of the transporter will be
consistent with that of the building crane. Movements of the crane and
the transporter will be controlled at a station located at the elevation
of the cask receiving bay.

The cask handling crane will have a drive system that will permit*

continuously variable speed and will include a microdrive feature. A
" fast" speed will also be included. Limit switches or other protective
devices will be provided to limit the fast speed to times when the crane
is unloaded.

6.1.2 Evaluation

On the basis of its review of the material provided on the overhead bridge
crane in _ Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.-- the staff found
no nonconformances with the' guidance of SRP Section.9.1.5, " Overhead Heavy
Load Handling Systems." However, there is insufficient detail- (e.o., with
regard to the design layout, which shows the functional geometric layout of
the handling equipment, including the areas of movement over and around the
fixed locations of safety-related facilities during the handling of heavy
loads, and with regard to the adequacy of operator training, load-handling
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procedures, and instructions) for the staff to determine if the various
handling operations can be performed safely for specific designs. Therefore,
the staff will require the designer or applicant to demonstrate that the
design of the overhead bridge crane complies with the guidance in SRP Sec-
tion 9.1.5.

6.2 Accident-Prevention Strateoies

Sections 1.5.7 and 2.3.2.3.2 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Doctment describe the requirements related to the loading and handling of
spent fuel casks to prevent fuel handling accidents. EPRI discusses three
methods of providing assurance that a spent fuel shipping cask will not drop
into the fuel pool:

(1) Design the plant layout to physically preclude the possibility of a cask
drop into the pool.

(2) Use the single-failure-proof philosophy when designing the crane (i.e.,
use a redundant load path crane and rigging).

(3) Use a small shuttle cask to transfer fuel assembles from the spen'. fuel |

pool to the shipping cask. |
i
:section 1.5.7 of Chapter 7 notes that the third method requires further

development to determine if it is a viable approach for refueling activities, !
t,ut does not rule it out. It also states that the first method (the plant '

layout approach) is preferable over the other two methods and that "the ;

single-failure-proof crane should only be used in plants that have building j

restrictions which prevent the plant design method." Section 2.3.2.3.2 of -

Chapter 7 implements this policy by specifying restrictions on crane travel. '

(Sections 2.3.1.1.4 and 2.3.1.2.4 of Chapter 7 require the pool structure and .

fuel storage racks to be designed to withstand other dropped loads.)

-6.3 Sabotaae Considerations

The staff also considered the possibility of a' saboteur tampering with the
crane '.o damage spent fuel rods and cause a release from the spent fuel pool.
The plant layout method of protecting against the drop of a spent fuel
shipping cask into the fuel pool, stated in the _ Evolutionary Requirements
Document as being preferred, would significantly reduce this possibility and

_

could contribute to meeting the provisions of the Commission's sever accident
-

policy statement. The redundancy of the single-failure-proof-crane method-is
a less desirable way of protecting against deliberate sabotage. However,
because 10 CFR 73.55 does not require licensees to design equipment to_ prevent
tampering, either method is acceptable.

16.4 Radio 17aical Considerations

| The spent fuel cask servicing and decontamination areas will be close to the:
loading area to minimize the contamination path created when the wet cask is J
moved for decontamination. This arrangement is. consistent with the guidelines
of Regulatory Guide 8.8 for minimizing the spread of contamination and is
acceptable.
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6.5 Accident Analysis

in the DSER for Chapter 7 the staff noted that EPRI had not provided an
accident analysis for the fuel cask drop accident covered in Chapter 7 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff concluded that the Evolutionary
Requirements Document should address and specify the ALWR design requirements
to mitigate the radiological consequences of the release of fission products
from irradiated fuel in a spent fuel cask that is postulated to drop during
cask handling operations. This was identified as an open issue in the DSER.

EPRI revised Table B.1-2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 to require that ALWRs meet
the requirements in Regulatory Guides 1.13, ' Spent fuel Storage Facility
Design Basis," and 1.2$ " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Radiologicil Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and
Stonge Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water Reactors." Regulatory
Guioe 1.13 requires the plant to be designed taking into consideration fuel
handling accidents, and Regulatory Guide 1.25 prosides assumptions and'
parameters that should be used when evaluating radiological consequences of a
fuel handling accident. This is in accordance with the guidance in SRP
Section 15.7.4 and is acceptable. Therefort, this DSER open issue is closed.
Because EPRI further stated that specific details of how the plant design will
satisfy the regulatory guide requirements were beyond the level of detail
typically provided in the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff will
review these details during its review of an application for FDA/DC.

EPR'. Evolutionary Plant SER 7.6-3
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7 ODIER RELATfD SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMLh(

7.1 fuel Handlino System

7.1.1 Key Design Requirements

Section 2.3.4.1 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
specifies that designs for the fuel handling system and equipment will conform
to ANSI /ANS 57.1, " Design Requirements for Light Water Reactor fuel Handling
Systems." The Evolutionary Requiremer.ts Document lists key requirements,
including the following:

Grapples and mechanical latches that will carry fuel assemblies or+

control element assemblies will be designed so that accidental opening
will be mechanically prevented. Actuation of the grapple will not
depend on gravity or the orientation of the fuel assembly.

The design of the refueling machine and grapple will prevent the*

possibility of dropping a fuel assembly as a result of a single active
failure in the machine mechanisms.

The design of the fuel assembly grapple will be such that the grapple-+

cannot actuate and raise the fuel assembly unless the grapple is fully
engaged.

Guides will be provided within the refueling machine mast to provide*

lateral restraint to components being transported horizontally and
during the insertion or withdrawal of the components.

The refueling machine hoist will be provided with a load-measuring*

device with a visual display of the hoist load. Interlocks will be
provided to interrupt hoisting if the hoist load increases beyond or
decreases below the safe limit. The load limit that interrupts hoisting
will be adjustable within certain overall setpoint limits recommended by
the fuel designer.

The mast must be able to rotate to ensure that each fuel assembly is*

correctly placed in the appropriate location.

If the primary system for determining the position of the mast fails or*

becomes inoperable, a secondary system must-be available to ensure the
mast does not damage fuel assemblies.

All fuel handling tools and equipment will be designed so that in the*

event of an unexpected failure, the fuel assembly will remain in _a safe
condition and in a location with adequate cooling and shielding.

Conduits-at least 6 inches in diameter will be provided under the rails-+

of the refueling machine. The conduits will be spaced at approximately
20-foot intervals to allow temporary electrical cables and hoses to pass

|
under the rails without obstructing the motion of the refueling machine.
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The drive systems for all fuel handling equipment (refueling machine,+

cranes, etc.) will deenergize and stop when the component actuation
switch is released so that equipment is in motion only when the operator
is actuating the equipment. This fqature reduces the possibility of a
fuel assembly being damaged as a result of inadvertent equipment
operation.

The capability for local emergency shutdown of the power supply to the*

fuel handling equipment will be included 5n the equipment design and
will be independent of and physically separated from the normal equip-
ment controls. The emergency shutdown controls will be located in the
fuel handling work areas.

The refueling machine bridge, trolley, and hoist motion will be driven*

by variable-speed electric motors. Interlocks will be provided to limit
the hoist speed and load when the hoist is in the vicinity of the
reactor core and to prohibit motion outside prescribed boundaries.

Coordinate location of the bridge, trolley, and hoist will be indicated*

on the refueling machine control console by digital readout devices.
The position indication will be accurate within a tolerance of 1/8 inch.
A backup system of position indication also will be provided.

interlocks will be provided to limit the motion of the refueling machine+

hoist, bridge, or trolley to one rectilinear direction at any time.
Automatic motion of the bridge or trolley will be prevented when the
mast is not fully retracted. Manual operation of the bridge and trolley
restJ. ting in motion c' up to 1/8 inch will be possible when the mast is
not fully retracted.

All &ctuations of interlocks on the refueling machine and fuel transfer*

system (PWR) will be displayed on a panel that indicates an activated
interlock, the action required to eliminate the interlock condition, and
possible reasons why the-interlock was activated. The-interlocks will
be designed to minimize the potential for fuel assembly damage.

In the event of loss of required power and/or air pressure, the fuel.

handling system will be capable of manual operation to ensure the
equipment is in a safe condition.

The refueling machine will be designed so that in the event of loss of*

control or power, the fuel assembly or control component being handled
will remain in the current position. In addition, upon restoration of
power, the refueling machine will not operate until it is actuated by
the operator.

7.1.2 Evaluation

On the basis of its review of the material provided on the fuel handling
system in Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff found-

no nonconformances with the ctiteria of SRP Section 9.1.4, " Light Load
Handling System." However, there are insufficient details (e.g., with regard
to the design layout,' which shows the functional geometric layout of the
handling equipment and defines the travel paths through, over, and around
rigid objects during fuel handling) for the staff to determine if various
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handling operations can be performed safely for specific designs. Therefore,
the staf f will require the designer or 1pplicant to demonstrate that the
design of the fuel handling system complies with the guidance in SRP Sec-
tion 9.1.4.

To minimize the dose to divers who will maintain permanently installed
underwater fuel handling equipment, Section 2.3.4.5 of Chapter 7-of the
Evoluti.onary Requirements Dciument specifies that all such equipment will be
located so that the radiation levels at the equipment location from fuel
assemblics stored in the spent fuel pool are minimized. fhe Evolutionary
Requirements Document further requires that all underwater fuel handling
equipment be removable and/or replaceable without having to lower the water
levels in the refueling pool or in the spent fuel pool. In addition, this
equipment will be designed to permit easy decontamination. Section 2.3.4.9.3
of Chapter 7 specifies that the refueling machine will be provided with a
positive mechanical stop to prevent a fuel assembly from being lifted above
the minimum safe shielding water depth. The above features of the fuel
handling system are intended to maintain occupational radiation exposure
levels to refueling personnel as low as is regsonably achievable (ALARA). The
staff concludes that these features are acceptable.

In Section 7.1.2 of the DSER, the staff restated its position that either the
BWR refueling platform assembly should be classified as seismic Category I or
EPRI should make a commitment to design this item to withstand the loads
resulting from the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) without any damage to fuel
or safety-related equipment. This was identified as an open issue in the
DSER. In response to the DSER, EPdi revised Section 2,3,4.1.1 of Chapter 7 to
require that the BWR refueling platform assembly be classified as seismic
Category 11. As discussed in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 1 in this report,
Section 4.3.2 in Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document now- '
contains a requirement that Positions C.2 and C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.29,
" Seismic Design Classification," be applied to seismic Category 11 items. A
commitment to these positions provides reasonable assurance that the BWR
refueling platform assembly will be designed and constructed to withstand the
loads resulting from the SSE without any damage to fuel or safety-related
equipment and is, therefore, acceptable. The- staff concludes that-this DSERopen issue is closed.

7.2 Fuel Transfer System (PWR))

Section 4.3.4.4 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that a hinged, quick-opening tube closure will be provided for the transfer
tube opening inside the reactor containment building in a PWR design. EPRI
states that this: feature will facilitate flange removal and installation and
will iesult in lower occupational exposure to workers performing these
operations. =To lower the dose to personnel operating the fuel transfer
equipment, the radiation shielding for the fuel transfer system will be
designed to limit,--to the extent possible, gaps between -liner plates, biologi-cal shields, and floors. The staff concludes that these design features are
intended to reduce radiation exposure to workers during refueling operations
and are, therefore, acceptable.

During the transfer of irradiated spent fuel as part of refueling operations,
transient or temporary.very high radiation levels (e.g., in areas adjacent to-
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the spent fuel transfer tube in PWRs and upper drywell areas in BWRs) could
exist that could result in potentially lethal doses to personnel. Examples of
other plant areas where the potential for transient very high radiation levels
may exist are the reactor cavity areas below the reactor pressure vessel and
the seal table room. The sources of very high radiation in both of these
areas ace the incore thimbles (for PWRs) and incore detectors and associated
drive cables. These can become activated while inserted in the reactor core
and cause transient high radiation levels in these areas when withdrawn from
the core.

In the DSER for Chapter 7, the staff stated that EPRI and/or the plant
designer should identify all accessible areas where, during normal and
anticipated operati m l occurrences, personnel could receive a radiation dase
of 100 rad or more in 1 hour, in addition, EPRI should describe design

.

considerations that will ensure that personnel were not. exposed to potentially
lethal doses of radiation. These design considerations should provide more
positive access controls than are pmvided by locking area access doors (as is
required by 10 CFR 20.203). This was identified as an open issue in the DSER.

In response to the DSER open issue, EPRI revised Section 4.2.9 of Chapter 6 to
require that plant designers identify areas where, during normal operation and
anticipated operational occurrences (not related to reactor accident / degraded
core conditions), personnel could receive a radiation dose of 100 rad or more
in I hour. Where practicable, the plant will he designed to preclude accessi- t

bility to these areas. For those areas that must be accessiole on an-
-

occasional basis for maintenance and inspection, the plant designer vill
ensure that accessibility is limited through the use of positive access

*

controls. The staff concludes that these measures will serve to reduce'the
possibility of personnel overexposures and are acceptable. Therefore, this .

DSER open issue is closed.

7.3 fyf1 Handlina Area Heatina and Ventila, tion Syst s
'The-staff's evaluation of the fuel handling area heating and ventilation

system is provided in Chapter 9 of this report.

7.4 Irradiated Fuel Insoection and Reoair Eauipment

Section 2.3.5 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
that a dedicated space will be provided in the spent fuel pool area for the
inspection, repair, and recenstitution of fuel assembl_ies. This- space will_ be
large enough to accommodate fuel consolidation equipment. This will facili-
tate fuel inspection and repair activities,

in the DSER for Chapter 7,_the staff concluded that the Evolutionary Require- -

ments Document should describe design features and/or operational practices
~

used during fuel reconstitution to segregate the dedicated portion of the fuel
pool from the rest of the pool and ccnfine the potential release of any
irradiated fuel particles in order to prevent the spread of irradiated fuel
particles- to other parts of the fuel pool. This was identified as an open
issue in the DSER.

-EPRI revised Section 2.3.5.1 to state that-it is envisioned that equipment
used in the ALWR for| contamination control be state-of-the-art at that time.
In addition, fuel pool segregation requirements will be dependent on the
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equipment design. Because specific equipment design is beyond the sceg of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff concludes that EPRl's
response is acceptable. Therefore, the DSER open issue is closed.

7.5 Reactor Disassembly and Servicinalquipment

Section 2.3.6.3 of Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the plant designer will provide a stud tensioner design that will
minimize the number of operations needed to raove the reactor vessel stud
tensioners and to remove the nuts and washers. Since these operations will be
performed in a high-radiation area, the use of this device *..." result in
lower occupatiorial exposures to plant personnel performing these tasks.
Section 2.3.6.4 of Chapter 7 specifies that the reactor building will be
arranged to permit the underwater storage of all removable reactor internals
with resultant radiation icvels maintained at less than 2-1/2 mrem / hour.
These features are intended to maintain doses to personnel ALARA during
disassembly and servicing of the reactor. The staff concludes that these
features are acceptable.

Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 7 specifies the following features for BWR designs to
facilitate reactnr disassemoly:

special lif t rig to lift and move shield blocks+

drywell head design to facilitate the removal and installation of the*

head

special handling equipment to remove, transport, and store reactor+

pressure vessel studs

By facilitating reactor disassembly, EPRI concludes that these features will
shorten the r< fueling outage time and thereby result in le.ver occupational
exposures. TI.e r,taff concludes that this approach to design is_ acceptable.
However, because there is insufficient detail for the staff to determine if
the specific design features are acceptable, the staff will evaluate these
features during its review of an application for FDA/DC.

:
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8 CONCLUSION

i

The steff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 7 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for the design of fueling and refueling
systems do not conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. >

However, by themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC i

staff to deterraine if the design of the fueling and refueling systems will be
,

adequate. Applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will
be required to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance provided in
the Standard Review Plan (SRP) (NUREG-0800), or provide justification for -

alternative means of implerenting the associated regulatory requirements.
,

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. specifies requirements that, subject to resolution of the identified
vendor- and utility-specific items, if properly translated into a design and
constructed and operated in accordance with the NRC regulations in force-at
the time the design is submitted, should result in a nuclear power plant whose
fueling and refueling systems will perform as designed and have all the
attributes required by the regulations to ensure that there is no undue risk
to the health and safety of the public or to the environment.<

!
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APPENDIX A !

DEflNITIONS AND ACRONYh5 i
;
,

i
Appendix A of Chapter 7_ of the volutionary Requirements Document containse e

definitions of terms and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list (of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report. !-
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APPENDIX B
GENERIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ISSUES

The original version of the Evolutionary Requirements Document presented
EPRl's requirements to address the resolution of generic safety issues (GSis)
in Appendix B of each chapter. In the OSER for Chapter 7 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff evaluated EPRI's requirements to address the
resolution of GSI 82, "Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent fuel Pools." It
identified EPRI's requirements to address GSI 82 as an open issue because
EPRI's p oposed use of high-density storage racks increases the probability of
a Zircaloy fire com>ared to a design using low-density storage racks. The
staff recommended t1at, as a minimum, EPRI commit to use low-density storage
racks, at least for the most recently discharged fuel.

In Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, submitted by letter
'

dated September 7, 1990 EPRI relocated its requirements to address GSis that-
- were unresolved as of January 1,1990, to Appendix B to Chapter 1. As a
result, a number of GS12 that were addressed in the original Evolutionary

-Requirements Document are no-longer addressed. The staff has provided its
evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address GSis-in Appendix B to Chapter 1-
of this report and has also documented its closure of open and confirmatory
issues associated with GSis no longer addressed by EPRI. -Therefore, the_DSER
open issue associated with GSI 82 is closed.

The Appendix B now in Chapter 7 contains figures showing the general refueling
arrangement for a BWR and a PWR,

9
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| CHAPTER 8, " PLANT COOLING WATER SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 8, " Plant
,

Cooling Water S/ stems," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document through
| Revision 3. Chapter 8 was prepared, under the project direction of EPRI and
| the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear
'

Power; Bechtel Power Corporation; Duke Power Conpany; General Electric ,

i Company; HPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy Incorporated; Sargent and Lundy
| Engineers; Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation; Westinghouse Electric
| Corporation; and EPRI.

On December 30, 1988, EPRI silbmitted the origintl version of Chapter 8 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for staff review. By letters dated

| March 22 and September 14, 1989, the NRC staff requested that EPRI supply
|'

August 18, September 15, and December 22, 1989, and January 18, 1990. Topic
additional information. EPRI provided the information in its responses dated

! papers in Appendix 8 of the original version of this chapter were relocated to
Appendix 8 of Chapter 1.

'

On January 15, 1991, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 8 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document. On April 10, 1991, the staff and EPRI met with
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on improved Light .

Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 8, the staff's corresponding DSER, the
outstanding issues from the staf f's review of Chapter 8,. and EPRI's approach
to resolving each issue.

On September 7, 1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and November 15,
1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively.

1.1 Review Criteria

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document.

1.2 Scope and Structure of Chapter 8

Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document-defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the plant' cooling water systems.

The key topics addressed-in the Chapter 8 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for the following systems:

,

component cooling watere

service watere
, -

!~ circulating water+

[ ultimate _ heat sink and normal power heat sink*
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:

i
,

i

!chilled watere

fuel pool cooling and cleanup j*

1.3 Policy issu11

During its review of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the !
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical i
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the ,

Comn.lssion papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. '

1,4 Outstandina Issues i

The DSER for Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the
following outstanding issues: }

Ocen issues ;

(1) human factors considerations (2) i

(2) probable maximum precipitation (3.2)

(3) justification for the reduction of- surveillance testing anj improved
limiting conditions for operation (3.2) !

:

(4) biofouling in service water systems (3.2, 5.2, and Appendix B to i
Chapter 1) !

;

(5) inservice testing of pumps and valves (3.3)

(6) heat exchanger testing (3.3 and Appendix B to Chapter.1) ,

;

(7) division requirements for the component cooling water system of the i

nuclear steam supply system for BWRs (4.2) j

(8) design of the reactor coolant pump seal cooling system (5.2)

(9) evaluation of postulated electric power supply failure' or essential ;

service water system (5.2) ;

(10) evaluatien of postulated intake structure failure (5.2)- !

(11) reliability of essential service water system (5.2 and Appendix B to !
Chapter 1) !

!

(12) independence of decay heat removal cooling from fuel pool cooling and i

cleanup system (9) !
.

[.onfirmatory issues j

(1) effect of inadvertent actuation of non-safety-related equipment on f!

safety-related components (2) }
!

(2) sabotage protection (3.3) :

(3) flow indication for the component cooling water system (4.2) i
!
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(4) compliance with " Federal Guidelines on Dam Safety" (7.3)

(S) maximum temperature for essential service water system (7.3)

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in gre6ter detail
in the appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical
notation following each issue. All issues identified in the DSER for Chap-
ter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document have been resolved.

1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Specific itemi

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed below. The designators in
front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The letter
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant designs. The first
number designates the chapter in which it is identified. The. letter "V"designates that it'is a vendor- r utility-specific item. lhe final number is
the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.

__

E.8.V-1 pump minimum flow line or recirculation line design (3.2)-

E.8 V-2 reduction of surveillance testing _(3.2)

E.8 V-3 availability of emergency power su3 ply for the fuel pool cooling and
cleanup system following a design-?ssis accident (9)

1

i

<
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j 2 SCOPE AND KEY TUNCT10f4Al REQUIREMENTS !

: i
'

j Section 1 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
| those policies established by the ALWR Utility Steering Committee relating to
! the design approach and process, potential alternatives, water quality, and
j configuration as they relate to the plant cooling water sy*,tems of ALWR plant
; designs. The principal functions of the plant cooling water systems will be
j to remove heat from plant systems, structures, and components during normal ,

operatior, shutdown, and accident conditions, including the removal of decay<

i heat from the reactor, and also to act as a 3ressure boundary, when applicably
' to prevent the release of radioactivity to tie environment. Chapter 8

specifies the requirements proposed by EPRI for the component cooling water,
I service water, circulating water, chilled water, and fuel pool cooling and

cleanup systems, and the ultimate and normal power heat sinks.

|
Section 1.5.1 of Chapter 8 states that the goals considered in the development
of the EPRI requirements for the plant cooii_ng water systems include the,

simplification and consolidation of system designs; support of other plant _
equipment to meet safety and availability goals; minimization of the possible
effects of mud, silt, organisms, and tne harsh cher.istry of heat sink water on
the plant cooling water systems; and the use of operating pressures to reduce
the contamination of closed, treated cooling water systems by raw water.

Section 1.5.2 of Chapter 8 specifies requirements to improve the performance <

of the plant cooling water systems in the areas of thermal and hydraulic *

analyses of piping and heat transfer systems; analytical models of the
'

anticipated performance of the heat sinks during design-basis conditions;
optimization of flows, heat transfer areas, and load assignments; degradation
of system components due to corrosion, silting, and bifouling; and erosion and
corrosion considerations.

Section 1.5.3 of Chapter 8 statet that in cases where the evaluation and
selection of alternatives in the design will be left to the designer, it
is the intent of the Evolutionary Requirements Document to establish a
reference design that would minimize the effect on the standard design.

Section 1.5.4 of Chapter 8 specifies requirements to reduce the corrosive +,

effects of harsh chemistry, silt, and biological fouling on the plant cooling '

water systems. EPRI specifies that direct service water will not be used for '

component cooling; raw service water _will be treated to reduce the effect.of
mud, silt, or organisms; materials that offer greater resistance to water
chemistry conditions should be used; and provisions to facilitate the inspec-
tion of service water piping should be made.

Section 1.5.5 of Chapter 8 specifies _that in plar,t designs referencino the '

Evolutionary Requirements Document, a combined plant cooling water system. '

should be used; that is, one that allows the assignment of some non-safety-
grade loads to a component cooling water system that will also handle safety -

loads.
\ .

I'
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|Non-Safety-Related Components

Section 2.3.12 of Chapter 8 of the original Evolutionary Requirements Document
states that f ailure of non-safety-related components before, during, or after
design-basis events must not jeopardize the operation of safety-related
components. in the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff stated that EPRI had
committed to expand the definition of failure to include consideration of the
effect of inadvertent actuation of non-safety-related equipment on safety-
related components. This was identified as a confirmatory issue.

This requirement has been renumbered and now appears as Section 2.3.9 of
Chapter 8. To address this issue, EPRI added the single-failure criterion to
Section 2.3.2.5 of Chapter 1 to comply with the requirements of Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants (LWR Edition)." Section 2.3.2.5 of Chapter 1 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document requires, among other things, that the
plant designer identify potential single equipment failures that could occur
coincident with the initiating events identified in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 1.
EPRI states that the intent of this requirement is to identify single failures 4

important to fuel-and reactor- pressure boundary limits in a manner consistent
with historical ualysis. Since the effec's of single failures on plant
response to each of the anticipated operational occurrences and accidents will
be addressed in the safety anelysis for plant-specific designs, the staff
concludes that the added requirements are acceptable. Therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

|4uman factors Considerations

intheDSERforChapter8,thestaffidentifiedanopenIissueregardingEPRI's
approach to incorporating human factors considerations into the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. The staff has provided its human factors assessment of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document in Appendix D to Chapter 10 of this
report._ Therefore, this-DSER open issue __is_ closed.

EPRI' Evolutionary Plant SER 8.2-2
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3 COMMON G QUIREMENTS

3.1 Introduction

Since PWR and BWR plants have many similarities in their safety-related and
non-safety-related cooling water systems, Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 8 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document define the common requirements for the
design of plant cooling water systems applicable to both PWR and BWR plants.
Additional requirements that are specific to individual cooling water syttems
of the group are addressed separately in Sections 4 through 9 of this chapter.

3.2 hstem Requirementi

Key requirements for plant cooling water systems include the following:

Raw service water will not be used directly for equipment or component*

cooling. Equipment and component cooling water will be ',upplied from a
closed-loop component cooling water system, which will serv. as an
intermediate system betwet4 equipment or components and the service
water system. This requirement will limit the problem 01 dealing with
the fouling and corrosion caused by raw service water to one system
rather than throughout the plant.

Each division of a safety-related system will be provided with an*

independent onsite emergency power source.

Cross-connections between the safety-related divisions of the system*

will not be allowed unless the designer demonstrates a compelling
safety, operability, or availability need; a reliable administrative
control will be implemented to ensure that cross-connections are not
mispositioned; and the single-failure criterion is met for passive
failure. In addition, cross-connections, if used, wil, only be allowed
to be open during plant shutdown (such as for system maintenance).

The nominal flow velocities in the piping of the plant cooling watt.r*

systems will not exceed 12 ft/sec nor be less than 8 f t/sec for normal
operating conditions.

Pumps will provide at least a 7-percent margin in head at the pump*

design point. The head-versus-flow curve will rise continuously frotr
the design point to shutoff.

The available net positive suction head (NPSH) will be at least 25 per-*

cent,-but not exceed 10 feet of water, greater than the required NPSH
specified by the pump vendor.

The use of installed, dedicated pump recirculation ~ ines will be*

avoided. The plant cooling water system will be designed so that the
pt.mps do not operate below the minimum flow required for pump protection
for al. operating modes. However, if flow is inadvertently blocked, tb9
plant designer will ensure that sufficient time is available for the
operator to stop the pump without excessive pump damage. Because a
plant designer will have flexibility in system design, the staff will
review the detailed system design and operation during its review of an

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 8.3-1
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individual application for FDA/DC to determine the need for pump minimum
flow lines or recirculation lines to allow the development of full-flow
cor.ditions for periodic testing.

Adequate filtration and/or silt-removal capability will be provided for*

raw water systems (i.e., the service water system and the circulating
water system). Provisions to facilitate periodic cleaning and back-
flushing, as necessary, will be included.

Raw water systems will have provisions for the injection of biocides to+

limit microbial growth.

Means will be previded to detect and identify leaks into the system from+

systems that contain radioactivity.

Status indication will_be provided for any switched function. Any+

bypassed or manual override status will be indicated,

Instrumentation will be provided to monitor proccss conditions and will+

- be sufficient- to analyze the performance-of the system.
'

Probablq_ Maximum Precipitation

In Section 3.1 of the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff identified an open issue
concerning the value for probable maximum precipitation to be used in the
envelope of plant site design parameters specified in Chapter 1. The staff's
evaluation of this issue is provided in Section 4.5.2 of Chapter 1 and
Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 6 of this report. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed.

Surveillance Testina

Section 2.3.9 of Chapter 8 of the original Evolutionary Requirements Document
stated that plant cooling water systems will be designed to reduce the re-
quired surveillance testing and to improve limiting conditions for operation
as compared to those at current plants. In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff
stated that a reduction from current criteria for surveillance testing should
require demonstrative 1y improved diagnostic techniques or service data. This
was identified as an open issue. In response to this open issue, EPRI
provided additional requirements in Section 2.3.6 to require.that the system
be designed to reduce the required effort for surveillance. testing and improve
limiting conditions for operation (LCOs), as compared to current plar.ts. The
plant designer is required to justify recommended reductions in surveillance
testing. EPRI states that reduction in surveillance testing will increase
plant availability and improved 1.COs will increase plant availability through
the Increased equipment margin or increased redundatcy of components and more
reliable equipment. Effort required for surveillance testing can be reduced
by using improved diagnostic techniques. The staff concludes that reductions
in surveillance testing will be considered on a plant-specific basis and-it
will review individual applications for FDA/DC to determine _ the extent of any
such reductions. The staff concludes that the added requirements and ration-
ale are * ceptable. Therefore, this.DSER open issue is closed.

'EPRI Evolutionary P1 ant SER 8.3-2
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Biofouling

In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff identified an open issue related to
biofouling and recommended that EPRI contact utilities and other scurces
mentioned in Information Notice 89-16. "Biofouling Agent: Zebra Mussel," so
that the experiences and lessons learned concerning zebra mussel fouling could
be factored into the Evolutionary Requirements Document, in response to this
open issue, EPRI revised Section 3.7.2.1 of Chapter 8 to address Generic Issue
51, " Improving the Rcliability of Open-Cycle Service Water Systems,' (as
described in Enclosure 1, " Improving the Reliability of Open Cycle Service
Water Systems," of Generic letter (GL) 89-13). Section 3.7.2.1 requires, in
part, that raw watu systems have provisions for biocide injections where 1

discharge is allowed and the type of blocide, the concentration of injection,
and the frequency of injection be determined by the plant designer on the
basis of environmental regulations, makeup water chemistra, operating condi-
tions, including wet layup, and materials. In addition, EPRI revised Section
5.4.3.3 of Chapter 8 to requite, in part, that the plant designer include
provisions to ensure that surveillance of biofouling and-silting can take
place. EPRI has stated that Davis-Besse plant personnel have been contacted
and information in EPRI's Service Water Assistance-Program (SWAP) has been
reviewed to address concerns about the zebra mussel. 1he staff concludes that
EPRI has made reasonable efforts to comply with the guidelines in GL 89-13.
Therefore, the requirements for controlling biofouling to address Generic
Issue 51 are acceptable and this DSER open issue is closed.

3.3 fsauic.nent Reauirements

Inservics Testina of Pumos and Valves

In SECY-90-016, the staff concluded that the requirements of Section XI of the
American Society of hchanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Code (ASME) Code
provide information oi. the operational readiness of the components but, in
general, do not necessarily provide information for verifying the capability
of the components to perform their intended safety functions. The staff
concluded that the ASME Code does not ensure the level of component opera-
bility that is desired for the evolutionary LWR designs.

Accordingly, in 3ECY-90-016, as supplemented by the staff's April 27, 1990,
response to comments by the Advisory Committee on Peactor Safeguards (ACRS),
the staff recommended criteria to the Commission to be used to supplement
Section XI of the ASME Code. In its staff requirements memorandum (SRM) of'
June 26, 1990, on SECY-90-016, the Commission approved the staff's position
for evolutionary LWRs.

The SRM stated that the-following provisions should apply to all safety-
related pumps and v" 3s and not be limited to ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3
compc9ents:

Piping design should incorporate provisions for full-flow testing*

(maximum design flow) of pumps and check valves.'

Designs should incorporate provisions for testing motor-operated valves*,

under design-basis differential pressure.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 8.3-3
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Check valve testing should incorporate the use of advanced nonintrusivej .

j techniques to address degradation and performance characteristics,
t

A program should be established to determine the frequency necessary forj *

i the disassembly and inspection of pumps and valves to detect unaccept-
[ able degradation that cannot be detected through the use of advanced
j nonintrusive techniques.
i

i These items on testing motor-operated valves should be considered applicable
i to all safety-related power-operated valves. In addition, the staff agreed
{ with the recommendation of the ACRS that the guidelines of GL 89-10. " Safety-

Related Hotor-0perated Valve Test;ng and Surveillance," be applied to evolu-:

! tionary LWR designs. The ACRS aiso recommended that the staff resolve the
( check-valve testing and surveillance issue and that consideration be given to
j industry-proposed alternative ways of meeting inservice testing (IST) and
! surveillance requirements.
!

} Section 3.2 of the DSrR for Chapter 8 contained an extensive discussion of
j staff concerns relateo to IST of pumps and- valves. The staff was concerned

about a requirement in Chapter 8, Section 3.2.7. Revision 1, which stated that
IST of essential pump: and valves will be performed in accordance with

; American National Standards Institute /American Society of Mechanical Engineers
: (ANSI /ASME) 0M-6 and 0M-10. In the DSER, the staff identified this as an open '

| issue. In a lettcr dated May 22, 1991 EPRI responded to the DSER by stating
; that Section 12 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document i

provides general requirements for pumps and valves. EPRI further stated that
,

! to ensure that the testing requirements for pumps and valves in Chapter 8 are
j consistent with the Chapter I requirements, it would revise Section 3.2.7 of

-

i Chapter 8 to require that system design include provisions for.IST of safety-
i related pumps and valves in acccrdance with the requirements in Chapter 1,
j Sections 12.2.7 and 12.4.3. EPRI revised Section 3.2.7 of Chapter 8 by
j inserting this requirement and deleting references to OM-6 and OH-10. As a

result, the staff's evaluation of the IST requirements for all ALWR safety-,

I related pumps and valves is now in Section-12.2 of Chapter 1 of this report.
| Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
!

Valves
,

|
| Section 3.3.3.3 of the original Evolutionar) Requirements Document of Chap-
| ter 8 required local manual operation of valves unless remote mctor operators
: are required for safety functions or if local manual operation is impracti--

-

! cable. Motor operators have been identified as a common cause of volve
failures,

3

i

In letters dated April 28 and September 14, 1989, the staff commented-that it
,

; - would be desirable for certain valves- to include remote position indication,
L even if the valves had no motor operators. In its March 16, 1990, reply, EPRI

referenced requirements in Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements:-

i Document. The staff's evaluation of EPd!'s requirements for position indica-
-

| tion of manual valves is provided in Chapter 10 of.this report.
!

!
d

!
;
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Heht Exchanaers

Section 3.5.1 of Chapter 8 states that performance of key hen.t exchangers will
be tested when heat load becomes available and a test plan or schedule is
developed by the plant designer. Many operating plants do not have the
capability to test the heat load of the heat exchangers. It has been deter-
mined that adding this heat load testing capability after the plant is already
in operation might not be economically feasible. In the DSER for Chapter 8,
the staff concluded that vendors should consider including the capability for
performance testing of key heat exchangers during the planning and design
stage of the ALWR plants. Enclosure 2 (" Program for Testing Heat Transfer
Capability") of GL 89-13 should be consulted and incoroorated in the Evolt
tionary Requirements Document as appropricte. This was identified as an open
issue in the DSER.

In response to this concern, EPRI revised Chapter 8 to ensure adequate
instrumentation is available for performance testing of heat exchangers in
order to meet the recommendations of GL 89-13. Section 3.8.2 of Chapter 8
Identifies requirements necessary to ensure temporary flow instrumentation can
be installed for heat exchanger testing. Section 3.8.5 of Chapter 8 requires
that pressure and temperature instrumentation be provided for safety-related
heat exchangers. Section 3.8.6 of Chapter 8 requires that the accuracy of the
temperature, pressure, and flow instruments be sufficient to calculate the
overall heat transfer coefficient within limits required to verify heat
transfer capability. The staff concludes that these design requirements meet
the recommendations of Enclosure 2 to GL 89-13 and are acceptable. Therefore,
the DSER open issue is closed.

Trash Racks and Travelina Screens-

Section 3.3.5.1 of Chapter 8 requires that trash racks be provided upstream of
pumps susceptible to damage from large debris, establishes 1 inch as the
minimum spacing between bars, and requires orovisions to manually clear
debris.

,

in the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff stated that EPRI had committed to provide
a requirement that provisions to manually clear debris from trash racks be
coordinated with the design of security barriers and intrusion detection
systems so that provisions for physical access do not provide a potential path
for covert penetration from the water into the plant's protected area. In the
DSER, the staff identified this as a confirmatory issue. The staff has
verified that EPRI has revised Section 3.3.5.8 of Chapter 8 to reflect this
commitment. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

3.4 Conclusion

The staff concludes that Section 3 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document for the design of plant cooling water systems doas not conflict
with the guidance in SRP Sections 9.2.1, ' Station Service Water System," and
9.2.2, " Reactor Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems," and is, therefore, accept-
abl e .
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4 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEMS

4.1 Scone and Function

The component cooling water systems (CCWSs) will be closed loop systems that
iwill provide the following:
!

a method to remove decay heat and waste heat from the reactor, plant*
r

systems, structures, and components and transfer the heat to the service |
water system !

protection against leakage of service water into the primary containment [
+

and reacter systems ;
)

protection against release of radiological contamination into the '=

ultimate heat sink i
i
;The systems will be divided into component cooling water-nuclear steam supply

system and turbine building component cooling water system,

4.2 Component Coolina Water System-Nuclear Steam Supalv System {
.

The component cooling water system of the nuclear steam supply system (CCWS- fNSSS) will supply cooling water to safety-related and non-safety-related plant |
components during normal operation and to safety-related components during jpostulated accident and emergency conditions. The CCWS-NSSS will consist of
two (for PWR) or three (for BWR) totally independent divisions, each of which ;

will have two pumps, two heat exchangers, one surge tank, one chemical i
addition tank, and associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and controls. !
In Section 4.2 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI :

establishes requirements for the design cf the CCWS-NSSS.- The key require- i
ments include the following:

!

During normal operation, one pump and one heat exchanger per division I
*

will be in operation to provide the required system flows and heat !

transfers.
!

During normal shutdown, all divisions with two pumps- and two heat. !*

exchangers will be in operation.
,

; For safe cold shutdown, two pumps and two-heat exchangers in either one. I
*

of two divisions (PWR) or two pumps and two heat exchangers in each of !
two divisions (BWR) will be capable of removing the heat loads.

,

For BWR decay heat removal during shutdown, three divisions will be'in i
*

operation for cooling the reactor system. j

Flow of system cooling water to non-safety-related miscellaneous heat !*

loads will be automatically isolated on the receipt of an engineered
| safety systems actuation signal. Isolation will.also be provided on

- ,

e

indir -ion of gross leakage between safety-related and non-safety-
:relato' systems. !

:
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Makeup water will be provided from a safety-grade source.+

In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff noted that the requirements for the BWR
CCWS-NSSS appeared to be inconsistent with the requirements established in
Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document for BWR core coolant
inventory control (CCIC) and decay heat removal (DHR) and identified this
inconsistency as an open issue.

In response to this concern, EPRI stated that two out of three divisions are
required for plant cooldown within 36 hours with a concurrent single f ailure,
but on a realistic basis, only a single division is required to provide CCIC
and DHR cooling for transients and loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs). EPRI
revised Section 4.2.1.9.1 of Chapter 8 to be consistent with Section 4.5.2.4.4
of Chapter 5. These two sections uquire that the DHR system, with two
divisions in operation, permit cooling the reactor from saturation conditions
at 135 psig 10 <212 *F within 36 hours after rods are inserted (viz., plant
emergency shutdown). In addition, Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 5 requires that
each of these divisions be capable of providing C01C and DHR on a realistic
basis. No specific r'*;uirements for rate and extent of cooldown are imposed.

'The staff concludes that there is no longer a oiscrepancy between the two
chapters regarding the number of BWR divisions required during a LOCA and,
therefore, the DSER open issue is closed,

in the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff coacluded that Section 4.4.4.4 of
Chapter 8 did not provide instrumentation for flow indication for the CCWS and
stated that EPRI had committed to add h- requirerent for flow indication. The
staff has verified that the requiremer.t for permanent flow instrumentation has
been added to Section 3.8.4 of-Chapter 8. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory
issue is closed.

The staff cone'udes that the design requirements for the CCWS-NSSS in Sec-
tion 4.2 of-Chapter 8-do not conflict with the guidance in SRP Sections 9.2.1
and 9.2.2 and General Desik.. Criterion 44 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 and
are, therefore, acceptable.

4.3 Turbine Buildino Component Coolina Water System

The turbine building component cooling water system (TBCCWS) will.be a non-
safety-related system that will supply cooling water to various non-safety-
related auxiliary components in the turbine building. Section 4.3 of Chapter
8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines performnce requirements
and system arrangement for the TBCCWS. Specifically, the TbCCWS will be a
closed-loop system containing two 100-percent pumps, two 100-percent heat
exchangers, and the necessary cross-connecting headers, valves, instruments,
and controls to recirculate 100 percent _ of the-required cooling water flow to
the individual non-safety-related cooling loads.

The staff concludes that the design requirements in Section 4.3 of Chapter 8
for the TBCCWS do not conflict with the guidance of SRP Section 10.4.5,
" Circulating Water System," and are, therefore, acceptable.
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5 SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS

5.1 Definition and Scope

The service water systems (SWSs) will consist of ,the essential service water
system and the nonessential service water system .

5.2 Essential Service Water System

lhe essential service water system (ESWS) will be a safety-related open-loop
system designed to provide cooling water to the tube side of the Component
Cooling Water System-Nuclear Steam Supply System (CCWS-NSSS) heat exchangers
and to transfer heat from these heat exchangers to the plant ultimate heat
sink during normal operation and emergency conditions. The system will
consist of two (for the PWR) or three (for the BWR) totally independent
divisions, each of which will consist of two ESWS pumps, two heat exchangers,
two strainers, and associated piping, instrumentation, and controls.

In Section 5.2 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI
establishes the requirements for the design of th ESWS. The key requirements
include the following:

The pumps will be vertical units located at the ultimate heat sink, with*

submerged pump suctions, to ensure that adequate net positive suction
head will be available during all operating modes.

Means will be provided to detect leakage into the ESWS from the CCWS. A*

system will be established to take and analyze water samples from the
cooling pond (ultimate heat sink or cooling tower) periodically or when
low water level occurs frequently in the CCWS surge tank during normal
plant operation. A radiation monitor with a high-level alarm will be
placed on the cooling pond blowdown.

:

| Service water pump discharge piping will be equipped with a strainer or*

a silt-removal capability or both. Provisions for pei: odic cleaning and,

i backflushing, as necessary for the system surfaces, will be included,

i All system heat exchangers will be equipped with pressure and tempera-.

i ture instrumentation at the SWS inlets and outlets to record perfor-
| mance.

Generic Issue 23

i in the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff conc 1rded that the design requirements
for the ESWS-in Section 5 of Chapter 8 did not address reactor coolant pump
(RCP) seal reliability for the ALWR. The staff concluded that, specifically
for a PWR, EPRI should evaluate the possibility of providing en RCP seal

4

;

i

*Rcferred to by EPRI as " safety service water system" and "non-safety service
water system," respectively.
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: cooling system that is independer'. of the service water system to address the
issue of RCP seal failure (Generic Issue (GI) 23, " Reactor Coolant Seal:

; Failures"). In the DSER, the staff identified this as an open issue.

! In response to this DSER open issue, EPal stated that Chapter 3 had been
revised to er,sure seal leakage will be minin91 followir.g lo: of seal cooling.

;
Specifically, Section 3.4.2.3.4 of Chapter 3 now requires thi.. the degradation4

of the shaf t seal system be negligible following loss of both seal injectiun,

i and pump cooling water for up to I hour. It addition, Section 3.4.2 3.5 of
i Chapter 3 now specifies that in the event of the loss of all ac power, reactor
; coolant system (RCS) leakage through the RCP shaf t 1.eals will be limited so
' that ';he reactor core will remain covered and natural circulation cooling of
I the cora will be maintained for at least E hours. EPRI stated that an

additional cooling water system was not sp;cified because it would complicate,

I the design and could possibly result in ar additional service water system.
The staff concludes that EPRI has provided information to address the intent
of GI 23.

4

| The staff's ev luation of EPRI's requiremenis to address G1 23 is given in
j Section 3.2.20 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. Therefore, this

i DSER open issue is closed.

i J:ffects of Electric Power _hoplv Failung

In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff recommended that EPRI evaluate the:

! effects of electric power supply failure on the essential service water system
and identified this a an open issue. To address this open issue, EPRI1

revised Chapter 11 of the Evolutions.ry Requirements Document to provide;

electric system design and station blackout requirements fer the plant coolingi

water systems. Section 1.4 of Charter 8 requires that safet- O sted plant'

cooling water systems be powered by Class IE power supplies Jitionally,

EPRI modified Section 2.3.2.2 of Chapter 1- to require that - ! sis and
acceptance criteria for events involving multiple active failures associated

;

with station blackout be in accordance with 10 CFR 50.63. The staff concludes<

that this requirement adequately resolves the issue of electric power supply
,

. failure for the essential service water system. Therefore, this DSER open
! issue is closed.

Effects of-Intake Failure

| In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff recommended that EPRI address the effects
j of a potential in'ake structure failure and stated that consideration should
) be given to prov*, ding two separate and independent intake structures,-as well

as incorporating a' cross-tie capability between plants with the attendant
! flexibility in recovery actions. The staff identified this as an open issue.
: In response to the open issues EPRI stated that various arrangements for the

ultimate heat sink (VHS) and intake structure had been considered. Among

these were two UllSs and one UHS with two intake structures. However,.EPRI has
j decided that the reference AlWR will have one passive cooling pond with one
! intake structure and be in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.27, " Ultimate
'

Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants" (for comment). EPRI considered this
design to be the siaplest arrangement for several reasons, including minimiz-
ing the potential paths for covert penetration. This response is acceptable

,

because the design will comply with the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.27.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
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With regard tt '.he acceptability of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
relevant to the resolution of G1 51, as provided in Generic letter (GL) 89-13,
the staf f concludes that the revisions of Chapter 8 meet most of the recommen-
dations in Enclosure 1 of GL 89-13 (see also Section 3.3 of this chapter) and
are acceptable.

Biofoulina and Heat Exchanaer Performance ~estina

Provisions for the treatment of biofouling and performance testin3 of heat
exchangers are discu:: sed by the staff in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively,
of this chapter.

Generic Isjute 130

GI 130, " Essential Service Water Pump Failures at Multiplant Sites," raised
concerns about multi-plant units that have only two ESW pumps , r plant with
cross-tie copabilities. Accordingly, the specific core-melt frequencies and
radiological consequences determined by the avaluation in 61 130 pertain only
to the generic model multi plant configuration with two ESW pumps per plant.
Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies that the system
will have four ESW pumps per plant at mo'ti-plant sites, and that the loss of
one pump will not prevent adequate SWP . e for cooling all safety-related
components. However, this resolves n m :r only 25 percent of the reliability
problems discussed in GI 130. Both p r ,s in a given division are required to
meet licensing-bas ,uirements, such as cold shutdown within 36 hours with.

a concurrent single failure, which defeats the purpose of the redundant
division. In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff concluded that EPRI should
further examine the reliability of the ALWR ESW systems and should propose
enhancerants to the designs, if warranted. ~ i the OSER, the staff identified
this as an open issue.

EPRI responded that the SWS configuration and its reliability were reviewed
and a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) was performed for three different
cooling water system configurations to compare their relative reliabilities.
Frcm these analyses, EPRI concluded that cross-ties were to be provided only
if a compelling safety, operability, or availability need was demonstrated by
the plant designer. EPRI decided that cross-ties would not be added to
improve flexibility la recovery actions because the system design would
increase in complexity. EPRI also stated that the PRA performed for the SWS
indicated that thr. system reliability was sufficient to meet the overall
targets for core-damage frequency.

The staff's evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address GI 130 is provided in
Section 3.2.5.7 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this repo Therefore, this.

DSER open issue is closed.

Conclusion

%e staff :.oncludes that the design requirements in Section 5.2 of Chapter 8
for the ESWS do not conflict with the guidance in SRP Section 9.2.2, " Reactor
Auxiliary Cooling Water Systems," and are, therefore, acceptable.
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5.3 Nonessential Service yater System

The nonessential service water systcm (NESWS) will be a non-safety-related
open system and will be designed to prov'de cooling water from the normal heat-
sink to the tube side of the TBCCWS heat ,exchangers, which in turn will cool
various non-safety-related auxiliary components in the turbine and service
buildings.

In Section 5.3 of Chapter 8, EPRI establishes the requirements for the design
of the NESWS. Generally, these requirements ensure the NESWS will supply
100 percent of the flow required to service cooling loads at all times. The
staff concludes that these requirements do not conflict with the guidance in
SRP Section 9.2.2 and are, therefore, acceptable.

4
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6 CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM

The circulating water system (CWS) will be a non-safety-related open s);.em
designed to supply cooling water to the main steam turbine condensers in order
to condense exhaust steam from the low-pressure turbines. This system will
not serve any safety function under accident conditions and will not be

i

required for keeping the reactor in a safe shutdown condition.'

| Section 6 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document establis''s
! the requirements for the design of the CWS. The staff concludes that th.
| requirements do not conflict with the guidance in SRP Section 10.4.5, "Circu-
I lating Water System," and are, therefore, acceptable.
:

|

:

I
i
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7 HEAT SINKS

7.1 Definition and Scope

Section 7 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the
requirements for the PWR and BWR normal power heat sink and the ultimate heat
sink. The normal power heat sink will be the final repository for heat
rejected from the circulating water system (CWS) and nonessential service
water system (NESWS). The ultimate heat sink will be the final repository for
heat rejected from the essential service water system following an accident
and during normal operation.

7.2 Normal Power Heat Sink

The primary function of the normal power heat sink will be to provide the
source of cooling water to be used as circulating water and nonessential
service water during power operation. This heat sink will be a non-safety-
related open system. In Section 7.2 of Chapter P EPRI establishes the
requirements for its design, in general, these requirements specify that the
cooling towers and equipments are required to be capable of cooling the CWS
and NESWS water to less than 100 'F during full-power operation under all
weather conditions.

The staff concludes that the design requirements for the normal power heat
sink do not conflict with the guidance in SRP Section 10.4.5, " Circulating
Water Sys. tem," and are, therefore, acceptable.

7.3 Ultimate Heat Sink

The primary function of the ultimate heat sink (VHS) will be to provide a
reliab',e source of cooling water for use as essential service water during all
modes of operations and accident conditions. The UHS will be a safety-ralated
open system that will consist of one or more cooling ponds, makeup pumps,
makeup intake structures, makeup and blowdown piping or channels, and

~

the associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and controls.

In Section 7.3 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI
establishes the requirements for the design of the UHS. The key requirements
include the following:

A passive cooling pond is the preferred UHS for the'ALWR, However, if-*

required-by specific site conditions, a natural body of water, spray-
ponds, or cooling towers may serve.

The design of the UHS will be in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.27..

A blowdown pond will be provided as- an intermediate discharge reservoir=

for blowdown from the UHS. The blowdown' pond will be big enough to hold
at least 24 hours of blowdown.

The VHS facility will be seismic Category I..
-

Makeup and blowdown lines will be provided with a throttling valve to*

adjust flow.
-
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Sufficient redundancy of makeup pumps will be provided so that makeup*

capabilities are not unduly reduced when one pump malfunctions. The
need for safety-grade makeup water will be established in conjunction
with establishing UHS water volume, as specified in Regulatory
Guide 1.27.

If sprays are used in the cooling pond, the spray systems will consist*
of one network for each essential service water division. The spray
systems will function as required, assuming failure of one network.

The VHS will be capable of performing its intended function during*

freezing weather. Means (such as recirculation of warm water) will be
provided to ensure that flow is not reduced or lost as a result of ice
buildup in the intake structures.

The VHS water treatment and blowdown facilities will be designed on the*

basis of makeup water chemistry, environmental restrictions, evaporation ,

'

rate, and draft loss.

Sections 1.3.5 and 7.3.2 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements-
Document indicate that a passive cooling pond is the preferred UHS.

In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff stated that EPRI had committed to require
that ALWR plant designs referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document
comply with the " Federal Guidelines on Dam Safety" when the reference pond is
formed by a dam or a system o' dikes or levees. Thc staff-identified this as
a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that Section 7.3.2.2.1 now
requires that the UHS facility be seismic Category I and, where applicable, be
designed in accordance with the " Federal Guidelines on Dam Safety." There-
fore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

Section 7.3.1 of Chapter 8 of the original Evolutionary Requirements Document
stated that the UHS will be capable of providing cooling water no warmer than-

;
; 95 'F during normal full-power operating conditions based on 1 percent

exceedance temperature for ambient conditions specified in Table 2-1.of
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. In the DSER for. Chap-
ter 8, the staff stated that EPRI had committed to revise Chapter 1 to require,

!
that the maximum essential service water temperature for the ALWR standard
plant design be based on 0-percent exceedance ambient temperature given in1

Table 2-1 of Chapter _1. The staff identified this as a confirmatory issue.'

|
!

The staff has reviewed EPRI's revisions to Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 8 and
| Table 1.2-6 of Chapter 1 and has confirmed that the plant cooling water

systems are-required to be capable of supporting. full reactor thermal output
based on 0-percent exceedance ambient temperature as defined in Table 1.2-6 of'

Chapter 1. Therefore, this-DSER confirmatory issue is closed.
,

-The staff concludes that the design requirements in Chapter 8 for the UHS do-

| not conflict with- the guidance in SRP Section 9.2.5, " Ultimate Heat Sink," and -
are, therefore, acceptable.'

t

I
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8 CHILLED WATER SYSTEMS

The chilled water systems (CDWSs) will be closed-loop systems that will supply
chilled water for the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems. The CDWS will be divided into two subsystems: an essential chilled
water system * that will serve safety-related HVAC cooling loads and a non-
essential chilled water system that will serve non-safety-related HVAC
cooling loads.

8.1 Essential Chilled Water System

In Section 8 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI
establishes tha requirements for the design of the essential CDWS. The key
requirements include the following:

The system will consist of two (for PWRs) and three (for BWRs) totally*

independent divisions, each of which will have a refrigeration unit (s),
pump (s), compression tank (s), and the associated piping, valves, instru-
mentation, and controls.

Each safety-related division will be totally independent of and separ-*

ated from the other division (s) both mechanically and electri ally.

Safety-related portions of the system will be protected from tornadoes,*

missiles, pipe whip, and flooding.

Safety-grade makeup water will be provided to the essential CDWS.*

Instruments will be orovided to indicate low water flow, low pressure,*

and high temperature of the water supply.

The staff concludes that these requirements appear to be appropriate for the
handling ' safety-related HVAC cooling loads by the system. The design
requirements in the Evolutionary Requirements Document for the essential CDWS
do not conflict with NRC requirements and are, therefore, acceptable.

8.2 Nonessential Chilled Water System

In Section 8 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI
states that the nonessential CDWS will be a. centralized system that will
supply various HVAC and process loads. However,. if one centralized system for
all buildings is impractical, separate systems can be provided.for each
building. The system (s) will consist of a single division-with a compression
tank, a minimum of two refrigeration units, a minimum of two chilled water-

pumps, instrumentation and controls, and associated equipment required for
regulating flow.

* Referred to by EPRI as " safety chilled water system," and "non-safety chilled
water system," respectively.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 8.8-1
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In general, EPRI has established design requirements ensuring that the
nonessential CDWS will produce, at all times,100 percent of the design-basis

-

chilled water flow to service division loads by the use of a single division.
The staff concludes that these requirements are based on good engineering-
practice and are, therefore, acceptable.

,
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9 FUEL ''30L COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM

Section 9.1.2 of Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
that the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system (FPCCS) will perform the
following functions:

maintain the spent fuel pool temperature within the limits necessary to+

store and serve the spent fuel assemblies removed from the reactor
vessel

maintain the water level in the spent fuel pool within specified limits*

to ensure that the spent fuel pool assemblies remain cooled and covered
at all times

maintain the quality of the spent fuel pool water and makeup water=

within the specified limits of chemistry, radioactivity, and clarity

maintain the water temperature, chemistry, and clarity within acceptable=

ranges for the in-containment refueling water storage tank (for PWRs)
and the suppression pool (fo BWRs)

EPRI indicates that the function of maintaining fuel pool cooling and level to
within the safety limits is safety related, whereas the function of the pool
cleanup to maintain water quality is not. In addition, BWR suppression pool
cooling and PWR postaccident containment heat removal are addressed in
Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. '

In Section 9.3.5 of Chapter 8, EPRI specifies that the electrical power for
the FPCCS will be supplied from the normal station auxiliary power during
normal plant operation. In the event of loss of all normal ac power, the
electrical loads required for the system safety ft.nctions will be able to be
connected to the onsite emergency ac power supply after a predetermined delay
following a loss-of-coolant accident or a station blackout. In the rationale
portion of this section, EPRI states that fuel peal cooling will not be
required until some time after normal ac power is lost because of the large
heat capacity of the fuel pool water. Because of the flexibility in system
design that a plant designer has and because of the actions the plant operator
will have to perform, the staff will evaluate the detailed system design and
emergency operating procedures during its review of an individual application
for FDA/DC to determine the timeframe in which the emergency power supply will
be needed following a design-basis accident.

Section 9.3.2 of Chapter 8 of the original Evolutionary Requirements Document
stated that the fuel pool cooling portien of the FPCCS will consist of two
100-percent-capacity, independent cooling divisions (same number of cooling
divisions for PWRs and BWRs), each with one pump, one heat exchanger, and
associated piping, valves, instrumentation, and controls, and that the heat
exchangers will be cooled by the component cooling water system-nuclear steam
supply system (CCWS-NSSS). In the DSER for Chapter 8, the staff concluded
that because the FPCCS will interface with two of the three independent CCWS-
NSSS divisions (for BWRs), the supplemental cooling for decay heat removal
(DHR) should come from the division that is independent of the FPCCS. The
staff identified this as an open issue.
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To address this issue, EPRI revised Section 9.3.2.2 of Chapter 8 to require,
in part, that this function be provided from the DHR division for which the
component cooling water supply is independent of those divisions providing
cooling water to the FPCCS. The rationale portion of the section has also
been revised to state that since the FPCCS will interface with only two out of
three independent CCWS-NSSS divisions, providing supplementary cooling from
the third division will increase reliability. Section 4.2.1.5.1 of Chapter 8
has also been revised to state that Section 9.3.2.2 provides requirements for
assigning of CCWS-NSSS divisions to the FPCCS and to the DHR system for
supplementary cooling. The staff concludes that these revisions address its
concern and are acceptable. Therefore, the DSER open issue is closed. -

The staff concludes that the design requirements in Chapter 8 for the FPCCS do
not conflict with the guidance in SRP Section 9.1.3, " Spent Fuel Pool Cooling _
and Cleanup System," and are acceptable.

I
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i 10 CONCLUSION
i
j The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements establishcd in Chapter 8 of the-
; Evolutionary Requirements Document for the design of plant cooling water

systems do not conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable.4

However, by themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC,

|' staff to determine if the plant-specific design,' operation, r.d arrangement of
the plant cooling water will be adequate. Applicants-referencing the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with
the additional guidance provided in the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800), or

.

provide justification for alternative means of implementing the associated4

i regulatory requirements. '

! Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 8 specifies requirements that,
subject to resolution of the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if:

properly translated inte a design and constructed and operated in accordance
with the NRC regulations in force at the time the design is submitted, should,

; result in a nuclear power' plant whose plant cooling water systems will perform i

as designed and will have all the attributes required by the regulations .to ;,

; ensure that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of the public or
j to the environment.
!

!
!

I
t
>
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS-

,

Appendix A, Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
definitions of terus and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list
of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report.
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j APPENDIX B
GENERIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ISSUES<

The original version of the Evolutionary Requirements-Document presented
EPRI's requirements to address the resolution of generic safety issues in
Appendix B of each chapter. In the DSER for Chapter 8 of the Evolutionary,

| Requirements Document, the staff evaluated EPRI's require, ants to address the
resolution of the following generic issues:,

.

B-32, " Ice Effects on Safety-Related Water Supplies"*

!
' 51, " Proposed Requirements for Improving Reliability of Open Cycle*

|
Service Water Systems"

130, " Essential Service Water Pump Failures at Multi-Plant Sites"*

B-29 " Effectiveness of Ultimate Heat Sinks"*

In the DSER for Cnapter 8, the staff identified open issues associatt with
Generic Issues 51 and 130. In Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements^

Document, submitted by letter dated September 7, 1990, EPRI relocated its
requirements to address generic safety issues that were unresolved as of-,

January 1. 1990, to Appendix B to Cnapter 1. As a result, a number of generic,

| safety issues that were addressed in the original Evolutionary Requirements
: Document are no longer addressed. The staff has provided its evaluation of :

EPRI's requirements to address generic safety issues in Appendix B to Chapter1

1 of this report and has also documented its closure of 'open and confirmatory
j issues associated with generic safety issues no longer addressed by EPRI.
i- Therefore, the DSER open issues associated with Generic Issues 51 and 130 are

closed.
.
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CHAPTER 9, " SITE SUPPORT SYSTEMS" !

.i
1 INTRODUCTION

[
,

This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 9, " Site [
Support Systems," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document through Revision f
3. Chapter 9 was prepared, under the project direction of EPRI and the ALWR 1
Utility Steering. Committee, by ABB. Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power;-

!Bechtel Power Corporation; Duke Power Company; General Electric Company; MPRL F

Associates, Inc.; S. Levy Incorporated; Sargent and Lundy Engineers; Stone and !
Webster Engineering Corporation; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and EPRI.-

3

!0n January 11 1989, EPRI submitted the original versionJof Chapter-9 of the ;Evolutionary Requirements Document for staff review. By letters dated- |
March 22, April 28,' June 8, September 14, and November 28,- 1989, the NRC staff )

requested that.EPRI supply additional-information. EPRI provided the informa-- ;
tion in its responses dated August 18, October 19,'and December 22, 1989,.and- -

January le, 1990. Topic papers in Appendix 8 of the original version of this .

chapter were relocated to Appendix B of Chapter 1. !
<

:

15, 1991,.the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 9_of the Evolu- [On January -

tionary Requirements Document'. On April 9, 1991, the staff and.EPRI met with ;

the Advisory Committee on Reactor Fafeguards Subcommittee on Improved. Light !
Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 9,-the staff's corresponding DSER, the
outstanding issues: from the staff's review of Chapter 9, and- EPRI's approach
to resolving each issue,

y
,

. . . s
On_ September 7,1990,- EPRI submitted Revision 1- of the Evolutionary Require- (ments Document. Revisions-2, 3,-and 4 were cocketed on-April 26 and Novem- !ber 15, 1991, and April- 17, 1992, respectively.

_.1 Review Criter.ig !

Section~1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the_ approach and review [
-criteria used by tho staff during =its review of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary '!Requirements Document. }
1.2 Scope and Structure of Chapter 9-

-Chapter 9 of- the Evolutionary Requiremerits Document defines the ALWR. Utility - i
Steering' Committee's7overall-requirements for the site support systems, ;

. 4
The key topics addremd in the Chapter 97eview include 1EPRI-proposed design- i
requirements for~ '

g,

i~ fire protection systems
.)

*

environmental monitorir., system j
, e

site-security system'-
!

~

*

J. . decontamination-facilities :

i
*

.. . -

.
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compressed air and gas systems*

heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systema

1aboratories*

1.3 Policy Issues

i

During its review of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the '

Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. '

l.4 Outstandina Issues

The DSER for Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained the
following outstanding issues:

Open Issues

(1) human factors considerations in the design of control room indicating
systems (2.2.5)

(2) independence of ventilation systems inside the containment (3.3.1)

(3) requirements for smoke -removal capability (3.3.1)

(4) human factors considerations in the design of the fire protection system
(3.4.11)

(5) sabotage considerations for the control room (5.1)

(6) effects of instrument air supply problems on safety-related equipn. ant
(Generic Lette- 88-14) (7.1;

(7) design of air filtration systems (8.2.1)
i

(8) structural design of heating, ventilating, and air :onditioning (HVAC)
' system (8.2.1)

(9) charcoal filters in air filtration systems (8.2.1)

(10) control room capacity following design-basis accident (8.2.2)

(11) determination of airborne iodine concentration during an accident
(Item III.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737) (9)

Confirmatory Issues

(1) use of radiation-damage-resistant materials in high-radiation areas
(2.2.4 and 8.2.1)

(2) control room cable fires (3.4.9)

(3) use of seismically sensitive relays in fire protection systems (3.4.13)
4

(4) design enhancements for sabotage protection (5.1)

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER. 9.1-2
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(5) guidance designation of vital equipment (5.2.1)

(G) insider sabotage vulnerability analysis (5.2.2 and Appendix B)

(7) inaccessibility of cable and piping runs connecting two protected areas
(5.2.4)

(8) installation of security door hardware (5.2.5)

(9) alarm assessment coverage of iaterior of intrusion detection system
(5.?.7)

(10) use of hand-held radios in plant buildings (5.2.11)

(11) backup power for security lighting (5.2.12)

(12) use of duct wrap or other material for protecting ventilation system 'a

penetrations of fire barriers (8.2.1)

(13) operability of safety-relat=d systems in areas with shared HVAC systems
(8.2.1)

(14) bullet resistance of control room (8.2.2)
(15) resistance to penetration of an unalarmed grating (8.2.4)

(16) potential for insider sabotage (Appendix B)

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in detail in the
appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical
notation following each issue. All outstanding issues identified in the DSER
for Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document have been resolved.

1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Soecific Items

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections 4of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed balow. The designators in
front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The letter
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant dcigra. The firstnumber designates the chapter in which it is identified. The letter "V"
designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final number is
the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter. ,

E.9.V-1 fire protection review (3)

E.5.V-2 fire hazard analysis (3.2.2)

E.9.V-3 smoke removal capability (3.3.1)

E 9.V-4 security hardware on fire doors (3.3.1)

E.9.V-5 separation of redundant shutdown equipment in the containment
(3.3.1)

E.9.V-6 control room cable fires (3.4.9)
EPRI Evolutionary Plant 5ER 9.1-3
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E.9.V-7 security area devitalized during unit shutdown (5.1)

i E.9.V-8 operability of safety-related systems in areas with shared HVAC
systems (8.2.1)1

E.9.V-9 criteria for design of HVAC ductwork (8.2.1)

E.9.V-10 HVAC design for PWR auxiliary building (8.2.5 and 8.4.4),

i
! E.9.V-11 HVAC design for miscellaneous areas (8.2.6)

E.9.V-12 charcoal filters in containment purge system (Branch Technical
.;

: Position CSB 6-4, NVREE-0800) (8.4.2)
:

f.9.V-13 design, equipment, at d instrumentation for laboratories (9),

i
i E.9.V-14 determination of airborne iodine concentration during an accident i

(Item 111.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737) (9) )
,
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2 POLICY STATEMENTS AND KEY REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Policy Statements

Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies the requirements
proposed by r.PRI for the fire protection system; environmental monitoring
systen; site security system; decontamination system; compressed air and gas
systems; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) system; and labora-
tories. Section 1 of Chapter 9 conti. Ins those policies established by the
ALWR Utility Steering Committee related to the design approach to be used in
the development of the security, fire protection, and compressed air and gas
systems for both the BWR and PWR designs.

Section 1.4.1 of Chapter 9 states that EPRI's approach to sabotage protection
emphasizes sabotage prevention rather than mitigation. The Evolutionary
Requirements Document states that resistance to sabotage will be provided
through rugged reinforced-concrete external walls and internal barriers that
will restrict access. Further resistance will be provided through physically
separated, redundant safety systems that will provide high reliability for the
prevention of core damage or the mitigation of the consequences of accident
sequences. EPRI further states that the plant arrangement and the access
w%1 features of the plant security system will be compatible with the need
to accoarnoke personnel traffic with minimum delay during normal plard
operation and maintenance, and to not impede access or egress under (/ Nency
conditions.

Section 1.4.2 of Chapter 9 states that ALWR plants will be equipped with fire
protection systems that will, with high reliability, be capable of detecting
and suppressing fires that could threaten the health and safety of the public
and operating personnel.

Section 1.4.3 of Chapter 9 states that ALWR plants will have the capability to
accomplish essential safety functions from control panels external to the
control room, should evacuation of the contrni room be required because of
fire or other events, or should a fire damage the control room circuitry for
safe shutdown systems.

Section 1.4.4 of Chapter 9 states that ALWR plants will include a compressed
air and gas system (CAGS) that will minimize air leakage, contamination of air
supplies, blockage of air lines, and equipment malfunction. The CAGS will not
be designed to meet safety-grade criteria. EPRI states that safe shutdown
capability will be ensured by designing equipment served by the CAGS to
maintain or assume a safe position on loss of the air supply.

2.2 Site Support Systems - Common Reuuirements

Section 2 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document establishes
the top-tier requirements applicable to all evolutionary ALWRs, including PWRs
and BWRs. Evolutionary designs are the. next-generation, improved ver: ions of
existing facilities (approximately 1300 MWe). The following sections give the
staff's evaluations of the key requirements in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document common to the site support systems.
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2.2.1 Operability and Maintainability

Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 9 states that components of site support systems will
be of standardized, generic design wherever possible and will be located so as;

to facilitato testing and maintenance. EPRI indicates that equipment arrange-*

ment will provide adequate space for access and replacement. Cableways will
J allow for ease of access and expansios. Components will be labeled with a
i unique number and name, cons' stent with plant drawings. HVAC systems will be

coable of mcintaining environmertal conditions that are compatible with human
comfort and with equipment installed in the rooms and compartments served.

1 EPRI states that the plant designer will ensure that information on systems
: design is retained and available for later use in the preparation of proce-
: dures.

1 2.2.2 System Interactions
, <

Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 9 specifies that, to minimize potential system
interactiors, ALWR site support systems will not be interconnected with each

; other or with other systems. Compressed air and gas systems will not be
interconnected. Fire protection systems will be designed so that in the event

; of a fire, assuming no single failures, at least one division of safe shutdown
; equipment will be operable. Failure to operate or inadvertent operation of
i non-safety-related systems will at prevent the operation and proper functions
; of safety-related systems.

I 2.2.3 Safety-Related Plant Equipment

| Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 9 states that all air-operated safety-related
' equipment, accumulators, controls, etc., will be designed for fail-safe
' operation and will not require instrument air supply for safe shutdown. All
i engineered safety feature systems will be testable to ensure safe operation in

the event of a loss or a gradual reduction of the instrument air supply.;

2.2.4 Psadiation Exposure

Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 9 requires that equipment and facilities subject to
radioactive contamination from radiological incidents or normal plant opera-

' tions be designed to facilitate decontamination and/or to prevent the spread
of contamination. The use of curbs around equipment and trnks, floors sloped
to drains, coatings that can be decontaminated, minimization of irregular<

surfaces, and component accessibility are some of the design. features that
will be used.to ensure that radiation exposure will be as low as is reasonably
achievable. The HVAC system will be designed to minimize the potential
exposure of personnel to radioactivity from airborne contamination. To
minimize time spent by personnel in radiation areas and to facilitate decon-
tamination, suitable facilities will be located to cupport maintenance and
repair activities performed in high-radiation' areas and to support decontami-
nation activities. The staff concludes that the above features to minimize
personnel exposure and to prevent the spread of contamination comply with the
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 3.8. "Inforntion Relevant to Ensuring That
Occupational Radiation Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations Will Be as low as
Rearonably Achievable."
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Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 9 does not address the use of radiation-damage-
resistant materials in high-radiation areas. Because EPRI committed to
address this issue in future revisions of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, the staff identified this as a confirmatory issue in the DSER for
Chapter 9. Sections 5.5.1 and 12.3.2.1.9 of Chapter I have been revised to
state that the specification of non-metallic parts must consider radiation
hardening as well as other environmental conditions to maximize their service
life and ensure that they require a minimum of maintenance. The staff has
verified that EPRI has t.ddressed the issue of radiation-demage-resistant
materials in the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

2.2.5 Information Management

Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 9 states that human factors will be considered in the
design of control room indicating systems. Data management systems for
environmental monitoring will be capable of sharing data with other data base
systems and will have graphical output capability.

Because EPRI had not provided additional information regarding its general
approach to incorporating human factors considerations into the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff identified an open issue regarding the design
of control room indicating systems in its DSER for Chapter 9. The staff's
evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address human factors considerations
related to all portions of the Evolutionary Requirements Document is provided
in Appendix 0 to Chapter 10 of this report. Therefore, the DSER open issue
concerning human factors considerations in the design of control room indicat-
ing systems in Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 9 is closed.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 9.2-3
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| 3 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

; Review Criteria
!

! Fire protectio * requirements for nuclear power plants are provided in 10 CFR
| Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 3, and in 10 CFR 50.48.

GDC 3 governed fire protection for nuclear power plants and was considered
adequate until the fire at the Browns Ferry plant on March 22, 1975. This

, remains the most serious fire to date in commercial U.S. nuclear power plants.
'

A committee was formed to investigate the fire and to make recommendations on
; the basis of its findings. One of the recommendations by the committee was

that specific fire protection guidance should be developed that would supple-,

; ment the general requirements in GDC 3. The staff published the specific
; guidance h Branch Technical Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1, " Guidelines for Fire

Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," for new plants docketed after July 1,
! 1976 (revision of.Section 9.5.1-of NUREG-75/087, " Standard Review Plan for the

. Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants - LWR Edition,"
j dated May 1, 1976). In August 1976, the staff published Appendix A to BIP
; APCSB 9.5-1 to provide specific fire protection guidance for those plants that
i had docketed their applications for construction permits before July 1, 1976.

~

Ali licensees of operating plants and applicants of plants in various stages
j of design and construction were asked to review their plants against the

g' idance in Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and to identify areas of compliance
! and noncompliance. For identified items of noncompliance, each licensee and

applicant was asked to propose modifications to achieve compliance or to show3

j why compliance was not required.

By mid-1979, most plants had complied with most of the provisions of Appen--

dix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1. However, 18 open issues existed in various combina-,

i tions at.33 operating plants. The staff then developed 10 CFR 50.48'and
i Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 (published on November 19, 1980, and effective on

February 17, 1981) as a means of resolving the remaining 15 open issues.

; (reduced from the original 18 open issues) at plants licensed to operate
before January 1, 1979. In addition, the Commission considered sections of
Appendix R to be so important that their provisions were required for all

.

piants even if the staff had previously approved the design in those areas.
*

1 The three sections of Appendix R that applied to all plants were III.G (" Fire
Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability"), III.J (" Emergency Lighting"), and
111.0 ("011 Collection System for Reactor Coolant Pump"). After 10 CFR 50.48
and Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 were published, the staff revised-BTP
APCSB 9.5-1, which became BTP CMEB 9.5-1 (July 1981, as part of NUREG-0800
SRP) to include tha provisions of Appendix R so as to give additional guidance
to those plants that had_ docketed their applications for construction permits
before July 1, 1976, and that were still being completed and were preparing
for operating licenses.

It is important to note that-this subsequent fire protection guidance for
- operating plants, as well as for plants still being constructed, is derived-

and represents deviations _from the original guidance (BTP APCSB 9.5-1, May 1,
1976) developed for new plants. The intention has always been that when any
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$advanced reactor designs were proposed, fire protection would be provided on
the basis of the best technology available, not on the basis of methods
allowed for plants already operating or in advanced stages of design and
construction.

On this basis, the staff evaluated the criteria in the Evo'.utionary Require-
ments Document for the fire protection system against the criteria or SRP
Section 9.5.1 (BTP CHEB 9.5-1, July 1981) and supplemental guidance issued by
the Commission. Three examples of such supplemental guidance are (1) Generic
Letter 81-12, which contains information on safe shttdown methodology;
(2) Generic letter 86-10, which contains important technical information, such
as conformance with National Fire Protection Association codes and standards;
and (3) the Commission's staff requirements memorandum (SRM) dated June 26,
1990.

In SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary Light Water Reactor Certification Issues and ,

Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements," the staff concluded
that fire issues that have been raised through operating experience and
through the External Events Prcgram must be resolved for evolutionary ALWRs.
To minimize fire as a significant contributor to the likelihood of severe
accidents for evolutionary advanced reactors, the staff proposed that the
Commission enhance NRC's current guidance. In its SRM of June 26,1990, on

SECY-90-016, the Commission approved the staff's position regarding review
criteria for fire protection design, as discussed in SECY-90-016 and supple-
mented by the staff's April 27, 1990, response to comments by the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards. The designers of standard plants must
demonstrate that safe shutdown of their plants can be achieved, assuming that
all equipment in any one fire area has been rendered inoperable by fire and
that reentry to the fire area for repairs and for operator actions is not
possible. The control room is excluded from this approach, subject to the
need for an independent alternative shutdcwn capability that is physically and
electrically independent of the control room. Fire protection for redundant
shutdown systems in the reactor containment building should ensure, to as
great an extent as possible, that one shutdown division will be free of fire
damage. Consideration should be given to safety-grade provisions for the fire
protection systems to ansure that the remaining shutdown capabilities are
protected. In addition, it should be demonstrated that smoke, hot gases, or
fire suppressants will not migrate into other fire areas to the extent that
safe shutdown capabilities, including operator actions, c.ould be adversely 4

affected. It is anticipated that this will be accomplished, in part, by
providing separate ventilation systems for redundant trains. The staff
evaluated the criteria in the Evolutionary Requirements Document for the fire
protection system against these criteria. The staff will review specific
design details during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

General Evaluation

EPRI has generally followed NRC's concept of defense-in-depth with regard to
fire protection. The three steps of defense-in-depth and EPRI's implementa-
tion of these steps follow:

(1) Reduce the possibility of fire starting in the plant - EPRI used fire-
resistant and fire-retardanc materials in its design to minimize and
isolate fire hazards.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 9.3-2
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EPRI will use either low-voltage or fiberoptic multiplexed circuits in
its design, thus eliminating the need for cable spreading rooms and
substantially reducing the amount of combustible cable insulation and
higher voltage ignition sources in the control room.

(2) Detect and suppress fire promptly - EPRI has provided automatic detec-
tion and a suitable mix of automatic and manual fire suppression
capability in its design.

(3) Ensure that any fire that might occur will not prevent safe shutdown of
the plant even if fire detection and suppression efforts should fail -
EPRI has attempted to ensure this. A detailed staff evaluation of the_

effectiveness of this approach is provided in the following sections.

Tne fire protection program described by EPRI is intended to protect safe
shutdown capability, prevent the release of radioactive materials, minimize
property damage, and protect personnel from injury as a result of fire.

EPRI considered not only the three aspects of defense-in-depth outlined above,
but also such features of general plant arrangement as access and egress
routes, equipment incations, structural design features that separate or
isolate redundant safety-related systems, floor drains, ventilation, and
construction materiais.

EPRI has used applicable National Fire Protection Association codes and
standards in its design and layout of the facility. An ALWR designer or
applicant will be required to identify any deviations from these codes and
standards and to describe in the fire hazard analysis the deviations and
measures taken to ensure that equivalent protection is provided for a plant-
specific design.

3.1 System Definition

EPRI s ates that the scope of Section 3 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary
Requ'.rements Document encompasses the systems required for protecting evolu-
tioiary ALWRs from fire, including assurance that the plant can achieve and
maittM n safe shutdown in the event of a fire. In addition, EPRI states that
the fire protection systans will ensure personnel safety, protection of
property, and continuity of power production. Systems included in Section 3
of Chapter 9 are fire and smoke detection systems and automatic and manual
fire suppression systems. Building structural and physical arrangement
features to enhance fire protection are evaluated in Chapter 6 of this report.
The staff's evaluation of the effect of fire protection features on electric
power systems is provided in Chapter 11 of this report.

3.2 Performance Reouirements

?.2.1 General

Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the plant fire protection system will be designed, installed, and tested
in accordance with SRP Section 9.5.1, " Fire Protection Program," which
includes BTP CHEB 9.5-1, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants," July 1981.
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3.2.2 Fire Hazard Analysis 5

Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 9 states that the plant designer will perform a fire
hazard analysis, as described in SRP Section 9.5.1, for systems, structures,
and components important to safety. .

In a letter dated June 8, 1989, the staff stated that it was concerned about
the details of the fire hazard analysis and how it was to be performed. In
its response dated October-19, 1989, EPRI stated that the details of the fire
hazard analysis were beyond the scope of the Evolutionary. Requirements
Document. ' Although the staff considers this exclusion acceptable for the
Evolutionary Requirements Document, it will review the fire bnard analysis
proposed for an individual plant during. its review of an application for
FDA/DC and the final licensing review. As stated previously, the staff will
require that fire protection for advanced reactors be provided on the basis of
the best technology available. Using only the guidance of SRP Section 9.5.1
when developing the fire hazard analysis will not be sufficient for an
advanced reactor design.

3.3 System Features

3.3.1 Protection of Redundant Safety Divisions

Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 9 of the original Evolutionary Requirements | Document
stated that safe shutdown equipment will be protected from fire damage by at
least one of the following methods, in order of preference:-(l) 3-hour-fire
barriers, (2) 1-hour-fire barriers combined with fire detectors and automatic
fire suppression, or (3) 20-foot separation between redundant trains combined .

with fire detectors and automatic fire suppression.

In a letter dated June 8,1989, the staff- stated its concern that fire protec--
tion measures that had been found acceptable for existing LWRs beca'use of
exigencies of existing designs that could not be readily changed would be
proposed for ALWRs. As discussed above, it is the staff's position that
enhanced fire protection should be provided for ALWRs. The staff also-
expressed concern.that smoke, hot gases, and fire; suppressants could migrate
to other fire areas to the extent-that they could affect safe shutdown
capability, including' operator actions.

In its letter dated-October 19,-1989, EPRI responded that it would

comply with the provisions of SRP Section 9.5.1- (including guidance toa

ensure that one division in the' containment will-be free:from fire
-damage and that smoke, hot gases, etc., will:not migrate to other' areas
to the extent that they.could affect safe shutdown capability)

provide enhanced fire protection by revising Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 5*

and'Section 3.3=.1.1 of Chapter'9- to eliminate the provision calling for
20-foot separation as a means_of-protecting redundant safe shutdown
systems outside the containment.

The commitment by EPRI to use 3-hour-fire barriers for separating safe
shutdown' systems outside the containment complies with:the review criteria and
is acceptable.
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! In Section 8.1.2 of napter 9, EPRI states that one of the functions of the
j. heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) system is to prevent the

migration of smoke, hot gases, and fire suppressants into other-fire areas toi

i the extent safe shutdown capabilities, including operator actions, could be
~

adversely affected. The staff identified this as an open issue in the DSER4

for Chapter 9. The staff also identified the lack of smoke-removal consider-
| ations as an open issue.

In Section 8.2.2.1.11 of Chapter 9, EPRI requires that the main control room
!. HVAC system be capable of removing smoke from the control room after a fire

and that it be in accordance with National Fire Protection Association
j (NFPA) 90A. Similar requirements are contained elsewhere in Chapter 9 for-
; other specific areas. With these requirements, EPRI has committed to use the *

|' HVAC system for removing smoke from specific areas as a means of satisfying
! the smoke control provisions of NRC fire protection guidance. Although the

staff will evaluate specific details of design, installation,'and operation of
the HVAC systems functioning in the smoke removal mode during its revien of-

i individual applications for FDA/DC, it concludes that these requirements are
j- acceptable Therefore, these _DSER open issues are closed.

In a letter dated June 8, 1989,-the staff requested that EPRI provide a
i description of how security hardware will be installed on fire doors so as to

not compromise the fire rating of the doors. In its October 19, 1989, letter,-
EPRI responded that this description entails detailed engineering instructions
that are beyond the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. There-4

fore, the staff will review details of the installation of security hardware:

| on fire doors during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC to
j ensure that the fire rating of the doors has not been compromised.

.

! With respect to fire protection of safe shutdown systems inside the contain-
ment, EPRI has generally excluded fire protection methods' for systems inside

i the containment. The staff recognizes the need for open communication between
compartments inside the containment so.that pressure following a high-energy
line break can be relieved and equalized. Therefore, the use of structural
walls inside the containment as fire barriers to separate : safety-related
systems (cabling, components, and equipment), even though such. walls may-not
fully enclose the equipment reniring separation, is; acceptable in intent.
However, care must be-taken in actual system layout to ensure that line-of-
sight exposure between components requiring separation does not-exist and that
a sufficient labyrinth exists between the separated components to-ensure that
fire does not spread. Since the containment is considered to be a single' fire
area, the separation of redundant shutdown equipment, including associated
cables, should be such-that to the-extent practicable one shutdown division
will remain free of fire damage. The staff will review an individual applica -
tion for FDA/DC to ensure these considerations are included _in the design.-

3.3.2 Component Replacement

Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 9-states that the fire protection equipment will be
designed and installed to facilitate replacement necessitated by aging, early
failure, or obsolescence.
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3.3.3 Extended Fire Protection Coverage

Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 9 states that for purposes of investment protection,
the turbine-generator and associated areas des;ribed in NFPA 803, " Fire

- Protection for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants," will be protected in
accordance with NFPA 803. All areas of the plant provided with automatic fire
suppression systems will also be provided with manual backup fire suppression

.

i capability. Areas not required to have automatic fire suppression systems
will be provided with manual fire suppression capability where necessary, on
the b3 sis of the fire hazard analysis. In areas where equipment contains a

i sufficient quantity of oil to warrant a fixed fire suppression system, the
~

system will be designed in accordance with NFPA 13, " Standard for the Instal-
lation of Sprinkler Systems." In areas where the fire hazard does not warrant
a fixed suppression system, automatic fire detection will be provided.;

Automatic fire suppression systems will be provided for warehouses containing4

high-value equpment and combustible materials that are critical for power
generation or that constitute a fire hazard for other buildings important to
power generation.

!

Section 3.3.3.5 of Chapter 9 states that hydrants will be installed in suffi- i

: cient number to provide (1) two streams for every part af the interior of any i

building not covered by standpipe protection and (2) hose stream protection !
,

for every part of each building. Each hydrant will have its own isolation
valve.

'

; Ventilation filters that collect combustible material and are potential fire
: hazards will be considered in the fire hazard analysis. Fire suppression will

be provided as necessary, in accoroance with Section 3.3.3.6 of Chapter 9 of
|

the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
.

the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,,

acceptable.

3.4 Component Features

3.4.1 Preaction Sprinklers

Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies4

that preaction sprinkler systems will be used where the undesirable conse-'

quences of leakage or inadvertent operation are great.

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
acceptable.

3.4.2 Fire Pumps

Section 3.4.2 of Chapter 9 states that two or more fire pumps will be provided
so that 100 percent of the design capacity of fire pumps will be maintained
should the largest pump be inoperable or should offsite power be lost.,

Automatic fire pump start controls will be provided to maintain pressure in'

the fire main.
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The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
acceptable.

3.4.3 Water Supply

Section 3.4.3 of Chapter 9 states that fire protection water will be from a
treated, filtered, dedicated source to reduce contamination by biological
fouling and debris. One of the sources of fire water supply, including
storage, pump suction piping, the pump and the pump discharge piping to the
fire main, and the portion of the fire main necessary for manual backup
protection of safe shutdown capability following an earthquake will be
designed to seismic Category I criteria.

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
acceptable.

3.4.4 Pressure Maintenance Pump

Section 3.4.4 of Chapter 9 states that pressure in the fire main will be
maintained at L ast 10 psig above the set pressure for automatic starting of
the fire pumps. A hydropneumatic system will not be used for this purpose.
Although other methods may be used, EPRI recommends the use of a jockey pump.

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
acceptable.

3.4.5 Halon and Carbon Dioxide

Section 3.4.5 of Chapter 9 states that the use of carbon hxide fixed
flooding systems will be minimized because of potential hazards to personnel,
thermal shock effects, environmental concerns, and the need for the compart-
ment boundary to be leaktight. Halon has not been included in EPRI's ALWR
design because of u C ronmental concerns. EPRI states that these systems,
where used, will be provided with air test connections for surveillance of
nozzles and headers. Seismically sensitive relays are prohibited in tnese
systems.

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
ecceptable.

3.4.6 Cable Tray Fires

Section 3.4.6 of Chapter 9 states that controls for sprinkler systems protect-
ing cable trays will be sufficiently sensitive to' actuate in the event of a
cable tray fire.

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
acceptable.
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3.4.7 Portable Extinguishers-

.

Section 3.4.7 of Chapter 9 states that portable fire extinguishers will not be
located in highly radioactivo areas unless the fire hazard snalysis indicates|' that a specific need exists. These fire extinguishers will be located in-
unobstructed areas and will be readily accessible to highly radioactiv- areas,
Hose stations will be located outside higbly radioactive areas except a.,

a

necessary to provide a minimum of one hose stream, with 100 feet of hose, to
j| any location that contains or could present a hazard to safety-related

equipment.
,

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent d th<

the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
acceptable,

;

3.4.8 Fire Detectors
,

Section 3.4.8 of Chapter 9 states that the specific combustion products, type
of hazard, fire load, and the effects of humidity, air velocity, temperature,.

air pollution, radiation, and pressure will be considered when selecting the-

type of fire detector to be used for each application and the locatica of
detectors. Periodic maintenance requirements and personnel exposure .1so will
be considered when selecting the location of detectors.

;
'

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,

; acceptable.

i 3.4.9 Control Room Cables

Section 3.4.9 of Chapter 9 states that cable installations in the control room
underfloor or ceiling spaces will be designed to eliminate the need for4

automatic fire suppression in these areas or in raceways.
.

In a letter dated June 8, 1989, the staff stated that it was concerned about
the potential for fire and attendant fire suppression activities in the
control room underfloor and ceiling spaces. Specific concerns included
(1) the firefighting medium that will be used and (2) the possible unaccept-
able effects of firefighting activities and fire suppressants on equipment in
the control room.

By lette dated October 19, 1989, EPRI committed to revise Section 3.4.9 of
Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document to require that access be'

provided to permit the use of manual fire extinguishers to fight fires in any
portion of the control room underfloor or ceiling spaces containing any-
significant fire load. The staff identified-this as a confirmatory issue in
the OSER. Tne staff has verified that EpRI has made the appropriate revisions
to Sections 1.4.3 and 3.4.9 of Chapter 9. EPRI has specified additional
design approaches intended to minimize the risk of fire in these. areas of the-

control room, including the following:4

limiting cables to lighting, smoke detectors, and other similar services1 =

in the ceiling spaces
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reducing the amount of electrical cables, limiting horizontal cable+

runs, using only 4-inch or smaller steel condeits, using concrete or
steel cable troughs, and using fire breaks at 20-foot intervals in the

Mrflour space.

The sta;f concludes that the requirements of Section 3.4.9 are now consistent
with the enhanced fire prote-tion criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
acceptable. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed. Ho u ?% the
staff will review the specific details of the control room cabling nring its &
review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

3.4.10 Corrosive fire Agents

Section 1.4.10 of Chapter 9 states that potential corrosive effects of fire
suppression agents on plant equipment will be considered in the selection of
agehts and in the design of exposed equipment.

The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are consistent with
the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed above and are, therefore,
accept able.

3.4.11 Human factors

Section 3.4.11 of Chapter 9 states that human factors will be considere6 in
the design of ddction and alarm panels.

Because EPRI had not provided additional '1 formation regarding its generai
ar7 roach to incorporating human f actors cansiderations into the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff idmif d an open issue regarding fire
protection in its DSER for Chapter 9. The staff's evaluation of EPRI's (

requirements to address human factors considerations related to all portions
of the Evolutionary Requirements Document is providtd in Appendix D to
Chapter 10 of this report. Therefore, the staff concludes that the DSER open
issue concerning human factors considerations in the requirements for fire
protection in Section 3.4.11 of Chapter 9 is closed.

3.4.12 Diesel Generator Areas

Section 3.4.12 of Chapter 9 states that diesel generator areas will be
protected with automatic foam spriaklers and that foam hose reels and carbon
dioxide hand-held fire extinguishers will also be provided in these areas.

In a letter dated June 8, 1989, the staff requested that EPRI justify the>

selection of foam as a fire suppressant in th diesel generator area, because
foam could damage equipment.

In its October 19, 1989, letter, EPRI stated that the foam would be celivered
by a preaction automatic sprinkler system. Therefore, foam would be delivered
only where fire had already resulted in the opening of indivietual sprinkler
heads. Since a fire will rapidly damage nearby equipment, rapid extinguish-
ment of the fire is first priority. Possible collateral damage to the diesel
generator due to foam discharge is a secondary concern because without prompt
extinguishment, the fire will result in total damage and loss of the diesel
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generator and its associated equipment. EPRI considers foam to be more
reliable than carbon dioxide because of the problem of fire reflashing and
difficulties in maintaining area boundaries gas tight will be eliminated.

The staff agrees with EPRI's response and concludes that the requirements of
this section are consistent with the enhanced fire protection criteria
discussed above and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.4.13 Seismically Sensitive Reiays

In a letter dated August 16, 1989, EPRI stated that Chapter 9 would be revised
by adding a requirement that seismically sensitive relays not be used in the
fire protection, detection, alarm, and suppression systems. This was identi-
fled as a confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 9. Section 3.4.5.3 of
Chapter 9 has been added and requires that fire protection suppression system-
relays for carbon dioxide (S ed ficoding systems-not be seismically sensitive.
Although nothing is said her , or in any other section of Chapter 9, concern-
ing relays in other fire protection-related systems, the staff interprets this
requirement as apply'ng to any fire protection system in which relay failure-
due to seismic activity could lead to unacceptable consequences. On this
basis, the Staff concludes that EPRI has met its commitment. Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

v
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4 ENVIRONMENTAL HONITORING SYSTEM ;

4.1 Scope and functions
|

Section 4.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that I

the environmental monitoring system (EMS) will include the systems and equip- i

ment that will piavide the data necessary for controlling plant releases anu
for assessing the plant effluent releases to the environment. Included will j
be the systems and equipment for monitoring meteorological data, water r

quality, solid waste, and offsite radiation levels. The information from the !

monitoring systems will be used (1) before plant construction to establish a |

baseline for licensing purposes, (2) to predict the effects of radiological :

.

effluents on the surrounding environment, and (3) to collect data needed to ;

I assess the effect of cooling water discharges and cooling tower blowdown and
dri f t . ,

'

The staff's evaluation of the plant meteorological system and the water
quality monitoring requirements follows. Its evaluation of the requirements j
for radiation monitors, including the monitoring system for the solid radioac-

,

tive waste processing system, is provided in Chapter 12 of this report.
|
.

4.2 Performance Reautrementi |
4.2.1 Meteorological Data

Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that onsite instrumentation will be provided for monitoring wind speed and
wind direction and the vertical temaerature gradient. Redundant equipment ,

will be provided as necessary to ac11 eve a 90-percent joint annual recovery '

of wind-speed, wind-direction, and (tmospheric stability parameters in
7

accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.23, 'Onsite Meteorological Programs (Safety ;

Guide 23)." Sampling and recording intervals will be in accordance with this |regulatory guide. Offsite equipment will be provided as necessary. Provi-
sions will be made for collecting a minimum of 12 and preferably 24 months of
data. Real-time, continuous display of monitored variables will be provided

.'in the control room and emergey response facilities.
!

With regard to onsite meteorological instrumentation, the EvM utionary t

Requirements Document specifies the use of Regulatory Guides 1.23 and 1.97,
" Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Ac:ess Plant :

and Environs Conditions During and following an Accident." {
The staff finds that the use of Regulatory Guides 1.23 and 1.97 for defining
the system's capability to monitor wind speed and wind direction and to
determine atmospheric stability is acceptable. ,

4.2.2 Water Quality Data ;

j Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 9 states that equipment will be provided to monitor -

I flow, water or tide level, temperature, total dissolved solids, total suspend- -

ed solids, total dissolved oxygen, conductivity, pH, and intake and discharge '

chlorine levels including that-of cooling tower blowdown. The staff concludes :

that these parameters have been found useful in assessing water quality at ,

reactor sites. !

!
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.

4.3 Sysicm features

i 4.3.1 Primary Heteorological Tower
1

j Section 4.3.1 of Chapt (r 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
' that the prinary noteorolegir.al tower will have instrumentation sensors at the
' 10-meter leve? and at a height approximately the level of routine radionuclide

release from the plant vent. The equipment at the 10-meter elevation will
3

monitor the standard deviation of vertical wind speed as a means of measuring
{ atmospheric stability. Visibility, dew point, and solar radiation measure-
1 ments will be provided if necessary to support cooling tower operation. A

third set of sensors will be provided above the routine release height, if the
height of the vent is significantly greater than 60 meters.

{ 4.3.2 Supplemcntary Towers
!

Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 9 states that an additional tower (s) will be provided 1a
4 if necessary bec.use of site topography, local meteorology, and building

conditions.

4.3.3 Siting
;

i Section 4.3.3 of Chapter 9 states that towers will be sited to arovide repre-
sentative measurements. Generally, surrounding obstacles will 3e located at a;

distance at least 10 times their height.3

f 4.3.4 Control Locations

| Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 9 states that controls for meteorological monitoring
instrumentation will be located in a weatherproof, lightning-protected
building. The building will be provided with heating, ventilation, and air,

conditioning as necessary to meet the environmental criteria of the enclosed
equipment.

4.3.5 Weather Protection;

i

: Section 4.3.5 of Chapter 9 states that sensors, instrumentation, and cabling
j will be provided with lightning, power surge, and ice protection. Instrument

cables will be shielded. At sites on coastal locations, sensors will be'

provided with a means of preventing salt buildup..

! 4.3.6 Syst:.m Power Source

Section 4.3.6 of Chapter 9 states that the EMS will be energized from a
1

noninterruptible power source from the onsite ac system _and will comply with '

~

Regulatory Guide 1.97. Offsite EMS equipment will be provided with backup,

battery power.

; 4.4 Instrumentation and Control

4.4.1 General Requirements

Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies-the general
requirements applicable to EMS instrumentation and controls, which are-

4
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evaluated in Chapter 10 of this report. Standard, comercially available
equipment will be used.

4.4.2 Generic Instrumentation

Section 4.4.2 of Chapter 9 states that equipment of generic design will be
used where possible to reduce variation in operation, calibration, and spare
parts and to reduce dependence on vendors.

4.4.3 Instrumentation Documentation

Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 9 states that the plant designer will be required to
supply documentation for EMS equipment. The information will include the
following: function of each instrument, required indication and alarm, re-
quired control actions, range, anticipated background radiation, accuracy,
response time, and failure modo. Instrument vendors will be required to
supply information regarding extremes in environmental conditions as well as
operation and maintenance manuals.

4.4.4 Testing and Calibration

Section 4.4.4 of Chapter 9 states that testing and calibration requirements
will be derived from manufacturer's recommendations and from Regulatory
Guides 1.23 and 1.97.

4.4.5 Instrumentation Ranges

Section 4.4.5 of Chapter 9 states that EMS instrument ranges will be consis-
tent with alarm setpoints and with Regulatory Guides 1.23 and 1.97. Separate
instruments with overlapping ranges will be used if the required range results
in inadequate sensitivity under normal conditions.

4.5 Data Manaaement

Section 4.5 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that
a computer-based data ma.,agement and surveillance system will be provided for
input and recall of all EMS and laboratory data. The system will be capable
of providing daily evaluations of radiological conditions and of tracking and
plotting trends.

All EMS instrument channels and the data management system will be designed to
interface with the plant data transmission and data base systems for storing
and sharing information.

4.6 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4 of Chapter 9 are, to
the extent described, consistent with the regulatory criteria in Regulatory
Guides 1.23 and 1.97. They do not conflict with current regulatory guidelines
and are acceptable. However, by themselves they do not provide sufficient
information to make a determination that the plant-specific design and
arrangement will be adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document must demonstrate compliance with the additional
guidance in the SRP, or provide justifit.ation for alternative means of imple-
menting the associated regulatory requirements.
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5 SITE SECL'RITY SYSTEM

5.1 Scoce and functions

Section 5 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies the
requirements for a physical security system intended to have the capability of
protecting the facility against radiologhal sabotage, as required by 10 CFR
73.55. To achieve this function, Section 5.1.2 states that the site security
system will be capable of, but not necessarily be limited to, (1) preventing
unauthorized access of persons, vehicles, and materials to vital areas or
protected areas; (2) detecting attempts by unauthorized persons to gain access
to or to introduce unauthorized material across protected or vital area
boundaries; (3) facilitating authorized activities and conditions within
protected and vital areas; and (4) providing for authorized access to and

i ensuring the detection of and response to unauthorized penetrations of
protected or vital area boundaries.

Section 1.4.1 of Chapter 9 provides the policy statement on protection against
sabotage. It identifies the reactor design features, such as reinforced-
concrete ::vternal walls, internal barriers, and physically separated redundant
safety systems, that will provide inherent resistance to sabotage. Protected
area barriers, lighting, and intrusion detection sy:tems will be relied on to
provide the primarv defense against the external threat.

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified design enhancements for
sabotage protection as a confirmatory issue because it concluded that the
policy statement in Section 1.4.1 of Chapter 9 needed to be amended to be
consistent with Section 5. The staff has verified that EPRI has revised
Section 1.4.1 of Chapter 9 to reflect the emphasis that Section 5 requires be
given to sabotage vulnerabilities during the design process. Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

Section 5.1.3 of Chapter 9 provioes the following assumptions and general
design criteria for use in the design of the site security system. Sec-
tion 5.2.2 requires a reactor designer to conduct a sabotage vulnerability
analysis, using these criteria and assumptions, before finalizing the design.

The insider sabotage threat is based on one knowledgeable individual*

without armament or explosives.

The security detection systems cannot be disabled without detection and*

timely response by the security force.

.abotage can potentially result in an initiating event requiring actua-*

' ion of safe shutdown systems, in the disabling of safe shutdowr systems,.

in the disabling of non-safety-related syst+s, or any combination of
these.

In evaluating the vulnerability to insider sabotage, it is assumed that*

outsiders cannot succeed in penetrating the protected area. ,

'

Equipment inside the containment is inaccessible to a saboteur during*

i operation at power if security systems are provided to protect and
control containment access.

FPRI Evolutio7ary Plant SER 9.5-1
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The continuous presence of several employees precludes acts of sabotage*

in the control room.

Systems and equipment designated as vital for full-power operation will*

be maintained as vital during other modes of operation, except that
during periods of plant shutdown, a vital area can be devitalized if
approved in the physical security plan.

Acts of sabotage are not assumed to occur concurrent with an independent*

single failure or other independently initiated event.

The quality assurance program requiremerts of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,*

do not apply to the security system, except at interfaces with safety ,

systems where necessary to preclude adverse system interactions. '

Security restrictions for access to equipment and plant regions must be*

compatible with the access and exit needed for fire protection, with
health physics access restrictions, and with local operator acticns
required for event mitigation. Security controls must provide for access
during a loss of security system power and should not impede operator
actions.

The basis for the staff's review of Section 5 of Chapter 9 includes 10 CFR
73.55; Section 13.6, Revision 2. " Physical Security," of the SRP (NUREG-0800);
and NUREG-0908, " Acceptance Criteria for the Evaluation of Nuclear Power
Reactor Security Plans."

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified sabotage considerations for *

the control room as an outstanding issue. The staff did not accept the
assumption that the presence of several persons precludes acts of sabotage
absent a requirement ensuring that control room operators are aware of any
maintenance activities or tampering with back panels that are out of their
view, in its letter of July 22, 1991. EPRI stated that Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document includes appropriate requirements to
justify the assumption. The staff has verified that Section 3.7.7.6 of
Chapter 10 includes a requirement for indicatien when testing that affects
equipment operability is in progress and concludes that this is acceptable,

j Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

} The staff will evaluate EPRI's assumption that a security area can be devital-
| ized during unit shutdown, if approved in the physical security plan, during

its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.,

5.2 Performance Reauirements

5.2.1 Protection Strategies

i Section 5.2.1' of Chantw 4 nf tha Fvnlutinnary Raquirements Document requires
! that a physical security system be provided for protecting vital equipment in

accordance with 10 CFR 73.55. Vital equipment requiring protection against
radiologicai sabotage is defined in this section as (1) the-reactor coolant,

i . pressure boundary out to and including a single normally closed isolation
valve; (2) the spent fuel pool and associated piping, equipment, and controls;

whose failure could result in an offsite release in excess of 10 CFR Part 100 :
,

limits; and (3) the equipment necessary for preventing core damage. All
;
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i
!

!
redundant divisions of the latter are to be n otected. This section also i

requires * hat the ph,'tical security system be provided with tamper-detection !
alarms to sure th a the security force is cognizant of unauthorized disable-

' ment of ti ' stem.

In the DSER fo Chapter 9, the staff identified guidance designation of vital
equipment as a w nfirmatory issue because EPRI had committed to modify Sec- !tion 5.2.1 of Ch pter 9 to reference NRC Review Guideline 17 instead of NUREG- !1178 as the applicable guidance. The staff has verified that Chapter 9 of the t

Evolutionary Requirements Document contains this requirement. Therefore, this :
DSER confirmatory issue is closed. !

,

5.2.2 Protection Methodology
|

Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 9 specifies that, before the plant design is com- !
pleted, a sabotage vulnerability analysis will be performed and improvements ;

found to be practical will be included in the design. The analysis will iinclude a review of the effect on sabotage vulnerability of plant features, ?

including (1) the arrangement of plant systems; (2) the location and design of I

flooding, fire, and missile barriers; and (3) the separation of redundant j
safety-related systems. ;

in the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified insider sabotage vulnerability
analysis as a confirmatory issue because EPRI had committed to modify the ;
Evolutionary Requirements Document to specify that the analysis will include

!consideration of both insider and outsider threats. in the revisions submit- !
ted by letter dated January 24, 1992, EPRI deleted specific reference to ;

" insider and outsider" that it had previously inserted as part of its earlier icommitment. The staff will review an individual application for FDA/DC to !

ensure that it includes vulnerability analyses that address insider tampering !
and also includes either the external assault threat defined in 10 CFR i

73.55(a)(1)(1) or interface requirements for such analyses to be done on a isite-specific basis. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed. i

1

5.2.3 Vital Equipment Evaluation '

Section 5.2.3 of Chapter 9 specifies that a comprehensiva listing and evalua-
.

tion of all eital systems and equipment will be prepared for use in ensuring !

that all sys tems required to mitigate a 10 CFR Part 100 release are located '

within a vital area.

In the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI notes that 10 CFR 73.21 ;

requires that this information, once formulated, be controlled as unclassified ?
sensitive safeguards information (SGI) following the procedures of 10 CFR ;
73.57 and NUREG-0794. '

!
The current staff interpretation of 10 CFR 73.21 is that one of the conditions |
necessary before " documents or other matter" rast be designated SGI in accord- >

ance with 10 CFR 73.21(b)(1)(vii) is: "The physical protection measures t
(other than any general regulatory requirement stated in 10 CFR 73.55) ,

afforded the equipment or area, as described in either a physical security !

plant, safeguards contingency plan, or li, a plant specific safeguards analy- -

sis, must also oc specifically described in the documents or other matter." !

:
1
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5.2.4 Vital Component layout

Section 5.2.4 of Chapter 9 specifies that the locations of vital equipment
will be selected to be compatible with the requirements pertaining to physical
separation, missile protection, fire protection, flooding protection, and
access for maintenance. Access will require passage through at least two
physical barriers (i.e., protected area boundary and vital area bour.dary).
The security system's effect on normal and emergency operating activities will
be evaluated.

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified inaccessibility of cable and
piping runs connecting two protected areas as a confirmatory issue because

s

EPRI had committed to add a requirement that cable and piping runs that"

connect vital equipment in two separated protected areas be inaccessible
outside the protected areas. The staff has verified that Section 5.2.4 of
Chapter 9 contains this requirement. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue,

i

is closed.

f 5.2.5 Physical Protection Measures

! Section 5.2.5 of Chapter 9 identifies the physical features to be incorporated
into the plant design for use in conjunction with the security system. These
features include the followingt

Vital area walls, floors, and ceilings will be hardened to delay penetra-.
;

tion of these areas so that the security force has enough time to respond,

to an intrusion attempt.

The central alarm station, the control room, and the protected area-.
.

control station will have bullet-resistant features.
' Utility port (piping, HVAC, electrical, etc.) openings in protected area.

boundaries and vital area boundaries will be minimized and will include
iprovisions to ensure they do not compromise security,

Walls and doors will be designed to accommodate security system hardware,.

in the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified the installation of security
door hardware is a confirmatory issue because EPRI had committed to add a
requirement that security hardware (with the exception of the entrance card
reader) be located on the vital or secure side of doors. The staff has
verified that Section 5.2.5 of Chapter 9 contains this requirement and
concludes that this change satisfies EPRI's commitment. Therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

5.2.6 Strategy for Inoperable Vital Equipment

Section 5.2.6 of Chapter 9 requires a strategy to minimize the effect that an
out-of-service divisien of vital equipment would have on the security force's
compensatory measures.
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5.2.7 Protected Areas and Boundaries |

Section 5.2.7 of Chapter 9 requires that physical protection measures be
considered in physical site planning. It citer the following examples of '

physical site planning related to security:

Site support buildings such as warehouses and office buildings will be ;*

located to facilitate required searches for access to the protected area. ;

Persont.el, vehicle, and cargo access portals will be located to expedite*

the proces W g required for plant personnel and vehicle traffic, t
!

The topography of the protected area boundary will be as flat as possi- [*

ble, and excessive changes in direction will be avoided. |
. I

The isolation zone dimensions will be large enough to accommodate the t*

intrusion detection system technology selected.
>

To the extent possible, bodies of water will not coincide with the ;+

protected area boundary. [
Closed circuit television, lighting, and detection equipment in the.

isolation zone will not interfere with observation of the isolation zone
on both sides of the protected area barrier.

Intrusion alarms will indicate intrusion attempts by zone identification.

at consoles in the central alarm station (CAS) and the seconaary alarm
station (SAS).

The size and number of subterranean passages under the protected area.

boundary will be minimized.
|

Security systems and equipment, including CAS and SAS, power supplies,.

and communications equipment, will be located within the protected area.

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified alarm assessment coverage of
the interior of the intrusion detection system as a confirmatory issue because
EPRI had committed to revise Section 5.2.7.1 of Chapter 9 to require unob-
structed coverage of the area interior to the detection equipment, including
the protected area fence, in order to ensure adequate alarm assessment. The
staff-has verified that EPRI's January 24, 1992, revision of Section 5.2.7.1
satisfactorily addresses this issue by the addition of guidance on the need
for assessing the area of penetration. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory
issue is closed.

-5.2.8 Design Margins

Section 5.2.8 of Chapter 9 specifies that security facilities will be designed
with features to facilitate the replacement and modification of security
equipment. Such features include (1) maintenance access' areas behind CAS and
SAS consoles for the protected area perimeter, (2) perimeter cable trenches
for security devices in the protected area perimeter, (3) trenches or raised
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floors for cable routing in security equipment rooms, and (4) sizing of sub-
system capacitics (e.g., security power supply, security computer, HVAC, and
maximum number of detection and assessment zones) with margin for future
expansion.

5.2,9 Training Facilities
i
ISection 5.2.9 of Chapter 9 specifies that the location of the security

training facility will be considered. Provision of an onsite training
facility is encouraged.

5.2.10 Access Control

Section 5.2.10 of Chapter 9 identifies the design features for-portals con-
trolling vehicle and personnel access to vital and protected areas. Required
features include (1) means for positive identification of authorized individu-
als requiring and allowed access to protected areas; (2) means to search for
and detect firearms, incendiary devices, and exploshes; (3) means to control
the last eccess into the protected area from within a bullet-resistant
structure that requires a permit / concur actuation beforo. access is allowed;
(4) means for positive identification of individuals requiring and allowed
access to vital areas; (5) alarming and logging of access portals; and
(6) interfacing of access control with health physics and fire protection
requirements so that only one door control mechanism is required.

Section 5.2.10.2 of Chapter 9 specifies that the security access controls will
accommodate possible needs for rapid access to or from vital areas under
emergency conditions.

5.2.11 Communications

Section 5.2.11 of Chapter 9 specifies that a security communications system
will be provided. The sy! tem will provide (1) each onsite security officer,
watchman, or armed response individual with continuous two-way voice communi- !

cations capability with the CAS, SAS, or personnel access portal; (2) communi-
cations capability between the CAS and SAS and local law enforcement agencies;
(3) dedicated telephone communications capability between the main control j
room and the CAS and SAS; and (4) alarm indication of failure of or tampering i

with the comunications system.

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified the use of hand-held radios in
plant buildings as a confirmatory issue because LPRI had committed to add a
requirement in Chapter 10 to ensure the capability to use hand-held wireless
communications devices anywhere in the plant. The staff has verified that
Section 4.6.3.6 of Chapter 10 contains this requirement. Therefore, the DSER
confirmatory i:s u is-closed.

5.2.12 Power Source

in the DSER for Chaptcr 9, the staff stated that Section 5.2.12 specified that
the security system will be powered by a noninterruptible electric power
source, with the exception, because of the size of the load,-of protected area
boundary lighting. _ The physical security plan was to include the compensatory
measures to be taken if the boundary lighting was lost.
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| The staff also identified backup power for security lighting as a confirmatory
: issue because EPRI had committed to revise Section 5.2.12 of Chapter 9, to
: resolve an inconsistency between this section and Chapter 11, by recuiring

that the security equipment onsite secondary power supply be locatec in a'

vital area.,

1

; EPRI has revised the design requirements to provide for a separate, dedicated,
uninterruptible backup power source located in a vital area and to include a
security diesel generator, uninterruptible power supply cabinets, and batter-

: ies. The staff concludes that these revisions satisfactorily address its
! concerns. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed. In a letter
i dated January 24, 1992, EPRI proposed a change to Section 5.2.12.3 that would
3 allow only selected parts of security lighting to be backed up with interrup-
! tible power. Security lighting requirements are also included in Chapter 11

of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff concludes that this4

i change is compatible with existing regulatory requirements and is acceptable.

| 1he security power supply will be alarmed at the CAS and SAS to ensure its
availability.4

;

; 5.2.13 Data Management
a

i Section 5.2.13 of Chapter 9 specifies redundant on-line security central
computers with " smart" interfaces on remote security equipment that will
permit their interim standalone operation should communications with the
central computers be interrupted.

Chapter 10 of this report provides the staff's evaluation of EPRI's require-
monts concerning computers, including the precautions to be taken to protect
security computers with " smart" interfaces on remote security equipment
against computer viruses.

5.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that none of the requirements in Section 5 of Chapter 9 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Dccument will prevent compliance with existing
NRC security requirements and that acceptable design reauirements to facili-
tate compliance with 10 CFR 73.55 have been specified. The staff will
evaluate satisfactory compliance with these requirements during its review of
an individual application for FDA/DC. This evaluation will not replace the
site-specific review of security, contingency, and guard training plans
required by 10 CFR 50.34 and 10 CFR Part 73.
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6 DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM (FACillTIES)
'

Section 6 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the
requirements for the various decontamination systems or facilities that will i

be used to remove radioactive contaminants from plant equipment, protective -
| clothing, and persennel or to reduce them. EPRI states that the functions of ;

i
the various decontomination systems or facilities include the following:

rtduce area dose rates to an acceptable level for subsequent maintenance,*

inspection, or repair :

'

reduce contamination and radiation levels to permit the disposal af*

equipment or to facilitate the repair af equipment, consistent with as-
low-as-is-reasonably-achievable guide'ines

;

remove as much surface activity as is required so as not to compromise [*

subsequent plant operations ;

provide facilities and supplies for personnel decontamination j
a

Decontamination systems (including electropolishing units and degreasing
units) for plant equipment will be sized to accommodate large components that ;
may require decontamination on a regular basis. Decontamination facilities -

will also be available for the decontamination of small tools and instruments '

to permit their reuse. The plant designer will select the specific decontami- !
nation techniques that will be used at cach plant. However, EPRI recommends ;

the use of the decontamination techniques that are specified in EPRI NP-6433 :
and NP-2777.

Section 6.2.2 of Chapter 9 states that areas for decontaminating equipment and
personnel will be nrovided in the primary containment, fuel handling and

.

storage facilit) m xiliary and turbine buildings, health physics facilities, ;

plant radwaste facilities, and contaminated shops. These areas will have '

provisions for temporary shielding and will be provided with alarmed radiation
monitors to alert personnel to unexpected radiation levels near decontamina- '

tion equipment. A clean staging, cecontamination. ad checkout area will be |
provided for applying and removing protective materials used for tools and :

instruments that will be red in the containment during outage inspe: tion and
maintenance activities. This area will-help to reduce congestion at the

,

containment entrances and exits and will expedite worker traffic into and out ,

of the containment. An area will also be provided for storing contaminated ;

equipment awaiting decontamination or disposal. '

Section 6.2.4 of Chapter 9 states that the plant designer must ensure that the
decontamination factors and the radioactive waste generated during-the decon- ;
tamination processes are as low as is reasonably achievable. Procedures must
be in place to ensure that systems and components are properly isolated during t

decontamination and are flushed to remove decontaminants following decontami- '

nation. Means will be provided to transfer chemical and radioactive wastes *

safely from the' systems or components being decontaminated to the appropriate '

radwaste systems ;

;
i <
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P.egulatory Guide 8.8 states that doses to personnel can be reduced by decon- !

taminating systems or components before they are serviced. The staff con- !

cludes that the decontamination methods and facilities described in Section 6 |

of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document are intended to i
facilitate decontamination of equipment, protective clothing, and personnel; i

comply with the guidelines in Regulatory Guide 8.0; and are, therefore,
acceptable. ,

!

In addition, the specifications for the decontamination system in Section 6 of i

Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Recuirements Document are consistent with the ;

criteria of SRP Sections ll, "Racioactive Waste Management," and 12, "Radia- :

tion Prot >ction," and are, therefore, acceptable,
,

!

P

.

I
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7 COMPRESSED AIR AND GAS SYSTEMS

El Comorested Air Systet
.

Section 7 of Chapter 9 of the Evoluticnary Requirements Document specifies
that the compressed air system will consist of three separate and isolated
subsystems: the plant service air system, the instrument air system, and the
breathing air system. The plant service air system will provide a continuous
supply of dry compressed air for air-operated tools, miscellaneous equipment,

' and various mai.+enance purposes. The instrument air system will provide a
I continuous supply of dry, oil-free, filtered compressed air to all air-
| operated instrumentation and valves in accordance with the (:idelines in
i American National Standards Institute (ANSI) MCll.1-1976 (ISA-57.3), " Quality

Standard for thstrument Air Systems." The breathing air system will supply
clean, oil-free, low-pressure air to various locations in the auxiliary
building and in the containment for protection against airborne contamination
during certain maintenance, inspection, and cleaning operations. EPRI states
that tnese systems will not be safety related, with the exception of contain-
ment penetrations, accumulators, and check valves upstream of accumulators
used for air-operated u fety-related valve actuators in other ALWR systems
designated as safety related. The air and gas system piping between the outer
containment isolation valves and the accumulators will also be safety related.
EFRI states thLt these systema are not required to achieve safe reactor
shutdown or to mitigate the comequences of an accident. Failure or the non-
safety-related portions of the plant service air, instrument air, and breath-
.og air systems will not prevent safety-related components or systems from
performing their intended st.fety functions. The staff's evaluation of the
safety-relrted portions (containment penetrations) of these systems is
provided in Chapter 5 of this report.

Section 7.3.4 of Chapter 9 requires that ALWRs for which the Evolutionary
Requirements Document is applicable have a periodic instrument air quality
umpling program and that sample lines and valves be provided for obtaining
air samples from air-operated safety-related plant equipment. These require-
ments, which are not required for the instrument air systems used in current
nuclear power plants, will enhance the reliability and availability of the
ALWR instrument air system.

EPRI states that the breathing air system will provide purified low-pressure
breathing air for various locations within the plant for protection against
airborne contamination while maintenance, inspection, and cleaning operations
are being performed. Section 7.3.3 of Chapter 9 specifies that the plant
breathing air quality will meet the breathing air quality standards of
ANSI Z86.1. Complete isolation of different air supplies, including the
breathing air supply, will be ensured by using separate, all-welded air supply
headers and piping. Cross connection of different gas supply systems will be
prevented by using unique air fittings and identification tags. Regulatory
Guide 8.8 states that the use of respiratory protection, including the use of
supplied breathing air, is acceptable when the application of engineering
controls is not feasible for providing protection against airborne radioactive
material. Therefore, the design features described in this section to ensure
that quality breathing air is available for respiratory protection are
acceptable.
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| The staff concludes that the design requirements in Section 7 of Chapter 9 of
i the Evolutionary Requirements Document for the compressed air system do not

conflict with the guidance in SRP Section 9.3.1, " Compressed Air Systen," or'

Regulatory Guide 8.8. However, several incidents (e.g., the cutting off of
! the air supply to vital instruments because excessive moisture in the instru-

ment air line froze, and the presence of desiccant particles in the instrument
air systems that contributed to the loss of the salt water cooling system at

i San Onofre and the slow closure of a containment isolatien valve at Rancho
1 Seco) prompted the staff to issue Generic Letter (GL) 88-14. " Instrument Air i

i Supply System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equipment," dated August 8, )
4 11988, to ensure the reliability and availability of the. instrument air systems
; in operating plants. Therefore, in the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff con-
j cluded that it was appropriate for EPRI to incorporate the requirements of i

GL 88-14 into the Evolutionary Requirements Document and identified this as an:

3 open issue. Table B.1-2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 has been revised to
j incorporate the reqd rements of GL 88-14 that are applicable to instrument

line designs.a

EPRI requires that the ALWR instrument air system be separated from the
.. breathing air system and service air system. The systet design criteria >

| include

water vapor dew point at operating pressure, 18 *F below lowest _ outdoori *

j temperature

| particulates less than 1 micron ;*

| In addition, EPRI requires plant designers to evaluate the instrument air
1 system to ensure that check valvos isolate in the event of a slow pressure
! loss in the instrument a!r systec and to provide for sampling capability to
| ensure continued operation of the check valves and accumulators.
!
1 The staff concludes that the ALWR instrument air system design has been -

| improved to prevent moisture and particulates from causing failures of instru-
! ment air lines and that incorporation of the requirements of GL 08-14 will

help to ensure the reliability of the instrument air system. Therefore, the-
revised design requirements for the instrument air systen are acceptable andq

] the DSER open issue is closed.

7.2 Comoresa d Gas System
1

Section 7 of Chapter 9 cf the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that- i
1

! the function of the comoressed gas system is to. provide pressure-regulated j
supplies of various gases needed for cooling, purging, diluting, inerting, and -

,

; welding. The compressed gas' system will consist of the following subsystems:
nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, argon / methane,3cetylene,-and'

,
'

argon systems. These systems will not bo safety related, mith the exception |
of containment penetrations designated as safety related. Failure of the
compressed gas system will not prevent safety-relate'l componen:.s or systems
from performing their intended safety functions. The staff's evaluation-of I
the safety-related portions (containment penetrations) of these systems is' !,

provided in Chapter 5 of this report.<

4

i
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The staff concludes that the design requirements in Section 7 of Chapter 9 for
the compressed gas system do not conflict with NRC regulatory guidelines and
are, therefore, acceptable.

,

a

t
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8 HEATING, VENTILATING, AND Al?. CONDITIONING SYSTEM

8.1 Scope and Functions
|

! Section 8.1 of Cha)ter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that
the functions of tie heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) system'

are the following:

maintain work environments within the comfort levels required for*

operating and maintenance per:onnel
,

4

| ensure that the proper environment is maintained for equipment and struc-*

j tures

! ensure that HVAC flow paths are designed so that flow is not directed*

from a volume with a higher potential for airborne radioactivity to one;

with a lower potentiali

i

j provide HVAC designs that segregate plant areas in response to signals*

; from the fire protection system

| ensure that the HVAC design meets security system requirements for bullet*

resistance and personnel barriers

! maintain appropriate relative pressure within a building or volume to*

i ensure controlled leakage of potentially radioactive effluents

inhibit the spread of contamination by providing appropriate HVAC-e

filtration systems to remove contamination

ensure that ventilation system exhausts to the environment are within the*

limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20 for normal conditions and 10 CFR
Part 100 for accident conditions

ensure that the design objectives of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1, can bea

met for normal operation snd an:icipated operational occurrence.s

prevent migration of smoke, hot gases, and fire suppressants inte other*

fire areas to the extent that safe shutdown capabilities,-including
,

operator actions, could be adversely affected
_

8.2 C.qmon Performance Reouirements

'Section 8.2 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document establishes
the key requirements for the ciesign of safety-related and non-safety-related
HVAC systems _ applicable to both BWRs and PWRs.

8.2.1 General Requirements

Section 8.2.1 of Chapter 9 establishes the general requirements for both
safety-related and non-safety-related HVAC systems.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 9.8-1
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Safetv- and Non-Safety-Related HVAC Svitfm1

The following is a summary of the key requirements for both safety- and non-
safety-related HVAC systems provided in Section 8.2.1.1 of Chapter 9:

HVAC systems will provide a suitable environment in accordance with.

General Design Criteria (GDC) 4 and 19 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, and
the recommendations of the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating,
and Air Ccnditioning Engineers to ensure the safety and comfort of plant
personnel and the operability of plant equipmeht during normal operating
and postulated design-basis-accident conditions.

HVAC systems of areas or buildings that may contain radioactivity will be+

designed in accordance with GDC 60, 61, and 64; 10 CFR Part 20; 10 CFR
Part 50; 10 CFR Part 73; 10 CFR Part 100; Regulatory Guides 1.52 ("De- ,

sign, Testin!., and Maintenance Criteria for Postaccident Engineered - |
'

Safety-Feature Atmosphern Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption
Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants") and 1.140 (" Design,
Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Normal VeMilation Exhaust System
Air filtration and Adsorption Units of Light-Wa.:r-cooled Nuclear Power
Plants" ; American National Standards Institute /American Society of
Mechani)al Engineers (ANSI /ASME) NQA-1, NQA-2, N509, N510, and AG-1; andc
ANSI /American Nuclear Society (ANS) 59.2 to

maintain negative ambient pressures with respect to the atmosphere-

and contiguous areas
' filter exhaust air to reduce controlled radioactivity releases .a-

the environment

- provide continuous exhaust air monitoring (with high-level alarms in
the control room) of each potentially contaminated discharge point,

- provide internal cleanup and/or an outside air supply for main-
taining the levels of maximum permissible concentrations within as-
low-as-is-reasonably achievable (ALARA) guidelines

provide means to locate and isolate the ventilation air of the area-

containing a radioactive leak

HVAC systems will be designed so that air flow is not direct 9d from+

volumes with higher potential for airborne radioactivity to volumes with
lower potential.

Penetration openings for ventilation systems in fire-rated barriers will*

be protected by-fire dampers having a rating equivalent to that required
for the barrier.

HVAC duct penetrations through security boundaries will be equipped with*

an appropriate barrier. |

HVAC systems will be provided with sufficient instrumentation and*

controls to ensure safe, efficient, and reliable operation. '
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Instruments and instrument taps of proper size, sufficient cuantity, and*

preper location will be provided to allow initial and perlocic testing of
components and equipment to demonstrate their operation within perfor-
mance limits.

All nuclear air treatment filtration systems will bo designed, fabricat-*

ed, installed, and tested in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (for
safety-related systems), Regulatory Guide 1.140 (for non-safety-related
systems), and ANSI /ASME N509 and N510.

The system heat removal capacity will include a margin of 15 percent of*

the total heat load and 15 percent of system pressure loss.

Safety-Related HVAC Systems

The following is a summary of the key requirements for safety-related HVAC
systems only, as piovided in Section 8.2.1.2 of Chapter 9:

HVAC systems will be designed in accordance with GDC 2, 4, and 17 to.

withstand a safe shutdown earthqu:ike and will be capable of accomplishing
their intended functions assuming a single failure of an active componen',
and a loss of offsite powcr.

The HVAC coutpment divisions will be designed in accordance with GDC 4*

and ANSI /ANS 58.9 so that they are separated from each other by physical
barriers.

All outside air intake and exhaust openings will be designed in accord-*

ance with GDC 2 and Regulatory Guides 1.117, " Tornado Design Classifica-
tion," and 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants," and
will be protected against tornado effects consistent with the require-
ments of Section 4 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Docu-
ment.

HVAC systems will be designed in accordance with GDC 35. Regulatory*

Guide 1.52, and SRP Sections 6.5.1 ("ESF Atmosi.here Cleanup Systems") and
9.4.5 (" Engineered Safety Feature Ventilation System"), and will be
placed in operation automatically on receipt of a safety actt.ation signal
or will be interlocked.to start with associated safety equipment.

Motors, fans, dampers, and other components of HVAC system < 1111 be*

designed in accordance with GDC 4 and 10 CFR 50.49 to ope, ate in environ-
ments associated with the normal and accident conditions to which they
will be exposed.

Provisions will be incorporated in the HVAC system design to allow the*-

monitoring of proper system operation in the control room.

All HVAC unit: and components and supports and hangers will be designed,*

constructed, and installed in accordance with_ ANSI /ASME AG-1 and N503.

HVAC systems will be designed to permit appropriate-inservice inspections*

and functional testing in accordance with ANSI /ASME N510.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 9.8-3
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HVAC systems will have the capability to isolate nonessential system*

portions from essential components by redundant, automatically actuated
dampers. Dampe' will be Safety Class 2, seismic Category 1. Isolation
components of con uinrent penetrations will be Safety Class 2, seismic
Category 1.

HVAC system configurations will be compatible with fire zone boundaries.*

HVAC Penetrations of Fire Barriers

Section 8.2.1.1.4 of Chapter 9 states that penetration openings for ventila-
tion systems in fire-rated barriers will be protected by fire dampers having a
rating equivalent to that required for the barriers. In the DSER for Chap-
ter 9, the staff identified a confirmatory issue concerning the use of duct
wrap or other material having a fire rating equivalent to that of the barrier
in places where . fire damper is not suitable. EPRI has deleted all reference
to duct w .p at a substitute for fire dampers. The staff concludes that the
requirements of Section 8.2.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document are consistent with the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed
by the staff in Section 3 of this chapter and are, therefore, acceptable.
Therefore, the DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

Operability of Safety-Related Systems in Areas With Shared HVAC Systemi

in a letter dated June 8, 1989, the staff indicated its concern about the
,

continued operability of safety-related equipment in areas shared by HVAC
systems in which air flow has been interrupted because of the closure of
automatic fire dampers,

in its October 19, 1989, response, EPRI stated that specific details to
address this concern were beyond the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. However, EPRI committed to provide a requirement that the design of
fire area boundries and individual HVAC system configurations be compatible
with the capabi.ity for redundant safe shutdown. The staff identified this as,

a confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 9. The staff has verified that
EPRI has added Section 8.2.1.2.9 of Chapter 9, which requires that HVAC system
configuration be compatible with fire zone boundaries. Therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed. In addition, the staff will evaluate the
details of the detailed design of the HVAC system during its review of an
individual application for FDA/DC.

Desian of Air Filtration Systems

Section 8.2.1.1.8 of Chapter 9 requires that all nuclear air treatment filters
will be designed, fabricated, installed, and tested in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (for safety-related systems).- Regulatory Guide 1.140
(for non-safety-related systems), ANSI /ASME N509 and ANSI /ASME N510. In the
DSER for Chapter 9, the staff concluded that this .cquirement should be
' imposed on not only the filters, but also the filtration systems, and recom-
mended that the requirement be revised to read "all nuclear air treatment
filtration systems shall be designed....," instead of "all nuclear air
treatment filters shall be designed...." This wa identified as an open issue
in the DSER.
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EPRI has revised Section 8.2.1.1.8 of Chapter 9 to rcquire application of the
regulatory guides and the referenced standards to all nuclear air treatment
filtration systems, not just the filters. The staff concludes that these
revisions are acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Structural Resian of HVAC Systems

Section 8.2.1.2.1 of Chapter 9 states that all safety-related HVAC systems in
the ALWR will be designed to withstand a safe shutdown earthquake and will be
capable of cccomplishing their intended functions assuming a single failure of
an active component and a loss of offsite power. Section 8.2.1.2.7 of
Chapter 9 specifies that the HVAC components and supports will be designed,
constructed, and installed in accordance with ANSI /ASHE AG-1 and N509.
Because portions of ANSI /ASME AG-1-1988, including rules for the design of
HVAC ductwork, are still being prepared, the staff has not yet fully endorsed
this standard.

In the interim, the staff concludes that Article AA-4000, " Structural Design,"
in the 1988 revision of ANSI /ASME AG-1 provides minimum design requirements
for the structural design of HVAC equipment and supports that the staff deems
are acceptable. In Revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.52 (March 1978), the
staff recommends that ductwork be designed, constructed, and tested in
accordance with Section 5.10 of ANSI /ASME N509. i

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff stated that EPRI should revise the
reference to ANSI /ASME AG-1 in the Evolutionary Requirements Document to
include a commitment to the 1988 revision of this standard and identified this
as an open issue. EPRI has revised Table 1.4-2 in Chapter 1 to include a
reference to ANSI /ASME AG-1-1988.

The staff concludes that the design criteria in Chapter 9, Section 8.2.1.2,
.

supplemented by applicable criteria in Chapter 1, Section 4, and by the i

commitment to ANSI /ASME AG-1-1988 in Chapter 1, Table 1.4-2 of the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document provide an acceptable minimum design basis for
ensuring that HVAC components and supports will withstand the most adverse
combination of loading events without loss of structural integrity. There-
fore, this DSER open issue is closed.

However, the staff will continue to review the acceptability of the detailed
HVAC design criteria that are being developed for ANSI /ASME AG-1. The staff's ,

approval of the above interim HVAC design criteria for ALWRs does not preclude
the application or use of a final NRC-approved version of this standard. For
standard ALWR plant designs, the staff will require that each applicant submit
its detailed HVAC design criteria and design acceptance criteria to be used
for safety-related HVAC systems for staff approval during the staff's review
of an individual application for FDA/DC.

Use of Radiation 4_amaue-Resistant Materials.

As discussed by the staff in Section 2.2.4 of this chapter, the use of i

radiation-damage-resistant materials in high-radiation areas will reduce the
need for frequent replacement and thereby will reduce personnel radiation
exposure. EPRI had committed to provide guidance for this issue in revisions
of the Evolutionary Requirements Document and this was identified as a con-
firmatory issue in Sections 2.2.4 and 8.2.1 of the staff's DSER for Chapter 9.
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The staff has verified that EPRI has made acceptable revisions to the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document to address this issue. Therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

Use of Charcoal filten in HVAC Systems

The original version of the Evolutionary Requirements Document stated that
charcoal filtration was unnecessary because activated charcoal filters in BWR
standby gas treatment systems and other PWR ventilation systems were required
solely for the removal of elemental todine and the amount of elemental iodine
expected to be released in an accident was small. Therefore, the Evolutionary
Requirements Document did not require charcoal filters in any of the fission !

product filtration systems.

In the DSER for Chapter 9 the staff concluded that the complete removal of
charcoal filters in air filtration systems, as proposed by EPRI, was not
justified and, therefore, was not acceptable. The staff noted that the
requirements of Section 8.2.1 were for normal (not engineered safety features)
ventilation exhaust system air filtration and absorption units.

EPRI has revised Section 8.2.1.1.22 of Chapter 9 to require that the plant
designer perform analyses and evaluations to determine whether charcoal
filters are needed for tserational consideration in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1, and evaluations
for in-plant ALARA levels in accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.8. Sec-
tion 8.2.1.1.22 further specifies that HVAC systems requiring charcoal filters
will be provided with non-safety-related charcoal filters designed to remove
activity resulting from normal and off-normal operation, in accordance with
ANSl/ASME N509-1989 and Regulatory Guide 1.140. This meets the guidance in
SRP Section 11.3, "Gascous Waste Management Systems," and is acceptable.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI indicates that the HVAC system will be designed to minimize the potential
exposure of personnel to radioactivity from airborne contamination. To mini-
mize time spent by personnel in radiation areas and to facilitate decontami-
nation, the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies that suitable
facilities will be located to support maintenance and repair work performed in
high-radiation areas and to support decontamination activities. These |

' features to minimize personnel exposure and to prevent the spread of contami-
nation comply with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8 and are acceptable.

In addition, the general design requirements in Section 8.2.1 of Chapter 9 for
safety-related and non-safety-related HVAC systems do not conflict with the
guidance in SRP Sections 9.4.1, " Control Room Area Ventilation System";
9.4.2, " Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation System"; 9.4.3, " Auxiliary and
Radwaste Area Ventilation System"; 9.4.4, " Turbine Area Ventilation System";
and 9.4.5, " Engineered Safety Feature Ventilation System"; and are, therefore,
acceptable.

However, the requirements by themselves do not provide sufficient information
to make a determination that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be

There ore, applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirementsadequate. r
Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the additional
guidance in the SRP, or provide justification for alternative means of imple-
menting the associated regulatory requirements.
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8.2.2 Control Complex HVAC Systems
' Section 8.2.2 of Chapter 9 states that the control building will include the

control room (mvelope, the computer room, essential switchgear rooms, battery
rooms, and HVAC equipment rooms. The staff's evaluation of the HVAC system
for the control room envelope is provided below. The staff's evaluation of
the HVAC systems for the other areas of the control building is provided in
Section 8.2.6 of this chapter.

Control Room Enveloce HVAC System

The control room envelope HVAC system will service the control room and the
facilities provided for the convenience of the operators (i.e., shift supervi-
sor's office, operator washroom, kitchen, etc.). Section 8.2.2.1 of Chapter 9
states that the system will consist of two redundant, full-capacity equipment
trains, each containing an air handling unit (AHU), a smoke purge fan, an
emergency filter uritt (EFU), associated power supply, ductwork, dampers, and
controls. Each AHU will consist of a prefilter, a high-efficiency particulate
filtar, a heating and cooling coil, and a suppiy fan. The cooling coils will
be served by the essential chilled water system. Each EFU will consist of a
prefilter, a high-efficiency particulate air filter, and a supply fan.

EPRI states that all essential components will be designed as Safety Class 3,
seismic Category 1, and will be powered from Class IE emergency power sources.
All essential components will be physically separated and protected from
internally generated missiles and from the effects of pipe breaks. All non-
safety-related equipment will be designed not to generate any missiles.
During normal operation, a small portion of outside air will be mixed with
return air from the control room, filtered, conditioned, and returned to the
control room so as to continuously maintain a slight positive pressure in the
control room. Sectio 8.2.2.1 of Chapter 9 states that the control room
envelope atmosphere will normally be maintained at a temperature ranging from
73 'F to 78 'F, with a 1-hour maximum temperature of 85 'F, and at a maximum
relative humidity ranging from 25 to 60 percent during all operating modes.
Section 8.2.2.1.9 of Chapter 9 states that redundant detectors (radiation;
toxic qas, as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.78, " Assumptions for Evaluating
the Habitability of a Nuclear Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated
Hazardous Chemical Release"; and smoke) will be provided in the outside air
intake structures to isolate the control room envelope HVAC system on receipt
of a high-level detection signal. The outside air dampers will be in the
closed position before the detected contaminated air reaches the isolation
damoer's downstream side. The isolation dampers will be of leaktight con-
struction with fail /close-type operators. When airborne radioactivity is
high, outside makeup air will be supplied through the EfUs. When high levels
of toxic gas or outside smoke are detected, the control room envelope HVAC
system will operate in the recirculating 9. ode without a supply of outside
makeup air. Section 8.2.2.1,9 of Chapter 9 states that the EFU will start i

automatically on receipt of a high-level airborne contamination signal and/or
a safety actuation signal. In addition, the control room envelope HVAC system
will be capable of removing smoke from the control room after a fire; the
quantity of outside air will be increased to 100 percent of the system's
supply air flow rate. However, EPRI states that the smoke purge subsystem
will have no safety-related function.
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Control _Rqpm Occupancy

At one time, Section 8.1.2.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document specified the pinvWons for continuous occupancy of the control room
envelope for a minimum of 5 days following a design-basis accident, in the l
DSER for Chapter 9, the staff stated that this requirement did not satisfy the
guidanceinSRPSection6.4,"ControlRoomHagitabilitySystem,"which,in
part, states that the air inside a 100,000-ft control room would support five i

persons for a least 6 days. |

iEJR1 has revised Section 8.2.2.1.1 of Chapter 9 to require that among other
things, the main control room HVAC system be designed for a prolonged continu-
ous occupancy of a minimum of 6 days following a design-basis accident. This
is in accordance with the guidance in SRP Section 6.4 and is acceptable.
Therefore, the DSER open issue is closed,

b Ret Resistance of Control Room
!

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified bullet resistance of the
control room as a confirmatory issue because EPRI had committed to modify the
Evolutionary Requirements Document to include in Section 8.2.2 of Chapter 9
the requirement of 10 0FR 73.55(c)(6) that the control room be bullet resis-
tant. The staff has verified that Section 8.2.2.1.13 of Chapter 9 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document contains this requirement. Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

Conclusion

1he staff concludes that the design requirements in Section 8.2.2.1 of
Chapter 9 for the control room envelope HVAC system are consistent with the
guidance in SRP Sections 6.4 and 9.4.1 and are, therefore, acceptable.
However, the requirements by themselves do not provide sufficient information
to make a determination that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be
adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements
Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the additional
guidance in the SRP, or provide justification for alternative means of imple-
menting the associated regulatory requirements.

8.2.3 Onsite Standby AC Power Supply Facility
|

Diesel Generator Buildina Ventilation System

Section 8.2.3.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document |

establishes the requirements for the safety onsite power supply facility,
which will consist of a normal and emergency ventilation subsystem for each
emergency diesel generator-subcompartment. The key requirements include the
following:

The normal ventilation subsystem will be designed as a non-safety-related*

and non-seismic system.

Ti.e normal vent %d n subsystem will consist of a manually started,*

100-percent-capac% fan, fresh air intake and modulated recirculating
. air damper, associated ductwork, and unit heaters.
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Each emergency diesel generator compartment will be desi ~d with a+

sep vate exhaust system or vent piping for the combustit vapor from the
fuel oil day tan.

The normal ventilation subsystem will trip during testing or emergency.

actuation of the associated diesel generad or and will not adversely
affect the operation of the emergency ventilation subsystem.

The emergency ventilation subsystem will be designed as a Safety Class 3*

and seismic Category I system with a Class IE power supply.

The emergency ventilation subsystem will be designed to maintain the room*

temperature in the range given in Section 8.2.1.1.1 of Chapter 9 when the
emergency diesel generator is operating.

The an,crp ncy ventilation subsystem will consist of two 100-percent-*

capacity fans, outside air and modulating return air dampers, cooling
coils supplied by essential chilled water, and associated ductwork.

The emergency ventilation subsystem fan will be started automatically*

whenever the emergency diesel generator is started. The fan will stop
automatically on low temperature. The system will trip and isolate on
fire detection. Provisions will be made to remove smoke after a fire.
Also, the fan will be equipped with a manual start for testing and
maintenance.

The emergency ventilation subsystem will be controlled from the main*

control room.

The staff concludes that the design requirements in Section 8.2.3.1 of
Chapter 9 for the diescl generator building ventilation system do not conflict
with the guidance in SRP Section 9.4.5 and are, therefore, acceptable.
However, the requirements by themselves do not provide sufficient information
to make a determination that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be
adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements
Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the additional
guidance in the SRP, or provide justificetion for alternative means of imple-
menting the associated regulatory requirements.

8.2.4 Security Building

Section C.2.18 of Chapter 9 includes criteria for the design of the security
building and central alarm station (CAS) HVAC systems that are intended to be $

compatible with security needs and requirements.

In the DSER for Chapter 9, the staff identified resistance to penetration of
an unalarmed grating as a confirmatory issue because EPRI had committed, in
its letter of August 18, 1989, to add to Section 8.2.1.1.4 of Chapter 9 a
general requirement that all unalarn.,J man-sized HVAC penetrations of vital
area barriers not lessen the intruder penetration resistz- of other un-alarmed portions of the vital area barrier. This change % to extend the
requirement of Section 8.2.18.4 that security building HVAC penetrations be
designed to "not lessen the intruder penetration resistance of the barrier" to
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other vital area penetrations. This change has not yet been made. Neverthe-
less, the staff concludes that the requirements in Section 5 of Chapter 9
pertaining to HVAC penetrations are compatible with generally accepted
practices. Therefore, this DSER confimatsry issue is closed.

8.2.5 fuel Handling / Spent Fuel Pool Area Heating and Ventilating System

Sections 8.3.3.1.5 and 8.4.4 of Chapter 9 estabi nh the requirements for the
design of the fuel handling / spent fuel pool area heating and ventilating
system. The functions of the system include the following:

maintain the air temperature and humidity in the fuel handling area*
Iwithin an acceptable range so that plant personnel can perform their

required tasks and undue environmentally induced degradation of equipment f
and structures is avoided

maintain negative air pressure in the fuel handling area to preclude*

uncontrolled release of airborne radioactivity to the environment under
normal operating conditions and in the event of a fuel handling accident

limit the airborne radioactivity level in the fuel handling area to*

acceptabk levels

For BWRs, on receipt of an engineered safety feature signal or a high-
radiation signal at the refueling floor, EPRI states that the system will
change the operating mode as follows:

trip all running ventilation fans and prevent redundant fans from*

starting or operating

close the normally open isolation dampers for isolation of the secondarya

containment

start the standby gas treatment system (the staff's evaluation of the*

standby gas treatment system is provided in Section 8.3.4 of this
chapter)

For PWRs, Section 8.4.4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document s+3tes that
the fuel facility ventilation system will be designed as a "once-through"
system consisting of an exhaust and a supply subsystem. The key requirements !

include the following: I

The exhaust subsystem will be designed as a Safety Class 3, seismic*

Category I system supplied by Class IE power during loss of offsite power
and will be provided with two 100-percent-capacity divisions, each
consisting of a prefilter, a high-efficiency particulate air filter, an
exhaust fan, a booster fan, and associated ductwork, controls, and
instrumentation. (he Evolutionary Requirements Document does not require
the provision of charcoal filters for the fuel facility ventilation
system. The staff's evaluation of the elimination of charcoal filters
from any emergency filter unit is provided in Section 8.2.1 of this
chapter and in Chapter 5.

i
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The exhaust subsystem will be capable of automatic transfer from its*

normal (filter) bypass operating mode to an emergency filtration mode on
detection of high radiation in the exhaust duct (i.e., fuel handling
accident).

The exhaust subsystem will be controlled from the main control room. A*

local panel will also be provided with fan status lights and alarms.

The supply subsystem will be designed as a non-safety-related, non-*

seismic subsystem supplied by non-Class IE auxiliary power and will be
functional during normal plant operation only.

l EPRI indicates that following a fuel handling accident, only a small amount of
| air will be exhausted from the fuel facility in order to maintain negative air

pressure within the fuel facility to preclude uncontrolled releases of air-
borne radioactivity to the environment. The amount of makeup air required can
be drawn in through some predetermined openings. Therefore, tha supply sub-
system will not be needed and will not be designed as safety related. Because
of the flexibility in system design, the staff will review the detailed systerc
design and operation and facility layout during its review of an individual
applicatio- for FDA/DC to determine the need for a safety-grade supply system.

The staff concludes that the design requirements in Chapter 9 for the fuel
handling / spent fuel pool area heating and ventilating system do not conflict
with the guidance in SRP Section 9.4.2 and are, therefore, acceptable.

8.2.6 HVAC Systems for Miscellaneous Areas

in various sections of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document,
EPRI establishes specific requirements for the design of the HVAC systems for
various miscellaneous areas (e.g., essential switchgear rooms, battery rooms,
and sarvice water pump house; computer room; safety-related HVAC equipment
room; combustion turbine building; radwaste facility; turbine building;
radiological access control building; hot machine shop; clean shops; technical
support center). Section 8.2.2.4.1 of Cnapter 9 provides the design require-
ments for the hydrogen concentration (and the measurement method) allowable in
the essential batterj rooms. In its August 18, 1989, response to the staff's
request for additional information dated March 22, 1989, EPRI responded that
the 2-percent concentration was intended to be a HVAC design requirement and
not an instrumentation requirement and was in accordance with SRP Sec-
tion 9.4.5 and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 464.
Since the response does not preclude HVAC instrumentation, it is acceptable.

The staff concludes that the design requirements in Chapter 9 pertaining to
the HVAC systems for these miscellaneous areas do not conflict with the
guidance of SRP Sections 9.4.3, 9.4.4, and 9.4.5. However, there are insuffi-
cient details (i.e., design layout, system performance, etc.) for the staff to
determine if these HVAC systems will be properly designed. Therefore, the
staff will review these HVAC systems against the above-cited SRP sections
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC. In addition, the
staff will evaluate the need for charcoal filters for these systems on the
basis of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1. The staff discusses this matter further
in Section 8.2.1 of this chapter and in Chapter 5.
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8.3 Perfr>rmance Reouirements and Inter _fres for BWRs |

1

8.3.1 Introduction i

Section 8.3 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document establishes
the requirements for HVAC systeas that are applicable to BWP. designs.

R 8.3.2 BwR Reactor Containment ventilation Subsystem

Section 8.3.2 o' Chapter 9 establishes the requirements for the design of the
BWR reactor e.owainment ventilation subsystem. The key requirements includee
the ."ollowing:

The subsystem will be designed c a non-safety-r6 ated, non-seismic*

sys+0m powered from the permanent n9n-safety-related distribution systen..
j;

M LQ During normal operation, the subsystem will maintain temperatures in*

?/ various spaces such as drywell areas, control rod drive area, etc., in
& accordance with Ah31/ANS 56.7 and manufacturer's recommendations.

During cold shutdown or refueling, the subsystem will provide filtered |*

heated or cooled outside air for ventilating or purging the containment i

to maintain ambient temperatures within the range given in Sec-
tion 8.2.1.1.1 of Chapter 9.

The subsystem will consist of properly located fan coil units provided*

with adequate redundancy, i.e., the system will be fully operational with
one fan coil unit out of service.

Fan cc, aits that are r(quired to operate durino loss of offsite* 2-

will bc ,uwered from the pumanent pu :sfety distribution system e ..

of offsite pcwer.

The staff concludes that the design regnir-w ; s in Section 8.3.2 of Chaptei s
for e "YD reactor containment ventilatim, subsynem do-not conflict with the
gu' r 3 m SRP Sections 9.4.3 and 9.4.5 and are, therefore, acceptable.
Howe , the requirements by themselves do not provide sufficient information
to niake a deteritination that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be
adeq' sate. iherefore, applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements
Docur..ent will be required to demonstrate compliance with the additional ,

guidance in the SRP or provide justification for alternative means of imple-3

menting the associated regulatory requirements.,

8.3.3 BWR Reactor Building Ventilation System
,

Section 8.3.3 of Chapter 9 establishes the requirements for the design of the
BWR reactor building ventilation system. The key requirements include the
following:

The system will be designed as a non-safety-related, non-seismic system*

equipped with safety-related seismically qualified redundant isolation
dampers. The system will be powered from the permanent non-safety power
distribution system and will operate during normal plant cond . ions only.

.
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The system will be designed to maintain the general area ambier' tempe 9-*

tures within the ranges given in Section 8.2.1.1.1 of Chapter 9; to
maintain the smbient pressure at a minimum negative pressure of approxi-
mately 0.25-inch water gauge with respect to the atmospheric pressure in
all adjacent spaces; to provide ventilation, cooling, and heating to all
equipment in the reactor building, including the engineered safety
feature (ESF) compartments, during normal plant operation, and to provide
filtered heated or cooled outside air to maintain the maximum permissible "

concentration levels in the cubicles within ALARA guidelines.

The staff concludes that the design requirements in Section 8.3.3 of Chaptcr 9
for the BWR reactor building ventilation system do not conflict with the
guidance in SRP Sections 9.4.3 and 9.4.5 and, therefore, are acceptable.
However, the requirements by themselves do not provide sufficient information
to make a determination that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be
adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements
Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the additional
guidance in the SRP, or provide justification for alternative means of imple-
menting the associated regulatory requirements.

8. 4 BWR Standby Gas Treatment System

Secticn 8.3.4 of Chapter 9 establishes the requirements fr .he design of the
standby gas treatment system (SGTS). The SGTS will be re4 aired to perform the
following safety-related functions:

Exhaust the required quantity of reactor building air to maintain a*
,

negative ambient pressure of at least 0.25-inch wa ar gauge during
accident conditions. This exhaust flow will be initiated by an .SF orr

fuel handling accident signal.

Filter the exhausted air before it is discharged to limit the offsite*

dose to that specified in 10 CFR Part 100.

The key requirements for the design of the SGTS are the following:

The system will censist of two 100-percent-capecity divisions, each*

provided with a bank of prefilters, a high-efficiency particulate air
filter bank, an exhaust fan equipped with automatic volume conuol,
instruments, and controls. The divisions wiH srare common ductwork.

The system control will be designed for automatic initiat.on on receipt*

of an ESF or fuel handling accident signal or manuai-:. tart from the main
control room.

The system will be controlled from a main control room panel.

In P.s response dated August 18, 1989, to the staff's March 22, 1989. request
for additional information, EPRI stated that the SGTS design will be consis-
tent with the guidelines of Branch Technical -isition CSB 6-4, " Containment
Purging During Normal Plant Opention" (SRP Section 6.2.4, " Containment
Isolation System"). However, the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not

jrequire the provision of charcoal filters for the SGTS. The staff's evalua-
tion of t'e elimination of charcoal filters from any ESF filtration unit is ;

p vided in Section 8.2.1 of this chapter and in Chapter 5.
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Pending the resolution of the requirement for charcoal filters, the staff
concludes that the design requirements in Section 8.3.4 of Chapter 9 for the
SGTS do not conflict with the guidance in SRP Section 9.4.5 and arc, there-

} fore, acceptable. However, the requirements by themselves do not provide
sufficient information to make a determination that the plant-specific design
and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will De required to demonstNte compliance
with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide justification for alterna-
tive means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

8.4 Performance Reauirements and Interfaces for PWRs

8.4.1 Introduction

Section 8.4 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Documnt establishes
the requirements for HVAC systems that are applicable to PWR designs.

8.4.2 PWR Containment Coolie ; and Ventilathn System

The PWR containment cooling and ventilation s.,; tem will consist of iin sub-
systems that will maintain environmental conditions within the containment
during normal operating conditions, extended shutdowns, and refueling outagas.
These subsystems, which will not be required to perform any safety-related
function, are the fan cooler subsystem, the control rod drive mechanism
ventilation subsystem, the primary containment purge subsystem, the contain-
ment cleanup subsystem, and the reactor cavity cooling subsystem.

Section 8.4.2 of Chapter 9 establishes the requirements for the design of
these subsystems. The key requirements for each of these subsystems are the
following:

Fan Cooler Subsystem

The subsystem will be designed as a non-safety-related and seismic.

Class II/I installation that will maintain area temperatures below
120 'F.

Th= dosystem will consist of properly located fa i cooler units provided*

with adequate redundancy; that is, the subsyster will be fully opera-
tional with one fan coil unit out of service.

The fan coolers will be manually started from the mati. control room. On*

failure of the operating unit, the standby unit will start automatically
and an alarm will be actuated on the annunciator panel.

System operation will be monitored in the main control room by fan cooler*

discharge air and water temperature indicators and high-temperature
alarms.

Fan coolers that are required to operate during loss of offsite power*

will be powered from the standby non-safety-related power source (combos
tion turbine) on loss of offsite power.

1

,
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Cor,tro, Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) Ventilation Subsysteni

! The subsystem will be designed as a non-safety-related system powered=

from the permanent non-safety power distribution system. It will be
designed to remain operational during the operating basis earthquake.;

I The subsystem will be designed to establish air flow through the reactor*

head cooling shroud to maintain the CRDM temperature within the operating-

limits (determined by the reactor supplier) ated to exhaust the air, after;

absorbing the heat, in the vertical direction.-

1

The subsystem will consist of operating and standby fans in accordance*

with the requirements of the reactor supplier.

The subsystem will be controlled manually and monitored by status lights*

| and motor trip alarms on the main control room par,el.

The system will be powered from the permanent non-safety distributioni a

system (combust.on turbine) on loss of offsite power.

I Primary Containment Purae Subsystem
3

Section 8.4.2.5 of Chapter 9 states that the primary conta% ment purge -
. subsystem will be designed n a non-safety-related system and will be powered
j by the non-Class IE electrical systein with the exception of containment

penetration isolation components that are designated as Safety Class 2,4

seismic Category I. The ductwork inside the containment will be designed to,

seismic Category II/I criteria. TSe system will consist of high-volume and
,

i low-volume purge subsystems.
'

(1) High-Volume Purge Subsystem

The high-volume normal pur;;e subtynem will be designed to supply.

100-percent filtered, tempered (heated or cooled) outside< air to1

'

maintain containment temperatures within the range given in'Sec-
tion 8.2.1.1.1 of Chapter 9 before and during personnel entry for

i cold shutdown or refueling operations and to exhaust the same
quantity of air through the exhaust filter system.i

] The supply subsystem will consist of 1 prefilter bank, a high-*

efficiency filter bank, el_ectric heating coil, cooling coil supplied"

by nonessential chilled water, and two 50-percent-capacity supply -

fans. ,

The exhaust subsystem will consist of a prefilter bank, a high-*

efficiency particulate. air (HEPA) filter, and two 50-percent-
capacity exhaust fans.

The subsystem will be manually controlled from the main control.

room. A local panel will also be provided with' fan status indica-
tion lights and alarms actuated by high filter i sistances.
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The containment isolation valvts will be designed to withstand the*

loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), integrated leak rate test pres-
sures, and the high-pressure and humidity conditions generated by a-

main steam or feedwater pipe rupture, and to remain leaktight.

A containment isolation signal will trip the supply and exhaust,

*

' fans,

(2) Low-Volume Purge Subsystem
,

The low-volume purge subsystem will be designed to supply 100-i .

percent filtered air to the containment and in-core instrument room.
1

The supply subsystem will consist of a heating coil, a prefilter3 *

bank, a high-efficiency filter bank, and two 50-percent-capacity
supply fans.,

.

The exhaust subsystem will consist of a prefilter bank, a HEPA*

filter, and two 50-percent-capacity exhaust fans.

The sebsystem will be manually controlled from the main control*>

! room. A local panel will also be provided with fan status indica-
i tion lights and alarms actuated by high filter resistances.

A containment isolation ~ signal will trip the supply and exhaust*

fans.
4

In its August 18, 1989, response to the staff's request for additional
; information, EPRI stated that the design of the primary containment purge

subsystem will be consistent with the guidelines of Branch Technical Position
(BTP) CSB 6-4, " Containment Purging During Normal Plant Operation" (SRP Sec-
tion 6.2.1). However, the Evolutionary Requirrments Document doe.s-not require
the provision of charcoal filters for the containment purge subsystem. Should
a LOCA occur during .ontainment purging when the reactor is at power and
before the purge subsystem is isolated, fission products may be released to
the environment. The staff's evaluation of the elimination of charcoal'

filters is provided in Section 8.2.1 of this chapter and in Chapter 5. In,

addition, the staff will review the detailed system design operation and
' layout during its review of an individual application for FDA/Dr to ensure
: that the guidelines of BTP CSB 6-4 have been satisfied.

Containment Cleanuo Subsystem

The plant designer . carform an analysis of anticipated containment*

i airborne activity levels, estimated extant of personnel entries during
nomal plant operation, and radiation protection (ALARA) measures. This
analysis will result in the establishment of the functional requirements
for the containment cleanup and low-volume purge subsystems.

The containment cleanup subsystem will be designed as a non-safety-*

related,- non-seismic system powered from the permanent non-safety
distribution system.
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The subsystem will be designed to provide air circulation and filtration*,

to reduce the concentrations of airborne radioactivity for safe access
during r.ormai plant operation or af ter reactor shutdown. The system will
operate on an as-required basis for a predetermineo number of hours.

R F ?r Cavity Coolina Subsystem

The reactor cavity /ex-core instrumento. u , reactor support, and in-core*

instrumentation room ventilation subsystem will be designed as a non-
safety-related and non-seismic system for operation during normal plant
operation and loss of offsite power.

The reactor cavity cooling subsystem will be designed to maintain*

temperatures within the following specified limits:

- Reactor cavity average concrete temperature will be 150 *F with a
maximum local area temperature of 200 *F.

- Reactor support area temperature will be 135 *F with a maximum
concrete temperature of 180 *F.

- In-core instrumentation room temperature will not exceed 120 *F.

The subsystem will be provideo with two 100-percent-capacity divisions,*

each consisting of a cooling coil supplied by nonessential chilled water,
a supply fan, dampers, controls, and associated instrumentation.

The subsystem will be powered from the permanent non-safety power*

distribution system on loss of offsite power.

Conclusion

With the exceptions noted above, the staff concludes that the design require-
ments in Section 8.4.2 of Chapter 9 for the PWR containment cooling and
ventilation system do not conflict with NRC regulatory guidelines and are,
therefore, acceptable. The staff will review the need for charcoal filters
for the PWR containment cooling and ventilation system on the basis of 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix I, during its review of an individual application for
FDA/DC.

8.4.3 - Anaulus Building Ventilation System

Section 8.4.3 of Chapter 9 originally established requiremer.ts for the desigr.
of the annulus building ventilation system, if it is needed. However, EPRI
removed these requirements in Revision 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. Because the ALWR design is for a large, dry, free-standing steel
containment (not a dual contain ent with the annulus maintained at a negstive
pressure), and in keeping with EPRI's philosophy _of eliminating unnacessary
equipment, an annulus building ventilation system is no longer part of EPRI's
design. The staff concludes that deletion of the annulus ventilation system
from the evolutionary ALWR design does not conflict with regulatory require--
ments or guidance and is, therefore, acceptable.
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i 8.4.4 PWR Auxiliary Building Ventilation System

Section 8.4.3 of Chapter 9 states that the PWR auxiliary building ventilation'

system will consist of the normal ventilation subsystem and the filtered
j exhaust subsystem.

The key requirements for the auxiliary buildina normal ventilation subsystem
.

j are the following:
4

The subsystem will be designed as a non-safety-related. non-seismic*

system powered from the permanent non-safety distributa n system and
equipped with safety-related, seismically qualified isolation dampers.

The subsystem will be designed to perform the following functions:J *

i

{ - maintain the general area temperature within the range given in
Section 8.2.1.1.1 of Chapter 9

maintcin the ambient pressure slightly below atmt pherici -

1

'
- direct air flow from areat of lesser potential airborne contamina-

| tion to areas of greater potential contamination
1

1 - provide ventilation, cooling, and heating to all equipment in the
auxiliary building, including the ESF compartments, during normal'

plant operation

| provide filtered outside air to maintain the maximum permissible-

.

concentration levels in the cubicles within ALARA guidelines
!

- provide filtered outside air to general areas
,

- t r. . !de for a transit time of uafiltered exhaust air from the radia-
i aca conitors to the isolation dampers that is greater than the

damper closing time plus the radiation monitor response time
'

The supply subsystem will consist of a filter bank, an electric heating*

coil, cooling coils supplied by nonessential chilled water, and supply'

fans.

The exhaust subsystem will consist of exhaust-fans equipped with auto-*

; matic fl.ow controls.

The norraal ventilation subsystem will be manually controlled from a local*

panel provided with temperature and pressure indicators and fan status
lights.

On receipt of an ESF signal or a high-radiatior, signal at the uafiltered*

exhaust duct,-the system design will ensure the following automatic
actions: tripping of the normal ventilation subsystem, closing of the,

auxiliary building isolation dampers, and starting of the ESF compartment;

ventilation systems and the filtered exhaust subsystem.
,

; The key requirements for the auxiliary building filtered exhaust subsystem are
the following:
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The subsystem will be designed as a S3fety Class 3, eismic Category I*

subsystem with a Class lE power supply.

The subsystem will be designed to perform the following safety-related*

functions during accident conditions:

- exhaust the required quantity of air to maintain a negative pressure
of about 0.125-inch water gauge with respect to adjacent auxiliary
building areas in the ESF compartments

- filter the exhaust air before it is discharged to limit the offsite
dose to the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100

The subsystem will be designed to operate during normal (i.e., non-ESF)*

plant operation to reduce undesirable levels of airborne contamination.

The suasystem will be provided with two 100-percent-capacity divisions,*

er:h consisting of a bank vf prefilters, a HH filter bank, an exhaust
fan equipped with automatic volume control, and associated dampers,
ducts, instruments, and centrols. The Evolutionary Requirements Document
does not require the provision of charcoal filters for the auxiliary
building filtered exhaust subsystem. The staff's evaluation of the
elimination of charcoal filters from any emergency filter-unit is
provided in Section 8.2.1 of this chapter and in Chapter 5.

The subsystem control will be designed for automatic initiation on*

receipt of an ESF or high unfiltered exhaust air radiation signal and
manual start from the main control room.

A local control panel will be provided with all the switches, fan status*

lights, instrumentation, and alarms.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document indicates that, following a LOCA, only
a small amount of air will be exhausted from the auxiliary-building in order
to achieve a negative pressure of about 0.125-inch water gauge within_the
auxiliary building. The amount of makeup air required can be drawn in through
some predetermined openings. Therefore, EPRI states that the supply subsystem
will not be needed and will not be designed as safety related. Because of the
flexibility in system design, the staff will review the detailed system design
and operation and facility layouts during its review of an individual applica-
tion for FDA/DC to determine the need for a tafety-grade; supply system.

Pending resolution of the requirement for charcoal filters, the staff con-
cludes that the design requirements (with the exception of the need for a
safety-grade supply subsystem) in Section 8.4.4 of Chapter 9 for the PWR
suxiliary building ventilation system do not conflict with the guidance in
SRP Sections .9.4.3 and 9.4.5 and are, therefore, acceptable. However, the
requirements by themselves do not provide sufficieat information to make a-
determination that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate.
Therefore, applicants referencing the Requirements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification for alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

,
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9 LABORATORIES

Section 9 of Chapter 9 cf the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the
requirements for the laboratories (including counting rooms, cold chemistry
facilities, and calibration facilities) of an ALWR plant. The primary
functions of these laboratories are to provide (1) plant support services for
routine health physics analysis, (2) normal and postaccident cold chemical
analysis of required plant chemistry samples, (3) routine and postaccident
counting of plant radioactivity samples, (4) grab sample analysis, and (5) a
facility to store and secure radioactive calibration and check sources and
instruments being calibrated or repaired.

Section 9.2 of Chapter 9 states that the laboratories will be sufficiently
equipped to perait all critical onsite sampling specified in Regulatory
Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To
Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident." The
Evolutionary Requirements Document includes specifications for the plant
sampling and laboratory f acilities where normal and postaccident cold chemical
and radioactive analyses are to be performed. The document requires that the
plant designers ensure that suitable laboratory services, service connecticns,
support equipment, and instrumentation are pro't ded at the plant site.i
Moreover, Section 9.6 of Chapter 9 specifies tirat a computer system should
exist for evaluati.g the collected data. The document also requires that a
maintenance program be established for all the sampling and analytical
facilities. EPRI states that the plant designer will provide a detailed
description of the equipment and instrumentation to be used in these laborato-
ries. To maintain doses to laboratory personnel as low as is reasonably
achievable and to ensure reliable instrument radiation readings, radiation
counting rooms, instrument calibration areas, and checkout areas will be
located in low-radiation areas of the plant. Section 9.4 of Chapter 9 states
that laboratory check and calibration sources will be secured in shielded
storage areas to minimize radiation doses to laboratory personnel and to
ensure that low levels of background radiation are mainta'ned in counting room
areas.

Item III.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737 states that licensees must provide equipment and
associated training and procedurcs for accurately determining the airborne
iodine concentration in areas in the facility where plant personnel may be
present during an accident. Failure to address compliance with this item of
NUREG-0737 was identified as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 9. EPRI
has revised Appendix B to Chapter 1 to require compliance with 10 CFR
50.34(f)(2)(x vii) which addresses Item III.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737 on post-x

accident iodine sampling. The staff concludes that this is acceptable and
will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure that vendors provide
a list of specific equipment used to measure plant airborne iodine concen-
trations. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

The staff concludes that the functions and design features of the laboratories
comply with the guidance in Regulatory Guide 8.8 and SRP Section 12.5, " Opera-
tional Radiation Protection Program," and the Commission guidelines regarding
the chemical engineering and radiation protection aspects related to the
design and operation of the decontamination and the normal and postaccident
sampling systems and are, therefore, acceptable. However, by themselves they
do rat provide sufficient information to make a determination that the plant-
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specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore, applicants
referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document must demonstrate compliance
with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide justification for alterna-
tive means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.
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10 CONCLUSION

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 9 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for the design of site support systems do
not conflict with corrent regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However,
by themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC staff to
determine if the plant-specific design, operation, and arrangement of the site
support sy:,tems will be adequate. Applicants referencing the Evolutionary
Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the
additional guidance in the SRP, or provide justification for alternative means
of implementing the associated regulatory requirements. >

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 1 specifies requirements that,
subject to resolution of the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if
properly translated into a design and constructed and operated in accordance
with the NRC regulations in force at the time the design is submitted, should
result in a nuclear power plant whose site support rystems will perform as
designed and have all the attributes required by the regulations to ensure
that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of the public or to the
environment.
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; APPENDIX A
! DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS

Appendix A of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
i. aefinitions of terms and acronyms. 'The staff has provided a consolideted list
j of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report,
u
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APPENDIX B
GENERIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ISSUES

The original version of the Evolutionary Regtirements Document presented
EPRI's requirements to address the resolution cf generic safety issues in
Appendix B of each chapter. In the DSER for Chapter 9 the staff evaluated
EFRI's requirements to address the resolut'on of Issue A-29, " Nuclear Power
Plant Design for the Reduction of Vulnerability to Industrial Sabotage," and
identified open and confirmatory issues associated with this issue. EPRI
subsequently relocated its requirements to address A-29 to Appendix B to<

Chapter 1. The staff's evaluation of EPRI's req.iirements to address A-29 is
given in Append'.x B to Chapter 1 of this report. Therefore, these D.CT1 open
and confirmatory issues are closed.

,
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CHAPTER 10, " MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the SER documents the results of the NRC staff's review of
Chapter 10, " Man-Machine Interface Systems," of Evolutionary Requirements
Document through Revision 3. Chapter 10 was prepared, under the project
direction of EPRI and the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion
Engineering Nuclear Power; Duke Power Company; General Eltctric Campany;
MPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy Incorporated; Science Applications Interr.ational
Corporation; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and EPRI.

On October 26, 1989, EPRI submit:ed the original version of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document far staff review By letters dated
April 10, July 13. and August 2,1990, the staff requested that EPRI supply
additioni information. EPRI provided the information in responses dated July
23, October 12, and December 6, 1990. Topic papers in Appendix B of the
original version of this chapter were relocated to Appendix B of Chapter 1.

On October 8,1991, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 10 of the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document. On December 11, 1991, the staff and EPRI met with
the Advisory Cc:rmittee on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on Improved Light
Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 10, the staff's corresponding DSER, tha
nutstanding issues from the staff's review of Chapter 10, ano EPRI's approach

a resolving each issue.

On September 7,1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and
November 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respe:tively.

1.1 Review Criteria

section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary

'

Requirements Document.

1.2 Scoce and Structure of Chaoter 10

Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Ducument defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the man-machine interface
systems (M-MIS).

The key topics addressed in the Chapter ' review include EPRI-proposed designrequirements for

main control room design*

instrumentation and control system designa

compater applications*

human factors considerationsa
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The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of both the man-machine
interface systems and the other sections of the Evolutionary Requirements-

Document is provided in Appendix D of this chapter.

1.3 Policy Issues

| During its review of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
; staff did not ioentify issues that involve policy questions for the technical
| areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in the
j Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the this report.
!
: 1.4 Outstandina Isingi ,

l

The DSER for Chapter 10 of tha tvolutionary Requirements Document contained
,

the follrawing outstanding issues:

f Open Issuer ;

(1) independence of the software verification and validation review teams
(3.1.2, 3.1.4, and 6.1.5)*

! (2) use of commercial compilers for software used in safety systems (3.1.2)-

(3) dedication of commercial-grade sof tware (3.1.2'

(4) clarification of requirarents for analysis and validation testing of
: M-MIS (3.1.3)

(5) prohibition on controls and displays in main control room (3.4.4)

| (6) operator aids (3.4.5)

i (7) establishment and use of reliab'lity and availability estimates (3.5 and
3.5.4) difference between " practical" and " maximum degree practical"4

| (3.5.3)
! (8) component reliaoility of M-MIS (3.5 4)

| (9)- overall reliability of M-MIS (3.5.4)

| (10) sneak circuit analysis (3.5.4)

(11) minimum-tests for continuous on-line testing (3.6.1)

- (12) guidance on use of simulators and mockups (4.1.3)
;

(13) vulnerability of power supplies for alarm systems (4.3.1)

.(14) guidance on criteria to establish priorities (4.3,4)

(15) guidance on the maximum number of alarms (4.3.4)
,

.

! (16) alarm sequence recording (4.3.4)
4
'

(17) guidance on frequency allacation plan (4.6)

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.1-2
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(18) guidance on interference between communication systems and M-MIS
j equipment (4 5)

,

4

) (19) use of dial up telephone-type portable radios for security purposes
; (4.6)

) (20) environmental conditions for minimally used local control stations
; (4.9.2)
.

'

;~ (21) guidance on inadvertent actuation of controls at local control stations
(4.9.2)

.

| (22) guidance on data system characteristics (5.2.2)
4

| (23) expansion capability of multiplaxers (5.2.3)

| (24) reliabilitj of multiplexing system (5.4)

(25) software design aids and tools (6.1.1 and 6.1.5)

(26) quality assurance rcquirements for safety-related software (6.1.2)

j (27) configuration-management requirements for software (6.1.2)

(28) guidance on verificatina and validation plans (6.1.2 and 6.1.6)3

(29) guidance on software tc.n documentation (d.l.2)4

! (30) acceptance testino of commercially available software (6.1.2)

! (31) notification sr software errors or modifications of commercially
; delivered softwire products (6.1.2)
|

i (32) long-term configuration control of software (6.1.2)
:
'

(33) clarification of top-down structured design approach (6.1.3)

(34) gitidance on convolution of software structure (6.1.3)

(35) behavior of commercial software when assumptions are violated (6.1.3)

(36) diagnostic bypass during maintenance (6.1.3)
,

(37) guidance on t.emory protection (6.1.3)

(38) use of information by redundant safety channels 1(6.1.3)

(39) definition of reasonable testing and sufficient degree of confidence
(6.1.5)

(40) specification of the level of diversity 'n safety systems (6.1.6, 6.2.3,
and 6.2.5)-

(41)- guidance on performance of-reliability eva uation (6.1.6).
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(42) reference to liistitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 1050-1989 i

(6.2.2 and 6.2.9) |

(43) compatibility between M-MIS equipment and its external power supply .

systems (6.2.2) [

(44) alarmed, self-diagnostic feature on clock update (6.2.3)

(45) guidance on position of sensor isolation valves (6.2.5) {
(46) capacitance-type pressure sensors (6.2.5) !

i

(47) minimal acceptance review criteria for isolation devices (6.2.6) j

(48) voltage design of battery and de system (6.2.8) |
t

(49) standards for surge suppression (6.2.8)

(50) electromagnetic interference /radiofrequency interference (EMI/RFI) t

cnnsiderations for virine; shields (6.2.9)

(51) use of qu ofied isciators for wiring shields (6.2.")
i

(52) splices in raceways (6.2.12) {
t

(53) requirements for signal reconstruction (6.3.3) .

t

(54) use of interrupts (6.3.3) [
,

(55) redundancy of safety systems (6.3.4) j
!

| (56) selection of antomatic or manual control (7.2) ;

l
(57) operation of plant by load dispatcher (7.3)!

.

(58) continuous self-testing of actuation logic (8.3.2)
|

(59) security functions of M-MIS (10.2.1) ;

'

(60) radiation monitor placement, calibration frequency, and emergency power
provisions (10.2.1)

(61) compliance with Item II.F.1-3 of NUREG-0737 (10.2.1)
,

(62) criteria for airborne reactivity monitors (10.2.1)

(63) . manning of M-MIS that controls security functions (10.2.3) |

_(64) automatic reconfiguration of M-MIS that controls security functions
(10.2.3) :

'

(65) automatic self-testing feature of M-MIS that controls security functions
| (10.2.3)
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(66) guidance on exceptions to independence criteria for electrical systems
,

(Generic Safety Issues (GSis) 2 and 110);

| (67) 14-day maintenance criteria for M-MIS for reactor protection system,
j plant control system, ana plant information and monitoring systems

]
(GSI 75) (Appendix B)

; (68) safety-related operator actions (B-17) (Appendix B)

: (69) definition of local control stations (GSI HF 5.1) (Appendix B)

(70) functional centralization of local control stations (GSI HF 5.1)
j (Appendix B)

} (71) human factors tests and evaluations of alarm systems (GSI HF 3.2)
(Appendix B)'

i

; (72) inclusion of computer specialist on design and review teams (3.1 of
Appendix D)

,

| (73) organizational structure of the human factors .' unction (3.1 of Appen-
dix D)4

:

(74) guidance on systems analysis (3.2.1 of Appendix D)

,

(75) guidance on organization of plant information (3.2.1 of Appendix D)
!

(76) location of valve position indication (3.5 of Appendix D)

(77) applicability of human facturs cuidelines for new technology (3.3 of
Appendix D)

(78) illumination levels (3.3 of Appendix D)

(79) use of electronic,'ly displayed procedures (B.12 -and 3.4 of Appendix D)

(80) development 9 maintenance procedures (3.4 of Appendix D)

(81) selection anc qualificai. ion of plant personnel (3.5 of Appendix D)

(82) training requirements for top-level personnel (3.6 of Appendix-D)

(83) requirement to develop human factors verifict. tion and validation test
plans (3.7.1 of Appendix D)

(84) documentation of human factors test activities (3.7.2 of Appendix D)

(85) assessment of team performance (3.7.4 of Appendix D)

(86) reactor vessel level instrumentation system (Aopendix E)

Confirmatory Issues

(1) intention of use (1)
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:

(2) use of proven software and firmware (2.3)
~

(3) manual actuation control for automated systems (2.3)

(4) workstation redundancy (2.3)
;

; (5) verification and validatinn of software tools in design plan (3.1.2)

(6) review of existing light water reactor M-MIS design problems (3.1.3)

(7) responsibility for generating software test plans (3.1.3)

| (8) qualification of software-based on-board diagnostics and automatic )

testers (3.6.6) |
|

(9) installation of spare cable conductors (3.8.2) |
',

1

| (10) operatcr action emergency timing (4.2.2, 8.2.3, and Appendix B)

(11) elimination of nuisance alarms (4.3.3)'

:

(12) instrumentation for postaccident monitoring (4.4)

(13) testing for effects of EDI/RFI on safety and control electronics (4.6)

(14) use of antistatic carpet (4.7)

; (15) unauthorized actuation of +he remote shutdown stations (4.9.1)

(16) sabotage considerations regarding remote shutdown station contN1s that
support normal operations (4.9.1 and 4.9.3)

(17) sabotage considerations regarding time required to prevent-accidents
resulting from unauthorized actions in a remote shutdown station (4.9.1
and 4.9.3)

(18) impact of support software on installed software (6.1.2)

(19) software common-mode failures (6.1.6)

(20) coordination of reactor and power generation cra. trol systems (6.2.2)

(21) tradeoff between the use of intelligent switch logic and hardware i.nd
software complexity (6.2.4)

(22) qualification of sensors (6.2.5)

(23) fiberoptic standards (6.2.6)

(24) bypass of thermal overloads of Class JE motor-oparated valves (C.2.7)

(25) removal of power to motor-operated n'aes to meet single-failure
criterion (6.2.7)

(26) removal of NAMC0 reference (6.2.7)
i
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(27) manual valve position indication (6.2.7)

(28) internal and external leakage detection (6.2.7)

(29) non-Class IE I&C distribution connections (6.2.8)

(30) failure indication differentiation (6.2.8)
(31) time period for automatic actuation (8.2.3\

(32) tradeoff in trip signal selection (B.3.21

(33) comoliance with rule on anticipated transients without scan
(10 CFR 50.62) (8.3.2)

(34) tamper-proof reactor trip breakers (b.3.4)

(35) safety implications of instrumentation and control systems (Unresolved
Safety Issua A-47, GSI 76) (Appendix B)

(36) BWR water level instrumentation (GSI 101) (Appendix B)

(37) deletion of Appendix C to Chapter 10 (Appendix C)

(38) connectic9 of non-safety power supplies to the safety-grade pou r bus
(6.2.8)

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in detail in the
appropriate sec' ion of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical
notation following each issue. All issues identified in the DSER for Chap-
ter 10 of the Evolutionary Requiremants Decument have been resolvad.

1.5 Vendor- or Utility-50ecifis j tems

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed below. The designators in
front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The letter
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant designs. The first
number designates the chapter in which it is identified. The letter "V"
designates that it is a vendor- or utility-spe 'fic item. The final number is
the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.

E.10.V-1 software protection (2.3)

E.10.V-2 level of automatior (2.3)

E.10.V-3 review of equipment used fo,- displays to the operator (2.3)

E.10.V-4 methods to ensure operator alertness (2.3)

E.10.V-5 additional criteria for developing technology (?.3)

E.10.V-6 independent e of verification and val % tion aview teams (3.1.2)
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iE.10.V-7 use of commercial compilers for software used in safety systems;

; (3.1.2) -

E.10.V-8 dedication of commercial-grade software (3.1.2 and 6.1.2) j
*

j E.10.V-9 use of commercial-grade equipment (3.1.2) !

}

|
E.10.V-10 complexity of M-MIS (3.1.3)

E.10 V-Il clarification of requirements for analysis and validation testing
of M-MIS (3.1.3),

E.10.V-12 use of "nproven technology (3.2.2)
'

| E.10.V-13 operator aids (3.4.5)

E.10.V-14 quantitative reliability criteria (3.5)
i

E.10.V-15 establishment and 'ise of reliability and availability estimates
(3.5)

E.10.V-16 selection of equipment failure modes (3.5.1 and 6.2.7)

[ E.10.V-17 maintenance frequency (3.5.2)
t

E.10.V-18 reliability analysis (3.5.4),

i

E.10.V-19 component reliability of M-MIS (3.5.4)

E.10.V-20 overall reliability of M-MIS (3.5.4)'

E.10.V-21 minimum tests for continuous on-line testing (3.6.1)'

E.10.V-22 automatic reconfiguratior after failure detection (3.6.4)

E.10 V-23 surveillance period of automatic testing features (3.6.8)

E.10.V-24 automatic bypass initiation (3.6.10, 3.6.13, and 3.6.14)

E.10.V-25 module software concerns (3.7.4)

E.10.V-26 bypass and test lockouts during on-line repairs (3.7.6)
1

E.10.V-27 guidance on use of simul; tors and mockups (4.1.3) j
|

E.10.V-28 vulnerability of power supplies for alarm systems (4.3.1)- ;

1

E.10.V-29 alarm suppression techniques (4.3.3) |

E.10.V-30 guidance on criteria to establish priorities (4.3.4) |

E.10.V-31 guidance on the maximum number of. alarms (4.3.4)

E.10.V-32 guidance on frequency allocation plan (4.6)
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:

E.10.V-33 guidance oa interference between communication systems and M-MIS j
equipment (4.6)

E.10.V-34 unauthorfzed access to equipment in remote shutdown stations [
(4.9.1)

E.10.V-35 guidance on inadvertent actuation of controls at local control
stations (4.9.2) '

E.10.V-36 design of emergency operations facility (4.9.4)
;

E.10.V-37 modification af security boundaries during an emergency _(4.9.4) !

;

E.10.V-38 data storage methods (4.9.4) !

?
E.10.V-39 compliance of perimeter intrusion alarm system with 10 CFR 73.55(h) i

(5.2.1) :

E.10.V-40 guidance on data system characteristics (5.2.2) -

,

E.10.V-41 signal transport delay (5.2.5) '

E.10-V-42 acceptability of digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital convertors
!

(5.7) '

:
E.10.V-43 software requirement specification (6.1.2) -

;
i E.10.V-44 verification of software (6.1.2)

E.10.V-45 documentation of testing and verification of commercially available i

software (6.1.2)

E.10.V-46 acceptance testing of commercially available software (6.1.2)
,

E.10.V -47 configuration control of software purchased through software clear- Iinghouses (6.1.2)
.

.

E.10.V-48 guidance on convolution of software structure (6.1.3)

E.10.V-49 behavior of commercial software when assumptions are
violated (6.1.3)

E.10.V-50 guidance on memory protection-(6.1.3)
.

E.10.V-51 separation of databases for redundant safety-related devices
(6.1.3)

,

E.10.V-52 definition of reasonable testing and sufficient degree of confi-
dence (6.1.5)

E.10 V-53 specification of the level of diversity in safety systems-(6.1.6, '

6.2.3)

E.10.V-54 -specific methods used to meet the requirement.for diversity (6.1.6)
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E.10.V-55 elimination of EMI (6.2.2) |

E.10.V-56 compatibility between M-Mis equipment and its external power supply
systems (6.2.2)

E.10.V '7 signal validation methodology (6.2.2) h

E.10.V-58 capacitance-type pressure sensors (6.2.5) f

E.10.V-59 minimal acceptance review criteria for isolation device (6.2.6)
.

E.10.V-60 EMI/RFI considerat 4ns for wiring shields (6.2.9) ;

i

E.10.V-61 restoration state of control system components after loss of power !

(6.3.2) [

E.10.V-62 setting resolution for control parameters (6.3.3) !

E.10.V-63 requirements for signal reconstruction (6.3.3) >

!E.10.V-64 use of interrupts (6.3.3)

E.10.V-65 continuou, self-testing of actuation logic (8.3.2) !
,

E.10.V-66 radiation monitor placement, calibration frequency, and emergency r

power provisions'(10.2.1) {
E.10.V-67 compliance with Item II.F.1.3 of NUREG-0737 (10.2.1) |
E.10.V-68 criteria for airborne radioactivity monitors (10.2.1)

E.10.V-69 14-day maintenance criteria for M-MIS for reactor protection
system, plant control system, and plant information and monitoring
systems (GSI 75) (Appendix-B)

;

IE.10.V-70 procedures to assess unscheduled reactor shutdowns-(GSI 75)
(Appendix B) j

,

E.10.V-71 safety implication of instrumentation and control systems |
(USI A 47, GSI-76) (Appendix B) !

!

| E.10.V-72 - inclusion of computer specialist on design and review teams (3.1 of f
Appendix D)

,

i *

E.10.V-73 establishmoat of Q-list and associated equipment list (GSI 75)
(Appendix B) j

' E.10.V-74 handling of vendor interface (GSI 75) (Appendix B)
>

E.10.V-75 evaluate neutron monitoring system M-MIS (7.4) i

E.10.V-76 reliable operation of reactor trip breaker (GSI 75) (Appendix B) !

E.10.V-77 design of BWR water level instrumentatien (GSI 101) (Appendix B)
;

! EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.1-10.
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E.10.V-78 operator training and emergency operating procedures concerning
feed-and-bleed operations-(GSI 122.2) (Appendix B)

E.10.V-79 human factors organization (3.1 of Appendix D)

E.10.V-80 acoustical environments in operating control areas (3.7.6 of
i Appendix D)

E.10.V-81 :|gn reference documents include IEEE P1023/D5 (3.7.6 of.

Appendix D)

.

:

.

;

i

r

4

i
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2 SCOPE, OBJECTIVES, AND POLICY STATEMENTS *

2.1 Function and Scopa

Section 1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that
each M-MIS will include, to some degree, equipment with the following func-
tions:

data gathering equipment that monitors equipment and process variables*

data communication equipment that transmits equipment and process*

variables between data processing equipment and plant equipment

data processing equipment that manipulates data for use by plant=

operaticro personnel and/ot automatic protection and control equipment

plant information display ind control equipment that provides alarm and*

display media for plant personnel to access plant processes and equip-
ment status and controls to operate plant equipment

output processing equipment that provides tne necessary interfaces*

between plant controls ar,d plant equipment actuators

As described in the other chapters of the Evolutionary Requirements Document,
the interface between the fluid systems and the instrumentation system will be
at the connection of the fluid system to the sensor. For control systems, the
interface will be the connection to the fi.ial actuator wiring or tubing
through which the power or control signals will be transmitted. EPRI's stated
goal for this chspter is to provide design criteria that incorporate techno-
logical improvements and human factors considerations that will result in the
resolution of problems experienced in operating reactors. The staff concludes
that EPRI's definition of the M-MIS and the goals are acceptable.

Section 1 of Chapter 10 states that the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document includes all equipment regardless of supplying organization.
Chapter 10 requirements are not all inclusive but are aimed at resolving
specific problem areas or meeting specific utility objectives. The M-MIS
covered by the Chapter '.0 requirements include

instrumentation, including sensors and local instruments, for all safetye

and non-safety systems throughout the plant

automatic .nd manual controls for all safety and non-safety systems*

protection systems, including safety and non-safety systems*

diagnostic systems, including loose parts monitoring systems, rotating*

machinery diagnost.cs, and neutron noise monitoring

monitoring and control stations for the plant systems, including thea

main control room, remote shutdown control station, technical support
center, emergency operations facility, and local control stations (not

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.2-1
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,

every local control panel is specified, but requirements are provided
regarding when local controls should be provided and for the consolida-
tion and arrangement of these local controls into panels)

3

instrumentation and control power supplies, grounding, and environmental*

' compatibility

I computer systems for control, data acquisition, display, storage and*

retrieval, monitoring and alarms, technical support, and operations,

support

plant communications systems, including data, visual, and voice* *

i intraplant communication associated with plant operation and maintenance

a simulator for the design, verification, and validation of the M-MIS,*

i but not for the simulator ccmplex itself

2.2 Ob.iectives
,

Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
: that the M-MIS be designed to take full advantage of operator capabilities

without challenging operator limitations and that the human component be'

specifically included in the design. Appendix D of this chapter contains the
staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this section.

i

Section 2.1.2 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS design will be coordinated'

with the overall plant design. The staff agrees with this objective.

: Section 2.1.3 of Chapter 10 states that the control, protection, and monitor-
ing functions of the M-MIS will be designed with a consistent, integrated
approach so that these functions work together to enhance plant operation and

. . reduce operator burden. The Evolutionary Requirements Dochment requires that
i all control stations be integrated so that they perform as a coordinated whole

and provide a consistent and easily understood and manipulated man-machine
interface for plant operations and maintenance personnel.

,

.

The staff agrees with the objective of a consistent, easily understood M-MIS.
: However, the objective of integrated control stations in this section is

vague. The staff does not specifically disagree with this objective, but it
needs to be implemented by consideration of st 1 equirements as segmentation,'

separatirn, and single-failure criteria. The staff discusses this issue
further in Section 2.3 of this chapter under the heading " Main Control Room."

Section 2.1.4 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-Mis achieve very high reli-
ability. - Although it states that the M-MIS will be constructed of highly'-

reliable components and equipment, be well analyzed, and be tested, the
specific analyses and tests to be performed are not discussed. The M-Mis will

'.
be designed so that failures or problems in one function will not be able to
propagate into other functions so that the extent of the upset will be
minimized and the operator burden will not be increased. The staff agrees
with-this objective. The staff's evaluation of the EPRI reliability require-
ments is included in Section 3.5 of this chapter.

j

4

.
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Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 10 specifies that maintenance considerations and
possible future upgrades will be taken into account in the design of t!'
equipment. The staff considers this to be an area that needs improvement over

i operating reactors and agrees with this objective.
;

; 2.3 Policy Statements

4

EPRI intends t!.: policy statements in Section 2.2 of Chapter 10 of the
'

Evolutionary Requirements Document to provide a summary view of the direction
to be taken with regard to the requirements. These policies are discussed-

i below. The criteria that EPRI is using in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document to implement these policies are evaluated in subsequent sections of
this chapter.

i

M-MIS Systems Acoroach

Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS use modern digital
technology and that it be robust, segmented, fault ~ tolerant, and highly:

rel i able. Redundant equipment within a segment will be separated, and4

'

protection against the propagation of failures will be provided. Some;

parameters will have signal validation. Multiplexing and fiberoptics will be
i used when appropriate. EPRI requires that hardware and software be standard-
; ized and modularized. The equipment will include self-diagnostics and will be
~

compatible with the environment in which it is located. The staff concludes
; that these policies are acceptable.

Desion Process

| Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 10 states that the H-MIS design process will be'

directed by a single organization and will include utility engineering,
operations, and maintenance personnel. A continuous verification and valida-a

'

tion effort is to be performed in pa:allel with the design, by an independent
team, with particular emphasis on software design. The staff finds this
policy acceptable.3

! Reliability Inherent in Desion

Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 10 states that the H-HIS should possess defense
against the propagation of faults through segmentation, independence, and
other measures. These systems also will be sufficiently robust to prevent a
single failure from causing a forced outage. In its request for additional
information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to describe the.other
measures to be used. It concluded that this requirement might be too vague to
provide sufficient guidance for a designer to use effectively. It further
noted that this requirement appeared to preclude an integrated control system
(ICS) type of design. It asked EPRI to address the advantages of a segmented
design over an integrated design.

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the main purpose of
segmentation is to prevent the propagation of failures. The statements in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document are meant to encourage a vendor to take
whatever measures are needed to attain the goal. EPRI also stated that the

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.2-3
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segmentation requirement would prohibit a Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) ICS in ALWR ,

plants and that a highly interconnected ICS was not necessary to achieve
adequate plant performance and was more vulnerable to problems from a single
failure.

The staff concludes that these policies are acceptable. However, it does not
preclude the use of a B&W ICS. Specific reliability issues are evaluated in
Section 3.5 of this chapter.

Testina of Man-Machine Interface Systems

Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 10 states that the equipment used in the M-MIS will
be designed to support inservice testing and specifically to avoid the use of
lifted leads and jumpers. The staff considers this to be good practice and
acceptable.

Proven Technolooy

In Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 10, EPRI encourages the use of modern digital
technology to solve existing problems and make significant improvements over
previous designs. To avoid introduciny new problems, equipment that has been ,

extensively used or tested will be used. The staff concludes that this policy I
is acceptable. Further, in its submittal dated July 23, 1990, EPRI committed {
to revise this section to include software and firmware in the requirements

'

pertaining to proven technology. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff
identified this as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI has
revised this section to include software and firmware in the requirements
pertaining to proven technology. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is
closed.

Ooeratina Staff

Section'2.2.7 of Chapter 10 gives the number of people that the M-MIS control
room design must accommodate. EPRI states that the number of licensed
operators will be sufficient to satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(m).
The designer will verify the operator staffing levels using mockups and
dynamic simulation. EPRI anticipates that one reactor operator will be able
to control the plant during normal power operation. Additional information on
operating staff is provided in Section 4.2 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. In Appendix D of this cnapter, the staff addresses the
humen factors aspect of this issue

,

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff |

asked if expert systems or knowledge-based software was allowed or required to
reduce operator burden and what the criteria would be for their use. The use
of systems that might be considered expert' systems is allowed in- the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document.- In its response dated July 23, 1990, EPRI-
stated that the criteria pertaining to need and the demonstrated capabilities
required for the M-MIS will apply to any expert systems. This does not
violate any existing NRC criteria and is acceptable. However, computer
systems that are commonly referred to.as " expert systems" or " artificial
intelligence systems" will only be acceptable to the staff for use in safety
systems when they can be shown to be highly reliable and when specific design
and acceptance criteria are established. The staff will review software
protection during its review-of an FDA/DC application.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.2-4
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Human Factors Enoineerina

Section 2.2.8 of Chapter 10 states that significant emphasis will be placed on
human f:ctors during the M-MIS design process. Particular emphasis will be
placed on

(1) elimination of potential sources of human error

(2) reduction in the probability of human error through careful selection
and allocation of tasks

(3) provision for the detection of and recovery from human errors should
they occur and the detection of errors Lefore they affect the plant-

' The staff agrees that human factors should be considered during the design4

process rather than after. Appendix D of this chapter contains the staff's
evaluation of this subject,

in its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked if Item 1 above was a requirement for the instrumentation and control
system to be single failure proof. It also asked EPRI to explain how the goal
of error detection before the errors affect the plant is to be reconciled with
a reduction in anticipatory trips and simplification.

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that it is probably not possible
to make a practical M-MIS that will be single failure proof, unless the
systems are totally automatic. It considered operator error to be a factor
that the designer must address. The primary method in the Evolutionary
Requirements Document to reduce operator error is the basic improvement in
human factors considerations during the design. In its response, EPRI also
stated that it considered simplification to be consistent with reduction in
operator errors because of ease of use. Although the staff agrees with the
EPRI comment, it is aware that some vendors incorporate protection in their
software programs to prevent incorrect operator actions such as exceeding a
setpoint. The descriptions of these internal protection methods in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document add additional complexity to the system.
The benefits of these features, as well as other complexities (self-diagnos-
tics), may provide significant safety gains and are acceptable, but the staff
does not consider that such protection simplifies the system. Therefore, it
will address the tradeoffs associated with the complexity of such software
during its review of an FDA/CC application.

Level of Automation

Section 2.2.9 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will consider the system
response requirements, complexity of operation, operator burden, level and
duration of attention required, and so forth, when determining the proper
level of automation. Operator awareness of plant status and operator alert-
ness also must be considered. Automatic control systems should use fail-safe
featres when possible. The staff finds these policies acceptable; however,
it will assess the level of automation during its review of an FDA/DC applica-
tion.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.2-5
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: Main Control Room
f-

Section 2.2.10 of Chapter 10 states that the main control room (MCR) will be'

; designed by an interdisciplinary control room design team that is a subset of
; the M-MIS design team. The MCR will be integrated and coordinated with

facilities associated with other plant functions such as the engineering,
maintenance, management, and emergency response facilities. Personnel in the
MCR will use redundant, compact workstations with multiple electronic display-

1

i and control devices that provide organized, hierarchical access to alarms,
", displays, and controls. Large, upright integrated plant status panels and

top-level alarm displays viewable from anywhere in the MCR also will be used.;

Appendix D of this chapter contains the staff's human factors assessment of -i

i the MCR design process.
\
i EPRI requires the designer to consider the use of multifunctional display and

control features. An example provided by EPRI includes the use of a multi-'

functional control dulce for the operation of redundant safety trains and _of_;

i both safety and non-safety equipment.

| The Evolutionary Requirements Document requires that the equipment be designed
i to satisfy existing requirements such as Institute of Electrical and Electron-

ics Engineers (IEEE) 279,-lEEE 384, and Regulatory Guide 1.62, " Manual
: Initiation of Protective Actions." Regulatory Guide 1.62_ stipulates that no;

: single failure in the manual, automatic, or common portion of the protection
systems should prevent initiation of protective action by manual or automatic;

means. The designer is required to use existing defensive measures as
appropriate to ensure that the alarm, display, and control functions provided
by the redundant workstations meet these standards. Methods given in the.

Evolutionary Requirements Document to meet these requirements include segmen-
tation, separation, independence, diversi y, fault tolerance, signal valida-a

| tion, self-testing, error checking, and supervisory watchdog programs.

EPRI requires that a supervisor's workstation be identical to the operator's;

| workstation. Each workstation is required to include the ~following features:
:

Electronically displayed normal, abnormal, and emergency operating*

: procedures,

i Electronically displayed presentations of plant operational parameters=

i and technical data based on operator tasks and event categories. The
displays will include piping and instrument diagrams generated from;

computer-aided design software.

Electronically displayed alarms designed to minimize nuisance alarms.; *

Diagnostic aids also should be used.

5
Controls that are coordinated with the decisionmaking approach. The.

| controls do not need to be spatially dedicated.

A series of nonredundant, integrated upright displays and alarms will be
placed on the MCR walls to provide a large- plant mimic that will contain only-

,

a few key parameters.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.2-6
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In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
stated that the use of a multifunctional control device for the operation of
redundant safety trains and of both safety and non-safety equipment appeared
to be a basic violation of all standards involving diversity, redundancy,
separation, and defense-in-depth. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI agreed
that a multifunctional device could be constrected that would violate these
requirements, but that the design approaches it intends to use would meet the
requirements while providing a desirable compact workstation.

In its response, EPRI stated that the workstations will be redundant with any
single station capable of providing all needed monitoring and control func-
tions. In addition, EPRI stated that it would revise Section 4.5.6 of
Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document to include a requirement
that all automatically actuated safety functions have manual, conventional,
hard-wired system-level actuation controls in the MCR. Information indicating
that the systems have been actuated independent of the workstations also would
be provided.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified manual actuation control for
automated systems as a confirmator" issue. The staff has verified that EPRI
has revised the Evolutionary Requw ements Document. This DSER confirmatory
issue is closed.

In Section 2.2.10 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document,
EPRI originally described the super" 's workstation as normally disabled.1

In its request for additional infort" :n dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked EPRI to address the method useo to verify operability of a normally
disabled station. In its letter of. July 23, 1990, EPRI committed to delete
the paragraph and to provide an alternative text. The section would be
changed to state that after the failure of any one workstation, two worksta-
tions will be available. Certain controls will be provided by conventional
hard-wired methods. EPRI also committed to add sections to address worksta-
tion reliability, redundancy, and operability.

Thi.s was identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 10. The
staff has verified that EPRI has revised the Evolutionary Requirements
Document as stated above. This DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff-
asked EPRI to define the phrase " electronically displayed." In addition, the
staff asked why the top-level key parameter display for essential equipment is
required to be nonredundant. The staff considered that little guidance was
provided concerning the parameters that are to be displayed. By letter dated
July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the phrase " electronically displayed" was
intended to encompass cathode-ray tubes, plasme displays, and liquid crystal
displays. Specifically mentioned as items not included were meters, strip
chart recorders, annunciator windows, and backlit indicators. EPRI stated
that there was no need to make the overview board redundant, as the informa-
tion presented would also be available at the workstations. The staff
addresses the human . factors aspect of the displays in Appendix D of this
chapter. It will review the hardware and software aspects of the design in
the instrumentation and control scope of review for the specific equipment
selected during its review of an FDA/0C application.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.2-7
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j In Section 2.2.10 of Chapter 10, EPRI describes measurer to be taken to

.

enhance operator alertness. in its request for additional information dated,

! April 10,1990, the staff asked EPRI to provide additional information on how i

j this was to be accomplished. In the letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI refer- |
'

enced Section 3.4.2 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document4

and noted that further research was being conducted in this area. EPRI
,

considers some methods used to maintain operator alertness to be beyond the-'

scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff will address this

|
issue during its review of an FDA/DC application.

Other Control and Monitorina Stations-

,

Section 2.2.11 of Chapter 10 states that the same design policies as those
,

i used for the MCR M-MIS will be used for the technical support center,
emergency operations facility, remote shutdown station, local control sta-

;

tions, and other monitoring facilities. The Evolutionary Requirements'

Document states that the remote shutdown station will rely on local operation
i of some selected equipment.

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked EPRI to explain why some equipment would be excluded from the remote

~

shutdown panel and what the exclusion criteria were. By letter dated July 23,
1990, EPRI responded that this sectic of the Evolutionary Requirements'

: Document is only an overview-of the remote shutdown characteristics and that'
the task analysis and requirements described in Sections 3.1.3.3.3 and 4.9.3.1
of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provide additional
detail. in Appendix 0 of this chapter, the staff addresses this issue
further.

Protection From Obsolescence
,

Section 2.2.12 of Chapter 10 notes that state-of-the-art instrumentation and
| control is constantly changing. The M-MIS will be modularized, and standard-
i ization will be used to prevent the obsolescence of the equipment. The staff

concludes that this is acceptable.

Reaulatory Stabilization

Section 2.2.13 of Chapter 10 states that even though EPRI expects the M-MIS to
meet the existing regulatory requirements, many of these requirements do not
consider the use of modern digital technology. EPRI considers that-the
evolution of the detailed M-Mis design may necessitate new implementation of
the intent and purpose of existing guides a:d standards.

_

The staff agrees with the comments in this section. Although some rew
standards and regulatory guides (RGs) (e.g., RG 1.152, " Criteria for Program-
mable Digital Computer System Software in Safety-Related Systems of Nuclear
Power Plants") that account for mcdern digital technology have been created,-
the standards and RGs in the area as a whole are still not abreast of the
technology. Until such clear standards are in place, the staff expects that
issues relevant to determining the safety of a plant that uses modern dig;tal
technology will be resolved through extensive discussions and reviews.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.2-8
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i

The staff also expects the M-MIS to be designsd to meet the requirements of <

RG 1.153, " Criteria for Power, Instrumentation, and Control Positions of :
Safety Systems" (which endorses IEEE 603-1980, " Trial-Use Standard Criteria '

for Safety Systems for Nuclear Generating Stations"). The staff will use |
additional criteria as needed durirg its review of an FDA/DC application. i

;

2.4 Conclusion

The staff concludes that, the requirements in Section 2 of Chapter 10_ of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document da not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and guidance a-d are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do -

not provide sufficient information to make a determination that a' specific j
design application will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the ;

Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance :
with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan or provide justification for !
alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements. ;
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j 3 KEY REQUIREMENTS

The following sections describe both requirements proposed by EPRI and EPRI's
! rationale for each requirement. The staff considered the requirement and the
; rationale in its evaluation and used the same acceptance criterion (does not
'

violate any NRC requirements) for the rationale as for the EPRI requirements.
.

! 3.1 M-MIS Desian Process Requirements
2

; Section 3.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS design will be established by a defined process that is to be;

4 systematic and consistent. The following sections provide greater detail on
i this requirement. The staff agrees with the general criterion to keep the

design of the M-MIS under the control of a formal design process,

j 3.1.1 Overall Design Process Requirements
;

Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 10 requ;res that the M-MIS design meet the functional
; requirements without unnecessary compicxity sr.d without the use of unproven or
i highly developmental instrumentation or control strategies. The staff agrees

~

with these requirements.

) EPRI states iSat the M-MIS will be designed to emphasize the functional
; division cf the plant rather than the traditionally used division according to

physical systems. EPRI considers the basic functions to be reactivity4

control, reactor coolent pressure control, reactor coolant inventory and4

| chemistry control, rc.,ctor core heat removal, and steam gencrator water level
i control (in PWRs). For other sections of the plant, EPRI states that the
; functional divisions will be control of energy flow, control of the local
i plant environment, control of the release cf material to the environment, and

provision of water, air, and electric power services.<

:

: The emphasis on functional design before system and equipment design is
acceptable to the staff as long as the existing requirements are met. Some
requirements, such as verification and validation and-quality assurance, need
early implementation.

Section 3.1.1.2 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS will be fully integrated
with the remainder of the plant and that all modes of operution, including
severe accidents, will-be considered in the design. The staff agrees that
some examples (insufficient heating, ventilating, and air conditioning) have
shown that this area can be improved.

EPRI states that the M-MIS design will be applied consistently throughout the
plant regardless of system, vendor, or safety'. classification. The staff
agrees that a consistent application of design criteria is desirable. The
staff addresses the human factors aspects of_ this section in Appendix D of
this chapter.
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3.1.2 H-MIS Design Organization and Plan

Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 10 provides criteria for the design organization and
plan. It specifies that the design will be formally organized and directed by
a single organization, Also, the-designer will have broad experience in j

systems design and operation as well as instrumentation and control dtsign.
The designer may be an individual or a group.

Section 3.1.2.2 of Chapter 10 states that at least one individual design group
will be created within the M-MIS design group for the MCR and should include

engineers and designers for the nuclear steam supply system*

engineers and designers for the balance-of-plant systems*

human factors specialistse

utility engineering, operations, and maintenance staffa

To achieve standardization, the staff considers that the inclusion of the
utility in the design will require consensus, which does not currently exist
between the various utilities on design, operations, and maintenance.

Section 3.1.2.3 of Chapter 10 states that the design process will include
independent review of all aspects of the M-MIS design. Verification and
validation (V&V) of the M-MIS design will be performed. The staff finds this
acceptable. However, details regarding the independence of the review team
are not given. This section also references Nuclear Safety Analysis Center
(NSAC)-39, " Verification and' Validation for Safety Parameter Display Systems,"
which allows several different methods for establishing review team indepen-
dence. One acceptable approach listed in NSAC-39 is for the utility to
perform the review. The staff notes that because the utility is required in
the Evolutionary Requirements Document to be part of the design team, care
will need to be taken to ensure that the utility had separate groups with thist

capability. The second acceptable approach would be to.have a separate V&V
! contract with a firm experienced in V&V. A third acceptable approach listed
| in NSAC-39 is for the organization responsible for the development to perform
i or subcontract the V&V activities. However, individuals who do the V&V must
; not participate in the design or implementation of the M-MIS.

The guidance in NSAC-39 was intended for the non-Class lE safety parameter
j display systems. The approaches listed in NSAC-39 and referenced as examples

in the Evolutionary Requirements Document are acceptable to the staff provided!

additional clarification is added to ensure-that, for safety systems, the'

verifier will be responsible to an organizational supervisor other than the
.

designer. The independence of the V&V organization is:very imp 9rtant and will'

provide-a higher level of assurance that the verifier is-sufficiently removed
from the schedule and budget constraints of the design process and will remain

_

independent.'

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified independence of the software
V&V review teams as an outstanding issue. In its response dated January 28,

j 1992, EPRI-stated that it would modify Section 3.l~4 of Chapter 10 to require.

|
the review team to be technically, managerially, and financially independent

.

I of the design team. This is an important part of good V&V, and EPRl's
! clarification and inclusion are acceptable. Iherefore, this DSER open issue
: is closed.
1
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In addition, the staff will review details of the y ality assurance program of
the designer to ensure that sufficient independence of each review team is
maintained. The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this
section is contained in Appendix 0 of this chapter.

Section 3.1.2.4 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will prepare a compre-
hensive plan for the development and implementation of the H-MIS design that
at least includes

a schedule with milestones*

a configuration control plan for the design and design i olse

an M-MIS / plant systems interaction plana

provisions for utility participation*

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked EPRI to address the qualification requirement for compilers, test
equipment, on-line diagnostics, and so forth. The staff asked if this
software will receive the same V&V as the safety function software. In a
letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that this section will be revised
to address software tools in the design plan.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified V&V of software tools in the
design plan as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI has
revised the Evolutionary Requirements Document to address software tools in
the design plan. This confirmatory issue is closed.

In its July 23, 1990, letter, EPRI also stated that requiring designers to
provide compilers for the application software would probably result in the
designer developing a compiler for this special use, rather than using an
existing, well-proven compiler. The staff agrees that using a compiler with
extensive commercial use may produce more reliable software than a special-use
compiler.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified the use of commercial
compilers for software used in safety systems as an open issue. In its
response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that Section 6.1.3.10 of
Chapter 10 requires compilers, operating systems, and other supporting
software to be chosen from commercially available proven software packages.
The requirement also prohibits choosing a new or untried software package.
This is acceptable because it does not conflict with current regulatory
guidance. In general, the staff agrees with EPRI's intent; however, the
dedication of commercial products (including the items in this'section) for
use in safety systems is a topic that the staff vill evaluate during its
review of each FDA/DC application until accepteble generic guidance for the
dedication of commercial software is endorsed by the staff.

Dedication of commercial-grade equipment for use in safety systems has been an
area of concern to the staff. Problems have included processing methods and
vendors who misrepresent the capabilities or qualification of their equipment.
A more comprehen.51ve discussion of past concerns and actions can be found in
NRC Generic Letter (GL) 89-02, " Actions To improve the Detection of Counter-
feit and Fraudulently Marketed Products," and GL 91-05, " Licensee Commercial-
Grade Procurement and Dedication Programs." These past problems have been
experienced with equipment with significantly longer operating histories than
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the microprocessors and other newer equipment used in the M-MIS. In its-
request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI ,

to describe the method that will be used to determine if past design work on |
commercial-grade equipment was done properly and can be used for r.uclear j

safety system applications to take advantage of proven designs. The staff ;

also asked -if reverse engineering (determination of requirements from the end ;

product) is an appropriate method for software development. By letter dated i
July 23. 1990, EPRI responded that the intent of the requirement pertaining to |

proven design is to discourage the use of components that have a short opera- !
tional history. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that this was i

a good design philosophy, but it would evaluate design-specific implementation
for specific products during its review of an FDA/DC application. Therefore, j

this DSER open issue is closed. ;
;

The staff believes that it is possible to establish a realistic threshold
where experience with the operation of software substitutes for documented

*

V&V. However, this threshold is difficult to determine without a specific ;

design to evaluate. No program is in place that would ensure that the end 3

user:. and the staff are apprised of any problems caused by changes to commer- ;

cial-grade sof tware tools and other functional software. Section"3.1.2 of |<

Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document is acceptable because it |
contains nothing that is in violation of NRC requirements. However, it does !

not contain requirements for the dedication of commercial-grado equipment for !

use in safety systems. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that ,

-tEPRI should provide guidelines for'the dedication of such equipment and
identified this as an open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, *

EPRI stated that EPRI NP-5652, " Guideline for the Utilization of Commercial :

Grade Items in Nuclear Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07)," had been added i
as requested by the NRC. It also stated that EPRI, the utilities, and others i

'have embarked on a program to develop the qualification of commercial-grade
-

programmable logic controllers and guidelines for the dedication of commer- ,

cial-grade software. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with {

current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open.-issue is closed, i

However, the staff will evaluate this item in detail during its review of an [
FDA/DC application, j

3.1.3 Required Design Process Features f
Section 3.1.3 of Chapter 10 states. that the M-MIS design will ensure that _,
problems with existing M-MIS designs are identified ana features are i_ncorpo- [
rated'in the ALWR_M-MIS that provide satisfactory solutions of these problems. ;

The designer will include the following in the design process:

a comprehensive review at the beginning of the design process of- !*

existing LWR M-MIS designs to identify problems that have led to low r

plant availability and high maintenance burdens j,

. identification in the final M-MIS design of how each of the problems has*

been solved ;

Several references are provided as sources'of the information required.- In ,

its reg n st for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked :
| EPRI to describe in-more detail the type of review to be performed. In its- !

|_ response dated July-23,-1990, EPRI stated that it would revise this section to
| :
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provide more detail on the scope of the reviews. It stated that the review
will be comprehensive and systematic; will cover safety, availability, and
maintenance problems; and will include an assessment of the applicability of
each identified problem to the current design. The independent review

'

j required in Section 3.1.4 of Chapter 10 will explicitly cover the identifica-
tion, assessment, and solutions of issues identified in this review. Thea

staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this section is provided in
Appendix D of this chapter.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified the review of existing LWR
H-MIS design problems as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified thatt

/ EPRI has provided more detail on the scope of the reviews. Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

.

Section 3.1.3.2 of Chapter 10 requires that the following actions be taken in4

the design process to achieve a simple, plant-wide standardized design:

Prepare guidelines for standard design practice.*

Use standard component and systems designations.*

Track the numbers and types of components.*

| In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked EPRI to show that the simplification and standardization of the plant do:

: not compromise the defense-in-depth principles of General Design Criterion 22
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. .The staff was concerned that equipment
standardization within a single plant could reduce the diversity that exists
in past designs.

,

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that there is no inference that+

safety should be compromised to achieve its goals and described the positive
aspects of simplification, standardization, and segmentation. However, the
extensive use of camputer-based systems did not appear to the staff to be a

i simplification in the area of instrumentation and control. EPRI also noted
"

that the advanced technology planned for the ALWR M-MIS will be more complex
than current systems when measured by numbers of components. There is
extensive experience, in particular with foreign reactor projects, that.

demonstrates that these new designs are more complex than past designs and
require significant rigor in design control, such as strictly implemented V&V.
The staff does not-discourage the use of computer-based systems because_ there
appears to be a real potential for increases in safety for the reasons given

'
throughout Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff
will- evaluate the acceptability of the level of complexity of the system
design during its review of an FDA/DC application.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff noted that the standardization referred
to in this chapter of the Evolutionary Requirements Document referred to the
use of standard equipment within a singla plant. This chapter did not address
the 10 CFR Part 52 issue of a standard design that would be a single total
design implemented at more than one site. The staff concluded that thn
Evolutionary Requirements Document did not necessarily re" ire future plants
to be of the same design in the M-Mis area. -However, there are no require-
ments in the Evolutionary Requirements Document that would specificallyd

pre'clude standard plant designs.
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In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
stated that design standards and practices should be established before the
beginning of the design process. Section 3.1.3.2 of Chapter 10 states that
the design process will provide for the preparation of guidelines for standard
design practices. In its letter dated July 23, 1991, EPRI defined " design
practices" as detdled rules and not general guidelines for design. EPRI
further stated that use of new technology will require the testing and
evaluation of many alternatives before the design practices are selected.

Section 3.1.3.3 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS design process will result
in the explicit identification of the functions needed and the individual
tasks needed to perform the functions. The functions and tasks will include
all of those that affect the design and will be analyzed and validated using-
methods and equipment including mockups, modeling, and a full-scale simulator.

The following list is a minimum set of functions, identified in Sec-
tion 3.1.3.3.3 of Chapter 10, that will be provided:

allocation of functions between automatic and manual control*

allocation of tasks among workstations*

development of control and operation strategies* 4

assignment of responsibilities of the operating crew*

i

assessment of operator mental and physical workloade

selection of types of displays and their detailed characteristics*

selection of types of controlse

selection and arrangement of alarms and their integration into thee

control station designs

development of operating procedures and training requirementse

evaluation of the effects of credible M-MIS equipment failurese

verification and validation reviews*

The identified tasks and functions, including the bases for the allocations,
will be documented.

Section 3.1.3.4 of Chapter 10 states that the potential for and the conse-
quences of failures of plant and M-MIS components will be explicitly consid-
ered in the M-MIS design process. The functions and tasks required of the
operator when equipment fails are to be identified. The analysis and valida-
tion-testing of the M-MIS will include the failures and recovery from them.
In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that the clear indication of
such failures and the effects of any cascading or interaction failures should
also be considered and identified clarification of requirements for analysis
and validation testing of M-MIS as an open issue. In its response dated
January _28, 1992, EPRI stated that Sections 3.1.3.3.3 and 3.1.3.4 of
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Chapter 10 require that the failures of components be explicitly considered in !
the M-MIS design process. They also require that the functions and tasks that !
result from the operator coping with equipment failures be identified as part i

of the H-MIS design bases. This is acceptable because it does not conflict j
with current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. 2

'

However, the staff will evaluate this issue during its review of an FDA/DC
application.

Section 3.1.3.5.1 of Chapter 10 states that the design process will include
the development of digital computer-based dynamic models for the overall plant
response as well as individual control systems. These dynamic models are 1

required to be

suitable for analyzing both steaC-state and transient behaviora

used to confirm the adequacy of control schemes*

used to confirm the allocation of control to an automatic system or an*

operator

used to develop and validate plant operating procedures*

validated against tests of actual plant behavior, wherever practicablea

developed early enough in the design process that the systems can be*

modified if necessary

incorporated into the simulators*

documented*

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked EPRI to supply information concerning dynamic models and validation
testing. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that the dynamic models
will receiva the same level of V&V as other design programs. EPRI's statement
that the validation of the models against actual plant behavior is to be
performed "whenever practical" is intended only to eliminate tests that cannot
be performed at the actual plant, such as under severely degraded conditions.
The staff expects that ccnfirmatory measurements during startup to validate
software algorithms will be required, and EPRI indicates that it does not
intend to eliminate this validation step. The staff concludes that this is
acceptable. The staff's evaluation of the haan factore aspects of this
section is provided in Appendix D of this chapter.

Section 3.1.3.5.2 of Chapter 10 states that the control systems will' be
analyzed to ensure stability and correct response. Delays in signal propaga-
tion will be considered.

<

Section 3.1.3.6.1-of Chapter 10 states that-the design process will define the
test requirements in formal test plans. The test plans will include the
original validation testing, operational tests, and post-maintenance tests. ,

As a minimum, each test plan will
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identify the items to be tested-*;

identify any features that are not to be tested and the reasons why: *

describe the test approach-j =

specify the test case specificationsj *

specify the acceptance criteriai *
i

specify the test environment*

specify the test equipmenta

identify the group performing the test*

identify the test staffing requirements*
.j,

EPRI r u e e g rt def ea r te the formal test plans. In its

j request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff stated that
most V&V and testing programs do not allow programmers to test their own

i software at the formal test stage, although the developer should be required
to do testing during the development phase. Someone other than the developer

j should decide if the requirements and goals of the software have been met,
i although any testing that 'is recommanded by the developer should be performed
; during formal testing. The staff agreed with the requirement that the
? developer review and correct the results of the testing.- By letter dated

July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that Section 6.1.5.7 of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document requires the testing of the software to be

; independent of its development. It stated that it would modify Section
,

- |
6.1.5.7 to clarify the responsibility for generating software test plans.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified responsibility for generating
j software test plans as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI
; has modified Section 6.1.5.7 to clarify this responsibility. Therefore, this |

DSER confirmatory issue is closed, i

i Section 3.1.3.6 of Chapter 10 states that any inservice surveillance testing
i required to ensure equipment operation or to meet NRC requirements will be.

included in the previously listed test plans. Installation and startup testsi

; also will be included in these test plans. The staff's evaluation of the
human factors aspects of this section is included in Appendix D of this*

chapter.

3.1.4 independent Review of Design Process;

! Section 3.1.4 of Chapter 10 requires an independent review that includes
'

verification and validation as well as an overview of the entire design
process. As discussed in Section 3.1.2 of this cnapter, the independence of
the review team must'be specified to be acceptable to the staff.

4

Section 3.1.4.1 of Chapter 10 states that the reviewers will have technical
qualifications comparable to those of the designers. This is in accordance

-

with'American National Standards Institute / Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers /American Nuclear Society (ANSI /IEEE/ANS) 7-4.3.2-1982,'

" Application Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer Systems in Safety
Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations," and is, therefore,- acceptable.

EPRI requires that a preliminary review plan be established before the design
. -process is initiated. The final review plan will be established jointly by

2

'
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the designers and the reviewers. The independent review will start when the
design process is started and will continue through final testing.

Section 3.1.4.4 of Chapter 10 states that the reviewer will verify that the
M-MIS and plant systems functional requirements are met and that the hardware
and software specifications will satisfactorily implement the functional
requirements. The reviews will address

simplicitya

standardization*

reliability and availabilitya

protection against conrnon-mode failuresa

power supply failures and their effectsa

compatibility with the environment, includinga

- temper 7ture
humidity-

- radiation
- radiofrequency interference

electromagnetic interference-

- vibration and seismic loadings
- fire and fire suppression systems

flood-

- electrical transients and surges

maintainabilitye

human factors for operators and maintenance personnel*

protection against obsolescence*

flexibility and expandabilitye

constructibilitya

The staff concludes that consideratt n of these items in the design review is
good enginsering practice and is acceptable. The staff's evaluation of the
human factors aspects of this requirement is contained in Appendix D of this
chapter.

EPRI states that the review team will review the system and component test
plans, witness the tests, and review the test results. The review team is
required to review the completeness and accuracy of the design documentation.
It will also document its reviews and any deficiencies discovered. The
staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this requirement is
provided in Appendix D of this chapter.

3.2 Proven Technoloav

Section 3.2 of Chapter 10 of the Evoluticnary _ Requirements Document states
that proven technology will be used except when not available. In those
cases, the use of advanced systems and equipment may be justified if proven in
other applications.

3.2.1 Criteria for Proven Technology

Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 10 includes a reference to Section 11.2.1 of
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Documt, which defines prover.
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technology as an item that has been used for several years in LWR plants or is
otherwise specifically proven by the utility to be suitable for the applica-
tion. Chapter 1 also allows the use of unproven technology, if justified. |

Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 10 states that in addition to the Chapter 1 defini-
tion, M-MIS equipment will be considered proven if (1) it has at least 3 years
of documented, satisfactory service as modules of subsystems in power plant or
non-power plant applications similar to that in LWRs or (2) it has undergone a
defined program of prototype testing.

Ehll states that the primary empliasis of the ALWR is reliable power produc-
tion. The staff concludes that EPRI's definition of proven technology is
acceptable provided all the Commission's safety requirements also are met.

3.2.2 Criteria for Use of Unproven Technology

If a defined gair in simplicity or performance is 'ieeded that cannot be
obtained with proven equipment, Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 10 allows the use of
unproven equipment if testing or experience data justify Jt. The staff will
evaluate the acceptability of the use of such equipment during its review of
an FDA/DC application.

3.3 (git

Section 3.3 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
) that the costs of the M-MIS will be consistent with the same general cost
J guidance in Chapter 1 as that for other equipment, with an emphasis on total

life cycle and plant availability considerations instead of simple initial
cost considerations. Although cost coC 'jerations are outside the scope of
its-review, the staff considers that the emphasis on long-term reliability and
maintenance considerations is a positive goal.

3.4 Operator Actions
,

Section 3.4 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the operator and other plant personnel are to be considered in the M-MIS
design. The staff's comments on this section are given in Appendix D cf this
chapter.

3.4.1 Operator Workload

Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS design will not require the-
performance of tasks that would overburden the operators during normal, upset,
or emetsency conditions.

3.4.2 Operator Vigilance

Section 3.4.1.2 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS will be designed with
features that will facilitate operator activities and tend to_ keep operators
alert and attentive. The Evolutionary Require,nents Document requires-the
application of the guidance provided by EPRI HP-6'f48. In the rationale, EPRI
notes that the industry is studying the issue of operator vigilance and
additional guidance will be available in the future.
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3.4.3 Selection of Automatic or Manual Control

Section 3.4.3 of Chapter 10 states that the criteria for choosing between
automatic and manual control operation will include consideration of

operator workload !a

operator capability :*

experience*
,

operator vigilance -a -

complexity of hardware and software*
,

maintenance and testing burden*

consequences of and potential for malfunctions+

regulatory requirements*

The staff concludes that considetation of these items is appropriate. :-

3

3.4.4 Selection of Remote or Local Control

Section 3.4.4 of Chapter 10 states that the selection of local versus remote
(main control room) control will include consideration of

operator workload and access time i
-

operator capability and monitoring needs
'

*

local environment :
*

local monitoring needs **

complexity, maintenance, and testing burden*

malfunctions of remote equipment i*

experiencea

t

The staff concludes that consideration of these items is_ appropriate. The .

staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of thi's section is provided in ;
Appendix D of this chapter. ;

!n this section, EPRI originally stated that Section 4.9.1.2 of Chapter 10 I

specifically prohibits controls and displays in the main control room unless '

they support a defined task for the control room operators. However, Sec- ;
tion 4.9.1.2 appeared to address main control room location and access, and .

the-staff could not find the specific prohtbition mentioned above. In its
request for additional-information dated May 17, 1991, the staff stated thst ,

the reference should be changed to Section 4.9.1.1.
,

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified the prohibition on controls ;
and displays in the main control room as an open issue. In its response dated ;
January 28, 1992 to the request for additional information, EPRI stated that i

it would change the reference in Section 3.4.4-of Chapter 10 fam 4.9.1- 2 to -
.

4.9.1.1. EPRI made this change in Revision 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements .

Document. Therefore,_this DSER open_ issue is closed. )

3.4.5 Operator Aids ;
;

Section 3.4.5 of Chapter 10 states that the design will specify features for !
operator assistance. These aids will be in the form of computer-aided- !
cathode-ray tube displays and permanently posted information. The-designer -

also will evaluate the incorporation of active systems that will predict the j
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consequences of a potential action. The staff's- evaluation of the human !
factors aspects of this section is provided in Appendix D of this chapter. |

:
In the DSER for t,hapter 10, the staff rencluded that EPRI should provide more
guidance on the intentions and limitat' ons of this requirement and identified
operator aids as an open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI :

stated that the intention of this requirement is to encourage useful operator {
aids and to avoid operator aids that are distracting to the operator. EPRI -

also stated that the limitations of this requirement are as follows: operator !

aids must be related to a specific task, operator aids must be considered an
integral part of the overall M-MIS design, and operator aids are required to :

be included in all evaluations of control -station and M-MIS designs. This is i

acceptable because it does not conflict with current regulatory guidance, -

Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. However, the staff will review .!

this item during its review of an FDA/DC application. ;

!
3.5 Availability and ReliabilitJ

iSection 3.5 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the designer will establish quantitative reliability and availability |

criteria for the component parts and subsystems of the M-MIS. ;

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff :

asked EPRI to explain how the quantitative reliability and availability ,

criteria are to be determined. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded ;

that the estimates of core damage (s IE-5) and overall plant availability
(87 percent over the life of the plant) are provided in Chapter 1 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document and it is up to the designer to allocate
the reliability and availability to the various systems. The Evolutionary
Requirements Document does not describe how these estimates, especially of
software reliability, will be made with regard to the instrumentation and
control design. It is not c' ear how these criteria will be established or
used along with other defense in-depth concepts to-ensure adequate safety.

.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified the establishment _and use of
reliability and availability estimates as an open issue. In its response
dated January 28, 1992, EPRI statt/ that software reliability .is achieved by
the quality of the design. which is the product of a rigorous design process.
EPRI also stated that the rigorous design process ensures that the contribu-
tion of software errors to component and subsystem reliability is.insignifi-
cant. This is acceptable Lacause it does not conflict with current regulatory
guidance. The staff agrees that this is a very difficult subject-for which
detailed guidance cannot be established. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed. However, the staff will evaluate this item during its review of an
individual' application for FDA/DC.

3.5.1 Effects of Postulated M-MIS Failures

Section 3.5.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the designer perform a case-by-case
evaluation of plant equipment and select the appropriate failure state on loss
of power. It states that typically the protection systems' preferred failure
should be the safe condition. The control system will typically be designed
to fail to the most stable state. Protection systems will_not change state

| when power is restored and will initialize-to manual control. In its request
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for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to
provide additional justification for the initialization requirements. The
staff concluded that the protection systems should always, not typically, fail
to the safe state. The determination of what the safe state is at all times
may be difficult to establish in some cases. The rationale provided by EPRI
that the fail-safe requirements in the past were implemented in such a way
that the plant was in a safe mode only from a limited regulatory perspective
did not appear to the staff to provide guidance to the designer on how to
determine the safe state for any particular equipment. In its letter of
July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that the designer will select, on a case-by-case
basis, the appropriate failure state. Therefore, the staff will evaluate the
failure modes selected by the designer during its review of an FDA/DC applica-
tion.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document requires that, to the extent practica-
ble, the M-MIS and support equipment be single failure proof, including the
capability for the on-line diagnostics and testing.

3.5.2 Top-level Reliability Requirements

Section 3.5.2 of the Chapter 10 requires the mean time between forced outages
caused by multiple random failures to be 50 reactor operating years or more. 1

This requirement includes any outages required to avoid violation of technical
specifications. The mean time between failures of the M-MIS equipment that
result in the reduction of plant availability will be 5 years or more.

EPRI states that the mean time between failures that require corrective
maintenance will be 14 days or more for the protection, plant control, and
plant information and monitoring systems. In its request for additional
information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked if this section means that
corrective maintenance of the protection system every 14 days is acceptable.
By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the 14-day requirement is
intended t0 include checks and potential adjustments or repairs that would be
indicated by the self-testing or self-diagnostics. The staff will evaluate
the acceptability of the maintenance program during its review of an FDA/DC
application. This matter is discussed further in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of
this report.

3.5.3 Design Requirements for Availability and Reliability

Section 3.5.3 of Chapter 10 provides guidance for segmenting M-MIS control and
L monitoring systems to protect against failures of M-MIS equipment. Segmenta-
| tion is a major design requirement for the EPRI ALWR. If segmentation is not-
' achieved, then EPRI's functional requirement to prevent propagation of

unforeseen failures requires alternative design approaches that the designer
must specifically identify and justify. EPRI states-its. intent to extend the

! segmentation and separation currently required for the safety and protection
' systems to the control and monitoring functions. The staff agrees with EPRI

that this will improve the defense-in-depth aspects of the plant.. Segmenta-
tion mitigates the reduction in the defense-in-depth from that in the existing
analog designs that could result if central computers were used. The staff
concludes that the guidance for achieving this requirement does not conflict
with current regulatory requirements and is acceptable.
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Table 10.3-1 of Chapter 10 provides a list. of control and monitoring functions i'
that are required to be segmented. There are no specific NRC requirements for
the segmentation of control systems; theref ore, these are acceptable. .

However, these EPRI requirements prohibit an integrated control system, such
as those used in reactors designed by Babcock and 'Jilcox.

Section 3.5.3.1 of Chapter 10 states that for each of the segments listed in i

Table 10.3-1, different sets of sensors, transmitters, and data communication -

paths will be used when possible. Cross-checking or calibration and compensa-
tion between functions are alinwed if the designer ensures that a complete
failure in the instrumentation for one segment does not prevent the receiving
control function of another segment from performing adequately.

In addition, EPRI states that for each segment, different processors and power i

supplies will be used whenever practicable. In its request for additional [
information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked if the different processors

-

would be diverse. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the i

different processors do not need to be diverse but simply a different physical- |
piece of equipment. This is acceptable to the staff for the purposes of

Isegmentation within a safety train. However, many of the other sections in
ithis chapter describe the need for diversity in the design of the safaty

systems. [

EPRI also requires that, whenever practicable, data processing and data !
communication electronic equipment be housed in separate enclosures. Equip- t

ment for segmented functions may share a common room. The staff notes that in i

addition to the requirements of this section, EPRI also committed to meet
physical-separation regulatory criteria, such a:; those in Appendix R to 10 CFR {t
Part 50 and Regulatory Guide 1.75, " Physical Independence of Electrical |

Systems."
.

The different segments are to be provided with separate power supplies and
housed in separate enclosures to the maximum degree practical. In the DSER
for Chapter 10, the staff noted that EPRI did not differentiate between
" practical" and " maximum degree practical ." It requested that EPRI clarify
the distinction between these two terms and identified the definition of
" practical" and " maximum degree practical" as an open issue. In its response
dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the word " maximum" was used to add
special emphasis to the statement. This is acceptable because it.does not
conflict with current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed. However, the staff will address the designers' use of the word'

" practical" during its review of an FDA/DC application.

EPRI states that segmentation of the M-MIS is intended to mimic the plant
system segmentation. As discussed above, the existing regulatory criteria
still apoly, and in addition, the segmentation guidelines in the Evolutionary-
Requirements Document will apply for safety systems.

Section 3.5.3.3 of Chapter 10 states that the equipment will be designed for
the environment in which it will be installed-and that passive methods and
robust hardware are preferred. In the rationale, EPRI notes that the reli-
ability of the M-MIS equipment is ser.sitive to temperature and humidity;

| therefore, it requires that a means be provided to alert plant operators to a
loss of environmental control. The design of the M-MIS will be such that as
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long as the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) system is
restored within I hour of failure, there will be no loss of function and no
maintenance of M-MIS components will be required. EPRI has committed to meet
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.63 (station blackout rule) in Chapter 1 of the ;

Evolutionary Requirements Document. This may irvolve longer times when the "

HVAC system is not operable than those assumed in this section.

3.5.4 Reliability and Maintainability Analysis t

Section 3.5.4 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will perform analyses to
predict the reliability of the M-MIS. These reliability analyses are to be '

consistent with MIL-HDBK-338, " Electronic Reliability Design Handbook," and i

MIL-HDBK-217E, " Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment." In the
rationale, EPRI notes that these analyses are required to demonstrate that the ;

M-MIS design meets the quantitative reliability and availability goals. In
addition, Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the t

M-MIS will meet the requirements of Section 5.3 of IEEE 603 regarding qualita- i
!tive reliability goals for safety systems.
;

In its request for additional.information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
questioned the use of only these reliability analyses guidelines because they '

address the hardware issues but do not adequately address software reliabi-
lity. In its response dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that reliability :

values have been given and will be ' net. However, the staff will evaluate the .

; design-specific analysis during its review of an application for FDA/DC. !

Section 3 5 ".1 of Chapter 10 requires the designer to use the component !
reliability ;a in HIL-HDBK-217E or an equivalent source to quantitatively
determine I L mean time between failures. The resultant analyses will be ;
independently verified. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that '

the use of this method alone was not acceptable because the components for the ;'

M-MIS are substantially software-based digital systems and identified compo-
'

nent reliability of the M-MIS as an open issue. In its response dated .

January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the reliability analysis and component
reliability required in Section 3.5.4 are intended to be applied to hardware !
components only. As discussed above, software-quality is addressed through
the software design process. This is acceptable because it does not conflict
with current regulatory guidance; however, software reliability is an impor-
tant consideration in assessing the reliability of digital systems. There- 3

fore, the staff will evaluate this item during its review of an individual '

application for FDA/DC. This DSER open issue is closed.
-

!
EPRI states that the designer will perform reliability tests if adequate
reliability data are not available in MIL-HDBK-217E or other equivalent

,

*

sources. The general methodology for performing these tests is provided in i
MIL-STD-781, " Reliability Test Methods, Plans, and Environments of Engineering :

Development, Qualification,-and Production." MIL-HDBK-338 will be used as a :
guideline for the statistical analysis. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff '

concluded this method was acceptable for determining the reliability of the
hardware components but did not consider it acceptable for determining overall
M-MIS reliability. The staff requires the M-MIS to meet the requirements of '

Section 5.3 of IEEE 603 for reliability goals. The staff concluded that this '

section should be clarified to reflect this position and identified the '

overall reliability of the M-MIS as an open issue. In its response dated
r
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January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the determination of component reliability
data called for in Section 3.5.4.1 and the reliability tests apply to hardware
components only. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with current
regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. h.. er, the

staff will evaluate this item during its review of an individual application
for FDA/DC.

Section 3.5.4.2 of Chapter 10 specifies that the designer will perform
analyses of all hardware and software to identify unplanned operational modes.
This section refers to Mll-HD5K-338 as general guidance. In the rationale,

EPRI defines a sr.eak circuit as a latent condition in a system that may result
in unexpected operation that is not due to equipment failure but rather to
design oversight. The sneak circuit analysis (SCA) is a method for reducing
these design errors. EPRI states that because of the complexity and size of
many of the systems in the M-MIS, system testing to identify the sneak
circuits is not an economical or logistica11y feasible alternative. It also
notes that sneak circuits can appear in mature, thoroughly tested systems even
after long periods of field use, in the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff
concluded that SCA could be a useful tool; therefore, an across-the-board
elimination of system testing was unacceptable. It identified SCA as an open
issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document requires both system testing and SCA. This
response clarifies EPRI's intent that SCA is not expected to be a substitute
for system testing and is acceptable. This DSER open issue is closed.

Section 3.5.4.3 of Chapter 10 requires the designer to perform failure modes
and effects analyses consistent with the guidance of HIL-HDBK-338 and
MIL-STD-1629A, " Procedures for Performing a Failure Modes Effects and Criti-
cality Analysis." This analysis will L,e used to demonstrt.te that the M-MIS
meets the quantitative reliability and maintainability goals. The staff
concludes that this is acceptable, but notes that the requirements of IEEE 603
(which includes the requirements of IEEE 577 and 352) also apply.

I

Section 3.5.4.4 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will perform analyses ]of the M-MIS hardware to predict the amount of time that a system or component
will be inoperative because of maintenance. The guideline to be used is 1

jMIL-HDBK-472, " Maintainability Prediction." The results will be used to.
determine if the goals of Section 3.7 of this chapter of the Evolutionary

]Requirements Document have been met. The staff concludes that this is-
acceptable. !

'

3.6 Testability Reouirements ;

3.6.1 Continuous On-Line Testing

Section 3.6.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the capability for continuous on-line testing of hardware integrity will i

Ibe provided when practicable. These tests may include random access memory
and read-only memory failure checks, arithmetic processing unit failure !
checks, data link buffer checks, and central processing unit reset of watchdog 1

timers. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that the rationale
had to be clarified as to whether the tests listed were the minimum' tests to
meet technical specifications or other regulatory requirements and identified
min 4Jm tests for continuous on-line testing as an open issue. In its
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rerponse dated January 28, Isa , EPRI stated that this section requires that a
continuous on-line self-testing capability be provided for as much of the
M-MIS as is practicable. EPRI also stated that the continuous on-line self-
test can be used to satisfy the testing requirements of the technical rpecifi-
cation and regulatory requirements where practicable. The staff concludes
that the requirement for contite, self-diagnostics is good engineering
practice and is, therefore, acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed. However, the staff will evaluate the specific method used for meeting
a specific technical specification during its review of an individual applica- >

tion for FDA/DC.

3.6.2 Periodic Testing

Section 3.6.2 of Chapter 10 states that capability for periodic testing will
be provided and will meet Regulatory Guides 1.22, " Periodic Testing of
Protection System Actuation Functions," and 1.118, " Periodic Testing of
Electric Power and Protection Systems," and IEEE 338. The testion will be
manually initiated but t"tomatically performed. Automatic initiation of
testing is allowed where t can be shown that it does not affect system
function. The staff is not aware of any instances where these features proved
to be undesira le; therefore, this requirement i: acceptable. This type of
test capability also will reduce the likelihood of transients initiated by
human error.

3.6.3 Reliability of Testing Features

Section 3.6.3 of Chapter 10 states that the n.ean time between failures of the
M-MIS continunus on-line self-test features and periodic functional test
featurea will be equal to or greater than that of the equipment they are
testing. The staff concludes that this requirement is acceptable. The
failure of the testing features also should have no effect on the tested
system.

3.6.4 Reconfiguration After Failure Detection

Section 3.6.4 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS is to be designed so that,
if a failure is detected in the system, the M-HIS will automatically
reconfigure so that an additional single failure will not prevent system-level
protection or safety action. The staff agrees with the concept of additional
failure protection. However, it will evaluate the details of the automatic
reconfiguration setup during its review of an individual application for
FDA/DC. In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the
staff asked if this requirement would allow a safety channel to be automati--
cally bypassed and if operator notification was via the non-safety annuncia-
tors. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that the configuration would
not bypass the channel in the sense of preventing a trip - rather, it would
set up the remainder of the system so that a protection trip would occur when
needed, even.if a second failure should occur. In addition, EPRI responded
that although non-safety annunciation should be acceptable, annunciation of
the bypass..ia the operator workstations would be via safety-grade equipment.
The staff concludes that the requirements of this section of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document are acceptabl2.
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3.6.5 Failure Location Identification

Section 3.6.5 of Chapter 10 states that the test features will identify the
location of the detected failure down to the lowest replaceable module. The
staff agrees with this requirement.

3.6.6 Classification of Automatic Test Circuits

Section 3.6.6 of Chapter 10 states that the automatic testers will be classi-
fied as associated Class IE as described in IEEE 384. IEEE 384-1981 gives
criteria for the independence that can be achieved by physical separation and
electrical isolation. This standard does not address software-based systems,
and the staff has stated that the software-based on-board diagnostics and

'

automatic testers need to be qualified as Class lE. Section 5.5.3 of IEEE 384
states that associated circuits need not be qualified for performance of
function. The staff concludes that these automatic test circuits are being
used to verify-the correctness of the_ safety-grade hardware and sof tware that
cannot otherwise be verified and therefore are required to be the same i

classification. IEEE 384 requires the associated circuit to be tha same !

quality as the Class IE circuit and, for software, that would niean use of the
same verification and validation procedures. In its letter of July 23, 1990',
EPRI stated that it would add a new requirement, Section 6.1.5.10, to
Chapter 10 to require that all software and firmware used to meet the test-
ability requirements in this section be of a level comparable to that of the
base program software. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified this
as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI has m'dified
Section 6.1.5.10. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

3.6.7 System Reconfiguration for Testing

Section 3.6.7 of Chapter 10 states that built-in, manually initiated, automat-
ically performed test features will be installed to eliminate the jumpers and
lifted leads of previous designs. The staff considers this to be.a signifi-
cant improvement over current operating plants and concludes that this-
requirement 'is acceptable.

3.6.8 Safety-Related System Testing-

-Section 3.6.8 of Chapter 10 states that the-automatic testing features for the
safety-related systems will be sufficient to meet the technical specification

,

. requirements for' periodic surveillance as defined by Regulatory Guides 1.22 '

and 1.118 and IECE 338. The methods used to meet technical specification
requirements w111 be established for specific designs. Therefore, the staff
will evaluate the adequacy of the surveillance period of- these testing
features during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

3.6.9 Test Performance

Section 3.6.9'of Chapter 10 states that, as much as possible, the test
features of the H-MIS will be designed so that the tests can be performed when
the plant is at power. The staff agrees that test features should be incorpo--
rated into tne design;. therefore, this is acceptable.

_.
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3.6.10 Automatic Bypass

Section 3.6.10 of Chapter 10 states that when a test is initiated manually,
the correct bypasses will be established automatically. Regulatory
Gu.51.47, " Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant
Safety Systems," states (in the discussion section) that, generally, the
plant's administrative procedures require that the operator's permission be
obtained before any activity that would or could affect a safety-related.
system is initiated. The decision to grant such permission should be based on
a knowledge of the operating status of the safety-related systems, th'e extent
to which the activity will affect those systems, and whether the action is
permissible within the provisions of the license. The regulatory guide lists
the need for automat'.c indication of any bypass or inoperable status. It does
not address automatic initiation of the bypass. Because this EPRI requirement
does not violate na NRC criteria, it is acceptable. However, the staff will
evaluate the 19' al of implementation during its review of an individual
application fs. FDA/DC te ensure that the operators are aware of all automatic
bypasses for each test initiated.

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
noted that in the rationale for this requirement, EPRI did r.ot discuss the
tradeoffs between operator error and potential increased software error. By
letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that preliminary evaluations have led
to the conclusion that the use of automatic testing improves plant relia-
bility. The staff concludes that the requirements of this section are
acceptable.

3.6.11 Indicators for Test and Bypass Status

Section 3.6.11 of Chapter 10 states that local indication of pas; or fail for
the test and bypass status will be provided. Although not referenced here by
EPRI, the staff concludes that the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.47 will
be applied to this indication.

3.6.12 Test Result Records

Section 3.6.12 of Chapter 10 states that a printer interface will be provided
at the test cabinet to allow the operators to obtain a hard copy of the test
results. The staff has no reason to believe that providing this feature as a
convenience to the. operators will have an adverse effect on plant operations
or safety. Therefore, this feature is acceptable.

3.6.13 Removal of Automatic Bypass

Section 3.6.13 of Chapter 10 states that the bypasses will be automatically
removed when testing is complete. Indication will be provided for the
operators to verify bypass status. The staff concludes that this requirement
is acceptable and will evaluate the acceptability of its implementation ar '

part of its evaluation of automatic bypass initiation during its review of an
individual application for FDA/0C,
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3.6.14 Process input Signals )

Section 3.6.14 of Chapter 10 states that the safety system processors are
required to remain in their normal execution paths and, therefore, automatic
testing will be performed using simulated process input signals. However,
EPRI has not demonstrated that simulated inputs provide an accurate test for
all real conditions. The staff will need to see specific implementation
information before it can find this method acctptable. It will evaluate the
acceptability of this information as part of its evaluation of a'atomatic
bypass initiation during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

3.6.15 Test!ng at Initialization of Processors

Section 3.6.15 of Chapter 10 states that comprehensive self-diagnostic l
routines will be performed on initialization of all processors, in its

request for additional information Cated April 10, 1990, the :' #f asked EPRI
to evaluate the effects of a time delay following postulated M-MIS failures.
By letter dated July 23, 1990 EPRI responded that any additional time
required to get the system on line and operational will be considered in the
requirements pertaining to mean time to repair. The staff concludes that this
is acceptable.

3.7 Maintainability

Section 3.7 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS is to be designed for simpli-
fication of maintenance over the lifetime of the plant. The staff agrees with
the increased emphasis on maintenance concerns during the design phase.

3.7.1 Maintenance Burden

Section 3.7.1 of Chapter 10 states that the impact of maintenance activities
on the operator and maintenance personnel will be quantified.

1

3.7.2 Replacement of Equipment

Section 3.7.2 of Chapter 10 states ti at service life and replacement needs
will be considered in the design.

3.7.3 Modular Replacement

Section 3.7.3 of Chapter 10 state: that the M-MIS is to be designed so that |
normal repair activities will consist of simple module replacement in the
field and repair of the mode:. in the shop.'

3.7.4 Time To Detect v d Repair a Failure

Section 3.7.5 of Chapter 10 states that the time to detect and replace a
faulty module will be less than 4 hours average with a maximum of 8 hours for
any single module. This requirement u only required for equipment with self-
test capabilities or where possible. Any specific technical specifications
would still have si be met. TSe staff notes that this reouirement applies
only for those failuret that can be repaired by replacing the module, in its |

request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked how
these requirements pertain to reliability and how the detection of software

'
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errors and the correct.9n of errors are considered. By letter dated July 23,
1990, EPRI i.sponded that this section does not address correction of software
errors. EPRI considers those to be design errors that are addressed via the
verification and validation process. The staff concludes that module software
concerns and out-of-service time can be addressed in technical specification
requirements for specific designs; therefore, this requirement is acceptable.
The staff will address the technical specification issue during its review of
an individual application for FDA/DC.

3.7.5 On-Line Calibration

Section 3.7.5 of Chapter 10 states that any module that requires calibration
more often than during each scheduled refueling outage will be capable of
being calibrated on line while maintaining control, monitoring, and system
performance requirements.

3.7.6 On-Line Maintenance and Repair

Section 3.7.6 of Chapter 10 states that expected maintenance or repair will
not prevent any system from fulfilling its requirements. On-line repair is
preferred. The staff will evaluate bypass and test lockouts for the channel
that is not in repair during its review of an individual application for
FDA/DC.

3.7.7 Maintenance Human factors

Section 3.7.7 of Chapter 10 states that human factors with regard to mainte-
nance will be considered in the H-MIS design. The human factors issues are
evaluated by the staff in Appendix 0 of this chapter.

EPRI states that the designer will identify the maintenance tasks as part of
the design and will evaluate these tasks to ensure that they are simple and
well understood. Equipment will be labeled in accordance with the general
guidance of EPRI NP-6209, " Effective Plant labeling and Coding." In general,
the equipment will be designed to facilitate maintenance activities. Access
for maintenance personnel will be considered during the design process.

Section 3.7.7 of Chapter 10 further states that maintenance activities will be
designed so that they do not interrupt the operator at manned control sta-
tions. The M-MIS equipment will be designed to fac111 tate testing and repairs
without requiring the operator to assist. The operators will ba provided with
indication that testing or rephirs are being performed. Contrals and displays
used only by maintenance personnel will not be located on panel fronts unless
they are covered and do not crowd the operator's controls. 1

3.8 Constructibility

Section 3.8 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Reo"'rements Document specifies
that features will be included in the H-MIS desig to reduce construction time
and effort.
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3.8.1 Use of Proven Techniques

Section 3.8.1 of Chapter 10 states that proven manufacturing, assembly, and
installation techniques will be used for the fabrication and installation of
M-MIS equipment.

3.8.2 Minimization of Field Operations

Section 3.8.2.1 of Chapter 10 states that the H-MIS will be designed to
facilitate installation. Each module will allow installation and functional
testing before integration of the complete system. Shop fabrication of
modules will be used where possible, and the amount of field wiring will be
minimized.

Section 3.8.2.3 of Chapter 10 states that spare conductors will be provided in
wire harnesses and cables where )racticable, in the rationale, EPRI states
that the spare conductors could 3e used to replace wiring damaged during the ,

shipping nr installation of equipment. In its request for additional informa-
tion dated April 10, 1990, the staff stated that the use of spare conductors
might violate the factory acceptance testing described in Section 3.8.2.2 of
Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff considered
the inclusion of spares for )ossible future rnodifications to b9 a good design
practico but was concerned nout the rationale provided for installing damaged
equipment. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI clarified that its intent is
to provide sparo conductors for future modifications,

in the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified the installation of spare
cable conductors as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI
has revised Section 3.8.2.3 to note that damaged multiconductor cable would
normally require complete replacement; therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue
is closed.

3.8.3 Standardized Designs for a nstruction

Sectior: 3.8.3 of Chapter 10 states that the equipment used in construction
such as connectors and labels will be standardized as much as possible.

3.8.4 Schedule for Construction

Section 3.8.4 of Chapter 10 states that the construction, fabrication, and
installation of the M-MIS will support the overall plant construction
schedule.

3.9 Desian Flexibility
<

Section 3.9 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the design will provide flexibility for changes or replacement by
including spare capacities and modular design.

3.10 (pnclusion

The ' staff concludes that the requirements in Section 3 of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Recuirements Document do not conflict with_ current regulatory
requirements anc are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide
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sufficient information to make a determination that a specific design applica-
tion will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the Evolutionary
Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the
guidance in the Standard Review Plan or provide justification for alternative
means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.
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4 CONTROL STA110N REQUIREMENTS he
4.1 Control Station Desian Proc 1ss Reauirements d

Section 4.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document indicates
that the H-HIS design will be consistent throughout the plant. The staff's O
evaluation of the human factors aspects of this section is provided in E
Appendix D of this chapter.

f
4.1.1 Utilization of functions and Tasks

Section 4.1.1 of Chapter 10 states that the (ontrol station will be designed
-

on the basis of the overall identification of functions and tasks listed in
Section 3.1.3.3 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

4.1.2 Control Station Conceptual Designs

Section 4.1.2 of Chapter 10 states that, following the initial definition of ,

tssks, the designer will prepare a conceptual design for each control station.
This conceptual design will include a layout drawing of the station, identifi-
cation of the major control and display characteristics, a specific listing of
tasks in sequence, requirements for information and control, and preliminary
procedures for control station operation.

4.1.3 Review of Conceptual Designs

Section 4.1.3 of Chapter 10 states that the interdisciplinary design group
will review each control station conceptual design. The control station
review team will include human factors and operation specialists in addition
to the traditional engineering disciplines involved in the equipment design.
A static mockup of each control station will be used in the design process. "

The design process will provide for the use of active simulation of the
control stations. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that this
requirement, however, did not provide any guidance on when simulators were
necessary or when mockups were adequate. The staff concluded that EPRI should
provide such guidance and identified guidance on the use of simulator and
mockups as an open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated
that the intent of this requirement is to require mockups for all control room
panels and simulation for the main control room (HCR) and the remote shutdown
station, as a minimum. EPRI also stated that the requirement requires the
design process to identify any special workstation outside the HCR with a
unique need for simulation. This is acceptable because it does not conflict
with current regulatory guidance. However, this requirement still does not
provide clear guidance on when simulators are necessary or when mockups are
adequate. The staff will evaluate this item during its review of an individu-
al application for FDA/DC. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this section are
contained in Appendix 0 of this chapter.
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4.1.4 Iteration of Functions, Tasks, and Designs

Section 4.1.4 of Chapter 10 states that the design process will provide for
feedback, from the control station design to the original overall identifica-

,

t tion of functions and tasks, to correct any unsatisfactory control station
designs. The staff cone'.udes that this is good engineering practice and iss

) acceptable. The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this
section is provided in Appendix 0 of this chapter.;

4.1.5 Definition of Design Practices

Section 4.1.5 of Chapter 10 states-that-the design will follow the guidance on
human factors practice, such as that in EPRI NP-3659, " Human factors Guide for
Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Development," and EPRI NP-6209, " Effective
Plant Labeling and Coding <" These guidelines address the subjects that are to
be considered during the design process but leave the details and selections
to the designer. When the designer selects new technology for which published
human factors guidance is limited, EPRI states that the designer will develop
the necessary design practices based on the best available information. These
design practices will be verified by experimentation and simulation. The
staff finds that this requirement.is vague and appears to contradict the EPRI
requirement to use proven technology. As do many of the requirements in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document, this one will allow many designs or-
technologies. However, this requirement is acceptable because it does not
conflict with current regulatory requirements. The staff's evaluation of the
human factors aspects of this section is contained in Appendix 0 of this
chapter.

4.1.6 Documentation of Final Designs

Section 4.1.6 of Chapter 10 specifies that the final design of the control
stations will-be documented in detail. The staff concludes that this is a
good design practice.

The design configuration will be presented in a format useful to the opera-
tors.-- The design documentation for each control station-will-define the-

functions and tasks for that station. EPRI states that the design documenta-
tion also will define the common design practices'used for all stations and
will U cument any differences for a specific station. It will also include
the generic operating procedures. Appendix 0 of this chapter contains the
staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of generic operating proce -
dures.

,

4.2 Operatina Crew

Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 10 of the-Evolutionary-Requirements Document indi-
cates that the M-MIS design will accommodate the normal shift staffing and the
en.orgency operations staffing, including supervisory personnel and NRC
observers. -The designer will- specify the responsibilities to be assumed by
operating crew members so that the utility can plan staffing and training.
The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this section is
contained in Appendix 0 of this chapter.-
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In its request fer additional information dated April 10, 1990, the u aff
asked EPRI to tddress the staffing requirements for maintenance personnel
because the mean time-to-repair estimates were relativeli short for complex
equipment. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI respon. that the specific
maintenance personnel requirements will not be defined until experience with
the new technology is gained. The staff concludes that maintenance staff
requirements should be developed during the testing and validation of newer
designs. Since the technical specifications will address the time that a
system can be out of service rather than a required maintenance staffing
level, this requirement is acceptable.

Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 10 provides a list of assumptions regarding operator
staffing during emergencies that are to be used in performing the analyses
required by EPRI in Section 3.1.3.3.2 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. The staff concludes that these assumptions are
consistent with current regulatory requirements for licensed operators and are
acceptable.

Section 4.2.2.2 of Chapter 10 originally required that the time for an
operator to react in an emergency be less than 20 minutes. However, the
design would not prevent the operator from taking action before 20 minutes,
in its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked EPRI to address manual scram and the use of a longer time limit. By
letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the time requirement wuuld be
changed to 30 minutes, including manual scram. In Revision 4 " '.he Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document, EPRI changed the time requireme for an
operator to react in a emergency to not less than 30 minutes.

In Sections 4.2.2, 8.2.3, and B.6 of the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff
identified operator action emergency timing as a confirmatory issue. The
staff has verified that EPRI has modified Section 2.3.3.5 and Table 1.2-5 of
Chapter 1 and Section 4.2.2.2 of Chapter 10 to require not less than 30
minutes for an operator to react in an emergenc,r. The 30-minute response time
is provided through plant characteristics, such as large steam generator and
pressurizer inventories and reactor coolant system pressure control and heat
removal, which will enable the reactor and other systems to meet challenges
without operators being required to take action within the first 30 minutes.
Therefore, this DSER confirmatory-issue is closed.

Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 10 specifies that the main control room (MCR) will
support a maximum of eight crew members with provisions made for three active
observers, one from the NRC, one from the plant owners management, and one to
handle communications during emergencies. However, current agency procedures
(NVREG-0845, Agency Procedures for the NRC Incident Response Plan and Informa-
tion Notice (lN) 86-10, "NRC On-Scene Response During A Major Emergency")
indicate that one NRC observer will initially report to the control room in an
emergency (or technical support center (TSC) if activated) and that two NRC
observers (and possibly a third person) will be located in the control room as
part of an expanded site team. This was identified as an open issue in DSER

moreeffectivelocationforthesecondNRCobservcrmightbet{eTSCbecause
for Chapter 10. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI tated that a

o

of the EPRI requirements that TSC personnel nave access to all the monitoring
data available to the control room operators Snd that hey tn: R to visually
monitor activities in the MCR (;ither by dire ~ct viewid cr closed-circuit TV).
EPRI further stated that the specific work areas for the observers in the MCR
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will allow for temporary occupancy by two persons when the personnel are being
relieved. The staff finds that the EPRI concept for accommadating an expanded
NRC site team in the event of an emergency is acceptable. Therefore, this
DSER open issue is closed.

However, recent operating experience (IN 91-77, Shift Staffing at Nuclear
Power Plants) has indicated that during emergencies it may be necessary for
the licensee to ex)and its shift staffing beyond that indicated by EPRI in
Section 4.2.3 of C1 apter 10. EPRI should retain the flexibility to accommo-
date additional staffing in the MCR in the event of an emergency. The staff
will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure that sufficient space
has been provided in the MCR to adequately respond to-all events.

Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS will be designed so that a
single operator can accomplish all normal functions, including taking the
plant from hot standby to full power and back again. In the rationale, EPRI
states that it is not its intent that this requirement be in noncompliance
with current regulatory requirements regarding the number of licensed opera-
tors required for plant startup. EPRI expects that if operations can be
performed under normal, routine circumstances by a single individual, the
additional personnel who will actually be available will be free to handle
upsets and emergencies. The minimum number of licensed operators required to
be on shift and on site is specified in 10 CFR 50.54(m). -In addition, the
staf f's position on the selection, _ qualification,_ and _ testing of operating
plant personnel is given in Appendix D of this chapter.

Section 4.2.5 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS will be designed so that the
normal shift crew can start up and shut down the plant. Operators at local
control stations are still expected for these operations.

Section 4.2.6 of Chapter 10 states that the design will be based on the
operator skill levels at existing plants when practicable or the designer will
specify any differences in these levels.

4.3 Alarms

Annunciators are also discussed by the staff in Appendix D of this chapter.

4.3.1 General Alarm System Requirements

Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS will include a main process
alarm system and local alarm systems. The alarm systems will alert the
o)erators to off-normal conditions and assist them in determining the state of

,

tie plant. Emphasis will be placed on minimizing distraction and unnecessary '

workload. EPRI states that the design will follow the guidance of EPRI
NP-3448, "A Procedure for Reviewing and improving Power Plant Alarm Systems,"
and EPRI NP-3659.

The function and task analysis will specifically address alarm information.
The alarm system will be testable to verify its operating status. The
effectiveness of the alarm system will be verified with a real-time, dynamic
simulator. The designer will-defin the measures used to judge the effective-
ness of the alarm system early in the design process. Recent operational
experience has shown a vulnerability in the power supplies for the alarm-
system. Therefore, in the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI
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should reevaluate the design basis for and the reliability of power supplies
for the alarm system and identified vulnerability of these power supplies as
an open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that even
though the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not include the power
supply requirements unique to the alarm system, it requires the alarm system
to cope with the potential failures as discussed in Section 3.1.3.4 of
Chapter 10 and to accommodate the single failures in the H-MIS without a
resulting forced outage. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with

.

current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
| However, the staff's concerns about the reliability of the alarm systems
i extend beyond not causing a forced outage; therefore, the staff will evaluate

this issue during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

! 4.3.2 Selection of Alarm Conditions

Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 10 indicates that a consistent approach will be used
! in selecting plant conditions that are to be alarmed. The staff concludes
i that this is a good engineering practice and is acceptable.

The alarms will be presented in a " dark board at power" format; that is, no
alarms should be present when the plant is operating normally at full power
with all systems in their normal configuration. The Evolution:ry Recuirements
Document references EPRI NP-3448 for guidance. in its request- for acditional
information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to describe the ..iethod
that would be used to verify operability of the dark-board alarms. In its,

letter of July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the method would be similar to'

the current method, that is, primarily periodic testing. The staff concludes
that this is consistent with current regulatory practice and is acceptable.

EPRI states that the designer will outline a' response procedure for each alarm
condition. The operator will be provided the capability to establish tempo-
rary alarms and setpoints for specific conditions. In its. request for
additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to provide
additional justification for this requirement. Although the staff encourages
operator input during the design, it concludes that operator manipulation of
software, alarms, and setpoints during plant operation needs to be evaluated
in detail. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that this requirement
ic limited to providing the capability for additional operator-defined alarms
to monitor special, temporary situations without affecting the required
alarms. The staff concludes that this requirement does not conflict with
current regulatory requirements and is acceptable.

EPRI states that the designer will document the basis for each alarm selection
and will follow the guidance in EPRI NP-3448.

4.3.3 Alarm Processing

Section 4.3.3 of Chapter 10 states that the alarm system will be designed to
minimize the potential for nuisance alarms and to allow time filtering or
delays and conditioning of the input signals. EPRI states that the designer
will evaluate individual alarms to examine the potential for nuisance alarm-
ing. The following will be considered in the evaluation:
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all modes of operation*
maintenance of the associated system or equipment*

possible momentary alarmsa

allowable system transients*

alarm input noisee

unusual system lineups*

other conditions*

EPRI states that the designer will select the alarm setpoint, delays, condi-
tioning logic, and other features on the basis of the evaluation of the
criteria listed above, in its request for additional information dated
April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to address the tradeoffs between nuisance
alarms and the added complexity of the system and the possibilities of not
getting the alarm when warranted. By letter dated July 2|. 1990, EPRI
responded that it would revise this section to add a requirement that the
elimination of the nuisance alarms specifically not prevent alarms when
warranted.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified elimination of nuisance
alarms as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI has modified
the Evolutionary Requirements Document as stated above. Therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

EPRl_ indicates that an alar %at has more than one input will have the
capability to actuate again if an alarm condition occurs after a first alarm
has occurred and been acknowledged. The staff concludes that this is a
desirable feature and is acceptable.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the alarm system will be
designed to minimize the number and rate of alarms during plant upsets. The
primary method will be the use of component- and system-based logic to make
the alarms less likely to occur unnecessarily. Alarm suppression scheries are
allowed if justified by the designer. The staff concludes that this require-
ment is acce) table. However, it will evaluate the methods to be used and the
details of tie suppression schemes during its review of an individual applica-
tion for FDA/DC.

.

4.3.4 Alarm Presentation

Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 10 provides requirements to ensurs-that alarm
information will be prese ted so that both individual and crew needs are
supported. The alarms wili be integrated with the controls and displays for'

ease of use by the operator.

The alarms that require a short response time by the operator will be spatial-
ly dedicated, continuous, and located with the controls and displays for the !

'

function that is alarned. Both the normal and alarm state will be presented.
The alarus are to be grouped by system or function. . EPRI indicates that the
designer should use the guidance in EPRI NP-5693 and NP-3448. Alarms will be-
prioritized, and the priorities will be established on the basis of criteria
that will be part of the design practices. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the
staff concluded that this requirement did not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and was acceptable. However, it did not provide any criteria for
the assignment of priorities. The staff concluded that EPRI-should provide
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such guidance and identified guidance on criteria to establish alarm priori-
ties as an open issuc. In its response dated January 28, 1992 EPRI stated
that prioritization of alarms will be based en relative importance or urgency
and the time within which the operator must take action. EPRI also stated
that the detailed definition of prioritization would pre-empt the design
process and would be unlikely to result in a well-balanced and integrated
alarm system. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with current
regulatory requirements. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. However,
the staff will evaluate this issue during its review of an individual applica-
tion for FDA/DC.

The number of alarms assigned the highest ariority will be limited. in the
DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded t1at this requirement was acceptable,
but there was no specific guidance as to the maximum limit that would be
considered accepta)1e. The staff concluded that EPRI should provide such
guidance and identified guidance on the maximum number of alarms as an open 3

issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992 EPRI stated that setting a
single quantitative limit on the number of high-priority alarms will be
defined in detail as part of the design process. This is acceptable because-
it does not conflict with current regulatory requirements. Therefore, this
DSER open issue is cit. ed. However, the staff will evaluate this item during
its review of an in m icel application for FDA/DC.

The display capacity used for the alarms will not be exceeded during accident
situations, and paging of the display will not be required to view all of the
highest priority alarms. The prioritization will be evaluated using real-time
simulation.

EPRI states that the alarm system controls will be located so that the
operator can respond adequately and so that they can be read by the operator
from the control station being used to respond to the alarm. The alarm system
will have different tone capability so that the operator will be-able to tell
from the tone and the direction of the sound what the priority and general
system involved are without looking. The alarms will be treated as an
integral part of the design.

Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 10 states that each alarm will be tagged to a
resolution of 2 seconds or less. Points that are specifically designated as
sequence-of-events alarms will have a resolution of 4 milliseconds cf less,
unless the designer demonstrates a longer time resolution is acceptable.

At least 4 hours of recorded alarm sequence will be provided. The time
sequence of alarms will be kept as a permanent record of plant operation. In
the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that this requirement was accept-
able as long as a method is provided to make co)ies of the alarm sequence so
that a continuous alarm sequence will be availa)1e for events exceeding
4 hours and identified alarm sequence recording as an open issue. In its
response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the intent of this section
is to ensure that the MCR operators have immediate access to a detailed time
sequence of alarms at their workstations to support their actions. In
addition, the purpose of this alarm record is to help the operators understand
events leading up to and causing an upset. Maintaining a complete historical
record of all alarms in the aftermath of a major accident, however, is not the
purpose of this alarm record. EPRI also stated that the existing provisions
of the Evolutionary Requirements Dacument require a complete record of alarms
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(greater than 4 hours) and a capability for retention and later access. This
recording is beyond the currently required recording and, therefore, is
acceptable. This DSER open issue is closed.

4.4 Djjphyl

Section 4.4 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Recuirements Document specifies
that the displays will be designed using the guicance of EPRI NP-3659 and
NP-3701, " Computer-Generated Display Guidelines" (Volumes 1 and 2). In its
request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI
to address how the display requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumen-
tation for Light-Water-Conled Nuclear Power Plants To Assesa Plant and
Environs Conditions During and following an Accident," will be implemented.
By letter dated July 23, 1990 EPRI responded that the requirements will be
met with the normal cualified instrumentation. Some items will be on the
overview panel in addition to the workstations. EPRI stated that it would
revise Section 4.9.1.8 of Chapter 10 to require that postaccident monitoring
to be accomplished with normal plant instrumentation.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified instrumentation for post-
accident monitoring as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI
has revised Section 4.9.1.8 as stated above. Therefore, this DSER confirmato-
ry issue is closed.

Section 4.4.1 of Chapter 10 indicates that the number of different types of
displays will be minimized.

Section 4.4.2 of Chapter 10 states that position or status information will be
provided directly rather than through the demand signal. The staff concludes
that this is a generally desirable feature and is acceptable.

Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 10 indicates that displays will clearly indicate loss
of functionality. Loss of power to a meter will not result in failing to
midscale, which could be interpreted by the operator as a valid signal.

Section 4.4.4 of Chapter 10 states that indication for valves will be provided
at the control location and other places as needed. Continuous indication
will be provided for throttling valves. In Section 6.2.7 and Appendix 0 of
this chaptcr, the staff discusses further the requirements for valve indica-
tion.

Section 4.4.5 of Chapter 10 states that indication of current draw will be
provided for any major motor that can be started from the control station.
The indication will identify the normal starting and running current draw.
This does not apply to motors that operate briefly.

Section 4.4.6 of Chapter 10 states that indicator lights that use a- single
light element such as incandescent bulbs and light-emitting diodes will not be
used.

Section 4.4.7'of Chapter 10 states that conventional paper-and-ink strip chart
recorders will not be used. The data recording function of the recorders will
be provided by the plant data system.
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Section 4.4.8 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will evaluate the need
for coordinating the tasks of multiple workstations when the stations are ,

located in the same room. Displays will be included in the design process.
The main control room will include a display that will provide the values of !

key operating parameters, including power level, high pressure, temperature,
and flow rate indication, and the operational status of essential components
that are controlled or monitored from the control room.

Section 4.4.10 of Chapter 10 specifies that closed-circuit television will be
used for areas that are not easily accessible to the operators because of the
need to keep radiation exposure of personnel as low as is reasonably achiev-
able or other considerations. This is acceptable.

The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this Section 4.4 of
Chapter 10, is contained in Appendix D of this chapter.

4.5 Conttois

Section 4.5 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
the designer to develop specifications for the H-MIS that are consistent with
the guidance of EPRI NP-3659. As noted in the rationale. this guidance does
not prescribe the design details but rather identifies the attributes that
have to be considered by the designer.

Section 4.5.1 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS design will minimize the
number of different types of controls as much as possible.

EPRI requires that each control identify the power source of the controlled
device. However, Section 4.5.2 of Chapter 10 does not give any specific
method for accomplishing this task.

Section 4.5.3 of Chapter 10 specifies that the normal control position will be
identified consistently.

Section 4.5.4 of Chapter 10 requires-that measures other than locked controls
be used to prevent the inadvertent actuation of controls and that key-locked
controls not be used for controls that may need to be actuated in response to
an emergency. The staff concludes that this requirement is intended for plant
safety and process controls and is not applicable to key-locked controls that
may be necessary for single insider protection in the design of security alarm
station consoles. The requirements of Section 4.5 of Chapter 10 specify
desirable attributes for controls and are acceptable.

The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects ~of Section 4.5 af
Chapter 10 is contained in Appendix n of this chapter.

4.6 Voice smmunication Systems

Section 4.6.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the scope of _Section 4.6' includes both in-plant communications for
operations and maintenance and communications outside.the plant, such as
communication with a load dispatcher as well as with agencies with which
communication is needed to support. emerge:.cy operations. Requirements for
specific security system communications are included in Chapter 9 of the
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Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff agrees that the general
communication requirements of Chapter 10 are also applicable to security
communication systems, as clarified in EPRI's letter dated October 12, 1990.

Section 4.6.2 of Chapter 10 states that the primary, dedicated means of
communication between operators during normal or emergency operation will be
by portable, wireless communication equipment supported by appropriate hse
stations, antennas, amplifiers, and/or repeaters. A plant-wide paging system
will be included. Dedicated phone links primarily will be used for offsite
communications. The staff notes that extensive wireless communication will
increase the emphasis on consideration of electromagnetic interference (EMI)
in the design of the M-MIS. However, the ute of this type of ccmmunication
system is not specifically excluded in NRC regulations and may be necessary to
meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 73; therefore, it is acceptable.

This section, in addition to identifying areas for the designer to evaluate,
specifies the communication designer will develop a frequency allocation plan
to ensure that there is no interference between communication systems and to
ensure compatibility with the EMI/radiofrequency interference (RFI) measures
taken by the electronic and computer designers. In the DSER for Chapter 10,
the staff concluded that this was a good engineering goal and was acceptable.
However, no specific guidance on methods to achieve this goal was provided.
The staff concluded that EPRI should provide such guidance and identified
guidance on a frequency allocation plan as an open issue. In its response
dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the allocation of frequencies
requires detailed technical information that depends highly on the specific
plant and equipment design. EPRI also stated that it is not practical to
provide specific guidance or requirements on the frequency allocation plan
itself. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with current rer'ila-
tory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. The staff,
however, will evaluate this item during its review of an individual applica-
tion for FDA/DC.

Section 4.6.2.2 of Chapter 10 requires the designer of the communication
system to include an analysis of the specific commun cation needs and the
specific design requirements in the design-basis docimentation. Additional
communication needs for security operations are addrussed in Chapter 9 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document and the interface with Chapter 10 noted
therein. Requirements for security communications also are specified in
10 CFR 73.55(f).

Section 4.6.3 of Chapter 10 indicates that the method preferred by EPRI for
dedicated wireless communications is a point-to-point method similar to
cellular telephones in which each receiver can be specifically addressed. The
capability to have open multiparty communication will exist. Adequate
equipment is to be provided to ensure clear communications.

EPRI states that potential high-noise areas will be considered in the communi-
cation system design and the plant designer will provide adequate means to
alert personnel in high-noise environments to use the communication systems.

The design of portable communication equipment will be integrated with the
design of protective equipment, including diving suits and respiratcrs, so
that personnel wearing this protective equipment will be able to communicate
effectively. EPRI states that the design will apply the guidance developed by
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EPRI on voice communication tystems that are compatible with respiratory
protection (EPRI NP-6559). The staff concludes that this is good design
practice and is acceptable.

Section 4.6.3 of Chapter 10 states that an ample (unspecified) number of
comunication channels will be provided. This section stipulates that there
will be no interference between the communication systems and M-MIS equipment.
The communication designers are required to define the worst-case emissions
from the communication equipment, including the type, magnitude, frequency
content, and locations. All potential uses of the communication gear will be
considered. EPRI states that adequate protection will be provided for the
M-MIS equipment. Maintenance activities will be considered. The communica-
tion system also will be protected from the M-MIS equipment to the extent that
clear communicatini.s are maintained, in the DSE3 for Chapter 10, the st rf
agreed with this goal and concluded that it was acceptable. However, because
of the potential effects of EMI/RFI on the M-MIS equipment, the staff con-
cluded that EPRI should provide design guidance regarding implementation of
this goal and identified guidance on interference between communication
systems and M-MIS equipment as an open issue. In its response dated Janu~
ary 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the Evolutionary Requirement Document requires
the designer to design the communication equipment and all M-MIS electronic
egyipment so that there will be no interference between the communicat 9n
system and the M MIS equipment. This is acce) table because it does not
conflict with current regulatory guidance. Tierefore, this DSER open issue is
closed. The staff, however, will evaluate this item during its review of an
individual application for FDA/DC.

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
stated that Section 4.6 requires an extensive, fairly powerful, portable,
wireless communication capability. This requirement requires extensive
EMI/RFI testing of all safety electronics and probably should require testing
of all control electronics for susceptibility. Existing, otherwise proven
equipment has shown definite susceptibility to interference from wireless
systems significantly less powerful than this proposed system. Analysis
without testing may not be acceptable to the staff. By letter dated July 23,
1990, EPRI agreed that testing was required and stated that it would revise
Section 4.6.3.6 to add the requirement.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified testing for the effects of
EMI/RFI on safety and control electronics as a confirmatory issue. The staff
has verified that EPRI has added the requirement as stated above. Therefore,
this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

Section 4.6.3 also states a preference for telephone-type dial-up wireless
equipment, with a requireme t for open channel or ' party line" communications
for situations that require it. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff
concluded that, although the requirements intended to ensure effective
communications from any part of the plant are important to security communica-
tions and address concerns discussed in NRC Information Notice 83-83, "Use of
Portable Radio Transmitters Inside Nuclear Power Plants", the dial-up
telephone-tyoe portable radio preferred by EPRI might not be suitable equip-
ment for security armed response personnel. It identified the use of dial-up
telephone-type portable radios for security purposes as an open issue. In itsletter dated July 22, 1991 EPRI modified Chapter 10 to explicitly include
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security communications in the analysis and definition of specific communica-
tion needs required by Section 4.6.2.2 of that chapter. ihis change ade-
quately addresses the staff's concern; therefore, this DSER open issue isi

closed.

10 CFR 73.55(e)(1) requires that onsite secondary power supply systems for
nonportable communicatior, equipment required by 10 CFR 73.55(f) be located in
vital areas, which in turn are required by 10 CFR 73.55(c) to be located in a
protected area. The staff states its concerns regarding the protection of the
combustion turbine power supply in Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 11 of this report.
Chapters 9 and 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document require a dedicat-
ed security system diesel generator and an uninterruptable power supply.

EPRI states that the comunication system will be designed to be highly
reliable and resistant to failures and that it will be powered from reliable,
backed-up sources of onsite power. Section 4.6.4 of Chapter 10 states that
the communication station in the main control room will be designed so that
the operator can use more than one station easily and the communication
equipment will not impede use of the monitoring or control equipment.

Different tones or lights will be used to alert the operator to specific
communication equipment. The communication signals will be easily distin-
guishable from the other signals and alarms at the control station. The
communication equipment will b identified so that it can be easily located.

Adequate voice communication will be possible between control room operators
and technicians working in the control room. Because Section 4.7.6 of
Chapter 10 specifies an ambient noise level of less than 60 dB(A) ard the
control room is designed to be relatively small, the staff considers this
requirement will be achievable and concludes that it is acceptable.

The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of Section 4.6 of Chap-
ter 10 is contained in Appendix 0 of this chapter.

4.7 Arranaement. Environment. and Ecutoment

Section 4.7 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the arrangement of the M-MIS will be designed in accordance with the ,

guidance in EPRI NP-3659. This-guidance addresses those items that should be
'

considered but does not provide specific design guidance.
1

EPRI states that the contr01 stations will be arranged and have an environment '

and equipment-suitable for the functions and tasks assigned to it. The staff
concludes that this is a good design practice and is acceptable.

Section 4.7.2 of Chapter 10 states that the control stations also will have
features that will enable the operators to complete the reporting, logging, j
and related activities that do not directly involve equipment control func-

Jtions.

Test and maintenance provisions will be specifically included-in the control
station design. The staff concludes that this is a good design practice and
is acceptable. >
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The control stations will have operator-adjustable lighting (between 10 and 50
foot-candles). EPRI indicates that this is consistent with the resulto
documented in EPRI NP-5989, " Effects of Control-Room Lighting on Operator
Performance, A Pilot Empirical Study."

The control station design also will include a list of materials, spare parts,
and references that are to be stored at or near the control station.

The areas that will be continuously staffed will have an ambient noise level
less than 60 dB(A), including the use of the emergency heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning system. The staff considers this to be a positive goal
and agrees with the 01.1 rationale that it should be obtainable.

The Evolutionary Recuirements Document specifies that continuous 1v staffed
areas will be proviced with carpet and sound-absorbing walls and ceilings
whose materials are selected for fire resistance and ease of upkeep. -In its
request for additional information dated t,pril 10, 1990, the staff requested
that, because of the expected quantity of electronic components that are
susceptible to damage by static discharge, Section 4.7.7 also specify anti-
static carpet. In its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI agreed with the
comment and committed to revise thi3 section.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified use of antistatic carpet as a
confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that EPRI has modified Sec-
tion 4.7.7 to include the antistatic carpet for protection against static
discharge. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of Section 4.7 of Chap-
ter 10 is provided in Appendix 0 of this chapter.

4.8 Control Panels

Section 4.8 rf Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the panels for the M-HIS will be designed in accordance with EPRI
NP-3659. The equipment location on a panel will be determined by the func-
tions and tasks identified for the control station. Final arrangements will
be determined after review in a full-scope simulator. The designer will
provide a consistent approach to identifying the functional divisions of the
panels and the components. The panels will be designed to facilitate future
modification.

'

The design configuration drawings will include defined space for any required
operator aids, which are also to be specified by the designer.

4.9 Reauirements for Soecific Control Stations

4.9.1 Main Control Room

Section 4.9.1 of Cha>ter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the design of tie main control room (MCR) will be consistent with EPRI
NP-3659.
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EPRI specifies the basic requirement that the control stations will be
designed to petform the tasks assigned to them. The designer will specifi-
cally identify paths to and from the MCR for specific tasks. Access by
personnel to and from the MCR will not interfere with the activities of the
control room operators.

EPRI states that the MCR will be designed to accommodate personnel other than
direct operating staff. Access for NRC inspectors, utiitty management,
personnel providing engineering assistance, personnel performing maintenance
activities on MCR eautpment, shift supervisor, and administrative supoorti

personnel will be included in the design of the MCR. Access also will be
provided for fire brigades.

Two exits will be provided for E R evacuation. Section 4.9.1.2.3 of Chap-
ter 10 states that the remote shutdown stations will be accessible to opera-
tors evacuating the MCR from either of two independent exits without the use.
of security devices, such as keys or key cards, os electric power. The staff
considers the remote shutdown panel to be vital equipment as defined by
10 CFR 73.2. Vital equipment is required by 10 CFR 73.55(c) to be located in
a vital area, to which access from within the protected area requires passage
through a physical barrier. All unoccupied vital areas are required by
10 CFR 73.55(d) to be locked and protected by an activated intrusion alarm
system, and all points of personnel access to vital-are;s arc required to be
posi-tively controlled. if the remote shutdown statior.2 and the MCR were part
of a larger vital area, the requirements of both Section 4.9.1.7. 3 and
10 CFR 73.55 would be met, if not, same acconmodation may have to be inade for
Section 4.9.1.2.3.

The staff recognizes the importance of providing rapid access to remote
shutdown panels. Provisions are included in 10 CFR Part 73 to accommodate the *

need for rapid i;igress or egress of individuals during emergency conditions or
situations that could lead ta emergency conditions. In its letter dated
July 13, 1990, the staff ashed EPRI to supply additional information on how
the requirements of Section 4.9.1 would be made compatible with all of the
10 CFR Part 73 requirements discussed above. By letter dated October 12,
1990 EPRI committed to include additional requirements-in Sections 4.9.1,
4.9.3 6, and 4.9.3.8 of Chapter 10 that should provide protection against
radiological sabotage resulting f rom unauthorized actuation of the remote
shutdown stations. Tt.ese requirements will limit the functions that could be
taken away from the MCR and will alert the control room in a timely manner
that the remote shutdown station has been actuated,

in the OSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified three confirmatory issues
(one for Section 4.9.1 and two for Section 4.9.3). These additional require-
monts will cause the M-MIS designer to specifically consider the potential
sabotage vulnerability of any controls added to a remote shutdown station to
support normal plant operations and will ensure that annunciations in the main
control *oom of actions to enable or transfer control to a remote shutdown
station provide adequate time for operators and plant security to take actiun<

to preclude a serious accident. The staff has verified that EpRI has included

the revisions in Sections 4.9.1, 4.9.3.6, and 4.9.3.8 of Chapter 10. There-
-fore, the three confirmatory issues are closed,
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: The staff concludes that the remote shutdown panel also needs to be protected
i from tampering that does not involve its actuation but could render it useless

to operators if not discovered before it is needed in an emergency. In ae

letter dated OctoLer 12, 1990, EPRI stated that it is unlikely that positive4

} means such as physical locks would be compatible with the functions of a
i remote shutdnwn station, if safety considerations are found to outweigh

positive means of controlling access to the remote shutdown panel, the staff>

i concludes that there should be some mechanism to detect unauthorized access,
i such as tamper-safe cabinet door alarms to annunciate access to displays and
! controls at normally unmanned vital control stations. The staff will evaluate
j proposed resolutions of this concern during its review of an individual

application for FDA/DC. :;
.

i Section 4.9.1.4 of Chapter 10 specifies that a restroom will be provided for
; the operators and that kitchen facilities will be provided near the control
; area for the operators' comfort.
5

i Space will be provided in the MCR for shift turnover operations and for
i emergency equipment needed for control room personnel. The designer will
| Identify any such equipment as part of the design and the assumptions for the
| need.
I

j 4.9.2 Local Control Stations

| Sen. tion 4.9.2 of Chapter 10 states that the local stations will be considered
; part of the M-MIS and will be designed to the same criteria as the MCR. EPRI
: states that normal operation will not allow the controls in the MCR to be
I overridden from a local station or actions to be taken that generate a false

display signal. However, this requirement allows such operations if it is
Pnpractical to design the M-MIS on this basis (during maintenance and test-1

ing). The MCR operator may have a control that permits override or indication
that control has been lost. The staff concludes that this requirement allows
designs that comply with current regulatory criteria and is acceptable,

for local control stations not normally used, EPRI states that less stringent
environmental conditions are acceptable. Minimum levels of communication
capability and lighting will still be maintained, in the DSER for Chapter 10,
the staff concluded that this was not a good design practice. Stations
predicted to be minimally used can still be very important and must still have
adequate environments so that local actions can be taken safely. Although
this requirement does not violate NRl, regulations. EPRI should reconsider its
appropriateness. The staff identified environmental conditions for 'ninimdy
used local control stations as an open issue in the DSER. In its response
dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that this requirerent is intended to
provide realistic limits and criteria for little-used local stations. The

i requirement, however, does not allow any condition to be predicted to prevent
the operators from carrying out the assigned tasks under accident as well- as
normal operating conditions. This is accaptable because 'it does not conflict
with current regulatory guidance. This LSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that the stations will be designed for one-person staffing but
will allow for two.
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EPRI specifies that the designer will eliminate inadvertent actuation of
controls at the local controi stations as much as possible, in the DSER for
Chapter 10, The staff concluded that this was a good design goal, but that
EPRI had not provided detailed design guidance. it identified guidance on
inadvertent actuation of controls at local control stations as an open issue.
In its response dated January 28, 1992. EPRI stated that Section 4.5 refe-
rences EPRI NP-3659, which has a subsection devoted to " strategies for
preventing accidental actuation control." This response is acceptable because
it does not conflict with current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER
optn issue is closeo. However, the staff will evaluate this item during its
review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

'

Positive means will be provided to prevent unauthorized use of normally
unmanned stations that could have serious consequencer. EPRI states that this
requiremtat will not apply to stations needed for emergency use or where it
ctherwise will not be practical. As mentioned in EPRI't rationale, the
detigner must balance the conflicting considerations of security and ease of

_

eperator actions in an emergency. In its request for additional information>

6aicd April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to describe the methods to be used
(c prevent unauthorized use, given the goal in Section 4.5.4 to eliminate the
use of keys. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the goal in

- Section 4.5.4 to eiiminate the use of keys was only intended for areas, such
: as the MCR, that will be under the direct supervision of operators. Local

control panels that will not be under direct supervision may be key locked to
prevent accidental actuation or delibtrate tampering. The staff concludes
that thit is consistent with current regulatory requirements and is accept-
able.

In its letter of October 12, 1990, EPRI stated that, for those situations in
which no positive means is practical, information indicative of unauthorized
actuation provided to MCR operators as part of thr normal plant annunciators
and displays would meet the same standards of reliability as other information
provided to those operators, rather than meeting security tamper-proofing
standards. Because there is no requirement to use security standards for
control room annunciators and displays, EPRI's response is acceptable.

4.9.3 Remote Shutdown Control Stations

Section 4.9.3 of Chapter 10 states that remote (outside the MCR) shutdown
capability will be provided te go to hot standby and remain there indefinitely
and to reach cold shutdown in 72 hours, if neaded. As with the rest of the
H-MIS, the designer will identify the functions and tasks to be performed at
the remote shutdown stations. Since conditions requiring evacuation are
unpredictable, no particular evacuation scenario can be assumed for the remote-
shutdown stations.

The plant simulator will include the remote shutdown stations and permit
simulated shutdown using these facilities.

EPRI indicates that the remote shutdown stations will be designed with the
assumption that a reduced number of staff may be available for short-term
operation, that is, to bring the reactor to hot standby, but that a normal
crew will be available for subsequent operations. The arrangement of the
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remote shutdown station will be the same as that of the MCR. The remote
shutdown stations may be used for normal operations to avoid disruptions in
the MCR.

Section 4.9.3.6 of Chapter 10 requires the designer to evaluate the possible
routine use of the remote shutdown station to avoid disruptions in the MCR for
testing or surveillance activities that could be performed elsewhere, to check
the operational readiness of the remote shutdown station, and to keep opera-
tors familiar with the station. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated
that EPRI had agreed in a letter dated Octobr,- 12, 1990, to add a requirement
that for any controls added to a remote shutdown station to support normal
operations, the designer must consider the potential for increased vulnerabil-
ity to insider sabotage based on the sabotage vulnerability analysis required
by Section 5.2 A.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
This was identified as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that this
revision has been inade (see Section 4.9.1 of this chapter). Therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

Section 4.9.3.8 of Chapter 10 addresses the need to protect remote shutdown
stations from unauthorized actuations. The proposed method is to annunciate
(in the MCR) any unauthorized actions that might occur in the remote shutdown
station. No other means of protection would be provided. . In a letter dated
October 12, 1990, EPRI committed to modi'fy this approach by adding a require-

, ment to Section 4.9.3.8 that H-MIS designer assess the annunciation (in the
? MCR) to ensure adequate time for the operators and plant security to take

acticn to prevent a serious accident in the event of unauthorized use of a
remote .hutdown station. This was identified as a confirmatory issue in the
DSER for Chapter 10, The staff has verified that this requirement has been
added to Section 4.9.3.8. Therefore, this confirmatory issue is closed.

Section 4.9.3.9 of the original version of Chapter 10 required that the remote
shutdown stations be in a building other than the one in which the MCR will be
located and that it not be possible to open a single door to connect a room in
the control complex with a remote shutdown station. In the DSER for Chapter
10, the staff stated that EPRI had committed, in a letter dated October 12,
1990, to delete the requirements for the location of remote shutdown stations
from Chapter 10 and to place them in Section 4.6.5 of Chapter 6 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Docunient. This was identified as a confirmatory
issue, it has verified that Section 4.9.3.9.of Chapter 10 has been deleted.
It has reviewed Chapter 6, S % tion 4.6.5.2, which addresses the control
complex location, and Chapter 6, Section 4.6.5.3, which addresses access to
remote shutdown stations. The staff concludes that these requirements in
Chapter 6 would not prevent the control complex and the remote shutdown
stations from being protected as vital areas as required by 10 CFR Part 73.
Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

EPRI states that the designer will identify reference material, and space will
be provided in the design for this material at the remote shutdown station.
EPRI also states that the remote shutdown station will be functional regard-
less of a failure in the MCR and will be physically separated from the MCR.
The staff concludes that this is the intent of the NRC requirement for a
remote shutdown station and it is acceptable.
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4.9.4 Emergency Response Support Facilities

Sectiori 4.9.4 of Chapter 10 states that the emergency response support
facilities will meet the requirements of 10 CFR b0.47(b) and Appendix E(IV) of
10 CFR Part 50. The criteria in NUREC-0696, " Functional Criteria for Emer-
gency Response Facilities,* and Section 8, " Emergency Response Facilities," of
Supplement I to NUREG-0737 also will be used.

EPRI specifies that the technical support center (TSC) will be within a
2-minute walk of the MCR. Personnel in the TSC will be able to view the MCR
activities through windows or closed-circuit television. The TSC may be used
for normal operations as long as it remains fully available foi emergency
support.

EPRI considers the emergency operations facility (EOF) to be outside the scope i

of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Therefore, the staff wil 31uate I

the EOF design during its review of an individual application for Fp "
..

Section 4.9.4.1 requires that, in an emergency, it be possible to modiff
normal security boundaries (using defined procedures) so that personnel can
move between the liCR and the TSC without crossing-a security boundary. In its
July 13, 1990, recuest for additional information, the staff commented that
procedures for modifying security boundaries in an emergency must be consis-
tent with 10 CFR 50.54(x) and (y). By letter dated October- 12, 1990, EPRI
stated that if the plant owner intends to modify the normal MCR security
boundary in an emergency, it expects that this will be covered by the techni-
cal specifications and that a specific plant procedure will be provided so
that applying 10 CFR 50.54(x) and (y) will not be necessary. The staff
concludes that this response is acceptable and will evaluate the provisions
taken to address modifications of security boundaries during its review of an

; individual application for FDA/DC.

j Section 4.9.4.3 of Chapter 10 states that the data available to the TSC and
; EOF will be the same as the data available in the MCR and will be displayed in
j the same format, insofar as practicable. The transmiss'on of data to the TSC
i and E0F will be single failure proof,

i EPRI specifias that proces:ing capabilities will be provided for the TSC and
f EOF that do not place a burden on the plant process computer. In its request
; for additional information dated ?pril 10,-1990, the staff asked EPRI to

describe the data storage methds th:t are allowed. By letter dated July 23,
i 1990, EPRI responded that the dengner will specify the detailed requirements

and the Evolutionary Requirements Document will not specify or restrict any
' particular method, Therefore, the staff will address this issue during its

review of an individual application for FDA/DC. i'

1

4,10 Conclusion i

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 4 of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary hquirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide ;;

~ sufficient information to make a determination that a specific-design applica- !

tion will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the Evolutionary;

i

!

!
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Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the
guidance in the Standard Review Plan or provide justification for alternative
means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements,

,

_ _

.

u
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5 DATA GATHERING. TRANSMIS$10N, AND PROCESSING REQUlpEMENTS

5.1 Definitio_r1

Section 5.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that Section 5 provides the requirements that are needed to ensure proper
acquisition, processing, ar.d distribution of the data for plant control,
monitoring, and protection.

The functions addressed in this section are those required to

provide adequate data quality*

provide sufficient data-handling capacity*

meet the requirement; without being restrictec particuh r equipment*

provide guidelines for appropriate data volume*

provide data requirements for the technical support center and emergency*

operations facility and for operator aids

5.2 General Reauirements

5.2.1 Architecture

Section 5.2.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the designer will establish the data system structure, items for the
designer to consider include minimization of the plant wiring, support of the
maintenance and test requirements, and consideration of single component
failure. Hard-wired or serial transmission is allowed if needed for speed or
diversity. The designer will establish the number of " layers" and the number
of data paths to be used.

The plant data system will be designed to accommodate the use of standard
devices using standard protocols for the serial and parallel connections. The
data system will be redundant and separated to the same extent as the systems
to which it is connected,

it is customary for security computer systems at licensed power reactors to be
independent of plant process computers. The protected area perimeter intru-
sion detection alarms and associated closed-circuit television (CCTV) signals
may require a dedicated data transmission system to provide the data transmis-
slon speed necessary to meet the alarm assessmeht requirements of 10 CFR
73.55(h)(4)(1) and (ii). The staff concludes that Section 5.2.1.1 of Chap-
ter 10 contains nothing that would preclude such '.n independent data transmis-.

sion system for perimeter intrusion alarms. However, it will evaluate the
capability of the alarm assessment system to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
73.55(h)(4) during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

5.2.2 Design Process Requirements

Section 5.2.2 of Chapter 10 specifies that the data system will be consistent
with the same design guidance as that for the rest of the M-MIS. The signals
provided will be designed to support their use with a minimal use of special
high-performance devices. The design process will include guidelines for
determining data system characteristics.
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In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that this section was acceptable
but noted that EPRI had not provided guidance for implementing the require-
ment; therefore, it identified guidance on data system characteristics as an
open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the
plant designer's responsibility was d3 signing the system, and any additional
guidelines would be an encroachment on the plant designer's responsibility.
The staff concludes that this is acceptable because it does not conflict with

rent regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
However, because EPRI has not provided guidance for implementing the require-
ments, the staff will evaluate this item in detail during it review of an
individual application for FDA/DC.

5.2.3 Performance Requirements

Section 5.2.3 of Chapter 10 specifies that the multiplexers, data communica-
tion links, and network links will have sufficient (approximately 40 percent)
performance margin under conditions of maximum stress and that the designer
will evaluate failures and operator actions. The multiplexers will have
reasonable expansion capability that would permit the utility to add functions
in the future. Section 5.2.3.2 of Chapter 10 states that the expansion
capability should be a minimum of 25 percent. However, Section 5.2.3.3
indicates that a 30-percent expansion capability should be provided.

in the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that these numbers were not
consistent and should be clarified and identified the expansion capability of
multiplexers as an open issue, in its responso dated January 28, 1992, EPRI
stated that the intent of the requirement in Section 5.2.3.2 was (1) to
specify the physical requirement of accommodating up to 25 percent additional
input / output signals in the data acquisition hardware and (2) to ensure all of
the required functions were performed within the allocated time interval by
providing sufficient design margin in the processor time. This is acceptable
because it does not conflict with current regulatory guidance. Therefore,
this DSER open issue is closed.

5.2.4 Reliability and Availability

Section 5.2.4 of Chapter 10 states that the data system will meet the reli-
ability and availability requirements of the system that will use the informa-
tion. When redundant data paths and signal selection are used, the reli-
ability model of the data aath will include consideration of the failure rate
and coverage provided by tie selection device or algorithm. The reliability
analysis must include consideration of cases where the selection algorithm or
device will not detect all failures or data anomalies. The measurement of
reliability and availability is addressed in previous sections of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document.

,

5.2.5 Signal Transport Delay

Section 5.2.5 of Chapter 10 states that the plant designer will analyze the
propagation time for multiplexed data to ensure stability in closed-loop
control. The time delays will be considered to ensure that the end actions
occur within the allocated time. Response degradation due to filters,
sampling rate, analog-to-digital (A/D) conversions, and so forth, will be
included in the propagation time.
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As discussed by the staff in Section 5.2.1 of this chapter, some security
functions require rapid response of information systems. The staff expects
that the provision in Section 5.2.5.1 of Chapter 10 for an analysis to
" demonstrate the prevention of significant degradation in performance of plant
control and monitoring systems" will allow the designer the flexibility to
provide a dedicated security data transmission and processing system if needed
to meet NRC alarm assessment requirements.

EPRI states that operator control feedback will be determined by human factors
analysis. The design will provide for acknowledgment of a requested action to
the operator within 0.25 second. The sys' am will not introduce more than the
1.5 seconds of delay to a display that :s ently used in hard-wired
systems. Since this is a reduction in system capabilitles from those of hard-
wired systems currently used, the staff asked EPRI, in its request for
additional information dated April 10, 1990, to provide jestification for this
reduction. In a letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the designer
will consider the time delay and will justify that the response time of the
system is adequate. The staff will address this concern during its review of
an individual application for FDA/DC.

5.2.6 Standardization

Section 5.2.6 of Chapter 10 indicates that the system will be standardized to
the extent practicable.

5.2.7 Communication Protocols

Section 5.2.7 of Chapter 10 states that standard communication protocols wi'.1
primarily be used in the design, as previously mentioned.

5.3 Data Gatherina Reouirements

Section 5.3.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the designer should consider the following data signal characteristics
for analog signals:

accuracy*

resolution*

sample rate*

repeatability*

response rate*

safety classification*

range*

The staff concludes that the list is not complete. However, the character-
istics listed do not conflict with regulatory requirements and are, therefore,
acceptable.

EPRI states that the data gathering process for discrete and pulse input
signals will provide

noise immunity*

sufficient response*
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voltage supply for dry contact input.

switch debounce where needed*

identification of failure modes+

The signal provided will meet the most restrictive value of each requirement
for all of the systems that will use the signal.

Section 5.3.2 of Chapter 10 specifies that each data acquisition channel will
be provided with noise filters to eliminate spurious trips. A/D conversion
will be provided with aliasing filtering as needed. The staff concludes that
this is a good engineering oesign and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.4 Data Transmission

Section 5.4.1 of Chapter 10 states that all data on the plant-wide data buses
will have signal identification information associated with them. Where
precise timing information is important, time information will be attached to
the signal. Data will have a signal quality tag associated with it so that
data errors can be tracked to the source of the problem.

Section 5.4.2 of Chapter 10 specifies that the multiplexing system will
provide sufficient fidelity design so that random bit errors will not degrade
the reliability of the systems. The goal provided in this section is that
less than 1 of 1.0E+10 signal transmissions cause "significant" errors in the
operator's displays. Using the EPRI estimate of 5.0E+8 signals per day, there
will be a significant error every 20 days.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that EPRI should clarify the '

oefinition of "signif Pant" for this item and identified the reliability of
the multiplexing system as an open issue. In its response dated January 28,
1992, EPRI stated that it had addressed this issue in its letter dated May 17,
1991. In addition, Section 5.4.2 of Chapter 10 has been revised to clarify
the definition of 'significant." This is acceptable because it does not
conflict with current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed.

5.5 Sianal Processina

Section 5.5 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the signal processing will ensure that the accuracy, precision, and rate
of response are consistent with the applications. The data system will
provide signal validity checks. The primary emphasis of this section is to
ensure that the signal processing does not corrupt the signal. The staff
concludes that this is good design practice and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.6 Operator Aids

Section 5.6-of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that any operator aids provided will include self-diagnostics to warn the
operator whenever the system is malfunctioning or unavailable.

Section 5.6.1 of Chapter 10 states that th'e designers will provide a technical
specification monitoring function that will have the capability to warn the
operator when a limiting condition for operation-(LCO) is being approached or
violated. The system will automatically acquire the results of automatic
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testing that could affect the LCO and will automatically log all LCO viola- !tions. Because EPRI's general requirement is that all systems receive the
.(same level of verification and validation as the safety systems, the staff

concludes that this requirement is acceptable. i

Section 5.6.2 of shapter 10 states that the designer will provide the capabil- f
ity to monitor the availability of the emergency safety features initiating

,

and actuating equipment. j
Section 5.6.3 of Chapter 10 provides for the automation of testing, planning, i
and logging to reduce some of the operator burden. Monitoring and trending i

that identify the degradation of equipment before total failure will be
implemented where possible. !

5.7 Hardware

Section 5.7 of Chapter 10 describes the general hardy'are requirements speci-
fied by EPRI. !

The Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies that module configuration by
back-plane wiring is preferable to on-card configurable switching. EPRI "

believes that the necessary accuracy, resolution, and speed needed for the {ALWR applications will easily be met by most analog-to-digital (A/D) and
digital-to-analog (D/A) convertors and, therefore, does not specify any ,

:

particular revirements other than the general criterion that the selected !

device be suitable for its application. The staff concludes that the require- !
ments in this section are acceptable. However, because all A/D and D/A i
convertors are ne,t acceptable for all applications, the staff will evaluate !

| specific details during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC. {
.

5.8 Conclusion I

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 5 of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory !
requirements and are, therefore, acceptable. However, by themselves, they do !

not provide sufficient-information to make a determination that a specific '

design application will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the !
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan, or provide justification for- I.

alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.
,

!

i

:
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6 COMMON SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, AND COPTROL REQUIREMENTS

Section 6 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document addresses
the c wiion sof tware, hardware, and control requirements for the design,
implementation, and installation of the M-MIS. All systems listed in Chap-
ter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document will meet these requirements.
The staf f's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this section is given
in Appendix D of this chapter.

6.1 Common Software Reouirements

6.1.1 Definition

| Section 6.1.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document origi-
nally defined the M-MIS software to include all sof tware and firmware required
for the operation and maintenance of the plant. EPRI stated that the require-
ment; did not necessadly apply to software used for design aids.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that it cight be appropriate that
these criteria be applicable for some design aids and that EPRI should include
a requirement that the designer identify the design aids used and provide
justifiestion for any that did not meet these requirements, it identified

b software design aids and tools as an open issue. In its response dated
January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that it had rtvised the Evolutionary Requirement
Document to require that all software prepared by the plant design organiza-
tion, purchased software, and software supplied with the purchased system and
equipment as part of the plant 411ow an acceptable verification and valida-
tion program. The staff agrees with the inclusion of design aids required for
the operation and maintenance of the plant. Therefore, this DSER open issue
is closed.

6.1.2 Design Leocess

Section 6.1.2 of Chapter 10 states that safety-related software will meet the
quality assurance requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 as described in
NUREG/CR-4640, "Har.dbook of Software Quality Assurance Techniques." However,
non-safety-related software is not addressad. In the rationale portion of
this section, EPRI describes four basic categories of software.

(1) application software, which includes the plant design calculations and
plant operating software

(2) support software, which includes operating systems, compilers, assem-
blers, development stations, debuggers, editors, data bases, mathemati-
cal subroutines, system libraries, and utilities

(3) test and maintenance software used to carry out testing, operation, and
maintenance functions

(4) training software used for instruction and in simulators

In the DSER for Chapter 10. the staff stated that these descriptions were
acceptable for use in the following discussions. It noted that the operation
function-listed in the third category applied only to the test and maintenance
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' function and not to plant operation (which is included in the first category).
The requirement for safety-related software to meet Appendix B to_10 CFR
Part 50 was acceptable. However, the Evolutionary Requirements Document-
should be more specific in the listing of applicable criteria. More specific.

i requirements (such as ASME NQA-2A, Part 2.7) could be referenced and would
provide additional guidance for the type of equipment described in the

,

i Evolutionary Requirements Document.
!

In the .R for Chapter 10, the staff identified quality assurance require-'

i ments for safety-related software as an open issue. In its response dated
; January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that Volumes 11 and 111 of the Requirements
: Document would be revised to list more specific requirements and that it would

delete the _last sentence and replace the next to last sentence of
| Section 6.1.2.1 with the following:
'

For safety-related sof tware, the SQAP [ Software Quality Assurance Program)
shall comply with the requirements specified in the following documents:'

| (a) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B; (b) ASME NQA-2A, Part 2.7, " Quality Assurance
i Requirements of Computer Software for Nuclear Facility Applications";
i (c) Regulatory Guide 1.152, " Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer System
; Software in Safety-Related System of Nuclear Power Plants"; (d) ANSI /IEEE-ANS-

7-4.3.2, "%erican National Standard Application Criteria for Programmable'

Digital Computer Systems in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating
Stations."

The staff has verified that EPRI has included this guidance. Therefore, this
| DSER open issue is closed.
:
'

EPRI requires.that a software life cycle be developed and used for all
software developed by the M-MIS designer, in its request for o.dditional

j information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to add requirements for
- support software so that any future identified errors and changes are reviewed

for possible impact on installed software. In the DSER for_ Chapter 10, the
staff identified the impact of support software.on installed software as a
confirmatory issue because in a letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI had committed
to revise Section 6.1.2 of Chapter 10, as requested by the staff. The staff
has verified that the revisions have been made; therefore, this DSER cei?ir-
matory issue is clcsed.

Section 6.1.2.3 of Chapter 10 describes the software life-cycle phases. A
list of minimum requirements is provided. However, in the OSER for Chap-
ter 10, the staff concluded that a conftguration-management requirement-
similar to IEEE 828-1983, "lEEE Standard for Software Configuration Management
Plans," should also be included and identified configuration-management _
requirements for software as an open issue. In its response-dated January-28,
1992, EPRI stated that it had added to Section 6.1.2.18 of Revision 1 a
requirement to meet the guidelines for software configuration. management
specified in ANS/IEEE 1042. This standard provides guidance on the implemen-
.tation of the software configuration-management plan specified in ANSI /IEEE
828. The staff agrees with the use of this standard; therefore, this DSER
open issue is closed.
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EPRI requires the M-MIS designer to prepare a software requirement specifica-
tion. The staff notes that this applies only to safety and non-safety-related
software developed by the H-MIS designer. The staff will review this specifi-

cation during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies that the M-MIS designer will
define the algorithms, equatiens, logic, and data operations.

EPRI requires that a software verification and validation (V&V) plan be
developed in accordance with ANSI /IEEE 730, " Software Quality Assurance
Plans"; ANSI /IEEE 829, " Software Test Documentation". In the DSER for
Chapter 10, the staff concludes that these standards are suitable for estab-
lishing quality assurance plans and documenting testing, but they are not
adequate for establishing a V&V plan. The requirement in Chapter 1 (' the
Evolutionary Requirements Document to meet Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.152, is an
accepteble method for establishing a V&V plan and that guide in addition to
the standards listed above is acceptable. However, EPRI should consider
referencing additional standards such as ANSI /IEEE 1012-1986, "lEEE Standard
for Software V&V Plan," and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
880-1986, ' Software for Computers in the Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Stations." These standards provide guidance for V&V plans that are acceptable
to the staff to meet RG 1.152.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified guidance on V8V plans as an
open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that even
toough Section 6.1.2 3 does not specifically reference IEEE 1012-1986,
Section 6.1.2.6 specifies that the standard will be met. EPRI also stated
that the reference to IEC 880-1986 was not necessary because the plant
designer must justify that the V&V plant meets the guidelines of IEEE 1012-
1986, which relates to the same subject.- Since the staff agrees with the use
of IEEE 1012-1986 for software verification and validation because it does not
conflict with current regulatory guidance, this DSER open issue is closed.

Section 6.1.2.7 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS or plant designer will
develop a software V&V report to provide the results of the V&V. The staff
concludes that this is a standard requirement for good software design
procedures and is, therefore, acceptable.

EPRI states that the M-MIS designer will establish a coding standard so that
each software module is formatted like every other. The software will be
designed with descriptive statements and comments incorporated. The staff
concludes that this is good software design practice and is, therefore,
acceptable.

EPRI states that the M-MIS designer will use code analysis to verify that the
computer program correctly implements the design. The staff concludes that
code analysis is a useful verification technique that does not conflict with
current regulatory requirements and is, therefore, acceptable. However, it is
not- adequate by itself, and other methods of verification will be required to
support a specific design application. Therefore, the staff will address _ tnis -
issue during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

EPRI states that the designer will provide user documentation, in the DSER
for Chapter 10, the staff stated that EPRI should reference sources of
additional gu'iance, such as ANSI /IEEE 1063-1987, " Standard for Software Users
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Documentation," and identified guidance on software user documentation as an
open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that
Section 6.1.7.2, Revision 1, references ANS/IEEE 1063. Since the staff agrees
with the use of ANS/IEEE 1063, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI considers commercially available software acceptable if the purchasing
organization performs acce?tance tests or V&V on it, in the DSER for Chap-
ter 10, the staff stated that the general concept of using commercially proven ,

software was acceptable. However, the requirement for acceptance testing was
vague, and EPRI should clarify it. The staff identified acceptance testing of
commercially available software as an open issue. In its. response dated
January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that Revision 1 of the rationale portion of
Section 6.1.7.2 of Chapter 10 lists Regulatory Guide 1.152 and ANSI /IEEE
ANS-7.4.3.2. EPRI also stated that the rationale portion of Section 6.1.7.2
of Chapter 10 (Volumes 11 and 111 of the Requirements Docur ,t) will be
revised to .-equire the guidance of IEEE 1008-1987, "lEEE Standard for Software
Unit Testing." The staff agrees with the use of this standard. Therefore,
this OSER open issue is closed. P.9 wever, the dedication of commercial
software is a vendor- or utility-specific item.

The testing performed as required by Section 6.1.2.12 of Chapter 10 will be
documented for later review by the utility. After testing and/or verifica-
tion, the sof tware will be placed under configuration control. The staff
concludes that this requirement is acceptable and will address this issue
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

The purchase of software from clearinghouses that permit read-only access is
allowed in the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The clearinghouse will
maintain the configuration control, but the purchasing group will be responsi-
ble for the accuracy of calculational results, identification of software
errors, and identification of the impact of errors identified by other users.
However, no information is provided as to how this is to be done. The staff
is also concerned that this may not be viable for safety system software. The
staff will address inis concern during its review of an individual application
for FDA/DC.

Section 6.1.2.16 of Chapter 10 requires the software designer to maintain
records of all commercially purchased software. It also requires the purchas-
ing group to have a systematic method of informing users of changes required
in the software. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that no
information was provided in this section as to how a utility was to be
informed of a subtier (e.g., an operating system or compiler) error by a
software designer who is not required to comply with the requirements of
10 CFR Part 21 and may not be aware of all of the uses of the product. The
staff concluded that EPRI should provide guidance on how this should be done
and identified notification of software errors or modifications of commer-
cially delivered software products as an open issue. In its response dated

~

January-28, 1992, EPRI stated that it would add requirements that the plant
designer establish and maintain a software configuration management program-
for all. software,. commercially purchased or custom developed. In addition, it
would require the plant owner to establish a software configuration management
plan and software configuration management program in accordance with IEEE 828
and 1042, respectively, after the plant designer turns over the plant to the
owner. The staff agrees with the use of these standards; therefore, this DSER
open issur is closed.
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EPRI states that new software that needs to be developed will have to meet all
of the requirements in Section 6.1.2 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that EPRI
did not address how long-term configuration control will be maintained if
several non-Class IE vendors are involved and identified long-term configura-
tion control of software hs an open issue, in its response dated January 28,
1992, EPRI stated that it had addressed configuration management as part of
its response to the open issue regarding notification of software errors or
modifications of commercially delivered software products. The staff agrees
that this response is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

6.1.3 Software Design

Section 6.1.3 of Chapter 10 states that software will be developed using a
top-down structured approach. The Yourdon methodology is the approach
preferreri by EPRI. As this approach has been widely used and proven, the
staff concludes that its use in the software design process is acceptable.
However, in the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified clarification of the
top-down structured design approach as an open issue. In its response dated
January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that it would revise the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document to require a top-down structured design approach for all
software developed by the plant designer or specified by the plant designer
for the plant design. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with
current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that software documentation will be d e loped along with the
design. The software should be designed to reject out-of-bounds inputs. The
staff concludes that this is a good engineering practice and is, therefore,
acceptable.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states that the software design will
avoid convoluted software structure, in the DSEP for Chapter 10, the staff
stated that no guidance was provided on how .o dc armine if this requirement
is satisfied, it identified guidance on convolut.on of software structure as
an open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that it
would revise the Evolutionary Requirements Document to require that the
software development plan include meeting (1) the requirements and methodology
for achieving modularity and (2) the methodology for ensuring that the
software is both auditable and testable during the design, implementation, and
integration phases. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with
current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
However, the staff will review this item in detail during its review of an
individual application for FDA/DC.

EPRI states that operating system software will not be modified by the
downstream users. Section 6.1.3.6 of Chapter 10 discusses portability and
upward compatibility when updated and new operating system software is
released. In its request for additional-information dated April 10, 1990, the
staff noted that extreme care and control were needed in this area, because
there have been many examples of updated software that was not completely
compatible. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI agreed with the staff's
comments, but did not propose any additional guidelines in this area.

Section 6.1.3.7 of Chapter 10 states that-a hierarchical design structure and
principles of modular design will be used in the software design.
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EPRI states that the designer will identify assumptions and will specify how
the program will behave if the assumptions are violated. In the rationale
portion of Section 6.1.3.8, EPRI notes that fault-tolerant design allows the
software to continue functioning in spite of failures. In the'DSER for

3 Chapter 10, the staff concluded that the statement about fault tolerance was
acceptable, but noted that the requirement did not specify a fault-tolerant;

- system, only one in which the results of the faults are known. The staff
concluded that EPRI should address how this information will be determined for;

; commercial software and identified the behavior of commercial software when
assumptions are violated as an open issue. In its response dated January 28,

j 1992, EPRI stated that Section 6.1.2.12 requires the plant designer to perform
; extensive validation testing for commercial software to determine the informa-

tion regarding fault tolerance. The staff agrees with this testing require-s

| ment. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. However, the staff will
review this item in detail during its review of an individual application for;

; FDA/DC.
i

! Section 6.1.3.9 of Chapter 10 states that a minimum of different types of
support software will be used. In its request for additional information
dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to address the tradeoff between
potential software common-mode errors and the problems associated with using.

diversity in the design. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI-stated that it.

would revise Section 4.5.6 of Chapter 10 to require the provision of diverse,
manual backup controls for safety systems. In addition, EPRI committed to add
a new requirement to Section 3.5.3 of Chapter 10 to treat common-mode failures
in general. EPRI stated that it believes it is prudent to invest the avail-
able resources in one set of software and require stringent design. In the
DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that these requirements did not'

; conflict with regulatory requirements and were, therefore, acceptable and
j identified this as a confirmatory issue. The staff has confirmed that these

~ changes have been incorporated into the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
Therefore, this confirmatory issue is closed.

:
EPRI states that support software will be proven commercial software packages.
Programming will be done in' a high-level language such as FORTRAN. Assembler-*

level languages will be used only for low-level routines. The software is to.

! be designed to be as machine independent as possible. The staff notes that
; although these requirements will be difficult to enforce for the use of
i commercial packages and support software, they do not conflict with regulatory

requirements and are, therefore, acceptable.4

EPRI states that the M-MIS designer will provide a plan for providing software
support to the utility,_ including operating systems and compilers. This is a
necessary ingredient for reso'ving the staff concerns discussed above and is,

i therefore, acceptable.
,

I

Section 6.1.3.14 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS functions of protection, l
control, alarm, and display will be_ based on-digital technology. This
technology will have the following characteristics: !

I'

software.that is capable of being verified.and validated i,

=

! a final. source program that will be iaadable from start to end ;-

self-supervision of control flow and data q-

common software language- =
,

no assembly language for protection or control !=

!
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standard software structure*

continuous-loop, noninterruptible design*

global variables that will be located .in a common region*

'

In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
stated that the use of common software language may minimize the potential for '

errors if significant V&V efforts are focused on that program. Common-mode
failures may be more likely with some of the possible microprocessor-based .

'

systems than with previous analog designs. In a letter dated July 23, 1990,
EPRI stated that it considered it important to evaluate potential software .

'common-mode errors and committed to add a requirement to Section 3.5.3 of
Chapter 10 to have the designer provide such an evaluation. In the DSER for ;

Chapter 10, the staff concluded that this was acceptable and identified this
'

,

as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that this change has been
incorporated into the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Therefore, this
confirmatory issue is closed.

.

iSection 6.1.3.15 of Chapter 10 states that comprehensive diagnostic programs
will be performed at initialization. It requires the provision to bypass the !

diagnostic routines during maintenance. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff r

concluded that EPRI should clarify the intent of this requirement. An !

acceptable interpretation of this requirement would be for the diagnostics to "

be bypassed when the maintenance is'actually being performed and then restored ,

before restart. However, an unacceptable interpretation would be to perform '

maintenanc.e i.nd return the equipment to service without the. initial diagnos- |
tics. The staff identified diagnostic bypass during maintenance as an open ;|

j issue in the DSER, t

t
'

| In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that Section 6.1.3.15 had
| been revised to require that the diagnostics be run before the equipment is

put back in service. The staff agrees that this is acceptable. Therefore,'

this DSER open issue is closed. ;

EPRI states that the programs will be developed in modular form and then
linked.

Section 6.1.3.17 of Chapter 10 states that parameters that may change because
of plant conditions will not be hard-coded so that the code would have to be i

recompiled to change a parameter. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff ;

concluded that EPRI should provide additional guidance on remory protection. '

For example, attempts at writing to protected memory should be specifically >

prevented. EPRI should also specify restrictions on the acceptable range t

within which an operator may make a change. The staff identified guidance on ;

memory protection as an open issue. t
.

In its response dated January 28,.1992, EPRI stated that it would add require- ;

ments that the M-MIS designer establish and document ~the vital software
'

required to reside in protected memory. In addition, it would also require
the M-MIS designer to specify the restrictions on the range and provide steps ;
to protect against a'nd/or alert the operator to making constant changes beyond

'

the specified range. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with
current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
However, the staff will review this item in detail during its review of an |
individual application for FDA/DC.

~
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EPRI states that a function that is widely used will be installed as a utility
module that can then be shared by other software modules.*

!

Section 6.l.3.19 of Chapter 10 states that ' specific steps will be taken to
i

limit the possibility of software viruses. In the rationale portion of this
;

section, EPRI notes that this is a developing area and it is therefore
i premature to specify detailed requirements. Examples given by EPRI include
i physically limiting access to input devices, independent verification of the ,

validity of the input, software check sum techniques, and bit-by-bit compari- i
,

son with secure copies of the software. The staff notes that although this
list of examples does not include the use of software programs contained in
read-only memory as firmware, the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not>

. exclude such designs. The requirements of this section do not violate NRC
| requirements and are, therefore, acceptable.
:

Section 6.1.3.20 of Chapter 10 describes the data base management requirements
that the M-MIS designer is to provide.

EPRI states that process control and monitoring data that are updated will be.

stored in random access memory. Data that are used to define the plant will
be stored in nonvolatile memory with the capability for integrity checking.,

In the OSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI should clarify the4

requirement that redundant safety-related devices should not use the same data4

base. The staff interprets this requirement to mean that the redundant safety
-

channels will use the same information but that the information will be< ,

'

located in separate physical modules. The staff concluded that EPRI should+

clarify the requirement to ensure that no redundant safety channels share the'

same modules until the point of logic voting and identified the use of
information by redundant safety channels as an open issue. In its response

; dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that the intent of this requirement was to
; ensure that no redundant safety channels share the same modules until the-

point of logic voting. The staff agrces with EPRI's intent; however, it is
concE ned about the potential reduction in the safety margin by interaction of

i the information system with the safety-related system. Therefore, it will

; review this item in detail during its review of an individual application for
] FDA/DC. This DSER open issue is closed.

j EPRI states that the use of rotary buffers is to be avoided. The staff
concludes that this is good engineering practice and is acceptable.

1 In its request for additional information dated April 10,.1990, the staff
: asked EPRI whether the-use of expert systems was restricted or encouraged. By

letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the use of-expert systems does,

not currently meet the proven-technology requirement, but they may be_used;in
: the future. The staff concludes that the response is acceptable. However,-
' =there are no acceptance criteria for expert or artificial intelligence

systems, and the staff considers such systems unacceptable for use in safety
-

: systems until such criteria are established and approved. -The staff does not
' believe that the expert systems have been demonstrated to be deterministic in
: nature and that they can be adequately verified and validated.

.
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6.1.4 Performance Requirements

Section 6.1.4 of Chapter 10 states that the computer system will be designed
with about 40-percent extra performance margin to account for future expansion
and uncertainties. The performance of the system will be measured to verify
the margin. The staff concludes that this is good engineering practice and
is, the.efore, acceptable.

The computer system will have on-line diagnostics and will have the capability
to do both hardware and software checks.

6.i.5 Verification, Testing, and Qualification

Section 6.1.5 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will develop tools as
needeo to improve the quality and reliability of the software. In the DSER
for Chapter 10, the staff stated that though the rationale portion provided a
list of many tools, such as debuggers and test drivers, the requirement did
not provide any specific guidance or recommendations. The staff concluded
that EPRI should consider providing such guidance and identified this as an
open issue. EPRI's position is that the tools will be developed to the same
level as the delivered software. The staff concludes that this should inciude
performing verification and validation (V&V) on software tools used to develop
safety software to the same level as the V&V performed on the safety software
itself and considered this part of the open issue concerning software design
aids and tools discussed in Section 6.1.1 of this chapter, Therefore, this
open issue is closed.

The software tools will be maintained under configuration management control.
EPRI recommends that the tools be coded in high-level languages it possible.

EPRI states that the testing will consist of both human and computer-based
testing.

Section 6.1.5.6 of Chapter 10 states that the test program objectives will be
to locate programming errors and to validate that the software performs
correctly. In the rationale, EPRI states the need to perform a reasonable
amount of testing to provide a sufficient degree of confidence that the
software is correct. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that
this requirement was acceptable. However, it identified the definition of
reasonable testing and sufficient degree of confidence as an open issue and
recommended that EPRI define how much testing is " reasonable" and what is a
sufficient degree of confidence. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI
stated that it would add requirements to state that it is acceptable to use
the guidelines in IEEE 1012, 981.1, and 981.2 to determine the testing
required. This is acceptable becace it does not conflict with current
regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. However, the
staff will review this item in detail during its review of an individual
application for FDA/DC.

EPRI states that the testing personnel will not be the individual or groep who
developed the design. The staff concludes that this requirement is accept-
abl e. However, the level of independence should be at least through the first ,

level of management. This is necessary to ensure that the testers and
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verifiers are removed from the time and cost constraints that are usually
present in developing a product. This is discussed as part of the open issue
concerning software verifiers in Section 3.1.2 of this chapter.

,

The tester will predict the results before running the tests in order to avoid
interpreting errors as correct results. The staff concludes that this is a;

good practice and is, therefore, acceptable.

EPRI states that the testability, calibration, and bypass requirements of4

IEEE 279, " Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating4

j Stations," will be supported in a suftware-based design.

; 6.1.6 Availability and Reliability

i Section 6.1.6 of Chapter 10 states that the planning of the V&V will include
systematic quality assurance activities.

>

EPRI requires the M-MIS designer to evaluate the diversity and redundancy
j needed for each system. The designer will consider the need for a hard-wired

.

|

: backup to the computer-based system. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff |
concluded that diversity in the basic technology could probably eliminate the i4

' need for diversity in software. In the rationale, EPRI correctly expresses
the NRC staff concerns that software-based safety systems may contain subtle

f failure modes that occur only under an obscure set of conditions that may
involve environmental factors as well as internal hardware or software4

failures. If the software failures were random, a multidivision safety system
might provide the redundancy to back up such failures. However, if standard-
ized software is used throughout the system, common-mode failures could;

degrade the overall safety system operation. The staff concludes that the4

resolution of this concern may require that various forms uf hardware and'

software diversity be incorporated into the system designs. The staff agrees
with EPRI that there are many different methods to obtain diversity.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified specification of the level of
; diversity in safety systems as an open issue and recommended that some

specific level of diversity in safety system be required. In its response,

dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that requirements for manual backup
j controls had been added to Section 4.5.6 and Section 4.4.8.2 of Chapter 10

(Volumes II and III of the Requirements Document). These additional require-
ments provide significant diversity in the design and are acceptable.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. However, because vendors have
proposed different approaches to address this issue, the staff will review the$

i approaches during its review of individual applications for FDA/DC.
.

Section 6.1.6.3 of Chapter 10 requires that a reliability evaluation be
performed. However, there appears to be little consensus in the industry as
to how best to accomplish the task. Although there are IEEE standards (such
as ANSI /IEEE 982.1-1988, "IEEE Standard Dictionary of Measures To Produce
Reliable Software," and IEEE 982.2-1988, "IEEE Guide for the Use of IEEE4

Standard Dictionary of Measures To Produce Reliable Software"), that provide
guidance in this area, the nuclear industry has not widely accepted any
method. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI should4

specify guidance on acceptable methods to perform such a reliability evalua- ;

tion and identified this as an open issue. In its response dated January 28,
1992, EPRI stated that the intent of this section is to en::ure that the
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designer achieves high-quality software as part of the design effort. The
staff concludes this response is acceptable because it does not conflict with
current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that security protection will be provided to prevent unauthorized
or inadvertent changes to software and data.

Section 6.1.6.5 of Chapter 10 requires that software-based safety systems
satisfy the basic design principles of defense-in-depth, redundancy, sepa s-
tion, independence, and diversity. EPRI states that the specific details of '

how to accomplish this are to be examined during the design process. In the
rationale, EPRI notes that the NRC staff has been concerned that the existing
regulatory criteria do not address the special design requirements of comput-
ers.

NUREG 0493 is given as an example of guidance for performing a common-mode
fsilures analysis. EPRI states that the test program objectives will De to
locate programming errors and validate review in this area. In the rationale,
EPRI describes a metnod of carefully distributing diverse modules through the
systems to avoid the need for extensive diversity. The staff concludes -that
this reqdrement is acceptable, but it only requires th:tt there be enough
diversity in the safety systems to sufficiently minimize the potential for
common-mode failures caused by software problems. The staff will evaluate
this issue during its review of an individual appitcation for FDA/DC.

Although Section 6.1.6.5 of Chapter 10 refers to IEEE 603, there is no
commitment to invoke it or its supplement, ANSI /IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 (Regulatory
Guide 1.152). The staff concludes that the commitment to Regulatory
Guide 1.152 in Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document without
comment is not acceptable because of the very difWent interpretations of
this regulatory guide by the vendors. In its request for additional inforaa-
tion dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to discuss more fully the V&V
commitments in this chapter. In a letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated
that Section 6.1.2 of Chapter 10 contains the requirements for the design
process, quality assurance, and V&V that describe elements of a software
design process that experience has shown will produce high-quality software.
Section 6.1.P of Chapter 10 recommends the use of such guidance documents as
NUREG/CR-4640, ANSI /IEEE 730, and ANSI /IEEE 829. As discussed in Sec-
tion 6.1.2 of this chapter, the staff concludes that these documents provide
guidance pertaining to quality assurance (QA) and testing documentation that'
the staff agrees provides an acceptable approach for QA. However, it does not-
consider these documents adequate to develop a V&V plan for safety software.
EPRI concluded its response by stating that the standards and regulations
regarding-the design of computer-based controls were evolving; therefore, it
deemed it inappropriate to include an exhaustive list of standards and
regulations in the Evolutionary Requirements Document. As discussed in
Section G.I.2 of this chapter, the staff concludes that there is not enough
information concerning- software V&V in the Evolutionary Requirements D_ocument-
to provide confidence that a vendor following this' guidance would meet NRC
requirements. Therefore, the staff will review V&V conformance during its
review of an individual application for FDA/DC.
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6.1.7 Maintainability and Serviceability

Section 6.1.7 of Chapter 10 states that the equipment manuals provided by the'

vendors to the M-MIS designer should be provided to the utility. The designer
will provide all. the documentation and tools required to maintain and modify
the system to the utility.

6.2 Common Hardware Reauirementi

6.2.1 Definition

Section 6.2.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines
the common requirements for the design, selection, and instalbtion of the
M-MIS hardware. These requirements apply to all M-MIS equipment.

6.2.2 General

Section 6.2.2 of Chapter 10 states that the control system will meet the
common system and equipment requirements in Section 7 of Chapter 10 of the

( Evolutionary Requirements Document. It originally stated that the control
system design will be integrated with the reactor systems control discussed in
Section 7 and that reactor control and power generation control require an
overall integrated approach. In its request for additional information dated
April 10, 1990, the staff indicated that the requirement for integration
appeared to conflict with the requirements for segmentatior, and asked EPRI to
clarify 'ts intentions in this matter. In a letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI
stated tl M the intent of this requirement is to ensure that the design
efforts nu avaluations are coordinated, not that the systems are integrated.
EPRI committed to revise Section 6.2.2 to state that the control system design j
will be coordina ed to provide for smooth overall plant control and that the i

>

strong interactions between these systems require a coordinated design i

approach. In the 05' ' for Chapter 10, the staff identified the coordination
of reactor and power generation control systems as a confirmatory issue

,

because of EPRI's commitment to revise the Evolutionary Requirements Document 1

as stated above. The staff has verified that the revisions have been made; |
'

therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

EPRI states that the control system monitoring will provide enough information
to monitor performance trends.

Section 6.2.2.4 of Chapter 10 appears to repeat the intent _of Section 6.2.2.2,
but adds the requirement to maintain a 15-percent design margin.

EPRI states that upon reinstatement of power, the computers will "self-start",
'

but the controlled non-safety systems will not start without operator action.

Instrument racks will be provided to facilitate maintenance and testing.
Electrical wiring that needs external connections will be reuted to a'connec-

,

,
tor or terminal box to facilitate maintenance. The length of instrument
sensing lines is to be minimized. The instrumentation and_ control (I&C)
equipment is to be protected from potential hazards.

Instrument ranges will cover system operating ranges with margin. Normal
operating conditions will normally be shown as midscale on the instrumenta-
tion. Analog signals-will be current inputs of differential voltage. j
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Section 6.2.2.13 of Chapter 10 states that instrument setpoint drift will not
cause a violation of technical specification limits. The guidance that is
provided includes Regulatory Guide 1.105, " Instrument Setpoints for Safety
Related Systems," and Instrument Society of America 67.15, Draft-RP 67.04,
Part II, " Methodology for the Determination of Setpoints for Nuclear Safety
Related Instrumentation."

EPRI states that all equipment will be inherently free from electromagnetic
inference (EMI) and will not broadcast EMI, or shielding and isolation will be
provided. This is acceptable. The staff has concerns in the EMI area because
of the extensive use of electronics and computers. This is an area that
requires emphasis during the design phase. In its request for additional
information dated April 10, 1990, the staff indicated that EPRI should provide
additional implementation guidance in Section 6.2.2.14 of Chapter 10. In a
letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that it is the designer's responsibil-
ity to demonstrate that this requirement is met. This may be done through
shielding, restriction of communication devices, and testing of equipment.
The staff concludes that this requirement does not violate NRC regulations and
is, therefore, acceptable. However, restriction of communication devices
should not prevent compliance with 10 CFR 73.55. NRC Information Notice 83-83
states: "As newer plants are built that use more solid state equipment...more
cases of RFI [radiofrequency interference) by portable radio transmitters are
likely to result.... If plant operations make the use of portable radio
transmitters near RFI-sensitive equipment either necessary or likely in an
emergency, then administrative prohibitions are not adequate and the licensee
should consider hardware fixes." The staff will address issues associated
with EMI during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

An acceptable method of shielding and grounding is provided in IEEE 1050-1989,
"IEEr Guide for Instrumentation and Control Equipment in Generating Stations,"
but this standard is not referenced in the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that this reference should be
added and identified this as an open issue. In its response dated January 28,
1992, to a request for additional information dated May 17, 1991, EPRI stated
that IEEE 1050-1989 had been added to Section 6.2.9 of Chapter 10, Revision 1.
This is acceptable; therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that the design will follow the guidance of 000-HDBK-263, "Elec-
trostatic Discharge Control Handbook for Protection of Electrical and Elec-
tronic Parts, Assemblies and Equipment." The staff agrees with the need to
address electrostatic discharge in the design and concludes that this is an
acceptable reference.

Section 6.2.2.16 of Chapter 10 states that M-MIS equipment located outside the
containment will be capable of operating between 40 *F and 120 *F. The I&C
equipment will operate between 10- and 95-percent (noncondensing) humidity and
at a maximum wet bulb temperature of 95 *F. EPRI states that operation
between 60 'F and 105 *F will be used for reliabilit: and availability assess-
ment. The heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system (HVAC) will be
designed to provide the rcquired environment.

Section 6.2.2.17 of Chapter 10 states that the equipment will be designed to
operate properly when exposed to the expected variations of voltage and
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frequency. The margins specified by IEEE 323-1974, (+/- 10-percent voltage
and +/-5-percent frequency) are included in this requirement. Power condi--
tioners can be used where needed. 9ecause the newer computer-based equipment
is particularly sensitive, the staif considers surge withstand capability to-

be an area that requires increased emphasis during the design phase. EPRI
states that the M-MIS will be designed to protect against electrical noise and
surges. Sections 6.2.2.17, 6.2.2.18, 6.2.8.1, and 6.2.8.3 specify M-MISt

| equipment performance requirements when operating under a range of various
; power supply system variations and perturbations,

j In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI should include a
requirement that the designer develop a comprehensive specification pertaining'

to the interface between the M-MIS equipment and the external power supply4

systems that support it to ensure their compatibility. It identified compati-
;

bility between M-MIS equipment and its external power supply systems as an
open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that it would
add requirements as stated above. This is acceptable because it does not:

conflict with current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed. However, the staff will evaluate compatibility between M-MIS equip-*

ment and its external power supply systems during its review of an individual;

: application for FDA/DC.

EPRI states that the designer will select equipment to minimize the need for
,

; power and HVAC and will provide for the replacement or repair of equipment
; that is not expected to last for 60 years as part of the design. Large

instrumentation and control (l&C) systems will be preassembled and will be!

! designed so that circuit cards and microprocessor modules can be replaced when
j the channel is in bypass.

EPRI states that hazardous high-voltage areas will be labeled and shielded.
! This is acceptable. However, specific conformance with the National Electri-

cal Code or Occupational Safety and Health Administration regulations is
;

outside the scope of this review.
1

Section 6.2.2' 24 of Chapter 10 states that signal validation will be performed.

j on all critical safety, control, and plant availability systems. In its
request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI

i to provide information on the methods to be used to meet this requirement. By
letter dated July 23, 1990 EPRI responded that it was not the intent of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document to provide such detailed design require-
ments. .Therefore, the staff will evaluate signal validation methodology4

: during its review of-an individual application for FDA/DC.

,

EPRI requires that the I&C equipment be designed to perform diagnostics and
troubleshooting down to the lowest repla~ceable circuit board or module level.4

The diagnostics and testing will be designed so that-the equipment can be
tested in place. Power outlets will be provided at all local stations to
facilitate maintenance with appropriate precautions for electrical ' separation.

Cabinets will have permanently installed lighting. This should aid techni-
clans performing diagnostics, repairs, and troubleshooting and is acceptable.

:
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6.2.3 Computer Systems

Section 6.7.3 of Chapter 10 states that the hardware and software used
throughout the plant will be standardized as much as oracticable. The
designer will specify the design life of the equipment and provide for
replacement as needed. All equipment will be maintained under configuration
management control.

System testing and validation will be performed with the software and hardware
totally integrated. Integrated testing and validation is required and will be
documented. The staff concludes that this is a good design practice and is,
therefore, acceptable.

Section 6.2.3.6 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS designer will- evaluate and
establish the need for redundancy and diversity of computer and peripheral
equipment. In the rationale, EPRI notes that the designer can perform a
reliability analysis of the equipment and establish the need for redundancy
and diversity. EPRI states that divarsity may not be practicable because
diversity and standardization are sometiues mutually exclusive. The staff
believes, however, that a reliability analysis may not be an acceptable
substitute for redundancy or diversity determinations in safety systems
because of common-mode-failure concerns, it discusses this further in
Section 6.1.6 of this chapter.

EPRI states that the maintenance and development hardware will be supplied to
the utility. The software and hardware licenses and warranties from the
equipment vendors as well as documents and training credits obtained from
vendors will be delivered to the utility.

Computer-based systems will be provided with a battery-backed calendar clock.
In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that EPRI should consider
including a requirement that the designer include an alarmed self-diagnostic
feature on the clock update to verify battery conditions for systems support-
ing important functions and identified this as an open issue. In its response
dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that it would add a requirement that
battery-backed calendar clocks have self-diagnostic features to verify the
battery conditions for systems supporting important functions. The staff
finds this acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

The auctioneered power supplies will be designed so that maintenance and
replacement of a power supply can be accomplished without disrupting the
system.

6.2.4 Switches

Section 6.2.4 of Chapter 10 applies to the various types of switches used
through the plant, including proximity, conttt, level, pressure, and position
switches.

EPRI states that the designer will specify the accuracy and repeatability
requirements for each type of switch. Section 6.2.4.2 of Chapter 10 states
that the designer should encourage the use of integrated logic for switches to
simplify operator information. The designer will decide the use of wet or dry
contacts. The designer will specify the design life for each switch, and the
switch will be qualified for that lifespan.
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The designer will consider intelligent logic design to detect switch failure.
In its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
asked EPRI to provide its rationale regarding the additional hardware and
software complexity and failure modes versus the improved switch-failure
detection. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that it would revise
Section 6.2.4.5 to require the designer to evaluate the tradeoff between the
use of intelligent switch logic and hardware and software complexity and
switch failure modes. In the DSER for Chapter 10,- the staff identified this
issue as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that the revisions have
been made; therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

EPRI states that switches will have provisions for testing, will be modular,
and will be designed to permit position adjustment.

6.2.5 Sensors

Section 6.2.5 of Chapter 10 includes the requirements for various types of
sensors, including temperature, pressure, acoustic, optical, vibration, flow,
neutron, radiation, level, current, and voltage sensors.

Originally, Section 6.2.5.1 of Chapter 10 stated that reactor coolant system
temperature sensors will either be thermowells welded into the piping or
temperature probes such as resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) strapped to
the exterior of the piping. Direct-immersion sensors will not be used. The
control system will be designed to accept the slewer response times. In its
request for additional information da;ed April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI
to provide additional justification that this requirement was not a reduction
in the capability and safety of previous designs. By letter dated July 23,
1990, EPRI responded that the provision for rapidly replacing the sensors will
improve the overall monitoring capabilities. The staff concludes that this
response is acceptable.

EPRI states that the designer will select the temperature-measuring devices
and will consider multiple sensors and specify their use in areas where there
may.be thermal stratification. The staff concludes that this is a good design
practice and is, therefore, acceptable.

The designer is responsible for specifying the accuracy and repeatability
requirements and the calibration accuracy re@ements.

The designer is allowed to use flow nozzles, averaging Pitot tubes, and vortex
shielding.

The designer will consider the use of temperature devices other than RTDs and
thermocouples. The requirement only calls for consideration of the devices
and seems to imply that they are preferable but does not require them. The
steff agrees that devices should be considered. ,

Section 6.2.5.8 of Chapter 10 states that sensors will be qualifisJ for the
full range of use. It originally stated that the designer was allowed to
qualify = by analysis. In the rationale, EPRI also originally stated that
testing was the desired qualification method and-there was a finite risk
associated with qualification by analysis. In its request for additional
information dated April 10, 1990, the staff stated that it generally does not
accept qualification by analysis rather than by icst. By letter dated
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July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that it would revise this section to remove the
reference to analysis so that the requirement will simply state that the
device will be qualified. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identifi> d
the qualification of sensors as a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified
that the revisions have been made; therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is
closed.

EPRI states that sensors will have provisions for connections to micro-
processor-based test equipment.

Section 6.2.5.10 of Chapter 10 states that design provisions will be included
to minimize leaving sensor isolation valves aligned in the incorrect position ;after calibration. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the stafr stated that EPRI.did |

not provide specific guidance for this requirement. The staff concluded that
EPRI should provide such guidance and identified guidance on the position of
sensor isolation valves as an open issue. In its response dated January 28,
1992, EPRI stated that it would add a requirement to minimize leiving sensor
isolation valves aligned in the incorrect position after calibration by
requiring software logic and valve position indication to prohibit the
operation until valves are sequenced correctly. This is acceptable because it
does not conflict with current regulatory guidano. Therefcre, this DSER open
issue is closed.

,

EPRI states that local logic modules will be replaceable and that sensors will
have provisions for either field or bench calibration.

Section 6.2.5.13 of Chapter 10 originally stated that sensors will have no
undetectable failure mode. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded
that EPRI should clarify this section to address the loss-of-oil cencerns
associated with capacitance-type pressure sensors. Excessive drift in a
setpoint is a failure mode that may not be detected until calibration. This
requirement could be interpreted to require that all senscrs have on-line
diagnostics and calibration. The staff identified capacitance-type pressure
sensors as an open issue.

In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that it would revise
Section 6.2.5.13 (Volumes 11 and III of the Requirements Ducument) of Chap-
ter 10 to require that the sensor have no undetectable failure mode to the
extent practicable. It would also require the plant designer to identify
those sensors that cannot meet this requirement and justify why on-line
diagnostics and calibration are not possible. This is acceptable because it
does not conflict with current regulatory requirements. Therefore, this DSER
open issue is closed. However, the staff will evaluate this item in detail
during its review of an individual applicatien for FDA/DC.

EPRI states that diversity will include the principle of operation as well as
function to minimize common-mode failures. The staff discusses diversity and
common-mode failures in Section 6.1.6 of this chapter.

6.2.6 Isolation Devices

Section 6.2.6 of Chapter 10 requires that the digital and analog isolation
devices meet Regulatory Guide 1.75. Because it does not conflict with
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rapulatory requirements, this requirement is acceptable. However, additional
requirements concerning the adequacy of isolation devices must be met before
the staff can approve a specific design.

4

Section 6,2.6.2 of Chapter 10 states that fiberoptic cable is an acceptable
isolator. The staff agrees that the cable itself has inherent electrical j

; isolatien capabilities that do not need to be tested or analyzed further. j
However, the designer must verify that independence and isolation are not
compromised by the communicatica software and protocol that may be used in

,

; implementing the link. Qualification of the hardware system is also necessary
)to ensure that, for example, metallic fiberoptic cable sheaths provided for j

; mechanical protection do not introduce ground loops between equipment requir-
ing isolation. In its request for additional information dated April 10, i

.

1990, the staff asked EPRI to address the compliance of fiberoptic cable with !
:

General Design Criteria 3, 21, 22, and 24 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 and j
Regulatory Guide 1.75. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI resporded that it 1

would revise this section to include a requirement that the designer comply ?3

with these regulations and regulatory guidance. Although specific criteria 4
'

are not provided, conformance with the requirements is acceptable.-

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified fiberoptic standards as a j
;

confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that Chapter 10 contains these
requirements and that the revisions have been made. Therefore, this DSER

; confirmatory issue is closed, i
'

;

i EPRI states that the designer is responsible for selecting the isolators. The |

various types of isolators listed in Section 6.2.6.3 of Chapter 10 are !'

generally acceptable to the staff but must be shown, by testing, to isolate2

'

under maximum credible fault conditions in accordance with IEEE 279. The NRC

|
minimal acceptance review criteria for isolation devices are the following:

i

For the type of device used to accomplish electrical isolation, the
'

*

L specific testing performed to demonstrate that the-device is acceptable
; for its application shall be described. This description should include !
' elementary diagrams when necessary to indicate the test configuration !
i and the application of the maximum credible faults to-the devices.

_ ,

i !

Data shall be supplied to verify that the maximum credible __ faults=

applied during the testing were the maximum voltage and current to which
the device could be exposed, and the method used to define the maximum

.

!voltage and current shall be documented.4

! !

Data shall be supplied to verify that the maximum credible fault was |*
,

applied to the output of the device in the transverse mode (between |
signal and return) and that' other faults, such as open and short 1

circuits, were considered. I

|'

The pass / fail acceptance criterion shall be established before testine I*

and documented. ?

The seismic and environmental qualification for each device shall be*

demonstrated. ,

; ?

L i

I
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The measures taken to protect the safety systems from electrical*

interference (e.g., EMI, electrostatic coupling, and crosstalk) shall be
described.

The isolators used to separate safety systems from non-safety systems*

shall be powered by the Class IE power supply.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that the Evolutionary pequire-
ments Document should be revised to list these criteria and identifwd minimal
acceptance review criteria for isolation devices as an open issue. In its
response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that a requirement will be added
to require that an acceptable level of isolation be achieved by testing the
device under maximum credible fault conditions in accordance with IEEE 279.-

The staff agrees with the testing requirement and finjs it acceptable because
it does not conflict with current regulatory requirements. Therefore, this
DSER open issue is closed. However, t:ne staff will evaluat9 this item during
its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

EPRI states that the analog isolators will not degrade the accuracy of the
system below acceptable levels and will not degrc6e significantly over time.
The devicts will provide at least 80 dB common-mode rejection.

6.2.7 Valves (Instrumentation and Control Features)_

Section 6.2.7 of Chapter 10 states that the valve operational module and the
position indication module will be separate to permit the replacement of one
without the other. The logic and position modules are to be standardized.

Section 6.2.7.3 of Chapter 10 originally specified that the Class 1E motor-
operated valves will have their thermal overloads bypassed continually in
accordance with c.egulatory Guide 1.106, " Thermal Overload Protection for
Electric riotors on Motor Operated Valves," and the only time the overload
bypass will be removed is during maintenance and testing of valves. This
requirement appeared to conflict with a requirement in Section 6.5.2 of :

Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document that specifies that
bypassing features for the purpose of restricting operator protection will i
normally not be provided. In a letter n ted August 2, 1990, the staff asked
EPRI to clarify this apparent discrepancy and to provide some examples of
thermal everload system desigi.s that would satisfy this requirement. In a
letter dated October 12, 1990, EPRI stated that it would revise Section
6.2.7.3 of Chapter 10 to include Regulatory Guide 1.106 and IEEE 74L This is
consistent with the' requirements in Section 6.5.2 of Chapter 11 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff-
concluded that the change was acceptable and identified this as a Confirmatory
issue. It has confirned that the change was acce)tably incorporated into the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. Therefore, t11s DSER Confirmatory issue
is closed.

,

Section 6.2.7.3 of Chapter 10 also specifies required characteristics for
motor-operated valves. NRC Brar< h Technical Position (BTP) ICSB 18 (PSB),
" Application of the Single Failure Criterion to Manually-Controlled
Electrically-Operated Valves," in Appendix A to Section of the SRP, provides :!
guidance on the design and acceptability of manually controlled electrically
operated valves when it is necessary to remove power from them in order to
meet the single-failure criterion. In a letter dated August 2,1990, the
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i- staff asked EPRI to reference the positions in BTP ICSB 18 (PSB) in Sec-
| tion 6.2.7.3 of Chapter 10 and to stipulate that the number of valves that
j require power removal in order to meet thu single-failure criterion should be

minimize.d. The staff indicated that the-Evolutionary Requirements Document
should require that this provision be limited to only-those situations _.where-
design of the piping system to-eliminate-the need to remove power from the, -

-

j valve would result in a less safe design than the design that requires power
removal. In a letter dated October 12, 1990, EPRI stated that Table B.1-2 of'

Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document will state
_ 1

4

! that the designer will comply with BTP ISCB 18 (PSB). In addition, EPRI
i identified proposed changes to Section 6.2.7.3. In-the DSER for Chapter 10,.

the staff concluded that the proposed chang s were acceptable and identified
this as a conf %atery irroe, The staff nas verified that these changes have

,

i been made; therefore, this coi irmatory issue is closed,
t

! Section 6.2.7.3 of Cha >ter 10 originally gave NAMCO as an example of an
acceptable limit switc).- In its request for additional information dated'

,

! April 10,_1990, the staff asked if a list of equipment acceptable-to EPRI '

} would be included in the Evolutionary Requirements Document. By letter-dated
! July-23, 1990, EPRI responded-that it did not. intend to list acceptable-
j- devices, that the referenced switch.was an example, and' that it would remeve |

the NAMC0 reference. Ia the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified this as ,

; a confirmatory issue. The staff has verified that the reference to NAMC0 has
been deleted from Section 6.2.1.3 of Chapter 10; therefore,-this confirmatory

,

i issue is closed.
:

j Section 6.2.7.4 of Chapter 10 states that power-operated valves will have -
i local indication and manual valves will have security locking devices when
4- needed.

In DSER for Chapter -10, the staff identified manual 9alve-position indication
i as a' confirmatory issue because EPRI had committed in a letter dated Octo-
! ber 12, 1990, to add a sentence to Section 4.4.4 of- Chapter .10 to clarify that

control room indication of misaligned manual' valves -is not prchibited by: thise

a revision that satisfies- EPRI's commitment; therefore,'of Chapter'10 includes:
requirement. The staff has verified .that Section- 4.4.4j

this DSER confirmatory
issue is closed. The staff discusses manual valve position indication;in-

-

3: Appendix 0 to this chapter.

EPRI-originally stated that valve designs will have? provisions for detecting-
i internal and' external leakage. In its; request for-additional information.
i dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to describe:the. methods intended to

~

; detect internalc and external-leakage for all valves. By letter dated July 23,
1990, EPRI responded that it would revise Section 6.2.7 of Chapter-10 to'-

require that only-the critical valves, as determined by-the designer, bet
monitored. -In the DSER for: Chapter 10, . the staff identified . internal and ;

external: leakage detection.as a confirmatory _ issue. The staff has verified- . )
'

that the' revisions.have been made;-therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is~ I

j closed.

- EPRI states that' any special tools for diagnostics or calibration ~will; be-

provided to the utility. I

.

H

- 1.
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EPRI states that failure modes will be selected to allow the plant to remain
at power. The staff will evaluate tha failure modes selected during its
review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

6.2.8 Instrumentation and Control Power Supplies ,

Section 6.2.8 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS equipment will function when
exposed to the expected variations of input voltage and frequency. The staff
discusses this topic in greater detail in Section 6.2.2 of this chapter .

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI should specify in
Section 6.2.8.2 the battery and de system voltages that should be incl" U in
the M-MIS equipment design and identified this as an open issue. EPR. io *d
Section 6.2.8.2 to require that the M-MIS equipment be designed to operat
over a de input voltage range, taking into account battery voltage variations
within design limits as determined by Section 7.2.7 of Chapter 11. Sec-
tion 7.2.7 of Chapter 11 contains sufficient information to properly charac-
terize the de system operating voltage limits that must be considered to
ensure acceptable operation of M-MIS equipment. Therefore, this DSER open
issue is closed.

Section 6.2.8.3 of Chapter 10 indicates that the power inputs will meet
appropriate standards for surge suppression. However, it does not specify
which standards must be met. In Section 6.2.2.18, a comparable requirement
references IEEE C37-90.1-1989 and IEEE C62.41-1980. In the DSER for Chap-
ter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI should specify the surge limits that
apply to this section and identified this as an open issue. Section 6.2.8.3
was revised to reference IEEE C62.41-1980, "lEEE Guide for Surge Voltages in
Low-Voltage AC Power Circuits," with regard to the surge limits; therefore,
this OSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that overcurrent protection will be provided and that subsystem de
supplies will be provided with overvoltage and overcurrent protection.

Power source input connection points will be within an enclosure and readily
accessible. DC power within an equipment bay will be supplied by dc power
supplies within the same bay. Cables from the power supplies will be sized
for the loads.

Section 6.2.8.9 of Chapter 10 originally stated that non-Class lE equipment
powered from Class lE power will have all associated instrumentation and
controls powered from the same Class lE division. This section appeared to
conflict with the requirement of Section 2.3.9 of Charter 11 of the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document, which states that the design of the plant electric
power distribution systems will be suc' that the non-safety-related circuits
are not connected to safety circuits or power sources, in a letter dated
April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to change Section 6.2.8.9 to specify that
non-Class lE system instrumentation and controls will only be cennected to
non-Class lE power supplies and distribution systems and will not be connected
to Class lE power supplies or distribution systems. In a letter dated Octo-
ber 12, 1990, EPRI proposed revisions to Section 6.2.8.9 to address the
staff's concern. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that the
proposed revisions were acceptable and identified this as a confirmatory
issue. The staff has verified that the proposed changes have been made;
therefore, this confirmatory issue is closed.
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EPRI states that if any part of a function is powered from an uninterruptible
power supply bus (UPS), the entire function will be powered from a UPS bus.

Section 6.2.8.11 of Chapter 10 originally stated that a distinct indication of.
loss of power will be provided. In its request for additional information
dated April 10, 1990, the staff noted that the requirement in this section
that an indicator read its lowest position on loss of power appeared to be
inconsistent with the requirements of Section 6.2.2.12. Section 6.2.2.12
discouraged this requirement because downscale failure cannot be distinguished
from a true zero reading. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that
it would revise Section 6.2.8.11 as well as Sections 6.2.2.12 and 4.4.' of
Chapter 10 to include a requirement to differentiate between power st.,, ply
failures and other failures. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified
failure indication differentiation as a confirmatory i":ue. The staff has
verified that the revisions have been made; therefore, this DSER confirmatory
issue is closed.

EPRI states that if equipment needs power ett than that normally supplied,
the equipment will be supplied with its own power supply.

6.2.9 Grounding

Section 6.2.9.1 of Chapter 10 states that protective power grounds will be
routed separately from signal grounds. Means will be provided to ground all

.

equipment. A protective ground will be provided for all cabinetr where the I

operating voltage is more than 50 volts. The staff concludes trat this is i

uceptable. However, because of future upgrades and the use of portable i
Itesting and maintenance equipment, EPRI may wish to consider grounding all

cabinets.

The grounds will be connected so that one piece of equipment may be discon-
nected at a time without disconnecting other equipment.- The staff concludes
that this is a good design practice and is, therefore, acceptable.

EPRI states that a portable ground cable will be provided to ground out-of- i

service electrical equipment. Cabinet grounding will be provided.-

Power supply common returns will be provided and grounded at one point to
prevent ground loops. The staff concludes that this is acceptable. However,
this is a method for reducing ground-loop problems and may not prevent ground
loops,_as noted in EPRl's rationale,

Section 6.2.9.2 of Chapter 10 states that wiring shields will be grounded
separately from the circuit modules so that the modules can be removed without
ungrounding the shield connection. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff _ l

concluded that this requirement was acceptable if the designer can demonstrate
that the configuration is qualified for its electromagnetic interfer-
ence/radiofrequency interference (EMI/RFI) environment. |The staff concluded
that EPRI should clarify this section to reflect this condition and identified

-

EMI/RFI considerations for wiring shields as an open issue. . In its response-
dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that in its response to the May 17, 1991,
request for additional--information, it had added the guidance in
-IEEE 1050-1989 to Section 6.2.9 of Chapter 10, Revision 3. The staff finds

,
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this addition acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
However, the general issue of how to demonstrate that the equipment is
qualified for its EMI/RFI environment is a vendr- or plant-specific item.

Analog signals will be grounded at a single point. Instrumentation cable
shields will be grounded at only one location. Shields will be terminated on
terminal blocks adjacent to the signal wires. Section 6.2.9.2 of Chapter 10
provides guidance on shield-grounding methods to minimize leakage between
signals and shields; however, it does not reference specific grounding
standards. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document should reference these standards and identified
the use of qualified isolators for wiring shields as an open issue. In its
response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that qualified isolators between
systems within safety channels were not a requirement and clarified that the
intent of this section ras to use isolation buffers in the design to prevent
grr.nd loops. The staff agrees with this requirement as clarir d; therefore,2

this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that there will be sufficient isolation ground between system
grounds to prevent ground loops. Instrument grounds will be designed to
minimize the effects of common-mode voltage levels. The signal connecticas
between systems will have isolators. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff
concluded that EPRI should clarify if this meant qualified isolators between
systems within a safety channel and identified this as an oper, issue. EPRI
has revised Section 6.2.9 to clarify that these isolator; are for ground
isolation and are not to be " qualified" as those used between safety systems.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is cinsed.

EPRI states that the signal grounding scheme for assemblies, subassemblies,
and subsystems will use a " branching" scheme to minimize ground loops.
Instrument ground connections will be corrosion resistant. The communication
systems will not %e instrument ground bus.

6.2.10 Electrical Penetrations and Seals

Section 6.2.10 of Chapter 10 states that the instrumentation and control (I&C)
signals will not be degraded if penetration connectors are used. Splices are
permitted but are to be avoided, especially for fiberoptic cables. Penetra-
tions will be provided with spare connectors. The effects of EMI/RFI from
other electrical penetrations will be considered in the design of the I&C
penetrations.

6.2.11 Cables, Fiberoptics, and Raceways

Section 6.2.11 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will determine the need
for spare conductors. The cables will be color coded. Conductors will be
identified in accordance with Insulated Power Cable Engineers Association
5-61-402. Twisted shielded pairs will be color coded in accordance with
ANSI C96.1.

The designer will select or establish internal panel wiring standards.
Preassembly of instrument and control cables is encouraged. Low-voltage
cables will be separated from power cables. Power cables will be shielded,
and the shields will be groun6d.
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Section 6.2.11.2.4 of Chapter 10 states that internal panel wiring will meet
the following separation criteria:

AC and DC wiring will be separated.*i
;

Instrumentation wiring will be separate from control or power,*

i

Separation between Class lE circuits and non-Class lE circuits andi *

i redundant Class IE circuits will be in accordance with-IEEE 384-1974,

NRC Regu.atory Guide (RG) 1.75, and NRC Branch Technical Position CHEB4

; 9.5-1 (SRP Section 9.5.1).

There will be 6-inch separation between redundant channels or that whichj *

| can be established by analysis.
4

| Conduit openings will be sealed.*

.

? EPRI states that the minimum bend ram :s of the fiberoptic cable will be
j considered in designing the cable raceway.

| 6.2.12 Field Termination and Splices
1

Section 6.2.12 of Chapter 10 states that field terminations and splices will-

be positively secured while being easy to disconnect. Although the staff^

; agrees with the rationale that the designer has the option to consider
termination methods other than ring lugs, the disadvantage of time-consuming*

field wire terminations with ring lugs should not be considered an equal.

4 tradeoff with the security of termination that they provide. Terminal
identification will be provided. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff
concluded that the requirements in Sectica 6.2.12 should be modified to notei

i that splices will not be allowed in raceways in_ accordance with Position C.9
q of RG 1.75, Revision 2. This modification was recommended in order to avoid

any misunderstanding that the splice requirements provided in this section
would allow splices in raceways in violation'of the RG 1.75 position and was-,

identified as an open issue in the DSER. In its letter dated January 28,-'

i 1992, EPRI stated that the requirements of Section 2.6.3.6 of Chapter 11 had
been changed to address this issue and Table B.1-2 of-Appendix B to Chapter 1
indicates that the ALWR will comply-with RG 1.75, Revision 2. EPRI stated

j that an additional requirement on field wire terminations and splices was not
L necessary. Section 2.6.3.6 of Chapter 11 has been revised to require that
' cable splices be prohibited unless protected by junction boxes specifically

intended for that purpose. The staff agrees with EPRI that this provision,
1

together with the commitment to comply with RG 1.75, Revision 2,-clearly;

' indicates that splices in raceways will not- be allowed, and no _further
i requirements or clarifications are necessary in Section 6.2.12_of Cnapter 10.

Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.i

'

6.3 Common Control System Reouirements
:

| -6.3.1 Definition
'

Section 6.3.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines
,

the common requirements for the design, selection, and installation of
: specific M-MIS control systems. EPRI states that all control systems required

for operation and maintenance of the plant are included in the scope of this
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section, which addresses the design, performance, availability / operability,
testability and qualification, and maintainability and serviceability require-
ments for this equipment.

6.3.2 Design Requirements

Section 6.3.2 of Chapter 10 states that all safety-related control system
software will be retained in programmable read-only memory or on battery-
backed read-only memory chips. Constant values, such as setpoints, will be
maintained in nonvolatile memory.

EPRI states that software interface is discouraged between safety-related and
non-safety-related systems but is allowed if the designer can demonstrate that
isolation is provided.

When evaluating stability and response rates, EPRI specifies that the design-
ers should consider the following:

plant and equipment nonlinearities that change with the operating point*

(valves, plant processes, etc.)

time delays=

the effect of sarople rate and resolution+

the effect of sensing subsystem components*

the effect of environmental extremes and process conditionsa

The designer will define and design the systems that will remain in the known
safe state following restoration of power after a loss of power. The staff
concludes that this requirement is acceptable but will evaluate the specific
systems and the restoration state during its reviews of individual application
for FDA/DC.

6.3.3 Performance Requirements

Section 6.3.3 of Chapter 10 specifies that digital control algorithms will
include an anti-windup feature when needed. Transfers between manual and
automatic control will be bumpless.

The settings for all control parameters will provide a resolution and accuracy
of 1 percent of the full-scale adjustment range. The staff concludes that
this is generally acceptable, but the designer should verify that there are no
conditions for which more stringent requirements are warranted. The staff
will address this issue during its review of an individual application for
FDA/DC.

Section 6.3.3.4 of Chapter 10 provides requirements to ensure that the
designer will .specifically address aliasing problems with sample data.
However, the reference to EPRI contractor work to establish the requirements
in this section needs to be completed. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff
concluded that EPRI should update or clarify the requirements for this section
and identified requirements for signal reconstruction as an open issue. In
its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that in response to a request
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) for additional information dated May 17, 1991, it had updated Section 6.3.3.4
j- of Chapter 10, Revision-3, to clarify the addressing of aliasing problem with
2 sample data. The clarification is acceptable because it does not conflict

with current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.a

: However, the staff will evaluate this item during its review of an individual
application for FDA/DC.-

I Section 6.3.3.5 of Chapter 10 indicates that computers that have direct
protection or control functions will not have interrupts. Section 6.3.3.7,

! states that functions are to be prioritized so that a protectSe function is
the highest priority. These sections appear to conflict. In general, the
s',aff considers that the use of interrupts in safety systems should be avoided
and identified the use of interrupts as an open issue in the DSER for Chap-

; ter 10. The staff concluded that EPRI should revise the Evolutionary Require-
: ments Document to more clearly state under what conditions interrupts are i

allowed. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that require- |,

ments will be added to require the use of interrupts if it improves system !

reliabilit, or is required to perform protective functions or other functions '

;

promptly. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with current i

regulatory requirements. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed. However,
the staff will evaluate this item during its review of an individual applica-

.

tion for FDA/DC.#

| EPRI states that the designer will consider the startup testing requirements
and will design the instrumentation and control (I&C) system to minimizee

j special setups and equipment.
;

; 6.3.4 Availability / Operability

For non-safety-related systems, Section 6.3.4 of Chapter 10 stipulates the use
of reliable components instead of redundant equipment to achieve reliability.
In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff stated that although this requirement
was not in violation of NRC requirements, a requirement encouraging redundancy,

to reduce challenges to safety systems in addition to the use of reliable
components would be more appropriate and identified redundancy of safety
systems as an open issue. In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated

,

that the intent of this section was to provide.a perspective on the approach"

| the plant desMn~r should use for non-safety-related control functions to meet
' the requiremenws of Chapter 1 and Chapter.10, Section 3.5, of the Evolutionary

Requirements Document. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with
j current regulatory requirements. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that signals from other systems may be used in non-safety-related
control systems to enhance reliability. In addition, the control function may

J be redistributed to another computer if a computer fails, thereby providing
some redundancy. The staff concludes that this requirement is acceptable if
it applies only to non-safety-related systems. The designer will have to
evaluate safety-related' systems to ensure -that implementation- of this EPRI
requirement does not violate NRC regulations,

,

i

The I&C system will be a distributed system with local control. Central
computers will be used only for monitoring. The staff concludes that this

: configuration is preferred and that it is, therefore, acceptable.

'
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6.3.5 Testability and Qualification

Section 6.3.5 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will establish the
criteria for determining which of the redundant systems will be used.

6.3.6 Maintainability / Serviceability

Section 6.3.6 of Chapter 10 states that the maintenance interface will provide
the capability to access diagnostic, calibration, and other maintenance aids.
All system inputs and outputs will be accessible. Maintenance activities will
be indicated in the main centrol room.

6.4 Conclusica

The staff concludes that the items the requirements in Section 6 of Chapter 10
of the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with :urrent
regulatory requirements and are, therefore, acceptable. However, by them-
selves, they do not provide sufficient informat %n to make a determination
that a specific design application will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants
referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to
demonstrate compliance with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan or
provide justification for alternative means of implementing the associated
regulatory requirements.
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7 UvtkAf PLANT, REACTOR, AND REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS M-MIS REQUIREMENTS

7.1 Puroose and Scope

Section 7.1 of Chapter 10. of the Evt,lutionary Requirements Document states
that Section 7 provides the requirements for the M-MIS that will monitor and
control the overall power production of the plant as well as the reactor and
reactor coolant system.

EPRI specifies that the M-MIS for the specific systems discussed in this
section will be integrated and coordinated with the M-MIS for other plant
systems.

7.2 General Recuirements for Overall Plant. Reactor, and Reactor
Systems Group M-MIS

Section 7.2.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
describes how the functions of the M-MIS are to be initially allocated. EPRI
states that the M-MIS will provide for the monitoring and control of the
overall process of producing energy in the reactor core to the delivery of
electricity to the grid and removal of waste heat. The M-MIS will monitor
neutron flux and adjust the reactivity. Core outlet temperatures (PWRs) will
also be monitored. The M-MIS will monitor and control the reactor coolant -
system pressure and will also monitor and control the chemical and volume
control system (PWRs) and the reactor water cleanup system (BWRs). Chemistry
will be monitored using the process sampling system M-MIS, and reactor coolant
leakage will be monitored using the reactor coolant leak detection system
M-MIS. The M-MIS will monitor and control the removal of reactor core heat '

and the steam production process.

Section 7.2.2 of Chapter 10 states that the system physical boundarios are
defined in Cha;i;ers 3 and 4 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The
boundaries for the M-MIS will be the same as those for the primary systems and
will also include the M-MIS hardware and software.

Section 7.2.3 of Chapter 10 states that the desic,ner will use consistent
monitoring and control design strategies. The staff concludes that this is
acceptable, but notes that this consistency should not result in the elimina-
tion of the consideration of diversity.

The M-MIS will include monitoring and control of systems for startup and
shutdown: Local operation is preferred over main control .oom operation when
possible. EPRI states that automaticn of the functions tu reduce operator
burden is allowed, if justified, but is not encouraged because automation
would increase the complexity of the plant.

During normal operations, the M-MIS controlling this group of systems will be
automated or otherwise provide for continuous operation without repeated-
operator tasks. Occasional tasks do not require automation.-

EPRI states that automatic reconfiguration of systems will be provided when
needed for personnel or equipment protection or when required because of
safety system actuation. However, Section 7.2.3.3 of Chapter 10 does not
address the selection process for determining when automatic or manual control
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is to be used. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI
should provide such guidance and identified the selection of automatic or
manual control as an open issue, in its response dated January 28, 1992 EPRI
stated that the selection of automatic or manual control is based on specific
evaluations and a list of the minimum items that must be considered is given
in Section 3.4.3 of Chapter 10. EPRI also stated that the analysis of
functions and tasks will allocate the functions between automatic and manual
control. Ihis is acce) table because it does not conflict with current
regulatory guidance; t1erefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

EPRI states that return of a system to its initial configuration after an
automatic reconfiguration will normally require manual initiation but can be
automated when justified. Any automatic return to an original configuration
will require operator notification.

The M-MIS will normally be tested on line only as the direction of the
operator. The testing should be automated after it is initiated by the
operator. Other testing requirements are evaluated by the staff in Sec-
tion 3.6 of this chapter.

Section 7.2.4 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS designer will integrate and coordinate the systems covered t -
this section. As noted in the rationale, the Evolutionary Requirements
Document specifically avoids aroviding any specific guidance as to how this
will be best accomplished. Tius, the M-MIS designer is not constrained by
current practice. The staff concludes that this is acceptable. However, the
Evolutionary Requirements Document does specifically state that EPRI prefers
proven technology.

The staff's evaluation of the human factors aspects of this section is
provided in Appendix D to this chapter.

7.3 Overail plant M-MIS

Section 7.3.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS functional goal is to efficiently and effectively deliver
electricity to the grid. Section 7.3.2 of Cha)ter 10 originally stated that
the H-Mis will enable the utility load dispatc1er to adjust reactor power
directly. In its response dated Ju's 23, 1990, to a request for additional
information dated April 10, 1990, EPR! :tated that the intent of this require-
ment is to allow the load dispatcher 'e chr<e power level within a range
selected by the operators. In the ^RR fu capter 10, the sta'f concluded
that this section could be misintermted is allowing the lation of
reactor controls by personnel other than licensed unit op6, es and identi-
fied this as an o>en issue. Controls tL;t directly affeci .< power of the

Apc 'atus and mecha-reactor can only )e manipulated by licensed operators. s

nisms other than controls that directly affect reactor power can be manipu-
lated only with the consent and knowledge of the licensed operator at the
controls. Economic power generation systems in use today a!10w the utility
load dispatcher to initiate reactor power changes, but these changes are
actually made by the digital data acquisition and control system (DDACS). The
DDACS controls the power chailge rate by " manipulating" the reactor controls.
This system is under the cognizance of the licensed unit operator at all
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times, and power changes by the load dispatcher are first approved by the
licensed uni' operator. In Revision 4, EPRI revised Section 7.3.2 by removing
the word "directly" to prevent possible misinterpretation of this requirement.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

Section 7.3.3 of Chapter 10 states that the overall M-MIS will be coordinated
with the M-MIS of other systems. Section 7.3.4 of Chapter 10 states that the
M-MIS will provide the capability (1) to monitor the functions of all major
components and the plant heat balance and (2) to determine if a change in
plant operation setpoints would provide more efficient operation. The staff
concludes that this is acceptable.

7.4 Neutron Monitorina System M-MIS

Section 7.4 of Chapter 10 of the Evoluti. "ary Requirements Document statas
that the neutron monitoring system H-MIS will provide the information needed
to determine if the amount, rate of change, and distribution of fission energy
are correct. The designer will determine the design of the monitoring
strategy. The staff will evaluate the neatron monitoring system M-MIS during
its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

-

7.5 BWR Rod Control System M-MIS
i

Section 7.5 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the BWR rod control system will provide the monitoring and '

control necessery to position the control rods within acceptable limit' . The >

designer will determine which functions of the normally manually controlled
shutdown and startup control should be automated. -

EPRI states that during the design process the functions and tasks involved in ,

scram time testing will be evaluated and the need for automatit,n to provide i

accurate and reliable results will be determined.
,

7.6 EWR Rod Control System M-MIS

Section 7.6 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states ;

that the H-MIS for the PWR rod control system will provide the monitoring and !

control necessary to position the control rods within acceptable limits. The 1

designer will evaluate any automated actions needed for the normal startup and {
shutdown functions. The staff concludes that this is acceptable. !n

7.7 BWR Reactor Coolant System M-MIS !

Section 7.7 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
,

that the M-MIS for the BWR reactor coolant system (RCS) will provide the
monitoring and control necessary to [

+

adjust the-reactivity **

maintain the RCS pressure within limits* *
-

maintain RCS inventory
_

:*

remove core energy during normal operation and shutdown*

control steam production*
>

prevent unstable operation*

prevent overfilling*
,
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EPRI states that the H-His for the BWR RCS will normally be automatic but will
provide for manual operation.

7.8 ELIR Reactor Coolant System H-HIS

Section 7.8 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-His for the PWR RCS will provide the monitoring and control
necessary to

maintain pressere control*

maintain inventory control*

remove normal and shutdown core heate

EPRI states that the H-His for the PWR RCS will normally be automatic but will
provide for manual operation.

7.9 PWR Chemical and Volume Control System H-HIS

Section 7.9 of Chapter 10 of the Requirements Document states that the H-HIS
for the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) will provide the monitoring
and control necessary to

maintain the boron concentration*

maintain RCS inventory3

control water chemistry*

EPRI states that the H-HIS for the CVCS will provide indication and control as
described in Section 6.5 of Chapter 3 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. The CVCS will be a non-safety-related system.

7.10 Process Samplina System H-HIS

Section 7.10 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-HIS for the process sampling system will provide the control and
monitoring necessary to obtain and evaluate samples from various fluid and gas
systems. Sampling will be initiated manually and locally; however, operator
aids will be provided. Interlocks will be provided to prevent sampling from
affecting system availability. Repetitive monitoring will be automatic, if

automatic sampling requires a system change that is also automatic, the change
will be annunciated.

7.11 PWR Boron Recycle System H-MIS

Section 7.11 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-HIS for the PWR boron recycle system will provide the monitoring
and control necessary to process and recycle the RCS water and will provide
the necessary makeup water and boric acid.

7.12 BWR Reactor Water Cleanuo System M-HIS
,

1
Section 7.12 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-HIS for the BWR reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system will provide
the monitoring and control necessary to remove reactor coolant, maintain
proper inventory during operations, and maintain the reactor water chemistry.
EPRI states that RWCU system operations associated with startup and shutdown
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will be performed in the main control room (MCR). filter and demineralizer
operations will be performed at stations outside the MCR. The RWCU system
M-MIS will be capable of being monitored in the MCR. The designer will deter-
mine the operations that need to be controlled from the MCR.

The RWCU system will be automatically isolated if automatic monitoring detects
a significant leak or if the standby liquid control system is initiated.

7.13 PWR Steam Generator System M-Mll

Section 7.13 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-MIS for the PWR steam generator system will provide the monitoring
and control necessary for steam production for normal turbine operation and
for certain decay heat removal operations.

Steam generator level control during startup will be automated and will
include both startup and main feed pumps. Manual control will be provided. )

Normal level control as well as level control during planned or unplanned
reactor and turbine trips will be automatic.

7.14 Reactor Coolant System Leak Detection M-MIS

Section 7.14 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for RCS leak detection will monitor the RCS leakage to ensure
it is within acceptable limits. Because leakage from the RCS that cannot be
specifically located may require plant shutdown, EPRI requires that the M-MIS
reduce leakage data and present a summary of current estimated leak rates and
other leakage indications that would help identify actual reactor coolant
leakage. Several items are listed in the Evolutionary Requirements Document
that may be used to identify the quantities and location of leakage. The
staff has reviewed these items and, in the absence of specific criteria,
concludes that they are acceptable.

The M-MIS for this system will be specifically designed so that the impact of
plant and system transients on inventory is considered to avoid misleading
leakage results.

7.15 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 7 of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and are, therefore, acceptable. However, by themselves, they do
not provide sufficient information to make a determination that a specific
design application will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan or provide justification for
alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.
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8 REACTOR PROTECTION AND SAFETY SYSTEMS H-MIS REQUIREMENTS

8.1 Purpose and Scope

Section 8.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that Section 8 provides the requirements for the H-Mis that will monitor and
control reactor protection and safety systems.

The M-MIS for the systems addressed in Section 8 will be coordinated and
integrated with the M-MIS for other plant systems.

8.2 Eeneral Reauirements for Reactor Protection and Safety Systems Group
M-MIS

8.2.1 Functions

Section 8.2.1 of Chepter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the reactor protection system (RPS) and other safety
systems will provide the nnitoring and control necessary for those systems to
carry out the required plant and system functions. EPRI divides the M-MIS
functions into two categories: core-damage protection and core-damage
mitigation. :Section 1 of Chapter 10 states that the Evolutionary Requirements
Document incorporates technological improvements, in its request for addi-
tional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to provide
additional information to demonstrate that these were improvements and not
merely changes. The staff also requttted clarification of the level of safety
of the instrumentation and control (l&C) systems as compared to that of
previous designs. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI indicated that it was.
not evident how to evaluate whether the designs of the I&C systems proposed in
the Evolutionary Requirements Document were safer than previous designs. .
However, EPRI expects th:; the total system and operator interface will be
substantially safer than that in current plants.

The M-MIS will provide the monitoring and control capability to limit the
reactor energy so tnat core damage does not result. Since this is the basic
goal of the existing RPS functions, the staff concludes that this requirement
is acceptable.

Section 0.2.1 of Chapter 10 requires a safety-related M-MIS for_ reducing
pressure in the reactor vessel and reactor coolant systen (RCS)- to prevent
core damage that i. independent of the M-MIS that will monitor and control RCS
pressure for most conditions.

EPRI requires a separate safety-related M-MIS independent of the RCS M-MIS and
RCS leak detection M-MIS to maintain an adequate inventory of reactor coolant
in the reactor and RCS.

Several diverse and independent systems will be available to remove decay
heat. EPRI requires that the independence of the systems be maintained in the
M-MIS portion by appropriate segmentation and separation. However, Sec -
tion 8.2.1.4 of Chapter 10 does not address diversity of the M-MIS equipment.
The staff's conclusions on the need for diversity are given in Section 6.1.6
of this chapter.
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The H-HIS will provide the monitoring and control necessary for containment
isolation, from detection of the need through initiation, completion, and
confirmation of the completion and maintenance of the isolation.

The H-HIS will provide the control and monitoring necessary to maintain the
integrity of the boundary of the containment. This function includes contain-
ment cooling and pressure control as well as the monitoring and control of
related areas such as suppression-pool level and cooling to ensure avail-
ability of the mitigation function.

EPRI states that monitoring to determine the potential for radioactivity
release and the control necessary to limit the release will be provided.

8.2.2 Boundaries and Interfaces

Section 8.2.2 of Chapter 10 states that the physical boundaries that make up
the safety systems are defined in Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document and that the H-HIS boundaries will be consistent with the physical
boundaries of the plant systems.

8.2.3 Common Control and Monitoring Strategies for Reactor Protection and
Safety Systems

Section 8.2.3 of Chapter 10 states that the H-HIS designer will use a consis-
tent design strategy. The control strategies will also be consistent with
those for the non-safety-related M-MIS.

The protection and sat ~ety system H-HIS will provide for normal automatic
startup or actuation. Capability for manual initiation will be provided.
EPRI indicates that automatic initiation may not be required, if justified.
It also indicates that unnecessary automatic initiation of certain systems
would increase plant complexity and the potential for inadvertent actuation of
the system.,

Section 8.2.3.2 of the Chapter 10 originally stated that the H-HIS will be
designed for automatic action for the first 20 minutes after actuation.
However, EPRI revised Section 8.2.3.2 to state that the H-HIS will be designed
for automatic action for the first 30 minutes, in the DSER for Chapter 10,
the staff identified the time period for automatic actuation as a confirraatory
issue. Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

,

Normal shutdown functions will be accomplished manually. Testing during
operation will be manually initiated but will normally be accomplished
automatically during station operation.

8.3 Reactor Protqstion System

8.3.1 System Definition

Section 8.3.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document indi-
',

cates that the RPS will include the sensors through the final actuation
breakers or relays. This is consistent with the RPS definition at existing
plants. Also included is the test and diagnostic equipment needed to maintain
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the RPS in a state of readiness, confirm its operational status, or determine
the type and location of f aults. The staff agrees with the inclusion of the
test and diagnostic equipment and software as part of the RPS.

The RPS will monitor plant parameters and determine when reactor shutdown is
needed. The systems with which the RPS will interface are

the neutron monitoring system+

the reactor and reactor coolant system+

the main steam and main turbine-generator systems+

the control rod drive system+

the electric power distribution system+

the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system+

8.3.2 Performance

Section 8.3.2 of Chapter 10 states that the designer will provide the minimum
set of variables for the RPS and should minimize anticipatory or diverse
trips. EPRI's intent is that the designer justify the trips selected. The
staff agrees with the avoidance of unnecessary trips, but each trip function
must be evaluated separately. In its request for additional information dated
April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI to provide additional information because
this section appeared to present a potential reduction in safety margins. By
letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that the requirement was not
intended to disregard common-mode failures or regulations, in the response,
EPRI described the tradeoff in optimum trip signal selection as a qualitative
balance that the designer must achieve, but that may not be practical to
quantify 1,. the Evolutionary Requirements Document. EPRI committed to clarify
the requirement. The staff identified tradeoff in trip signal selection as a
confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 10. In Revision 1, EPRI revised
Section 8.3.2 to describe the backup RPS actions that will be used to address
the potential for common-mode failures and the regulations pertaining to
anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). The revision is acceptable
because it does not conflict with current regulatory guidance; therefore, this
DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

EPRI requires that once the RPS logic initiates a reactor shutdown, the
process will continue until completion. After reactor shutdown has been
completed, manual action is required to reset the RPS logic and permit rod
withdrawal.

The RPS will be single failure proof. A second failure will not prevent
protective action but may result in inadvertent actuation. The second-failure
criterion proposed by EPRI does not apply to the reactor trip breakers or
testing configurations, in the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that
this requirement was acceptable, but recommended that EPRI clarify whether the
actuation logic will be continuously self-tested during normal operation. It

identified continuous self-testing of actuation logic as an open issue.

In its response dated January 28, 1992, EPRI stated that Section 8.3.2.3 of
Chapter 10 requires that the RPS provide for automatic self-testing of as much
of the system as is practicabie. EPRI also stated that during normal opera-
tion, all or essentially all of the actuation logic is expected to be self-
tested automatically. This is acceptable because it does not conflict with
current regulatory guidance. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.
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However, the staff will evaluate this item during its review of an individual
application for FDA/DC.

EPRI states that the RPS will be designed so that the coincidence logic will
only be from different channels but will use the same variable. Coincidence
of different variables will not be used. In its response dated July 23, 1990,
to a staff request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, EPRI
provided an example of the intent of this requirement. The example showed
that there were more combinations of two variable inputs that would result in
a trip output with different variable logic than with the same variable logic.
EPRI stated that the primary consideration in the example was that a single
input from two different variables (pressure and temperature) was a less valid
indication of a true trip condition than two inputs from the same variable.

Manual initiation of the protection actions will be independent of the
automatic initiation. This does not include the reactor trip breakers.

Section 8.3.2.1 of Chapter 10 states that the RPS for BWRs will provide the
control signals for the electric control rod drive motors if the primary scram
is not effective. This function will be performed by a' portion of the BWR RPS
separate from the portion of the RPS that controls the, primary scram initia-
tion. The backup system that will provide the electric motor initiation will
not be single failure proof. This meets the requirements of the ATWS rule
(10 CFR 50.6?) and is acceptable.

Section 8.3.2.2 of Chapter 10 requires that the PWR designer either provide a
diverse backup reactor trip system or demonstrate that the design of the plant
has enough features or margin so that the backup system is not-warranted. In
its request for additional information dated April 10, 1990, the staff
questioned the use of a design margin analysis in lieu of the backup scram
system and also asked EPRI to address the use of diverse sensors. In a letter
dated July 23, 1990, EPRI proposed a revision to this section requiring that
the designer retain the option of complying with the ATWS rule or demonstrat-
ing that the plant can withstand an ATWS event. In the DSER for Chapter 10,
the staff identified compliance with the ATWS rule as a confirmatory issue.
The staff has verified that-the- section has been revised; therefore, this DSER
confirmatory issue is closed.

In its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI also stated that the rule does not
require diverse sensors and the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not
require them unless the designer determines they are necessary. The staff
concludes that this is acceptable.

The- RPS will provide for automatic self-testing.

8.3.3 Configuration

Section 8.3.3 of Chapter 10, as modified by EPRl's January 24, 1902, letter,
requires that the RPS be located in a vital area, and, where practicable, the
segments of the system are to be located in physically separate locations to
make it more difficult for unauthorized personnel to disable the system
without detection. Section 5.2.4.2 of Chapter 9 also providus requirements
that apply to access to the RPS segments. The staff notes that the RPS would
be protected further if it were in one or more vital area within- the plant
protected area.
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RPS initiation, completion, and other status information will be .isplayed to
the min control room (MCR) operators. Safeguards against inadvertent or
unauthorized changes in RPS setpoints, including features to ensure proper
approval and recording of changes, will be provided.

'

8.3.4 Equipment Requirements

Section 8.3.4 of Chapter 10 states that highly reliable components will be
used in the RPS.

The designer will identify problems associated with the existing reactor trip
breakers and will establish functional and design requirements, specifica-
tions, and testing requirements to address the problems identified. EPRI
specifies that the designer will select a reactor trip device that will not

I degrade over the design life (60 years) of the plant. EPRI's rationale
| indicates that the primary concern with regard to these requirements is the
| metal-clad air circuit breakers. These circuit breakers have experienced a
1 number of problems, including deficiencies in undervoltage trip attachments,
' lubricants, and manufacturing tolerances.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified tamper-proof reactor trip
breakers as a confirmatory issue because in its letter of October 12, 1990
EPRI had committed to modify the Evolutionary Requirements Document to add a
requirement that the H-MIS designer consider features in the reactor trip
breakers or their enclosures that would make it difficult to tamaer with the
breaker in a manner that would prevent its operation, provided t1ese features f

had been proven in service and would not prevent the breaker from tripping.
| The staff has verified that Section 8.3.4.3 of Chapter 10 contains this

requirement. The staff concludes that this change satisfies EPRI's commit-
ment; therefore, this confirmatory issue is closed.

A manual reactor trip control will be provided in the MCR that is readily
j accessible to the operators; capable of operation by a single operator, but
- protected against inadvertent operation; and easily operated.

8.4 BWR Reactor Core Isolation Coolina System M-MIS

Section 8.4 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the BWR reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system will
provide the monitoring and control of reactor water inventory if normal
feedwater is not available. This part of the H-MIS will not require ac power.

-

The RCIC system will be automatically initiated and then manually controlled.

8.5 BWR Hiah-Pressure in.iection Snirm M-MIS

Section-8,5 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the BWR high-pressure injection (HPI) system will provide
the monitoring and control needed to maintain reactor coolant inventory if
normal feedwater is not available and the RCIC system has not maintained
inventory.
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The hPI system will be automatically initiated and controlled. Although not
specifically stated in the Evolutionary Requirements Document, NRC require-
ments include requirements for manual initiation and control capability.
Since the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not take exception to these
requirements Section 8.5.2 is acceptable.

8.6 BWR Decay Heat Rem _2 val System

Section 8.6 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the BWR decay heat removal (OHR) system will provide the
monitoring and control needed to

remove decay and sensible heat from the reactor af ter shutdown and aftere

the reactor pressure is reduced to 135 psig (saturated conditions)

maintain reactor coolant inventory if other inventory maintenance*

systems are not available

remove heat from the suppression poole

remove heat from the containment*

remove heat from the fuel pool*

,

The inventory maintenance function of the DHR system will be automatically
initiated. The other functions, such as the fuel pool supplemental cooling,
will be manually initiated and controlled.

8.7 ILJLStandby liquid Control System M-MIS

Section 8.7 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the standby liquid control (SLC) system will provido the
monitoring and control for the poison injection system. The M-MIS.for the SLC
system will be coordinated with the H-MIS for other plant systems only to the
minimal amount necessary to determine when it is needed and to isolate the
reactor water cleanup system.

In Revision 4 to Chapter 10 Section 8.7.2, EPRI requires that the SLC system
be automatically initiated. The staff's evaluation of the SLC system is
provided in Section 2.5.4 of Appendix B to Chapter 1 and Sections 4.2 and 4.3
of Chapter 5 of this report.

P.8 PWR Residual Heat Removal System M-MIS

Section 8.8 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-MIS for the PWR residual heat removal (RHR) system will provide the
monitoring and control needed to remove decay heat when the RCS is at reduced
pressure.

The RHR system will be manually initiated. Normal cold shutdown operation
will be automated to the extent necessary to eliminate continuous operator
attention.
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8.9 PWR Emergency feedwater System H elS

Section 8.9 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-HIS for the PWR emergency feedwater (EfW) system will provide the
monitoring and control needed to remove decay heat through the steam genera-
tors when the main and startup feedwater systems are not availaole.

' The H-HIS for the EfW system will provide for automatic initiation but will
include monitoring to allow the operators to manually initiate the system
before the automatic initiation setpoints are reached.

8.10 PWR Safety Iniection System H-HIS

Section 8.10 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-MIS for the PWR safety injection (SI) system will provide the
monitoring and control needed to maintain the inventory in the RCS, control
excess reactivity of the reactor core by injecting water with a neutron
absorber, and remove reactor decay heat by feed-and-bleed operations.

The 51 system will be automatically initiated. Manual initiation and control
will also be provided.

8.11 PWR Safgiv Depressurization and Vent System H-HIS

Section 8.11 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-HIS for the PWR safety depressurization and vent (SDV) system will
provide the monitoring and control needed to maintain the RCS pressure when
normal systems are unavailable, vent noncondensible gases from the RCS, and
bleed reactor coolant from the RCS during feed-and-bleed operations.

The SDV system will be manually actuated. The Evolutionary Requirements
Document emphasizes avoiding inadvertent actuation of this system, since the
actuation would, in effect, result in a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

8.12 Containment Isolation H-HIS

Section 8.12 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-HIS for the containment isolation system will provide the monitor-
ing and control necessary to isolate the containment in order to minimize the
release of radioactivity to the environment.

Containment isolation will be automatically initiated and accomplished. A
comprehensive operator display and appropriate controls will be provided.

8.13 Containment System H-HIS

Section 8.13 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
requirements for the monitoring and control needed to keep radioactive
material inside the containment. The monitoring of conditions inside the
containment will not require direct operator action, but information display-
ing the status of the containment will be provided.
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8.14 PWR Containment Soray Svitem M-Mil

Section 8.14 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the PWR containment spray system will provide the monitor-
ing and control necessary to

remove heat from the containment atmosphere following a design-basis*

accident

reduce the concentration of fission products in the containment atmo-*

sphere following design-basis accidents

remove reactor decay heat from the in-containment refueling watera

storage tank during post-LOCA operation

Spray initiation will be automatic with manual actuation as a backup. The
designer will incorporate features to prevent inadvertent actuation or manual
initiation. Pump realignments will be manually initiated.

8.15 [gmbustible Gas Control System M-Mis

Section 8.15 of Chapter 10 of the Evclutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the combustible gas control system will provide the
monitoring and control necessary to ensure containment integrity even if
combustible gas has been released during an accident. This system will be
manu 11y actuated,

i

8.16 fission Product Leakaae Control System M-MIS

Section 8.16 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the fission product leakage control (F* LC) system will
provide the monitoring and control needed to limit potentially radioactive
leakage to the environment. Features for automatic monitoring and automatic
interlocks will be provided for this system.

8.17 (pnclusion

The staff concludes that item the requirements in Section 8 of Chapter 10 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and are, therefore, acceptable. However, by themselves, they do
not provide sufficient information to make a determination that a specific
design application will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan or provide justification for
alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.
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9 POWER GENERATION AND MAIN 1URBINE-GENERATOR SYSTEMS M-MIS REQUIREMENTS

9.1 INroose afd Scon

Section 9.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that Section 9 provides the requirements for the M MIS that will monitor and
control the power generation and main turbine-generator systems.

EPRI specifies that the M-MIS for the systems addressed in Section 9 will be
coordinated and integrated with the H-MIS for other plant systems.

9.2 Egneral Reouirements for Power Generation and Main Turbine-Generat E
Systems Group M-MIS

Section 9.2 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionny Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for these systems will provide the monitoring and control
necessary for the systems to transport steam to the main turbine and to
control steam pressure and moisture content, feed and condensate system
operations, and the auxiliary steam system.

Section 9.2.2 of Chapter 10 states that the physical boundaries that will make
u) the power generation and main turbine-generator systems are defined in
Clapters 2 and 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.- EPRI states that
the boundaries of the M-MIS will be consistent with the physical boundaries of
the plant systems.

Section 9.2.3 of Chapter 10 states that these systems will use the common
control strategies that the other M-MIS systems will use. The startup
functions will be performed manually by the operator. The designer will
detennine the need for automatic operation during startup or shutdown. Normal
operations above a low power level will be automatic. The H-MIS will automat-
ically reconfigure or shut down the system.

The systems will be returned to normal operation after reconfiguration or will
be shut down by manual action unless the designer establishes functions that
read to be automated. Any automatic return to operation will be annunciated
tu the operators. On-line testing for these systems will be initiated by the
operators, but the actual testing will be automated.

9.3 Main and Extraction Steam System M-MIS

Section 9.3 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the H-MIS for the main and extraction steam system will provide the
monitoring and control needed to transport the steam to the main turbine and
to maintain steam quality.

The designer will provide for smooth transfers between automatic and manual
control. The M-MIS will provide for maneuvering and load following as needed
without short-term operator action. The actions of this system will be
compatible with those of the reactor and safety systems. The control strategy
will be compatible with on-line testing.
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9.4 Main Turbine System M-MIS ;

f Section 9.4 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
| that the M-MIS for ths main turbine system will provide the monitoring and

control for the main f unctions of the turbine.
-

<

9.5 Main Generator System M-Mll

j Section 9.5 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
j that the M-MIS for the main generator system will provide the monitoring and 1

- control for the main generator. 1

1

9.6 feedwater and Condensate System M-Mis1

Section 9.6 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Docun,ent states
; that the M-MIS for the feedwater and condensate system will provide the

monitoring and control needed to transport high-quality feedwater from the
! condenser hotwell to valves that control the introduction of feedwater into
j the BWR reactor vessel or a PWR steam generator.
!

0)eration at low power levels will be automatic. Features will be-provided)

t1at will ensure that transfer between manual and automatic control is smooth.
The feedwater and condensate system will be automatically adjusted during
normal power changes without short-term operator action. ;

9.7 Chemical Addition System M-MIS

3
Section 9.7 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the chemical addition system will provide the monitoring

4, and control needed to maintain the coadensate, feedwater, and off-gas chemis-
try within required limits.

The designer will determine the operations that will be controlled from the:

main control room inste.ad of locally. Automatic operation of the chemical'

addition system will not cause a shutdown of other plant systems.
3

:

j 9.8 Condensate Mateup and purification System M-MIS

Section 9.8 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary. Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the condensate makeup and purification system will provide
the monitoring and control needed for makeup water supply and chemistry.

,

Normal operation will be automatic. Automatic actions of this syrtem,
including component failures, will not cause a shutdown of other plant systems
unless the shutdown is necessary to prevent hazards to personnel or damage to
other equipment.

9.9 A_uxiliary Steam Systrm M-MIS

Section 9.9 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary. Requirements Document states
that the M-MIS for the auxiliary steam system will provide the monitoring and
control necessary to ensure an adequate supply of auxiliary (low-pressure)
steam is available to the plant systems that will use auxiliary steam to
perform their functions.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.9-2
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EPRI expects that most or all of these functions will be performed outside the
main control room (MCR). The designer will stipulate any f"nctions that are
essential enough to be included in the MCR. Automatic actimi. of this system,
including component failures, will not cause a shutdown of other plant systems
unless the shutdown is necessary to prevent hazards to personnel or damage to
other equipment.

9.10 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 9 of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document- do not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and are, therefore, acceptable. However, by themselves, they do
not provide sufficient information to make a determination that a specific
design application will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan or provide justification for
alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

I
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10 AUXILIARY AND PLANT SUPPORT SERVICES SYSTEMS M-MIS REQUIREMEllTS |

10.1 PurDose and ScoDe j

Section 10.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that Section 10 provides the general requirements for the M-MIS that will
monitor and control the auxiliary and plant support services systems. The i

auxiliary systems covered by this section include the plant cooling water i

system; the compressed air and gas systems; the heating, ventilating, and air ;

conditioning system; and the electric power system. The plant support '

services systems include the fuel handling systems, the fire protection
system, the environmental monitoring system, the site security system, and the '

radioactive waste processing systems.

10.2 General Reauirements for Auxiliary and Plant Support Services Systems }
Grouns M-MIS -

10.2.1 Functions

The M-MIS will provide the monitcring and control for the systems listed in
Section 10.1 of Chaater 10 of the Evolutionary Requirement-Document. Because
the function of eac1 M-MIS for these systems is self-explanatory, the staff
has not addressed them individually. However, the following discussi6n
addresses the staff's concerns regarding certain requirements proposed by EPRI
for the M-MIS for specific systems.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified of security functions of the
M-MIS as an open issue because the list of site security functions that the
H-MIS designer was required to consider in Section 10.2.1.0 of Chapter 10
omitted the critical function of security response to alarms, as required by
10 CFR 73.55(h). EPRI has revised Section 10.2.1.8 to clarify that the M-MIS
for the plant security system must meet the security system requirements of
Section 5 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Documant, and the
recordkeeping requirements of 10 CFR 73.70(b), (d), and (f), as well as the
applicable general requirements for an M-MIS in Chapter 10. Becau:.e Section 5
of Chapter 9 includes the communication requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(h), the
staff concludes that this change adequately addresses its concern; therefore,
this open issue is closed.

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified the lack of specific criteria
on the quality, placement, and calibration frequency of the area monitors
described in the Evolutionary Raquirements Document as an open issue.
However, in Revision 2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1, EPRI committed to meet the
SRP guidance on an acceptable area radiation monitoring system. - Since EPRI
has committed to meet SRP Sections 12.3 and 12.4 " Radiation Protection Design
features" and since it is outside the scope of-the Evolutionary Requirement|

Document to provide detailed information on the area radiation monitoring
equipment to be used at the ALWR, the staff concludes that this open issue is
closed. The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure
that the detailed information on the area radiation monitoring system that is

| called for in SRP Sections 12.3 and 12.4 is provided.
,

i
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Item II.F.1-3 of NUREG-0737 states that licensees must have the capability to
detect and measure the radiation levels within the containment during and
following an accident. Since Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document did not reference compliance with item II.f.1-3, the staff identified
this as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 10. However, in Revision 2 of
Appendix B to Chapter 1, EPRI committed to comply with 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xvii),
which addresses item II.F.1-3 of NUREG-0137 on accident monitoring instru-
mentation. On the basis of this commitment the open issue concerning compli-
ance with item II.F.1-3 of NUREG-0737 is closed. The staff will review
individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure that description of the specific
design features necessary to comply with item II.F.1-3 of NUREG-0737 are
described.

SRP Sections 12.3 and 12.4 describe the criteria for an acceptable airborne
radioactivity monitoring system. These criteria address location, placement,
calibration frecuency, and alarm and readout for airborne radioactivity
monitors. in acdition, these SRP sections include emergency power require-
ments and setpoint levels for these monitors. Since the Evolutionary
Requirements Document did not initially address criteria for an airborne
radioactivity monitoring program, the staff identified this as an open issue
in the DSER for Chapter 10. However, in Revision 2 to Appendix B EPRI
connitted to require that the guidelines of SRP Sections 12.3 and 12.4 be met.
On the basis of this commitment, this open issue is closed. Since it is
outside the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document to provide
detailed information on the airborne radioactivity monitoring system, the
staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure that this
information is provided.

.

10.2.2 Boundaries and Interfaces

Section 10.2.2 of Chapter 10 states that the physical boundaries that make up
the auxiliary and plant support services systems are defined in Chapters 7, 8,
9, 11, and 12 of the Evolutionary Requirenents Document. The boundaries of
the H-MIS for these systems will be consistent with the physical boundaries of
the plant systems.

10.2.3 Control and Monitoring Strategies for Auxiliary and Support Systems

Section 10.2.3 of Chapter 10 states that a consistent control strategy will be
used. These systems will primarily be operated from outside the main control
room. Monitoring and control will be provided for normal startup and shut-
down. Some tasks may be automated. Normal operations of these systems will
be performed automatically.

The M-MIS will provide automatic reconfiguration when needed for investment
protection or safety. Normal on-line testing will be initiated by the
operators, but the testing will be automated.

Security Concerns

In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified manning of the M-MIS that
controls security functions as an open issue. In its letter of January 28,
1992, EPRI revised Section 10.2.3.2 of Chapter 10 by requiring the following:
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In the case of systems which are continuously manned, such as the
security system, many of the operator actions inherently cannot be
automatic; however, the operators of such systems (security
officers, for example) should not be burdened with routine tasks
needed to keep the system configured such that the operators or
plant staff can perform their normal tasks.

This change adequately addresses the staff's concern; therefore, this open
issue is closed.

in the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff identified automatic reconfiguration of
the H-MIS that controls security functions as an open issue because the staff
was concerned that Section 10.2.3.3 of Chapter 10 specifies automatic recon-
figuration of plant support services group of systems, including site secur: y
systems. Changes in security status (e.g., from " secure" to " access" and oce
versa) are functions that must remain under the control of the security
console operator. In its letter dated January 28, 1992, EPRI argued that Sec-
tion 10.2.3.3 neither requires nor allows automatic changes in security
status, it pointed out that automatic reconfiguration is only allowed by
Section 10.2.3.3 when necessary. Other changes in configuration, will be
performed manually. As the staff and EPRI are in agreement on the need for
manual control of security system reconfiguration, this issue is closed. The
staff Will review individual applications for FDA/DC to verify that the
security system does not automatically go into access status whenever the
reactor is automatically shut down.

In the DSER for Jhapter 10, the staff identified autox.atic self-testing
feature of the M-MIS that controls security functions as an open issue because
it was concerned that Section 10.2.3.4 of Chapter 10 specifies on-line testing
be provided normally only at the direction of the plant staff. In its letter
dated January 28, 1992, EPRI argued that the use in Section 10.2.3.4 of the
term "normally" makes this provision conditional, rather than absolute, and
that on-line self-testing and automatic testing of the security system were
not only not precluded by this requiretent, but would be consistent with
minimizing the burden on the operators. EPRI further noted that Section 5.3.2
of Chapter 9 specifically requires security system design to include self-test
logic circuitry. As the staff and EPRI are in agreement on the need for
automatic testing of some security functions, this open issue is closed.

10.2.4 Integration and Coordination

Section 10.2.4 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS for the systems addressed
in Section 10 will be integrated and coordinated with the H-MIS for other
systems.

10.2.5 Independence and Redundancy Requirements

Section 10.2.5 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS will be independent and-
redundant as defined for the particular system. Failures in the M-MIS for the
systems addressed in Section 10 will not cause plant unavailability or
challenge the reactor protection or engineered safety feature actuation
systems.
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Specific requirements for independence of the security M-MIS are contained in
10 CFR 73.55(e)(1), which requires that the security central alarm station not
contain any other activities that could interfere with its security functions.
Section 5.2.13.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that all security central processing units will be dedicated to security
functions only. However, the requirements in Chapter 9 for the security
system do not require independent data transmission between protected area
perimeter intrusion detection sensors and the central and secondary alarm
stations. As discussed by the staff in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.5 of this
chapter, independent data transmission of these alarms and associated closed-
circuit television signals may be necessary to ensure a capability that meets
the alarm assessment requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(h)(4)(i) and (ii). Although
Section 10.2.5 of Chapter 10 does not explicitly cover this potential need for
independence, it does not prohibit this independence and, thus, does not
conflict with NRC requirements.

10.2.6 Fire-Protection and Security

Section 10.2.6 of Chapter 10 states that the M-MIS will enhance the plant
capability for fire protection and security by providing alternative controls
and monitoring so that fires and actuation of fire suppression will not
require plant shutdown because M-Mis equipment is not- available.

10.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 10 of Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and are, therefore, acceptable. However, by themselves, they do
not provide sufficient information to make a determination that a specific
design application will be acceptable. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan or provide justification for
alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

4

.
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11 CONCLUSION

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 10 of
the Evolutionary Requirements Document for the design of man-machine interface
systems do not conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable.
However, by themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC
staff to determine if the plant-specific design, operation, and arrangement of
the man-machine interface systems will be adequate. Applicants referencing
the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate
compliance with the additional guidance in the Standard Review Plan
(NUREG-0800), or provide justification for alternative means of implementing
the associated regulatory requirements.

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 10 specifies requirements that,
subject to resolution of the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if
properly translated into a design and constructed .iid operated in accordance
with the NRC regulations in force at the time the design is submitted, shr.uld
result in a nuclear power plant whose man-machine interface systems will
perform as designed and have all the attilbutes required by the regulations to
ensure that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of the public or
to the environment.
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APPENDIX A
DEflNITIONS Of TERMS AND ACRONYMS

Appendix A of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
definitions of terms and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list
of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report.

,
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APPENDIX B
GENERIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ISSUES

The original version of the Evolutionary Requirements Document presented
EPRI's requirements to address the resolution of generic safety issues in
Appendix B to each chapter. In the DSER for Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Docunient, the staff evaluated EPRI's requirements to address the
resolution of the following generic safety issues:

2 " Failure of Protective Devices on Essential Equipment"*

75, " Generic Implications of ATWS Event at Salem Nuclear Power Plant"*

76, " Instrumentation and Control Power Interaction"*

101, " Break Plus Single Failure in BWR Water Level Instrumentation"*

110 " Equipment Protective Devices on Engineered Safety features"*

115. " Enhancements of the Reliability of Westinghouse Solid State+

Protection System"

122.2, " Initiating Feed-and-Bleed"*

125.1.3, "Long-Term Generic Actions as a Result of the Davis-Besse Event i*

of June 9,1985 - SPDS Availability"

125.1.4, "Long-Term Generic Actions as a Result of the Davis-Besse Event*

of June 9, 1985 - Plant-Specific Simulator"

125.1.5, "Long-Term Generic Actions as a Result of the Davis-Besse Event*

of June 9, 1985 - Safety Systems Listed in All Conditions Required by
Design Basis Analysis"

125.1.6, "Long-Term Generic Actions as a Result of the Davis Besse Event*

of June 9, 1985 - Valve Torque Limit and Bypass Switch Settings"

125.11.13, "Long-Term Generic Actions as a Result of the Davis-Besse*

Event of June 9,1985 - Operator Job Aids

127, " Testing and Maintenance of Manual Valves in Safety-Related*

Systems"

A-47, " Safety implications of Control Systems"*

B-17, " Criterion for Safety-Related Operator Actions"*

HF 4.4, " Guidelines for Upgrading Other Procedures"*

HF 5.1, " Local Control Stations"*

HF 5.2, " Review Criteria for Human Factors Aspects of Advanced Controls*

and Instruments"
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in Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, submitted by letter >

dated September 7, 1990. EPRI relocated its requirements to address generic i

safety issues that were unresolved as of January 1, 1990, to Appendix B to '

Chapter 1. As a result, a number of generic safety issues that were addressed
in the original Evolutionary Requirements Document are no longer addressed. !
The staff's evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address generic safe +" issues !
is given in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. The staff has also docu- i

mented its clo 'Jre of open and confirmatory issues associated with generic ;

safety issues no longer addressed by EPRI in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this !
report. Therefore, the DSER open and confirmatory issues associated with j
Unresolved Safety issues B-17 and with Generic Safety issues 2, 75, 76, 101, ;

110, and HF 4.4 are closed. !
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APPENDIX C i

ADVANCED CONTROL ROOM DESIGN
'

y

i

Appendix C to Chapter 10 of the original Evolutionary Requirements Document |
contained requirements for a computer-based control room with an integrated j

H-MIS featuring electronic displays for monitoring and with workstation
controls not dedicated to a single function. A single, large minus board with
algorithm capabilities was intended to provide operators with more informative
and effective displays, compared to o' der technologies. By letter dated
April 10, 1990, the staff identified a number of concerns regarding EPRI's i

!design requirements for an advanced control room, including interpretation of
the single-failure criterion, EPRI's segmentation policy, and operator perfor-
mance. In a letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI committed to clarify its ;

requirements in other sections of Chapter 10, concluded that Appendix C to ;

Chapter 10 was not needed, and committed to delete this appendix. In the DSER -!
for Chapter 10, the staff discussed its concerns pertaining to Appendix C in [other sections of the DSER and identified the deletion of Appendix-C from i
Chapter 10 as a confirmatory issue. '

EPRI has deleted Appendix C from Chapter 10 of tho' Evolutionary Requirements
,

Document. The staff has verified that the issues formerly presented in {
Appendix C are discussed in other sections of Chapter 10. Therefore, this
confirmatory issue is closed.
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APPENDIX D
HUMAN FACTORS ASSESSMENT OF EVOLUTIONARY REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix documents the staff's review of the human factors aspects of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff's review included the original
version of Chapter 10, submitted on October 26, 1989; EPRI's letters dated
December 6, 1990, January 23, 1992, and February 3, 1992; portions of other
chapters that contain applicable human factors considerations; and Revisions 1
through 4 of Chapter 10.

Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains the majority of
human factors requirements proposed by EPRI. Chapters 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11
also contain human factors considerations and refer to Chapter 10 for addi-
tional details. Hence, the evaluation of Chapter 10 contained herein serves
as the staff's human factors review of the entire Evolutionary Requirements
Document.

The staff's review was based on the regulatory requirements in 10 CFR 50.34(g)
and 10 CFR S2.47 and the guidance in Sections 13 and 18 of NUREG-0800,
" Standard Review Plan [SRP) for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants," and NUREG-0700, " Guidelines for Control Room Design
Reviews."

2 STAFF REVIEW 0F HUMAN FACTORS IN ADVANCED PLANTS

Current regulatory guidanct. on humar factors is contained in Sections l'l and
18 of the SRP. Section 18, " Human factors Engineering," provides guidance ft
the review of the design of existing control rooms, remote shutdown control
stations, and safety parameter display systems to ensure that the interfaces
between the systems, structures, and components and the >lant personnel that
operate them have been designed and built to conform witi accepted human
factors practices (i.e., practices accepted by human factors professionals).
SRP Section 13. " Conduct of Operations," contains review guidance for issues
related to the qualification of operators; training of plant staff; and the
development and implementation of normal, abnormal, and emergency operating
procedures. In addition, NUREG-0700, which is referenced in SRP Section 18,
contains guidance on the use of systems and operations design analysis
techniques for new control room designs.

The staff's review of the Evolutionary Requirements Document went beyond the
current human factors guidance in SRP Sections 13 and 18 because the present
criteria were developed to evaluate limited backfit modifications and improve-
ments to existing nuclear power plants. The human factors considerations
addressed in the Evolutionary Requirements Document are intended for a new
plant design that will use technology not currently found in operating U.S.
commercial nuclear power plants. Accordingly, the staff has developed new
positions based on accepted human factors principles and practices for a new
plant design using new technology. These positions were applied in the
staff's review.
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The staff has taken the position that an integrated and systematic approach to
human factors should bc used from the start of an advanced reactor design to
aid in achieving the goal of increased safety and reliability by reducing the
probability of operator error and risk to public health and safety. Advanced
reactor man-machine interface systems should be designed only after complete
plant and systems analyses have been performed. Systems analysis should
include function analysis, function allocation, and verification and valida-
tion of function allocation. The functions defined by the function analysis
will provide the basis for subsequent task analyses to establish the informa-
tion and control requirements needed to develop control station design,
procedures, and training. The goal of this approach to design is to ensure
that the control stations, procedures, and training and staffing requirements
fully support the operators in accomplishing required functions in a safe and
reliable manner. Only through a systematic and properly organized approach
can an advanced reactor designer demonstrate that human performance has been
appropriately considered in the design.

The advanced reactor control and display designs proposed by the AtWR vendors
are significantly different from current nuclear power plant control stations.
re use of computerized workstations, digital technology such as electronic
c splays and " soft" controls, and increases in automation make it imperative
' at allocations of functions to humans and systems are carefully addressed
> d that systems will be optimized to take full advantage of the strengths of
h. mans and advanced, automated systems. Item (II)(B) the SRP Section 18.1
states that new reactor control stations should use advanced display and
control technologies and should provide tha means for data gathering, format-
ting, and processing that support operator functions and tasks and aid
reliability under all plant operational modes and conditions. Vendors must
demonstrate that these advanced technologies are technically feasible within
the state-of-the-art and that they incorporate accepted human factors princi-
ples.

Sections 1.4.1, 2, and B1 of NUREG-0700 advocate that the designar develop a
human factors program plan as the first step of the control room design
process. Similarly, the staff has taken the position that advanced reactor-
designers should include a human factors program as part of the development of
the plant design. The program should cover all a:pects of human factors that
contribute to plant safety and reliability and should address at a minimum
(1) human-system interfaces for personnel interaction and interventions at the
function, system, or component level; (2) the staffing and qualification
requirements for personnel; (3) the development of procedures and training for
normal, abnormal, and emergency-modes of plant operation; (4) maintainability
of plant equipment; and (5) training and procedures for maintenance tasks.
Consistent with Section 2.1 of Appendix A to Section 18 of the SRP and
Sections 2.3 and B3 of NUREG-0700, it is also essential that the human factors
program include full participation of qualified human factors specialists
during all phases of the design process to minimize post-design problems and
changes. Also, because advanced systems are being proposed for ALWRs, the
advanced reactor designer's human factors program plan should include the
necessary human factors tests and evaluations to verify that the anticipated
improvements in human performance have been achieved. This approach conforms
to the guidance in Sections 3.7, 3.8, and B4.3.2.6 of NUREG-0700.

The staff has also taken the position on human factors and advanced reactor
designs that'the ALWR designer's human factors program should include the
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consideration of the need for a control room prototype. Similar guidance is
contained in Sections 3.8 and 64.4 of NUREG-0700. The need would be based on
an evolutionary-design-specific evaluation of the amount of advanced tech-
nology proposed in the design and the potential for new operator interface
requirements. A prototype would be used as necessary to conduct human factors
tests and evaluations for ensuring that the ALWR control room designs ate
consistent with the plant operating philosophy, and )rovide the necessary
assurance that an appropriate reduction in the proba)ility of operator error
is achieved. Because the evolutionary ALWR control rooms proposed to date
will have computer-driven workstations unlike any in current U.S. nuclear
power plants, prototypes may be needed to conduct the experimentation and
testing necessary to verify the adequacy of the design.

3 EVALVATION

The staff's human factors evaluation of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
follows. As discussed in Sections 1 and 2 of this appendix, the staff's
positions and evaluation are based on the regulatory requirements in 10 CFR
50.34(g) and 10 CFR 52.47, the guidance in SRP Sections 13 and 18 and in
NUREG-0700, and accepted human factors principles and practices. Each section
co- :ains the staff's position, citations from applicable parts of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document, and the staff's evaluation of the adequacy of e
cited requirements of the Evolutionary Requirements document when compared to
the staff's pcsition. Where the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not
contain sufficient information to satisfy the applicable staff positions, the
staff concludes that the applicant for final design approval / design certifica-
tion ,FDA/DC) will be required to provide this information.

3.1 Oraanizational Structure of the human Factors function

On the basis of the guidance in Section 2.1 of Section 18.1 of the SRP,
Sections _.3 and B3 of NUREG-0700, and accepted human factors principles and
practices, the organizational struct re, personnel, and methods and criteria
to bc used to integrate human fart' into the design process should be
identified and described. As a mm, the following elements should be
included as part of the human faci i organizational structure:

reporting responsibilities and authority of the human factors+

staff

the qualifications and number of human factors personnel anda

job descriptions for cach position

the role of human factors in a multidisciplinary design team*

Sections 3. . 2.2, 3.1.2.3, 3.1.4.1, and 4.1.3.1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document specify that the man-machine interface system
(M-MIS) designer will organize, direct, and establish the main control room
design team, tre independent review team, and the control station review team.

Generally, each of the four sections referenced above soecifies the makeup of
the team (s) by engineering and design disciplines and specialties, as well as
the inclusien of human factors specialist (s) and plan' owner staff representa-
tives. The staff concludes that this team makeup is acceptable. However, the
Evolutionary Requirements Document does not contain a requirement specifying
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that computer sofbare and hardware specir?ists be included on the design and
review te m . In its response dated January 24, 1992, to the DSER for
Chapter 10 EPRI sta'.ed that the Evolutionary Re;uirements Document had not
identified computer software and hardware specialists because it is believed
that there is little difference between an instrumentation and control
specialist and computer software and hardware specialists. Given the amount
of computer software and hardware that will be used in an ALWR and required by
Section 6 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff
finds that not requirini, >omputer specialists to be on design and review teams
could significantly aff a the control room design development process.
Therefore, the applicant for FDA/DC -should ensure that computer software and
hardware specialists are on the ALWR design team.

Section 3.1.2.4 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS designer prepare a
cc:nprehensive plan for the development and implementation of the M-Mis design
that includes elements for scheduling, configuration control, design, develop-
ment and testing tools, design team interfacing and interactions, and partici-
pation of utility representatives. In addition, in its response of Decem-
ber 6, 1990, to an August 30, 1990, request for additional information, EPRI
committed to include in Section 3.4. "ALWR Top-level Design Process Require-
ments," of Volume 1 of the Requirements Document a requirement that the plant
designer have a docunented plan for thn development and implementation of the
ALWR design. The plan should clearly identify the responsibilities and
authoritas for all aspects of the design process and specifically identify
the features that have been incorporated to ensure a systematic consideration
of human factors. However, in its response, EPRI did not describe require-
ments pertaining to (1) the reporting responsibilities and authority of the
human factors staff, (2) the qualifications and number of human factors
personnel, (3) job descriptions for each position, and (4) the role of human
factors in a multidisciplinary design team, in its response dated February 3,
1992, EPRI stated that Section 11.8.5 of Chapter 1 had been revised to include
additional EPRI guidance documents for human factors planning and that it
considers that these provide the necessary detailed guidance.- It is the
staff's position that the four elements describing the hur.n factors organiza-
tional structure itemized above should be included as part of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document and not located in reference documentation. Therefore,
the applicant for FDA/DC should demonstrate that the organization and struc-
ture of its human factors function meet the above requirements.

3.2 Systems Analysis

Consistent with Sections 3.4 and B4 of NUREG-0700 and accepted human factors
principles and practices,-the plant designer should conduct a human factors

' systems analysis, including a function and task analysis, that includes the
analysts of plant and system functions, system information flow, and informa-
tion required for the ef fective and timely conduct of tasks by' operators and
maintenance personnel. The- systems analysis should include, as a minimum, the
following elements:

identification of interactions required between and among systems toe

meet plant and personnel performance objectives

definition of functions and tasks and their allocation to personnel or*

equipment

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 10.0-4
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identification of system processes and u eir allocation to functional,*

:ystem, or component level of control

comparison of personnel workload to ty tipment design constraints and*

limitations to ensure plant performance ahimtives are met

performance of comprehensive task analyses, including the identificationa

of critical tasks and their analysis for equipment design characteris-
tics that exceed human control capabilities or approach limitations

integration of human factors into the design of hardware and software*

The staf f's evaluation of the incorporation of these elements in the Evolu-
';onary Requirements Document follows.

3.2.1 Identification of Interactions Between a \mong Systems

Section 3.1.3.3 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS design process result in
the explicit identification of the functions of the M-MIS needad to control
the plant systems and the averall operation of the plant.

Section 7.2.4 of Chapter 10 specifies tha' N |1-MIS designs for the reactor
and the reactor coolant systems are to be rated and coordinated so that
the overall plant performance and functic .aquirements as well as those for
the individual systems are met. Plant s) . ems requirements are located in
other chapters of the Evolutionary Requircraents Document. The specific
methods and the logic used to integrate the operation of the various systems
are to be selected by the M-MIS designer.

In its request for additional information dated August 30, 1990 the staff
questioned the human factors analysis methods, techniques, and documentation
requirements proposed by EPRI to implement the human factors policy and top-
tier requirements of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. By letter dated
December 6, 1990, EPRI stated thtt it was the responsibility of the plant
designer to establish the human factors analysis methods, techniques, and
documentation and that the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the
policy and top-tier requirements for human factors and other requirements that
affect human factors. EPRI also noted that specific requirements on human4

factors analysis methods, techniques, and documer.tation ore included in other
chapters of the Evolutionary Requirements Document as appropriate, and in some
cases, other EPRI guidance documents are referenced to provide further
details. In the DSER for Chapter 10 the staff concluded that the Evolutionary
Requirements Document did not contain (1) specifications for a systems

*

analysis that would oe a part of the human factors program for the ALWR design
and '?) specific guidance on the organization of plant information to identify
sy;/,em 2 3d their functional interactions in order to meet plant and personnel
per$ <n ..ce nbjectives. Rather, EPRI has left these tasks to be implemented
by the plant designer using the top-tier policy and specific hu..ian factors
requirements dhtributed throughout the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
In its re ponse dated February 3, 1992, to the DSER, CPRI identified specific
paragraphs in the Evolutionary P/.'4airements Document that can be interpreted
as adtkessing t he staff's concern:;. After additional review, the staff
cenciudes that the applicant for FDA/DC will be required to demonstrate that
appropriate systems analyses have been performed and that plant information
has been properly organized on the basis of these analyses.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant . < 10.D-5
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3.2.2 Definition of functions and Tasks and Their Allocation to Personnel i
'

or Equipment

Sections 3.1.3.3, 3.1.3.3.1, 3.1.3.3.3, 3.4.3, 3.4.4, and 3.7.7.1 of Chap-
ter 10 specify that the M-MIS design process is to result in (1) the identifi-
cation of M-MIS operational and maintenance functions and individual tasks
neces.tary to perform the functions, ( ) the use of the identified functions
and ta.hs, (3) the selection of automatic or manual control, and (4) the '

selection of remote or local control. The staff concludes that these require-
ments are consistent with accepted human factors principles and practices and -

the guidance in Sections 3.4, B4.1, and B4.2 of NUREG-0700 and are, therefore,
acceptable.

i3.2.3 Identification of System Processes and Their Allocation to Functional,
System, or Component Level of Control ;

Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 10 specifies that the detailed M-MIS design develop-' +

ment process will ensure that the functional requirements of plant systems and
other design requirements are met. Also, Section 3.1.1.1 requires that thet ,

M-MIS design process be structured to emphasize the functional division of the |
1

plant such as reactivity control, reactor coolant pressure control, reactor
coolant inventory and chemistry control, and reactor core heat removal for the

4

overall control of the reactor. The staff concludes tha these requirements
're consistent with accepted human factors principles and practices and are,
'herefore, acceptable. :

!

3.2.4 Comparison of Personnel Workload Tasks to Equipment Design Constraints
and Limitations 7

Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS design take full advantage
of operator capabilities but not challenge operator limitations. Sec-
tions 3.1.3.3.3 and 3.1.3.4 specify that the M-MIS design process will-provide
for the assessment of operator workload and identify operator functions and
tasks that result from the consideration of the potential for, and consequenc-
es of, failures of plant and M-MIS system components. Section 3.4.1.1
requires that the M-MIS design not require operators to perform tasks that
exceed their capabilities. Sections 3.7.7.2 and 3.7.7.3 require that mainte-
nance tasks be evaluated to ensure they are within the expected capability of '

maintenance technicians and that M-MIS equipment be designed to facilitate
maintenance and repair and to minimize confusion and the chance of error
during operations. The staff concludes that these requirements are consistent
with accepted human factors principles and practices and the guidance in

.

*

Sections 3.4 and B4.2 of NUREG-0700 and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.2.5 Performance of Comprehensive Task Analyses

Sections 3.1.3.3.2 and 3.7.7.1 of Chapter 10 specify that the design process
will provide for the analysis of operations, maintenance functions and tasks,
and the validation and evaluation of the allocation cf functions to automatic
control systems or particular control stations. The staff concludes that

.

these requirements are consistent with accepted human factors principles and
! practices and the guidance in Sections 3.4 and 84.3 of NUREG-0700 and are, y

therefore, ac.ceptable.

,
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3.2.6 Integration of Human factors into the Design of Hardware and Software

Section 2.2.8 of Chapter 10 establishes a policy for the application of human
factors engineering as a formal part of the M-MIS design and design verifica-
tion process. The ALWR M-MIS design will place particular emphasis on
eliminating potential sources of human error, reducing the probability of
human error, and providing for the detection of and recovery from human
errors, should they occur. Section 4.1.5 specifies that the design process
will provide for the defining of the specific detailed design practices as
they evolve during design development, and that these practices will be based
on published guidance on human factors, such as EPRI NP-3659, " Human Factors
Guide for Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Development," and EPRI NP-6209,
" Effective Plant labeling and Coding." In addition, if the designer selects
new technology for which published guidance on human factors practice is
limited or this is not preferred in accepted human factors guidelines, the
designer should perform and documer+ special evaluations and reviews to ensure
operator performance is not degraded by the use of the new technology.

Sections 3.1.4.4.1 and 3.1.4.4.2 of Chapter 10 require that the independent
review team review the M-MIS functional requirements, system functional
designs, and hardware and software specifications to confirm that they are
complete, correct, consistent, feasible, and testable. The reviewers are to
consider system architecture, interfaces, testability, maintainability,
reliability, and the human factors aspects of the M-MIS design. Section
3.1.4.4.3 requires that the reviews performed as outlined in Sec-
tions 3.1.4.4.1 and 3.1.4.4.2 include an avaluation of the alternatives and
tradeoffs considered by the M-MIS designer and others in establishing the
requirements and specifications, and that they address the correction of
system and equipment problems experienced with previous designs. The reviews
will include all aspects of the design including human factors for operators
and maintenance personnel. The staff concludes that these requirements are
consistent with accepted human factors principle: and practices and the
guidance in Section 18.1 of the SRP and Section 6 of NUREG-0700 and are,
therefore, acceptable.

3.3 Development ano Wrformance of the Verification of the Desian of the
Control Room and local Control Stations

Consistent witn the guidance in Section 18.1 of the SRP and Sections 3.7 and
B4.4 of NUREG-0700, the staff's position is that the methods and criteria used
in the design of the control room and local control stations should conform to
accepted hucan factors principles and practices. For those criteria for which
professional acceptance does not exist, appropriate supporting justification
is needed.

Section 4 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document establishes
the requirements for ALWR control stations. Section 4.1 requires that the M-
MIS designer establish a process that ensures a consistent design approach for
all plant control stations and integrates the identified functions and tasks.
Conceptual designs 'Jll be based on the initial definition of tasks and
reviewed by an interdisciplinary review team that includes personnel with
operational experience, human factors specialists, and engineering disci-
plines. Requirements are also established for the use of mockups and active
simulators in the review and evaluation of control stations.

EPRI Evolution &y Plant SER 10.0-7
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Thr Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies that EPRI NP-3659 will be
used as guidance on human factors detailed design practices for control
station development. In addition, requirements are included in Section 4.1 of
Chapter 10 specifying that the M-MIS designer will develop the necessary
design practices based on the best available information for cases where new
technology has been selected and published guidance on human factors is
limited. This requirement also specifies that the developed design practice
will be Wified by experimentation, including live simulation. _ Experimenta-
tion should explicitly be incluaed in the review process with the review team
determining the need for further review of design practices by human factors
specialists.

Additional requirements in Section 4.1 of Chapter 10 state that widely used
and accepted design practices will be given preference by the M-MIS designer.
However, if these practices are not preferred in accepted human factors
guidelines, the M-MIS designer should perform and document special evaluations
and reviews to verify that operator performance is not degraded by their use.
The designer should also document deviations from common design practices and
the basis for these deviations.

Sections 4.3 through 4.9 of Chapter 10 give the requirements for the following
specific control station systems:

alarms (Section 4.3)*

displays (Section 4.4)*

controls (Section 4.5)+

voice communication systems (Section 4.6)'*

arrangement, environment, and equipment (Section 4.7)*

control panels (Section 4.8)*

specific control stations (main control room, local control*

stations, remote shutdown control stations, emergency response
support facilities, technical support center, emergency
operations facility, and data-handling and computer
facilities) (Section 4.9)

Section 8 of Chapter 9 contains requirements for human factors considerations
for heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems.

Generally, requirements for these systems are similar to, and reference, the
requirements in Section 4 1 of Chapter 10, such as function and task analysis,
testing, evaluation by simulation, and the use of applicable EPRI guidance
documents such as EPRI NP-3659. The staff finds these requirements consistent
with accepted human factors principles and practices-and the guidance in
Section 18.1 cf the SRP and Sections 3.7, 6, and B4.4 of NUREG-0700. However,
the staff's evaluation of these requirements raised questions regarding .the
intent of some of the more specific requirements in Section 4 of Chapter 10 of

| the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
L
'

Section 4.4.4 of Chapter 10 specifies that position indication will be
provided for all valves at the location where they are controlled. Yet the
original version of this same requirement later stated, "Po.sition indication_

| for manually operated valves may be provided if required by the analysis of
functions and tasks." This could be misinterpreted to allow some manual
valves to have no position indication if not required by functions and task
anal t a. In its response dated January 24, 1992, to the DSER for Chapter 10,f
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EPRI stated that the third sentence of Section 4.4.4 would be changed to read,
" Remote position indication for manually operated valves may be provided if
required by the analysis of functions and tasks." It is the staff's position
that all valves should have position ir,dication. Therefore, the applicant for
FDA/DC should develop design requirements to ensure that valve position
indication is provided for all valves, including manual valves, at any
location where the valves can be controlled and, in addition, at any location
where function and task analysis suggests it is necessa y to provide assurance
of proper system alignment.

Section 4.5.5 of Chapter 10 specifies that controls of plant components and
systems on the main control room workstations are normally to be. electronic or
" soft" controls, such as touch screens or other non-hard-wired devices, except
if them are specific requirements to the contrary. Section 4.4.5 originally
stated that, where applicable, the " soft" controls are to meet established
human factors guidelines and, in addition, are to meet the requirements of
Section 4.5.5 of Chapter 10. Section 4.1.5.2 requires the M-MIS designer to
develop the necessary design practices based on the best available information
on new technology, such as "sof t" controls, for which published guidance on
human factors practice is limited. In its response dated January 24, 1992, to
the DSER for Chapter 10, EPRI reworded Section 4.5.5 to resolve the ambiguity
introduced by the term, "where applicable." The section (Revision 4) now
states that where there are established human factors guidelines for " soft"
controls, the guidelined will be met. The staff finds the reworded paragraph
acceptable.

Section 4.7.4 of Chapter 10 specifies that control stations will be providert
with lighting that can be adjusted by the operators to provide uniform
illumination in the range of 10 to 50 foot-candles. The rationale used to
support this requirement references an EPRI pilot research study, EPRI
NP-5989, " Effects of Control-Room Lighting on Operator Performance, A Pilot
Empirical Study," which indicates that relatively low lighting levels may be
completely adequate (10 foot-candles) and may be preferred by some operators.
However, the guidance in Section 6.1.5.3 of NUREG-0700 concerning recommended
illumination levels for task performance prescribes minimum levels of 20 to
50 foot-candles and maximum levels of 50 to 100 foot-candles, depending on the
type of task. Only in situations where emergency lighting is in use are
minimum illumination levels as low as 10 foot-candles recommended. In its
response dated January 24, 1992, to the DSER for Chapter 10, EPRI stated that
Section 4.7.4 of Chapter 10 was intended to ensure that workstations have
lighting that can be adjusted over the identifiable range. EPRI also stated
t'nat it was prudent to build in the capability for adjustability and for the
potential use of lower light levels rather than having to add the feature at a
later time. The staff concludes the new display technologies being considered
for evolutionary designs may in fact become a driver for adjusting the overall
illumination levels in the control room. However, the rtaff position is that
the results of a pilot empirical study are an insufficient basis for deriving
requirements for adjusting the level of illumination at control stations.
Therefo:e, the applicant for FDA/DC should provide documentation substantiate
ing deviations from NUREG-0700 far levels of illumination in the control room.

3.4 Development of Plant Procedures

Consistent with the guidance it. Section 13.5.2 of the SRP and Section B4.3.2.9
of Appendix B to NUREG-0700, the staff has taken the position that the methods
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and criteria used to develop plant procedures and operator aids, including
software programs, should be in accordance with valid human factors principles
and practices. These procedures should provide guidance for plant operation,
maintenance, test, and surveillance during all plant operational modes and
conditions.

Section 8.2.2.1 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
requires that procedures and training for operation and maintenance be
standardized. Also, the designer should develop a standard set of operating
and maintenance procedures and training for each ALWR design and should
address standardization between ALWR designs to the extent practicable.

Sections 3.1.3.3.3, 3.1.3.5.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.2.1, and 4.1.6.4 of Chapter 10
establish requirements for the development, verification and validation, and
documentation and review of operating procedures. These activities will be
accomplished using the function and task analysis, the plant dynamic model and
simulator, and the control station (s) design documentation. The rationale
used for these requirements is that procedures are an integral part of the
M-MIS design, and it is inconsistent with the ALWR goals of improving the man-
machine interface and standardization to leave the preparation of procedures
to individual utilities.

Section 3.1.3.6.2 of Chapter 10 specifies that the designer will prepare
inservice surveillance testing procedures that will be used in walk-throughs
in control station mockups.

Sections 3.4.2.2 and 3.4.2.2.1 of Chapter 10 require that main control room
operator workstations and other workstations that use electronic, selectable
displays have electronically displayed procedures, where practicable. The
M-HIS designer will establish and document procedure displays and preparation
practices and guidelines and use active simulation to validate them. Simi-
larly, Section 3.4.2.3 specifies that hard-copy procedures will be supplied if
electronically displayed procedures are not practicable. The designer will
establish preparation and practice guidelines for hard-copy procedures usir.g<

active simulation, and these procedures will be consistent in format and
content with electronically displayed procedures. The stated rationale for
the use of electronically displayed procedures is based on the experience of
Electricite de France.

The information EPRI has provided in Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document concerning the use of electronically displayed procedures is
not sufficient for the staff to determine if these requirements are adequate
to ensure the development of. procedures for safe operation of an ALWR.
Although electronic display of procedures may enhance flexibility in-informa-
tion displays, the limitations and constraints associated with this technolo-
gy, as well as operability, maintainability, and reliability considerations,
should be fully evaluated by the designer in the context of the entire control
room and other control stations before committing to such an approach. In its
response date.J February 3, 1992, to the DSER for Chapter 10, EPRI stated that
the ALWR program must take a strong position on the use of electronic proce-'

dures or the opportunity for a major improvement in plant operability could be
lost. The staff agrees with EPRI that the use of electronic procedures
presents the potential for being a valuable operator aid and should be
explored. However, it believes that the implementation of electronic proce-
dures will require further development to ensure their effectiveness in an
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actual plant design. To state the use of electronic procedures as a require-
ment for evolutionary plant control rooms at this time appears to be prema-
ture. Therefore, the applicant for FDA/DC should justify using electronically
displayed procedures as part of the specific design proposal.

Section 3.4.5 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS design include the
definition of the features that are provided to assist the operator in
carrying out specific tasks. Operator aids will be considered as an integral
part of the overall H-MIS design and will be included in all evaluations of
control stations and M-MIS designs.

Section 3.7.7 of Chapter 10 establishes the requirements for maintenance human
factors, but does not include requirements for the development, review, and
verification and validation of maintenance procedures as part of the M-MIS
design. This is inconsistent with the requirements in Section 8.2.2.1 of
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document for the development and
standardization of maintenance procedures for each ALWR design. In its
response dated February 3, 1992, to the DSER, EPRI stated that Section 3.7.7
of Chapter 10 was intended to be consistent with Section 8.2.2.1 of Chapter 1.
Tha staff concludes that this responte is acceptable.

The staff concludes that the requirements in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document for the development of procedures are consistent with accepted human
factors principles and practices and the guidance in Section 13.5.2 of the SRP
and Section B4.3.2.9 of Appendix B to NUREG-0700 and are, therefore, accept-
able.

3.5 Personnel Selection and Qualification

On the basis of accepted human factors principles and practices, the staff's
position is that the methods and criteria used to select plant personnel,
including aspects such as selection criteria, testing, and evaluation tech-
niques, should be based on a systematic function and task analysis.

Section 8.2.6.5 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
contains requirements for personnel and staffing. Generally, the requirements
allow the plant designer and constructor to assume that personnel staffing for
plant operation and maintenance will be defined very soon after the commitment
to build an ALWR. The requirements call for staffing the two top echelons of
management with people who have held responsible line-management positions for
at least 4 years in an operating commercial nuclear power plant. Personnel
selected and trained for the plant operating organization will meet the latest
version of American National Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society
(ANSI /ANS) 3.1, " Selection, Qualification and Training for Nuciear Power
Plants."

Section 4.2.6 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
that the training, qualifications, and experience of the operating . staff
members, which will be used in the development of the M-MIS design, 'are to be
based on current operating practice, where practicable. Additionally, the
M-MIS designer will specify, early in the design process, any levels of train-
ing, qualification, and-experience of these operating staff members that
differ from typical plant owner training and operating practices. These
differences and their bases will be included in the M-MIS design documenta-
tion.
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Section 3.7.7.1 of Chapter 10 specifies that the M-Mis designer will systmat-
ically identify the tasks required to maintain the M-MIS equipment, inc h ' i.g,
for example, definition of skills, tools, test equipment, and access. N
rationale used for these requirements is that the plant owner will i J v
know the qualifications of maintenance personnel and the support ar ~ > M
equipment necessary to maintain M-MIS equipment in operation. Sectiot .7.4.

specifies that M-MIS cabinets will be designed to facilitate access by
maintenance personnel. The design of M-Mis cabinets should allow specialized
maintenance technicians to work on their particular equipment without inter- 4

fering with technicians servicing other equipment. |

The Evolutionary Requirements Document does not specify that the selection and
qualifications of plant personnel, including aspects such as selection
criteria, testing, and evaluation techniques, will be based on a systematic
function and task analysis. Rather, it appears that selection of both
operational and maintenance personnel will be based on assumed existing
nuclear plant owner's practice regarding training, qualifications, experience,
and skill levels that may not be applicable to Al.WR designs. In its response
dated January 24, 1992, to the DSER for Chapter 10, EPRI stated that Section
3.1.3.3.3 of Chapter 10 requires the use of functions and tasks to evaluate
operator workloads and the mental and physical burdens of the operators. The
staff interprets this to mean that the selection and qualifications of plant
personnel will be based on a systematic function and task analysis. The staff
finds this position acceptable.

The top-level personnel and staffing raquirements of Section 8.2.6.4 of
Chapter 1 were not reiterated and expanded in Chapter 10. In its response
dated January 24, 1992, EPRI stated that specification of the requirements for
the plant staff was not within the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. The staff concludes that the resolution of the issues regarding.
plant staffing is the responsibility of the combined license applicant under
10 CFR Part 50 and will be reviewed by the staff at the combined license
stage.

3.6 Personnel Trainina and Testina

Consistent with the guidance in Section 13.2 of the SRP and Section B4 of
Appendix B to NUREG-0700 and accepted human factors principles and practices,
the staff has taken the position that the methods and criteria used to train
plant personnel and evaluate their job performance, includino simulator
training, should be based on a systematic function and task analysis,
Elements of the human factors program for personnel training and testing
should include, as a minimum, the following:

job-specific analysis.

description of standardized training programse

identification of approaches and applications of training to.

be conducted in conjunction with onshift activities or
ancillary training

development of a standardized plant reference training facility*

suggested site functional organization including interfaces*
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utility and licensee interfaces for organizational structure and compo-=

sition of plant staff

Section 8.2.2.1 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
specifies that the designer will develop and standardize training for opera-
tions and maintenance personnel for each Al.WR. Section 8.2.6.5 of Chapter 1
also requires that appropriate personnel from the plant operating organization

' participate in an owner-developed training program. The training program will
provide knowledge of the design basis of the plant and the implementation plan
for the project. In addition, personnel selected and trained for the plant
operating organization will meet the requirements of the latest version of
ANSI /ANS 3.1.

Section 3.1.3.3.3 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
specifies that the M-MIS designer will use identified functions and tasks in
the development of training requirements and verification and validation <

reviews.

Section 3.4 of Chapter 10 requires the M-MIS designer to explicitly consider
the actions of the operators and other members of the plant staff to operate
and control the plant. These actions will be within the capability of all
operators. Section 3.4.1.1 requires that the M-MIS design not cause the
operators to perform tasks that are beyond their capabilities and that
compliance with this requirement be confirmed by dynamic simulation of the
tasks in a full-scope simulator. In addition, the M-MIS designer will specify
which operator workload measures will be used in the design plan and provide
justification for their use.

Sections 3.7.7.1 and 3.7.7.2 of Chapter 10 specify that the M-MIS designer
(1) will systematically identify the tasks required to maintain the M-MIS
equipment, including, for example, definition of skills, tools, test equip-
ment, and access, and (2) will evaluate the maintenance tasks to ensure that
required maintenance actions are simple, well understood, and within the
expected capability of maintenance technicians. The evaluations will include
the use of mockups or prototypes of typical M-MIS equipment and the perfor-
mance of maintenance task walk-throughs.

Section 4.2.1.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS designer specify the
responsibilities assumed in the design for each member of the operating crew.
This includes responsibility for supervision and consideration of all plant
operating modes and conditions. This information is needed by the plant owner
for sta*fing the plant and planning for training.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document contains requirements for the analysis
and evaluation of operator and maintenance personnel tasks and operator
workload and states that the results of these analyses and evaluations will be
reviewed and verified on mockups, prototypes, and simulators. A requirement
for the specification of the operating crew and supervisory responsibilities,
to be used for plant staffing and planning of training, is also
included. The staff concludes that these requirements are consistent with
accepted human factors principles and practices and are, therefore, accept-
able.

However, the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not include requirements
for (1) descriptions of standardized training programs, (2) the identification
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of approaches and applications of training to be conducted in conjunction with
onshift activities or ancillary training, (3) the development of a standard-
ized plant reference training facility, (4) a suggested site functional
organization including interfaces, and (5) utility and licensee interfaces for
the urganizational structure and camposition of the plant staff. Therefore,
the applicsnt for FDA/DC should provide additional guidance to address the
top-level personnel training requirements of Sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.6.5 of
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

3.7 Human Factors Tests and Evaluations

Section B4.4 of Appendix B to NUREG-0700 and accepted human factors principles
and practices form the basis for the staff's position that human factors tests
and evaluations should be performed as part of an integrated effort within the
total test and evaluation prugram. Human factors test and evaluation activi-
ties should include, as a minimum, the following elements:

development of a human factors verification and validation test plan*

a method of documenting test activities to provide traceability and*

ensure that all human factors requirements are addressed during the test
and evaluation

testing of a fully operational control room prototype to determine ifa

the performance objectives of the plant can be met given the equipment
design, software design, procedures, training, and organization and
staffing complement

development of quantitative measures to assess human-system performance*

description of how the program will determine if undesirable design ora

procedural features have been introduced during the design process

a plan for handling the resolution of problems uncovered during the testa

phase

The Evolutionary Requirements Document addresses portions of several of these
elements in several places. The staff's evaluation of these elements follows.

3.7.1 Development of a Human Factors Verification and Validation Test Plan

The origir.al version and Revision 1 of Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document did not include a requirement for the development of a human
factors verification and validation test plan. in its response dated Decem-
ber 6,1990, to a request for additional information dated August 30, 1990,
EPRI committed to add to Section 11.8.5 of Chapter 1, a requirement that the
ALWR design development plan specifically identify the features that have been i

incorporated to ensure a systematic consideration of human factors in the |
design process. The requirement will specify that the plant designer is to i

use EPRI NP-3659 and NP-4350 as guidance to determine the features that must
be included in.the design development plan to address human factors. However,
it was not clear to the staff if this requirement will include the development
of a human- factors verification and validation test plan. In its response
dated February 3,.1992, EPRI stated that it was its intent that the M-MIS test
plans required by Section 3.1.3.6.1 of Chapter 10 include testing that is
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necessary to substantiate that human factors considerations have been properly
considered in the design. Changes were made to Section 11.8.5 of Chapter 1
and Section 3 3.6.1 of Chapter 10 to reflect EPRI's intent. The staff finds
that these changes address its concern and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.7.2 Documentation of Test Activities

Section 3.1.3.5.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-Mis design process include
the development of digital computer-based dynamic models for the overall plant
responses as well as individual control systems, including operator actions.
These dynamic models will be completely documented, and the documentation will
be provided as part of the final M-MIS design.

Sections 3.1.4.4.1 and 3.1.4.4.2 of Chapter 10 require that the review team
include in its review the M-MIS system functional requirements, the system

' functional designs, and the hardware and software specifications. The review
team is also required to confirm and concur that the functional design and
specifications will meet plant system functional requirements and will result
in satisfactory implementation of the functional design. During these
reviews, the review team will also consider huuan factors aspects of the
design. In the DSER for Chapter 10, the staff concluded that EPRI should
clarify if these requirements were intended to (1) include a method of
documenting human factors test activities to provide traceability and
(2) ensure that all human factor requriements are addressed during test and
evaluation. In its response dated February 3, 1992, EPRI stated that the
review team will document human factors tests in the same manner as any other
testing to support the M-MIS desiga and will document and reference the
results so that the basis of the design can be traced. EPRI modified Sec-
tions 3.1.4.4.4 and 3.1.4.4.5 to reflect this position. The staff finds that
these changes address its concern about documentation of the human factors
tests and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.7.3 Testing of a Fully Operational Control Room Prototype

Section 11.10.4 of Chapter 1 specifies that the plant designer is to provide a
plant simulator and performance model that can be used as- a design tool for
studying plant responses and human engineering aspects of the plant controls
and control room design and for developing plant operating procedures for
normal, abnormal, and accident events.

Section 3.1.3.5.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS design process include
the development of digital computer-based dynamic models for the overall plant
response as well as individual centrol systems, including operator actions.
These dynamic models will be

suitable for analyzing both steady-state and transient behavior.

used to confirm the adequacy of control schemes*

used to confirm the allocation of control to an automatic system or an.

operator

used to develop and validate plant operaf.ing procedures=

|

validated against tests of actual plant behavior wherever practicable| .

:
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| developed early enough in the design process that modifications of the*

{ systems themselves can be made, if shown to be needed by the analysis ;

I I

incorporated,-as directly as possible, into plant general-purpose ori *

[ limited-use simulators

_ completely documented and the documentation provided as part of the*
'

: final M-MIS design

. The staff finds that these requirements are consistent with the guidance in
i Section B4 of Appendix B to NUREG-0700 and accepted human factors principles
i and practices and are, therefore, acceptable.
[
j 3.7.4 Development of Quantitative Measures To Assess Human-System
j Performance
i

i Sections 3.4.1.1'and 3.7.7.2 of Chapter 10 require that the M-MIS design not
j cause operators and maintenance personnel to perform tasks that are beyond
; their capabilities. ' Compliance with these requirements will be confirmed by
} dynamic simulation of the operator's tasks in a full-scope simulator and
; maintenance task walk-throughs on mockups' or prototypes of typical M-MIS-
j equipment by maintenance personnel.

'
'

:
I Section 3.4.1.3 of Chapter 10 requires that the M-MIS design include features-
i that support and facilitate a team approach. These include features that
i enhance team communications and: cohesion and enable the. team members to
t- support and back each other up. These features-will be based on available

information at the time the M-MIS is designed. The basis for these features
[L will be part of the M-MIS design documentation,

'

i

i Section 4.9.3.8 of Chapter 10 states that any action.taken to enable a' remote
- shutdown station or transfer of control to it will be annunciated in the' main

! control room (MCR). The M-MIS designer will determine, using analysis. and
active simulation, if- the annunciation in the MCR provides adequate time;for

! operators and plant security personnel to take action to prevent an accident-
i' in the case of-unauthorized use of a remote shutdown station.-

.

.

| Section 4.9.4.1;l-of-Chapter 10 establishes the requirements for access
between the MCR and the technical support center (TSC). The'. intent of these;

: requirements is to facilitate easy access between the MCR and the TSC during
|-' emergencies, to put :less' burden on voice communications, and to discourage
; people from congregating in the MCR and disrupting operations. Easy access-
F between-the two spaces will facilitate the support of the operators and the

" team". approach to coping.with emergencies.

The EPRl; requirements focus'on' design considerations,; limited assessments, Land
tests that address operator-performance and maintenance tasks. Team perfor-t

-

mance is only addressed as a: feature that'must be considered'during the-design'
process. In its' response dated February 3, 1992,.EPRI stated that'it has been,

i its experience in human factors research that quantitative measures are not
L generally well enough Lestablished so that they can-be applied to such complex
j issues as team performance.. The staff's position is that some form-of--

-

|: quantitative assessment of. individual- and team performance is appropriate to
[ . determine if new controlirooms will maintain _ the current levels of, operator-
i
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performance, but perhaps more importantly, will not degrade operator perfor-
mance. Therefore, the applicant for FDA/DC should develop quantitative
measures to assess team performance that would include, for example, verifica-
tion that the expected interaction between MCR operators and personnel
staffing the TSC and emergency operations facility working as a team is
achieveo.

3.7.5 Determination of Undesirable Design or Procedural Features and
Resolution of Problems Unc'vered During thL Test Phase

Sections 3.1.3.5.1, 3.1.4.4.1, 3.1.4.4.2, and 3.1.4.4.6 of Chapter 10 require
the development of digital computer-based dynamic models for overall plant
response as well as individual control systems, including operator actions,
ad the review and documentation of the functional requirements and the human
tactors aspects of the hardware and software specifications. Sections 4.1.3.2
and 4.1.3.3 require that the design review process provide for the fabrication
of a markup of each control station and the use of active simulation of the
control station. The mockup of the control station will be fabricated early
in the design process so that the results of evaluations can be used to modify
the M-MIS and plant system designs. Section 4.1.4 of Chapter 10 of the
Requirements Document requires that the control station design process provide
for the iteration of functions, tasks, and design assigned to the control
station. The design process will specifically provide for feeoback, from the
design of the individual control stations to the overall identification of
functions and tasks and their assignment to particular control stations. The
rationale for this requirement provides a means for resolving difficulties
found during the review by the reassignment of tasks. The staff concludes
that these requirements are consistent with the guidance in Section 18.1 of
the SRP, Sections 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 4, and B4.4 of NUREG-0700, and accepted
human factors principles and practices and are, therefore, acceptable.

3.7.6 Human Factors Open Issues Originating From Other Chapters

Acoustical Monitorina

In the DSER for Chapter 1, the staff identified acoustical monitoring as an
open issue. Originally Section 8.2.4.4.3 of Chapter 1 stated, "The design of
the plant shall consider both reduction and attenuation of noise sources to
reduce operator noise exposure to levels of Occupational Safety and Health Act
[0SHA) standards." The staff does not agree with this position. Noise levels
specified by OSHA are the maximum permissible levels of exposure before
physical impairment or damage occurs. The noise levels in the control room,
remote shutdown panel, and other normally occupied areas should be determined
by the accuracy of the communications required within those areas. Areas
should be designeu so that the acoustic environment will not cause personal
injury, interfere with voice or other communication, cause fatigue, or degrade
the overall effectiveners of the human-system interaction. For example,
within the spaces of the control room, a maximum sound level (A scale) or the
corresponding speech interference level could be prescribed. For areas not
frequently occupied, or where critical conversations and communications do not
occur, the A scale sound levels or the corresponding speech interference
levels may be significantly higher. The staff concludes that the applicant
for FDA/DC should identify and describe the acoustical environments in the
control room, the remote shutdown panel area, and at local control stations.
On the basis of above considerations, this DSER open issue is closed.
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Reference to Institute ,of Electrical and Electronics Enaineers P1023/D5
and EPRI NP-2360

In the DSER for thapter 1, the staff recommended that EPRI~ include IEEE
P1023/05, " Guide for the Application of Heman Factors Engineering to Systems,
Equipment and Facilities of Nuclear Power Generating Stations," as a refer-
ence. It also recommended EPRI NP-2360, " Human Factors Methods for Assessing
and Enhancing Power Plant Maintainability," as an excellent reference. The
staff identified referencing of these documents as an open issue. In its

response dated May 17, 1991, to the DSER for Chapter 1. EPRI stated that
Chapter 6, Section 2.1.1, referred to EPRI NP-4350, " Human Engineering Design
Guidelines for Maintainability." However, it did not state that it intended
to include the IEEE standard as a reference. it is the staff's position that

IEEE P1023/05 should be included as a reference document because, unlike EPRI
reports, IEEE documents are periodically updated. Therefore, the applicant

,

for FDA/DC should include IEEE P1023/05 as part of its design reference '

documentation. Thi.s DSER open issue is closed.

|
Illumination Levels of Emeraency Liahtina Systems

in its response dated February 3, 1992, to the DSER for Chapter 11, EPRI
stated that Section 8.5.1, Chapter 11, Revision 3, had been modified. The
requirement now provides fc emergency illumination of 10 foot-candles at all

j workstations in the plant where emergency operations will be performed that
| could require the reading of printed or written material or legends or scales.

The staff finds the modification acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue
is closed.

:

tir-Machine Interface Reauirements Soecific to Fuelina or Refuelina Eauioment
' In the DSER for Chapter 7, the staff identified man-machine interface require-

ments specific to fueling and refueling equipment as an open issue. One of
the goals of Chapter 7, as stated by EPRI, was to eliminate the man-machine
interface problems that exist in past and present refueling equipment designs'

i by emphasizing features that simplify the interaction between the operator and
the equipment. In it's letter dated August 30, 1990, the-staff requested
additional information regarding EPRI's approach to incorporating human

; factors considerations into the Evolutionary Requirements Document. By letter

dated September 7,_1990, EPRI revised Section 3.1.1.2 of Chapter 10 to require
that the M-HIS design process be fully integrated with the design processes-

used for the remainder of the plant. The process will assure that all modes
j. of operation, including refueling, are considered. The staff interprets tiiis

.to mean that the human engineering requirements specific to fueling.and

. refueling will be considered. The staff finds this approach acceptable.'

Therefore, this DSER open-issue is closed.
-

4 CONCLUSION
i

The staff concludes that the human factors requirements in the Evolutionary
Requirements Document are consistent with accepted human factors principles:
and practices and do not conflict with current regulatory requirements and,

,
guidance. They are, therefore, acceptable. However, by themselves, they do
not provide sufficient information for the staff to determine if an ALWRl-

design referencing-the Evolutionary Requirements Document will adequately
incorporate human factors considerations in. a manner that will achieve safety:
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and reliability and ultimately reduce the probability of human error.
_ .

'

Therefore, applicants referencing.the Evolutionary Requirements Document will
be required to provide sufficient information, as indicated in the previous
sections, to demonstrate that their human factors program _will ensure that the-
level of human performance required to maintativ plant safety is- achieved.

The _ staff concludes ~that the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies
human factors requirements that, if properly _ translated into a design in
accordance with the NRC regulations in force at-the time the design is
submitted, should result in an acc2ptable nuclear power plant design.

2

.E

P
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APPENDIX E
OPTIMIZATION SUBJECT

+

In the DSER for the original version of Appendix E to Chapter 10, the staff
provided its evaluation of an optimization subject related to EPRI's proposal
to eliminate the requirement for a reactor vessel level instrumentation system
(RVLIS). In response to the DSER for Chapter 10, EPRI has reconsidered its
position and has provided it requirements for a RVLIS in the Evolutionary
Requirements Document. Therefore, this is no longer an optimization subject.
The staff's evaluation of the RVLIS is provided in Section 6.3 of Chapter 4 of
this report.
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CHAPTER ll, " ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION

This SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter ll, " Electric Power
Systems," of the " Evolutionary Requirements Document" through Revision 3.
Chapter 11 was prepared, under the project direction of EPRI and the ALWR
Utility Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Pcwer; Duke
Power Company; General Electric Company; MPR Associates, Inc.;
S. Levy Incorporated; Cargent and Lundy Engineers; Science Applications
International Corporation; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and EPRI.

On April 10, 1989, EPRI submitted the original versions of Chapter 11 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for staff review. The staff requested
additional information in a letter dated April 10, 1990. EPRI submitted
additional information in letters dated September 15, October 19, and
December 22, 1989, and July 23, 1990. Topic papers in Appendix B of the
original version of this chapter were relocated to Appendix B of Chapter 1.

On April 3,1991, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary m

Requirements Document. On May 29, 1992, the staff and EPRI met with the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on improved Light Water
Reactors to discuss Chapter 11, the staff's corresponding DSER, the outstand-
ing issues from the staff's review of Chapter 11, and EPRI's approach to
resolving each issue.

On September 7, 1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and
November 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992 respectively.

1.1 Review Criteria
,

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document.

17 Engne and Structure of Chapter 11

Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the electric power systems.

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 11 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for the

offsite power system*

medium- and low-voltage ac distribution systems*

onsite. standby ac power supply system=

dc and low-voltage vital ac power supply systems*

normal and emergency lightinge

electrical protective systems*

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 11.1-1
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1.3 Policy _ Issues

During its review of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical-
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in
Commission papers listed in Appendix'B to Chapter 1 of this report.

1.4 Outstandina Issues

The DSER for Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained
the following outstanding issues:

Ooen Issues

(1) human factors (2.1)

(2) environmental qualification test criteria for electrical power systems
(2.2)

(3) use of Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) standards-
not approved by the Commission (2.2.7)

(4) alternate source of power for non-safety. loads (4.2.1)

(5) offsite power source for safety bus (4.2.2)

(6) security considerations for the combustion turbine generator (4.2.3)

(7) alternate ac power source (station blackout considerations) (5.2.2)

(0) load capability of combustion turbine generator (5.2.3)

(9) power rating of diesel generators (5.2.4)

(10) loading logic to respond to loss-of-coolant-accident / loss-of-offsite-
power sequences (5.2.5)

(11) loss of power to a dc bus (7.2.1)

(12) design of lighting systems in safety-related areas and access routes to
those areas (8.2.1 and 8.2.2)

(13) illuminationleNYofemergencylightingsystem(8.2.3)

(14) qualification and redundancy of emergency lighting system (8.2.3)

(15) control and mitigation'of transformer fires-(Generic Safety issue 107)

(16) electrical power reliability (Generic-Safety issue 128)

Confirmatory Issues

(1) safety classification of loads (2.2.1) 3

(2) vital area access during emergency conditions (2.2.2)

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 11.1-2
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(3) power rating of diesel generators (5.2.4)

(4) uninterruptible power supply for security equipment (7.2.3)

(5) compliance of emergency lighting with Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800)
and applicable codes (8.2.3)

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in detail in the
appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical
notation following each issue. All issues identified in the DSER for Chap-
ter 11 have been resolved.

1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Soecific items

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to ap m priate sections
/ of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed below. The iesignators in

front of each issue provide a unique identifier for each :.. The letter,

"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant os as. The first
number designates the chapter in which it is identified. The htter V
designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final number
provides the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter.

Vendor- or Utility-Specific Issun

E.ll.V-1 environmental qualification test criteria for electrical power
system (2.2)

'
E.ll V-2 safety classification of loads (2.2.1)

E.ll.V-3 minimization of Class lE components (2.2.4)

E.ll.V-4 instrumentation and controls for electric motors (2.2.5)
E.11.V-5 compliance with NFPA Codes and Standards (2.2.6)

N E.ll.V-6 integrity of electrical cable penetration seals during a fire
(2.2.6)

E.ll.V-7 integrity of bus duct penetrations during a fire (2.2.6)

E.ll.V-8 review of IEEE standards not endorsed by regulatory guides (2.2.7)

E.11.V-9 review of .he actual setpoint criteria used for sizing thermal
overloads (2.2.")

E.ll.V-10 limitation of total voltage distortion to 3 percent (4.2.4)

E.11.V-11 effects of electrical faults on the coastdown capability of the
reactor coolant pumps and reactor internal pumps (4.2.5)

E.11.V-12 use of combustion turbine generator as alternate power source
during shutdown (5.2.1)

E.ll.V-13 continuous rating versus short-term rating for sizing the combus-
tion turbine generator (5.2.3)
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;

f

IE.ll V-14 inclusion of the pressurizer heaters in the diesel generator power
analysis (5.2.4)

,

E.ll.V-15 continuous rating of the diesel generators to include emergency ,

lighting (5.2.4) ,

E,ll.V-16 capability of the diesel generators to power safety buses in a ;
'

protected bus configuration (5.2.5)

E.ll.V-17 emergency diesel engine starting system-(5.2.6) j

E.ll.V-18 emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system
(5.2.6) 1

-+

E.11.V-19 allowed outage time for load center (6.2) ;
i

E.11.V-20 impact of loss of ac or dc bus on single-failure protection in
safety-related systems (7.2.1) {

*

E.ll.V-21 outage time for de safety buses in a BWR plant design (7.2.2)
IE.ll.V-22 common backup ac power sources for safety-related uninterruptible

power supplies (7.2.4)
'

E.ll.V-23 design of the_ continuous ac lighting in safety-related areas and
access routes outside the main control room (8.2.1 and 8.2.2)

E.ll.V-24 method of integrating the emergency lighting system with the normal
lighting in the main control room (8.2.3)

E.11.V-25 acceptability of lighting system for closed-circuit television
system (8.2.4)
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2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND POLICY STATEMENTS

2.1 Policy Statements

Section 1.5 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document identifies
EPRI's policy statements that form the basis for the specific design require-
ments in Chapter 11. Section 1.5.1 of Chapter 11 states that the overall
objective of the design features specified in the chapter is to achieve the
goals described in Section 1 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document.

Section 1.5.2 of Chapter 11 states that the plant designer should adopt design
features, including the necessary recundancy and backup features, that will
ensure that the adverse effect of transmission system disturbances, plant
upsets, or component failures on the availability of offsite or onsite
electric power will be kept to a minimum. The document further directs the
designer to improve the testability and maintainability of the electric power
systems in order to maximize equipment reliability.

Section 1.5.3 of Chapter 11 states that the minimum number of components and
interconnections required to provide the backup and redundancy features needed
for safety and availability purposes will be used in the design of electric
system configurations.

Section 1.5.4 of Chapter 11 defines general system configurations for the
offsite and onsite electric power systems that will suit the needs of most
plants because electric power systems are not standardized among nuclear power
plants in the United States. EPRI states that changes to the general configu-
rations specified in Chapter 11 vill be limited to only those forced by
specific, unusual site conditions.

In Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI states that it
has considered the man-machine interface in its development of the design
requirements in all of the chapters of the document. The staff identified
this as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 11. The staff's evaluation of
EPRI's requirements for human factors considerations is provided in Appendix D
to Chapter 10 of this report. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

2.2 General Reodirements

The requirements in Section 2 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Documer.t are intended to apply to an integrated set of electric power systems
for an evolutionary ALWR plant design.

Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 11 describes a three-tier concept for the arrangement
of the onsite power distribution systems. The first-tier distribution systems
will feed non-safety loads required exclusively for unit operation; the second
tier will feed permanent non-safety loads that, because of their specific
functions, are generally required to remain operational at all times; and the
third tier will feed the safety (Class IE) loads. The non-safety power
distribution systems (first and second tiers) will be divided into two
divisions. Section 2.3.5 of Chapter 11 specifies that the safety power
distribution systems (third tier) will be divided into two independent
divisions for PWR plants and three independent divisions for BWR plants. The
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non-safety power distribution systems (second tier), supplying power to the I
iplant's permanent non-safety loads, will be provided with an independent

onsite standby power source (combustion turbine generator). Each division of
the safety power distribution systems (third tier) will be provided with
independent onsite standby power sources (diesel generators). i

|
Section 2.3.10 of Chapter 11 states that the sets of circuits that constitute i

the divisions of the safety power distribution systems will be physically
.

separated and electrically independent. Independence and separation will be i

maintained throughcut the load groups, and no cross-ties will be used between I
buses or circuits (ac or de) belonging to different safety divisions. i

Section 2.3.11 of Chapter 11 states that non-safety circuits will be physi-
cally separated from safety circuits throughout the plant, and _non-safety
circuits will not be permitted to be connected to safety circuits or power
sources.

Section 2.6.1.7 of Chapter 11 specifies that electric power systems will be
designed for a 60-year operating life without replacement of major components
or cabling, liowever, the design of the systems and the buildina arrangement
will permit such replacement, if needed. The staff determined tiiat the
Evolutionary Requirements Document did not specify test criteria to ensure
that the electrical power systems will be qualified for a 60-year service life
without replacement of major components or cabling. Therefore, the DSER for
Chapter 11, it concluded that EPRI should include such equipment qualification
test criteria for these electrical power systems and identified this as an
open issue.

In response to the DSER open item, EPRI rSted that qualifications -testing for
the electric power systems is required by referenced Institute.of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 323, 334, 344, and 383. Sections 2.6.1-1,.

2.6.1-3, 2.6.2-4, and 2.6.3-3 of Chapter 11 require that equipment qualifica->

tion criteria for all ALWR electric power systems meet the IEEE standards.'

; However, the IEEE standards do not require a 60-year service life for the
qualified systems. To address this concern, EPRI revised Section 3.3 of'

Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document to state that ALWR plants
,

I will be designed for 60 years of operation without the need for an extended
| refurbishment outage and to permit expeditious component replacement for
; obsolescence and failure over a lifetime of 60 years. EPRI's rationale for
i the service life requirement is that the technological maturity of nuclear
! plants currently being designed is well advanced. Additionally, functional

lifetimes of nuclear power plants operated under a planned program for
,

achieving high availability appear to have the capability to exceed the'

current 40-year-license lifetime by perhaps a factor of 1.5 to 2.0. There-
fore, EPRI concludes that a plant-lifetime of 60 years appears achievable if

: the design requirement is addressed throughout the design process.

The requirement i.i Section 2.6.1.7 of Chapter 11 applies particularly to _ the
main step-up transformers, the unit auxiliary transformers, the unit substa-
tion breakers, the standby power sources, and the plant cabling systems,

|- including electrical penetrations. EPRI states that, for components with-
| anticipated short lives (e.g., continuously energized relays and electronic
l components), the plant designer will determine the probable life expectancies l

| \

|
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of the components and adopt design provisions to facilitate their replacement.
The staff concludes that EPRl's requirement does not conflict with regulatory
requirements and is acceptable for non-safety related systems.

s

The requirements for qualifying Class lE equipment are given in various
standards and regulatory requirements, including 10 CFR 50.49, Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50, and IEEE standards. Nuclear power plant Class lE equipment is
required to meet or exceed its performance requirements throughout the
installed life of the equipment as determined by the applicant for FDA/DC.
The IEEE standards are designed for current LWR plants to provide guidance in
determining design features and testing related to the electric power systems
with a 40-year operating life. However, ALWRs are being designed with longer
service lives ar.d may include alternative materials and different design
conditions. Consequently, electrical equipment important to safety that is to
be demonstrated qualified for operating lives greater than 40 years will be
required to be qualified in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49(f), as discussed in
Section 4.8.2 of Chapter 1 of this report. The staff will review the specific
qualification methods for the future ALWR plants on a plant-specific design
basis. The staff concludes that the general requirements provided in the
Chapter 11 for qualifying the electric power systems do not conflict with NRC
requirements and are acceptable. This DSER open issue is closed.

2.2.1 Three-Tier Concept

Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 11 requires that the arrangement of the onsite power
distribution systems follow a three-tier concept. The first tier of systems
will consist of the distribution systems feeding non-safety loads required
exclusively for unit operation. EPRI designates the normal power source for
these systems as the main generator for the unit. These systems will be able
to be fed from the offsite power system through a backfeed configuration if
the main generator is unavailable.

The second tier will consist of the distribution systems supplying power to
permanent non-safety loads that, because of their specific functions, are
generally required to .sr.ain operational at all times. These loads will
normally be fed from the same power source that feeds the first-tier loads.
However, they also will be able to be fed from a second independent offsite
source or a combustion turbint generator if their normal power source is
unavailable. In addition, EPRI specifies that the Class lE diesel generators
will be able to power a portion of the loads, if necessary.

The third tier will consist of the oistribution systems feeding the safety
(Class lE) loads. Their normal power source will be the same as that which
normally feeds the first- and second-tier systems; however, like the second-
tier t -tems, they will also be able to be fed from the Class lE diesel
genera 6 ors, a second independent offsite source, or the combustion turbine
generator.

By letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked EPRI if any of the loads
intended to be included in the permanent non-safety-load category (second
tier) were formerly categorized as safety loads. In its letter dated July 23,
1990, EPRI stated that the requirements of Chapter 5 of tLa Evolutionary
Requirements Document determine the characteristics of the safety systems for
an ALWR plant design and that all loads that are part of those safety systems
will be included in the safety category. Loads that are not part of those
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|
safety systems will be included in one of the two non-safety categories. EPRI |explained that the justification for considering specific systems safety or
non-safety is included in the portion of the Evolutionary Requirements |

Document that defines the requirements for each specific system. -!
!

In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that the three-tier concept i
,

was not intended to be used as a basis for reclassifying former safety loads j
as non-safety or for supplying safety loads from only a non-Class lE distribu- i

tion system and power source (second tier). The staff also concluded that the j
other chapters of the Evolutionary Requirements Document must clearly define !

the category (safety or non-safety) of the loads, especially if they have been !

downgraded from previous designs. The DSER for Chapter 11 stated that the !
staff would confirm that those descriptions have been provided in the Require- '

ments Document.

In a letter dated November 26, 1991, EPRI indicated that the functions for
systems in the Evolutionary Requirements Document are clearly identified as
" safety" or "non-safety." Since it will evaluate the acceptable tafety
classification of these loads as part of its review of individual applications
for FDA/DC, the staff concludes that this is acceptable. -The staff has
confirmed that these descriptions have been provided in the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, therefore, this issue is closed.

2.2.2 Security Systems

Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 of Chapter 11 include requirements for supplying
power from an independent onsite standby power source to permanent non-safety
loads required to remain operational at all times. In the original version of
Chapter 11, security systems were listed among the typical loads in this
category.

NUREG-0908, " Acceptance Criteria for the Evaluation of Nuclear Power Reactor i

Security Plans," states that, under an acceptable security program, the alarm-

stations would typically be provided with a source of emergency power capable
of supplying power for all required security- functions. American National
Standards Institute /American Nuclear Society (ANSI /ANS) 3.3-1988 specifies
that security intrusion detection aids should be supplied with uninterruptible
power. In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that EPRI's require-
ments were compatible with the NRC requirements for-backup power to security
systems.

Subsequently, EPRI ret; sed Chapters 9 and 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document-to specify a separate dedicated onsite security power supply, instead
of requiring backup security system power.from the plant non-safety standby.
power source. As discussed in Chapter:9 of this~ report, the staff concludes
that this is acceptable.

Section 2.6.1.5 of Chapter 11 requires seismic protection of non-Class L lE
equipment only if it-is located in the vicinity of Class IE equipment or
support structures. By letter dated May 24, 1989, the staff requested that
EPRI clarify whether non-Class lE equipment supporting the card reader access
control system for~ vital areas would be required to meet seismic standards in
order to ensure access to vital areas after-an earthquake. In its letter
dated September 15, 1989, ETRI stated that requirements compatible with the
requirement of 10 CFR 73.55(d)(7)(li) for the access control system to
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accommodate the need for rapid ingress or egress during emergency conditions
would be issued in an appendix to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. However, specific features of the access control system required to
ensure necessary access to vital areas will not be described.

in the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff agreed that means other than seismic
qualification, as proposed by EPRI, would be sufficient for ensuring access to
vital equipment if the security computer or security power were lost. The
staff stated that EPRI's commitment to add an appendix to Chapter 1 was
acceptable and that the staff would confirm that these revisions were incorpo-
rated inte Evolutionary Requirements Document. This was listed as a confirma-
tory issue in the DSER.

The staff has confirmed that Appendix B to Chapter 1 requires compliance with
the requirements of 10 CFR 73.5% Therefore, EPRI's commitment is satisfied
and this confirmatory issue is s.osed.

2.2.3 Number of Safety Divisions

Section 2.3.5 of Chapter 11 specifies that the onsite safety power distribu-
tion systems (third tier) will be divided into two separate and independent
divisions for PWR plants and three separate and independent divisions for BWR
plants. Each division will be required to have its own separate and indepen-
dent source of emergency standby power.

By letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff asked why three distribution system
divisions had been chosen for the BWR plant, while only two had been chosen
for the PWR plant. In its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that the
fundamental reason for the difference between the electrical power systems of
the BWR and PWR lies in the differing fluid system designs that result from
basic differences in these two types of reactors. it stated that both
approaches satisfy all applicable regulatory requirements as well as EPRI's
goals with regard to core damage frequency and performance during a severe
accident.

The staff concludes that the design for three distribution system divisions
is a better approach because any of the required reactor shutdown loads could
be powered from any of the three divisions; however, it agrees that both
approaches meet all applicable regulatory requirements including General
Design Criterion 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 and, therefore, are
acceptable.

2.2.4 Minimization of Class IE Components

Section 2.3.8 of Chapter 11 requires that the number of Class lE components be
kept to a minimum. Equipment or systems that are not essential for emergency
reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling, and containment-

and reactor heat removal, or are not otherwise essential in preventing
significant release of radioactive material to the environment, will not be
designated Class 1E unless they constitute auxiliary equipment required for
the operation of Class lE components.

In its letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff expressed concern that this
requiremen* could allow non-safety concerns (minimizing qualification,
surve" lance, and maintenance) to affect safety improvements and could be
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| misinterpreted or abused, resulting in the. downgrading # components that had
i formerly been designated Class lE. By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI
; responded that the safety systems should be designed for simplicity of
,

operation, surveillance, and maintenance so as to optimize their reliabi'ity
and address-concerns regarding cost. EPRI indicated- that higher levels of'

safety- than those in existing plants will be achieved by specifying other,

j' safety improvement requirements; therefore, the staff's concern that this
approach could lead to a-downgrading of safety or performance was incorrect.j-

' EPRI also indicated that it believes that it is necessary to have definitive
: requirer-ts in this area to provide a basis for standardization and to avoid
j the largt umber of " custom" designs. Finally, with regard to the staff's
|- position that some level' of qualification, surveillance, and maintenance
; requirements should be specified for some non-safety equipment commensurate
! with its importance to safety, EPRI stated that the staff had raised a similar.

concern in the DSER for Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
j and that it would address the appropriate level of qualification for specific

equipment and systems in that chapter. EPRI stated that Chapter 11 will be:

j revised as appropriate to be consistent with Chapter 5.
.

The staff disagrees with EPRI that the subject requirement is " definitive" and4

4 will lead to a more standardized use of Class ;E and non-Class lE equipment. ;

l Because the requirement is open to interpreta+1on as to what is essential and
what constitute:, auxiliary equipment required for the operation of Class lE'

components, the staff cannot determine the r. stems or components to which the
requirement applies. For example, the ste cannot determine if this applies
to the categorization of electrical protettive overcurrent relaying-and
electrical monitoring instrumentation. Also, broad safety goals do not
provide adequate assurance of well-designed and well-specified systems at this
level of detail. The staff concludes that the resolution of the level-of-
qualification issue in Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
will not identify electrical equipment or components down to the level of
detail necessary for the staff's review. Therefore, the staff will evaluate
the application of this requirement for minimizing of Class'lE components.
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

2.2.5 Equipment

in its letter dated September 14, 1989, the staff asked a. question concerning
the electric motor starting voltage requirements of-Section 2.6.2 of Chap-
ter 11. In its letter dated December .22,1989,: EPRI stated that the voltage
and frequency requirements for the associated instrumentation and control
equipment are too specific to be. included-in the Evolutionary. Requirements
D>cument but that the desig of power supplies will generally satisfy func-
tional and operational requirements. EPRI's response is not inconsistent with
the Commission's regulations. and policies and-is acceptable. However, the
staff will evaluate the voltage and frequency values for the instrumentation-
and controls for electric motors during its review of-an individual applica .

= tion for FDA/DC.

2.2.6- Fire Protection

The staff evaluated the criteria for the fire protection system in-the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. against the. criteria of Standard Review-

Plan (SRP) Section 9.5.1, "Fira Protection program" (Branch Technical Position-
CMEB 9.5-1, July 1981) and supplemental guidance issued by the Commission.
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! Three examples of such supplemental guidance-are (1) Generic-Letter 81-12,
* which contains information on safe-shutdown methodology;-(2) Generic let-

ter.86-10, which contains scme important technical information such as that ,,

i pertaining to conformance with Natio.4al Fire Protection Association codes and i

i standards; and (3) the Commission's staff requirements memorandum dated ,

'
! January 12, 1990, on SECY-90-016, " Evolutionary 1ight Water Reactor (LWR)
; Certification Issues anJ Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirem-
e ents." The staff discusses criteria and basis for their use in Section 2.5 of

the DSER on Chapter 5 and Section 3 of Chapter 9 of this report.;

The staff's evaluation of the fire protection system performance requirements-
;. in Chapter 11 follows.

EPRI has generally followed NRC's concept of defense-in-depth with regard to
j- fire protection. . The three steps of defensc-in-depth and EPRI's implemen-
i talion of these steps follow:
i

| (1) Reduce the possibility of fire starting in the ALWR plani - EPRI-
specifies that fire-resistant and fire-retardant materials will be usedi

i in the design of reactor plants referencing the Evolutionary Require-
; ments Document to minimize and isolate fire hazards. EPRI specifies

that either low-voltage or fiberoptic multiplexed circuits will be used
in ALWR designs, thus eliminating the need for cable spreading rooms and
substantielly reducing the amount of comoustible cable insulation and
higher voltage ignition sources in the control room.

(2) Detect and suppress a fire promptly - EPRI specifies that automatic
detection and a suitable mix of automatic and manual fire suppression
capability will be incorporated in ALWR designs.

(3) Ensure that any fire that might occur will not prevent safe shutdown of
the plant even-if fire detection and suppression efforts sh.,uld fail -
EPRI has attempted to ensure this in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document.

A <ietailed evaluation of the effectiveness of this approach is provided below.

The fire protection program described by EPRI is intended to protect-safe-
shutdown capability, prevent the release of radioactive materials, minimize
property damage, and protect personnel from injury as a result of fire.-

EPRI considered-not only the three . aspects of-defense-in-depth outlined above,
but also such features of general plant arrangement as access and egress
routes, equipment locations, structural design features that separate or
isolate redundant safety-related systems, floor-drains, ventilation, and-
construction materials.

EPRI specifies that applicable codes and ' standards of'the Nas onal Fire
Protection Association will _be incorporated in the design'and layout of an
ALWR facility. The staff will review applications for FDA/DC to ensure that-
an ALWR designers or applicants -identify any deviations from these codes and
standards and to describe in the fire hazard analysis.the deviations and
measures taken to ensure that equivalent protection-is provided.
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Intearity of Electrical Cable Fenetration Seals;

!

I le its letter of June 8,1989, the~ staff stated that it was concerned about
era dring the integrity of the penetration seals that protect openings used for

{ passing electrical cable through fire barriers if cable trays should collapse, j,

. . ,

.

! In its letter of October 19, 1989, EPRI stated that it would revise Sec- 1

i tion 2.6.4 of Chapter-ll to require designers to ensure that seals it loca-
{- tions where cables penetrate fire barriers remain effective should cable trays 4

'

collapse from the effects of fire. Chapter 10 of the Evolutionary Require-
4

|
ments Document will reference the Chapter 11- design criteria so that it is
clear that penetrations of barriers for instrumentation and control cables:
must meet the same requirements.,

y

| The staff concludes that EPRI's response meets the criteria discussed above
| and is acceptable. However, it will evaluate this issue during its review of
| an individual application for FDA/DC to ensure the actual design and installa-

tion are acceptable.
<

Intearity of Bus., Duct Penetrations>

|
i In its letter of June 8,1989, the staff stated that it was not clear if there
j would be locations where but, ducts penetrate fire barriers. The staff further
|- requested that EPRI clarify how-it proposed to design such penetrations to
i satisfy the 3-hour-fire rating critorion should such penetrations be allowed
j in the design criteria.
3

|
In its letter of October 19, 1989, EPRI stated that only the isolated phase
bus is expected to require air cooling in the design of an evolutionary ALWR:

! and that it will pass through the turbine' building wall and connect to an oil-
!

filled transformer located at least 50 feet from the building. EPRI_further
stated that although it does not expect that a ~3-hour-fire ~ rating will be.;

required for this bus duct penetration, the fire hazard analysis required by'

; Section 3.3.2.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document will
!. assess the adequacy of the turbine building wall.
t

The_ staff concludes that EPRI_'s response meets the criteria discussed above'

and is acceptable. _ However, it will_ evaluate-this issue during its review of
i an individual application for FDA/DC to ensure the; actual design and installa-

.

tion are acceptable. in addition, in Section 2.3 of the DSER Nr Chapter 6 of ;

I;.

j- the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the staff described an open issue

|
regarding the_ location of oil-filled transformers in relation to exterior

j building walls. The-staff's evaluation of this issue is provided in Chapter 6
of this report. The staff's evaluation-of Generic Safety Issue 107, " Generic$

Implications of Main-Transformer Failure," is given in Section 3.2.4.1-of
Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

2.2.7 Use of Revisions to lEEE Standards Not Endorsed by the Commission
.

!-
: In a number of sections of Chapte' 11, EPRI specifies that the implementation-
| -of its requirements will be in accordance with the latest revision of an IEEE
i standard, as modified by applicable regulations. By letter dated April- 10,

1990, the staff indicated that this should be changed so that the implementa-
4

i tion of the requirements is in accordance with the latest revision of the IEEE
!
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standard that is er:dcrsed by an f1RC regulatory guide and modified by applica-
ble regulations. This was considered necessary because the Commission has not
endorsed the latest revisions of IEEE standards,

in its letter dated July 23, 1990, [PRI stated that the requiremeM s as
written in the frolutionary Requirements Document indicate thi +1ence is
to be given to regd atory requirement over IEEE standards ant :ce to
the latest revisions of ILLE standards is appropriate because t aces not
conflict with the commitment to comply with the regulatory requitwnents but
requires compliance with improvements made to the standards.

The e'alanation provided by EPRI is acceptable to the extent that it indicates
that precedence is to be given to regulatory requirements over IEEE standards
if there is a confl ,t between the two. Revisions of an IEEE standard,
hovover, ray include unacceptable changes in etions of the previous standard
which was endorsed by a regulatory guide, that were not specifically addressed
in the regulatory guide, so that a conflict between the regulatory guide and
the new standard is not apparent. The revisions also may provide additions 1
detal' or information in an arco not previously reviewed by the staff or
addressed by the regulatory guive. Again, no conflict between the regulatory
guide and standard would be appacent.

In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that Chapter 11 should be
revised to reference only those revisions of ifEE standards that are endorsed
by regulatory guides. Alternatively, the latest revision of the IEEE standard
may be referenced, provided EPRI stipulates that during the design certifica-
tion process, the plant designers identify all changes from and additions to
the last version of the IEEE standard that was endorsed by a regulatory guide.
'his was identified as an open issue in the DSER.

In a letter dated November 26, 1991, EPRI revised the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document to include a statement that applicable structural design and
cor.struction codes and industry technicL1 standards that conflict with NRC
positions will be resolved by the plant designer with the NRC and the resolu-
tion will be documented. The staff will review any such changes and additiont
for acceptability during its review of an application for FDA/DC. This open
is<.ue is closed.

2.2.8 Emergency Response facilities

In its letter dated May 24, 1989, the staff requested that EPRI clarify which
power supply will be used to support the emergency response facilities (ERfs)
and to provide the rationale for the assi.nment of electrical loads to these
facilities,

in its letter dated September 15, 1989, EPRI indicated that the power supplies
for the ERfs will be designed to meet the criteria in NVREG-0696, " functional
Criteria for Emergency Response facilities." EPRI stated that the ERf loads
are considered permanent non-sat ty loads that will be able to be fed from
either a norma'l offsite, reseryt: of fsite, or standby onsite non-vital source.
Power also will be made available from the onsite safety (Class lE) power
source, if necessary.

The staff conclu'es that EPRI's response satisfactorily addresses its concern,
and is, therefore, acceptable.
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2.2.9 Thermal Overload Devices Provided for Protection of Valve Motor
Operators

lhermal overload devices are of ten provided in the electrical circuits of
motors to protect the motors against overloading, in the case of
intermittent-duty motors used for safety-related valve operators, the staff
was concerned that the thermal overloads could result in undesired tripping of
the motor if a safety-related valve operation is required. 1herefore, the
staff issued Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.106, which recommends certain criteria
for the design and application of thermal overload devices used for the
protection of safety-related valve motor operators. Sections 6.5.2 and 7.6.1
of Chapter 11 provide requirements for the application of thermal overload
devices used tb protect the ac motors and de motors of motor-operated valves,
in the case of Class IE motor operators, the requirements specify that proper
engineering and thermal overload devices be used to provide maximum operator
protection without unacceptably compromising the safety function of the
system. The thermal overload devices will be selected and sized according to
the latest revision of IEEE 741, "l[EE Standard Criteria for the Protection of
Class IE Power Systems and Equipment in Nuc1 car Power Generating Stations." ,

IThe devices generally will be used to trip the operator when necessary to
prevent motor failure and to produce an alarm indicating misoperation.
Bypassing features to restrict operator protection will not normally be
nrovided.

.

IThe requirements specified by EPRI in Chapter 11 are generally in agreement
with the staff recommendations in Position 2 of RG 1.106, which allows the ;

thermal overloads to be retained if their trip setpoints are established with
^

,

all uncertainties resolved in favor of completing the safety-related function. !

Requirements specified for valve motor operators in Section 3.4.12 of i

Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, however, contradict the ,

Chapter 11 requirements; although both sets of requirements meet RG 1.106 !

recommendations. In a letter dated January-10, 1992 EPRI stated that the i

ALWR approach for providing valve opccator protection without compromising the- '

safety functions is described in Chapter 11 and, to eliminate any ambiguity, !

Section 3.4.12 of Chapter 5 has been deleted. This is acceptable to the j
staff.

The staff will review the actual setpoint criteria used for sizing the thermal
overload devices during its review of an individual appitcation for FDA/DC.

2.3 Conclusion ,

The. staff concludes that the requirements-in Section 2 of Chapter 11 of the ;

Evolutionary Requirements Documut do not conflict with current regulatory
requirements or guidance and are acceptable.

,
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3 OffSITE POWER SYST[M

3.1 functionaLDescription

Section 3.1 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the offsite power system will include the set of electrical circuits and
associated equipment that will be used to interconnect the offsite transmis- '

sion system. the main generator of the plant, and the onsite electric power
distribution systems. It will include the plant switchyard (s) or remote
station (s), the main step-up transformers, the unit auxili'iry and reserve
transformers, the high-voliage lines, and the isolated phase buses, with their
associated auxiliary systems, including protection relays and local instrumen- "

tation and controls.

In general, Section 3 of Chapter 11 calls for one offsite power circuit to use
the main generator circuit in the backfeed direction from the switching
station (plant switchyard or remote station) through the main step-up trans-
former to the unit auxiliary transformers. EPRI refers to this circuit as the
" main offsite power circuit," and it will be the normal source of power for
all plant loads (safety, non-safety, and permanent non-safety) during all
modes of operation (operating and shutdown). A low-voltage generator circuit
breaker will be provided to isolate the main generator from this circuit when
the generator is inoperative.

A second offsite power circuit will be provided as a second source of offsite
power to only the safety and permanent non-safety loads when the main offsite
power circuit is unavailable. EPRI refers to this circilit as the " reserve
offsite power circuit." Section 3.3.4 of Chapter 11 requires that the main
and reserve offsite power circuits be connected to switching stations that are
indepen&nt and separate.

3.2 Eval ua t _io_n <

3.2.1 Use of Separate Lower Voltage Switching Station

As stated above, Section 3.3.4 of Chapter 11 specifies that the main and
reserve offsite power circuits will be connected to switching stations that
will be independent and separate. EPRI states that it takes advantage of the
low capacity requirement of the reserve offsite power circuit to connect the
circuit to a different transmission system, typically, a local grid of lower
capacity and lower voltage than the transmission system to which the main
offsite power circuit will be connected.

in a letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff stated that it recognized the
benefits inherent in connecting the offsite power circuits to sources that are
separate and independent. However, it was concerned about EPRI's use of lower
voltage circuits because higher voltage transmission circuits are more
reliable than the lower voltage circuits. This is at least partially because
of the superior construction and separation used in the higher voltage
circuits.

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that the lower voltage ci. sits
were referenced because its review of loss-of-offsite-power events showed that
when a separate, independent reserve circuit is provided, it is generally
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connected to relatively low-voltage. low-capacity transmission lines. [PRI
stated that although the overall reliability of the transmission lines will
probably not be higher than that of the transmission lines to which the main
circuit is connected, the probability of such a reserve circuit remaining
energized following a loss of the main circuit is much higher than that of a
reserve circuit connected to the same transmission lines as the main circuit.
EPRI indicated that this higher conditional availability results mainly f rom
the independence of and the separation between the main and reserve circuits
rather than from the characteristics of the transmission lines to which the
latter circuit will be connected.

The staff concludes that the higher conditional availability combined with the
likely lower normal availability of a separate and independent lower voltage
switching station makes it suitable primarily as a standby offsite power
source, that is, one that will be used as an alternate offsite power source to
power loads only when the normal offsite power source is unavailabic. As
specified in the Evolutionary Requirements Document, by e * g separate and
independent switching stations of-approximately the st, voltage and capacity
and, assuming everything else is equal, both would be sgpropriate as normal
offsite power sources to plant loads. Therefore, EPRI's response with regard
to this matter is acceptable.

-

3.2.2 Connection of the Offsite Transmission System to the Safety Onsite
Power Distribution System

Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 11 states that the safety and non-safety power
distributions systems normally will both be fed directly from the main
generator (i.e., the power flow path will not go through the switching
station) during normal plant operation and following a separation of the plant
from the transmissinn system without turbine trip. figures 11.2-1 and 11.2-2
of Chapter 11 show this power feed being derived from two unit auxiliary
transformers connected to the main generators through a generator breaker. If,

the generator breaker trips and the main generator is unavailable and
isolated, power will be backfed from the switching station through the main
stepup transformer to the unit auxiliary transformer. This circuit is called
the " main offsite power circuit." The advantage of this configuration is that
the normal power supply to the plant auxiliary and safety systems can be
supplied cuntinuously and unswitched from the unit auxiliary transformers
during and throughout startup, operation, and shutdown of the nuclear generat-
ing unit. it avoids the need for fast-transfer schemes on plant trip that
have not been reliable and can produce stressful transients on plant electri-
cal equipment.

Nonetheless, the staff has determined that ne 1 are some shortcomings with
this configuration, including the following:

The offsite circuit will be connected through the unit main step-up*

transformer, which EPRI identifies as the main cause of losses of plant
availability among the electrical systems at nuclear power plants.

A trip of the high-voltage main generator circuit breakers in the*

switchyard causes both a load-rejection event and the simultaneous loss
of the main offsite power circuit.

l
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Reliance will be still placed on the orrect actuation of active system*

components (the low-voltage generator circuit _ breaker and its related
auxiliary support systems, logics, and controls) to maintain operation
of the main offsite power circuit following a main generator trip.

Generation system disturbances that involve real and reactive power*

swing through the main generator directly affect this circuit and
increase the potential of its loss during these events.

As a result of these shortcomings, in its letter dated April .0, 1990, the
staff recommended that EPRI consider adding a second reserve transformer to
the one already called for in the Evolutionary Requirements Document to
improve the connection of the offsite transmission system to the safety
portion of the onsite distribution systems (third tier). Each transformer,
which will be directly connected to a switching station (switchyard), could
then be made the normal source of power to one safety division I.one powering
two divisions for the BWR) and the backup power source for the opposite
division. The advantage of this configuration is that the safety buses always
will be connected to an offsite power source with minimal intervening compo-
nents (e.g., non-safety buses and breakers), requiring no actuation of active
system components when changing modes, and that a loss of one offsite power
source d ll affect only one safety division (two possible for the BWR plant
design).

In its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that it considers the arrange-
ment adopted in the ALWR design criteria preferable because the expected
frequency of loss of power at the terminals of the auxiliary transformers is
low and the conditional aval' ability of the reserve circuit is high. It is
not likely that power will be lost at the terminals of the auxiliary trans-
formers because these transformers can be fed from either the transmission
system or tne main generator. Although the staff agrees that this appears to
be an advantage, this advantage could be eliminated or reversed by connection
of the transmission system through the lesser reliable main step-up trans-
formers) by the need for actuation of the main generator breaker on unit trip,
by coabined load-rejection and loss-of-power events, or by the direct effects
of generation disturbances on the offsite circuit. Also, although the
connection to the main generator makes available an additional power source to
the safety loads, it is not clear how large a benefit that will be. Histori-
cally, continued operation of main generators following full-load rejection
has not been successful, and the BWR requirements call for only a 40-percent
load-rejection capability. This benefit, therefore, may be greater during
opers. tion at lower power levels.

The staff's recommended configuration of two reserve transformers could be
jeopardized if one of the reserve transformers that is normally powering a
safety division is connected to a separate switching station of lower voltage.
As indicated in Section 3.1 of this report, the lower normal availability of a
separate lower voltage switching station makes it suitable primarily as a
standby offsite p ver source. The two-reserve-transformer configuration could
be modified so that all the safety divisions would normally be powered from
the one reserve transformer connected to the higher voltage switchyard.
Backup would then be provided from the other reserve transformer connected to
the lower voltage switching station. This, however, would eliminate the
benefit of having only one safety division affected by the loss of a single
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offsite power source. in designs that use two switchyards of approximately
equal voltage ratings and canacities or that have only one switchyard, the
two-reserve-transformer coni.guration would gain additional worth,

in summary, the staff concludes that the reliability of the offsite power
supplies to the safety buses and, in particular, the normal power supply to
the safety buses will, to a large extent, be dependent on the individual
reliabilities of its subsystems (e.g., main step-up transformer, generator
circuit breaker, generator load-rejection capability, system control, and
protectionlogics). The configuration specified in Section 3 of Chapter 11 is
an improvement over past designs in-which fast-transfer schemes on a generator
trip are used and a significant improvement over past designs with a reliable
main generator 100-percent load-rejection capablitty. Therefore, this
configuration meets all regulatory requirements and is acceptable. -However,
the suggested two-reserve-transformer configuration would likely be a better
choice in those designs that do not provide for high reliability of such
subsystems as the main step-up transformer, generator circuit breakers, and
generator load-rejection capability, especially_when only one switchyard or
separate switchyards of equal voltage and capacity are used in the design.

3.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 3 of Chapter 11 of the
Evolutionary n quirements Document do not conflict with current regulatorye

requiremen's 1 are y eoptable.
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4 HEDIUM-VOLTAGE AC DISTRIBU110N SYSlLM

4.1 [_ynedien and Qucription

Section 4.1 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the medium-voltage ac distribution system will consist of the onsite
electric power distribution circuits that operate at voltages ranging
typically from 4.16 kV to 13.8 kV and supply power to medium-voltage safety,
permanent non-safety, and non-safety loads. The systeu will include switch-
gear buses, circuit breakers, and unit substation transformers as well as
their associated local instrumentation, controls, and protective relays. It

also will include all buses and cables connecting the switchgear buses to
their sources and loads.

Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 11 sper.ifies that, in case of a loss of power from
the unit auxiliary transformers, the safety and permanent non-safety loads
will be automatically transferred to the reserve source of offsite power. In
case of a loss of power from both the unit auxiliary transformers and the
reserve transformer, the safety loads will be automatically transferred to
standby safety power sources (diesel generators) and selected permanent non-
safety loads will be automatically transferred to a standby non-safety power
source (combustion turbine generator). The medium-voltage at distribution
system is also required to be designed to permit feeding the safety loads from
the combustion turbine generator following a manual load transfer and,
conversely, to permit feeding the permanent non-safety loads from the diesel
generators following manual load transfer.

Two safety buses are specified in the PWR design criteria to power the safety
loads, while three safety buses are specified in the BWR design criteria to
power the safety loads. Two dedicated non-safety buses are specified in both
design criteria for powering the permanent non-safety loads.

4.2 Evaluation

4.2.1 Lack of Alternate Power Source for Non-Safety Loads

One of the major differences between the distribution systems specified in
Chapter 11 and those found in the most recently licensed nuclear plants is
that no alternate power source is orovided for the non-safety loads required
for unit operation. Section 4.2.2 of Chapter 11 requires that only the safety
and permanent non-safety loads have the capability to transfer to the reserve
source of offsite power. The non-safety loads that will not have an alternate
source of power include the reactor coolant pumps, reactor recirculation
pumps, faedwater pumps, condensate pumps, and circulating water pumps. As a
result, a loss of power to these loads that could be caused by a failure
(fault) anywhere on the urit auxiliary transformer, main step-up transformers,
or their connecting feeders would result in a plant trip and the loss of
reactor coolant system forced circulation and normal feedwater systems. The
same would occur for a 100-percent load rejection caused by the opening of the
main generator high-side circuit breakers located in the switching station, if
the generator load-rejection capability was unreliable (see the discussion in
Section 3.2.2 of this report concerning staff concerns related to the main
offsite power circuit that will feed the non-safety loads). Reliance,
following the above events, therefore, must be placed on natural circulation
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and safety systems such as the auxiliary feedwater and reactor core isolation |cooling systems. In most current designs, including those in which generator :

breakers are used (e.g., Millstone Unit 3, Summer, Catawba, and McGuire), two i

sources of power are provided to these non-safety loads so that they would -

only be lost if these events occurred simultaneously with a loss of offsite ;
_'

power. |

In its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that for the events considered
by the staff, an additional source of power would not reduce the number of ;
trips, nor would it greatly reduce the frequency of loss of power to the non- :
safety loads, since this frequency is dominated by-the frequency of loss-of- *

offsite-power events. The staff disagrees that an additional source.of power
would not reduce the frequency of loss of power to the non-safety loads. If

the majority of loss-of-offsite-power events were due to grid blackout and r

severe weather, an additional power source connectad to the blacked-out j
switchyards would be of little use. However, the majority of the loss-of- i

offsite-power events have been plant-centered events. These events, which
typically involve hardware failures, design deficiencies, human errors, i
localized weather-induced faults (lightning), or combinations of these .

failures, are more localized in nature and, therefore, less likely to result ;
in the b1_ackout of an entire switchyard or grid. An additional transformer i

connected to that switchyard and supplying non-safety loads should, therefore, !
significantly improve the frequency of loss of power to those loads. [

The staff has not maintained that reducing the number of plant trips is a
primary reason for recommending an additional power source for the non-safety s

loads. Rather, a primary reason for the additional power source is to reduce I
the subset of those plant trips that involve a loss of power to the non-safety |
loads. The combination loss-of-non-safety-power and subsequent turbine-trip |
event would likely be replaced with the turbine-trip-only event for the !
initiations (main step-up transformer fault, etc.) considered by the staff. :
The transients associated with a turbine-trip-only event have been identified !
as less severe than those associated with the loss-of-aon-safety-power event r

analyzed in plant safety analysis reports and standard plant safety analysis
reports. .

EPRI also stated that the ALWR design is based on fundamental guiding princi- [
ples, which include increased design margins intended to make the ALWR plant !
referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Do The |core damage frequency will be less than lxE',cument particularly robust.per reactor-year. The ALWR

i

design will achieve significant improvements in plant safety (and availabili- i
ty) over current designs. The contribution of sequences initiated by.a loss j
of offsite-power will be minimized, and the incremental improvements that

.

could be achieved by requiring a second source of power for the non-safety {
; loads that only will be required for unit operation are considered very small ;
I and unwarranted. However, the staff does not agree that the improvements that
| could be achieved by installing a second source of power for non-safety loads ; j

are very small and unwarranted.
,
i

In-its DSER for Chapur ll, the staff concluded that-the.second source would i
significantly reduce the number of plant trips that involve a loss of power to ,

the non-safety loads and that the ALWR design criterion in this area was less
conservative than that in existing plant-designs and, therefore, was not

.

acceptable.. The staff recommended that an alternate power source for the non-
I safety loads should be required in Chapter 11, or EPRI should demonstrate that [
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the design margins alluded to in its response of July 23. 1990, result in
transients for a loss-of-non-safety-power event in an ALWR plant Dat are no
more severe than those associated with the turbine-trip-only event n current
existing plant designs. This was identified as a policy issue in SELY-91-078
and as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 11.

It was the staff's intent that an alternate power source be provided to a
sufficient string of non-safety loads so that forced circulation could be
maintained and the operator would have the complement of non-safety equipment
available to bring the plant to a stable shutdown condition, following a loss
of the normal power supply and plant trip. To maintain forced circulation
over the course of the transient and ease operator burden, an automatic
transfer to the alternate power supply was an option that would have to be
considered. EPRI has stated its reluctance to provide a fast automatic
transfer scheme to the alternate supply because of the potential problems
associated with that type of transfer. As a result, the staff agreed that a
slow automatic transfer would be acceptable, although the coastdown capability
(inertia) of the reactor coolant pumps would have to be relied on for the
short duration of the transfer from the normal supply to the alternate supply.
The staff also agreed that the full complement of reactor coolant pumps would
not have to be powered provided there were no negative safety implications in
doing so (e.g., reverse-flow concerns or stagnant flow).

In a letter dated February 4, 1992. EPRI revised the Evolutionary Requirements
Document to include a requirement that the medium-voltage ac distribution
system be designed to permit energizing the buses of the first tier (i.e., the
non-safety loads) from the reserve power supply circuit (via the reserve
transformer). The design will permit manual startup and operation of a large
load connected to these buses (e.g., a reactor coolant pump or a rondensate
pump) in the event of a loss or unavailability of the normal supply, in the
rationale provided with the requirement, EPRI originally stated that this
capability was expected to be provided by a direct connection between the
buses and the reserve transformer or by the removable links normally installed
on the auxiliary transformers. When the links would be removed, power could
be fed from the second-tier buses that ha n a direct connection to the reserve
transformer.

The staff did not accept the second option that would allow use of the
removable links normally installed on the auxiliary transformers. The staff
believes that the added benefit of the alternate power supply would not be
achieved if such access would require time-consuming operations such as
removing links. Therefore, the staff requires that a direct connection to the
alternate power be specified, in a letter dated March 30, 1992, EPRI provided
a revision to Chapter 11 on this issue that removed the option in the ratio-
nale of using the removable links associated with the auxiliary transformers.

Although EPRI's latest proposed requirement still does not comply completely
with the staff's intent, it does enhance EPRI's original design capability for
responding to a loss-of-normal-power and plant-trip event. Therefore, EPRI's
propoLed requirement minimally satisfies the staff requirement for an alter-
nate power source for the non-safety first-tier loads and is acceptable. The
DSER open issue is closed.
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The staff also notes, however, that the General Electric ABWR design provides
for a reserve transformer that has the capability to power a sufficient
com)lement of non-safety loads so that the plant can operate at full power
wit 1 one unit auxiliary transformer out of service. Also, the Combustion
Engineering System 80+ design has a startup feedwater pump connected to the
second-tier buses that can be fed from either the main offsite power supply,
the reserve offsite power supply, or the gas turbine-generator. It is,

therefore, evident that the evolutionary plant designs, while complying with
the new EPRI requirement, are proposing additional capabilities beyond EPRI's
minimal requirement.

4.2.2 Connection of Safety Bus Offsite Power Sources Through Non-Safety Buses

Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 11 specifies that the medium-voltage ac distribution
-

system will be designed to supply power to the safety loads from the normal
power source (i.e., the unit auxiliary transformers). Section 4.2.2 of
Chapter 11 specifies that in case of a loss of power from the unit auxiliary
transformers, the safety loads will be automatically transferred to the
reserve source of offsite power (i.e., the reserve transformer). Figures
11.2-1 and 11.2-2 of Chapter 11 show the safety loads normally powered from
the unit auxiliary transformers through the permanent non-safety load buses
(second tier). The unit auxiliary transformer winding that will feed these
loads also will feed a portion of the non-safety loads (first tier). The
safety and permanent non-safety load buses are also shown as being fed from
common windings of the reserve transformer when the unit auxiliary transformer
is unavailable.

la its letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff concluded that feeding the
safety buses from the offsite power sources through nu-safety buses, or from
a common winding with non-safety loads, was not the most reliable configura-
tion. It makes it more difficult to obtain good voltage regulation at the
safety buses, it subjects the safety loads to transients caused by the non-
safety loads, and it adds additional failure points between the offsite power
sources and the safety loads,

in its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that in many current designs in
the United States and foreign plants, safety buses are fed through non-safety

4

buses or from common transformer windings, and operating experience with these
designs has not indicated any particular shortcomings. EPRI stated that there
are real benefits in not connecting the safety buses directly to the offsite
power supply, such as better protection of Class lE systems against voltage
surges affecting the offsite source and reduced risk of faulty paralleling of
the onsite standby emergency sources with the offsite sources.- EPRI also
stated that the ALWR design criteria provide for a direct connection between
safety buses and the reserve offsite source in the' event of problems with the
non-safety buses through which the safety buses- are normally fed.

In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that EPRI should clarify its
assertion that the connection of safety buses through non-safety buses or from

-

common transformer windings would reduce the risk of faulty paralleling of the
onsite standby emergency sources with the offsite sources. In general, it has
been the staff's experience that the benefits to safety of not connecting
safety buses through non-safety buses or to' common transformer windings
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usually outweigh wh:tever safety benefits may be achieved. IEEE 765-1983
"lEEE Standard for Preferred Power Supply for Nuclear Power Generating |Stations," also states that the direct connection of the two offsite circuits ;

to each redundant safety bus may further improve availability. |

However, the staff also recognized that this design feature must be viewed in
the context of the overall plant electrical system design and that some of the
ALWR design concepts and objectives, such as the three-tier concept and the
objective to simplify the design, bear on the choices made by EPRI. There-
fore, the staff concluded that, as a minimum, at least one offsite circuit to
each redundant safety division should be supplied directly from one of the
offsite power sources with no intervening non-safety buses in such a manner
that the offsite source can power the safety buses if any non-safety bus
should fail. The transfer to this circuit should be automatic if the circuit
is not normally connected to the safety buses and is one of the two normal
paths of power from the main and reserve offsite power sources to the safety
buses. The transfer to this circuit may be manual if the circuit is an
additional third path of offsite power from the main or reserve offsite power
sources for the safety buses. This issue was identified as an open issue in
the DSER for Chapter 11.

In a letter dated November 26, 1991, EPRI revised the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document _ to require that at least one offsite circuit to each redundant
safety division be supplied directly from one of the offsite power sources
with no intervening non-safety buses in such a manner that the offsite source
can power the safety buses if any non-safety bus should fail. Connection of a
safety bus to its alternate power supply circuit will be accomplished manually
using the source circuit breaker of the normal power supply circuit racked out
from its normal switchgear position and inserted in an empty switchgear
position associated with the alternate power supply circuit or using a source
circuit breaker that is normally locked open and interlocked with the source
circuit breaker of the normal power supply circuit. These additional require-
ments satisfy the staff's concern; therefore, this open issue is resolved.

4.2.3 Security

Section 4.1.3 of Chapter 11 specifies that the security systems will be one of
the loads supplied via the medium-voltage power system. In its letter dated
May 24, 1989, the staff concluded that the combustion turbine (CT) generator
will need to be protected as vital equipment. In its September 15, 1989,
response, EPRI stated that the CT generator and the equipment powered by
it do not meet the definitions of vital equipment in 10 CFR 73.2 and in-
Section 5.2.1.1 of Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

In the DSER for Chapter 11, however, the staff noted that 10 CFR 73.55(e)(1)
and (f)(4) and Generic Letter 87-08, " Implementation of 10 CFR 13.55 Miscella-
neous Amendments and Search Requirements," specify that onsite secondary power
supply sy' stems for security equipment must be located in a vital area. The
staff concluded that current regulations would require the CT generator, its
electrical distribution switchgear, and its supporting fuel, cooling, start-
ing, and control systems to be protected as vital equipment; that is, the
equipment will have to be located in a locked and alarmed area within the
protected area. The cabling between-the CT generator and the vital equipment
it supports also-would need-to be in a vital area if it is identifiable, such
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as would be the case if the CT generator were in a separate building and
accessible without requiring heavy couipment to remove hatches, in the DSER,
the staff identified this as an open issue.

In Revision 3, EPRI revised Section 5.2.12 of Chapter 9 to specify a separate,
dedicated backup power source for the security systems located in a vital
area, rather than the CT generator.

Since the CT generator is no longer specified for use as the onsite secondary
power supply system for security equipment, and the separate, dedicated
security backup power source will be located in a vital area, this OSER open
issue is closed.

4.2.4 Vse of Adjustable Speed Motor Drives

The Evolutionary Requirements Document requires that adjustable speed drives
be used for some of-the motors. For example, Section 5.3.4.1 of Chapter 3
requires that adjustable speed drives be used for the reactor internal pump
motors in BWR designs, and Section 4.4.5.4.3 of Chapter 2 specifies that
adjustable speed drives be used for the feedwater pump motors. Sec-
tion 4.4.5.4.5 of Chapter 2 requires that the adjustable speed feedwater pump
motors be the synchronous type with a load-commutated inverter solid-state-
power supply capable of providing the frequency, range, and power required by
the pump motor in all specified modes of operation. Solid-state power
supplies to heavy power loads generally create large amounts of harmonic
distortion on the distribution systems that feed them. The distortion can
cause problems for other equipment connected to the same distribution system.
In its letter of January 10, 1992 EPRI stated that recent plant experience
with large adjustable speed motor drives indicates that proper design can
suppress harmonics to acceptably low levels. EPRI stated that large adjust-
able speed drive installations now typically include an input transformer
ahead of the solid-state converter section that can limit harmonics to under
3-percent total voltage dictortion. EPRI referenced IEEE 519 and Department
of Defense D00-STD-1399 as providing recommended limits of no more than 5-
percent total harmonic voltage distortion and stated that a requirement will
be included in Section 2.6.2 of Chapter 11 to limit the harmonic distortion
caused by adjustable speed drives to a conservative value of maximum 3
percent.

EPRl's proposed requirement to limit the total voltage distortion to 3 percent
should greatly reduce the amount of equipment that is affected by the harmonic
distortion. If any remaining sensitive equipment is affected by this rela-
tively low level of distortion, modification of the equipment itself would
likely be more appropriate than forther reduction of the distribution system
voltage distortion. EPRI's new requirement is acce) table. The staff will
ensure that these requirements are implemented in tie evolutionary .nlant-
standard designs during-'its reviews of individual applications for FDA/DC.

4.2.5 Electrical Fault Effects on the Coastdown Capability of Reactor Coolant
Pumps and Reactor Internal Pumps

Reactor coolant pump (RCP) systems in evolutionary PWR plants and reactor
internal pump (RIP) systems in evolutionary BWR plants will be oesigned with a
specified amount of coastdown capability to ensure that sufficient reactor
coolant system flow will be maintained following loss of power to the pumps to
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ensure that departure-from-nucleate-boiling-ratio (DNBR) limits in PWRs and
minimum-critical-power-ratio (MCPR) limits in BWRs will not be exceeded. in
the PWR designs, the coastdown capability will be provided in the RCPs, and in
the evolutionary BWR designs, the coas' r lapability will be provided in
motor generator sets that will feed 6 o RIPS. The coastdown capability is
typically most crucial in the first few seconds following the loss of power to
the pumps when the excursion toward the DNBR and MCPR limits are the greatest,

in both the PWR and BWR designs, the RCPs and the RIP motor generator sets
will be fed from unit auxiliary transformers that will be solidly connected
(no intervening circuit breakers) to the main step-up transformers. The staff
is concerned that a fault on that circuit may not be analyzed for its effect
on the coastdown capability of the RCPs and RIPS. If a fault were to occur on
that circuit during plant operation and the circuit breakers to the RCPs or
RIP motor generators were not tripped immediately, the RCP motors and the RIP
motor generator motors would briefly feed the fault, which would create a
braking effect on those motors reducing their speed. In past designs this
effect may not have been much of a problem because many of them used a fast
transfer that sensed the fault and immediately opened the circuit breaker to
the faulted normal power source and closed the circuit breaker to the alter-
nate power source of the RCP buses, in the evolutionary plant designs,
however, automatic transfers of the RCP or RIP buses will not be used (see
Section 4.2.1 of this report). Therefore, during its review of an application
for FDA/DC, therefore, the staff will ask the plant designers to analyze the
effect on the coastdown capability of the RCPs and RIPS of electrical faults
on the RCP and RIP motor generator power sources.

4.3 Lgnclusiqu

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 4 of Chapter 11 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
requirements and are accentable.
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5 ONSITE STANDBY AC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

5.1 function and Descrintion

Section 5.1 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the onsite standby ac power supply system will include the onsite standby
safety and non-safety ac power sources and their associated power supply
circuits up to the source breakers of the onsite ac distribution systems. The
standby power sources will consist of the prime movers and ac generators,
their auxiliary systems, the fuel storage at.. transfer system, and the
associated local instrumentation and control systems. The term " standby power
source" as used in the Evolutionary Requirements Document refers to both
safety and non-safety sources. EPRI states that Chapter 11 distinguishes
between the safety and non-safety standby power sources where necessary.

Section 5.2 of Chapter 11 states that the onsite safety standby power sources
will be emergency diesel generators (EDGs) and the onsite non-safety power
source will be a combustion turbine (CT) generator. Section 5.4 of Chapter 11
specifies that two identical, functionally redundant, and electrically
independent diesel generators will be supplied in the PWR design - one
dedicated to each of the two independent safety divisions. Three iaentical,
functionally redundant, and electrically independent diesel generators are
required for the BWR design - one dedicated to each of the three independent
safety divisions. Only one CT generator is required in both the PWR and BWR
designs and will have the capability to feed either or both pernnent non-
safaty load buses.

Section 5.3.1 of Chapter 11 states that the diesel generators will be required
to have sufficient capacity to operate the engineered safety features needed
to maintain the plant in a safe condition in the event of a loss-of-coolant
accident concurrent with a loss of offsite power. The CT generator is
required to be capable of coping with a station blackout, of feeding permanent
non-safety loads during loss-of-offsite-power events, and of backing up the
diesel generators in case they fail or are unavailable.

5.2 Evaluation

5.2,1 Use of the Combustion Turbine Generators To Satisfy Technical
Specification Requirements

Section 5.1.2 of Chapter 11 states that when the plant is in cold-shutdown
conditions, the non-safety portion of the onsite standby ac power supply
system also can be used to supply plant power during maintenance of the
offsite power supply system. in its letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff
informed EPRI that although the onsite standby ac power stpply system may have
the literal capability to comply with EPRI requirements, the staff has made no
judgment at this stage of its review as to what extent, if any, the CT
generator could be used as an alternate power source to satisfy technical
specification requirements for the purpose of performing maintenance on the
offsite power supply system during shutdown.

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI responded that it is expected that the CT
generator will be capable of performing the safety function specified for an
alternate power source during plant shutdown. Therefore, EPRI concluded that
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f the use of the Cl generator as an alternate power source under such conditions [
! should satisfy technical specification requirements for the purpose of !

| performing maintenance on the offsite supply system. i

! During its review of the ALWR evolutionary plant technical specifications of
an individual application for FDA/DC, the staff will evaluate the use of the

]
CT turbine generator to satisfy technical specification requirements.

5.2.2 Use of the Combustion Turbine Generator To Meet Station Blackout Coping !
f Requirements
<

Although Section 5.2.4 of Chapter 11 specifies that the CT generator will be'

i capable of coping with a station blackout, in its rationale. EPRI originally
i stated that the ability to qualify this onsite backup power supply as an
) alternate ac (AAC) power source will provide the plant owner with two options
j to comply with station blackout regulations: (1) coping by means of an AAC

power source or (2) coping by means of battery and system capacities alret ';
i specified in Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 5 of the Evolutionary Requirements
. Document.
!

| EPRI's rationale indicated that the ALWR plant owner will be able to select
i either the CT generator or the battery and system capacities as the means that
! will be used at the plant to comply with the NRC station blackout regulatory
; requirements. The staff recognizes and endorses the much improved safety
] benefit that the combination of these two features provides to the ALWR plant;
! however, it has taken the position (SECY-90-016) that an AAC power source
3 should be the primary means used in evolutionary ALWR plants to meet NRC
I station blackout regulatory requirements.
:

,I In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document should be revised to clearly indicate that-the CT generatori

will be qualified as an AAC power source by the ALWR plant owner and that it.

will be the means to comply with NRC station blackout regulatory requirements.:

! This will ensure that any future regulatory requirements on AAC power sources,
such as surveillance of or limitation on allowed outage times necessary to

3

; maintain required levels of availability and reliability, will be applied to
the CT generators in evolutionary ALWR plants. This was identified as an open'

issue in the-DSER.-

! In a letter date February 3, 1992, EPRI revised the Evolutionary Requirements-
;

Document to indicate that the ALWR plant owner will qualify the CT generator '

as an AAC source and that it will be the means to comply with station blackout
; requirements. .This satisfies the staff's concern; therefore, this open issue

is resolved.

! 5.2.3 - Power Rating of the Combustion Turbine Generators

Section 5.3.1.4 of Chapter 11 of the Requirements Document specifies that the
i CT generator will have a- short-term power rating greater than the sum of the-

permanent non-safety loads and safety loads that must be powered by the unit
-

'

at any one time. It further specifies that the unit will be sized for load
starting and steady-state operation on the basis of the more lindting of the
following loading conditions:
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I

The unit supplies power to both divisions of permanent non-safety loads !+

(intended normal operating condition). j
.

The unit supplies power to one safety division and one division of |+

permanent non-safety loads (intended operating condition in case a !

diesel generator is unavailable).
|

Although the above requirements specify the loading that the CT generator is
to supply in terms of the divisions it must be able to supply, it is not clear
during what scenarios and, therefore, what complement of loads it must supply

,

within those divisions. In its letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff
recommended that the CT generator be specified to power, as a minimum, the
worst-case shutdown (to cold shutdown) or accident loads (whichever is_
greater) within the above-specified complement of divisions. In addition, the

staff recommended that the CT generator have the capability to power those !

loads with some margin for load growth, when operating within its continuous !
rating. j

i

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI agreed to require that the CT generators [
be capable of powering the worst-case shutdown or loss-of-coolant-accident :

(LOCA) loads'as recommended by the staff; but the unit was only required to !
have that capability when operating within its short-term power rating, rather i
than within its continuous rating as recommended by the staff, EPRI stated i
that it did not consider it justified to require that the CT generator be
sized for continuous operation at maximum loading, including all initial
design margins, given that operation of the unit under the specified condi- [
tions would not last more than a few hours. !

I

The staff agrees with this rationale for operation during LOCA events, since [
the capability of the CT generator to power LOCA loads during these scenarios i

'

is provided only as a backup to the diesel generator power sources. For |
station b'lackout purposes, however, the CT generator. should be the primary t

means of coping with a station blackout and bringing'the plant to a cold- !
shutdown condition in an evolutionary ALWR_ design. i

:

In the DSER for Chapter 11,-the staff concluded that, as a minimum, the CT
generator should be capable of powering one safety division and one division
of permanent non-safety loads during the worst-case shutdown (to cold shut-
down) and that it should have the capability to power these-loads with some
margin for load growth.when operating within its continuous rating. _This was
identified as an open issue in the DSER.

'

In a letter dated November 26, 1991, EPRI reiterated its position to use a
2000-hour rating (overload _ rating) of the CT unit to accommodate one safety
division and one division of permanent non-safety loads for the worst-case
shutdown or LOCA event. The -staff concludes that to use the overload rating
of the CT unit for evolutionary plant designs, at this stage of the' design
when accurate determination of the required-load-is not-known,-is not justi-
fied.- Therefore, the staff maint ains that the CT unit should be sized to
power these. loads, with some margin for load growth when operating within it
continuous rating. The staff also notes that proposed Regulatory Guide 1,9,
" Selection, Design, and Qualification of Diesel-Generator Units Used as
Standby (Onsite) Electric Power Systems in Nuclear Power Plants,". Revision:3,
recommends that the EDGs be sized on the basis of their continuous rating
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rather than their short-term (overload) rating. The staff will pursue this
issue with the plant designers during its reviews of individual applicationsI

for FDA/DC. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

5.2.4 Power Rating of the Diesel Generators

Section 5.3.1.1 of Chapter 11 specifies that each diesel generator unit will
,

be capable of supplying the electric power required to operate the engineered
safety features needed to maintain the plant in a safe condition in the event
of a LOCA concurrent with a loss of offsite power. Section 5.3.1.2 of
Chapter 11 specifies that the continuous power rating of each diesel generator
unit will be determined on the basis of its worst-case load starting and
steady-state operation when supplying power to the safety systems of its
corresponding safety division. Specifically, it will be greater than the sum
of all safety loads that must be powered by that unit at any time.

Neither of the above sizing requirements include provisions for powering
permanent non-safety loads, although Sections 4.2.6 and 5.3.3.4 of Chapter 11
state that it is intended that the diesel generators have the capability to
feed selected permanent non-safety loads in the event of a loss of all sources
of power to those loads. Therefore, in its letter dated April 10, 1990, the
staff informed EPRI that the sizing criteria also should specify that each
diesel generator will be sized to power some portion of the permanent non-
safety loads and that the pressurizer heaters (that portion required by Three
Mile Island Action Plan (TMI) Item II.E.3.1) should be included in the group
of permanent non-safety loads that the diesel generators will be sized to
handle.

In its letter of July 23, 1990 EPRI stated that the worst-case loading of
safety loads is expected to occur under LOCA conditions, and no non-safety
loads will be connected to the diesel generator under such conditions.
Loading of some non-safety loads such as the pressurizer heater will only
occur under non-LOCA conditions in the low-probability event of a loss of the
normal and reserve offsite power supplies followed by a failure of the CT.
Under those circumstances the expected load on the diesel generators, includ-
ing those non-safety loads, is not expected to exceed the short-time rating of
units sized in accordance with Section 5.3.1.2 of Chapter 11. EPRI indicated
that the diesel generator would be sized to comply with Regulatory Guide 1,9,-
urfer all design conditions.

In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that the diesel generators
should not be sized for only the LOCA condition.and that their capability to
supply a portion of the permanent non-safety loads should be defined in the
Evolutionary Requirements Document, particularly when at least a portion of
those loads (e.g., pressurizer heaters and lighting) has some safety signifi-
cance. The staff also concluded that EPRI 'hould specify that the continuous
power rating of the diesel generators be-sufficient to supply some portion of

-the pressurizer heaters-(as required by-1MI Item II.E.3.1) and lighting. This
was identified as an open issue in the DSER.

In a letter dated January 24, 1992, EPRI disagreed with the staff that non-
safety loads (pressurizer heaters and emergency lighting) should be part of-
the basis for the diesel generator continuous power rating. The staff
concludes that in order to meet TMI Item II.E.3.1, those minimum number of
pressurize heaters required to maintain natural circulation conditions in the
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event of loss of of fsite power must be powered from redunhnt diesel genera-
tors. Therefore, the staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to
ensure that vendors perform a power analysis to determine which load (s) must
be disconnected from the safety buses to accommodate pressurizer heaters when
required. Therefore, this aspect of the DSER open issue is closed.

Regarding emergency lighting, the staff concludes that in order to :atisfy the
requirements of SRP Section 9.5.3, " Lighting Systems," emergency lighting must
be powered from the safety buses and that this load should be part of the
basis for the diesel generator continuous rating. The staff also notes that
all plants that received their operating license after TMI have powered the
minimum number of pressurizer heaters required for natural circulation from
the redundant infety buses. Also, the emergency lighting in these plants is
powered from safety buses and is part of the diesel generator loading. The
staff will pursue this issue with the plant designers during its reviews of
individual applications for FDA/DC. Therefore, the remaining aspect of this
DSER open issue is closed.

Section 5.3.1.2 of Chapter 11 also specifies the amount of load-carrying
margin to be included in the sizing of the diesel generators, it states that
sufficient margin will be provided in the size of the diesel generators to
accommodate the load growth expected to occur over the life of the plant. It
further states that this margin, however, will be kept to a minimum, not to
exceed 10 to 15 percent.

In its letter of April 10, 1990, the staff stated its concern regarding the
small amount of margin specified by EPRI considering the proposed 60-year
design life of an ALWR plant, the specified capability of the diesel generator
to feed a p; 'lon of the permanent non-safety loads, and the experience with
load creep in older plants. The staff recommended that consideration be given
to specifying a margin requirement of at least 20 percent and that it be made
clear that the full amount of th|s margin be included within the continuous
rating of the diesel generator rather than the short-time power rating.

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that system expansion and load
growth should not accur with a standardized certified plant design that is
based on mature technology. Therefore, no expansion of essential systems and
nc growth among loads that are important enough to be powered by the diesel
generators are expected. Nevertheless, EPRI believes it prudent to require
some minimum margin and estimates that 10 or 15 percent is all that should be
needed. EPRI agreed that this margin should not be beluded in the short-time
rating of the diesel generators and would modify Chapter 11 accordingly.

In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that EPRI had agreed to
provide the full amount of the margin in the cottinuous rating of the diesel
generators and that this was acc:ptable, provided EPRI revised the Evolution-
ary Requirem nts Document to include this requirement. This was identified as
a confirmatory issue in the DSER. In a letter dated November 26, 1991. EPRI
revised the Evolutionary Requirecents Document to specify a margin of 10 to 15
percent in the continuous rating of the diesel generator. The staff has
confirmed that EPRI has met its commitment, and the confirmatory issue is
closed.
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] 5.2.5 Emergency Diesel Generator LOCA/t0OP Sequences
i

j Section 5.3.3.3 of Chapter 11 originally stated that following a loss of
j offsite power (LOOP), either without a LOCA or concurrent with a LOCA, each
i diesel generator unit would automatically start, accelerate to rated speed,
i reach nominal voltage, and supply power to required safety loads. In its
; letter d:ted April 10, 1990, the staff requested that EPRI specify that each
; diesel generator unit will automatically start (if it is not aircady running)
! and load the required safety loads whenever a LOOP occurs, either preceded by
i or followed by a LOCA. The staff indicated that the most likely LOCA/ LOOP
: sequences would probably not occur at precisely the same time, so this
j prevision was necessary to ensure that the diesel generators respond properly
! regardless of the sequence.

By letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that the requirement as currently
i written had the same meaning as the staff's comment, and that there was no
i requirement regarding the sequencing of LOCA and LOOP events, lo ensure there
; was no misunderstanding, however, EPRI indicated the requirement would be
J revised to read as follows:

,

'
;

j following a loss of offsite power (LOOP), each EDG unit
< shall (if not already running) automatically start,
; accelerate to rated speed, reach nominal voltege, and be

ready to supply power to the required safety loads.*

;

} In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that the above revision did
not address its concern that the Evolutionary Requirements Document did not,

j require that the load-sequencing design for the ALWR provide for the capabili-
; ty of responding to a LOCA and LOOP in whatever order a combined LOCA and LOOP ;

might occur. -for instance, one of the more likely combined-LOCA/ LOOP sequenc-a

; es is a LOCA followed by a delayed LOOP. The scenario is that the LOCA
i occurs, resulting in a plant trip and load sequencing of the LOCA-mitigating

loads onto the offsite power source. The loss of generating capacity to the !4

: offsite grid caused by the plant trip, however, results in. grid instability or
depressed voltage and eventual loss of offsite power some seconds later. This

: loss of offsite power occurs while the LOCA-mitigating loads are being loaded
i sequentially onto the offsite power source. The load-sequencing logic must
; now call for the LOCA-mitigating loads to be resequenced onto the diesel

generators.-

4

! A requirement to design for such a scenario is necessary because some plant
designs do not in fact have the capability to respond to s'Jch an event. They'

j are only designed to respond to a combined LOCA and LOOP when they occur
simultaneously. Although the simultaneous occurrence of a LOCA and LOOP is |a

analyzed as a bounding event.in order to determine the limiting response times'

; of the- safety equipment for the event, it is unlikely the LOCA and LOOP would-
1 occur at precisely the same time. The loading logic must therefore be

-

! designed to respond to the LOCA and LOOP in whatever order they might occur
; (LOOP only, LOCA only, LOCA followed by delayed LOOP, LOOP followed by delayed

LOCA, or simultaneous LOCA and LOOP).>

i !' Section 4.5.5 of Chapter 11 partially addresses this issue by requiring that
the load shedding and sequential loading schemes be automatically reset to4

i perform as intended in the event the source breaker of-the alternate power
i source trips during or after loading and the loads are to be reapplieri, it i
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'
would not, however, necessarily require that the LOCA loads be resequenced on
the diesel generators for the LOCA/ delayed LOOP event discussed above, nor '

would it require that LOCA loads be applied in the LOOP / delayed LOCA event,
since the initiation of the LOCA does not necessarily result in a trip of the
diesel generator source breaker, it also does not require automatic reset for
a loss of an alternate power source that occurs for reasons other than a trip
of the source breaker.

in the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document should specifically require that the loading logic be designed
to respond to a LOCA and LOOP in whatever order they might occur and identi-
fled this as an open issue.

In a letter dated March 3, 1992, EPRI revised the Evolutionary Re.uirements
Document to include a requirement for the load shedding and sequencing logic
provided for the diesel generator. The requirement is intended to ensure
proper sequencing of the LOCA loads on the diesel generators in the event a
LOOP occurs at any time after a LOCA or in the event a LOCA occurs at any time
after a LOOP. This satisfies the staf f's concern, and this open issue is
closed.

On a related issue, the staff recommends that the Evolutionary Requirs ients
Document contain a requirement that the emergency diesel generators have the
capability to independatly power the safety buses (with the plant at power
and offsite power disconnected from the buses) while still retaining the
capability to automatically respond to LOCA or LOOP events by automatically
sequencing on the appropriat' 'oads. This feature would allow the diesel
generators to power the safety buses in a " protected bus" configuration
following a manual operator transfer when the offsite system is in a situation
that might jeopardize its availability or adequacy Capability of the diesel
generators to operate for extended periods powering only the normally operat-
ing safety bus loads (potentially light loading) also would have to be
specified as part of this requirement. Most existing plants have the capabil-
ity to independently power the safety buses; but not all retain the capability
to respnnd to LOCAs or LOOPS in this configuration or have the capability to
operate for extended periods under the potentially light loading of the
normally operating safety bus loads, lhe staff will also make this recommen-
dation during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

5.2.6 Emergency Diesel Ingine Au: ''ary Support Systems

Each EDG will have the following auxiliary systems:

starting system*

combustion air intake and exhaust system+

cooling water system+

lubrication system+

fuel oil storage and transfer system+

The design criteria proposed by EPRI for these systems are discussed below.
The staff has evaluated these systems against the guidelines in the following
sections of the SRP: Section 9.5.4, " Emergency Diesel Engine Fuel Oil
Storage"; Section 9.5.5, " Emergency Diesel Engine Cooling Water System";
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Section 9.5.6, " Emergency Diesel Engine Starting System"; Section 9.5.7,
" Emergency Diesel Engine Lubrication System"; and Section 9.5.8, " Emergency
Diesel Engine Combustion Air intake and Exhaust System."

Emeraency Diesel Enaine Startina System

The design function of the emergency diesel engine starting system is to
provide a reliable method for starting the emergency diesel engines for all
modes of operation.

In Section 5.5.2 of Chapter 11, EPRI establishes the following key require-
rits for the starting system:

- Each EDG will be provided with two dedicated, redundant air starting
systems.

Each air starting system will be sized for five consecutive starts*

without recharging.

To avoid corrosion or scaling problems, ead, air starting system will be*

arovided with air dryers and air filters, and the piping material will
se stainless steel or copper.

The EDG units, including all auxiliary systems, will be classified as*

Class IE and seismic Category I equipment.

In its response of December 22, 1989, to a ;taff's request for additional
information dated Septenber 14, 1989 EPRI stated that the detailed design of
the system, which will vary somewhat between system designers and according to
the equipment manufacturer, had not been defined and was not intended to be
covered by the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

The staff concludes that the requirements established for the emergency diesel-
engine starting system do not conflict with SRP Section 9.5.6 and are accept-
able. However, the staff will evaluate details of this system during its
review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

Emeraency Diesel Enaine Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust System

The basic function of the emergency diesel engine combustion air intake and
exhaust system is to supply combustion air of suitable quality to the diesel
engines and to exhaust the combustion products from the diesel engine to the
atmosphere.

In Section 5.5.3 of Chapter 11, EPRI establishes the following key require-
ments for the combustion air intake and exhaust system:

Each EDG will be prov'.ded with an independent combustion air intake and*

exhaust system. The system will be sized and physically arranged so
that no degrad: tion of engine function will be experienced when the unit
is required to operate centinuously at its maximum rated power output.
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Each combustion air intake system will be provided with means of*

reducing airborne particulate material entering the system, assuming the :
maximum expected airborne particulate concentration at the combustion '

air intake.
;

The arrangement and location of the combustion air intake and exhaust* I

structures will be such as to preclude a reduction of engine power
output due to intake of exhaust gases or other diluents (e.g., fire '

suppression agents) that could reduce oxygen content below acceptable
levels.

The components of the combustion air intake and exhaust system that are*

exposed to atmospheric conditions will be protected from possible
clogging as a result of ice, snow, dust, etc.

The staff concludes that the requirements established for the emergency diesel
engine combustion air intake and exhaust system do not conflict with SRP
Section 9.5.8 and are acceptable.

Emeroency Diesel Enaine Coolina Water Systs

The de-ign function of the emergency diesel engine cooling water system is to
maintain the temperature of its associated diesel-engine within a safe
operating range under all load conditions and to keep the engine coolant '

preheated during standby conditions to improve starting reliability. -

In Section 5.5.5 of Chapter 11, EPRI establishes the following kej require-
ments for the cooling system: !

Each EDG will have its own independent cooling system, which will [
*

include a primary engine and turbocharger cooling loop.
|

The cooling system will be a closed-cycle system and will serve as an ;
*

intermediate system between the diesel engine and the component cooling
~

water system of the same _ division as the particular EDG. ;

Each EDG will be equipped with a set of engine-driven cooling water*

pumps designed to meet the. full-load requirements for water circulation
through the primary engine and turbocharger cooling loops.

i
i

Water circulation through the cooling system of the EDG for prewarming i
*

,

purposes will be by natural convection of the heated water, j
\

The prewarming system will be sized to maintain water temperature above' *

120 'F and oil temperature above 80 'F. i

.

The staff concludes-that the design requirements established for the emergency !
l diesel engine cooling water system do n't conflict with SRP Section 9.5.5 and

[are acceptable.
[
.

Emeraency Diesel Enaine Lubrication Svits '

;
The basic function of the emergency diesel engine lubrication system,- which is e

an integral part of the diesel engine, is to provide essential '"brication and
cooling for the components of the diesel engines.

7
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In Section 5.5.6 of Chapter 11, IPRI establishes the following key require-
i ments for the lubrication system:
;

Each EDG will have its own independent lubrication system and bea
a

equipped with a set of engine-driven pumps.
;

i
Each EDG will be provided with a pre / post-lubrication system consisting4 *

of an ac motor-driven pump and a backup de motor-driven pump designed to
| ensure continuous-prelubrication while the EDG is in the standby mode.

j.
Transfer from the normal ac motor-driven pump to the backup de pump will
be automatic in case of pump failure or loss of ac power.

| The staff concludes that the requirements established for the emergency diesel
i engine lubrication rystem do not conflict with SRP Section 9.5.7 and are
; acceptable.
i
: Emeraency Diesel Enaine Fyel Oilltorace and Traqsf_er System
j

j The basic function of the emergency diesel engine fuel oil storage and
transfer system is to provide a separate and independent fuel oil supply train

.

! for each diesel generator and to permit operation of the diesel generator at
j full load for a minimum of 7 days without replenishing fuel.

In Section 5.5.10 of Chapter 11. EPRI establishes the following key require-
j ments for the emergency diesel engine fuel system:

Each EDG will bt provided with an independent fuel supply system in*
,

; order to prevent 4 single failure from affecting more than one unit.
4

Each fuel supply system will be provided with fuel filters and water*
,

i separators in the supply lines to ensure fuel quality.

! Each fuel oil storage tank will be sized to support operation of the*
; associated EDG at its maximum continuous rating for a minimum of 7 days.

! Each day tank will have enough capacity to operate its associated EDG*

j for at least 4 hours at its maximum rated capacity.

Each fuel oil tank will have the capacity to be tested for the presence: *

; of water and, if necessary, to be drained of water from the tank bottom.

Adequate access will be provided for sampling fuel. oil throughout the4 *

j fuel supply system.
'

i in its response of December 22, 1989, to a staff's request for additional
i information dated September 14, 1989, EPRI stated that the Evolutionary

Requirements Document does not define the detailed design features and
; administrative controls required to maintain the quality of the stored fuel
~ oil, to protect the supply lines from contamination, or to minimize fire
| hazard during and after filling operations. The plant designer is expected to

define these detailed design features and administrative procedures in
: consultation with the plant owner and operator on the basis of the particular
i arrangement of the fuel oil storage and transfer system. In addition, the
!
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!

design of the filters and the location of the transfer pumps have not been
defined. The final system design will ensure that the pumps will have
sufficient head and capacity to transfer fuel oil to the day tanks as re-
quired.

The staff concludes that the design requirements established for the emergency
diesel engine fuel oil storage and transfer system do not conflict with SRP
Section 9.5.4 and are acceptable. However, the staff will evaluate details of
the system during its review or~ an individual application for FDA/DC,

Conclusing

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 5.5 of Chapter 11 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with SRP Sections 9.5.4,
9.5.5, 9.5.6, 9.5.7, or 9.5.8 regarding emergency diesel engine auxiliary
systems and are acceptable.

5.2.7 Safeguards Consideration

As discussed in Section 5.2.2 of this report, Section 5.2.4 of Chapter 11
specifies that the combustion turbine (CT) will be able to back.up the safety
EDG units to provide an additional means of coping with a station blackout.
Section 5.5.5.5 of Chapter 11 requires an air cooling syst.;n for the CT unit.

Chapter 6 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires the CT to be near
the normal switchgear building and shows it within the plant protected area.
The staff concludes that, in addition to the safety benefits derived from
redundancy and diversity, these requirements will enhance the inherent
resistance of the evolutionary ALWR plant to sabotage by preventing the
sabotage of difficult-to-protect equipment, such as transmission lines,
switchyards, and service water system sources that may be outside or on the
periphery of the plant protected area, from causing the loss of all plant ac
power. Therefore, these requirements are acceptable.

5.3 [gnelusion

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 5 of Chapter 11 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for'the onsite. standby-ac power supply
system do not conflict with current regulatory requirements or guidance and
are acceptable.
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6 LOW-VOLTAGE AC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
;

6.1 function and Des rioti00 [
-

Section 6.1 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states >

that the low-voltage ac distribution system will consist of the onsite *

electric power distribution circuits that will supply power to the safety, ,

permanent non-safety, and non-safety loads at 600 V or less. EPRI states that
the system will not include the low-voltage vital ac power supply system or
the normal and emergency lighting systems. These are covered in Sections 7 ;

ar.; 8 of Chapter 11. The system will include safety and non-safety 11ad cen- '

ters, motor control centers (MCCs), distribution transformers, and di tribu- !
tion panels as well as the associated protective relaying and local iratrumen-
tation and controls. Also included will be the cables, connections, at d
electrical penetrations used throughout the system. I

Section 6.2.2 of Chapter 11 specifies that the low-voltage ac power dis \ribu-
tion system will be desianed so that the failure or unavailability of a single
unit substation or distribution transformer will not preclude continuous
system operation. Section 6.3.2 of Chapter 11 states that the load cent +rs I

and MCCs are required to be of a double-ended design for the safety portsons,

of the low-voltage ac systems in PWR plants; that is, provisions will be nade '

to allow power to be supalled to these load centers and MCCs via separate |circuits. EPRI states t1at redundant power supply circuits to safety load'
centers and MCCs are not required for BW t plants because that design specifies

.

;

three safety divisions, provided continuous plant operation at 100-percent
power with one Class lE load center or MCC out of service is permitted for at- >[
least 96 hours. For the non-safety portions of the low-voltage ac distribu-
tion system, EPRI states that load centers will generally be double ended with
provisions to receive power from both feeders and MCCs fed oirectly from a'_ 1

load center without an intermediate transformer generally will be single fed. i

6.2 Evaluation and Conclusion I

Although EPRI's statement that redundant power supply circuits to safety load
centers and MCCs are not required for a BWR design with three safety divisions !
does not conflict with current regulatory requirements, EPRI stated that this '

| design criterion was-acceptable to the industry only if continuous plant :
'

operation at 100-percent power is allowed for at least 96 hours following the !
loss of one-class IE MCC load center. The 96 hours specified by EPRI in
Section. 6.3.2 of Chapter 11 likely refers to an allowed outage- time-in the-
technical specifications for a BWR ALWR evolutionary plant. This is signifi-

. ;

cantly greater than the specified allowed outage time for loss of-a-load i:

center of 8 hours in the current Standard Technical Specifications < !

During its reviu of the ALWR_ evolutionary plant ._ technical specifications of- -

an individual application for FDA/DC, the staff will evaluate the acceptabili-- '

- ty of--a 96-hour allowed outage time-for a load-center in a BWR ALWR evolution-
ary plant.

The staff concludes, with the exception noted above, that the. requirements in )
Section 6 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements 90cument do not-
conflict with current. regulatory requirements or guidance and are acceptable.= r

!
!
'
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7 DC At40 LOW-VOLTAGE VITAL AC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS

7.1 functions and Kev Desian RtquLrfments '

Section 1.1 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that the de power supply system will consist of the electric power supply and
distribution equipment and circuits that will provide dc power to the plant de
loads. The system will begin at the source terminals of the plant safety and
non-safety battery chargers, it will end at the input terminals of the plant
de loads and at the input terminals of the inverters of the low-voltage vital
ac power supply system. The low-voltage vital ac power supply system will
consist of the electric power supply and distribution equipment and circuits
that will provide low-voltage ac power for continuous operation of safety
instrument loads, computet systems, and other important plant loads. The
system will begin at the input terminals of the inverters and backup regulat-
ing transformers and end at the input terminals of the system's loads.

The system will include battery sets, battery chargers, inverters, regulating
ster-down transformers, motor control centers, distribution panels, associated
protective relays and instrumentation, and all cabling and wiring from the
source terminals up to the terminals of the system loads.

The following major provisions are specified in Section 7 of Chapter 11 for
the de and low-voltage ac power supply systems:

The de power supply system is required to be designed with sufficient*

redundancy to ensure that, in the case of loss of offsite power, the
loss of any battery or de bus concurrent with a single independent
failure in any other system required for shutdown cooling will not
result in a total loss of reactor cooling capability.

The dc and low-voltage vital ac power supply systems are required to be*

designed with sufficient redundancy to ensure the following:

The failure or unavailability of a single battery, battery charger,-

or inverter will not result in a plant trip or a forced outage.
- Each battery, battery charger, or invertar may be separately tested

and maintained (including battery discharge tests, battery cell
replacement, and battery charger and inverter replacement), and
battery equalization may be performed off line with the plant at
100-percent power and without affecting plant operation.

The batteries of the de power supply system are required to Le sized to+

meet the following operational requirements:

to supply power to their loads for a period of at least 2 hours on-

the basis of the most limiting load profile without load shedding
- to permit operation of the station blackout coping systems for 8

hours, assuming manual load shedding and load management programs

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 11.7-1
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In the PWR plant, each de bus is required to be connected to a battery*

and a batttry charger. In addition, provision must be made to connect
each bus to a standby, backup de source (i.e., a combination of a
battery and a battery charger). This backup source _is required to have
sufficient capacity to permit normal system operation in case of failure-

or unavailability of a single battery or battery charger.

In the BWR plant, a configuration for the de bus similar to that*

indicated above for the PWR plant is required to be used. However,
because of the BWR plant's triple redundancy of safety divisions for
most accident scenarios, backup de sources for the Class IE dc buses are
not required, provided continuous plant operation at 100-percent power
with any one Class IE battery or battery charger out of service is
permitted for at least 72 hours.

Uninterruptible power supplies are required to be provided for operation*

of low-voltage vital ac safety loads, including reactor protection and
safety systems actuation channels and safety systems instrumentation and
control loads.

Each uninterruptible power supply is required to be fed norina11y from a*

de bus so as to eliminate the need for dedicated ac sources and rectifi-'

ers.

Each uninterruptible power supply must be provided with a backup ac*

source, consisting typically of a regulating transformer, with suffi-
cient capacity to allow normal system operation in case of failure or
unavailability of a single inverter.

Each uninterruptible power supply must be provided with make-I fore-*

break static switches for automatic transfer of the loads to .e backup
source of ac power on failure of the inverter. Manual switches must be
provided for manual transfer to the backup power source for maintenance
of the inverter or the static switch.

Four separate ard independent Class IE dc and low-voltage vital ac*

uninterruptible power supplies are required to be dedicated to powering
the four channels of the reactor protection system. Each de source will
include a battery and a battery charger ca)able of supplying power to
its associated reactor protection system cla.inel for a minimum of 2
hours.

The non-safety portions of the de and low-voltage vital ac power supply*

systems will be considered part of the permanent non-safety systems. As
such, they must be energized from an ac source as long as power from an
offsite power source or the onsite standby non-safety source-is avail-
abl e.

A separate 250-V de non-safety de power supply system must be provided.*

for. operation of the plant's large de loads such as standby lube oil
pumps or seal oil pumps.

The non-safety 125-V de power supply system will include redundant power*
j

supply buses, batteries, and battery chargers. Redundant chargers must -

be fed from separate ac buses.
;
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Uninterruptible power supplies must be provided fot operation of non-+

safety low-voltage vital ac systems, including plant computers, instru-
mentation and centrol loads, security lighting, and fire detection
evstems.

7.2 Evaluatipa
,

7.2.1 Loss of Paer to a DC Bus

Section 7.2.2 of Chapter 11 specifies that the de and low-voltage vital ac
power supply systems will be designed with sufficient redundancy to ensure
that the failure or unavailability of a single hattery, battery charger, or
inverter will not result in a plant trip or a forced outage. in its letter
dated April 10, 1990, toe staff indicated that this requirement also should
apply to the loss of a dc bus. That is, the loss of a de bus should not
result in a plant trip or a forced outage.

In its letter datr 4 July 23,1990, EPRI stated that the loss of power to a dc
bus is usually the result of the failure or unavailability of the batteries or
battery chargers supplying power to the bus rather than of a fault on the bus
itself. EPRI indicated that this is particularly true if the de system is
operated ungrounded as required in the ALWR design criteria, and, therefore,
it does not consider that establishing the same redundancy requirements for
the de buses as for the batteries and battery chargers is justified.

The staff': recommendation that the loss of a dc bus should not result in a
plant trip or f orced outage did not specifically identify the failure mecha-
nism causing the bus loss (e.g., bus fault, failure of battery and charger,
source breaker, or fuse) because, assuming no other system anomalies such as
voltage surges, harmonics, or switching transients occur as a result of the
failure, the effect on the loads is the same, that is, loss of power.

The staff it oncerned about the wording of this requirement because the
loss of a battery or of a charger does not necessarily result in a loss of 3

power to the dc bus they supply. Therefore, a nlant designer could conclude
that the requirement specified in Section 7.2.2 of Chapter 11 is met by the
installation of a charger qualified as a battr v eliminator that can supply
the bus when the battery is lost and a batte a r t can supply the bus whena
the charger is lost. However, the more specit); requirements contained in
Sections 7.3.2.2, 7.3.2.3, and 7.3.2.4 of Chapter 11 that call for four
dedicated and independent sources of power to the four reactor protection
system channels appear to result in a design that would meet the intent of c
fr.11ed de bus not resulting in a plant trip.

The basis for the staff recommendation is related to that addressed in neric
Safety Issue (GSI) A-30, " Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies,' which
has been integrated into GSI 128, " Electrical Power Reliability " The concern
is that a failure of a dc bus could cause a transient- or plant trip requiring
the response of safety systems, but those responses could feil because of a
subsequent failure of an additional dc bus, GSI 128 is addressed in deta n in
Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, which
indicates shat the ALWR design for the dc electrical power system will avoid
the problems described in the generic safety issue. This issue is discussed
by the staff in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.
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j In the DSER for Chapter 11, the stoff concluded that possibly not all losses ;
; of de buses had been addressed. In addition, the requirements did not address |
; the possibility that loss of a safety-related ac bus.(low voltage or medium ;

i voltage) could result in a transient or plant trip. Therefore, the require- i
~

ments of the Evolutionary Requirements Document were insufficient to ensure i
that loss of an electrical bus (either ac or dc) will not result in a plant i

i transient and simultaneous loss of single-failure protection in any safety- !'

related system. This was identified as an open issue in the DSER. i

:

| In a letter dated January 24, 1992, EPRI stated that it did not consider a
requirement specifying that a loss of a de bus caused by a failure other than !i

a battery or battery charger failure would not result in a plant trip justi-4

i fied. EPRI reasoned that (1) the probability of such failure is very low, i

| (2) the de system can be operated with at least one fault to ground on each
1 separate bus, and (3) such a requirement will .e: 11t in additional costs- and
} complexities. The staff conclum that EPRI' :s 'onse in this regard is i

j. still unacceptable. The staff also notes tha. t has committed to meet the
1 requirements of IEEE 603-1980 and 308-1980. Na st'andards include a single

failure criterion that could be satisfied by a design in which a ioss of a dc,

or ac bus would not result in a plant trip or -a forced shutdown. Therefore, i,

; during its reviews of individual applications for FDA/DC, the staff _will '

[ require that the plant designers perform an analysis of their ac and de
j distribution systems to ensure that loss of any ac or dc bus does not result
j in a plant transient and simultaneous loss of single-failure protection in any
i safety-related system. On this basis, the DSER open_ issue is closed.
1

7.2.2 Allowed Outage Times for DC Safety Buses in ALWR Evolutionary Plant
; Technical Specifications

| Section 7.3.1.4 of Chapter 11 specifies that provisions will be made in the
; PWR plant design to connect each'dc bus to a standby, backup de source-(i.e.,
! a combination of a battery and a battery charger). For the-BWR plant, this
| section originally stated that backup'de sources for the Class IE de buses
! will not be required, provided continuous plant operation at 100-percent power

with any one Class 1E battery or battery charger out of service is permitted.

j for *t least 72 hours. In its letter dated April- 10, 1990, the staff-request-
! ed (nat EPRI clarify what it' meant by " permitted for-at least 72 hours."

i In its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that-the provision in Sec -
| tion 7. 3.1.4 of -Chapter 11 for the_ BWR plant should be interpreted as refer-
; ring to the operation of +he plant as allowed by technical specifications ;

j (limiting conditions for operation). EPRI explained that this provision is
! intended to account for possible-changes to existing technical specifications
#

-

as a result of the higher redundancy of. safety divisions provided by the ALWR
,

design for the BWR plant. EPRI has modified Section 7.3.1.4 of Chapter 11 |
1 would be-modified- to clarify its intent. The staff concludes that this is i
'

acceptable.

Nevertheless, during its review of the ALWR evolutionary plant technical
- specifications of an individual application for FDA/DC, the. staff will-
I evaluate the acceptability of a 72-hour allowed outage time for a battery or

battery charger in'a BWR ALWR evolutionary plant.4

f -i
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7.2.3 Security

The dc and low-voltage vital ac power supply systems also will feed safety
loads and fit the definition of vital equipment in Section 5.2.1.1 of Chap-
ter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

The staff concludes that the requirements in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document do not conflict with the requirement that the dc and low-voltage
vital ac power supply systems be located in a vital area. Therefore, these
requirements are compatible with NRC requirements and are acceptable.

Uninterruptible Power Sup_p.1v for Security Ecuipment

Section 7.3.3.4 of Chapter !1 identifies the non-safety systems that will be
provided with uninterruptible power. It originally included security light-
ing.

In its letter dated May 24, 1989, the staff requested that EPRI determine
whether the requirement also should include uninterruptible power for other
security equipment (e.g., security card readers, access control computer,
alarm systems, and closed-circuit television) to answer consistency with the
requin 3. 'ts of Chapter 9 of the Evclutionary Requirements Document.

In its letter dated September 15, 1989, EPRI agreed to revise Section 7.3.3.4
to read: ... including plant computers, instrumentation and control loads,"

security systems including security lighting, and fire detection systems." In
its DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that this revision was acceptable
and that it would confirm that it was acceptably incarporated into the next
revision of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. This was identified as a
confirmatory issue.

Subsequently, EPRI ravised Chapters 9 and 11 of u. 3equirements Document to
specify a separate dedicated onsite security power supply, instead of includ-
ing the security system as one of the plant permanent non-safety loads. As
discussed in Chapter 9 of this report, the staff concludes that this is
acceptable; therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue in Chapter 11 is closed.

7.2.4 Backup AC Power Sources for Safety-Related Uninterruptible Power Sup-
plies >

Figures 11.7-1 and 11.7-2 in Chapter 11 show a common backup ac power source
(regulating transformer) between the channel A inverter and the channel B
inverter. A common backup power source also is shown between the channel C
inverter and the channel D inverter. The inverters will be labeled as having
a static switch enclosed, and Section 7.4.4.2 of Chapter 11 indicates that
these switches will be provided for automatic transfer of the loads to the
backup ac power source on failure of the inverter. Such an automatic transfer
scheme of independent channels to a common backup source can jeopardize the
independence of the channels. The transfer scheme should either be made
totally manual, utilizing redundant isolation devices (combination of two open
switches or circuit breakers) between the channels at all times, or separate
backup ac power sources should be provided for each channel. The staff will
review applications for FDA/DC to ensure they are acceptable in this regard.
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7.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes, with the exceptions noted above, that the requirements in
Section 7 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not
conflict with current regulatory requirements and guidants and are acceptable.

9
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8 NORMAL AND EMERGENCY LIGHTING

8.1 function Pnd Description

Section 8 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides
design criteria for all onsite systems that will provide artificial illumina-
tion for rooms, spaces, and outdoor aren of the plant. These systems will
include a normal station lighting systen., a security lighting system, and an
emergency lighting system. Section 8.2.1 of Chapter 11 states that illumina-
tion will be provided for each area of the plant in accordance with the
guidelines of the IES Liahtina Handboo_(, as published by the Illumination
Engineering Society at the time the plant is designed.

EPRI states that the normal station lighting system will be used to provide
normal illumination under all plant operating, maintenance, and test condi-
tions. Section 8.3.3 of Chapter 11 states that the normal lighting system
will be part of the plant's permanent non-safety systems and, as such, will be
energized as long as power from an offsite power source or the standby non-
safety source (CT generator) is available.

The security lighting system will provide illumination required to monitor
security-related areas. Section 8.4.1 of Chapter 11 limits the uninterrup-
tible power requirement for security lighting to those portions of the
security lighting that are essential to plant protection following interrup-
tion of normal power. The rest of the security ' lighting system will be
powered from the dedicated security power generator specified in Section
5.2.12.4 of Chapter 9. Section 8.4.2 # Chapter 11, as modified by EPRI's
January 24, 1992, letter, requires that the security lighting illumination
level be designed to be compatible with security monitoring equipment, and
provide a minimum illumination of I foot-candle in selected areas, such as the
isolation zone, with a minimum of 0.2 foot-candle elsewhere in the protected
area.

The emergency lighting system will be used to provide acceptable levels of
illumination throughout the station and, particularly, in areas where emer-
gency operations will be performed, such as control rooms, battery rooms, and
the containment, on loss of the normal lighting system. Section 8.5.1 of
Chapter 11 specifies that the emergency lighting. system will provide an
illumination level of at least 10 foot-candles at all workstations in the
plant where emergency operations will be performed that could require the
reading of printed or written material or of scales and legends. In other
areas of the plant, EPRI requires the emergency lighting to be able to achieve
a minimum illumination level of 2 foot-candles.

Section 8.5.2 of Chapter 11 states that emergency lighting in the main control
room will be powered from the safety uninterruptible (ac/dc) power supply.
Outside the main control room, emergency lighting will be provided by dc self-
contained, battery-operated units. The de self-contained, battery-operated
lighting units will be sized to provide at least 8 hours of operation at rated
load.

The necessity to enter high radiation areas on a frequent basis to relamp
burned out lighting fixtures can be a source of unnecessary personnel radia-
tion exposures. In Pn effort to reduce the doses associated with relamping
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and maintenance of lighting fixtures, the plant designer will locate lighting
fixtures in low radiation zones, use long-life lighting, and provide easy
access to lighting fixtures. These features meet the intent of Regulatory
Guide 8.8 to maintain occupational doses as low as is reasonably achievable
and are acceptable.

8.2 Evaluation

8.2.1 Comparison of the ALWR Lighting System Requirements With Current
Lighting System Design

The staff has determined that Section 8 of Chapter 11 does not include
lighting from a Class IE distribution system that can be powered from the
Class IE diesel generators in safety-related areas outside the control room
and the access routes to those areas. Many current plant designs include this
feature.

The normal lighting system provided in the ALWR design criteria will be part
of the plant permanent non-safety systems and, as such, will be powered from
the standby CT generator or, alternately, from the Class IE diesel- generators.
This is an improvement over past designs; however, the design of the distribu-
tion system (power panels, feeders, motor control centers, etc.) to the
lighting is all non-Class IE. No part of the distribution system that will
supply continuous lighting outside the control room is required to be quali-
fled Class IE. Tha only qualified lighting outside the control room will be
provided by de self-contained, battery-operated lights (good for at least 8
hours). The staff is concerned that, following seismic event with a
resulting loss of the non-seismic, non-Class IE distribution systems, all
lighting outside the control room could be lost after 8 hours. In addition,
reliance for continuous lighting in safety-related areas outside the main
control room must be placed on an unqualified distribution system during non-
seismic events.

In its letter dated April 10, 1990, the staff informed EPRI that lighting in
safety-related areas outside the main control room and the access routes to
those areas should be provided from the Class 1E distribution systems powered
from Class lE diesel generators. The distribution systems should, as a
minimum, be qualified as Class lE up to the lighting fixtures, and the-

lighting fixtures themselves should, as a minimum, be seismically supported
(if the fixtures can be seismically qualified, t' ay should be so qualified).
The staff concluded that these qualification requirements should be specified
in Section 8.5.2 of Chapter 11. This system should be provided in addition to
the dc self-contained, battery-operated lighting units.

In its letter dated July 23, 1990, EPRI stated that the assumptions made by
the staff that led to the proposal to require a Class 1E lighting distribution-
system do not appear sufficiently plausible to support the proposed require-
ment. EPRI stated that the assumption of a need for extensive activities

-

outside the main control room beyond 8 hours following a seismic or non-
seismic design-basis event is not consistent with EPRI's design criterion,
which is based on (1) ensuring the main control room is habitable and fully
operable if a seismic event should occur and the necessary actions to maintain
safety and protect the public involve the use of Class IE equipment and
systems that can be operated from the control- room and (2) ensuring a low
probability of loss-of-power events that last more than 8 hours. EPRI stated
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that little or no activity is expected outside the control room beyond
8 hours, unless it is assumed that conditions are such that Class IE equipment
does not survive. Under this assumption, the provision of a Class lE lighting
distribution system cannot be counted on.

EPRI further stated that the staff's assumption of massive failure of the
normal lighting system following an earthquake is not consistent with the
actual performance of normal power distribution equipment during actual
earthquakes, as documented in the Seismic Qualification Utilities Group (SQUG)
program. EPRI stated that these data show that if electrical equipment is
properly anchored, it has a high probability of surviving an earthquake.-
However, the data also demonstrate that lighting fixtures have been damaged
and have fallen and represent a personnel and equipment hazard. EPRI's
solution is to use safety wire ties to prevent fixtures from falling.

EPRI concluded that its approach of providing independent, self-contained,
battery-operated lights in addition to continuous lighting in the control room
provides high assurance that the necessary lighting will be available so that
all activities required to respond to both seismic and non-seismic emergency
conditions in the unlikely event that normal lighting is completely lost can
be performed. EPRI stated, however, that a requirement will be added for
lighting fixtures in normally occupied areas or over safety-grade equipment so
that the structures are supported so they will not fall and present a hazard
during seismic events.

The staff aiso is concerned about events other than seismic events. Experi-
ence at operating plants has shown that some events are often complex and
require that operators-be dispatched into the plant to perform some_ action
(e.g., reposition a valve or verify its position, check protective relay flags
and reset if necessary, or verify operation of a pump). Chapter 10 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document identifies controls that will be located
locally in the plant that operators may have to attend to. The EPRI ALWR
design requirements, however, would allow continuous lighting outside the main
control room to be provided only from a non-safety system for which there are
few specific separation requirements and no specific requirements for provid-
ing protection from the effects of design-basis events such as high-energy
line breaks outside the containment.

In addition, EPRI's statement that the ALWR design criterion ensures a. low
probability of loss-of-power events lasting more than 8 hours appears to be
derived from the EPRI requirements to cope with a station blackout for 8
hours. The station blackout scenario, however, does not include the occur-
rence of seismic or design-basis events. Non-safety switchgear or power
panels that power normal lighting and are damaged by the effects of a-seismic
or design-basis event with no station blackout will likely remain unavailable
for more than 8 hours (regardless of the availability of offsite or standby4

power sources). The attendant loss of lighting could potentially hinder the
ability of the operators to respond to the event.

The staff also is concerned about the lack of requirements regarding the
proper anchoring of electrical equipment to ensure a high probability-of the
equipment surviving an earthquake. EPRI references data from the SQUG program
to support its position that massive failure of the normal lighting system
following an earthquake is unlikely. The staff concludes that there is-no
assurance that significant portions of the normal lighting system will not be
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damaged during an earthquake without implementing acceptable design criteria.
Although EPRI admits that lighting fixtures have been damaged and have fallen
during seismic events, its proposes only to use safety wire ties to prevent
them from falling, not necessarily to enhance their survival following a
seismic event.

In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that EPRI should identify the
criteria in the Evolutionary Requirements D eument that provide for a design
wherein the safety-related systems necessary to mitigate the consequences of
design-basis events and to bring the plant to a safe condition can all be
operated from the main control room. In addition, for the continuous lighting
systems in safety-related areas and the access routes to those areas, EPRI
should provide design criteria that demonstrate that reasonable measures have
been taken to address seismic survivability and the loss of lighting in those
areas as a result of the effects of design-basis events. The Evolutionary
Requirements Document should also specify that the continuous lighting systems
in such treas will be powered from redundant. electrical divisions and that
they will be capable of being powered from the Class lE diesel generators.
These provisions should be made in addition to the use of de self-contained,
battery-operated lighting units. This was identified an open issue in the
DSER.

Subsequently, EPRI added a provision that particular attention will be given
to the . supports and anchoring of lighting fixtures and other components of the
lighting systems located in normally occupied areas or in areas containing
safety equipment so as to enhance the. survivability of the components during
an earthquake. EPRI also added a requirement that the emergency lighting
installations, which will serve the main control room.and those other areas of
the plant where safe shutdown operations may be performed, be designed to
remain functional during and after a design-basis earthquake. Finally, EPRI
required that circuits to individual lighting fixtures be staggered as much as
possible, with the staggered circuits fed from separate electrical divisions.

These additional requirements strengthen the seismic provisions for the
lighting systems and enhance the redundancy of the lighting, but they do not
provide a level of available lighting for safety-related areas outside the
main control room that is comparable to the safety systems they~ light.
Because of their typically poor lighting quality and limited duration, the
emergency lighting installations outside the main control room (8-hour battery
packs) are suitable only as transitional lighting sources to provide lighting '

until continuous lighting is reestablished, or when all ac-lighting has been
lost. The normal ac lighting system, as specified by EPRI on the uther hand,
provides continuous,-better quality lighting, but it is supplied from a non-
Class 1E distribution system that is vulnerable to effects that- the Class IE
systems are protected against.

The staff, therefore, concludes that at least a portion of-the continuous ac
lighting in safety-related areas outside the main control. room and in the
access routes to those areas should be provided from a Class-1E distribution
system capable of being powered from a Class lE diesel generator.- The
lighting transformers and their associated lighting panels should be Class IE
and seismic. Category I. The lighting circuits-up to the lighting fixtures
should be treated as Class 1E and routed in seismic Category I raceways. The
lighting fixtures themselves should, as a minimum, be seismically supported.
The circuits to individual lighting fixtures should be staggered with the
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staggered circuits fed from separate electrical divisions. One of the
circuits feeding the lighting fixtures should be supplied from the Class lE
distribution system. The other circuit to the fixtures should be supplied
from a separate non-Class lE electrical division backed up by the combustion
turbine generator. The staff will pursue these details of the lighting system
design with the ALWR plant designers during its review of an individual
application for FDA/DC in accordance with the criteria in SRP-Section 9.5.3.
Therefore, the DSER open issue is closed.

8.2.2 Normal Lighting System

Section 8.3.3 of Chapter 11 specifies that the normal lighting system will be
considered part of the plant permanent non-safety systems and, as such, must
be energized as long as power from an offsite power source or the standby non-
safety power-source is available. Section 4.2.6 of Chapter ll-specifies that
the medium-voltage ac distribution system will be designed to permit feeding
the permanent non-safety loads from the onsite standby safety power sources
(diesel generators) following a manual load transfer process. Consistent with
these requirements and the original staff position given in Section 8.2.1 of
its DSER for Chapter 11, the staff stipulated that Chapter 11 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document also should require that, as a minimum, the

,

portions of the normal lighting system that will provide lighting to safety-
related areas and equipment and their access routes be capable of being
powered from the diesel generators following a manual load transfer process.
This was part of the open issue discussed in Section 8.2.1 above.

EPRI has not provided any additional requirements regarding access of the
normal lighting system to the diesel generators. The staff stipulates,
however, in Section 8.2.1 above, that at least a portion of the continuous ac
lighting in safety-related areas outside the main control room and in the
access routes to these areas should be provided from a Class IE distribution
system capable of being powered from a Class IE diesel generator. The staff
also stipulates that a second lighting circuit supplied from a non-Class lE
division backed up by the combustion turbine generator should also be provided
in safety-related areas and their access routes. These staff positions
obviate the need for any additional requirements regarding access of the
normal lighting system to the diesel generators. The staff will review
individual applications- for FDA/DC to ensure that vendors provide these
features in their standard designs. This portion of the DSER open issue is,
therefore, closed, consistent with the staff position identified in
Section 8.2.1 above.

In addition, Section 8.3.5 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document originally specified that the circuits to the individual lighting--
fixtures in'the normal lighting system would be staggered as much as possible-
to ensure some lighting is retained in a room in the event of a circuit
failure. In the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff stated that, consistent with
its position in Section 8.2.1 above, Section 8.3.5-of Chapter 11 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document also should require that, as a minimum, the-
staggered circuits to lighting fixtures in safety-related areas and their-

access routes be supplied from redundant electrical divisions capable of being
powered from the diesel generators. This also was identified as part of the
open issue in Section 8.2.1.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 11.8-5
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Subsequently, in Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EPRI
amended the staggering requirement so that circuits to individual lighting
fixtures in the normal lighting system will be staggered as much as possible,
with the staggered circuits fed from separute electrical divisions. Al though,
as indicated above, EPRI did not provide any additional requirements regarding
access of the normal lighting system to the diesel generators, the staff
positions identified in Section 8.2.1 above obviate the need for any such
requirements. The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC to 3

ensure that vendors provide these features in their standard designs in !
accordance with the criteria in SRP Section 9.5.3. This portion of the DSER l

open issue is, therefore, closed, consistent with the staff position identi-
fied in Section 8.2.1 above.

8.2.3 Emergency Lighting

Section 8.5.1 of Chapter 11 originally required that the emergency lighting
system provide illumination units of at least 10 foot-candles in those areas
of the plant where emergency operations will be performed that could require
the reading of printed or written material or of scales and legends. In the
DSER for Chapter 11, the staff concluded that the wording of this requirement
was confusing and could be interpreted to mean that illumination units (such
as battery-operated lighting units) will be provided that can put out 10 foot-
candles of illumination at their source. The staff concluded that Chapter 11
should be clarified to specify that the lighting provided will achieve a
minimum illumination of 10 foot-candles at the printed or written material and
on scales and legends. This was identified as an open issue.

Subsequently, EpRI revised Section 8.5.1 in Chapter 11 to require that the
emergency lighting system. provide a minimum illumination level of 10 foot-
candles at all workstations in the plant where emergency operations will be
performed that could require the reading of printed or written material or the
reading of scales and legends. With regard to the lighting intensity, the new
revision is acceptable since it is now clear that the requirement is specify-
ing an illumination level for the lighted area rather than the source strength'
for the emergency lighting units. With regard to the areas to which the
requirement applies, the revision is acceptable with the understanding that
the requirement is not limited to control rooms or local control stations but
applies, in general, to the areas of the plant where emergency operatior.s will
be performed that require the reading of printed or written material. In a
letter dated January 10, 1992, EPRI stated that this was the case. The staff,
therefore, concludes that this open issue is clresed.-

Section 8.5.2 of Chapter 11 requires that the emergency lighting oe accom-
plished by the following systems:

main control room: emergency lighting system fed from safety uninter-*

ruptible (ac/dt) power supply

outside main control room: dc self-contained, battery-operated lighting*

units

The requirement for the emergency lighting in the main control room could be
interpreted to mean that one uninterruptible power supply would be sufficient

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 11.8-6
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to power that lighting. As a result, in the DSER for Chapter 11, the staff
stated that this requirement should be clarified to require thct two indepen-
dent safety uninterruptible power supplies fed from redundant safety divisions
be provided to power the emergency lighting. This was considered necessary to
ensure that the emergency lighting meets the single-failure criterion, in
addition, the qualification of the emergency lighting system was not clear.
The staff concluded in its DSER for Chapter 11 that the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document should specifically require that the emergency lighting system
be qualified to ensure that adequate lighting remains operable following a
seismic event, lhese two aspects of the emergency lighting design were
identified as an open issue.

Subsequently, EPRI added two new sections in Chapter 11 (Sections 8.5.4 and
8.5.5) to address these two issues. Section 8.5.4 requires that the emergency
lighting system of the main control room be integrated with the normal
lighting system and be designed so that alternate emergency lighting fixtures
are fed from separate safety divisions. In the rationale portion of this
section, EPRI states that the emergency lighting circuits should be staggered,
with the staggered circuits fed from separate safety divisions so as to ensure
that adequate lighting is retained in the main control room in the event of a
circuit failure. The staff concludes that the new provisions in combination
with the requirements in existing Section 8.5.2 require an ALWR designer to
provide two separate and independent safety power supplies fed from redundant
safety divisions to power the emergency lighting in the main control room.
This acceptably resolves the aspect of this open issue regarding redundancy of
the emergency lighting system in the main control room. The staff is not
entirely clear, however, how the emergency lighting system in the main control
room will be integrated with the normal lighting system as required in the new
Section 8.5.4 of Chapter 11. If some fixtures in the main control room are
fed from, and part of, the normal lighting system while other fixtures are
separately fed from, and part of, the emergency lighting system, with the
combination providing the normal control room illumination levels as the staff
believes is the intent of the requirement, this would likely be an acceptable
design. If, however, the integration is done by normally powering all the
fixtures in the control room from the normal lighting system and then switch-
ing a portion to the emergency lighting supply on loss of the normal lighting
supply, serious separation issues could be involved. The staff will review
this aspect of the lighting system in its review of an individual application
for FDA/DC.

With regard to the qualification of the emergency lighting, new Section 8.5.5
of Chapter 11 requires that the emergency lighting installations that will
serve the main control room and those other areas of the plant where safe
shutdown operations may be performed be designed to remain functional during
and after a design-basis earthquake. This requirement, in conjunction with
the staff's requirement to supply at least a portion of the safety-related
continuous ac lighting outside the main control room from a Class lE distribu-
tion system (Section 8.2.1 of this chaptcr), acceptably resolves the portion
of the DSER open issue regarding qualification of the emergency lighting
system. EPRI has adequately addressed both aspects of the open issue in the
DSER. Therefore, this open issue is closed.

In its letter dated June 8,1989, the staff stated that it was unclear whether
the 8-hour battery-powered emergency lights would be installed in high-
radiation areas or outdoor locations. The staff's concern resulted from
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difficulties that existing plants have had with such installations. In its
letter dated October 19, 1989, EPRI responded that the 8-hour battery-powered
emergency lights will be installed throughout ALWRs referencing the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document, as necessary, in accordance with the guidance of
SRP Section 9.5.1, " Fire Protection Program," in all areas needed for the
operation of safe-shutdown equipment and in the access routes leading to these
areas, in addition, similar lighting units with at least a 1.5-hour battery
power supply will be provided throughout the plant to ensure personnel safety
and property protection in accordance with the requirements of the Life Safety
Code and the National Electric Code. EPRI also stated that although specific
high-radiation areas or outdoor locations that may require battery-powered
emergency lights are not addressed in the Evolutionary Requirements Document,
it expects that some units may be required in outdoor locations, but few, if
any, in high-radiations areas.

EPRI committed to include a statement of coupliance with SRP Section 9.5.1,
the Life Safety Code, and the Nationn.1 Electric Code in Chapter 1 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff concluded that this response
was acceptable and would confirm that this matter was satisfactorily addressed
during its review of revisions to the Evolutionary Requirements Document.
This wes identified as a confirmatory issue in the DSER.

EPRI has added Section 8.5.6 to Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document, which requires that additional dc self-contained battery-operated
lighting units be installed throughout the plant to provide emergency lighting
for personnel safety in accordance with the National Electric Code and the
Life Safety Code of the National Fire Protection Association. Additionally,
EPRI has committed to comply wis,i SRP Section 9.5.1 (see Table 0.1-2 of
Appendix B to Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document). Because
EPRI has met its commitment to make these revisions, this confirmatory issue
is closed.

8.2.4 Security Lighting System

Section 8.4.1 of Chapter 11 requires that the non-safety batteries provide at
least 30 minutes of continued operation of the security lighting system in the
event of an interruption of ac power. Because this exceeds current regulatory
requirements and provides sufficient time to load security lighting onto the
dedicated backup power supply, the staff concludes that this is acceptable.

,

Section 8.4.2 of Chapter 11 requires that the security lighting system be
designed to provide a minimum illumination of 0.2 foot-candle. Revision 3 to
Section 8.4.2 of Chapter 11, as modified by EPRI's letter of January 24, 1992,
requires that the security lighting system be designed to provide a minimum
illumination level of a 1 foot-candle when measured horizontally at ground
level. Section 8.4.2 also states that higher illumination levels may be
necessary in certain areas, such as portals and vital areas, to provide
adequate monitoring capabil'.ty. Because the requirement for a minimum
illumination level of I foot-candle is in excess of the 0.2 foot-candle
required by 10 CFR Part 73, this requirement is acceptable.

However, experience has shown that inattention to the integration of exterior
lighting systems with the isolation zone's closed-circuit television-(CCTV)
system, particularly uniformity of lighting (e.g., light sources or reflec-
tions in the field of view, glare, blooming, and excessive light / dark ratios)
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can be detrimental to alarm assessment. In its letter dated September 15,
1989, EPRI. stated that light / dark ratio was an engineering detail beyond the ,

scope of.the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff concludes that
this response is acceptable. However, it will determine if the integration of'
the exterior lighting systems with the CCTV system is acceptable when it-
emulates a site's security system during the review of an individual applica-
tion for FDA/DC.

The staff concleies that the requirements in Section 8 of Chapter 11 are
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(c)(5) for security lighting.

8.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes, with the exceptions noted above, that the requirements in
Section 8 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document do not
conflict with current regulatory requirements and guidance and are acceptable.
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9 ELECTRICAL PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

! 9.1 Functions and Description
i

: Section 9 of Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the
design and performance requirements for the station grounding systems, surge

,' protection systems, cathodic protection systems, and heat tracing systems.

The plant grounding systems will be designed to provide protection to person-*

: nel and equipment under normal and abnormal conditions. The major functions
! of the systems can be summarized as follows:

| to protect personnel by eliminating or reducing shock hazards*

;

j to protect equipment by minimizing transient overvoltages*

i

to provide low impedance path to ground for ground fault currents,> +

i lightning discharges, and switching surge currents and to facilitate
j protective relaying for fast clearing of ground faults
4

to stabilize circuit potential and to provide voltage reference for*4

J control and instrumentation systems

_

The plant grounding systems will include

ground mats that will provide low resistance interface with the eartha
,

:

plant electrical distribution system grounding equipment that will be*

used to connect the electrical system's neutrals to ground
,

t

equipment and structure grounding equipment that will be used to connect4 *

! structures and equipment enclosures to ground
i

!
| instrumentation and control grounding equipment=

!- The surge protection systems will be designed to protect plant equipment from
exposure to overvoltage transients resulting from lightning strikes and.

switching operations. .These systems will include surge arrestors and capaci-
,

| tors and lightning protection equipment.
a

! The cathodic protection system will provide corrosion control of underground
: and submerged metallic surfaces. It will be used to protect buried pipes,

tanks, and other metallic equipment in contact with potentially corrosive'

sprays, water, and dissimilar metals against long-term degradation in order toi

avoid or reduce repair or replacement costs and plant shutdowns.*

The electrical heat tracing system will be designed to provide effective-

: heating of fluids required for normal and transient plant operation. It will

i be applied to plant fluid systems, including piping, pumps, strainers, valves,
and tanks, and will consist of electric heating cables, temperature control-*

: 1ers, power supplies, alarm and monitoring devices, and associated hardware.
c

!
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i
i 9.2 Conclusigri

j The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 9 of Chapter ll of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document are consistent with l'egulatory requirements-,

i and are acceptable.
4
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10 CONCLUSION
.

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 11 of;
the Evolutionary Requirenents Document for the design of electric power,

; systems do not conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable.-
j However, by themselves, they do not provide sufficient information for the NRC

staff to determine that the plant-specific design, operation, and arrangement;

| of the electric power systems will be adequate. Applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance'

| with the additional guidance provided in the Standard Review I 'n, or provide
justification for alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory

j requirements.

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 11 specifies requirements that,*

a subject to resolution of the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if
| properly translated into a design and constructed and operated in accordance
j with the NRC regulations in force at the time the design is submitted, should
i result in a nuclear power plant whose electric power systems will perform as
| designed and have all the attributes required by the regulations to ensure
] that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of tne public or to the
! environment.
;
i

i
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS

Appendix A to Chapter 11 of the Evolutionary Requirements-Document contains
definitions of terms and acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list
of acronyms in Volume 1 of this report.
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APPENDIX B
GENERIC SAFETY AND LICENSING ISSUES

The original version of the Evolutionary Requirements Document presented
EPRI's requirements to address the resolution of generic safety issues (GSis)
in Appendix B of each chapter. In the DSER for Chapter 11 of the- Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff evaluated EPRI's requirements to address the -|

resolution of the following GSis:

91, " Main Crankshaf t Failure in Transamerica Delaval Emergency Diesel*

Generators"

107, " Generic Implications of Main Transformer failure"*

128, " Electrical Power Reliability"=

The staff concluded that EPRI's requirements to address GSI 91 were acceptable
and identified open issues associated with GSis 107 and 128.

In Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, submitted by letter
dated September 7, 1990, EPRI relocated its requirements to address GSis that
were unresolved as of January 1,1990, to Appendix B to Chapter 1. As a
result, a number of GSis that were addressed in the original Evolutionary i

Requirements Document are no longer addressed. The staff has provided its
evaluation of EPRI's requirements to address GSis in Appendix 8 to Chapter 1
of this report. The staff has also documented its closure of open and
confirmatory issues associated with generic safety issues no longer addressed
by EPRI in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report. Therefore, the DSER open
issues associated with GSIs 107 and 128 are closed,

i

!

,

;
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APPENDIX C
REGULATORY DEPARTURE ANALYSIS

In the DSER for Chapter ll'of the Evolutionary _ Requirements Document,-the
staff provided (as Appendix C) a regulatory departure analysis for the issues
identified in SECY-91-078. As stated in- Section 1.3 of this chapter, the -
staff has not identified.any additional policy issues during its review of.

Chapter 11.

-
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) CHAPTER 12, "RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION
,

: This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of Chapter 12,
! " Radioactive Waste Processing Systems," of the Evolutionary Requirements

Document through Pevision 3. Chapter 12 was prepared, under the project
4 direction of EPRI and the ALWR Vtil:ty Steering Committee, by ABB Combustion
4 Engineering Nuclear Power; Bechtel Power Corporation; Duke Power Company;

,
Ge,eral Electric Company; Grove Engineering, Inc.; J. Vance and Associates;_

| MPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy incorporated; Sargent and Lundy Engineers; Stone
j and Webster Engineering Corporation; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and

EPRI.
,

;

On December 23, 1988, EPRI submitted the original version of Chapter 12 of the-

Evolutionary Requirements Document for staff review. By letters dated
; March 22 and nay 24, 1989, and July 13 and August 22, 1990, the staff

requested that EPRI supply additional information. EPRI provided the informa-
tion in its responses dated August 18 and September 15, 1989, and January 18,'

1990.;

2

i On January 15, 1991, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 12 of the Evolu-
tionary Requirements Documents. On May 29, 1991, the staff and EPRI met with

!

the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards ACRS Subcommittee on Improved
Light Water Reactors to discuss Cl. apter 12, the staff's corresponding DSER,

| the outstanding issues from the staff's review of Chapter 12, and EPRI's
approach to resolving each issue.

,

On September 7, 1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require -
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed on April 26 and Novem-
ber 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively,

i 1.1 Review Criteria

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review-

criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary--

]
Requirements Document.

1.2 Scope and Structure of Chapter 12.

Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the radioactive waste processing-,

systems.,

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 12 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for

gaseous radioactive waste processing systems=
' liquid radioactive waste processing systems=

solid radioactive waste processing systemse

EPRI Evolutionary Plant- SER 12.1-1
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deh |neralized water and condensate systems*

support systems for the processing systemsa

1.3 Policy issues

During its review of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the technical
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those already identified in
Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

1.4 Outstandina Issues

The DSER for Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Dncument contained
4 the following outstanding issues:

Open Issues
;

I (1) fuel source term parameters (2.2.2)

(2) process and ef fluent radiological monitoring instrumentation and
sampling systems (2.2.9)4

(3) fire protection requirements (2.2.10 and 3.3.6)

(4) use of turbine seal steam (3.3.1)

(5) use of high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters downstream of
charcoal adsorbers (3.3.3)

,

Confirmatory Issues

(1) use of reasonably demonstrated technology to reduce population doses
(2.2.1)

(2) transfer of gaseous radioactive waste discharge to plant vent through'

the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems (3.3.2)

(3) potentially explosive mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen (3.3.4)

(4) configuration of charcoal adsorber beds (3.3.5)

(5) shipping container design (5.5)

The final disposition of each of these issues is discussed in detail in the
appropriate section of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical-
notation following each issue. All outstanding issues identified in the DSER
for Chapter 12 have been resolved.

1.5 Vendor- or Utility-Soecific items

The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in parentheses, are listed below. The designators in
front of each issue provide a unique identifier fcr each issue. The letter
"E" indicates that the issue applies to evolutionary plant designs. The first

-
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i number designates the chapter in which it is identified. The: letter "V"
| designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The finar number is .

the sequential number assigned to it in the chapter. -

.

E. 2.V-1 inputs and releases from the radioactive waste processing systems
(2.2.1)

[ E.12.V-2 use of demonstrated technology (2.2.1)
1-
; E.12.V-3 offsite dose calculation manual (2.2.1)
1

} E.12.V-4 fuel source term parameters for design of radioactive waste process-
inq systems (2.2.2)i

E.12.V-5 estimate of personnel radiation exposure (2.2.4)

| E.12.V-6 contrci, iiionitoring and sampling of-liquid and radioactive waste
j processing and effluent streaes (2.2.9)
!

| E.12.V-7 interface between BWR HVAC systems and GRWP. systems (3.3.2)-
1

| E.12.V-8 use of HEPA filters downstream of charcoal adsorbers (3.3.3)
<

| E.12.V-9 potentially explosive mixtures of hydrogen.and oxygen (3.3.4)
1

i E.12.V-10 piping layout and design and operating procedures for filters and
ion exchangers in liquic radioactive waste processing systems (4.2)

i

j- E.12.V-11 shipping container design (5.5) -

I

!
t

:

I
1

!

I
t
i
a

i
!
>

|
1

:
1

'

.

I
!

i
.
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: O POLICY STATEMENTS AND KEY REQUIREMENTS

i Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies requirements
proposed by EPRI for the radioactive waste processing systems that are*

applicable to ALWRs. Generally, the gaseous and liquid radioactive waste
processing systems will connect to and receive radioactive gas and liquid from

] those plant systems and components containing potentially radioactive gases-
and liquids, which require removal for processing or disposal, and terminate'

i at recycle or environmental discharge points or radioactive solid radioactive
| waste :,ystem interfaces. Although plant heating, ventilating, and air

conditioning (HVAC) systems will collect, filter, and discharge radioactive
effluents, EPRI does not consider them as gaseous radioactive waste processing,

systems. The EPRI design requirements for HVAC systems are discussed in
Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

,

,
'

Solid radioactive waste processing systems will begin with the discharge of
| potentially radioactive solids from processing equipment (e.g., cartridge
: filter vessels, charcoal adsorbers, and high-efficiency particulate air
' filters), from points of collection of dry radioactive wastes resulting from
; operation and maintenance activities, and from the points of discharge of
'

radioactive resin slurries and sludges from the liquid radioactive waste
. processing system. The solio radioactive waste processing system will
| terminate at the location where solid radioactive wastes are shipped off site.

' 2.1 Policy Statements

'
Section 1.5 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
those policies established by the ALWR Utility Steering Committee related to,

i the design approach to be used in the development of the gaseous, liquid, and
'

solid radicactive waste orocessing systems.
.

2 Section 1.5.1 of Chapter 12 states that the volumes of low-level dry and wet
i wastes will be equal to or less than corresponding volumes produced by the
| 10-percent best plants of the same type (BWR, PWR) currently operating in the
! United States. In addition, this section specifies that the' total radioactiv-

ity in curies (excluding tritium) released from an ALWR plant via liquid and.

; gaseous effluents will be equal to or less than the corresponding qucntities
released from the 10-percent best plants of the same type currently operating

j in the United States.

i Section 1.5.2 of Chapter 12, as amended in Revision 3, states that the fuel
- source terms specified by EPRI to be used in the design of the radioactive
4 waste processing systems provide'the bases for the values used for the design

of these systems (e.g., evaluation of 24-hour offsite radioactive nuclide'

concentrations in effluents in accordance with the limits;specified in 10 CFR-

Part'20), and the values used for the evaluation of the performance of the
radioactive waste processing systems (evaluation of offsite releases during

,

normal plant operation, including' anticipated operational occurrences, and ofi

annual average offsite does in accordance with the guidelines in 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix I).

.

;
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Section 1.5.3 of Chapter 12 describes attributes for the baseline design and
design options for liquid radioactive waste processing systems (tRWPSs) for
the ALWRs. This section requires that the design basis for the LRWPS permit
releases of radioactive liquids well below regulatory restrictions under
expected conditions. The optional design is identified as one that will
accommodate "zero liquid release" and is to be used for sites where no
radioactive liquid release to the environment from the plant will be allowed.
This section notes that the optional design at such sites may require addi-
tional processing equipment, both for the liquid and solid radioactive wastes,
such as waste evaporators and associated waste solidification equipment.

Section 1.5.4 of Chapter 12 lists those features that would allow the radioac-
tive waste processing systems to meet the objectives and goals of EPRI's ALWR
program. These features include requirements proposed by EPRI for fuel
performance, delay times for release of gaseous effluents, use of filtration
and ion exchange technology in liquid radioactive waste processing systems,
reduction of irregular and unplanned leakage inputs through design consider-
ations, consideration of the need to maintain a balance of the radioactive
water within the plant, a need to maintain a plant tritium balance, and
minimization of the generation of wet and dry solid wastes and the processing
techniques that reduce the volumes of such wastes.

Section 1.5.5 of Chapter 12 lists the features that EPRI has determined will
contribute to the reduction of radiation exposure to personnel working in the
radioactive waste processing areas so that it will be as low as is reasonably
achievable (ALARA) and will meet the EPRI-stated goal of no more than
100 person-rem per year for the plant. These features include (1) 'he design
for remote centralized operacion, (2) the selection and design of reliable and
easily serviced equipment in order to minimize maintenance operations, (3) the
use of remote handling equipment, and (4) consideration of the processing
system configuration and radiation shielding locations.

Section 1.5.6 of Chapter 12 states that simplification will be achieved by the
use of fewer pieces of equipment and less complicated equipment and controls.
Charcoal adsorbers will be used at room temperature with humidity control
achieved by cooling with the plant chilled water system. Gas decay tanks will
be eliminated from the designs. Although EPRI concludes that evaporators
should not be necessary and that processing should be performed through
filtration and ion exchange, it has provided requirements for evaporators to
be used on a case-by-case basis. EPRI further states that no solidification
equipment is expected to be required and incinerators will not be included as
a means of achieving the EPRI solid waste reduction goal.

Section 1.5.7 of Chapter 12 aiscusses the differences between BWRs and PWRs
that affect radioactive waste processing system design.

Section 1.5.8 of Chapter 12 states that radioactive waste processing systems
will be designed so that mobile equipment can be used and alternative internal
processing paths will exist to accommodate future modifications.

Section 1.5.9 of Chapter 12 states that there is no expected need for long-
term onsite storage of low-level radioactive waste. This section specifies
that a minimum of 6 months of onsite storage space will be provided to

I accommodate unforeseen events and interruptions to the shipping of solid
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[ wastes. A portion of the space will be shielded to allow radioactive decay-of
I the more radioactive wastes for up to 6 months to enable shipping under less
; stringent conditions,
i
i Sedion 1.5.10 of Chapter 12 states that the sm_cous, liquid, and solid
; re. oactive waste processing systems will not be classified as safety systems.
1 Therefore, EPRI requires features to ensure that highly radioactive fluids are

.

not inadvertently transported to the radioactive waste processing systems
: under accident conditions.

| 2.2 Functions and Key Performance heouirements

.] Section 1.3 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
; that the overall functions of the radioactive waste processing systems will be
i as follows:

To separately collect and segregate in sumps or tanks, as appropriate,*

i gaseous, liquid, and solid i adioactive or potentially radioactive wastes
i- by connections to the various plant systems and drains serving radiation

areas.;

t

To provide stor we capability in order to accommodate process delays and!
*

| dispos ' of processed wastes.
i

! To process the radioactive wastes in order to accumulate, remove,*

i separate, reduct, or concentrate the radioactivity of the waste-
containing streims or solids. The objective is to permit discharge,
disposal, or recycling of the carrier stream and/or to permit packaging
and offsite distasal of the resultant solid wastes,

f

To safely and effectively process the wastes for safe, monitored*
,

j discharge or disposal of effluents or solids from the station in com-
; pliance with the various State and Federal regulations regarding

discharges, transport, and disposal-and to meet the-ALWR goals.

To permit adequate sampling and/or in-line measurement of input,*

process, and discharge streams for input into a data processing system,

to provide the operator with information for control and decisionmaking
,

i regarding routing, processing, disposal, and unusual occurrences. The
'

processed data will also be used for reporting purposes.

; To serve as the principal means for controlling the tritium concentra-*

tion in the reactor coolant in PWR plants.

To ensure high-integrity boundaries- for radioactive fluids to preclude! *

their uncontrolled release to the environment.

Key performance requirements applicable to gaseous, liquid, and solid radioac-
tive waste processing systems specified by EPRI for all ALWRs are discussed in
the following sections.

:
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2.2.1 Goals of Radioactive Releases and Waste Reduction

Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 12 states that the radioactive waste processing
systems will enable ALWR plant designs, which reference the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, to meet the goals for reducing the radioactive releases i

and the volume of solid low-level waste from ALWRs. The plant designer is ;

tasked with the responsibility of demonstrating that the expected inputs to J

the radioactive waste processing systems and processing methods will result in
outputs that meet the objectives and goals of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. The staff will ensure that the plant-specific designs of the
radioactive waste processing systems comply with the staff's regulations and
regulatory guidance during its review of individual applications for FDA/DC.

One of the acceptance criteria for evaluating the design adequacy of the
radwaste treatment systems for LWRs in SRP Sections 11.2, " Liquid Waste
Management Systems," and.11.3, " Gaseous Waste Management Systems," is the
inclusion in these systems of all items of reasonably demonstrated technology
that can reduce population doses at a f avorable' cost-benefit ratio. This
acceptance criterion is based on-10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, Section 11.0. In
its response dated August 18, 1989, to a staff request dated March 22, 1989,
for the status of compliance of ALWR radwaste treatment system designs with
the above requirement, EPRI committed to revise the Evolutionary Requirements
Document so that the designs are consistent with the SRP acceptance criterion.
The staff concluded this was an acceptable commitment and identified it as a
confirmatory issue in the OSER for Chapter 12.

In its response dated May 22, 1991, to the OSER, EPRI referenced Appen_ dix B to
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, which requires that the
ALWR radwaste treatment system design comply with SRP Secti a 11.2 and 11.3
and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.110, "Cosi.-Benefit Analysis for Radwaste Systems
for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors." The guida addresses the use
of available technology to reduce population doses and provides guidelines for
performing a cost-benefit analysis for radwaste-systems for LWRs.
Tables B.1-1 and B.1-2 of Appendix B to Chapter 1, of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document require that the ALWR radwaste treatment system design
comply with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1; SRP Sections 11.2 and 11.3; and.RG
1.110. The staff concludes that this is acceptable; therefore,1this OSER
confirmatory issue is closed. The staff will review individual applications
for FDA/DC to determine compliance with SRP Sections 11.2 and ll,3~and RG
1.110. It will also review the offsite dose calculation' manual (0DCM).
However, the staff's review of the ODCM is not likely to occur until a plant
design has been coupled with a-site.

;

2.2.2 Source and Input Terms

Fuel source terms for the design and evaluation of radioactive waste- process-
ing systems are identified in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary
Requirements % cument. These fuel source terms provide the bases for system'

design and the evaluation of expected operation and performance.

Section 2.2.2.1 of Chapter 12 states that activation product source terms will'

be consistent with those given in NUREG-0016, " Calculations of Releases ofe

Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents for Boiling Water

:
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| Reactors (BWR-GALE Code)," for BWRs and in NUREG-0017, " Calculations of.
Releases of Radioactive Materials in Caseous and Liquid Effluents for Pressur-

; ized Water Reactors (PWR-GALE Code)," for PWRs.
I
j EPRI states that volumes and rates of release of gaseous and liquid radioac-
i tive wastes at the various source locations will be established on the basis
; of equipment performance characteristics; American Nuclear Society /American
i National Standards Institute (ANS/ANSl? 15.1, 55.4, and 55.6; and operating
: experience. Section 2.2.2.3 of Chapter 12 states that volumes of wet solid
j radioactive wastes will be derived from the performance parameters of the

processes that produce them, volumes of dry active solid radioactive wastes4

j will be based on applicable operating experience.
J

J In the DSER for Chapter 12, the staff identified the fuel source term parame-
; ters specified by EPRI in Chapter 12 'as~ an .open issue, since the parameters
t appeared to be inconsistent with the SRP criteria. Specifically, the staff
; referred to the_ fuel source term parameters given_in Chapter 12 for_(1) rad-
: waste system design and shielding design, (2) evaluation of expected operation
j and performance, and (3) acc_ident evaluation and establishment of technical
j specifications (TS).

? In its May 22, 1991, letter responding to the DSER open issue, EPRI reiterated
; its original claim that the specified fuel source terms were consistent with
'

the SRP criteria. Additionally, _EPRI stated that accident, shielding, and TS
| design requirements currently provided in Chapter 12 would be deleted from

that chapter and provided elsewhere in the Evolutionary Requirements-Document.
; In justifying this approach, EPRI noted that Chapter 12 was _ dedicated to
; radwaste system design only. -In subsequent revisions of Chapter 12, EPRI
| deleted the fuel source term requirements for accident' evaluation, shielding
1 design, anc establishment of TS. Also, EPRI revised the fuel source terms for
i evaluating the performance of radioactive waste processing systems during
| normal operations, including anticipated operational occurrences.

! Although the staff agrees with the approach of moving the requirementsTfor
j fuel source terms for accident evaluation, shielding design, and establishment
'

of TS from Chapter 12 to another chapter, EPRI's response regarding source
[ terms is still inadequate. Although the 0.25-percent failed fuel specified by

EPRI for an evolutionary PWR and 100,000 pCi/sec noble gas release rate at
! 30 minutes, decay for the off-gas system'for an evolutionary BWR may be an
! adequate basis for shielding designs of ALWRs, such a basis is not adequate

for designing radioactive waste processing systems' for evolutionary ALWRs.
| This is because, unlike radwaste system design, shielding design is strongly
: dictated by corrosion products (these do not depend on fail _ed fuel _as fission
i products do) and in certain plant areas by the highly energetic nitrogen-16
; (6.1 and 7.1 MeV) gammas. Moreover, operating plant experience indicates

there are more problems arising from radwaste system designs than from
i shielding designs for quite a few reactors. Such problems :in- the past have
' resulted in unscheduled plant shutdowns or in release of. radioactive materials

to the environment that are greater than the-dose limit objectives in 10 CFR-
Part 50, Appendix 1. -The staff recognizes that fuel performance has recently.

;' improved with better fuel fabrication. However, an adequate data' base does
not exist that shows significantly -improved fuel performance of the more

'

recently licensed reactors. Therefore, it is appropriate to design ALWR
radwaste systems so that they have the capability to process liquid and

| gaseous radioactive wastes corresponding to 1-percent failed fuel for an
:
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evolutionary PWR and 100 yCi/sec-MWt noble gas release rate at 30 minutes'
decay for the off-gas system for an evolutionary BWR in accordance with the
criteria i.- SRP Sections-ll.2 (Item 111.2.C) and 11.3 (Item Ill.2.b).
Further, the above basis should be used to (1) demonstrate compliance of
concentrations of radionuclides in gaseous effluents and liquid effluents'

discharged to unrestricted areas with applicable 10 CFR Part 20 regulatory
.

limits and (2) analyze the ft lure of gaseous radioactive waste processing
: systems to show that the system design meets the guidelines of Branch Techni-

;al Position ETSB'll-5, " Postulated Radioactive Releases Due to a Waste Gas
System Leak or Failure" (SRP Section 11.3).

.

As pret of ' good neighbor policy," which sets goals more stringent than
gulatory requirements, EPRI has specified two options for the fuel source

term parameters in Table 12.1-1 of Chapter 12, either of which can be u;ei byi

: the ALWR evolutionary plant designer for evaluating radioactive was'' process-
1 ing system performance (i.e., expected annual release of raoioacti < materials

to the environment via gaseous and liquid effluents and expected ortsite
' radiation doses due to both liquid and gaseous effluents during normal plant

operation, including anticipated operational occurrences), for such an,

evaluation, the Evolutionary Requirements Documen* specifies that the designer,

can use either (1) fucl source terms that are consistent with 0.025-percent
failed fuel for a-PWR or 15.000 yCi/sec noble gas release rate (30 minutes'4

decey) for the off-gas system for a BWR (first optien) or (2) fuel source
,

; terms that are consistent with ANSI /ANS 18.1 for PWRs and BWRs (s'cond
option). However, if the designer elects to use the second option, EPRI2

requires the designer to check ANSI /ANS 18.1 for consistency with the source
term bases given -in the applicable NUREG report (NUREG-0016 or NUREG-0017).;

If the designer finds substantive differences, EPRI requires the desigmr to,

adjust the source term parameters given in ANSI /ANS 18.1 to be consistent with
; the NRC evaluations and then use the adjusted values. Regarding +he first
. option, EPRI justifies it by stating that it reflects EPRI's objective to
2 limit normal plant releases of radioactive nuclides to quantities measured for

the top 10 percent (in terms of low releasesi of the PWRs and BWRs during the
years 1984 and 1985. EPRI believes that if a.1 the design and operating
techniques listed in Chapter 12, Appendix B, of the Evolutionary Requirements,

"

Document were followed to reduce the generation of radioactive wastes,
achieving the above objective for an ALWR should be possible.

t

i Although the staff recognizes the above goal as a worthy objective, it has
determined that the first option for the source term is not acceptable for
evaluating expected performance of the radioactive waste processing system for;

- ALWRs because no extensive operating plant data base exists to support the
EPRI expectation that only small radioactive waste releases will occur from
ALWRs as long as the design and operating techniques listed in the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document in Chapter 12, Appendix B, are followed. Therefore,
the staff considers that the source term bases specified in NUREG-0016,
Revision 1, and NUREG-0017, Revision 1, should be used in accordance with SRP
Sections 11.2 and 11.3 for evaluating expected annual releases of radioactive
materials in gaseous and liquid effluents from ALWRs. The staff considers the
bases in the NUREG reports appropriate becruse they r,eflect (1) measureo
reactor coolant concentrations of radioactive nuclides over an extended period
for a large number of operating reactors, (2) a calculated average noble gas ,

release rate of 50,000 yCi/sec at 30 minutes' decay for off-gas system of a l
BWR based on measured off-gas system noble gas release rates for operating |
BWRs, and (3) measurements of gaseous effluents for operating plants. For the
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reas'ns stated above, the second option specified in Table 12.1-1 in Chap-
ter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Documert and discussed above is
acceptable, further, the radiological consequences of liquid radioactive
wai,te tank failures for an ALWR should be analyzed on the basis of reactor
coolant concentrations of radioac,tive nuclides ccqsistent with 0.12-percent
failed fuel for a PWR and a noble gas release rate of 15 pCi/sec-MWt at

1

30 minutes' decay for the off-gas system for a BWR in accordance with SRP r

Section 15.7.3, " Postulated Radioactive Releases Due to liquid-Containing Tank
Failures."

i
The staff concludes that the second option for source terms recommended by
EPRI for evaluating the expected performance of radioactive waste processing
systems during normal plant operation inclunng anticipated operational
occurrences meets the applicable guidelines of SRP Sections 11.2 and 11.3.
However, EPRI's source terms for the design of the radioactive waste arocess-
ing systems _specified in the Evolttionary Requirements Document in Taale
'?.1-1 are inconsistent with the guidelines of SRF Sections 11.2 and 11.3.
Therefore, with regard to the design of radioactive waste processing systems,
the staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC according to the
criteria in SRP Sections 11.2 and 11.3. This DSER open issue is closed. '

2.2.3 Releases of Radioactive Materials

Sectiun 1.5.4 of Chapter 12 states that operation under the Ikensing evalua-
tion conditions specified will result in gaseous and liquid radioactive
effluent releases that are within the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix 1, for normal conditions and within the limits specified in 10 CFR
Part 20 for normal and accident conditions.

Section 2.2.3 of Chapter 12 requires that the effluent normally released to
unrestricted areas meet the goals in Section 1.5.1 of Chapter 12.

2.2.4 Personnel Radiation Exposure

Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 12 specifies that the radioactive waste processing
systems for the ALWR will be designed so that personnel radiation exposure
from operation and maintenance of these systems is consistent with the station
requirement of 100 person-rem / year. Since estimates of these personnel
radiation exposures are plant specific, EPRI requires that the plant desigaers

i provide an estimate of expected personnel radiation exposures. The staff will
evaluate the vendor's or applicant's estimate of personnel radiation exposure
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC,

i

Section c. 7 of Chapter 12 states that each unit at a site will have its own
radioactive waste processing systems, which will be operated remotely from a
central radwaste control room. Section 2.2.10 of_ chapter 12 requires that
measuring elements associated with radioactive waste system equipment ha>ing.
high radiation levels be located outsido the equipment cubicles in lower
radiation areas, where practicable, to minimize personnel exposures. These-
measuring elements should be static (with no moving parts) rather than dynamic
devices, wherever possible, to reduce the potential for collection of radioac-
tive crud. These features comply with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8,
"Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occupational Radiation Exposures at
Nuclear Power Stations Will Be as low as Is Reasonably Achievable," and are,

-therefore, acceptable.
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Section 2.2.11 of Chapter 12 requires the plant designer to perform a robotics
evaluation to identify applications of robotics to inspection, surveillance,
and maintenance of the radioactive waste processing systems. In the ratio-
nale, EPRI states that inspection, surveillance, and maintenance activities
associated with radioactive waste processing system operations have been
significant contributors to overall plant personnel radiation exposures and
that the use of robotics could reduce personnel exposures. in addition, the

design features of the radioactive waste processing system will facilitate the
use of robotics. The use of robotics to reduce the dose to plant personnel is
in accordance with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8 and is acceptable.

2.2.5 Operating Conditions / Availability

Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 12 requires that the gasaous, liquid, and solid
radioactive waste processing systems-be available for operation during all
phases of plant operation. However, EPRI does not require the BWR gaseous
waste processing system to be available for operation when the reactor is in-
the shutdown condition.

2.2.6 Process Systems Operating Capacity

Section 2.2.6 of Chapter 12 requires the radioactive waste processing systems
to have adequate capacity to handle wastes resulting from all plant o)erating
and shutdown modes as well as anticipated operational occurrences. lie
section also requires the radioactive waste precessing system to accommodate
infrequent, but usual, conditions and large w.ste volumes.

As previously noted, Section 1.5.9 of Chapter 12 requires that an onsite
storage facility be provided that can hold wastes for a 6-month waiting period
without solid radioactive waste shipments from the site.

2.2.7 Seismic Design and Quality Group Classification

Sections 2.2, and 2.2.9 of Chapter 12 require that radioactive waste process-
ing systems and charcoal adsorber supports conform to the Quality Group C and
D requirements and the codes, standards, and seismic provisions of Regulatory
Guide 1.143, " Design Guidance for Rad % tive Waste Management Systems,
Structures, and Components Installed in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants," and that materials for pressure-retaining components also conform to
the guidelines of this guide, in Section 4.6.3.3 of Chapter 6. EPRI requires
that t' e radioactive waste building design and equipment structural supports
meet tne guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.143,

2.2.8 Control and Instrumentation

Section 2.2.10 of Chapter 12 requires control and monitoring of the release of
radioactive materials to the environment to be consistent with the require-
ments for the environmental monitoring system specified .in Chapter 9 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document.

2.2.9 Process and Effluent Radiological Monitoring

in the DSER for Chapter 12, the staff concluded that Section 2.2.9 of Chap-
ter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document did not fully describe the
requirements that are consistent with SRP Section 11.5, " Process and Effluent
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Radiological Monitoring Instrumentation and Sampling Systems," for process and
of fluent radiological monitoring instrumentation and sampling, nor did it
indicate EPRI's commitment to do so. This was ident;fied as an open issue.

In its letter dated May 22, 1991, responding to the DSER. EPRI referred to
Appendix B to Chapter 1, which contains a rege;rement that evolutionary ALWRs
comply with the applicable SRP criteria with regard to process and effluent
radiological monitoring. EPRI also provided a cross-index to the various
chapters, sections, and tables in the Evolutionary Requirements Document for
specific information on radiological monitoring and sampling provisions. EPRI
further stated that it would revise the Evolutionary Requirements Document to
include int e mation on provisions for measuring steam generator blowdown
effluent activity for an evolutionary PWR.

The staff has reviewed the referenced portions of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document and concludes that although EPRI commits to comply with the.
criteria in SRP Section 11.5, the information in the Evolutionary Requirements
Document does not support this commitment. EPRI has not arovided details on
the required monitoring and sampling provisions for a numser of waste streams.
For example, it is not clear if the ALWR design will include provisions to
(1) grab sample and analyze the effluent from the plant stack for noble gases,
iodines, particulates, and tritium activity; (2) grab sample the exhausts from
auxiliary and radwaste buildings and the fuel storage area for iodine acti-
vity; and (3) grab sample the effluents from liquid radwaste, service water,
laundry and decontamination waste, secondary coolant waste, and turbine
building drain waste systems for tritium activity. Also, Chapter 12 has
omitted some monitoring and sampling provisions identified in SRP Sec-
tion 11.5. Tables 1 and 2, for the following waste streams:

automatic control features for terminating effluents from the steam*

generator blowdown system for a PWR and from the waste gas holdup system
for an ALWR

continuous monitoring provisions for noble gas and iodine activity in*

the containment purge exhaust for an evolutionary PWR

continuous monitoring provisions for noble gas activity and grab* ,

sampling provisions for iodine activity in the process stream from the
.

'

condenser evacuation system

grab sampling provisions for iodine activity in the mechanical vacuum*

pump and turbine gland seal exhausts for an ALWR and containment purge
erhaust for a PWR

grab sampling provisions for iodine activity in the process streams from*

the evaporator, pressurizer, pretreatment liquid radwaste tank, and
turbine building vent systems (filtering the discharges from these vent
systems by high-effluency particulate air filters and pr filters does
not justify the omission of grab sampling provisions for iodine activity.
because these do not remove = iodine in elemental and organic forms)

continuous sampling provisions for service water system effluent. *

|. activity
'
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Cnapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains EPRI's commitment
to comply with the criteria in SRP Section 11.5. lhe staff expects that
applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will comply with
the SRP, as committed to in Chapter 1, even though Chapter 12 does not
adequately and explicitly address all associated design provisions for
control, monitoring, and sampling of radioactive waste processing and effluent
streams, as identified in the SRP. The staff will review individual applica-
tions for FDA/DC against the criteria in SRP Section 11.5, including monitor-
ing and sampling provisions identified in Tables 1 and 2 of SRP Section 11.5.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

2.2.10 Fire Protection e

3
o a letter dated August 22, 1990, the staff noted that the Evolutionary
a s irements Document did not contain fire arotection requirements for theu

wioactive waste processing systems. In tio DSER for Chapter 12, the staff4

concluded that a statement to provide fire protection for all radioactive
waste processing systems should be-included in Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, in addition, specific fire protection considerations
should be addressed in each section, as appropriate. This was identified as
an open issue in the DSEP.

EPRI's position is that all of the staff concerns related to fire arotection
for radioactive waste processing are addressed in other parts of t1e Evolu-
tionary Requirements Document. Therefore, the in'ormation does not have to be
repeated in Cha)ter 12. The staff reviewed the M 1 cross-references in
Revision 1 of tie Evolutionary Requirements Document. Those references, and'

the other SPRI ,:ommitments in its November 7,1990, letter responding to the
staff's August 22, 1990, letter, are summarized below:

Solid Radioactive Waste Processina

Chapter 9, Section 3.2, addresses general requirements for fire protec-*

tion (fire detection, fire suppression capabilities, and fire hazard
analysis, etc.) and requires conformance to SRP Section 9.5.1, " Fire
Protection Programs."

Chapter 9 addresses the interface of the fire protection system with the*

heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system in Sections 8.2.1.1.4
(ventilation system penetrations), ? 2.1.1.17 (gas suppression), and
8.2.1.1.22 (charcoal filtration).

Chapter 12, Section 5.4.2.8, specifically requires fire detection and*

suppression for radvaste storage facilities.

Liould Radioactive Waste Processina

EPRI's response pertaining to solid radioactive waste processing also applies
-to liquid radioactive waste processing. In addition, EPRI included the
following references specific to liquid radioactive waste processing:

Chapter 1. Table 1.4-3, " Major Structural Design and Construction*-

Codes," lists the national fire codes published by the National fire
Protection Association (NFPA). EPRI stated that this adequately
addresses the issue of electrical equipment suitable for hazardous
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environments. EPRI stated, "specifically, NFPA 70, the National Fire
Protection Code, is used for design classification and specification,
and would apply to areas where, for example, the potential for oil vapor
or hydrogen leakage is present (such as in offgas recombiner rooms)."

In Chapter 12, Section 4.2.2.3.3 requires the exclusion of oily waste too

the extent practicable; Section 4.3.5.1 prohibits the dry cleaning of
protective clothing contaminated by radioactivity; and Section 4.3.6

; (mixed waste) requires fire protection of stored mixed wastes (such as
| contaminated oil) that are flammable. It should be noted that the na-

tional fire code distinguishes between the words " combustible" and
flammable" as they apply to liquids that will burn. The staff believes
that EPRI inadvertently used the word " flammable" rather than the word'

" combustible." In any case, the staff approves the concepts outlined in
Chapter 12, Section 4.3.6, of providing fire protection for combustible
and flammable stored mixed wastes.

L Section 7.5.1.2 of Chapter 2 addresses the possibility of burning+

| contaminated turbine lubricating oil in the plant auxiliary boiler.
1

Gaseous Radioactive Wasty lr_gessina

.

EPRI's responses pertaining to solid radioactive waste processing and liquid
| radioactive waste processing also apply to gaseous radioactive waste process-

ing. In addition, EPRI included the following references specific to gaseous
radioactive waste processing:

Chapter 12, Section 3.3.4, requires continuous ventilation in all areas=

where flammable gases (primarily hydrogen) and/or radioactive gases may
be present. The ventilation will provide a means of diluting and
removing any flammable gases that may be present.

Chapter 12, Section 3.2.3.2, addresses the requirements for ma'ntaining*

waste gas streams free of flammable mixtures of hydrogen and o).ygen.
These requirements are necessary to protect the gaseous radioactive
waste processing system itself from damage resulting from the rossible
explosion of a hydrogen-oxygen mixture and to protect charcoal adsorbers!

from becoming ignited. Chapter 12, Section 3.3.7.2.5, addresses
detection and suppression of fires in BWR charcoal beds located down-
stream of hydrogen recombiners in the off-gas shstem.

EPRI referenced Chapters 9 and 12 in its response to ataff questions concern-
ing the disposal of fire suppressants that might become contaminated. EPRI
stated that Chapter 9, Section 3.4.3.2, addresses the issue of fire suppres-
sants becoming waste. However, this section only discusses fire water that is
released during testing of fire suppression systems. EPRI also stated that
Chapter 12, Section 4.3.3, discusses many aspects of the treatment of waste
water collected by the floor drains throughout the plant. Neither of these

| references addresses fire water discharged during actual firefighting opera-
' tions. However, the staff's interpretation of these statements is that EPRI

intends to treat all discharged fire suppressants the same, whether discharged
during system testing or, during actual firefighting operations. On that,

l basis, the staff concludes that this commitment by EPRI is acceptable.
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The staff concludes that these references and commitments by EPRI are consist-
ent with the enhanced fire protection criteria discussed by the staff in
Chapter 9 of this report and are, therefore, acceptable. The DSER open issue
regarding specific fire protection considerations being addressed in each
section of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, as appropriate, is closed.

2.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements in Section 2.2 of Chapter 12 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
guidelines and are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide
sufficient information to make a determination that the plant-specific design
and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
with the additional 9 'idance provided in the SRP, or provide justification for
alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

|
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3 GASEOUS RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING SYSTEMS

3.1 Functions

Section 3.1 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that a charcoal adsorber system for both BWRs and PWRs will be used for
retaining fission gases for decay. Section 3.1.2 of Chapter 12 requires that
the BWR and PWR charcoal adsorber systems be designed to perform the following
functions:

receive and/or collect radioactive waste gases that originate in the*

reactor coolant system and that require processing by holdup for decay
before they are released

maintain the system nonflammable*

condition the gases to provide the moisture and-temperature conditionse

necessary for the desired performance of the charcoal adsorbers

retain the off gases for the desired time for the decay of fission*

products (xenon and krypton radioisotopes) resulting from fuel leakage
and tramp _ uranium on fuel-surfaces

transport the remaining gases to a monitored heating, ventilating,_anda

air conditioning (HVAC) vent for monitoring and release to the atmo-
sphere

provide against inadvertent release of significant quantities of gaseouse

and particulate radioactive material to the environment by providing
non-safety-related monitoring and alarm functions

ensure that in-plant occupational exposures due to operation and*

maintenance of the off-gas systems are as low as is reasonably achiev-
able (ALARA)

Section 3.1.2.2 of Chapter 12 states that the gaseous radioactive waste
processing system for PWRs will not process- the gases frw the following
systems, since they will contain radioactive gas only when there are concur-
rent fuel leaks and secondary steam generator tube leaks: main condenser air
ejector, main condenser mechanical vacuum pump, turbine gland seal exhaust,
and deaerator vent.

Section 3.1.2.3 of Chapter 12 requires that the BWR main condenser off-gas
system be designed to perform the following functions:

maintain hydrogen and oxygen mixtures noncombustible*

ensure that sufficient oxygen is_present to react with the hydrogen*

added, if hydrogen water _ chemistry is used

reduce the gas flow rate by the recombination of hydrogen and oxygeno'
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I
remove water vapor by condensationj *

i

perform conditioning, decay, and transport functionsi .e

:

) 3.2 Performance Reauirements
1

# The following is a summary of some of the performance requirements for the BWR
j and PWR gaseous radioactive waste processing systems (GRWPSs) and other BWR
| systems (turbine gland seal steam of f-gas system and mechanical vacuum pump
1 off-gas system) identified in Section 3.2 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary
i Requirements Document. Additionally, the following summary includes some of '

| the off-gas system and equipment requirements and the system control and
j instrumentation requirements for both BWRs and PWRs identified in Sections 3.3
i and 3.4 of Chapter 12: |1

! Where the potential for an explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen*

: exists, the system will be designed to maintain system integrity.
I ;

For BWRs, the formation or buildup of explosive mixtures will be pre-i *

! vented, and the system will be designed to withstand the effects of a
hydrogen detonation to permit operation to be resumed.;

,

For PWRs, parallel gas analyzers will be used to detect the form < tion ori *

| buildup of explosive mixtures, and the analyzers will annunciate locally
,

and in the main control room for remedial action.;

t

The off-gas ,ktocess stream will be continuously maintained nonflammable,; *

; that is, by maintaining bpdrogen levels below 4 percent hydrogen by
j volume when oxygen is present (SWRs), or by maintaining oxygen levels
| below 4 percent by volume (PK9,).
;

I For BWRs, the hydrogen concentration vill be maintained nonflammable by*

dilution with steam from the steam jet Gir ejector, and a dry air purge,

i system will be provided upstream of each recombiner. The air purge flow '

i rate and duration will be sufficient to purge any hydrogen from the-
system through the charcoal adsorbers.

3

:

3 For PWRs, the gas in the system will be maintained slightly above atmo-*

spheric pressure.

For PWRs, nitrogen will be available for inerting if the oxygen content*
4

; of the gas stream exceeds 4 percent by volume.

J -* For BWRs, multiple charcoal adsorber beds will be arranged so that they
can all be bypassed via a bypass bed.

! For PWRs,-a minimum of two charcoal adsorber beds,'in addition to a
.

_

*

guard bed, will be provided with interconnections to bypass any=one bed.,

'

Each BWR charcoal bed will be provided with a means for detecting and*

extinguishing a charcoal fire,
'

Gases will be discharged to a monitored release point of the HVAC*

system.
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For BWRs, if radioactive steam is used for the turbine sealing steam, a*
2-minute delay time will be provided in the off-gas pipe.

For BWRs, turbine steam seal off gases and vacuum pump off gases will be*

transported to and exhausted at a monitored plant vent.

GRWPS discharges to the plant vent will be monitored by a GRWPS process*

monitor and provided with a high-level radiation alarm. Final releases
will be monitored by the HVAC monitor at the plant vent.

The following features will be provided by the GRWPS to be consistent with the
guidelines in Regulatory Guide 8.8 for maintaining occupational exposures
ALARA:

Drain lines will be sized and continuously sloped to minimize the*
potential for plugging.

Vents and drains will be designed to contain radioactive gases.*

Heat exchanger vent and drain valves either will be located in a low-*

radiation area or will be remotely operable.

3.3 Evaluation
,

3.3.1 Seal Steam

BWR designs have typically relied on the use of nonradioactive seal steam for
turbine gland seals rather than the use of other seal steam to significantly
reduce the release of radioactivity to the environment via the turbine gland
seal exhausts. However, the original version of Chapter 12 of the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document did not fully describe the extent to which nonradio-
active turbine seal steam for BWRs will be used, how the radioactivity levels
in other seal steam used will be minimized, or how the 2-minute delay provided
in the off-gas pipe will be effective in minimizing the radioactivity of the
seal steam released through the plant vent. Therefore, this was identified as-

an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 12.

In its May 22, 1991, response to the DSER, EPRI recognized the rationale for
using nonradioactive steam for BWR turbine gland seals. However, EPRI stated
that using clean steam from a boiler will add to the plant condensate during;

startup, possibly create additional radwaste if condensate storage is full,'

and will create a need for a holdup delay pipe for gland seal system exhaust,
3

Therefore, the twin objectives of minimizing radioactive releases from glandi

seal system exhaust and eliminating the creation of additional raowaste can bei

better achieved by providing a source that supplies essentially nonradioactive
steam. EPRI indicated that such steam can be supplied by a re-boiler that is
heated either by main steam or by auxiliary steam from an auxiliary boiler.
EPRI further stated that the- applicable sections of Chapters 2, 9,12, and 13.

of the Evolutionary Requirements Document would be revised to clarify the-

requirements'for evolutionary BWRs to ensure that steam of sufficiently low
radioactivity is used so that a 2-minute delay is unnecessary. The staff has,

reviewed the applicable sections of the chapters mentioned above and notes'

that, in particular, Section 3.2.4.4 of Chapter 13 contains the following
requirement to control radioactive releases from the gland seal system:

!
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Off-gas from the glar.d seal condenser (BWR) shall be monitored for
radiation and shall be automatically routed to the gaseous radioactive
waste processing system if radioactivity is detected. If the exhaust
steam is normally radioactive, the off-gas shall be routed to the

| gaseous r.dioactive waste processing system.
|

The staff notes, however, that figure 12.3-1 of the Evolutionary Requirements |

Document does not yet reflect this requirement. The staff assumes that
figure 12.3-1 is for illustrative purposes only and that EPRI intends that the
requirements of Section 3.2.4.4 be met.

The staff concludes that EPRI's requirements in Chapter 13 and its justifi-
cation for not using clean steam from an auxiliary boiler represent an
acceptable approach and a design feature to address the turbine gland seal
steam issue for an evolutionary BWR, furthermore, EPRI has specified an
acceptable requirement for providing an auxiliary steam system that, as one of
its functions, will supply nonradioactive steam to turbine gland seals when
main steam activity levels render it unsuitable for use as seal steam.
Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

3.3.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning System Design

By letter dated March 22, 1989, the staff requested that EPRI provide addi-
tional information on how gaseous radioactive waste discharges from the GRWPS,
BWR turbine seal off-gas system, and BWR mechanical vacuum pump off-gas system
will be transferred to a plant vent through appropriate HVAC systems. In its
response dated August 18, 1989 EPRI committed to specify in the Evolutionary
Requirements Dccument the interfaces between the various gaseous radwaste
systems and the HVAC systems through which the discharges will be transferred
'o the plant vent. The staff concluded that this was an accer'able commitment
and identified the above item as a confirmatory issue in the WER for Chap-
ter 12.

Responding to the DSER confirmatory issue in a letter dated May 22, 1991, EPRI
referred to Sections 3.2.5 and 3.4.2 of Chapter 12. Section 3.2.5 requires
the plant designer to compile a list of vents from radioactive equipment

! throughout the plant that will enter the HVAC system. The list is to include
the source (equipment or tank), the gas (normally air) flow rate, the radioac-
tivity concentration, and the HVAC subsystem to which the vent will be
connected. Additionally, the compilation is required to sum the air flows and
radioactivities on a maximum and annual average basis. Section 3.4.2 requires

,
the GRWPS to be monitored by a GRWPS process monitor with a high-level

| radiation alarm. The staff concludes that EPRI has provided requirements for
the interfaces between the various gaseous radwaste-systems and the HVAC
systems through which the discharges are to be transferred to the plant vent.
Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed. For BWRs, the staff
expects that the plant designer's list will include information not only on
the radioactive discharge from the GRWPS, but also discharges from other-
systems such as turbine gland seal and mechanical vacuum pump off-gas-systems.
The staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC for compliance with
applicable regulations and regulatory guidance in this regard.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 12.3-4
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3.3.3 Installation of High-Efficiency Particulate Air filters

in the original version of the Evolutionary Raquirements Document, EPRI
indicated that high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters downstream of

,

charcoal delay beds would be eliminated in the GRWPSs of ALWRs (Figure 12.3-
1). Since current practice has been to include such downstream HEPA filters
in the GRWPSs of LWRs, the staff requested by letter dated Marcn 22, 1989,
that EPRI provide additional information regarding the elimination. In its
August 18, 1989, response to the staff's request, EPRI justified the elimina-
tion, stating that experience at operating plants has shown that an insignifi-
cant amount of radioactive material (i.e., particulates resulting from decay
of noble gas radioisotopes when they are processed in the charcoal delay beds)
collects at the downstream HEPA filters. However, EPRI did not give the
details of this operating experience. Therefore, the staff identified the
proposed elimination of the HEPA filter downstream of the charcoal delay beds
of the GHWPS as an open issue in Section 3.3.3 of its DSER for Chapter 12.
In a letter dated December 20, 1991, EPRI addressed the above concern by
pointing out that the current practice is a holdover from past off-gas system
designs that had only a 30-minute decay pipe before the stack. EPRI stated
that current of f-gas system desigr.s include charcoal deliy beds of several
feet in diameter, and that flow rates in the system are low (typically 10 to
40 standard cubic feet per minute). Therefore, the flow velocities will be
too low (much less than 1 foot per second) to transport significant amounts of
radioactive particles of any size. By letter dated December 20, 1991, EPRI
reporteu the results of its industry survey, which confirmed the rationale for
eliminating the downstream HEPA filters in the GRWPS. In its submittal EPRI
concluded that its rationale for eliminating the downstream HEPA filters is
equally valid for the PWR GRWPSs that use charcoal holdup of noble gases. On
the basis of its review of the above submittal, the staff agrees with EPRI's
position. Therefore, the DSER open issue is resolved.

With regard to gaseous effluents from ventilation exhaust systems during
normal plant operation including anticipated operational occurrences, compli-
ance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1 offsite dose limit objectives for these
effluents may require charcoal adsorbers and/or HEPA filters in the exhaust
systems to reduce the release of radioiodine in elemental and organic forms
and radioactive particulates to the environs. For a ventilation exhaust
system for which a filtration system is needed that includes both the charcoal
adsorber and the HEPA filter, the staff allows the filter efficiencies
specified in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.140 (the applicable guide for normal
ventilation exhaust filtration systems) for the removal of raaioiodine and
radioactive particulate from the effluent stream only if the filtration
system, as stated in SRP Section 11.3, is designed, tested, and maintained in
accordance with the RG 1.140 guidelines. The guide, in turn, statu that HEPA
filters should be provided, one upstream of the charcoal adsorber and another
downstream of the adsorber; the purpose of the downstream one is-to collect
carbon fines. The staff considers that it is incorrect to assume the regula-
tory guide efficiencies for the removal of elemental and organic iodine from a
ventilation exhaust if there is no HEPA filter downstream of the charcoal
adsorber for collecting potential carbon fines. Therefore, in Section 3.3.3
of the DSER for Chapter 12, the staff requested that EPRI clarify how the
elimination of a downstream HEPA filter and supporting rationale apply to air
filtration and adsorption units installed in normal ventilation exhaust-
systens and identified this as an open issue, in its response dated May 22,
1991, EPRI referred to Chapter 9 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document,
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Section 8.2.1.1.22, which requires compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 1.
The staff has reviewed the subject section and finds it requires a post-filter
instead of a HEPA filter downstream of the adsorber to collect carbon fines
and then only if the discharge is to other safety-related equipment or
occupied spaces. The staff believes that a simple post-filter will not be as
effective as a HEPA filter in collecting carbon fines. Therefore, it con-
cludes that EPRI has not justified its position for assuming the efficiencies
specified in the regulatory guide for the removal of elemental and organic
iodine from the effluent stream if there is no HEPA filter downstream of the
charcoal adsorber for collecting carbon fines, as specified in the SRP, The
staff will review individual applications for FDA/DC against the SRP criteria.<

Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

3.3.4 Hydrogen Control

Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies design criteria
that are intended to prevent the formation of explosive hydrogen and air,

mixtures and to ensure that the GRWPS is designed to withstand the effects of
detonations. EPRI states that the off-gas process stream will be continuously
maintained nonflammable by limiting the hydrogen volumetric concentration to
less than 4 percent, in BWRs, this is accomplished by dilution _with the steam
from the steam jet air ejector, in the case of hydrogen water chemistry, when
waste gases contain an excess of hydrogen, stoichiometric amounts of oxygen
will be injected upstream of the recombiner. In PWRs, where the off-gases are
infrequently received from the reactor coolant and auxiliary building drain
tanks and where the boron recycle system is the only plant degasifier provid-
ing waste gas to the GRPWS, gas analyzers connected to the annunciators will
be provided to warn the operators and let them take remedial actions. Also,
oxygen concentration in the off-gas will be maintained below 4 percent by
volume.

Item Il B.6 of SRP Section 11.3 gives the features required to protect the
GRWPS from potentially explosive mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen. In a letter
dated March 22, 1981, the staff requested that EPRI give its position on
compliance with this criterion, in its response dated August 18, 1989, EPRI
committed to revise the Evolutionary Requirements Document to make the design
of the GRWPS consistent with the SRP acceptance criterion. The staff conclud-
ed that this was an acceptable commitment and identified it as a confirmatory
issue in the DSER for Chapter 12.

In response to the DSER confirmatory issue, EPRI has revised Table B.1-2 of
Appendix B to Chapter 1 to show that the ALWR will be designed to comply with
SRP Section 11.3. 510 wever, the requirements in Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 12
are not sufficiently detailed to enable the staff to conclude that the GRWPS
will be designed to be consistent with the SRP acceptance criterion, for
example the section does not state the criterion for minimum design pressure
of the GRWPS for a BWR to withstand the effects of a hydrogen explosion, nor
does it provide the needed number, type, and location of analyzers for
monitoring hydrogen and oxygen. Also, Table 12.3-1 of Chapter 12 does not
provide sufficient details to conclude that the monitoring provisions will be
consistent with the SRP acceptance criterion.

Although Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not address
all the criteria in the SRP, Chapter 1 requires that vendors comply with SRP
Section 11.3. The staff expects that applicants referencing the Evolutionary-
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Requirements Document will comply with the SRP, as committed to in Appendix B
to Chapter 1, and concludes that this is acceptable. The staff will review
individual applications for FDA/DC against the SRP criteria discussed above.
Therefore, this DSER confirmatory issue is closed.

3.3.5 Bypass of Charcoal Beds
,

The original version of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
stated that for the PWR GRWPS, charcoal beds would be provided with intercon-
nections to bypass any beds.

In its August 18, 1989, response to the staff's request for information dated
March 22, 1989, on bypass provisions as they relate to the design of the'

charcoal adsorber beds for PWRs, EPRI committed to change the design to allow '

the bypassing of any one bed (EPRI requires the PWRs to have one guard bed and
at least two charcoal adsorber beds). The staff concluded that this was
acceptable and identified the commitment to revise the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document as a confirmatory issue in the DSER for Chapter 12.

In a letter dated May 22, 1991, EPRI stated that it had revised Sec-
tion 3.3.2.3 of Chapter 12 to allow the bypassing of any one charcoal adsorber
bed. The staff has verified that this revisions has been made. Therefore,
this DSER confirmatory issue is closed. >

3.3.6 fire Protection

in the DSER for Chapter 12, the staff identified fire protection requirements4

for the.GRWPS as an open issue. The staff discusses in detail the closure of
this issue in Section 2.2.10 of this chapter. Therefore, this DSER open issue
is closed.

3.4 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 3 of Chapter 12 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
guidelines and are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide
sufficient information to make a determination that the plant-specific design
and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance
with the additional guidance provided in the SRP, or provide justification for 1

alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.

,

2
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4 LIQUID RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSlHG SYSTEM

4.1 functionJ

Section 4.1.2 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
that the liquid radioactive waste processing system (LRWPS) be designed to
perform the following functions:

Classify and segregate wastes into subsystems for collection and*

efficient and economical processing.

Provide the capacity to accumulate and process liquid radioactive wastes*

produced in the plant during normal operation and during anticipated
operational occurrences, including shutdown, refueling, and maintenance,
without affecting plant availability.

Provide alternative or redundant processing paths to ensure LRWPS and*

plant availability. This includes provisions for the use of mobile
equipment.

Provide for the transfer of filter backwashes, tank sludge, and spent*

resin to the solid radioactive waste processing system.

Produce treated waste of acceptable quality for reuse within the plant,*

as appropriate, particularly that from BWR equipment drains.

Produce treated effluents that can be discharged to the environment*

within the ALWR goals. The staff discusses these ALWR goals in Section
2.1 of this Chapter.

Control and monitor LRWPS releases of chemical and radioactive materials*

to the environment in accordance with the applicable regulatory require-i

ments.

Protect plant personnel from radiation exposure and incorporate the*

basic ALARA (as low as is reasonably achievable) objectives by, for
example, the use of automated systems, appropriate arrangement, reliable
and readily operable and maintainable equipment, shielding, and remotely
operated instrumentation and controls.

4.2 Performance Reauirements

The following is a summary of some of the performance, arrangement, and equip-
ment requirements for the LRWPS given in Sections 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5 of
Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document:

Radioactive wastes will be segregated according to the following*

subsystems: equipment drains, floor drains, chemical wastes, and
detergent wastes, and mixed wastes.

There will be a single monitored pipe from the LRWPS sample tanks to a*

routing to the environment.
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A minimum flow of dilution water for radioactive waste discharges will*

always be available.

All liquid radioactive waste will be discharged to the environment via*

tanks where the contants of the tanks will be mixed and sampled and
proven acceptable before they are discharged.

Cach subsystem of the LRWPS will have sufficient process flow and*

storage capacity to process the inputs during normal operation and
during anticipated operational occurrences.

Provision will be made for the collection of leakage and spills and for*

the control of radioactive gases and particles in locations where mobile
equipmtnt may be u ed.

Tanks will be designed to prevent uncontrolled release of radioactive*

material due to spillage.

liydrogen-containing wastes in PWRs will be collected in covered drain*

tanks or routed directly via the chemical and volume control systems to
the borated waste processing subsystem.

To eliminate a potential source of airborne radioactivity, liquid*

radioactive wastes from nomhydrogen-bearing (PWR) radioactive or
potentially radioactive plant systems will be piped directly from
radioactive plant systems to sumps or collection tanks.

Equipment drain sumps in controlled access areas will be provided with*

curbs to prevent them from becoming contaminated in the event of
flooding from ad, ent floors.

Floor drain piping will be routed and/or sealed to prevent cross flow of*

airborne radioactivity between building rooms and/or compartments where
such cross flow is undesirable.

Piping for concentrated chemical solutions will be sized to prevent*

plugging during resin transfer and will have provisions for flushing to
keep it free of solids after use; the piping will be designed to
preclude solidification of the solution in the lines and heat traced, as
appropriate.

Valves used in the 1.RWPS must not act as crud traps. Materials used for*

valve packing will have adequate radiation resistance to minimize the
heed for replacing the packing.

Pumps will be flange-connected to facilitate pump removal and replace-*

ment.

Evaporators (when used) will be designed for ease of disassembly and*

assembly and replacement of internal components. Also, they will be
capable of remote operation during maintenance activities.

Remote or semi-remote handling techniques and equipment will be used to*

the extent practicable in the operation and maintenance of the system. |
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All tanks will be provided with outside ladders and manholes sized to*

permit easy access for personnel wearing anticontamination clothing. To
minimize the accumulation of crud on tank bottoms (and the ensuing
increase in radiation levels), tank bottoms will be sloped or dished
with a drain line at the lowest point of the tank and crevices and crud
traps will be excluded during fabrication.

Evaporators will be capable of being drained and flushed after use to*

prevent crud buildup and will be provided with connections for chemical
decontamination. Radioactive components of the evaporator complex will
be arranged in separate shielded areas to reduce radiation exposure from
adjacent components during maintenance activities.

Valves and instrumentation in lines servicing the evaporator will be*

located outside the evaporator enclosure so that maintenance on or
operation of these components can be performed in a lower radiation
field. In addition, all evaporator sampling points will be shielded to
minimize personnel exposure.

In the original version of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, EpR1
implied that the requirement for direct piping of licuid radioactive waste
from radioactive plant systems to sumps or liquid racioactive waste collection
tanks to eliminate potential sources of airborne radioactivity in the plant
was equally applicable for BWRs. Additionally, if included the following
information:

LRWPS filters - functional requirements; requirements for backwashing (if*

applicable) and pressure drop and pressure capability of internal compo-
nents; requirements or guidance for specific filter types: cartridge
type, pressure precoat (vertical tube and centrifugal discharge) types,
etched disk type, and crossflow type; requirements for filter housing and
internal components

ion exchangers - design considerations and operational requirements (e.g.,=

resin additien and removal; resin retention; strainers; underdrains; and
disassembly, assembly, and replacement of internal components)

EPRI deleted the above information in Revision 3 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document. During its reviews of individual applications for FDA/DC, the
staff will review the design and operating procedures for filters and ion
exchangers and the piping layout for transporting liquid radioactive wastes
from applicable c.lant systems to liquid radioactive waste collection tanks or
sumps to determlie whether these features facilitate ease of plant operation,
minimize unschedn ed plant-shutdowns, and are consistent with keeping occupa-
tional exposures ALARA.

4.3 Ct.nclusion

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 4 of Chapter 12 do not
conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are acceptable. However, by
themselves.-they do not provide sufficient Mormation to make a determination
that the plant-specific design and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore,
roolicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required
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to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance provided in the SRP, or
provide justification for alternative means of implementing the associated
regulatory requirements.

_ _ __ _ _
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5 SOLID RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE PROCESSlHG SYSTEM

5.1 Definition

The solid radioactive waste processing system will include the wet solid waste
processing system, the dry solid waste processing system, and the onsite
storage facility. According to the Evolutionary Requirements Document, wet
solid wastes will consist of coent resins, filter backwash sludges, and tank
sludges. Dry solid wastes we consist of compactible wastes, such as rags,
paper, and clothing, and of r,oncompactible wastes, such as contaminated tools,
discarded radioactive equipment parts, maintenance wastes, and PWR filter
cartridges. <

5.2 Wet Solid Waste Processina Syst m

5.2.1 functions

Section 5.2.1 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
that the wet solid waste processing system be designed to perform the follow-
ing functions:

Transport, receive, store, and process sludges from filter backwash and*

tank settling, and resins from ion exchangers. Processing will include
sludge concentration in phase separators, with routing of the decant to
the liquid radioactive waste processing system.

Transfer the spent resins and sludges and dewater them within a shipping*

container.

Return removed fluids to the liquid radioactive waste processing system.*

Cap or otherwise seal the container.*

Sample the waste in a representative location to determine its classifi-*

cation in accordance with 10 CFR Part 61.

Sample the external surface of containers (or shield for shielded*

containers) for surface contamination.

Transport filled containers to the onsite storage facility if shipment*

is temporarily not possible.

5.2.2 System Requirements

The following is a summary of somo'of the performance, system .and equipment
requirements-for the wet solid waste processing system described in Sec-
tions 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 of Chapter 12:

Spent ion exchange resins will.be collected by type (bead or powder)*

and/or by expected radiation level in either spent resin or phase
separator tanks.
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The waste sludge phase separator tank will collect filtered backwash*

sludges, collector tank sludges, and concentrates from BWR condensate
polisher prefilters.

In the BWR, the reactor water cleanup (P.WCU) filter /demineralizer resins*

and the fuel pool filter /demineralizer resins will be collected in two
parallel RWCU phase separator tanks.

The plant designer will establish the dewatering system capacity and*

process schedule to enable a tank of wet wastes to be processed and
shipped within one-half the time interval between successive discharges
into the spent resin tank or phase separator tank.

The wet solid waste processing system will be capable of producing a*

product that satisfies the waste characteristics requirements of
10 CFR 61.56, pertinent State regulations, and disposal site require-
ments.

The plant _ designer will define the set of process operating parameters*

and associated tolerances that ensure that the waste characteristics
requirements can be met for each type of wet solid waste processed.

The plant designer will define a test program that demonstrates that the*

waste characteristics requirements can be met for each type of wet solid
waste to be processed. lesting is required for new process equipment or
different waste forms. If the process equipment and waste types are
identical to those at operating plants, the designer may substitute the
results of operating experience for performance testing.

The plant designer will design the dewatering equipment, as well as the*

permanent piping and valves, for receipt of spent resins and sludges and
return of process effluents and will provide the interface and perfor-
mance requirements for the use of mobile equipment for the dewatering of
resins and sludges, if desired.

Means will be provided to permit future transfer of spent resins and*

sleb es to an in-plant solidification facility.

Piping used for the hydraulic transport of slurries, such as ion*

exchange resins, filter backwash sludges, and waste tank sludges, and of
waste concentrates (if present) will be sized to prevent plugging during
transport and will have provisions for flushing.

Means will be provided to permit a radiation survey of the contents of*

each waste container so that the waste can be classified in accordance
with 10 CFR 61.55. Radiation surveys of container contents will be
performed by using gamma scans from outside the container, if possible,
rather than by monitoring waste removed from the container.

Heans will be provided to obtain samples periodically for determining*

and verifying the scaling factors used for waste classification.

The design of the equipment for dewatering the radioactive slurry will*

incorporate features such as the capability to hook up and disengage the
filling head to the container either remote automatically or remote
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manually to minimize operator exposure, Additionally, the design will
permit the above operations to be performed manually. The slurry
container will be designed to prevent slurry overflow and will be vented
to minimize the spread of airborne contamination.

Filled containers will be properly shielded, as needed; filled contain-*

ers that are not shielded will be remotely transported to minimize
operator radiation exposure.

The expected isotopic distribution and resulting radiation levels to be used
for shielding evaluations of systems containing wet solid wastes are not
within the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document and will be defined
by the plant designer.

5.3 Dry Solid Waste process _too SYslR3

5.3.1 functions

Section 5.3.1 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
that the dry solid waste processing system be designed to perform the follow-
ing functions:

segregate wastes at the source locations |*

transport dry solid wastes to the radioactive waste facility-*

provide interim storage for-incoming dry solid wastese

sort dry solid waste (compactible from noncompactible, waste witha

activity too high for hand sorting, nonradioactive waste, and wasts that
will be reused)

compact dry solid waste that is.compactible*

package both compactible and noncompactible dry solid waste into storagea

or shipping containers

transport filled containers to the shipping vehicle or the onsitea

storage facility

monitor the waste to determine its classification in accordance witha

10 CFR Part 61.

5.3.2 System Requirements

The following is a summary of_some of the performance, system, and equipment-
recuirements for the dry solid waste processing system given in Sections 5.3.2
anc 5.3.3 of Chapter 12:

The dry solid waste processing system will be capable of producing a*

product that satisfies the waste characteristics requirements of
10 CFR 61.56, pertinent State regulations, and disposal site. r_oquire-
ments.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 12.5-3'
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Means will be provided to permit the monitoring of dry solid wastej =

i containers to determine the classification of the waste in accordance
j with 10 CFR 61.55.

) The following requirements comply with Regulatory Guide 8.8:
;

Unsorted dry solid waste will be stored in a separate room with one area1
+

for high-activity waste and another for low-activity waste. Movable,

j shielding will be provided to separate the high- and low-activity waste
: storage areas.
!

Equipment needed for transporting filled waste shipping containers will- *
i

a be shielded to minimize operator exposure.

Both the sorting table (the table for sorting dry solid wastes by hand)*

and the compactor for dry solid waste will have dedicated air filtrationt

systems with high-efficiency particulate air filters to prevent the
] spread of airborne contamination and to limit respirator use by person-
| nel, as appropriate.

5.4 Onsite Storaae facility

| 5.4.1 functions

: Section 5.4.1 of Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document requires
# that the onsite storage facility be designed to perform the following func-

tions:4

Provide for at least 6 months of storage of all packaged wet and dry*
,

4 solid wastes.

! Provide shielding as required.*

Provide for transport, placement, and removal of packaged wastes within*

the premises,4

Provida means for collecting spilled liquids and releasing airborne*
,

radioactivity via monitored release paths.

Provide shielded space for radioactive decay of packaged wastes before.

they are shipped. This is included in the 6-month space requirement.

5.4.2 Performance Requirements

The following is a summary of some of the performance requirements for the
onsite storage facility identified in Section 5.4 2 of Chapter 12:

High- and low-radiation waste containers will be stored in separate.

shielded storage areas within an onsite storage facility that will be in
close proximity to the radioactive waste facility and within'a common
low-level, controlled access area. The storage areas will be shielded
so that radiation exposure from the stored containers will not restrict
access.to onsite areas outside the storage area and will not exceed
2.5 mrem / hour for adjacent areas.

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 12.5-4
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l The storage facility will have curbs to contain any '; of solids or*

j liquids (e.g., sludges or dewatered resins) resi the inadver-,

e6 'e will bei tent breach of a waste container, and the built -

' vented through the heating, ventilation, and a ig system tosi

j prevent the uncontrolled release of any airbe ity,'

i The high-radiation storage area will be provit . remote viewing*

capability to verify handling operations and t. it identification of |
a

1 the containers.
'

The required storage volume will be based on the maximum number of fulli *

; shipping or storage containers used in 6 months and the number of
' containers required to fill one transport vehicle, plus a 25-percent

margin.

The storage area will be located indoors.*
,

The facility will have provisions for collecting any spilled radioactive*
liquids and returning them to the liquid radioactive waste processing
system.

5.5 Conclusion

Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not include the
design of shipping containers as part of the requirements for the solid
radioactive waste processing system. However, with regard to shipping
containers for the processed wet solid wastes, EPRI has identified an inter-
face requirement for the plant designer in Section 5.2.1,4 of Chapter 12.
This interface requirement requires the plant designer to interface with the
shipping container supplier and with disposal sites to ensure compatibility
with system designs. Therefore, the staff concludes that the design of the
shipping container is not within the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. Although the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not include an
explicit interface requirement for the shipping container for. processed dry
solid wastes, the staff concludes that the design of-dry waste shipping
containers also is not within the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document. For the above reasons, the staff will review the design of shipping
containers both for wet and dry solid wastes against the acceptance criteria
in SRP Section 11.4, " Solid Waste Management Systems," and applicable sections
of 10 CFR Part 61 during its review of individual applications for'FDA/DC.

The staff concludes that the requirements of Section 5 of Chapter 12 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document do not conflict with current regulatory
guidelines and are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide
sufficient information to make a determination that the plant-specific design
and arrangement will be adequate. Therefore, applicants referencing the
Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate. compliance -
with the additional guidance provided in the SRP, or provide justification for-
alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory requirements.
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6 CONCLUSION

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements established in Chapter 12 of '

the Evolutionary Requirements Document for the design and arrangement of the
radiorctive waste processing systems do not conflict with current regulatory
guidelines and are acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide ,

sufficient information for the staff to determine if the plant-specific-design
and arrangement of the radioactive waste processing systems will be adequate.
Applicants referencing the Evolutionary Requirements Document will be required
to demonstrate compliance with the additional guidance in the SRP, or provide
justification for alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

Therefc.'e, the staff concludes that Chapter 12 specifies requirements that,
subject to resolution of the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if
properly translated into a design and constructed and operated in accordance ;

wit 1 the NRC regulations in force at the time the design is submitted, should
result in a nuclear power plant whose radioactive waste processing systems are
such that there will be no undue risk to the health and safety of the public
or to the environment.

1
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APPENDIX A
DErlNITIONS AND ACRONYMS

Appendix A to Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains a
list of acronyms. The staff has provided a consolidated list of acronyms in
Volume 1 of this report.
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF DESIGN AND OPERATIAG TECHN!Q!IES TO REDUCE RADI0 ACTIVE WASTE

Appendix B to Chapter 12 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides a
summary of design and operating techniques to reduce the generation of liquid,
solid, and gaseous radioactive waste volumes; minimize liquid waste contamina-
tion; minimize area contamination; ease cleanup of contaminated areas; and
provide equipment decontamination capability. Additionally, this appendix
summarizes EPRI's perception of good management and operating practices for
meeting the objectives n:entioned above. A few examples of the techniques are
the following:

(1) Use demineralizers instead of evaporators for processing liquid radioac-
tive waste.

(2) Use precoat filters with body feed and organic polymers in the liquid
radioactive waste processing system.

(3) Discard resins (e.g., BWR condensate polisher resins; deep bed resins in
radioactive waste ion exchangers, the spent fuel pool cleanup system, and
the PWR chemical and volume control system) after their full use rather
than regenerate them.

(4) Provide hydraulic equipment with the means for retaining and collecting
oil to prevent the oil from escaping to floors and floor drains.

(5) Dewater wet solid wastes rather than solidify them to avoid an increase
in waste volume because of solidification additives and the flushing or
cleaning of solidification equipment.

(6) Provide hollow fiber filters upstream of condensate polishers to avoid
cleaning the polisher resin.

(7) Use ambient temperature charcoal delay beds to reduce vulnerability to
charcoal con' amination from malfunction of gas conditioning equipment.

(8) Eliminate high-efficient particulate air exhaust filters in the gaseous
radioactive waste processing system (GRWPS).

(9) Use volume-reduction technologies, such as incineration and supercom-
paction, for still further reductions in the volume of processed solid
wastes.

The staff concludes that the appendix contains guidelines that may be useful
to the plant designer (for meeting the objectives outlined above) except the
incineration technique recommended in item 9. The recommendation is contrary
to EPRI's statement in Section 1.5.6.3 of Chapter 12. This section rules out
the use of incineration for reducing solid waste volume because incinerator
systems are complicated, present added l' censing requirements, and may be
counter to EPRI's ALWR " good neighbor policy." EPRI has included the appendix
for information only and does not consider it part of the Chapter 12 require-
ments (Chapter 12, Section 1.2). Therefore, the staff considers all the
design and operating techniques identified in the appendix as suggestions ce
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t

recommendations for the plant designer, except for a few, which are identified
as requirements in other parts of Chapter 12 (e.g., item 8, elimination of
HEPA exhaust filters downstream of charcoal delay beds in the GRWPS, is

,

indicated in Figure 12.3-1). The staff has no position on the recommendations '

that are not identified as requirements elsewhere in the Evolutionary Require-
monts Docun. ant.

,
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CHAPTER 13, " MAIN TURBlNE-GENERATOR SYSTEMS"

1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the SER documents the NRC staff's review of t.hapter 13. " Main
Turbine-Generator Systems," of the Evolutionary Requirements Document through
Revision 3. Chapter 13 was prepared, under the project direction of EPRI and
the ALWR Utility Steering Committee, by Duke Power Company; General Electric
Company; MPR Associates, Inc.; S. Levy Inc.; Science Applications Internation-
al Corporation; Westinghouse Electric Corporation; and EPRI.

On February 6, 1989, EPRI submitted the original version of Chapter 13 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for staff review. By letters dated March
22, September 14, and October 19, 1989, and July 13, 1990, the staff requested
that EPRI supply additional information. EPRI provided the information in its
responses dated August 18 and December 22, 1989, and January 18, March 16, and
October 12, 1990.

On January 15, 1991, the staff issued its DSER for Chapter 13 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document. On May 29, 1990, the staff and EPRI met
with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards Subcommittee on Improved
Light Water Reactors to discuss Chapter 13, the staff's corresponding DSER,
the outstanding issues from the staff's review of Chapter 13, and EPRI's
approach to resolving each issue.

On September 7,1990, EPRI submitted Revision 1 of the Evolutionary Require-
ments Document. Revisions 2, 3, and 4 were docketed an April 26 and
November 15, 1991, and April 17, 1992, respectively.

1.1 Review Criteria

Section 1 of Volume 1 of this report describes the approach and review
criteria used by the staff during its review of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document.

1.2 Scope and Structure of Chaole_r_]]t

Chapter 13 of the Fvolutionary Requirements Document defines the ALWR Utility
Steering Committee's overall requirements for the main turbine-generator
systems including the main turbine system, the main generator system, and the
support subsystems for each. Although these requirements apply to BWRs ard
PWRs, which will be rated up to 1350 MWe, a plant rated at 1100 MWe with a
six-flow turbine was used in establishing some requirements that are based, in
part, on economic evaluations. _

The key topics addressed in the Chapter 13 review include EPRI-proposed design
requirements for

availability=

planned outage schedulea

.
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duty cycle.

abnormal operating conditionse

equipment environment.

1.3 Policy issuel

During its review of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document, the
staff did not identify issues that involve policy questions for the tecnnical
areas discussed in this chapter, other than those aircady identified in the
Commission papers listed in Appendix B to Chapter 1 of this report.

l.4 Qut s t andirtg,,_biqqi

The DSER for Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contained
the following outstanding issues:

DMJLbluti

(1) 60-year design life (2.2)

(2) foundation design for turbine-generator systems (2.3)

(3) seismic design of BWR main steamline (3.1.1)

(4) dynamic seismic system analysis for seismic Category 11 BWR components
or systems (3.1.1)

(5) seismic design of BWR turbine stop valves (3.1.1)

(6) inspection and quality assurance guidelines for turbine stop valves,
turbine control valves, turbine bypass valves, and main steam leads
(3.1.2)

(7) testing and inspection techniques for main turbine (3.1.2)

(8) turbine maintenance program (3.1.3)

(9) probability of turbine missile generation (3.1.4)

(10) post-machining inspection of one-piece rotor (3.1.5)

(11) performance requirement for turbine exhaust boots (3.1.7)
"

(12) nozzle block alignment (3.1.8)

(13) radial and thrust bearing performance (3.2)

(14) overspeed limit for governor (3.3)

(15) load shedding without turbine trip (3.3)

(16) screens in reheat stop or intercept valver (3.3)

(17) inservice inspection of main stop and control valves and reheat stop and
intercept valves (3.3)
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(18) extraction steam check valves (3.3) '

(19) detection of hydrogen seal oil leakage (4.5)

(20) generator instrumentation (4.8)
1

Confirmatory Issues

; None

The final disposition of each of these issues 'is discussed in detail in the,

appropriate ection of this chapter, as indicated by the parenthetical4

i notation following each issue. All outstanding issues identified in the DSER
for Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document have been resolved.

; 1.5 Vendor- or Utiljty-Sprific Items
:

; The vendor- or utility-specific items, with references to appropriate sections
of this chapter given in parentheses,.are listed below. The designators in
froi. of each issue provide a unique identifier for each issue. The letter5

"E' M'..tes that the issue app'.ias to evolutionary plant designs. The first
i nume. w signates the chapter in which it is identified. The letter "V"

designates that it is a vendor- or utility-specific item. The final number is;

the sequential number assigned to it-in the chapter.

E.13.V-1 60-year design life for. major components of the main turbine-"

; generator (2.2)
i

! E.13.V-2 use of seismic experience data base for seismic qualification
j (3.1.1)
;

| E.13.V-3 performance and safety requirements for main turbine (3.1.3)
;

i E.13.V-4 turbine maintenance program

E.13.V-5 effect of other duty cycles on long-term integrity of the turbine,

1 (3.1.4)

E.13.V-6 facture toughness properties of turbine casing material (3.1.4)

| E.13.V-7 part-macnining inspection of one-piece rotor (3.1.5)
i
; E.13,V-8 need for orototype testing of new or significantly changed designs

(3.1.6 ond 4.1.1)
4

E.13,V-9 adequacy of turbine control system (3.3)

: E.13.V-10 inservice inspection intervals for main stop and control valves and
; rehest stop and intercept valves (3.3)

E.13.V-Il seal clearances of gland seal system (3;4)
:

2

i
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2 POLICY STATEMENTS AND KEY REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Policy Statemen u

Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document specifies requirements
for the turbine-generator systems that are applicable to evolutionary LWRs.
Section 1 of Chapter 13 contains those policies established by the ALWR
Utility Steering Committee relating to the design approach to be used in
developing the main turbine system and the main generator system. The main
turbine system will include the main turbine, the lube oil system, the turbine
control system, the gland f.eal system, and instrumentation. The main genera-
tor system will include the main generator, the excitation system, the stator
cooling water system, the hydrogen cooling system, the hydrogen seal oil
system, the hydrogen and carbon dioxide system, the generator control system,
and instrumentation.

Section 1.5 of Chapter 13 specifies key requirements regarding design life,
operability (normal and abnormal conditions), reliability, accessibility,
maintainability, and inspectability for evolutionary LWRs for which the
Evolutionary Requirements Document is applicable.

2.2 Performance and Operational Reouiremen u

Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary RequiremenL Document states e

that the turbine-generator will be designed to operate for 60 years without an y

extended refurbishment outage being necessary. The turbine-generator designer ?will identify specific actions to . improve turbine-generator availability to ~

meet the goal for overall plant average annual availability specified in
Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The planned outage for
the ALWR turbine-generator will be concurrent with refueling outages. Overall
requirements specify that regular annual planned maintenance will be completed
within an average of 25 days or less (see Section 2 of Chapter 1 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document). An additional 180 days of outage will be
allowed in a 10-year period. The turbine-generator and turbine valves should
be capable of operating for a minimum of 6 years between inspections. EPRI
states that current good practices indicate 10-week outages every 5 to 6
operational years are appropriate for a major turbine-generator inspection. ..'

Section 2.2.1 of the Requirements Document states that the vendor of the
turbine-generator will identify major components that will require replacement
in less than 60 years. By letter dated sluly 13, 1990, the staff requested
justification for the specific time period for the main turbine-generator
systems. In addition,.it requested that EPRI address how it determines
overall design life. This was identified as an open issue in the DSER for
Chapter 13. By letter datt / October 12, 1990, EPRI stated that changes to
Chapter 13 in the Evolutiohary Requirements Document had been made to address
this concern. The staff finds that Section 2.2.1 has been revised to add a
statement that the estimate and basis of tne expected life of these components
will be identified. Furthermore, Section 3.3 of Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document states that the ALWR plant will be designed for 60 years
of operation without the need for an extended refurbishment outage and to
permit expeditious component replacement because of obsolescence and failure
over a lifetime of 60 years. The staff concludes that EPRI's requirements in
Section 2.2.1 that the turbine-generator be designed to operate for 60 years
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or be designed to facilitate replacement do not conflict with regulatory
requirements for non-safety related systems. Therefore, this DSER open issue
is closed. However, the overall design life will have to be qualified as
discussed in Chapter 1 of this report. The staff will evaluate this issue
during its review of an individual application for FDA/DC.

Because several large U.S. utilities may have a substaMial portion of their
load served by nuclear power, some load-cycling service may be desirable.
Accordingly, a load-follow operating cycle is specified in Section 2.2.4 of
Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document.

Section 2.2.4.2 of Chapter 13 states that the capability to suoply in-house
loads for 2 hours in the event of a loss of offsite power without any
detrimental effect on the systems or components will significantly educe the
frequency of a core damage accident.

Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 13 states that adequate design margin will be
provided to permit off-normal frequency operation without damage for periods

,

of time that are long enough to permit initiation of protective trips and to ,

recover without trip for short-duration frequency deviations. EPRI also
'

states that the desian of the turbine-generator and components will prcvide
sufficient margin and/or redundancies to account for anticipated abnormal3

d
operating conditions to avoid limiting conditions of operation over the entire%m

operating cycle.

2.3 System and Eouipment Requirements
%h
am Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
;gby , that the use of proven technology is fundamental to the concept of the ALWR.
m However, EPRI establishes no specific criteria for the number of years
'

- required before a design will be considered to be proven. EPRI states that
improvements in the design of components of proven experience may be made for
ALWRs for which the Evolutionary Requirements Document is applicable without
resulting in changes to the basic configuration of the component.

There are no code requirements that are specifically applicable to the
analysis of most of the major turbine-generator components. Therefore, the
Evolutionary Requirements Document establishes minimum criteria for the
analysis of turbine-generator components in the areas of stress, brittle
fracture, f:tigue, and flaw size.

: Additional requirements for the turbine-generator system are provided in
Section 2.3 of Chapter 13 in the areas of analysis of the structural founda-
tion; operability and maintainability; equipment access; maintenance, inspec-
tion, and testing requirements; modularization; and fire protection.

- In a letter dated July 13, 1990, the staff requested that EPRI address
allowable soil (static and dynamic) characteristics and parameters considered
for the design of the foundations of the main turbine-generator systems. In
addition, EPRI was asked to address applicable structural design parameters,
static and dynamic models to be used in the systems analysis, loading assump-
tions, and other characteristics for the foundation design of the turbine-
generator systems. By letter dated October 12, 1990, EPRI responded to this

i
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concern. Because the staff had not completed its review when the DSER for
Chapter 13 was issued, it identified soil-structure interactions as an open
issue in the DSER.

Section 2.3.5.2 of Chapter 13 was expanded in Revision 1 to require that plant
designers include soil-structure interactions in the foundation design and
analysis and identify the basis for the soil (static and dynamic) characteris-
tics allowed in the design analysis, in addition, designers are required to
describe the structural design parameters, the controlling physical and
geometric parameters, the static and dynamic models used in the systems
analysis, and the basis for selecting the design models and the assumed loads.
The staff concludes that these revision are acceptable; therefore, this DSER
open issue is closed. .

<
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3 MAIN TURBINE SYSTEM

Section 3 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document provides the
definition and performance and equipment requirements for the main turbine
system. This system will include the' main turbine and the following support
subsystems: lube oil system, turbine control system, gland seal system, and
instrumentation.

3.1 Main Turbine

The main turbine will include the high- and low-pressure turbines, the turbine
stop and control valves, the reheat stop and intercept valves, the turning
gears, and other associated piping and equipment.

3.1.1 Safety Classification

Chapter 1 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document references American
National Standards Institute /American Nuclea: Society (ANSI /ANS) 52.1,
" Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of Stationary BWRs," as an alternative
way of complying with Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality Group Classifications
and Standards for Water , Steam , and Radioactive Waste-Containing Components
of Nuclear Power Plants." In Section 4.3.A of the DSER for Chapter 1, the
staff stated that it had not completely endorsed this industry standard and
was concerned-about= the design and quality assurance requirements of the
standard for certain components in the power conversion system and portions of
the main turbine system.

In its letter of October 19, 1989, the staff requested that EPRI supply
additional information regarding the seismic design of the turbine stop valves
and quality assurance criteria for the turbine stop valves, turbir.c control
valves, turbine bypass valves, and main steam leads from the-turbine control-
valves to the turbine casing. By letter dated March 16, 1990, EPRI provided
its response. In the LSER for Chapter 13, the staff concluded that EPRI's
response was not completely acceptable for BWR designs and identified the
following open issues:

seismic classification of main steaniline.

seismic qualification by experiencea

seismic design of BWR turbine stop valves*

inspection and quality assurance=

The staff's evaluation of the first three issues is given below. The fourth
issue is discussed in Section 3.1.2.

Seismic Classification of Main Steamline

The staff discusses this issue in detail in Section-2.3.1 of Appendix B to
Chapter 1 of this report. Those portions of the main steamline that are
applicable to the main turbine are included.
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J Seismic Qualification by Experion_ce

In Section 3.1.1 of the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff discussed its concern
.

regarding the definition of seismic Category 11 in Chapter 1 of the original'

Evolutionary Requirements Document and identified it as an open issue.

Position C.2 in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification," ,

j addresses non-seismic Category 1 items whose failure could reduce the
functioning of any safety-related item to an unacceptable safety level. These

,

| items should be designed and constructed so that the safe shutdown earthquarke
(SSE) would not cause such a failure. Section 4.5.4.8 of Chapter 6 of the -
Evolutionary Requirements Document allows the use of the seismic experience
data base as the basis for qualifying these items, and if a seismic analysis

j is required, the plant designer is allowed to use the simplified analysis
procedure described in RG 1.143, " Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste
Management Systems, Structures, and Components Installed in light-Water-Cooled
Nuclear Plants." The staff concludes that this position is not completely

,

acceptable. Its position on the use of the seismic experience data base for
i piping and equipment is discussed in Chapter 1, Section 4.8.1, of this report.
i in addition, to satisfy RG 1.29 and item II h in SRP Section 3.7.3, " Seismic
! Subsystem Analysis," and Item II.k in SRP Section 3.9.2, " Dynamic Testing and

Analysis nf Systems, Components, and Equipment," these non-seismic Category I
items should be analyzed to SSE loading conditions using the same criteria as

! those that are applicable to a seismic Category I item. The guidelines in RG
1.143 aliow a simplified analysis using only the operating basis earthquake
loading conditions and are not acceptable. Therefore, during its reviews of,

individual applications for FDA/DC, the staff will evaluate, on a case-by-d

case-basis, the use of the seismic experience data base for structures. If

! analyses are required, such reviews will be in accordance with RG 1.29 and SRP
Sections 3.7.3 and 3.9.2. Therefore, this DSER issue is closed. The overall

' requirement involving the use of the seismic experience data base for the
seismic qualification of certain equipment is discussed further by the staff

,

in Section 4.8.1 of Chapter 1 of this report.
.

Seismic Desian of BWR Turbine Ston Valves
,

: The turbine stop valve is not required to be classified as seismic Category 1;
i however, Position C.I.e of RG 1.29 states that.it should be designed to
! withstand the SSE and maintain its integrity. In a letter dated May 17, 1990,
i the staff requested that EPRI revise Section 3.3.1.1.2.11 of Chapter 13 to
: change the requirement that the turbine stop valve be designed to seismic
| Category II criteria to a requirement that it be designed in accordance with
j Positions C.l.e and C.2 in RG 1.29. This'was identified as an open issue in
; the DSER for Chapter 13. In Revision 3. EPRI responded to this request by.
] placing requirements in Chapters 2 and 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements

Document to satisfy Position C.I.e, including a new Section 4.5.4.8 in Chapter
6 to satisfy Position C.2.

The revised requirements of Chapters 2 and 13 state that the turbine stop
valve and piping to the turbine casing will be included in the mathematical.

model for the dynamic seismic analysis of the main steamlines and branch line ;

piping. The dynamic input loads for these analyses will be derived from a
j

time history model analysis or an equivalent method. These analyses will i
4 demonstrate the capability of the turbine stop valve to withstand the SSE- '

6esign loads, in combination with other appropriate loads, within the limits
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. specified for ASME Code, Section 111, Class 2 pipe. The staff concludes that
: implementation of these requirements will provide reasonable assurance of the

integrity of the turbine stop valve and piping to the turbine. Position C.I.e,

: in RG 1.29 is satisfied and these requirements are acceptable. Therefore,
! this DSER open issue is closed.

3.1.2 Inspection and Quality Assurar.ce

In Section 3.1.2 of the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff identified a concern
regarding inspection and quality assurance guidelines for the BWR turbine stop
valves, turbine control valves, turbine bypass valves, and main steam leads
from the turbine control valve to the turbine casing. For a BWR without the
intermediate shutoff valve in the main steamline batween the outside isolation
valve and the turbine stop valve, the staff's position is that the guidelines,

in SRP Section 3.2.2, " System Quality Group Classification," Appendix A,
'

should be included in the Evolutionary Requirements Document. This was,

; identified as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 13. In a letter dated
November 6, 1991 EPRI submitted i esponse to this issue. This response.

J contained a revision to Section ? .l.1.2.10 of Chapter 13 that requires that
'j the turbine stop, control, and F .ss valves and the main steam leads from the

turbine control valves to the turbine meet the quality group classifications
. specified in SRP Section 3.2.2, Appendix A, including the footnotes in Table
! A-1. The staff concludes that this is acceptable; therefore, this DSER open

issue is closed.
'

In addition, although EPRI specifies a design life of 60 years and proposes to
extend the interval between turbine inspections and overhauls,- the Evolution- -

ary Requirements Document, although it does provide requirements for accessi-
| bility in Section 3.3.1.2, does not include requirements for inspection
j activities, such as boroscopic examinations, nondestructive examination (NDE)

of high-stress areas, or component alignments. This is especially important
because of the proposed. load-following duty cycles and reject capability. In
the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff stated that EPRI should address this matter4

and identified it as an open issue. EPRI has stated that turbine inspections,

! are beyond the scope of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. The staff,
therefore, will review individual applications for FDA/DC or a combined
license to ensure that applicants provide requirements for turbine inspection,-
such as NDE methods, and a list of components to be inspected for NRC staff
review and approval before plant operation. Therefore, this DSER open issue
is closed.

3.1.3 Maintenance

Expanded operating requirements to allow on-line maintenance of the turbine
during periods of degradation of support systems have been included in
Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document. Although the staff has
no objection to proposed operating modes, allowing them can create conditions-
that impose added stress and harsher operating environments on the machine.
First, Section-3.2.1.6 of Chapter 13 indicates that long-term operation at
full power can be accommodated with reheat are partially or fully out of-
service. This can result in the movement of the point of moisture formation
__in the low-pressure turbine stages. When added to the other requirements that-

allow cycling and reduced power operation, the staff concludes that this may
necessitate the increased use of blade coatinge and internal moisture-removal

-devices and capacity. Furthermore, this operation could also change the

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 13.3-3
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conditions and use of extraction steam from these turbines. Second, Sec-
tion 3.2.1.5 of Chapter 13 specifies that the turbine will be able to operate
at up to 70 percent of full load with one string of either high-pressure or
low-pressure feedwater heaters out of service (bypassing of heater strings
will not be allowed). This reduction in extraction steam flow will have to be
accommodated by higher flows in the later stages of the turbine. Finally, 4

Section 3.2.1.4 of Chapter 13 specifies a turbine performance requirement that
the system be able to handle a load-following duty cycle. This operation will
also place added stress on the turbine and its support systems that must be
accommodated in the de'ign. Although the Evolutionary Requirements Document
states that the turbine will be able to handle these conditions without
deleterious effects, attention needs to be focused on the final designs and
testing by the vendor to ensure that the performance and safety requirements
are satisfactorily met. The staff will require the Al.WR designer or applicant
to demonstrate the acceptability of its design.

Although Section 3.3.1.2 of Chapter 13 discusses maintenance of the main
turbine, it.does not discuss the turbine maintenance program. In its
March 22, 1989, request for additional information, the staff asked EPRI to
include the turbine maintenance program. The program should require that
applicants either (1) submit a turbine maintenance program within 3 years of

' obtaining an operating license based on the manufacturer's calculations of
missile-generation probabilities or (2) volumetrically inspect all low-
pressure turbine disks at the second refueling outage and at every other
refueling outage thereafter until the staff approves a maintenance program.
On August 18 and December 22, 1989, EPRI responded that it considered the
maintenance requirement recommended by the NRC to be beyond the scope of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document and, therefore, did not include it in
Chapter 13.

In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff identified turbine maintenance as an
open issue and concluded that the requirement for the turbine maintenance
program was related to the requirement for the missile-generation probability.
Because the turbine maintenance program is outside the scope of the Evolution-
ary Requirements Document, the staff will review individual applications for
FDA/DC or a combined license to ensure t a t applicants provide requirements
for a turbine maintenance program for NRC staff review and approval before
plant operation. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

3.1.4 Turbine Missiles

General Design Criterion 4 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that
structures, systems, and components important to safety be protected against
the dynamic effects that may result from equipment failures, such as the
effects of turbine missiles. In support of this requirement, EPRI specifies
requirements that will help ensure tnat the main turbine will be designed and
operated in a manner that minimizes the probability that turbine missiles will
be generated.-

The original version of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document
required that turbine orientation be such that low trajectory missiles
resulting from turbine failures do not damage essential plant systems. In_a
letter dated August 18, 1989, responding to a staff comment, EPRI committed to
revise Section 3.3.1.1.1.14 of Chapter 13 to read:

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 13.3-4
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i Turbine orientation and placement within the turbine-generator
: building shall be such that any plane perpendicular to the turbine
: axis shall not intersect with the primary containment structure.

In addition, the probability of unacceptable damage to safety-'

related systems and components due to turbine missiles shall be
shown to be less than 1.0E-7 per year.

In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff stated that the ALWR lo* pressure4

turbine (s) should meet the specific failure probability of turbine-missile
,

generation related to specific turbine orientation. The failure probability
of missile generation for a favorably oriented turbine should be less than
1.0E-4 per reactor-year and for an unfavorably oriented turbine,1.0E-5 per
reactor-year. A turbine is favorably oriented if any plane perpendicular to
the turbine-generator axis is not intersected with the primary containment

,

i structure. These probabilities originated from the staff's review-of Westing-
i house and General Electric topical reports on analytical procedures for
'

turbine-missile analyses and were used for recently licensed operating plants.
The staff approved the Westinghouse methodology in its SER, " Extension of
Turbine Disc Inspection Schedule for Indian Point 3 Nuclear Generating

'

Station," February 2,1987, and the General Electric methodology in
; NUREG-1048, " Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Hope Creek

Generating Station," Supplerrent No. 6, July 1986.

: EPRI's proposed probability of unacceptable damage to safety-related systems
and enmponents of 1.0E-7 per year satisfies RG 1.115, " Protection Against Low-
Trajectory Turbine Missiles," and is acceptable. However, in the DSER for
Chapter 13, the staff' concluded that the ALWR turbine (s) should also satisfy
the failure probability of missile generation of either 1.0E-4 or 1.0E-5 per,

reactor year, depending on the turbine orientation, and identified this as an
,

| open issue.

In Revision 3, EPRI revised Section 3.3.1.1.1.14 of Chapter 13 to require that
the failure probability of missile generation for favorable turbine orienta-
tion be 1.0E-4 per reactor year and the probability of unacceptable damage to
safety-related systems and components resulting from turbine missiles be less-,

: than 1.0E-7 per year. EPRI states that the turbine missile generation
i probability should be based on NRC-approved methodology. The staff concludes

that this revision meets the criteria of RG 1.115 and SRP Section 3.5.1.3
" Turbine Missiles," and is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed.

Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 13 also specifies variation in duty cycle that can
affect the long-term integrity of the turbine. Examples include operation
without reheat, changes from full to partial arc admission, load following,
and isolation of feedwater heater strings. These can create fatigue effects,
change the location of the point where moisture forms, increase the amount of
condensation, or modify stage flows. The staff will consider these-issues
when it reviews an individual application for FDA/DC.

| In addition, applicants chould consider the fracture toughness procerties of
the turbine casing material in specifying the turbine design. This
consideration should reflect the potential effects of the environment in which

4
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! the turbine will operate. This facture toughness consideration is a measure
to mitigate the effects of turbine-missile-generating events. The staff will
review individual applications for FDA/DC to ensure that appropriate materials
have been selected for the turbine casing.

3.1.5 Rotor Disk

Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document proposes changes to the
design and operation of the main turbine that will' improve the reliability-and
availability of the unit.- Industry has proposed the elimination of the use of
shrunk-on rotor disks to solve the fatigue and stress-corrosion-cracking
problems of the rotor disk assemblies. EPRI has incorporated this solution
into Section 3.3.1.1.1.11 of Chapter 13 by requiring a one-piece rotor using
either an integral forging or welded design. Because SRP Section 10.2.3,
" Turbine Disk Integrity," gives specific guidelines on fracture toughness, .

material selection, and inservice inspection primarily for shrunk-on disk
designs, and a one-piece disk design will be used in the ALWR, SRP Sec-'

tion 10.2.3 does not apply. Additionally, although not actually specifying
materials, EPRI requires that materials, fabrication techniques, and coating
processes that have proved to increase resistance to intergranular stress
corrosion cracking and to other erosion and corrosion will be used in the
designs of rotors, nozzles, and blading. This must be balanced by the
requirements proposed by EPRI that the materials selected can be repaired in

-

the field.

In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff concluded that the use of a one-piece
rotor may require that additional emphasis be placed on post-machining
inspection and that the Evolutionary Requirements Document should address this
matter. This was identified as an open issue.

EPRI stated that the turbine manufacturer routinely includes detailed and
documented nondestructive examinations of rotors (and discs, whether separate
or not) at various stages in the fabrication process. Provisions for in-
process fabrication inspections are not considered to be safety-related
issues. Because turbine inspection is beyond the scope of-'the Evolutionary
Requirements Document, the staff will review applications for FDA/DC or a
combined license to ensure that applicants provide requirements for stringent
post-machining inspections to the NRC staff for review and approval before
plant operation. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

3.1.6 Performance Verification

In addition to the dimensional and fitup/ assembly checks specified in Sec-
tion 3.3.1.1.1.19 of Chapter 13, the performance of new or significantly
changed designs should be verificd through prototype testing. Because
Chapter 13 places heavy reliance cn the use of turbine-gcnerator components of
proven design, the staff does not expect-this concern to be an issue. There-
fore, it.will determine the need for prototype testing of new or significantly-
changed designs during its reviews of individual applications for FDA/DC.

3.1.7 Turbine Exhaust Boot

In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff concluded that EPRI had not provided
. performance requirements for the turbine exhaust boots and identified this
1ack as an open issue.
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. In a letter dated March 31, 1992, EPRI stated that the expansion joint between
j the turbine exhaust hood and the turbine exhaust boot was includeo in the
( scope of Chapter 2.. Section 4.4.3.13 of Chapter 2 requires that a stainless
j steel expansion joint and a water seal trough between the condenser and the

turbine be provided. A solid connection is permitted if the condenser is4

i spring mounted. The stainless steel expansion joint with a water trough is
included specifically to address the air in-leakage reliability requirements'

i for turbine exhaust boots. Additionally, Section 4.5.5.1 of Chapter 1 of the
! Evolutionary Requirements Document requires that safety-related structures,

systems, and components be protected from the dynamic effects of_ postulated,

; pipe ruptures or designed for the resulting loads. EPRI's requirements
satisfy the guidance in SRP 10.2, " Turbine Generator," that the connection;

joints between the low-pressure turbine exhaust and the main condenser should
j be arranged to prevent adverse effects on any safety-related-equipment in the

turbine room in the event of a rupture. Therefore, this DSER open issue is4

closed.
i

j 3.1.8 Nozzle Block Alignment

! Problems involving the alignment of nozzle blocks have been suspected of
i causing several fatigue-related failures of first-stage blading. In the DSER
: for Chapter 13, the staff concluded that EPRI should address this matter and
' identified it as an open issue.

| In its response dated August 18, 1989, EPRI stated that the alignment of
i nozzle blocks was highly vendor and turbine model dependent. Additionally,

nozzle blocks are realigned each time they are removed for maintenance through;

! clearance checks of the turbine rotor and other stationary components.
j Therefore, inclusion of a design requirement in Chapter 13 was not desirable

to address problems related to misaligned nozzle blocks. Since turbine
manufacturers will evaluate problems related to the alignment of nozzle block

j and the NRC has no regulatory requirements on this issue, this DSER open issue
is closed.;

3.2 Turbine Lube Oil System
,

; The turbine lube oil system will be designed to provide lubrication to the
turbine, generator, and exciter bearings during all normal and abnormal;

; conditions. In addition, the system will act as a backup to .the generator
hydrogen seal oil system. The NRC has no regulatory requirements concerning

: the turbine lube oil system. The requirements in Chapter 13 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for this system reflect standard industry
practice and are, therefore, acceptaole.

; In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff identified some additional features for
EPRI to consider, such as providing sight-glasses and basket strainers in the
individual-lines to the bearing flow control orifices and provisions for<

- enhancing the collection of oil from leaks. As noted above, there are no
regulatory requirements for the turbine lube oil system. - Therefore, EPRI was.

' not required to respond to tiie staff's recommendation.

Additionally, the staff identified _ the lack of guidance on the design and
; operation of the radial and thrust bearings as an open issue in the DSER for
2

:
'
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Chapter 13. As with the-turbine lube oil system noted above, there are no
regulatory requirements on the design and operation of radial and thrust
bearings. Therefore, this DSER open issue is closed.

3.3 Turbine Control System

Overspeed limit for Governor

The turbine control system, including the main stop and control valves and the
reheat stop and intercept valves, will control the turbine-generator's speed,
load, and overspeed. Most of the requirements for this system and its
components in Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document are current and proven, including the requirement that sensing
devices and local controllers be radiation resistant for operatiin in a BWR

*environment. However, in Section 3.2.3.8 of the original versts.
Chapter 13, EPRI has relaxed the overspeed point from 103 percen; to 105
percent of the rated speed at which the governor would have fully closed the
control and intercept valves. In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff disagreed
with EPRI's statement that the basis for this requirement was current
practice. The staff needed further justification that the appropriate degree
of protection had been maintained and identified this as an open issue.

In response to this open issue, EPRI revised Section 3.2.3.8 of Chapter 13 to
require the speed governor for normal speed-load control to fully close the
control and intercept valves at 105 percent of normal operating speed. This
is consistent with current standard practice. Two independent overspeed trip
devices are required (as-stated in Sections 3.2.3.14.2 and 3.2.3.1. 3 of
Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document) that will fully close
the turbine valves at 111 percent and 112 percent of normal operating speed.
Section 2.3.2.3 of Chapter 13 requires that the natural critical frequencies
of the turbine-generator shaft assemblies between zero speed and 20 percent
overspeed (120 percent of normal operating speed) be shown by analysis and
testing to cause no distress to the unit during operation. On the basis of
these additional requireme ds, the staff concludes that the requirement of
105 percent of the rated speed for normal speed-load control is within-the
safety analysis limit and is acceptable. Therefore, this DSER open issue is
closed.

The turbine overspeed protection-system should be designed so that the testing
of the turbine overspeed trip features independently verifies the proper
functioning of each critical component in the trip system.

Load Sheddina Without Turbine Trio

Chapter 13 of the~ Evolutionary Requirements Document contains operational
requirements that the turbine-generator be able to accommodate (1) specific
load shedding without turbine trip and-(2) 2-hour operation of the1 turbine-
generator with only in-house / hotel loads (offsite power not available).
Current systems are not very reliable in handling designed levels of load
shedding without a turbine trip. Additionally, the Evolutionary Requirements
Document proposes operating conditions that could-exist at the time of the
load-shedding function that might also complicate turbine control and affect
the maintenance of generator voltage and frequency. The designer may have to
evaluate the thermal-hydraulics of the steam supply, along with-the response
capability of the _ turbine control system, to determine interactions and

,
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stability. Turbine control could be in either full or partial arc admission,
with the turbine bypass valves in operation, and power-operated relief valves
might be cycling. In addition, the chance exists that reheaters or feedwater
heaters (extraction steam) will not operate in a normal manner duriag; load
sheddieg. Because all of these could affect the capability to maintain the
required tolerances for the electrical power supply to the station loads,
additional analyses and/or testing may be necessary to provide assurance that
the turbine and control system can respond to variable inlet steam conditions
and inaintain the electric power output within acceptable tolerances.

In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff concluded that EPRI should address this
matter and identified this as an open issue. In a meeting with the staff on
March 31, 1991, EpRI stated that the turbine-generator designer certainly
would be expected to address this concern during a specific plant design
phase. Since the NRC has no regulatory requirements on this issue, the staff
concludes that the issue is closed. However,- it will review the detailed
system design to determine the adequacy of the turbine control system during
its review of an individual application _for FDA/DC.

Turnina/Straiahtenina Vanes

Turning / straightening vanes are encouraged in Section 3.3.1.1.3.4 of Chap-
ter 13 for the reheat steamlines to reduce possible erosion effects from the
vortexes caused by the piping arrangements. In the DSER for Chapter 13, the
staff concluded that suitable screens should be required in the reheat stop or
intercept valves to ensure loose parts do not enter the low-pressure turbine
generators and identified this as an open issue.

In its response dated December 3, 1991, EPRI stated that temporary screens are
normally installed in turbine valves following an outage to protect the
turbines from foreign objects that may have been inadvertently left in the
system during maintenance. These screens are normally removed from the valves
after a short period of operation. Requiring the use of screens on a full-
time basis may result in a significant reduction in-thermal efficiency because
of the additional pressure drop across the screens. Since EPRI has provided
the information regarding the use of screens inside turbine valves and the NRC
has no regulatory requirements on turbine-designs, this DSER open issue is
closed.

Inservice Insoections

The Evolutionary Requirements Document states- that the design-of the main stop
and control valves and the reheat stop and intercept valves could allow a
longer interval between periodic inservice inspections. The staff identified
this as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 13.. Although the staff has no
reservations regarding design improvements that may allow-this extension, it
needs more information before it can support lengthening this. interval.
Therefore, it will review applications for FDA/DC to_ ensure that any changes
to inservice inspection intervals are fully justified by the vendor, and this
DSER open issue is closed.
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j Extraction Steam Check Valves

! In the DSER for Chapter 13, the staff stated that although extraction steam
check valves were not included with the other turbine valving, EPRI should1

provided requirements for these valves to ensure that their failure will be
minimal and will not affect the safe operation of the turbine during a trip
condition and identified this as an open issue.

;

In its response dated December 3, 1991. EPRI stated that the extraction piping'

and valves are included within the scope of Chapter 2 of the Evolutionary
; Requirements Document. Chapter 2 provides specific requirements to address

this concern including implementation of the evaluations required by American,

.

Society of Mechanical Engineers TDP-2, which address turbine water induction.
p Sections 3.3.1.4, 3.4.3.6, 3.5.4.7, 4.5.4.2, and 4.5.8.2 of Chaptar 2- of the

Evolutionary Requirements Document provide the requirements that address this'

concern. Since the requirements for extraction steam check valves are related
to specific plant designs for which the NRC has no regulatory requirements,;

the staff concludes that this DSER open issue is closed,-

j Turbine Protection System

i The turbine protection system will provide for rapid closure of the main and
reheat stop valves and, additionally, the control and intercept valves on

,

: receipt of a turbine trip signal. The response of the protection system is
| necessary to preclude unsafe conditions that could result in turbine damage

and the generation of low trajectory missiles. Section 3.3.3.8 of Chapter 13
,

specifies two independent overspeed trip devices: a mechanical overspeed trip
device and an electric device as specified in Table 13.3-1 of Chapter 13 of;

the Evolutionary Requirements Document, which are also initiated by otheri

; diagnostic devices. The staff concludes that the Evolutionary Requirements
Document provides for preset levels of turbine protection % ile increasingr

reliability and on-line testability.

3.4 Gland Seal System

:

The turbine gland seal system will provide sealing steam to the annulus space4

where the turbine rotor shafts and large steam valve shafts penetrate their
casings. The sealing portion of the system will prevent air from entering the
steam, and the exhaust portion will prevent the release of steam to the atmo-,

sphere. Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.4 of Chapter 13 of the Evok tionary Reqube--
ments Document specify the requirements- for this system. General Desi ..s
Criterion 60 and 64 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix'A, require, in part, that

' releases of radioactive' materials to the environment be controlled and.
monitored. The gland seal system must,. therefore, provide for the collection
and condensation of sealing steam and the venting and treatment, if necessary,
of noncondensable material. Section 3.2.4.4 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document requires that off-gas from the gland steam condenser
(BWR) be monitored for radiation and be automatically routed to'the gaseous
radioactive waste processing system if radioactivity is detected.
Additionally, if the exhaust steam is normally radioactive, the off-gas will
be routed to the gaseous radioactive waste processing system. The staff
concludes that these requirements for controlling and monitoring the release
of radioactive material are in accordance with GDC 60 and 64 and are
acceptable.
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The Evolutionary Requirements Document also establishes as a design margin the
capability of the supply and exhaust to accommodate twice the normal gland
clearances. However, the turbine designer should evaluate allowable operation
with excessive seal clearances to ensure that no abnormal heating occurs in
the shaft. The staff will address this matter during its review of an
individual application for FDA/DC.

3.5 Lnstrumentation

Section 3.4 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that instrument.1 tion will be provided for monitoring thermal, hydraulic, and
electrical conditions; controlling equipment components; and initiating alarms
and automatic shutdown of the turbine-generator if an unsafe condition occurs.
All monitoring instrumentation will be linked to the plant computer.

3.5.1 Turbine Supervisory Instrumentation

The turbine supervisory instrumentation listed in Table 13.3-1 of Chapter 13
will monitor thermal, hydraulic, and mechanical conditions including

rotor speed*

thrust bearing wear*

journal bearing vibration*

journal and thrust bearing metal temperature*

bearing oil pressurea

bearing oil header temperature*

lube oil reservoir temperaturea

rotor eccentricity*

shell expansion*

rotor /shell differential expansion*

turbine water induction detectors*

condenser vacuum=

exhaust hood temperature*

hydraulic control fluid prer.sure*

stop, governor / control, and intercept valve positionsa
,

stop valve metal temperature (inner and outer)*

first-stage-pressure-*

reheat stop valve inlet steam temperature*

reheat stop valve -inlet steam pressure*

low-pressure inlet metal temperaturea

steam seal header temperaturea

steam seal header pressurea

gland condenser outlet temperature*

gland condenser pressure*

3.5.2 Alarm-Initiating Devices

EPRI requires that devices for the main turbine initiate alarms in the control.
room for the conditions listed in Table 13.3-1 of Chapter 13. Some of these
devices may also initiate turbine trip if the condition is not corrected.
These alarms and the responses to these alarms are as follows:
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Variable Re199nte-

Rotor speed (high) Trip
Thrust bearing wear (high) Trip4

Journal bearing vibration (high) Trip
Journal and thrust bearing metal temperature (high) Trip4

Bearing oil pressure (low) Trip,

Bearing oil header temperature (high) Alarm only
: Lube oil reservoir level (low, low-low, and high) Alarm only'

Lube oil reservoir temperature (high) Alarm only
Rotor eccentricity (high) Alarm only

:
Rotor /shell differential expansion Trip.

Condenser vacuum (low) Trip
Exhaust hood temperature (high)_ Trip
Hydraulic control fluid pressure (low) Trip

4

Hydraulic control fluid reservoir level (low and low-low) Alarm only
First-stage metal temperature (inner and outer) Alarm only
Steam seal header pressure (low) Alarm only

4

| Gland condenser pressure (high) Alarm only

3.5.3 Turbine / Reactor Interface Instrumentation
,

Section 3.4.3 of Chapter 13 requires a redundant device that will signal to
3
~ the reactor control system on sensing a turbine trip. This device will be

part of the reactor protection system described in Chapter 10 of the Evolu-
:

tionary Requirements Document. The staff's evaluation of this device is
provided in Chapter 10 of this report.

' 3.5.4 On-Line Diagnostic Instrumentation
.

Section 3.4.4 of Chapter 13 states that on-line continuous monitoring and
: trending instrumentation will be required in order to increase plant avail-

ability by detecting and locating turbine problems. At a minimum, a system'

using dual probes and accelerometers on the bearing pedestals will be capable-
of (1) diagnosing an irbalance in the rotor system, (2) locating a wiped'

.
bearing, and (3) locating an oil whirl or whip. EPRI states that this. system

| can help shorten outage time by aiding in the diagnosis and correction of
rotor imbalance, which has in the past caused delays at operating LWRs. EPRI'

recommends that designers consider including additional on-line diagnostic
monitoring systems that heve a continuous data-collection and trending

[ capability.

3.5.5 Performance Instrumentation,

Section 3.4.5 of Chapter 13 states that the turbine will be equipped with
sensing points for optional American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
performance tests. The Evolutionary Requirements Document allows the individ-
ual utility to select either the full-scale performance tests described in
ASME PTC 6, " Steam Turbines Performance Test Code," or the reduced-scope tests
described in ASME PTC 6.1, " Alternative Procedure for Testing Steam Turbine."

,

3.5.6- Solid-State Devices
|

Section 3.4.6 of Chapter 13 originally stated that all solid-state devices -
! would be capable of withstanding a 2500-V " spike" surge without damage to

EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 13.3-12,
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ensure protection from voltage spikes. EPRI deleted this section from__
Chapter 13, and voltage-surge testing is now addressed in Chapter 10. The
staff's evaluation is given in Chapter 10. uf this report.

3.5.7 Bearing Oil Drain Flow

Section 3.4.6 of Chapter 13 specifies that some means will be provided for-

verifying the flo.4 of oil draining from the bearings.

.

s

'
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4 MAIN GENERATOR SYSTEM.

4

*

Section 4 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document defines the
main generator system and provides performance and equipment requirements for'

the main generator and the following subsystems:

excitation.

stator cooling water*
;

hydrogen cooling*
,

hydrogen seal oil '

! +

generator hydrogen and carbon dioxide+
' generator control+

4.1 Main Generator

The main generator will convert rotational energy produced by the main turbine
into electrical power. Typical components of the main generator will include

generator stator frame+

stator core and windings.

generator rotor+

field windings.

collector rings and brushesa

high " 'tage bushings.

bush.. :urrent transformer assemblye

grounding system+

The interfaces the main generator system will share with other systems are
described in Section 4.1.3.1.2 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document.

4.1.1 Performance and Operational Requirements

Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 13 states that the main generator will be designed to
produce its rated electrical output when driven at the rated torque produced;

L by the turbine, it will be capable of continuous operation at any loading up
j to the rated maximum output and of withstanding all expected operating
- transients resulting from rapid load changes and fault conditions on transmis-

sion lines.

Section 4.2.1.2 of Chapter 13 states that the generator will be designed to=
operate under a number of abnormal conditions. The rotor will be capable of
withstanding a 20-percent overspeed without sustaining damage. The generator
will be capable of operating at a reduced level of load with reduced hydrogen
pressure and without stator cooling. The stator windings will be capable of-
operating at 130 percent of their rated armature current for 1 minute, and the
field (rotor) windings will be capable of operating two times a year at a
field voltage of 125 percent of rated. load field voltage for 1 minute.

The Evolutionary Requirements Document does not include any requirements for
shop or prototype testing of new or significantly changed designs that would
ensure the successful operation of the generator and excitor. Since Chap-
ter 13 places heavy reliance on the use of proven turbine-generator component

EPRI Evolutionary. Plant SER 13.4-1
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designs, the staff does not expect this concern to be an issue. It will'

determine the need for such testing during its review of an individual;

application for FDA/DC.

| 4.1.2 Systems and Equipment Requirements

I Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 13 requires that the main generator be designed to be
highly reliable over a 60-year 'esign life. To increase reliability, EPRI
specifies the use of improved n.iterials, such as 18Mn-18Cr retaining rings for
the rotor, and proven design for the stator and rotor cooling and insulation.
The Evolutionary Requirements Document calls for care to be exercised to
minimize vibration and ensure adequate lubrication.

4

*

4.2 Excitation System

The excitation system will supply and control the direct current for the field
a winding of the generator. It will also entrol the voltage and reactive volt-

ampere output of the main generator by controlling its excitation. Typically,'

! components of the excitation system will include the following:

excitation power transformer*

power rectifier assemblyj *

voltage regulation equipment' *

field de-excitation equipment; *

; exciter protection relaying and monitoring equipment*

i The interfaces the excitation system will share with other systems are
j described in Section-4.1.3.2.2 of Chapter 13.

! EPRI intends that its proposed requirements for the excitation system render
that system capable of operating under a variety of abnormal operating

,

conditions without incurring any degradation. Section 4.2.2.1 of Chapter 13
states that the requirements are the same as those for current generator

,

designs.'

'; EPRI provides for the use of either a static exciter, which will be designed
for improved reliability ar.d reduced maintenance, or a conventional rotating-

i exciter.

4.3 Stator Coolina Water System
J

! The stator cooling water system will remove heat from the generator stator and
send it to the turbine building component cooling water system. On the basis-i

of the g ,erator vendor's design,-EPRI indicates that the stator will bei

cooled by either water or hydrogen. The stator cooling water system could
also cool the exciter and isophase bus systems. The staff concludes that
these provisions do not conflict with currert regulatory requirements and are

,

acceptable.

4.4 Hydroaen Coolina System

The hy6rogen cooling system will send heat produced by ohmic and mechanical
'

a losses in the generator to the component cooling water system in the turbine
building. It typically will have two water-cooled hydrogen coolers (heat4

] exchangers) capable of full-load operation of the generator-if any major

_ EPRI Evolutionary Plant SER 13.4-2
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active components (i.e., pumps and control valves) are cut of service.
Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document speci-
fies the fouling resistance of the coolers and requires that they be con-
structed of materials suitable for the cooling water chemistry.

4.5 Hydroaen Seal Oil System

The hydrogen seal oil system will prevent generator hydrogen from leaking from
the shaft penetrations into the atmosphere; it also will prevent air from
leaking into the hydrogen. Section 4.3.5 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary
Requirements Document proposes that the ac-powered main seal oil pump have a
dc-powered and controlled pump for emergencies. Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 13
specifies that the turbine lube oil system will provide a constant source of
makeup oil to the seal oil system. Further backup for this system from a
connection to the turbine lube oil system can be used after the hydrogen
pressure has been reduced to a value lower thin the lube oil pressure. In the
DSER for Chapter 13, the staff expressed its concer ti,at the continuous
makeup of seal oil from the lube oil system could mask seal oil leakage into
the generator until hydrogen gas contaminants are diagnosed. It concluded
that it was not clear what provisions were being made for monitoring or
detecting this leakage and identified this as an open issue.

In its response dated December 3, 1991, EPRI stated that features for monitor-
ing and/or detecting hydrogen seal oil leakage are normal design features for
generator seal oil systems and the Evolutionary Requirements Document does not
normally include requirements for standard design features. Since the issue
is related to a specific plant design for which the NRC has no regulatory
requirements, the staff concludes that this DSER open issue is closed.

4.6 Generator Hydrocen and Carbon Dioxide System

Sections 4.2.6 and 4.3.6 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document give the requirements for the generator hydrogen and carbon dioxide
system. This system will maintain hydrogen pressure and purity in the
generator to avoid explosive mixtures and electrical faults that could result
from high moisture. The system will also serve to purge the main generator
with carbon dioxide. The staff concludes that the proposed performance
requirements for this system do not conflict with regulatory requirements and
are acceptable.

4.7 Generator Control Systems

Sections 4.2.7 and 4.3.7 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements
Document give the requirements for the generator control systems, which will
contribute to safe startup, safe operation, and safe shutdown of the genera-
tor.

4.8 Instrumentation $

Section 4.4 of Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document states
that instrumentation will be provided for monitoring thermal, hydraulic, and
electrical parameters; controlling equipment components; and initiating alarms
and automatic shutdown of the turbine-generator in the event of an unsafe
condition. All monitoring instrumentation will be linked to the plant
computer.
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In its DSER for Chapter 13, the staff stated that EpRI should evaluate the '

merits of requiring the use of sensing devices and features other than the
;

; generator instrumentation listed, including the following:

an on-line method for measuring organic material and sulfur compounds in*.

.

hydrogen
J

a method for detecting stator resonance shift'

*

,

| fiberoptic hot spot and fiberoptic end-turn vibration sensors*

e

a method for monitoring changes in amplitude and phase angle with loadf *
-

'

This was identified as an open issue in the DSER for Chapter 13.

In its response dated December 3, 1991, EPRI stated that Section 4.4.1.3 of'

Chapter 13 recommends the inclusion of additional on-line diagnostic monitor-
4 ing systems with continuous data-collection and trending capabilities. Since

plant designers will evaluate these senting instrumentation devices ~using-

industry codes and/or standards ~ during a specific plant design phase and since
the NRC has no regulatory requirements for these devices, this DSER open issue,

{ is closed.
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5 CONCLUSION

The staff concludes that the EPRI requirements in Chapter 13 of the
Evolutionary Requirements Document for the design of the main turbine-
generator systems do not conflict with current regulatory guidelines and are
acceptable. However, by themselves, they do not provide sufficient
information for the NRC staff to determine if the design of the main turbine-
generator systems will be adequate. Applicants referencing the Evolutionary
Requirements Document will be required to demonstrate compliance with the
additional guidance in the Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800), or provide
justification for alternative means of implementing the associated regulatory
requirements.

Therefore, the staff concludes that Chapter 13 specifies requirements that,
subject to resolution of the identified vendor- and utility-specific items, if
properly translated into a design and constructed and operated in accordance
with the NRC regulations in force at the time the design is submitted, should
result in a nuclear power plant whose main turbine-generator systems will
perform as designed and have all the attributes required by the regulations to
ensure that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of the public or
to the environment.
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| APPENDIX A-

| DEFINITIONS AND-ACRONYMS

j- Appendix A cf Chapter 13 of the Evolutionary Requirements Document contains
definitit,n tf terms and acronyms. The_ staff has provided a_ consolidated list

;
of acronym; ia Volume 1 of this report.;
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